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ABSTRACT 

The Mori language is spoken in eastern central Sulawesi, Indonesia. This book is a translation of Samuel J. 
Esser’s Klank- en Vormleer van het Morisch, a Dutch grammar published in two parts (1927 and 1933). Apart from 
changes in terminology which have overtaken the field of linguistics in the intervening years (e.g. the terms 
‘ergative’ and ‘applicative’ were unknown to Esser), his description has aged well, such that even today it must be 
regarded as the principal description of this language, indeed in a number of areas it remains our sole source of 
information concerning the lesser known dialects. Having conducted his own research on Mori, the translator has 
found Esser to be practically faultless in both his transcriptions and his presentations, copiously illustrated, of the 
basic structure of the Mori language. 

In keeping with grammars of his day, Esser’s emphasis was on phonology, morphology, and parts of speech, 
with syntax treated only incidentally. Thus, following a sizable chapter on phonology (which also touches on 
historical sound change), there are separate chapters devoted to reduplication, compounding (both noun and verb 
compounds), pronouns, basic verbal morphology, deverbal nouns (gerunds), the expression of tense and mood, 
nouns, adjectives, miscellaneous particles, and numerals (both basic and derived). The final and longest chapter 
concerns affixation, in which each affix or affix combination is treated in turn. 

In the process of translating Esser's grammar of Mori, Mead has made several 'updates' with the aim of making 
it more accessible to a modern-day audience. The most significant of these updates was to interlinearize a 
significant portion of Esser’s examples. That is to say, Mead has supplied morpheme breaks and morpheme-by-
morpheme glossing where Esser presented only Mori sentences with Dutch free translation. 

Sadly, Esser’s sizable text collection and draft dictionary of Mori were lost during the ravages of war. Esser 
himself died in a Japanese prisoner-of-war camp, leaving this grammar to stand alone as the principal contribution 
to our knowledge of Mori by this exceedingly capable and keen-minded linguist. 
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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE. 

——————— 

This translation began as a side project while I was doing research for my dissertation at Rice University. For 
this dissertation, I was comparing words and sentence patterns from fifteen lesser known languages of southeastern 
Sulawesi, Indonesia, and Esser’s grammar promised to provide me with a wealth of data for one of these languages, 
Mori. In the beginning, I simply translated small portions as I had need, and kept the material in handwritten notes. 
After a while, I decided to take on more sizeable chunks, say, the translation of an entire (but relatively short) 
chapter. As it became harder to find information in my crisscrossed, handwritten notes, eventually I decided to 
keyboard and organize the material. On a fateful day in May, 1997, I prepared a chart. The first column was broken 
down by chapter and page number, the other columns let me keep track of my progress. It had occurred to me that 
maybe—just maybe—I would attempt to translate Esser’s Klank- en Vormleer van het Morisch in its entirety. 

From those humble beginnings has emerged this ‘updated’ translation. By the time I graduated in May, 1998, I 
had translated well over half of Esser’s grammar. The translation got a further boost in the following months. My 
wife and I were expecting to take up an assignment in the Philippines to do language development work, but owing 
to a difficult pregnancy we decided to spend an extra year in the states. The Linguistics Department at Rice 
University graciously provided me with a cubicle, and many an hour was spent there continuing to work on this 
translation.  

Very early on I had decided to make certain ‘updates’ to Esser’s grammar. The most important updates include 
the treatment of vernacular examples, and the weaving in of Esser’s nearly forty pages of corrections and additions 
to the first volume. I have also made other updates such as to the formatting of headings and in the way Esser’s 
references to outside works are cited. As I have grown in experience, and have looked at how professional 
translators do their work, I realize that translation purists are likely to be unhappy with my decisions on certain of 
these points. And yes, were it possible to do it over again, there are things I would choose to do differently in order 
to keep the translation a bit ‘closer’ to the original. All in all, however, it seems to me the shortcomings (which 
some may find) are unlikely to outweigh the benefits of making this work publicly available. Therefore I have gone 
ahead and sought publication. My audience can rest assured that all my work has been done with a deep respect for 
the author, Samuel Jonathan Esser, and with a desire to present his work faithfully to the English reader in an 
accessible and user-friendly way.  

In order for everything to be aboveboard, here is how I have treated the original text. 

HEADINGS AND FONTS. 

Consistent heading styles have been applied throughout the document. Apart from the Introduction, every 
chapter has at least first-level headings, and many chapters also have second-level headings. Chapter 12 has third-
level headings. All headings appear centered and with white space separating them from the preceding and 
following text. In this way, major breaks in the text are made more visible to the reader. In the original, some 
section breaks were indicated preceding or following the section number, and in various ways. For example, we find 
in the original (p. 83): 

De samenstellingen kunnen verdeeld worden in copulatieve en 
determinatieve. 

121. I. Copulatieve samenstellingen spelen in ’t M. een niet zeer belangrijke 
rol. Eenige voorbeelden zijn: 

In this translation, this now appears as: 

The compounds can be divided into COPULATIVE and DETERMINATIVE. 
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COPULATIVE COMPOUNDS. 

121. Copulative compounds do not play a very large role in Mori. Some 
examples are: 

The original section numbering has been maintained, beginning with § 1 in the Introduction and culminating 
with § 400 at the end of Chapter 12. In cases where a section was given a title, and the title applies to that section 
alone, the section title has been placed in small caps, for example (from p. 201): 

237. Futurum-partikels. In § 150 is reeds opgemerkt dat… 

now appears as: 

237. FUTURE PARTICLES. In § 150 it was already remarked that… 

Indication of subsections within sections follows the original. In a very few cases (a), (b), (c), (d), etc. have 
been added to make the organization more apparent to the reader, see for example § 21 in Chapter 1 and § 280 in 
Chapter 11. This convention was also used at times by Esser himself (e.g. § 220 in Chapter 6). 

Other font styles have also been applied consistently throughout the document. Italics are used for vernacular 
Mori words and expressions. Italics are also used for English, Dutch, French, etc. words used as examples. Certain 
German and Latin words and phrases such as Neubildung and mutatis mutandis also appear in italics.  

Emphasized words appear in small caps, regardless of whether the original used italics or wide spacing between 
characters. Small caps, in addition to being used for section titles, are also used for glossing grammatical 
morphemes in examples with morpheme-by-morpheme glossing (see below). 

Bold typeface is used for chapter titles, for first and second level headings, and for section numbers. On rare 
occasions, bolding has been used within examples to draw the reader’s eye to the morpheme or morphemes under 
consideration. Esser did NOT use bolding in this fashion in the original. Compare (from p. 97): 

The pronouns aku, ko, etc. occur as object in the following sentences: 

  po-tuwu aku 
  CAUS-live 1SG 
  ‘let me live!’ 

  borono i-potae i Bange: aku n[um]ahu-ko, Bibiundi! 
  then 3SG-say PN Monkey 1SG.FUT PART:cook-2SG Wild.Duck 
  ‘then Monkey said: I’m going to cook you, Wild Duck!’ 

In the original, some paragraphs or sometimes entire sections were set in small font size, as a way of indicating 
that the material was being presented as an aside or as subsidiary information. Small font size has been retained in 
this translation.  

SPELLING AND HYPHEN. 

Spelling of Malay and native words has been updated to reflect current orthographic practice in Indonesia, i.e. c 
for tj, j for dj, y for j, and u for oe. As u was not used in the Dutch-era orthography for Mori, this last change 
rendered the use of dieresis (and Esser’s discussion thereof) superfluous, e.g. the words which Esser spelled 
respectively as woee, moloee, isoea, boë and poëa are rendered in the present edition simply as wue (Upper Mori) 
‘areca’, molue ‘broad, great in surface area’, isua ‘where?’, boe ‘(domesticated) pig’, and poea ‘name of a tree’. 
Esser’s use of a breve above an e to indicate schwa (never in Mori, but occurring in words cited from other 
languages), and his use of a macron above a vowel to indicate a lengthened vowel, a dot below a consonant to 
indicate retroflexion, and an acute accent to indicate stress, have all been maintained. 
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Similarly, Esser’s use of a superscripted 2, in Malay the so-called angka dua, to indicate reduplication has been 

dropped, as this is no longer the current practice in Indonesian spelling (except in informal handwriting). In Mori 

orthography, the angka dua was in fact used only for two syllable reduplication, but has been replaced in the current 

work by full spelling with hyphenation, e.g. kolambe-lambe for kolambe2 ‘naked’, memee-meene for memee2ne 

‘don’t go to sleep, stay up until the day (meene) dawns’. The hyphen used in this way should be viewed primarily as 

an orthographic aid to the reader, as analytically it is superfluous.  

Although one could assume a glottal stop when two vowels are separated by a hyphen in this way—see § 11—

nonetheless such a glottal stop has always been made explicit, e.g. enu-’enu ‘necklace of beads’ (for enu2), 

mapa’angga-’angga ‘worked repeatedly’ (for mapa’angga2). 

In examples with morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, the hyphen has a second function, namely it is used at 

morpheme boundaries. In this case the hyphen plays an important role in alignment between text and gloss, namely 

in nearly all cases a hyphen in the text line corresponds with a hyphen in the gloss line. An exception occurs, 

however, when a stem with two-syllable reduplication is given a single gloss. In this case, an ‘extra’ hyphen may be 

found in the text line, that is to say, it is unmatched by a hyphen in the gloss line. Note in the following example how 

the hyphen which separates the reduplicated form balu-balu (as Esser wrote it, simply balu2) has no corresponding 

hyphen in the gloss line. 

� mopa-bangka-bangka balu-balu me-w[in]awa-do  

MULTIPLE-REDP-boat merchandise PL-PASS:bring-3PL.POS 

‘many boats full (many boatfuls) was the merchandise which they brought with them’ 

Whenever an unmatched, ‘extra’ hyphen is encountered in the text line, the reader can always expect two-syllable 

reduplication to be involved. See further below concerning the treatment of examples.  

Finally, in running text have I eschewed beginning a new sentence with a vernacular word. Occasionally this has 

necessitated inserting the words “The stem…”, “The particle…”, “The verb…”, “The expression…”, etc. For 

example footnote 1, p. 59 in the original begins:  

wea komt ook in ’t T. voor als adj.: weaomo, „(de rijst) is al bĕras, is al 

ontbolsterd”. … 

In this translation it reads: 

The stem wea also occurs in Tinompo as an adjective, e.g. weaomo ‘(the rice) is 

already bĕras, has already been pestled’. … 

NAMES OF LANGUAGES. 

Abbreviations for language and dialect names have been summarily dropped in favor of the full form of the 

name. Sometimes slightly more familiar names have been employed, e.g. Sa’dan Toraja for Sa’dansch, Tolaki for 

Lalakisch, Roti for Rottineesch, Mentawai for Mĕntawei. This is not to say that all language names have been 

brought up to currency, but at any rate language names used in this translation can all be found listed in the language 

name index of the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009). A secondary effect of this change was to render superfluous Esser’s list 

of abbreviations, which for that matter omitted some abbreviations used in the text. 

The language known in Esser’s day as Bare’e presents a special case. This name derives from the practice 

sometimes followed by the Dutch of designating languages and dialects by their respective negative terms (the word 

bare’e in this language is actually their word for ‘no, not’). Within Indonesia, this practice has generally fallen into 

disfavor, and the preferred endonym at present is clearly Pamona. In deference to these concerns, I have 

(anachronistically) used the term Pamona in favor over the older term Bare’e, even though due to the writings of 

Albertus C. Kruyt and Nicolaus Adriani the term Bare’e is widely known and recognized (see Noorduyn 1991:88 ff.). 

The abbreviation IN (=Indonesisch) has been expanded only in the collocation ‘Indonesian languages’, thus 

“evenals in andere IN talen” (p. 96, etc.) becomes “as in other Indonesian languages”. Even here, ‘Indonesian’ 
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should be interpreted broadly to include other Austronesian languages spoken outside the territorial boundaries of 
Indonesia proper. In other contexts the abbreviation IN has been retained, lest it give the reader the wrong 
impression of referring to the Indonesian language (the national language of Indonesia, based on Malay). Thus for 
example “van den IN wortel poe-” (p. 41) becomes “from the IN root pu-”, and “het algemeen IN causatieve prefix 
po-” (p. 185) becomes “the general IN causative prefix po-”. 

REFERENCES TO OUTSIDE WORKS. 

I have provided full bibliographic citations in a references section, and within the text have used standard 
citations as would be appropriate for any linguistic work produced today. The following, taken from footnote 4, p. 
50, is exemplary of the kinds of changes made. In the original we find: 

Vgl. ook Brandes, Proefschrift, p. 135 en 136, en Conant, J. Am. O.S., XXXV, 
p. 9 en 10 (als representant van den R-G-H- en den R-L-D-regel is s echter niet 
oorspronkelijk). Bg. sĕbbu wordt door Brandes (l.c. p. 51) ten onrechte met Ml. 
ribu etc. geidentificeerd, vgl. M. sowoe (duizental) naast riwu (tienduizental) (in 
’t B. en zijn naaste verwanten evenzoo). 

In this translation it reads: 

Compare also Brandes (1884:135–136) and Conant (1915:9–10) (though s as 
reflex of the R-G-H and R-L-D laws is not original). Brandes (1884:51) 
incorrectly identifies Bugis sĕbbu with Malay ribu, etc., compare Mori sowu 
‘thousand’ next to riwu ‘ten thousand’ (likewise in Pamona and its close 
relations). 

When one of Esser’s original footnotes consisted solely of a reference to an outside work, this reference has 
been moved into the main text. For example, in his discussion of the voicing of ngk to ngg, Esser stated (p. 40), 
“Deze verzwakking is in ’t M. zeer gewoon, vooral in ’t BM.,” for which he provides in a footnote, “Zie MZG 44, 
p. 289 v., en § 26.” In the translation, the reference has been incorporated into the text, and so this sentence runs 
“This weakening is very usual in Mori, especially in Upper Mori (see Adriani 1900:289–290 and § 26).” This 
practice of mine is alone to account for most ‘missing’ footnotes if one compares this translation with the original. 

Because of Esser’s considerable familiarity with Adriani’s material—he assisted in preparing both Adriani’s 
(1928) Bare’e-Nederlandsch Woordenboek and his (1931) Spraakkunst der Bare’e-Taal for posthumous publication 
(Adriani died in 1926)—Esser occasionally left references to these works implicit, sometimes even when quoting 
Adriani directly. In other cases Esser cited one of these other works but only in a general way without page number. 
By my own hand, I have added in references to these two works, often including page numbers, in order to assist the 
reader who may be drawn to consult further the Pamona (Bare’e) material. Thus where we find in the original:  

Als verklaring van bepaalde gevallen van overgang van a in e wordt in de BS 
nog de invloed van een oe in de volgende syllabe genoemd. 

(here BS stands for Bare’e Spraakkunst), in this translation it reads: 

Adriani (1931:55) mentions that certain cases of the change a to e in Pamona 
may be explained from the influence of a u in the following syllable. 

 

CROSS-REFERENCES. 

Cross-references to other parts within the text body are given either in terms of chapter numbers or, more 
usually, in terms of section numbers. With the advantage of hindsight, in almost all cases it proved possible to 
convert Esser’s general instructions to “zie men het tweede deel” (see the second volume)—still only in sketch form 
when the first volume was published—into more specific section references. In the original, footnote 1 on p. 20 
reads: 
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Al ontbreekt ’t niet geheel, b.v. ngasa (hijgen), Ml. kĕsah. Zie ook de prefixen 
ngka- en mpa- in het tweede deel. 

With the second volume already published, however, it has become possible to direct the reader to the specific, 
intended sections: 

It is, however, not entirely absent, e.g. ngasa ‘pant, gasp’, Malay kĕsah. See 
also the prefixes mpa- and ngka- (respectively §§ 307 and 347). 

In some cases I have even made explicit the reason WHY Esser was directing the reader to look elsewhere. For 
example, footnote 2 on p. 17 in the original reads simply “Zie § 183,” but in this translation reads, “Regarding the 
meaning of ndio, see § 183.” Likewise, footnote 3 on p. 147 says “Zie p. 27,” but here reads “From ira’ai via 
apheresis; see § 31.” 

The last example above illustrates one further change made to cross-references. Original cross-references 
usually directed the reader to a certain section, but on occasion directed the reader to a page number instead. The 
latter have all been changed to refer to a section number rather than a page number. As Esser’s original work 
comprised 400 sections spread across 392 pages, this change has, on average, not resulted in any loss of specificity. 
I instituted this change under the belief that referring to section numbers was simply ‘safer’ than referring to page 
numbers, which could change in a printed version.  

PAGINATION AND FOOTNOTES. 

Page numbering of the original is indicated in brackets, e.g. an indication such as [p. 73] (in blue font) indicates 
the start of page 73 in the original. Owing to various factors, such as changes in word order between Dutch and 
English, as well as incorporation of Postscript material into the main text, sometimes original page breaks could 
only be approximately (but not exactly) indicated. In addition, when I have interlinearized an example sentence 
which in the original happened to be broken across two pages (see below concerning the treatment of examples), I 
have marked the page break at the end of the entire example rather than in the middle, where its indication would 
have been disruptive.  

In the original, footnotes were numbered sequentially on each page, and a new page meant that footnote 
numbering started over again. In this translation, footnotes are numbered sequentially throughout the chapter. In 
order to match a footnote with its original location, every footnote is given its original location in brackets 
preceding the footnote text. Thus for example we know that current footnote 8 in chapter 1 originally appeared at 
the bottom of page 13, as the second footnote on that page. 

8 [footnote 2, p. 13] The two sounds are probably identical or at least varieties 
of the same sound. 

There are two cases where an original footnote has not been retained in the translation. First, where the SOLE 
purpose of the footnote was to give a citation to an outside work, without any accompanying text or explanation, 
then in such cases the reference has simply been abbreviated and moved ‘up’ into the main text (see above 
regarding the treatment of citations to outside works). Second, when Esser indicated in his Postscript that a 
particular stretch of the main text should be scrapped, in very rare cases this also necessitated that an accompanying 
footnote also be scrapped. For example, this is the fate which befell original footnote 1 on page 30, which thus 
appears nowhere in the present translation. (In this particular case, Esser in fact specifically indicated that the 
footnote should also be dropped.) The same fate also befell footnote 3, page 168. 

Conversely, not all present footnotes were footnotes in the original. In the Introduction and through chapter 6, a 
significant number of footnotes were added based on additions which Esser suggested in his Postscript. These 
additions are always indicated with the word ‘Postscript’ and a page number, set off in square brackets. This way, 
for example, we know that the text of footnote 14 originally appeared in a Postscript note to page 16: 
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14 [Postscript, p. 16] The syllable wa of aiwa is perhaps instead to be equated 
with pa, po (see § 267), compare Impo maito, the same as Tinompo aiwa used 
imperatively, in which to has become a fixed element (Impo maitoto = Tinompo 
aiwamo). 

Finally, some information has been moved down into footnotes, where it would have been disruptive to the 
main text to have kept the information in its original position. Principally, this occurs where Esser gave an example 
to (or within) another example, or where he gave an alternate way that the Mori Bawah could be worded (such that 
it was not easily captured in one interlinear example). Occasionally an interlinear example has been placed in a 
footnote, sometimes with a small amount of accompanying text, when it would have been disruptive to the main text 
to insert an interlinear example. Whenever material has been dropped from the main text down into a footnote, this 
is always indicated with the words ‘from main text’ followed by the page number where the material originally 
appeared. Thus for example: 

11 [from main text, p. 15] Except when the vowel is lengthened, e.g.: 

nahi to-po’uu-ako-no, ndi kita koa mo’oo-ako-no. 
NEG 1PLN-say.‘u’-APPL-3SG be.here 1PLN just PART:say.‘o’-APPL-3SG 
‘one doesn’t say the word (oluti ‘bead’) with u, but rather with o.’ 

Where the material originally appeared on that page is not further indicated, but in almost all cases it is near or at 
the place where the footnote now occurs in the main text.  

A very few footnotes are by my own hand, and are clearly marked as “Translator’s note: …”. In such cases the 
entire note appears within square brackets. 

TABLES. 

In this translation tables have been numbered consecutively throughout the document. Notes to Tables are not 
numbered, but rather are indicated by superscripted letter enclosed in parentheses, thus (a), (b), (c), etc. These notes 
are given directly below each Table, and not as footnotes. The source of these notes is not given, but in general were 
either original Table (foot)notes or have been added based on Esser’s additional commentary in his Postscript. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

When Esser published volume two of his Klank- en Vormleer van het Morisch in 1933, six years after the 
publication of the first volume, he had by then accumulated a large number of additions and corrections to this first 
volume. These he published in a Postscript to the second volume, which ran from page 392 to 430. All but four of 
the suggested corrections or additions concerned material in the first volume.  

These extensive corrections and additions do not appear separately, but rather have been incorporated into the 
text. Minor corrections, such as instructions to change the wording or scrap certain words, were easily incorporated. 
Some material was incorporated as footnotes. Some of the material, however, seemed more than just parenthetical, 
and was therefore inserted into the text body itself. This sometimes called for a slight rearrangement of material to 
allow for a more seamless insertion. 

An important fact—indeed drawback—to note about this translation is that only when material from Esser’s 
Postscript has been incorporated into footnotes has its source been noted. The reader who would compare this 
translation with the original, then, must be sure to hold a copy of Esser’s Postscript in hand when reading the 
Introduction and the first six chapters. When the English translation does not follow the original Dutch, or there 
appears to be additional material, almost always such discrepancies—EVEN THOUGH NOT MARKED IN THE ENGLISH 
TRANSLATION—can be attributed to suggested changes or additions found in the Postscript. 
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EXAMPLES. 

Esser’s grammar was, it appears to me, written with an expectation that it would be read from start to finish, 
perhaps indicative of a day when life was more leisurely, or at least there were fewer relevant grammars around to 
consult. Sentence examples were given with sentence translations, with no or little indication of what the individual 
words meant. Individual words were never broken down into their constituent morphemes. The reader, moving 
through the text with an ever increasing understanding of Mori vocabulary and grammatical patterns, had to piece 
these things together for himself or herself. 

In order to supply the market with a more ‘consumable’ grammar, I have instituted several changes to the way 
in which vernacular examples are presented in this translation. Here follows a listing of these changes. 

English gloss / free translation. 

Esser gave glosses to Mori words and expressions in three different formats: in double quotes, in parentheses, 
and by using an equals sign. Thus for example on p. 46 in the original we find variously: 

binai „gedroogd vleesch” 
tededengke (opschrikken) 
osole = mais 

In this translation I follow the current standard for linguistics, which is to give vernacular words, phrases and 
sentences in italics and their meanings within single quotes following. Thus the above have been translated and 
formatted as follows: 

binai ‘dried meat’ 
tededengke ‘start, be startled’ 
osole ‘maize’ 

Where context merits, an implied ‘which means’, ‘has the meaning’ etc. has sometimes also been supplied.  

Diamond and white space. 

In grammars or linguistic treatises published today, it is usual for examples to be consecutively numbered. The 
numbering not only highlights the example from the surrounding text, but also provides an easy way for referring to 
that example from elsewhere in the text. 

In this translation, I have not gone so far as to number examples. However, one change which I have instituted 
is to highlight examples by preceding them with a diamond ( ) and surrounding them with white space. The 
following examples (from p. 29) were indicated in the original only by paragraph indentation. 

  araha next to ahara ‘whetstone’, stem aha, Malay asah 

  kotoa next to tokoa ‘thus, in reality’ 

  lo’ia ‘ginger’, Malay halia, Sangirese, Tontemboan lia 

  mo’emo ‘immerse’, if at any rate this is cognate with  
  Pamona ome ‘moisten throughout, soak’, Loinan mohome ‘wet’ 

In other cases, Esser gave examples in run-on fashion within the span of a single paragraph, but many times it 
seemed best to extract and highlight each example separately, particularly where the examples were longish in 
length. The practice of adding white space has the goal of making the translation easier to read. Here is an excerpted 
passage from original p. 299: 
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Een bijzondere categorie vormen de adjectiva die door voorvoeging van 
me- of mo- zijn afgeleid van zelfstandige naamwoorden. De beteekenis van deze 
afleidingen is in het algemeen „het karakter hebbende van, gekenmerkt door 
hetgeen het GW aanduidt”. Voorbeelden zijn: morini, „koud” (van 
voorwerpen), st. rini, in ’t I. Molo. „zweet” (B. ini), in ’t B. „dauw”, vgl. Tog. 
maringi, „vochtig, nat”, Mal. dingin; mota’oe, „oud, bejaard”, st. ta’u, „jaar”; 
mahaki, „ziek”, st. haki „ziekte”; moseko, „met onkruid (seko) begroeid”. 

Compare this with the look and feel of this same paragraph, presented here in its English translation: 

The adjectives which are derived by prefixing ma- or mo- to independent 
nouns constitute a special category. In general the meaning of these derivations 
is ‘have the character of, typified by that which is denoted by the stem’. 
Examples are: 

  morini ‘cold (of objects)’, stem rini which in Impo and  
  Molongkuni means ‘perspiration’ (Pamona ini). Compare also  
  Pamona rini ‘dew’, Togian maringi ‘moist, wet’, Malay dingin 

  mota’u ‘old, aged’, stem ta’u ‘year’ 

  mahaki ‘sick’, stem haki ‘illness’ 

  moseko ‘overgrown with weeds (seko)’ 

When an example has been set off with a diamond, sentence and paragraph punctuation has been dropped. 

Morpheme breaks and morpheme-by-morpheme glossing. 

Esser presented Mori words without morpheme breaks. Some, particularly those who adopt what has come to 
be called a ‘Word and Paradigm’ model of grammatical structure, might even see this as an advantage. In this 
translation, however, I have often resorted to indicating morpheme breaks, on the assumption that making this 
information explicit will aid most readers. Fortunately, Mori is a language which has very little in the way of 
morphophonemic processes which might otherwise obscure morpheme boundaries, and thus lends itself well to this 
practice. 

In the simplest case, I have simply added a hyphen to indicate the position of a morpheme boundary, or to 
highlight a certain morpheme. This is exemplified by the following excerpt from p. 99; note that no hyphens 
appeared in the original text. 

The third person singular o does occur in certain circumstances without mo 
or po following. Prime examples are the words used to denote ‘there is, there 
are…’, namely hina-o ‘there is, there are’, ndio-o ‘id., namely here’, rau-o ‘id., 
namely yonder on the same level’, lou-o ‘id., namely lower’, tahu-o ‘id., higher’ 
(for the last four expressions, see § 178).  

A second, less commonly employed strategy is to add information about morpheme boundaries parenthetically 
following the word in question, as in “Upper Mori monggaa ‘eat’ next to kukaango (ku + kaa + ngo) ‘I eat it’, 
Upper Mori monggito ‘see’ next to kukiteo (ku + kite + o) ‘I see it’, etc.” (from p. 20).  

A more significant divergence from the original yet is that most multiple-word examples, in addition to being 
supplied with morpheme breaks, have also been supplied with morpheme-by-morpheme glossing. Compare for 
example (p. 308): 
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  ku-popo-naa-o a ng-kadu-ku 
  1SG-ACCID-store-3SG at LKR-betel.pouch-1SG.POS 
  ‘I placed it unintentionally, by accident in my betel pouch’ 

In the original this example appeared simply as koepoponaao a ngkadoekoe „ik heb ’t onopzettelijk, bij ongeluk in 
mijn sirihzak gedaan”. Usually examples with morpheme-by-morpheme glossing are extracted and highlighted as 
above using a diamond. There are, however, a few times when such examples have been left intact in their original 
position within the paragraph. In this case morpheme boundaries are indicated by hyphen, with the morpheme-by-
morpheme glossing added within solidi (slant lines), e.g. (from p. 20):  

Thus the original stem of mombio ‘do what?’ is pio (compare § 210), but 
the secondary stem mbio, e.g. aku mbio-o? /1SG.FUT do.what-3SG/ ‘what shall I 
do to it?, as object of what action shall I make it?’; of mombalo ‘repay, take 
revenge’ (Malay balas) the stem is mbalo (see § 19); and of mondoe ‘hang up’ it 
is ndoe (compare §§ 64, 67). 

Esser of course was certainly well aware that many Mori words were composed of smaller elements of 
meaning, therefore making morpheme breaks per se is simply making information explicit which Esser himself 
knew—and frequently expanded upon in prose—but left implicit in his cited examples. Supplying glosses to 
individual morphemes, however, admittedly goes beyond what might be considered a faithful translation, therefore 
this practice bears some explanation. 

As any linguistic researcher knows who has assembled a text collection, morpheme-by-morpheme glossing is 
not an easy task. Indeed, this aspect of the translation called time and again for decisions to be made, along the 
following lines. 

(a) To what morphological level are words to be parsed?  

For example, kupoponaao of the example cited above could not only be parsed as ku-popo-naa-o 
/1SG-ACCID-store-3SG/ as above, but it could also have been parsed ku-poponaa-o and correspondingly glossed as 
/1SG-store.accidentally-3SG/. Although I have attempted to identify all inflectional morphemes, in many cases stems 
plus their respective derivational affixes were treated as single units for the purposes of glossing. This is particularly 
true of adjectives derived with mo- and ma-, which according the grammar are usually (but not always) treated as 
single units anyway, thus ku-mahaki /1SG-sick/ rather than ku-ma-haki /1SG-ADJ-sick/. In some cases the derived 
stem is glossed as a unit because the whole has a particular meaning which would not be immediately deducible as a 
sum of the parts, or the meaning of the root is opaque, as in te’ahu ‘sufficient in measure’ (from prefix te- plus stem 
ahu, meaning unknown). In other cases, a further breakdown is simply irrelevant to the example at hand, e.g. pepate 
is consistently glossed as ‘kill’, even though it consists of a causative prefix plus a stem meaning ‘die’; likewise 
pinotuwu is glossed as ‘domesticated animal’, even though it consists of the passive infix -in-, the causative prefix 
po-, and the root tuwu ‘live’ (thus literally ‘that which is caused to live’).  

(b) To what extent is a unitary gloss maintained for any particular morpheme or unit? 

Morpheme meanings are often highly dependent on context. Nonetheless, I have aimed toward an ideal (not 
always realized) that one morpheme should be given only one gloss. Glosses are, after all, attempts at abstraction, 
and certainly do not carry the full amount of information as one would find in a dictionary entry; they merely 
indicate to the reader which part of an utterance carries which part of the meaning that is assigned to the whole. 
Nonetheless, this practice is probably at odds with Esser’s own view, wherein the meaning of a morpheme could 
range across several related senses or functions. In fact his descriptions, particularly of affixes (Chapter 12), accord 
well with current notions of polysemy networks of modern-day Cognitive Grammar.  

In some cases—such as with nae (shortened form of the third person singular independent pronoun) and ndio 
‘be here’ and other morphemes which have ‘bleached’ or grammaticalized meaning—I have stuck to a gloss which 
reflects its older or historical meaning, and which may therefore be somewhat distant from its current, more 
grammaticalized meaning.  
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(c) Is reduplication to be given a formal or a semantic label? 

Reduplication, whether of one- or two-syllables, is consistently glossed as REDP. In this case a purely formal 
label proved advantageous, as it meant not having to decide which of various semantic functions the reduplication 
was serving in any particular context.  

(d) What happens in cases where morphemes are not linearly separable? 

When two morphemes are not linearly separable, this is indicated by using a colon in the gloss line rather than a 
hyphen. The most common case of ‘fusion’ are verbs which begin with p-initial prefixes, and which form their 
participle form by replacing the p with m. Thus for example (from p. 102):  

  kontongaa-ku mong-kaa 
  while-1SG.POS PART:TRI-eat 
  ‘I was eating…’  

The infixes -um- (allomorph of the participle marker) and -in- (passive marker) are also handled by enclosing them 
in square brackets in the text line, again using a colon in the gloss line, compare (from p. 98): 

  nahi ku-buku l[um]ako  
  NEG 1SG-will PART:go 
  ‘I will not go’  

The negator nahi presented a special case. The form nahi is not only the base form of the negator, but in some 
contexts can also be interpreted as ‘containing’ a third person singular element (viz. ‘surface’ nahi underlyingly 
consists of nahi + third person singular pronoun i). In general I have eschewed abstract analyses, thus nahi moiko ‘it 
is not good’ is glossed simply as /NEG good/. Only occasionally is nahi glossed as NEG:(3SG). See § 31 for some 
further examples of this nature.  

(e) To what extent does a gloss reflect Esser’s understanding of a morpheme’s function or meaning? 

In some cases this question is impossible to answer. However, it should be noted that I have glossed mo- as ADJ 
(adjective), poN- as TRI (transitive indefinite object), and pe- as INT (intransitive), all in keeping with Esser’s 
descriptions of these morphemes, even though elsewhere I regard these instead as respectively stative, antipassive 
and middle markers (Mead 2005). On the other hand, I have glossed I-ako, described in §§ 389-395, as APPL 
(applicative suffix), even though the word ‘applicative’ appears nowhere in the related prose description. This 
morpheme is so wide-ranging in function, that choosing a less-generic label would have been risky. Likewise the 
glossing of te- as NON.AG (non-agentive) and of –a as NZR (locative nominalizer) also deviate from how Esser 
described the affixes in the accompanying prose. See below for a complete listing of glosses for grammatical 
morphemes, and where these morphemes are discussed in Esser’s grammar.  

At any rate, the reader should bear in mind that all morpheme-by-morpheme glosses are to be regarded as my 
own additions, and do not constitute part of the original text.  

Examples from other dialects. 

When so indicated by Esser, or when lexical or other clues clearly indicate that a particular example is from a 
Mori dialect other than the Tinompo dialect, I have indicated this by enclosing the dialect name in square brackets 
following the free translation, e.g. (p. 203): 
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  la no-’olo l[um]eko 
  NEG 3SG-FUT PART:go 
  ‘he will not go’ [Padoe] 

  ku-’olo leu mong-kaa 
  1SG-FUT NEG PART:TRI-eat 
  ‘I shall not eat’ [Karunsi’e] 

The converse is not necessarily true, that is, when no dialect name appears after the free translation it is not perforce 
from the Tinompo dialect. It is not impossible that some cases have simply been missed. In a few cases an extracted 
portion of speech can be recognized as non-Tinompo, but without being able to identify the source dialect. 

MINOR TRANSLATION ISSUES. 

In a number of cases, Esser referred to Dutch words and expressions as examples. Wherever practical, the 
Dutch word or expression has been ‘converted’ into an English example. Compare (from p. 174):  

…evenals men in het Ned. ook kan zeggen „dáár doodden zij haar” zonder 
„dat”… 

In the present translation this reads: 

…just as in English one can say ‘there they killed her’ without ‘that’… 

As above, this has sometimes necessitated translating “Nederlandsch” (or its abbreviation “Ned.”) with the word 
“English”. Likewise when Esser used the expression “in onze taal” (= “in our language”) he was, of course, 
referring to Dutch. However, because Dutch and English share a common Germanic heritage, what he says about 
Dutch in such cases often also rings true of English.  

The title of Chapter 2 in the original reads “Woordherhaling en Reduplicatie”, literally “Word Repetition and 
Reduplication”. However, in informal tests with linguistic colleagues, the expression ‘word repetition’ resulted in 
wrong understanding. Therefore I have chosen to translate these terms as: 

 (woord)herhaling → two-syllable reduplication 
 reduplicatie → one-syllable reduplication  

which is precisely the way in which Esser himself (p. 71) defined these terms for Mori. Where Esser referred to 
both together as in “met reduplicatie of herhaling van den stam …” (p. 313), then this could be simply translated as 
“with reduplication of the stem…”. Compare also the title of present Chapter 2, which is simply “Reduplication”.  

In Chapter 4, the same Dutch word “serie” has been translated as “set” when referring to personal pronouns, but 
as “series” when referring to demonstrative pronouns. Thus “Evenals bij de gesuffigeerde vormen van serie I, …” 
(p. 104) is translated “Just as with the suffixed forms of Set I, …”. But “De aandacht worde nog gevestigd op het 
spraakgebruik van de demonstrativa van serie II tegenover die van serie I in zinnen als…” (p. 135) is translated 
“Attention must still be drawn to the usage of the demonstratives of Series II versus those of Series I in sentences 
such as…”.  

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS. 

The list of abbreviations has been divided into two parts. The first (and smaller) list gives abbreviations which 
are found in running text. These include: 

 k.o. kind of 
 cf. compare 
 e.g. for example 
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 id. identical (usually: the present word has the same meaning as the previously given word) 
 i.e. that is 
 IN Indonesian  
 lit. literally 
 s.o. someone 
 s.th. something 
 s.v. sub voce (under the specified entry) 

The following table lists all grammatical abbreviations used in morpheme-by-morpheme glossing. The first column 
gives the abbreviation. The second column gives what the abbreviation stands for. The third column indicates which 
forms in the Mori language have been given that gloss, and, following in parentheses, where the reader can find 
specific discussions of that particular morpheme.  

ACCID accidental popo- (§ 309) 
pasi- (§ 344) 

ADD additive (pronoun) ngkuda(’a), muda(’a), etc. (§ 156) 

ADJ adjective mo-, ma- (§§ 298-300) 
meN- (§ 325) 

AFFIRM affirming particle kada, kada’a (§ 261c) 

APPL applicative -ako (§ 388 ff.) 

ATTEMPT attemptive pe- (§ 334) 

CAUS causative pa- (§ 302) 
po- (§ 303) 
poko- (§ 304) 
popo- (§ 305) 

CN common noun marker io, o (§ 272) 
ina, na, a (§ 272) 

COP copula ia (§ 268) 

DIFFUSE diffuse action ko-, ngko-, ka-, ngka- (§ 347) 

DISPLEAS displeasure -ki, -si (§ 374) 

DISTR distributive (n)te- (§ 288) 

EMPH emphatic particle namia (§ 163) 

EXHORT exhortative particle ma, mada, mada’a (§ 247) 

FUT future (pronoun) (a)ku, (i)ko, etc. (§§ 150, 236-237) 

HABIT habitual  ba-, mara- (§ 355) 

INCL including ke- (§ 353) 

INCOMP incompletive po (§§ 244, 246, 261b) 

INDEF indefinite ba (§ 201 ff.) 

INDEP independent (pronoun) ongkue, omue, etc. (§§ 152-155) 

INTENS intensifying particle da, da’a (§§ 162, 261c) 

INTERROG interrogative ke (§ 201 ff.) 

INTR intransitive pe-, peN- (§ 311 ff., 326)  

ITER iterative peN- (§ 286) 
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LG nasal ligature 
(prenasalization) 

N (§§ 19 ff., 120, 124 ff., 272, 274) 

LOC locative -ari (§ 379) 

MULTIPLE multiple mopa-, mapa- (§ 306) 

NEG negative nahi, na, etc. (§ 262 ff.) 

NEG.IMPV negative imperative 
(= vetitive) 

osi’i, si’i, si, etc. (§ 240) 

NON.AG non-agentive te- (§ 338-340) 

NZR (locative) nominalizer -a (§§ 380-386) 

ORD ordinal ko- (§ 285) 

PART participle -um- and its nasal replacement  
allomorph (Chapter 6 and § 365) 

PASS passive -in- (§§ 368-370) 

PERF perfective mo (§§ 238, 244, 246, 247, 261b, 143, 178) 

PL plural (subject) meN-, N- (§§ 222-225, 256, 326) 

PLURAL plurality mpe- (§ 327) 

POS possessive (pronoun) -ku, -mu, -no, etc. (§§ 147-149) 

PN personal name marker i (§ 272) 

POTENT potential pokoN- (§ 352) 

PRETENSE pretense pompe- (§ 335) 

PROPORTN proportionality ko- (§ 348) 

PTCL (discourse) particle nde, nde’e (§§ 168, 183, 203, 238, 261c) 

RECIP reciprocal tepo- (§ 341) 
pepo- (§ 342) 
po- (§ 342) 
mape-, mambe-, mombe- (§ 343) 

REDP reduplication Chapter 2; see also §§ 28, 81, 154, 184. 202. 
240, 256, 265, 277, 283, 288, 289, 291d, 297, 
306-308, 315-316, 327, 334-335, 345-348 

REL relative clause marker anu (§ 207) 

REPT repetitive popo- (§ 308) 

REQUEST requestive pepe- (§ 337) 

RESEMB resemblance mpe- (§ 327) 

TRI transitive indefinite object poN- (§ 221) 

VOL volitive te- (§ 243) 
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1PLN first person plural 
inclusive 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                see Chapter 4 

1PLX first person plural 
exclusive 

1SG first person singular 

2PL second person plural 

2SG second person singular 

3PL third person plural 

3SG third person singular 
 

OTHER RESOURCES. 

In addition to this complete translation of Esser’s grammar of Mori, I have also attempted my own summaries 
of some of the principle patterns of Mori grammar. My article “Mori Bawah” in The Austronesian languages of 
Asia and Madagascar (Mead 2005) is an overview of Mori grammar in twenty-five pages, including a review of the 
available literature. Anyone who would appreciate having the ‘big picture’ before launching into Esser’s grammar 
would do well to start with this article. My paper “When to Use a Genitive Pronoun in Mori Bawah” (Mead 2008a) 
picks up on some further topics which I had wanted to cover in greater depth in the overview, but was prevented 
due to limitations on length imposed by the editors. Finally I have written a third article concerning Mori grammar, 
but on a much narrower topic: the indefinite particle ba (Mead 2008b).  
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FOREWORD. 
 

[to Part I, 1927, p. iii] 

——————— 

With the appearance of the first part of this book, I would like not to omit a word of thanks to all who have 
contributed to this accomplishment. In the very first place, gratitude goes out to my lamented teacher, the late Dr. N. 
Adriani,1 who through his excellent instruction—which does not remain limited to Pamona—opened up the study of 
Mori to me; who always in his well-known, unsparing manner caused me to profit from the treasures of knowledge 
and experience over which he had command; and finally, who passed his judgment over the manuscript, and 
improved and amplified it in a number of places. Without his help, this book could not have been written. 

Especially to be mentioned among those who worked in Mori under the Dutch Missionary Society are Messrs. 
J. Ritsema and J. Kruyt, who freely made available the material which they had collected, and in numerous ways 
helped smooth the way for me. The latter has, moreover, placed me in his debt by drawing the map of the language 
area which is incorporated in this book. It is my pleasant duty to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt thanks 
to these two sirs. 

                                                           
1 [Translator’s note: Dr. Adriani passed away in 1926.] 
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[Introduction to the] 
 

POSTSCRIPT (ADDENDA AND CORRECTIONS). 
 

[Part II, 1933, pp. 392-393] 

——————— 

A long time has elapsed between the appearance of the first and second parts of this book. This has had the 
advantage, at any rate, that I am now in the position to append a list of supplements and corrections to part I, and 
thus cause it to better fulfill its intention. By the nature of things, complete harmony with part II in design and 
method of treatment remains not to be achieved. Indeed there would be much to accomplish in external conformity 
between the two volumes so that together they would constitute one book; some small differences in typographical 
execution which inevitably arise are too insignificant to thereby constitute an impediment. Less important 
alterations in nomenclature and orthography (for example, in part II Lalaki and Loinan are no longer spoken of, but 
rather Laki and Loinang, and in Sangir the marked l is replaced by ḷ, and ĕ followed by a glottal stop is indicated 
by ĕ’, and no longer by ĕ alone) are introduced silently (thus not mentioned in the Errata to part I). 

Because a grammar is no dictionary, there is thus not very much to be done when the meaning of a word is 
rendered somewhat narrowly or widely, or incompletely (especially in the Phonology, where mostly only the 
general meaning, alternatively the original meaning, of a stem is given). In the following notes, in general I have 
corrected only that which either was definitely incorrect, or was so incompletely stated that it would have led to 
misunderstanding. With the translation of example sentences, on the whole little consideration was given in part I to 
the meaning of the modal particles (to which, correctly, rather much attention is given in part II). The same principle 
is followed here with the corrections to part I. On the other hand, I have not economized with amplifications and 
explanatory observations, because with the dimension to which this book has swelled, it appeared to me to be 
advisable to also describe as completely as possible, within certain boundaries of importance, the phenomena which 
belong at home in part I. Nevertheless, with the revision of the first part I have primarily limited myself to that 
which pertains to the language itself. Thus theories and hypotheses of an etymological, historical or comparative 
nature—assuming not clearly untenable—are here left out of discussion. 

For all that, the reader should not think that the ideal of precision and relative completeness should have now 
been attained. Practice teaches us that mistakes and omissions are unavoidable, even when one has been able to 
apply oneself to a language for long years in the land itself—and how much more so when one must borrow a 
portion of his subject matter from informants without having the opportunity to verify their statements in actual 
practice or from the literature (which, as can be assumed to be known, is very time-consuming). This especially 
applies of the dialects, and the reservations made in part I (in regard to statements concerning the dialects) remain in 
full force. On the other hand, missionaries, civil servants, etc. appointed to work in the region will find in this book 
a useful basis to build upon, and may I hereby make a pressing appeal to all who have the opportunity to do so, that 
they would indeed do just that, and especially to undertake a dialect study, and not keep the results thereof filed 
away. 

To all who have helped me with the production of the second part and the revision of the first part of this book, 
I hereby express my heartfelt thanks. For reports of detected errors and other imperfections I would be very grateful.
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MAP. 
 

[Part I, 1927, p. x] 

——————— 
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MAP [ADDENDA].1 
 

[from Part II, 1933, p. 394] 

——————— 

The section of road going from Tomata in a northwest direction should come out at Mayumba, not Tamonjengi. 

Apart from the To Padoe, in Angkona also live the remnants of the traditional enemies of the Pamona people, 
the To Kinadu, whose language belongs to the Upper Mori group. 

Furthermore since 1926 various movements of the Mori people have taken place. Thus the villages Korosule 
and Kororempeti are at present located near the new road from Tompira to Korowou. 

                                                           
1 [Translator’s note: Spelling corrections and most other addenda have already been incorporated into the revised map. I 

include here only those notes which were not incorporated.]  
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 [p. 1]  

INTRODUCTION. 

——————— 

1. The first to have written about Mori was Dr. Adriani, who in 1900 as the fruit of a trip to the Mori region the 
previous year, published an article, titled De Talen der To Boengkoe en To Mori (The Languages of the Bungku and 
Mori Peoples). The first part of this article deals with Bungku, a sister language of Mori, while the second part 
(from page 284 on) treats the two Mori dialects which were then known to Adriani, Petasia and Mori (in a narrower 
sense than used in the present work). In the third volume of their De Bare’e-sprekende Toradja’s van Midden-
Celebes, beginning on page 217, Adriani and Albert C. Kruyt discussed the languages of the Bungku-Mori group 
and increased the number of Mori dialects to five (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:352 ff.). This was done on the basis of 
data—Holle wordlists filled out by government officers and the like (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:vi)—which by their 
very nature were somewhat defective. The classification of Mori into dialects given there is then not to be preserved 
in all parts, but in spite of the unreliability of the utilized sources the most principle results still stand: the 
prescribing of the limits of the Mori language area, and the determining of the relationship of Mori to the 
surrounding languages. 

Principal after the appearance of the above-named work is the study of Mori undertaken first-hand by 
missionaries of the Dutch Missionary Society who were established in Mori, under which the names of J. Ritsema 
and J. Kruyt must be cited with honor. Their research touched on both ethnographic and linguistic domains, though 
little of their linguistic results has yet to be published (but see Van Eelen & Ritsema 1918–1919 and J. Kruyt 
1919b).1 Kruyt’s (1924) ethnographic article, De Moriërs van Tinompo (The Mori of Tinompo) can, however, at the 
same time [p. 2] be considered a source of information about the language, as it contains among other things a 
number of songs and proverbs in text and translation. 

2. On the basis of Ritsema’s and Kruyt’s data, which they relinquished most obligingly, and completed by my 
own research, the classification of Mori dialects given by Dr. Adriani could in part be verified, in part completed, 
and in part amended.2 The names by which the various dialects are indicated in this book deviate somewhat from 
the ones which have customarily been used up until now. The designations ‘Petasia’ and ‘Mori’ (in the narrow 
sense) had already been replaced by ‘East Mori’ and ‘West Mori’ in Adriani and Kruyt (1914). Alongside East Mori 
such as is spoken in Sampalowo, Tinompo, etc., however, is the dialect of the To Watu,3 who also live in the 
eastern part of the land, so that it is better to drop the name East Mori altogether. The West Mori I name ‘Upper 
Mori’, because tribes speaking that dialect also live in the south (Malili subdistrict). If one takes a look at the 
language map included with this book,4 however, then one sees that many Upper Mori peoples also live in the 
lowlands (the east), a consequence of migration which, though sometimes voluntary, mostly took place by high 
command. The term Upper Mori is thus also not entirely indisputable. The name ‘Mori’, which Dr. Adriani had 
originally given to this dialect, had the advantage that it conformed with the usage prevailing in the region itself. 
People in the lowland did not denote themselves by this name, but applied it only to the Upper Mori,5 and when one 
inquires in Tinompo as to the ‘Mori’ equivalent of some expression, one always gets in response the Upper Mori 
word. To return to the old designations, however, would bring about nothing other than confusion. Today people 
are as much apt to designate the To Watu, the To Tinompo, etc. as ‘Mori’ as they are the To Doule and the To 
Molio’a. In this book then by ‘Mori’ I mean the language of which each of the small tribes speaks a dialect, and 
rightly in the first place the justifiably promoted, head Tinompo dialect (J. Kruyt 1919b:328–329). [p. 3] 
                                                           

1 [footnote 4, p. 1] These publications must be used with caution, on account of the misprints. J. Kruyt has also produced a 
spelling book and reader (1919a), a New Testament reader (1928a) and an Old Testament reader (1928b), all in the Tinompo 
dialect, and more recently a book of songs, etc. (for church use) has appeared. 

2 [footnote 1, p. 2] This was already partially carried out by J. Kruyt in the introduction to his two articles (1919b, 1924). 

3 [footnote 2, p. 2] This is not to be confused with a people-group of that name in the Bungku area (Adriani & Kruyt 
1914:218, 352). There is also a small group of Pamona speakers who are named the To Watu, who by coincidence live in the 
Upper Mori area (Adriani & Kruyt 1912a:63). 

4 [footnote 3, p. 2] I have the helpfulness and competence of Mr. J. Kruyt to thank that the book could be enriched with this 
fine map. It gives all the villages in the actual Mori language area, not the settlements outside of it, especially in Bungku, about 
which something shall be mentioned below. The area to the north of Kolono Dale also belongs to the Mori region, but cannot be 
considered part of the Mori language area, as a very mixed population of peoples live there originating from elsewhere 
(including a number of Mori people). 

5 [Postscript, p. 2] There have also been ‘Upper Mori’ people who from of old have been living in the lowlands, namely the 
To Molongkuni, the To Impo, the To Ulu Uwoi and the To Kolo-kolo (Wara’a), and who were not designated by the Mori 
people as ‘To Mori’ but rather as ‘To Lembo’ (see § 6 concerning the inhabitants of Mondowe village). The terms Upper Mori 
and To Mori (or if referring to the languages, Upper Mori and Pau Mori) do not completely overlap, and thus the observation 
made here concerning the name ‘Mori’ as a designation for the Upper Mori dialect is not entirely correct. It is important to take 
this into consideration when gathering first-hand information about the Upper Mori and the dialects spoken by them. The 
migrations from the highlands to the lowlands have thus been less numerous than one might otherwise surmise. 
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To name the dialects after the negative word is a practice which merits no recommendation, in the first place because 
throughout Mori it is not customary to designate discernable languages or dialects, and in the second place because various 
negative words and variations of negative words are in use, so that often in this respect a contrast exists between idioms 
which must otherwise be considered the same dialect, while conversely different languages share the same negative word. 
So not only is the Tinompo isolect named ‘Nahina’ or the Nahina dialect, but the Bungku language is also called ‘Nahina’ 
(Adriani & Kruyt 1914:352). For that matter, the Mori word nahina doesn’t mean ‘no, not’, but rather ‘there is not’. The 
same holds true for Upper Mori. The term aikoa (the name for ‘West Mori’ in Adriani & Kruyt 1914:218, 352), moreover, 
is little encountered in the various Upper Mori subdialects (e.g. not in Molongkuni or Impo); the To Tambee and To Ulu 
Uwoi as well as other Upper Mori tribes say aakoa (the To Ulu Uwoi at any rate also use aikoa). Also the Padoe alalau (the 
spelling alalao in Adriani & Kruyt 1914:231 ff., 353 is incorrect) properly means ‘there is not’, as was also remarked 
elsewhere by these authors (1914:235). The word for ‘no’ in Upper Mori is aio, and this is the name of the Tambee6 in 
Adriani and Kruyt (1914:244 ff.).7 In Tinompo one uses for ‘not’ nahi or tai (tei), for ‘no’ naahi or uuhu, in Padoe for ‘no’ 
uuhu or ilau. Whoever would be willing to name the Mori dialects after the negative words will not be able to avoid a 
certain arbitrariness. 

3. As is evident from the map included in this book, I distinguish three or four dialects in Mori (each of which 
in turn comprises a number of subdialects), which are as follows. The last, Padoe, can be considered an Upper Mori 
dialect; see § 7 below. 

I. Watu-Karunsi’e 
II. The mokole dialect8 (Tinompo, etc.) (the term mokole means ‘ruler, member of a royal lineage’) 
III. Upper Mori 
IV. Padoe 

4. I. WATU-KARUNSI’E. The dialect of the To Karunsi’e is in some respects somewhat more old-fashioned than 
Watu, but otherwise they differ little. Geographically, however, Karunsi’e lies far away from Watu (it is only 
spoken in a few villages in the Malili subdistrict), so that it has been exposed to influences which have not affected 
Watu. The inhabitants of the villages which are indicated as ‘Watu’ on the map do not all call themselves To Watu. 
In Kumpi and Ulu Anso, for example, live the To Mobahono (whose dialect deviates somewhat from Watu), in 
Lintu Mewure the To Ture’a, who evidently are very closely connected with the To Mobahono. All of these 
distinctions are of not much interest. There is no small tribe in Mori today whose dialect doesn’t exhibit some local 
peculiarities, and what applies to every small tribe probably also applies to every or nearly every village. In any case 
dialectal differences among the To Watu have been established. At present it is quite possible that the To Watu, who 
are a rather large people group for Mori, [p. 4] have been melded from various smaller ones.9 But it is also entirely 
possible, for example, that the To Mobahono and the To Ture’a formed a part of the To Watu, but over the course 
of time began to take on an independent position, and began to designate themselves with a separate name. 
Convergence as well as divergence must have played a great role in Mori.10 

There are some Watu-speaking villages found the Bungku region, Solonsa among others. 

5. II. THE MOKOLE DIALECT. Concerning the history of the Mori royal lineage we can form some idea from 
tradition.11 It tells among other things of many journeys and treks, of movements inside and outside of Mori, and of 
people of all sorts of social standing, who in the course of time became joined with the royal lineage. The 
population of villages such as Tinompo and Sampalowo is then also made up of very heterogeneous elements. In the 
ethnography Upper Mori has had a very great influence (J. Kruyt 1924:195, 208, etc.) (somewhat also brought out 
by the terminology)12 but this need not necessarily hang together with the composition of the population in the 
mokole villages. But the foreign elements must have had an influence on the culture as well as the language, 
although this cannot yet be proven given our present state of knowledge.13 

                                                           
6 [footnote 1, p. 3] Dr. Adriani spoke of Tambe’e and Tambe’eish. The Mori do not articulate any glottal stop in the word. 

7 [footnote 2, p. 3] Concerning the spelling ayo, Adriani and Kruyt (1914:236) had already hypothesized that it should be 
replaced by aio. 

8 [footnote 3, p. 3] Cf. J. Kruyt (1919b:328 ff.). 

9 [footnote 1, p. 4] J. Kruyt speaks about the To Meruruno, “an entirely dissolved division of the To Watu” (1924:58). 

10 [footnote 2, p. 4] Compare also among others J. Kruyt (1924:64, 66–68), and below. 

11 [footnote 3, p. 4] See J. Kruyt (1924:39 ff.). 

12 [footnote 6, p. 4] Wasu in pu’u wasu (J. Kruyt 1924:196) is the Upper Mori word for watu (stone); the word for a small 
death feast, tewusu (J. Kruyt 1924:194), must be derived from the Upper Mori stem wusu, ‘to seek’, etc. 

13 [footnote 7, p. 4] When a Watu or Upper Mori expression is used in Tinompo, this can very naturally be ascribed to 
borrowing. In this connection, it deserves attention that where the sound system is concerned, the mokole dialect is the most 
conservative of all dialects known to me. 
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In the mokole dialect there are again various subdialects to be differentiated, of which especially those of the To 
Moiki (Koro Wou)14 and of Tiu (To Kangua) have taken on a separate position. These two dialects hang very 
closely together, but have come under different influences (Tiu is very strongly mixed with Upper Mori; Moiki has 
been exposed to influence from Watu), so that they now fairly noticeably differ. In some respects these dialects 
exhibit a more old-fashioned type than Tinompo. 

Also Nuha must be separately mentioned, but still is [p. 5] probably closer to Tinompo than Moiki or Tiu. Nuha 
is spoken in the Malili subdistrict in the villages of Sorowako and Nuha (To Nuha), Matano (To Rahampu’u) and 
Bure (To Taipa).15 I only know a little about Nuha, and entirely nothing about the dialectal differences between the 
villages where it is spoken (strictly speaking, only Sorowako and Nuha are to be viewed as the language area of the 
Nuha dialect). A striking point of difference with Tinompo comes up for discussion in the treatment of the 
demonstratives (§ 199). 

The dialect of Sampalowo grammatically differs little or not at all from Tinompo, but the vocabulary exhibits 
quite a number of differences. Koro Lolaki is primarily inhabited by To Ngusumbatu (To Tinompo) and To Moiki. 
Also the Mori who live in Tompira originate from Tinompo. The To Roda (Beteleme) as well speak Tinompo.16 
Concerning the dialect of the hamlet Karunsi’e (not to be confused with the To Karunsi’e mentioned in § 4) I know 
nothing other than that it belongs to the mokole dialect. 

6. III. UPPER MORI. The most important subdialects of Upper Mori are: Molio’a (spoken in Korokonta, 
Tanasumpu, Topaku, Tomata and Ta’endelipu),17 the dialect of the To Ulu Uwoi (Undoro, Dolupo)18 and the To 
Tambee in the Malili subdistrict (not very long ago these two peoples were a unit (J. Kruyt 1924:35) and thus speak 
approximately the same dialect), Molongkuni (Lembombelala, Tambalako, Wawopada, Tingkea’o, Lahumbala) and 
Impo (Korowalelo, Korompeeli, Koromatantu). The last two are closely related, but still exhibit not insignificant 
points of difference. 

Besides these five people groups one finds in Mori a great number of miniature sub-tribes, for which it makes 
little sense to enumerate them all, as they tend (just as is the case with other small tribes, for that matter) to 
designate themselves with the names of former settlements (J. Kruyt 1924:34). One can be certain of them that each 
of these small tribes exhibits peculiarities in the area of the language, but it is very improbable that there are to be 
found among these dialects any which cannot be closely connected up to one of the above-named five. The 
language of Mondowe, perhaps, constitutes an exception. Of the people who live in this village (the To Pomuaia), 
their nearest relations (the To Mbelala) have settled [p. 6] in Labua village in the Bungku area (also Lambere’a and 
Pekampua were reported to me as villages of the same tribe, at least of the same language). It is very possible, 
however, that here one must be mindful of the dispersal of the Mori; what I know about the language spoken in 
Mondowe19 makes it very improbable that it should be something other than simply an Upper Mori dialect. Perhaps 
it has been refurbished by some unique foreign influences. 

7. IV. PADOE. The basis of Padoe (especially in respect to the grammar) is Upper Mori. One could thus view it 
as an Upper Mori dialect.20 In addition, though, Padoe exhibits phenomena which indicate that another language 
must have contributed to the development of this dialect. Thus the sound system of Padoe is distinguished from all 
the other Mori dialects in that the sound combination ns does not occur in it. The Padoe say, for example, for 
‘banana’ pusi, Upper Mori punsi, Tinompo punti, for ‘langsat’ lasa, Mori lansa, Malay lansat. That differences in 
pronouns should be found in a Mori dialect of the Upper Mori area is not surprising (cf. below §§ 164 and 192). But 
when one encounters a great number of general IN words in Padoe in another form than which they appear in all the 
other Mori dialects, without a doubt this points to a foreign language element which has blended itself with the pure 
Mori element. One can cite as examples of such Padoe olo ‘day, sun’, Mori oleo, Ngaju andau, Napu alo, etc. and 
the Padoe forms cited in §§ 90–103. Perhaps the To Padoe entered the Malili area from elsewhere and there met 

                                                           
14 [footnote 8, p. 4] After an expedition of Dutchmen and Ternateans against Mori in 1856 defeated Ensa Ondau, the fortress 

of the To Moiki, a number of members of this tribe were transported to Bacan. According to reports, these people (or their 
descendants) still speak Mori. That at present the To Moiki form such an insignificant people is probably a consequence of this 
bloodletting. 

15 [footnote 1, p. 5] J. Kruyt (1919b:328) also describes some movements which, according to tradition, took place from 
Matano to Bungku and to Rauta (to the southeast of Lake Matano). Of these colonies I know nothing further. In Bungku there are 
various villages of Mori speakers; see §§ 4 and 6. 

16 [footnote 2, p. 5] Some influence from the Watu dialect is evident. The To Roda are not the sole inhabitants of Beteleme. 

17 [footnote 3, p. 5] These villages partly have a mixed population. 

18 [footnote 4, p. 5] The inhabitants of Balongkere have almost all moved to Malili (To Tambee). 

19 [Postscript, p. 6] Concerning the To Pomuaia, the inhabitants of Mondowe, it can further be informed that it was not long 
ago that they moved from Bungku to Mori. The language however is Upper Mori (saving certain Bungku elements such as inai 
‘who’, which can be attributed to borrowing), and so these people must have originally come from the Mori area. 

20 [footnote 1, p. 6] That Dr. Adriani had classified it with East Mori (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:231 ff.) must be blamed on the 
extreme unreliability of the data furnished to him. 
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with an Upper Mori population,21 whom they superseded and in whose land they themselves settled, but with whom 
at the same time they themselves intermingled by adopting their language. What their original language might have 
been must constitute a further investigation. Probably they used to speak a Lalaki or Mekongga dialect, or a closely 
related idiom, because these (mutually very closely related) languages likewise belong to the Bungku-Mori group, 
lying geographically closest in the neighborhood and (to name just one point of similarity) are likewise missing the 
prenasalized s (cf. also § 26). 

8. The grammatical differences between the dialects are especially to be found in the area of the pronouns. This 
subject is treated at very great length in Chapter 4. Also a few things shall be added concerning the other points of 
difference in the area of grammar.22 Nevertheless, as for what shall be said in this book about the dialects, I make 
the least possible claim to completeness, and it must entirely be considered an ‘extra’. I very much hope that it shall 
be, in combination [p. 7] with that which shall be said below about the sound system, sufficient to justify the 
proposed classification. 

Speaking generally, Upper Mori has been affected by sound change in stronger measure than the other dialects. 
To name just the principle points of difference: the tendency toward voicing of prenasalized stops is very much 
stronger in Upper Mori, in more cases a has changed into o or e, and the t into s than in Tinompo, Watu-Karunsi’e 
and the other Lower Mori dialects.23 

Some verb stems in Upper Mori even have different forms when they are combined with certain affixes, 
something which is not encountered in Tinompo. So one can be certain that he is dealing with an Upper Mori dialect 
when one encounters next to each other the forms monggaa ‘eat’, kumaango ‘eat it’, mo’alo ‘take’, umaleo ‘take it’, 
mowawo ‘bring’, waweo ‘bring it’, monggito ‘see’, kumiteo ‘see it’ from the stems which in Tinompo are 
respectively kaa, ala, wawa and kita.24 

Some words in Upper Mori have a more old-fashioned form than in the other dialects, e.g. mosa’a ‘ugly, bad’, 
Tinompo mosa’o, Malay jahat; monta’a ‘set (traps and the such), Tinompo monta’o, Malay tahan, and the words 
which in Upper Mori end in -ui but in Tinompo and elsewhere end in -i (see § 41), but these cases are to be 
considered the exceptions which prove the given rule. 

On the whole the words in Watu and Karunsi’e have the same form as in the mokole dialect. The latter however 
is more conservative than the former two and thus is the least decayed of all Mori dialects. The difference concerns 
primarily the vowel a, which has become o (less often e) in a greater number of cases in Watu-Karunsi’e than in 
Tinompo, etc., for example Watu, Karunsi’e, Upper Mori aaso, Tinompo aasa ‘one’; Watu, Karunsi’e, Upper Mori 
oruo, Tinompo orua ‘two’; Watu, Karunsi’e, Upper Mori iro (third person plural personal pronoun), Tinompo ira, 
etc. So also in Watu-Karunsi’e one finds mo’alo ‘take’ next to Watu umale’e, Karunsi’e umalee ‘take it’, and 
mowawo ‘bring’ next to Watu wawe’e, Karunsi’e wawee ‘bring it’, where Tinompo has respectively mo’ala and 
umalao, mowawa and wawao. 

Although there are yet more features to be cited in which Watu-Karunsi’e and Upper Mori correspond with 
each other in contrast to the mokole dialect, nevertheless one can say that the latter stands in between the former 
two. My provisional impression is that in respect to the grammar and lexicon the mokole dialect stands somewhat 
closer to Upper Mori than it does to Watu and Karunsi’e, but the data on which this impression rests are too little to 
be able to speak with certainty. The vocabulary of the Watu and Karunsi’e dialects approaches that of Bungku, 
which corresponds with the geographical layout. Provisionally Bungku must remain considered a separate, though 
closely related, sister language. 

9. That which was said by Dr. Adriani in 1914 concerning the relationship of the [p. 8] Bungku and Mori 
languages to Pamona (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:87, 90), has been corroborated by research conducted up until the 
present time: however great the similarity between Bungku-Mori and Pamona may be, nevertheless on the one hand 
their points of difference with Pamona, and on the other hand their points of similarity with Loinan and its close 
relations, are of the nature that the language border which divides Pamona from Mori must be deemed very 
considerable. On this basis, among other things, Dr. Adriani develops the following theory:  

By its relationship with Bobongko (on the Togian Islands) and Gorontalo, the Loinan language points to 
a southward migration of the inhabitants of the north half of the northern peninsula, which divided near 
present-day Gorontalo: the Loinan branch proceeded via the Togian islands to the further shore east of 
Tanjung Api, spreading therefrom to the east (Balantak) and to the south (Bungku), while another branch 

                                                           
21 [footnote 2, p. 6] Perhaps the To Weula (J. Kruyt 1924:68, 35) 

22 [footnote 3, p. 6] See especially the numerals and the negative particles in Chapters 10 and 11. 

23 [footnote 1, p. 7] For examples see Chapter 1 and Adriani (1900). 

24 [Postscript, p. 7] The Nuha dialect exhibits certain differences with Tinompo which are of the same nature as mentioned 
here concerning Upper Mori. Note for example mombeweu (Tinompo moweweu) ‘make’, from stem weweu; mondongo 
(Tinompo montembi) ‘carry on the back’, next to kurongoo ‘I carry it on my back’; mompombee (Tinompo mompowee) ‘give’, 
from stem wee; etc. Confer § 19. 
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proceeded to the west and then to the south, and then south of the equator a further branch separated back 
in an easterly direction. So one may consider that Pamona, as the most eastern extension of this last-
named side flow, was arrested up against Loinan. (Adriani 1914:89) 

And one can add to this last statement: “…and further to the south, against Mori”. 

The Mori and Kaili-Pamona language groups thus make up portions of two different language complexes, 
which have their common point of origin in the Philippine languages. With that, however, not everything has yet 
been said. It applies to the western just as to the eastern language complexes that, the more southerly one goes, the 
more the Philippine features recede, and are replaced by phenomena which are characteristic to Buginese and its 
relatives. This points to an influence of languages of the Buginese type on Pamona and its relatives just as on Mori 
cum suis, to which a number of points of similarity between these two language groups are to be ascribed. 
Completely in keeping with this theory, however, it appears that this influence was stronger on the Kaili-Pamona 
languages than on Mori. The vocabulary of the latter appears more similar with Loinan and the Minahasan 
languages than that of Pamona. And in grammatical respects it is, among other things, the existence of the prefix 
moko-, mompoko- in potential meaning, the still productive infixes -in- and -um- and suffix -a (IN -an), and the 
absence of palatals in Mori as opposed to Pamona, which indicate that the former is more closely related to the 
Philippine languages than is the latter.25 [p. 9]  

10. The intention of this book is to give a description of the grammatical features26 of Mori such as is spoken in 
Tinompo. Naturally what is said concerning Tinompo is applicable in large measure to the other dialects, and 
especially to the other sub-dialects of the mokole dialect, but the possibility of differences must nevertheless always 
be taken into account. What shall be said about the characteristics of the dialects where they differ from Tinompo 
makes very little claim to completeness.  

Thus under ‘Mori’ one should first of all understand ‘Tinompo’. But whenever the latter appellation is used, 
one need not always conclude from this that differences are known in the other dialects or sub-dialects with respect 
to the characteristic(s) under consideration, although this is often the case. 

When the designation ‘Upper Mori’ is used, by that as a rule it is intended that the form or the characteristic in 
question is known from two or more—but nevertheless not necessarily from all—of the Upper Mori subdialects. If 
this is not the case, then the name of the relevant sub-dialect itself is given, though one should naturally not exclude 
the possibility that other (sub)dialects also possibly share that form or characteristic.  

A word or characteristic which is given as Watu, can also as a rule be found back in Karunsi’e, not to mention 
the possibility that it also occurs in Nuha or Upper Mori, but it is not thereby established to be the case. 

It shall perhaps seem somewhat exaggerated to the reader to see the origin of every datum so exactly 
mentioned. However, as long as so little is yet known about the Mori dialects, their mutual relationships and their 
history, it seems better to me to set to work in the indicated fashion, all the more as differences between the sub-
dialects of even a single dialect are many times not insignificant. 

Concerning abbreviations used, see the list included herein. 

                                                           
25 [from footnote 1, p. 8] Now that Adriani’s Spraakkunst der Bare’e-taal has appeared (1931), more particulars can be 

learned about the relationship between Pamona and Mori. Also, the theory which has been relayed in short in this paragraph is 
treated more fully in that work.  

[Postscript, p. 8] A comparative sketch (prepared by my own hand and intended for Adriani’s grammar) was omitted because 
in the whole of the Pamona grammar it was less easily able to be inserted, and there was no good reason for comparing Pamona 
in more detail only with Mori and not with other neighboring languages. For that matter, the Klank- en Vormleer van het 
Morisch is comprehensive enough to make such a comparative sketch more or less superfluous, all the more because it 
continually refers to similarities in Pamona.  

[Postscript, p. 8] From what is said here and in Adriani (1931) concerning this subject, it should not be taken that Mori, 
Pamona, etc. consist of some sort of mishmash of Philippine and South Sulawesi elements and do not exhibit in strong measure 
their own unique character. The problems attached herewith however are for the time being not amenable to being solved.  

[from footnote 1, p. 8] An important point of difference between Mori and Pamona speakers is that with the Mori, taking the 
names of family members of the older generation is not forbidden (J. Kruyt 1924:88 ff.). Therefore in Mori one has to make 
many fewer lexical replacements than in Pamona (for certain replacement terms see among others J. Kruyt 1924:166). 

26 [footnote 1, p. 9] As is customary in grammars of Indonesian languages, the syntax receives no separate treatment. The 
principle syntactic features shall be pointed out incidentally. 
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[p. 10]  

CHAPTER ONE. 

PHONOLOGY. 

——————— 

ORTHOGRAPHY AND PRONUNCIATION. 

Orthography. 

11. In the spelling system adopted for Mori, use is made of the following letters and digraphs: 

 Vowels: a, e, i, o, u 

 Consonants: Laryngeal: ’, h 
 Velar: k, ngk, g, ngg, ng 
 Praepalatal: r 
 Supradental: t, nt, d, nd, n, s, ns, l 
 Labial: p, mp, b, mb, m, w 

There are no vowel digraphs, and where two or more vowels occur in succession these represent separate sounds, 
for example boe ‘pig’, poea ‘name of a tree’, wue (Upper Mori) ‘betel’, molue ‘broad, great of surface area’, umi’ie 
(Upper Mori) ‘weep’.1 

To avoid confusion, a hyphen is used to indicate doubling only when no more and no less than two syllables are 
reduplicated, thus kanandio andio ‘now’, kuku ‘nail, hoof’ without hyphen. Included under ‘two syllables’ are cases 
of prenasalization or loss of glottal stop, thus mentoro-toro ‘somewhat sitting’, kontade-tade ‘standing’. [p. 11]  

The use of a hyphen is eschewed when the portion of the word which would follow the hyphen does not begin with a 
consonant, including glottal stop. Thus if one would write the word for ‘now’ as one word—it actually consists of two 
words—the spelling kanandioandio is to be chosen over kanandio-andio, because the latter spelling might make one think 
of a glottal stop between the o and the a. 

12. Just as in Pamona, the rule has also been adopted in Mori that whenever a word is followed by one or more 
single syllable enclitics, these are written together with that word, e.g. mateomo (mate + o + mo) ‘it is already dead’, 
in which o can be considered as a suffix (see §§ 142 ff.). Theoretically less correct, but to be commended for 
practical reasons, pronominal prefixes and suffixes which consist of two or more syllables are written separately, 
e.g. iwee aku /3SG:give 1SG/ ‘he gave me it’, kuwee komiu /1SG:give 2PL/ /I give it to you all, to you (polite)’, raha 
mami /house 1PLX.POS/ ‘our house’, etc. This inconsistency takes its revenge, however, as soon as a two-syllable 
suffix is not separated by a consonant from the word with which it belongs, such as in Upper Mori noweeaku (the 
same as Tinompo iwee aku), where aku has no glottal preceding it. 

                                                           
1 [Postscript, p. 10] In the Molio’a dialect pronounced ume’ie. [footnote 1, p. 10] Indigenous writers often transgress the 

rules given here, such as omitting the glottal stop (’). Even those who have the obligation to accustom the youth to place a glottal 
stop in words such as we’o ‘female animal that is stout and fat (and thus as a rule past bearing age)’, si’e ‘rice barn’, etc., omit it 
in practice, or else place a glottal stop where none is heard, such as a Mori teacher who in place of mo’ia-’ia ‘remain’ regularly 
wrote mo’i’a’i’a.  
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This rule does not apply with respect to proclitics. These words are always written separate from the word with 
which they belong, e.g. aku lumako /1SG.FUT PART:go/ ‘I shall go’, likewise ta lumako /3SG.FUT PART:go/ ‘he shall 
go’, etc.2  

In some cases one may waiver over whether one has to do with one or two words, as for example in isema 
‘who?’, which properly consists of the article i and the stem sema, and in isua ‘where?’, which is compounded from 
the preposition i and the stem sua. Practically speaking, this question is of very little importance. 

Pronunciation. 

13. Diphthongs are not encountered in Mori. The pronunciation of ai, au, ei, etc. is thus: an a followed by an i, 
an a followed by an u, an e followed by an i, etc. This is evident, among other places, in poetry3 and from stress 
placement; compare § 17. 

The sounds aa, ee, ii, oo and uu stand in proportion to a, e, i, o and u as respectively “long” and “short” vowels 
in the true sense of these words, that is to say the sequence aa (etc.) is twice as long as a (etc.). The first-mentioned 
five sounds must be considered to each contain two syllables. That this is the correct interpretation emerges clearly 
from poetry (see J. Kruyt 1924:174 ff., 209–210), from stress placement (§ 17), and from two-syllable 
reduplication, where for example in memee-meene ‘don’t go to sleep, stay up until the day (meene) dawns’, mee 
counts for two syllables.4 Likewise [p. 12] there are long sounds which constitute three syllables, e.g. kuwooo ‘I 
smell it’, stem woo + o, kunaaakono ‘I set it in it’, stem naa + ako.5 

Mori is a vocalic language, that is to say, closed syllables are not encountered. One can rightly speak of 
‘half-closed’ syllables, namely when the onset consonant of the following syllable is prenasalized. 

14. VOWELS. The sound of Mori a corresponds to that of Malay a in dada. In half-closed syllables (and in 
certain other cases) it sounds somewhat more muted than is the case in general with open syllables. It has then the 
sound of the a in Malay lanjut, rambut, compare Mori lambu ‘jacket’, tampi ‘sheath’, versus rada ‘chest’, kau 
(Upper Mori) ‘wood’. As a rule, a also has this enunciation in the sequence ai when the a and the i do not constitute 
the sole vowels of the stem (thus when the stem consists of more than two syllables). So for example in indi’ai 
‘here’, aiwa ‘come, proceed on the way in a hither direction’, ramai ‘it approaches’, versus molai ‘go at a run’, etc.6 
In the first case ai sounds about like Dutch ai, in the second case like Dutch aai. If, however, the secondary stem 
contains the suffix -i, immediately following a, then the latter pronunciation is regular, as in for example 
mompetondai ‘follow’, mo’ewai ‘oppose, resist’.  

                                                           
2 [Postscript, p. 11] What is stated here concerning proclitics is not entirely correct, since when the future personal pronouns 

aku (first person singular) and iko (second person singular) occur in their shorter forms respectively ku and ko, they are INDEED 
written together with the word which follows, even though they nevertheless line up entirely with ta (see §§ 142 and 150). It 
would deserve merit to allow this inconsistency in the spelling to lapse.  

3 [footnote 1, p. 11] See for example the verses and songs given by J. Kruyt in De Moriërs van Tinompo (1924:174 ff, 209–
210). 

4 [footnote 2, p. 11] It is perhaps not entirely superfluous to mention that this theory does not take into account the practice 
of the spoken language. In daily speech molaa ‘seldom’ is pronounced as molā, thus with a long syllable lā at the end. The 
syllable is characterized by a Gipfel, a high point in the Schallfülle, thus in the force with which the sound is produced (Jespersen 
1920:192–193). In poetry molaa is trisyllablic, because between the two a’s there is to be heard a Tal, a moment in which the 
sound is less forceful. 

5 [footnote 1, p. 12] For the sake of clarity, it merits commendation to spell these words with three vowels in succession, 
even if in practice no more than two are heard. Likewise ‘he has given me it’ is spelled iwee aku, not iwe’aku, etc.; compare 
§ 31.  

6 [Postscript, p. 12] The muted pronunciation of a is also encountered in the Upper Mori word mai, synonym of Tinompo 
aiwa. Followed by the suffix -to this word then is also usually máito; see § 18. 
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The usual sound of Mori e can best be described as corresponding with that of a protracted Dutch i (as in Dutch 
pit). The same sound is encountered in Malay memang and elok. When e occurs in a half-closed syllable preceding 
the stressed syllable, the sound is usually the same as that of the just-mentioned Dutch i, as in for example mentia 
‘pregnant’. Otherwise, e in a half-closed syllable (and in certain other cases) sounds the same as the e in Dutch rem, 
eng, etc., as in for example tembi ‘carry strap’ (also the name of the tree from which it is made), kendo ‘tired’, 
versus mongkeke ‘dig’, lewe ‘leaf’. When e is immediately followed by another vowel (except e), then it sounds like 
the first e in Dutch zeven, as in for example eu ‘substitute, replacement’.  

Mori i always has the sound of Dutch ie in zien and of Malay i in kira.  

The usual pronunciation of Mori o is the same as Malay o in lobang. Sometimes the o sounds somewhat more 
muted (especially in half-closed syllables), as in for example songka ‘order, command’, londa ‘bald’, versus olo 
‘between space’, lobo ‘temple’. Sometimes the pronunciation is similar to that of o in Dutch boven, as in for 
example modoa ‘count’. This is the case when it is followed by a, e, i or u, but [p. 13] in the sequence oi usually 
only when the stem consists only of two syllables. Otherwise as a rule oi sounds roughly the same as Dutch oi, as in 
for example uwoi ‘water’, mohohoi ‘make noise’, mo’onsoi ‘block the way of’ (as in this last example, even when 
the secondary stem contains the suffix -i), versus monsoi ‘fold’ (in the manner one folds a leaf to make a drinking 
cup), etc. in which oi sounds roughly like Dutch ooi. An exception is koroi ‘body’, in which oi has the same 
enunciation as in soi ‘fold’. 

The pronunciation of Mori u is the same as that of Dutch oe and Malay u. 

15. GLIDES. An (unwritten) soft y is heard where (in the writing) an e is immediately followed by an a, i, o or u, 
or an i by an a, e, o or u, namely as a glide between vowels. Likewise a soft bilabial w is heard as a glide between u 
and any following vowel other than u. Between o and a following vowel (other than o) a soft [w]7 is formed which, 
however, is sometimes barely audible (particularly in the sequence oi). These glide sounds are no more required to 
be written than that which develops between a and a following e, i, o or u. 

16. CONSONANTS. The pronunciation of the consonants in general do not differ from those of Malay which are 
written in the same way. Thus for k, g, ngk, ngg, ng, p, b, mp, mb, m and the supra-dentals t, d, nt, nd, n, and ns. In a 
portion of the language area, however, namely in Malili, one hears a pronunciation of nd which recalls Bugis nr, 
and which could be rendered as ndr.8 It is not improbable that this pronunciation is to be ascribed to Bugis 
influence. To be sure, one hears the sound as an idiosyncratic pronunciation in areas where this cannot be the case, 
but these still constitute exceptions, whereas in Malili this pronunciation appears to be general. Now from of old the 
aforementioned regions have been subject to Bugis rule (the Datu of Luwu), and the Bugis influence has been great. 
If one is dealing here with a purely Mori innovation, then it is surprising that it appears to be so especially confined 
to the Malili area (Padoe, Nuha, Karunsi’e, Tambee). Moreover, of the Mori from this region whom I interviewed, 
one exhibited the phenomenon in stronger measure than the other. Examples: andri ‘younger sibling’ (Tambee), 
indri’ipua ‘day before yesterday, formerly’ (Karunsi’e), aandro ‘no longer’ (Padoe, Tambee).  

Moreover a light, palatalized pronunciation is characteristic before nd and nt whenever they half-close a 
syllable, which pronunciation they also have in other Indonesian languages,9 and which the Amsterdammer will 
have no trouble [p. 14] affecting (although Amsterdam speech exhibits this phenomenon in much stronger measure, 
and which also extends for example to the pronunciation of s). 

                                                           
7 [footnote 1, p. 13] Square brackets indicate phonetic transcription. 

8 [footnote 2, p. 13] The two sounds are probably identical or at least varieties of the same sound. 

9 [footnote 3, p. 13] Van Ophuysen (1915:48–49) considers this peculiarity to be dialectal in Malay (I myself have regularly 
heard the palatalized pronunciation of n (as coda), nt and nd in the Malay such as is spoken in the Celebes). Van Ophuysen is 
incorrect in his opinion that the altered pronunciation concerns only the vowel. Indeed it is heard only when the syllable is closed 
or half-closed (thus in Malay tĕman, kĕbon, but not in mana; so also this pronunciation is not found with Mori n, which after all 
can never close the syllable), but characteristic for this phenomenon on the contrary is that the consonant in question is 
pronounced with the tongue in the i-position; see Jespersen (1920:127).  
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Mori ns is never pronounced palatalized, no more than in Malay for that matter, where ngs is encountered next 
to ns. 

Mori l is also a supra-dental, that is to say, formed with the tongue against the teeth roots (Zahnfortsatz, 
Zahndamm). It creates no difficulty for pronunciation. Mori r in general is usually [r], that is to say, ‘rolled’. The 
place where the tip of the tongue is found in the formation of this sound is somewhat higher than with l, in other 
words, Mori r is pre-palatal, which for that matter is the usual pronunciation of [r]. It goes almost without saying 
that also in Mori individual differences appear in the pronunciation of this sound.10 

The glottal stop (’), formed by narrowing of the larynx, is the onset sound of every syllable, assuming the 
vowel is not bound to the preceding vowel by a glide or “Tal” (see footnote 4). For economy, the mark for glottal 
stop (’) is not written at the beginning of a word. The glottal stop in Mori sounds the same as the consonant which is 
indicated by dieresis in the Dutch word geëerd (which word would, following the Mori convention, be spelled 
ge’eerd). Compare tai ‘not’ and ta’i ‘dung’, molaa ‘spaced far apart, seldom’ and Upper Mori mola’a ‘put one’s 
foot on something’.  

The h is a rather forceful sound in Mori, both word initially and intervocalically. One must be on guard against 
a weak pronunciation of h in the middle of a word—which Europeans easily incline toward—and speak h as clearly 
in lahi ‘too’ as in hule ‘heart’. In mehahi ‘scratch oneself’ and mohohoi ‘make noise’, both h’s are pronounced in 
the same, very forceful way.  

The Mori w is a spirant, namely a bilabial [β]. It is similar to Dutch v, but differs therefrom in that the upper 
teeth do not touch the lower lip. Theoretically the spelling v for this sound possibly deserves preference, but in fact 
the spelling w had been adopted, and there was insufficient motivation to warrant making changes therein, all the 
more as w is also employed in Pamona, and even though the Pamona sound is labiodental, practically speaking the 
difference is very slight.  

17. STRESS. As a rule, a stem in Mori (a fortiori a word) consists of two or more syllables. With the exception 
of some interjections, which fall outside the sound rules, and [p. 15] of certain particles (see footnote 13), one-
syllable words are in Mori, just as in Pamona, always proclitics or enclitics. They thus cannot occur independently11 
nor carry their own stress. Only words of two or more syllables, then, qualify for stress placement. Two enclitics or 
a proclitic and an enclitic together, however, can form an accent group, e.g. tamo (third singular future pronoun ta 
plus aspectual marker mo). 

Stress in Mori is placed on the penultimate syllable,12 so that the language is missing an important tool for 
keeping oneself aware of the derivation of words formed with suffixes. For stress placement the same applies of 
enclitics,13 so that one says for example ambáu ‘carabao’, but with the emphatic particle mo: ambaúmo ‘a cárabao’; 

                                                           
10 [footnote 1, p. 14] According to J. Kruyt (pers.comm.), there are those who ‘burr’ the r.  

11 [from main text, p. 15] Except when the vowel is lengthened, e.g.: 

nahi to-po’uu-ako-no, ndi kita koa mo’oo-ako-no. 
NEG 1PLN-say.‘u’-APPL-3SG be.here 1PLN just PART:say.‘o’-APPL-3SG 
‘one doesn’t say the word (oluti ‘bead’) with u, but rather with o.’ 

12 [footnote 1, p. 15] In borrowed words which originally consist of one syllable, or in which stress falls on the final syllable, 
the vowel of the sole (or respectively final) syllable is lengthened, to that stress comes to fall on the penultimate syllable, for 
example see (from Malay sen, ultimately Dutch cent), belee (from Malay bĕlek ultimately Dutch blik ‘tin’), saa (from Malay cap 
‘stamp, seal’), sanaa (from Bugis sĕnnang, Malay sĕnang ‘happy, content’), balasitee (from Dutch belasting ‘tax’ via Malay), 
sarasaa (from Dutch sergeant), ansitee (from Dutch assistent). In the last example, the nasal has been retained via fronting. 
These words are to be compared with the non-borrowed okuu ‘a tree, genus CASUARINA’, Malay ĕru. In mantarii ‘government 
official’ (Malay mantri) the long vowel is likewise to be explained from the stress pattern of the original word; in Mori this 
should come to be placed on the antepenultimate syllable, which is not possible. In mantarii, ri has the primary stress, ma 
secondary stress.  

13 [footnote 2, p. 15] The interrogative particle ke and the particle ma constitute exceptions, in that as a rule they can be 
articulated with stress, even though kee and maa also occur. Tiu has ke’e.  
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likewise mateómo ‘he is already dead’, hori akúmo hawe i Poso /ever 1SG:PERF arrive at Poso/ ‘I have already been 
to Poso’ (hori akumo is one word; compare § 143); da’iaópo ‘still’, and a fortiori: raháno ‘his house’, opuáno ‘its 
stem’, inia mámi ‘our village’, etc. etc. 

If there are four syllables, in general the initial syllable receives secondary stress. However, in compounds and 
words which contain a prefix or suffix of more than one syllable, then the independent part of the stem retains 
secondary accent in the place where it fell originally, for example hóri akúmo, also domédudúngkuakóno (do + me + 
dudungku + ako + no) ‘they were embarrassed by it’, mompókokodéi (mo + poko + kodei) ‘make small’, etc. 
Primary stress naturally falls on the penultimate syllable in such words. 

If a word ends in a ‘long’ vowel, which—as has already been said above, must be considered to contain two 
syllables—then theoretically stress falls on the first a, e, i, o or u (e.g. opáa ‘four’). Because as has already been 
remarked, however, only one long a (etc.) is heard, one could also say that this ā (etc.) receives the stress (opā́́). But 
in cases such as madooomo (madoo + o + mo) ‘he is already better’ one clearly hears the stress falling on the last of 
the three o’s (the suffix), thus madōómo that is a long ō followed by an o, and separated therefrom by a “Tal”. In 
kuwooo (ku + woo + o) ‘I smell it’, one hardly hears anything more than kuwṓ (theoretically kuwoō)́.  

In compounds the last word (in determinative compounds thus the modifying element) receives primary stress, 
while that of the other member(s) of the compound falls to the level of secondary stress. In the first five examples of 
copulative compounding mentioned in § 121, both elements receive primary stress. 

Only certain words deviate from the given rule, and indeed principally those in which the vowel of the 
penultimate syllable is e, where this e has originated from earlier y. In buaea ‘crocodile’ and kaea ‘rich’, the accent 
actually falls on the first a, but the following e also receives some stress. [p. 16] One can thus say that here the 
original stress pattern has yet to be conformed to general stress rules after the change of y into e. In áiwa ‘move in a 
hither direction, come’ the deviant accent is perhaps to be explained in that the word is to be parsed into ai and wa 
(where ai would then be the stem of Upper Mori synonym mai (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:32; Conant 
1911:393), compare Malay mari, etc. and wa the element indicating motion in a particular direction, known from 
Pamona among other places),14 or simply because ai has an inclination to become a diphthong (thus aywa). The 
same tendency can be at work in indi’aino (see § 185) and similar forms, in which stress likewise falls on the 
antepenultimate a.  

In common with other Indonesian languages, in general Mori distinguishes the stressed syllable by raising the 
pitch of the syllable. This, however, by no means excludes the possibility that at the same time a certain emphasis 
might be placed on the syllable15 (even if this never has the consequence that adjacent syllables undergo vocalic 
weakening, i.e. to schwa). With reference to word level stress, it is not always to be clearly established, because in 
general the Mori speak very rapidly, and use strong rhetorical accents, so that the words which do not attract such a 
discourse-accent receive only minor stress.16 With the latter, however, it is very clear, and has even given rise to a 
phenomenon to which grammatical meaning must be attached. 

18. If one would draw attention to a word, then one can do this, provided it is a substantive, through the use of 
the article io, or—with words of various classes—through an emphatic particle, especially mo. As emerges later in 
§ 143, however, mo can be used with adjectives only when the adjective is also suffixed with (or followed by, see 
§ 150) a personal pronoun, but in such cases mo imparts no emphasis, but only has the meaning ‘already’, or more 
correctly, indicates a contrast with a preceding condition.17 In fact there is no enclitic which can be used to 
emphasize an adjective which does not at the same time have some co-meaning. One must therefore place emphasis 
                                                           

14 [Postscript, p. 16] The syllable wa of aiwa is perhaps instead to be equated with pa, po (see § 267), compare Impo maito, 
the same as Tinompo aiwa used imperatively, in which to has become a fixed element (Impo maitoto = Tinompo aiwamo). 

15 [footnote 2, p. 16] On the contrary view, see Jespersen (1920:226). 

16 [footnote 3, p. 16] This naturally applies a fortiori to secondary stress. 

17 [Postscript, p. 16] That what is said here does not entirely hold true emerges at the beginning of § 246. Perhaps in the 
cases cited there mo actually has no emphatic meaning but rather a strengthening meaning, which does not correspond to the 
function of lengthening described here.  
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on such a word through rhetorical accent. Whenever the adjective [p. 17] is two syllables long,18 this results in the 
vowel of the first syllable being LENGTHENED.  

One thus principally has sentences such as maate ‘he (she, it) dies’, uusa ‘it rains’, ruundu ‘it thunders’, toondu 
‘it sinks’, etc. In such short sentences consisting of one word, the place of sentence accent is of its own accord 
fixed. Further in some cases a very heavy accent lies on adjectives, when they more or less form an independent part 
of a sentence, such as in: 

 gaagi, onae-mo ka i-tondu bangka 
therefore 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-sink boat 
‘and thus…, then sank the boat, in that way the boat sank’  

(with a pause between gaagi and onaemo) 

 nahi tehine, maate. 
NEG long.time die 
‘after not very long he died.’ 

(with a pause between tehine and maate) 

 poore ka do-meng-kita-o 
closed.off and 3PL-PL-see-3SG 
‘no way that they caught sight of him’ 

Other examples of lengthening of two-syllable adjectives—especially which as predicates and thus as the 
principle part of the sentence receive sentence accent—include the following: 

 saaba wuku-no i Lagiwa 
visible bone-3SG.POS PN Deer 
‘Deer’s bones were visible’ 

 da buuke 
still full 
‘it is still full’ 

 ndio-mo19 teende nae arau 
be.here-PERF become.bored.with 3S.INDEP that.over.there 
‘because he (yonder) has no more pleasure (e.g. in his work)’ 

 poore ntu’u 
closed.off truly 
‘entirely not, don’t even consider it’ 

 biita wua-no 
false fruit-3SG.POS 
‘the fruits of it are, were false (without contents)’ 

                                                           
18 [footnote 1, p. 17] Verbs, in that they never consist of just two syllables, can thus be left out of what is stated here.  

19 [footnote 2, p. 17] Regarding the meaning of ndio, see § 183.  
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 mansa-do m-pelontoako buaea saaki i asa-towa  
at.once-3PL.POS PL-float.oneself crocodile crossed.over at one-river.bank  

 i-doa i Nggasi 
3SG-count PN Tarsier 

 ‘when the crocodiles had floated to the surface (from the one bank) to the other side, Tarsier counted them’ 

 piingko i-kaa-no lagiwa atuu 
finish.off 3SG-eat-3SG deer that 
‘that deer has entirely eaten it up’ 

When the adjective is supported by an accompanying word, lengthening usually is left off, for example: 

 l(o)ou medolo 
be.down.there PART:bathe 
‘he’s down there bathing’ 

 k(o)ona koa 
reached just 
‘he is affected’ 

 ndio indi’ai ke inisa? 
be.here here INTERROG pestled.rice 
‘Is the pestled rice here?’ 

 (o)otu mata m-ponai 
broken.off blade LG-sword 
‘the war is over’ 

 mansa maate 
at.once die 
‘immediately they died’ 

(This does not happen with conjugated forms.) Apart from that, the lengthened forms line up with the forms with 
the third person singular suffix -o (sabao, mateo, etc.), see §§ 143 and 145. 

Furthermore, napo ‘not yet’ and namo ‘no longer’ can also be lengthened to naapo and naamo whenever they 
are greatly emphasized, e.g.: 

 Na-po to-pengkena? — Naa-po ntu’u to-pengkena! 
NEG-INCOMP 1PLN-same  NEG-INCOMP truly 1PLN-same 
‘Are we still not alike? Entirely still not!’ 

In such cases naapo and naamo more or less act as interjections, even though a following conjugated form is 
dependent on it. This appears not to be possible with nahi in the sense of ‘not’, but only when it occurs as a single 
word answer meaning ‘no’, compare: 

 I-potae i Onitu: tenangi-ko-mo, Bange, moturi-ko-mo. 
3SG-say PN Ghost defeated-2SG-PERF Monkey PART:sleep-2SG-PERF 

 I-potae i Bange: naahi, Onitu, nahi komba  
3SG-say PN Monkey no Ghost NEG by.any.means  

 ndi aku moturi… 
be.here 1SG PART:sleep 

 ‘Said Ghost: You are defeated, Monkey, already you sleep. Said Monkey: No, Ghost, not by any means 
am I here asleep…’ 
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In the meaning ‘no’ nahi is an interjection and entirely lines up with soomba, etc. described below. Other single-
word answers with lengthening include naapo (independent) ‘not yet’, naamo ‘no longer’ and mboo’u ‘still more’.  

This lengthening of two-syllable adjectives has grammatical significance in this, that (a) it is the lengthened 
form which stands next to the form with a suffixed personal pronoun—whether or not further followed by another 
particle (principally mo)—and the conjugated form, and that (b) it occurs only with adjectives and not other word 
classes,20 with certain exceptions, if one will, such as somba ‘tribute, homage’ as in: 

 ndio koa butu mesomba t[in]o’ori-no, i-potae:  
be.here just only PART:offer.tribute PASS:know-3SG.POS 3SG-say  

 soomba soomba, soomba, soomba 
homage homage homage homage 

 ‘when he knew of nothing else (to do) than to offer worship, he said: mercy, mercy, mercy, mercy’ 

Here, however, soomba is to be considered an interjection, and interjections can be either long or short. Other 
examples of the same nature are: uusa, usa, usa! ‘Let there be rain!’ (exclamation), kuula, kula, kula! ‘Let it be 
hot!’. [p. 18]  

SOUND PHENOMENA OF VARIOUS TYPES. 

Prenasalization. 

19. In Tinompo in its present stage, prenasalization in the standard language21 is found only with k, p, t and s. 
But formerly other consonants must also have been prenasalized, in the first place w and r which, as is still the case 
in Pamona, become mb and nd with prenasalization. This emerges from various examples such as:  

 Ngusumbatu (from ngusu + watu) ‘stone snout’, the name of the village where the Tinompo lived at the 
coming of the Government, lying on a rocky spur of the Ponteoa, which extends into the Lembo (the plain 
of Mori) 

 tulambatu (from tula + watu), the name of a species of bamboo 

 mombalo ‘repay, take revenge’ 

 mbumbunge ‘ridge of the roof’, Pamona wumbu, Malay bumbungan 

 Korondoroi ‘Roroi River’, the name of a brook near Tinompo (roroi is the name of a tree) 

 mandiu (Upper Mori) ‘bathe’, stem riu. 

 mondino ‘finished’, doublet of morina ‘clean’ 

 londa ‘bald’, compare lora ‘crushed, squeezed’ 

 melendoako (Tinompo), dialectally meleroako ‘lie down’ 

                                                           
20 [footnote 3, p. 17] Concerning the lengthening found in aasa ‘one’, see § 282. 

21 [footnote 1, p. 18] The language of poetry, in which there is much prenasalization (and subsequent thereto voicing), 
remains outside of consideration, because it is placed in an idiom other than Tinompo. Concerning poetry, see J. Kruyt 
(1924:172–181) and elsewhere. 
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The likelihood that prenasalization also formerly resulted in—at least sometimes—the change of g to ngg, of b 
to mb, and of d to nd, is demonstrated in §§ 54, 58 and 67.22 

Finally ng must be mentioned as the prenasalized form of glottal stop, such as emerges from forms such as 
mongura ‘young’, stem ura, Malay muda; ngira ‘ashamed’, Pamona id., Minahasan languages, Old Javanese irang; 
mongili (Watu) ‘descend from a mountain or high place’, Malay hilir (the paths followed are the streambeds, see 
Onvlee 1925, proposition 9). 

20. α. In addition to what has been stated above, the following can be mentioned as examples of the very 
frequent alternation between prenasalized and non-prenasalized sounds, both within Mori itself and in Mori when 
compared to related languages. Among others: 

 unto ‘brains’, Malay utak 

 montumbu ‘measure’, Pamona tubu 

 montumbo ‘prop up, support’, montubongi ‘prevent a cover or lid (or jaws, etc.) from closing by placing a 
piece of wood or something similar in-between’ 

 molimbu ‘surround, encircle’, molibu ‘fly around something, trace circles in the air’, Pamona liwu ‘go 
around’ 

 mongkambesi, said of the motion which one makes, for example, in order to shoo a mosquito [p. 19] away 
(namely when one directs the motion toward oneself), mongkabe ‘draw close to oneself’, mongkawe 
‘beckon with the hand’ (which is done with a motion directed toward oneself)  

 rengko ‘refuse’ (n.), compare reko (Watu) ‘mud’ 

 ndo- (Tiu and Moiki) third person plural pronoun, next to ro- (Watu and Upper Mori) and do-; see further 
§ 100 

 tuda ‘layer’, Javanese tunḍa 

β. Often a consonant is prenasalized through the influence of a nasal appearing elsewhere in the word (where at 
present they can naturally no longer be encountered in word final position). Examples hereof are ensami 
(Sampalowo dialect), a species of sour mango, Malay asam; gansi ‘top’, Malay gasing; mongkuni ‘yellow’, Pamona 
makuni, Malay kuning; montaso ‘sharp’, Pamona mataja, Malay tajam; metunda (Upper Mori) ‘sit’, Bugis tudang. 
Also lampi ‘a horse blanket serving as a saddle’, compare ompeo linapi ‘two mats sewn layered together’, Malay 
lampin and lapis. (Mori molampengi ‘place something under something (e.g. wood under a chest) to make it stand 
higher’ would also correspond with Malay lampin.) 

The application of these sound rules to suffixes in some of the dialects is remarkable. Thus one finds, for 
example, Watu umiangangke’e for Tinompo umiangakono ‘take care of it’, stem mo’iangako), Molongkuni 
kumaanganggu, from *kumaangangku, for *k[um]aa-ngaku, Tinompo kumaa aku ‘eating me’. 

21. A very important function of prenasalization is intensification (Adriani 1909; Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 
1908:69 ff.). Prenasalized forms with intensive (or—what amounts to the same thing—plural) force are very 
frequent in Mori. Prenasalization of this sort occurs among other places: 

(a) with plural forms (see § 222 ff.) 

(b) with the attachment of II me- (see §§ 325 and 326) 

                                                           
22 [footnote 2, p. 18] Compare also the remarks made in §§ 67 and 70 regarding nd and ns in their relationship to l. 
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(c) sometimes with ko- with two-syllable reduplication (see § 347) 

(d) with some adjectives,23 for example mantuwu or montuwu ‘vigorous’; mansolo ‘swift flowing’ (of water); 
montondu ‘heavy’ (next to tondu ‘sink’); mangkamba ‘voluminous but not heavy’ (next to kamba ‘swollen, 
inflamed’. This last perhaps belongs at home under § 20β, compare related words such as Malay kĕbung, 
Makasarese kombong, Tontemboan kombang, etc. 

(e) with a number of verbs with prefixes such as po-, te-, I me-, etc. (which normally bring no prenasalization 
with them to the stem). The intensive character of these forms does not always emerge from the meaning, so that the 
possibility for other explanations for some of these forms must be left open. The following examples are to be 
mentioned:  

 mentoro ‘sit’ and mompontoro ‘set down, lay down’, next to mompotoro ‘appoint’ [p. 20] (a ruler or 
other functionary), ‘set up’ (said of water, in order to boil it), stem toro 

 mentade ‘stand’, stem tade (the adjective montade ‘upright, standing’ also has prenasalization); 

 mentoa ‘jump down’, Molongkuni metoa (causative forms respectively mompontoa and mompotoa) 

 moponsia ‘separate’ and tensia ‘apart, separated’, stem sia, Malay siar 

 mensua ‘separate, part ways’, stem sua (causative momponsua, but momposua if the object is a married 
couple) 

 tengkuru ‘wrinkled, shriveled’, Malay kĕrut (compare mongkuru ‘gather into pleats’) 

 tensila ‘burn with a large flame, flame up’ (compare monsila ‘warm something above or beside a flame’) 

22. The verbal prefix mo- is likewise accompanied by prenasalization of the stem, whenever the phonetic 
circumstances allow it.24 This prefix must also originally have had intensive force, as the verbal mo- forms are 
either intransitive or (which at basis is the same thing) transitive with indefinite object (§ 221), so that it is as if they 
on their own have something durative or plural in their meaning (compare § 232 where the same is argued for 
verbal nouns). In Pamona there originally (though no longer at present) stood next to each other ma- or mo- forms 
with indefinite object WITH prenasalization, and ma- forms with definite object WITHOUT prenasalization (ma- is the 
older form of mo-).25 Here, then, just like in Mori, prenasalization is no more the marker of the intensive, but only 
of intransitive meaning. Languages such as Malay and present-day Pamona (except for the To Lage dialect) exhibit 
a further stage of development, in which the forms with mĕ- and nasal (in Pamona ma- and prenasalization) are also 
used for transitives with definite object, and the language employs other formatives (bĕr-, mo-) for intransitives. 

23. From what has been said above (§ 19), it follows that when in a verbal mo- form the stem begins with a 
prenasalized consonant other than a prenasalized k, p, t or s, in the present language the prenasalization belongs to 
the stem. Thus the original stem of mombio ‘do what?’ is pio (compare § 210), but the secondary stem mbio, e.g. 
aku mbio-o? /1SG.FUT do.what-3SG/ ‘what shall I do to it?, as object of what action shall I make it?’; of mombalo 
‘repay, take revenge’ (Malay balas) the stem is mbalo (see § 19); and of mondoe ‘hang up’ it is ndoe (compare 
§§ 64, 67). This rule, however, does not or only partially applies in Upper Mori, compare Impo, Molongkuni and 
Tambee aku piongo, next to Molio’a aku mbio’o (the same as Tinompo aku mbioo), from mombio, Upper Mori 
monggaa ‘eat’ next to kukaango (ku + kaa + ngo) ‘I eat it’, Upper Mori monggito ‘see’ next to kukiteo 
(ku + kite + o) ‘I see it’, etc. 

                                                           
23 [footnote 2, p. 19] See also below § 27. 

24 [Postscript, p. 20] For certain intransitive verbs which constitute exceptions to this claim, see § 295. 

25 [Postscript, p. 20] It is not certain whether the ma- forms with definite object and without prenasalization in Pamona 
should be older than those with prenasalization. The former are likely of secondary origin, in connection with the corresponding 
conjugated forms with ku- (first singular), etc., which likewise have no prenasalization of the stem (see Adriani 1931:173 ff.). 
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24. Prenasalization (with intensive force) in words denoting sounds and motions is extremely common in 
Pamona. Insofar as I know, in Mori this phenomenon is not usual;26 it is in fact a striking difference between 
Pamona and Mori that the latter seldom or never makes use of ‘interjections’, consisting of (often prenasalized) 
onomatopoetic and motion words, of the same nature as the ‘verbal [p. 21] interjections’ of Sundanese, which in 
Pamona impart such a peculiar character to the style. Indeed there often occurs nasal or prenasalized sounds in 
onomatopoetic and motion words (words which reflect an emphasis on sight or hearing), but when it cannot be 
demonstrated that such forms have originated through prenasalization of other stems, one has no basis to consider 
them ‘intensive forms’. 

The above-stated also applies to onomatopoetic and motion words which are substantives (see for example 
§§ 54 and 62). In some animal names, however, the prenasalized form is to be explained as a vocative (compare 
§ 54).27 

25. Prenasalization plays an important role in compounding, where in various cases it constitutes the cement, as 
it were, which binds together the elements which constitute the compound.28 Concerning this subject, see Chapter 3, 
where it is also argued that the prenasalization occurring in adverbs has the same origin. 

26. Just as in so many other languages of the Celebes, so also in Mori prenasalization brings on voicing. 
Examples are mentioned under “Sound Change” (§ 34 ff.). In Upper Mori (and thus also in poetry) this 
phenomenon plays a much greater role than in Tinompo, see J. Kruyt (1924:174 ff., 209–210), also Adriani 
(1900:289–290). This inclination appears to be strongest in Padoe, compare Padoe ehendamahi ‘from above in a 
hither direction’ with Tambee and Molongkuni ehentamahi; Padoe ehembano ‘in yonder direction’ with Tambee 
and Molongkuni ehempano; Padoe mombo’etu-’etu ‘by hundreds’ with Tambee mompa’etu-’etu, etc.29 

27. When in intensive forms the prenasalized consonant following the nasal fades away, thus leaving only the 
nasal, one need not consider an extra-intensive meaning in such a form, but only sound weakening. For that matter, 
the same phenomenon also occurs in other cases, where no intensive form can be spoken of (mostly it is a voiced 
consonant which elides), e.g.  

 tamungku ‘mountain’, from *tambungku, Pamona id. (next to tabungku), stem bungku ‘back’, compare 
Loinan bungkut ‘mountain’ 

 moro ‘perhaps’, from mboro (see § 58) 

Such elision is not so frequent in Tinompo as it is in the dialects. Thus the word indi’upua which in Tinompo means 
‘day before yesterday’ or ‘formerly’, in Watu and in Upper Mori dialects is pronounced inipua, and in [p. 22] 
Molongkuni nepua; Tinompo indi’ipia ‘when?’ (namely in past time) runs in Watu inipia, in Impo, Tambee and 
Molio’a inipie, and in Molongkuni nepie; the Padoe and others say onalo for Tinompo ondalo ‘deep’; the Padoe 
have olimama ‘butterfly’ where Napu and Parigi have kalibamba (formed from reduplication of the root bang ‘fly’, 
compare Malay tĕrbang); the word for ‘wall’ in Watu is rini, Pamona rindi (Tinompo rere); Padoe and Karunsi’e 
maninti ‘pulled tight’ stands next to Tambee matinti (in Tinompo and elsewhere madindi); Impo and Molongkuni 
pelemuni ‘come at the rear’ appears to have the same stem as Tinompo lembui ‘id.’; etc. 

                                                           
26 [footnote 1, p. 20] It is, however, not entirely absent, e.g. ngasa ‘pant, gasp’, Malay kĕsah. See also the prefixes mpa- and 

ngka- (respectively §§ 307 and 347). 

27 [footnote 1, p. 21] See Adriani (1931:42 ff.). Similarly in Pamona prenasalized (or voiced) forms of kinship terms occur 
as terms of address. Here one has to consider mitigating out of politeness, “because it is actually not polite to call one’s 
superiors”. It is not impossible that the same inclination has motivated the loss of p from ue (see § 55). 

28 [footnote 2, p. 21] Hereby nothing is said concerning the origin of the prenasalization in the various cases. Nevertheless it 
seems to me that IN GENERAL this should well be sought in the requirement to more closely meld together the elements which 
constitute a compound. For this purpose prenasalization is the designated means, because it belongs just as much to the word 
which follows as to the preceding word, the latter of which has lost its final syllable. 

29 [footnote 3, p. 21] Tolaki and Mekongga exhibit the same inclination in much stronger measure (Adriani & Kruyt 
1914:222–223, 237). Compare § 7. 
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Surely the most important group of forms which exhibit this phenomenon, however, is a number of intensive 
verbs and adjectives. The following verbs with prefix mo- are known to me (a few very questionable cases have 
been omitted): 

 monako ‘steal’, stem tako, Pamona id. 

 momeka ‘fish, angle’, stem peka, Pamona id. 

 momali ‘keep a prohibition, mourn’, stem pali, Malayo-Polynesian 

 momone (Upper Mori) ‘climb in trees’, stem pone, Pamona id. 

 momau (Upper Mori and Watu) ‘lash (roofing material)’, stem pau, compare paura ‘the bamboo slat on 
which leaves are lashed (in order to make thatch roofing)’ 

 monisi ‘seek lice by touch’ (either on oneself or another), stem sisi, Bugis, Makasarese sisi’, Malay sĕlisik. 

 monasa ‘fetch sago leaves in order to make roofing thatch’, stem sasa, Tagalog sasá, Sangirese, 
Tontemboan sĕsa ‘nipa’ 

 momolu ‘stretch oneself’, stem wolu, Pamona woyu ‘bend, sag’; compare Mori mowolu ‘bend straight’ 

 monga’e ‘headhunt’, which is probably a doublet of ka’e, from kabe ‘draw close to oneself’, compare Bada 
manga’e, alternate term for ‘harvest’, and Pamona menggae ‘harvest’ (harvesting is equated with 
headhunting, see Adriani & Kruyt 1914:539, 543). One could also consider here Malay, Ngaju Dayak 
kayau, Tagalog ngayaw, Sa’dan Toraja ngaung. 

 momuti-muti ‘move the lips, as if one is whispering’, which PERHAPS is cognate with Pamona wuti ‘joke, 
jest’ 

 momori (Padoe) ‘stamp field rice with the feet, in order to get seeds for sowing’, which perhaps is derived 
from a stem bori; compare Pamona bori ‘crack, split’ (in skin or rind) 

 mompomule (with prefix po-) ‘render powerless, cancel’ (of harmful magic or evil words), Mori pule 
‘return, repay (help)’, compare also Pamona pule ‘turn, wring’ 

Just as in Pamona, these forms in Mori as a rule are only intransitive. 

Other intensive forms which exhibit the mentioned phenomenon are: 

 monipi ‘thin’, Malay tipis and nipis 

 ngasa ‘pant’, Malay, Karo Batak kĕsah 

 mengere (Molongkuni), the same as Tinompo menggere ‘growl’ (of a dog). The stem may be kere, which 
in Pamona denotes a cracking or crunching sound (in Mori kere denotes a weak, rustling sound). [p. 23]  

 mangodi ‘forest gnome’, synonym of rani, is either to be derived from kodi, which in Pamona means 
‘small’ (compare Watu nggodi ‘pig’), or else is a deformation of mangobi (as the form runs in Pamona), 
which derives from the stem kobi or gobi (Adriani 1928:s.v.) 

 mamenga ‘romp’, compare Pamona momenga ‘open the beak or muzzle wide but not bite’, in the Lewonu 
dialect of Pamona ‘laugh’, stem benga, compare Mori mobenga ‘open’ (of the mouth) 
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28. Finally one phenomenon must still be mentioned, which is of great importance to Mori grammar, namely 
THE OMISSION OR NON-OCCURRENCE OF PRENASALIZATION UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A PRENASALIZED SOUND WHICH 
OCCURS ELSEWHERE IN THE WORD, in Mori especially ngk, nt, mp and ns (seldom a prenasalized voiced consonant). 

This phenomenon is found in Napu, where the first person possessive pronouns, respectively singular, plural 
inclusive and plural exclusive run -ngku, -nta and -ngki, but -ku, -ta and -ki whenever they are attached to a word 
which contains a prenasalized consonant, e.g. anangku ‘my child’, versus bondeku ‘my rice field’, nenteta ‘our 
bridge’, songkoki ‘our heads’, etc. (Ten Kate 1915:74–75). A parallel to this is exhibited in Bungku, where the first 
person possessive pronouns -ngku and -nto (respectively singular and plural inclusive) occur as -ku and -to in words 
which contain a prenasalized consonant, e.g. rahangku ‘my house’, rahanto ‘our house’, inalangku (in + ala + 
ngku) ‘taken by me’, versus pinombehiku ‘given by me’, tinondato ‘followed by us’, and the such.30 

In Mori the phenomenon under consideration occurs not with the possessives, but rather especially with and 
following prefixes. Thus as described above, when the verbal prefix mo- is placed before a stem which begins with 
a k, t, p or s, the initial stem of the consonant is prenasalized. If such a stem, however, already contains a 
prenasalized k, t, p or s, then as a rule the initial consonant is not prenasalized. Examples are: mopumpu ‘collect’; 
motungku ‘lift’; mokansilako ‘shoot’ (a dart, for example); mo(ng)kokonto ‘look at something fixedly, stare at 
something’; mo(n)simpu ‘jolt or bump fruit from a tree with a stick or something similar’; mo(ng)kansai ‘throw at 
with a lance’. When the stem contains a prenasalized voiced consonant, as a rule prenasalization remains. 

The prefix me- as a plural marker and in the meaning ‘beset with’ occurs with prenasalization of a following k, 
t, p or s, but which prenasalization can be withheld under the influence of a following ngk, nt, mp or ns (seldom or 
never under the influence of a following prenasalized voiced consonant), e.g.:  

 mesangki, plural of sumangki ‘answer’ 

 metepumpu, plural of tepumpu ‘collected’ 

 do-me-tingko-o-mo 
3PL-PL-knock-3SG-PERF 
‘they knocked it up’ 

 do-me-sangka-o-mo 
3PL-PL-catch-3SG-PERF 
‘they received it’ 

 do-me-sampa-o-mo 
3PL-PL-divide.into.pieces-3SG-PERF 
‘they divided it into pieces’ 

The preposition a originates from an. The Mori has preserved a relic of [p. 24] this final n in the form of 
prenasalization of the initial consonant of the word which follows a, provided it is a k, t, p or s (§ 274). If the word 
already contains a prenasalized k, t, p or s, then this prenasalization can be omitted, e.g. 

 a kompo-no 
at belly-3SG.POS 
‘in his belly’ 

 a tuwu-ng-keu 
at top.part-LG-tree 
‘on the tree’ 

                                                           
30 [footnote 2, p. 23] For these forms I have to thank Mr. E. Gobée (pers.comm.), at that time Assistant-Resident of the Poso 

District. 
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 ia sempe melewe 
at plate flat 
‘on a flat plate’ 

On the same basis prenasalization can be omitted in compounds, e.g.: 

 puu (m)-pom-pakambi 
expert LG-TRI-tend.livestock 
‘herdsman’ 

 tahu sempe 
old plate 
‘an old worn-out plate’ 

Compare with prenasalization tahu nsala ‘an old, unmaintained path (sala)’.  

Likewise the prenasalization associated with mpo- or mpe-, the respective plural forms of mo- and me- (see 
§ 223 ff.) can be omitted under the influence of a prenasalized voiceless stop or s, e.g.,  

 pompakuliario, in place of *mpompakuliario ‘place medicine or magic in it’ (e.g. in front of a plant) 

 pompake in place of *mpompake, plural of mompake ‘use’ 

 pom-poko-’alo iro bonti 
PL:TRI-POTENT-get 3PL wild.pig 
‘they caught a wild pig’ [Upper Mori] 

In this way the plural forms of some conjugated verbs can come to resemble the dual forms thereof (compare 
§ 224). 

Usually it is the FIRST prenasalization which is omitted. Sometimes, however, it is the second which disappears, 
while the first remains (but only when the second does not belong to the stem), for example: 

 ka do-m-po-tuturako 
and 3PL-PL-TRI-do.quickly 
‘so that they hurried up’ 

 nahi komba do-m-po-tonda sala 
NEG by.any.means 3PL-PL-TRI-follow way 
‘they followed no path’ 

 m-po-kaa 
PL-TRI-eat 
‘(they) eat’ [Watu, Karunsi’e, Moiki] 

Compare the forms without plural marking, respectively montuturako, montonda and mongkaa. 

The influence of a prenasalized sound sometimes extend over more than one word, e.g.: 

 da me(n)-tuu komiu m-pong-kaa? 
still PL-be.there 1PLX PL-TRI-eat 
‘Are you all still sitting there eating?’ 

With this example, it must be kept in mind that me(n)tuu komiu is actually a single word (see §§ 142 and 143). 
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The above-mentioned are not the sole but rather the principal cases in which this phenomenon is found. The 
omission of prenasalization is often optional (especially in the last-mentioned cases). The articulation of 
prenasalization in ngk, nt, mp and ns—of itself usually already weak—becomes even weaker under the influence of 
a neighboring prenasalized sound (particularly a prenasalized voiceless stop or s), which weakening can lead to 
complete disappearance. 

In cases of reduplication where the prenasalization is not repeated, it may be possible to ascribe this to the same 
phenomenon. However, the true explanation is probably to be sought in that the prenasalization is not felt to be a 
part of the stem. Compare mongkita-kita ‘look at once, examine’ and mongkikita ‘look at for some time’; 
mompari-pari ‘hasten’; mentade-tade ‘somewhat stand’; kontade-tade ‘standing’; mentoro-toro ‘somewhat sit’, etc. 
Nevertheless one also finds forms with reduplication of the prenasalization, e.g. mensua-nsua ‘separate, part ways’, 
mengkena-ngkena ‘similar’ (roughly the same in meaning as mengkena). In these cases the prenasalization is felt to 
belong to the (secondary) stem, such as emerges in the causative derivations (see §§ 23 and 303). 

Final Syllables. 

29. As an open-syllable language, Mori has no final consonants. Original final consonants as a rule have been 
lost. In a number of words, however, such a final consonant was [p. 25] made pronounceable, and thus was spared, 
by the adding of -i, thus in the same way as in Pamona. The number of cases is evidently much smaller in Mori than 
in Pamona, however. The following examples can be mentioned: 

 mompasinggiri ‘ridicule, mock’, Malay sindir, Makasarese sinrili’. 

 apari ‘low wall’, next to apa ‘long side’ (of a house), ‘slope’ (of a mountain), etc., compare Bada papa’, 
Tontemboan pa’par, Pamona apa ‘side, surface’ 

 salekeri ‘nose ring for a carabao’, Malay kĕlikir, Bugis leke’  

 bambari ‘news’, Tontemboan wa’mbar  

 besuli ‘sty (of the eye)’, Malay bisul  

 tukoni ‘stick with an iron point, used to seek dammar; the pole of a lance’, Javanese tĕkĕn; Mori tokoni is 
also encountered 

 mobombani31 ‘pin strips of pandanus leaves together into a rain mat with the use of pins cut from bamboo’ 
(the leaves are later sewn together and the pins removed), literally ‘lace with bomba (MARANTA 
DICHOTOMA)’, compare Pamona mabombai ‘sew with coarse stitches, lace’, from bomba, Malay bĕmban, 
Javanese bamban  

 molampengi ‘place on a foot or feet’, Malay lampin 

 ensami (Sampalowo) ‘a species of sour mango’, Malay asam  

 alapi ‘hit the target, have consequences’, Javanese, Malay, Tontemboan alap  

 montutuwi (not with the suffix -i) ‘cover’, Javanese, Malay tutup, Sangirese tutubĕ  

 lolowi ‘flooded’, Pamona lólobi, melólobi, melólowi or melolo ‘drowned, sunken’ 

 bongkusi, name of the tough, yellow portion of the leaf sheath of the betel palm (which is used to wrap 
various items), Malay bungkus  

                                                           
31 [footnote 1, p. 25] Or is this formed with the suffix -i (§ 372 ff.)? 
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 montuehi (not with the suffix -i) ‘fell, cut down’, Tontemboan tĕwas ‘cut down a free-standing plant with 
one slanting cut’, Malay tĕbas  

 montobosi (not with the suffix -i, as tobo is not encountered in this meaning) ‘exchange, trade in’, Malay 
tĕbus  

In borrowed words a word-final consonant is sometimes spared by an i, e.g. montulungi ‘help’ (from Bugis or 
Malay tulung); mobalasi ‘repay, requite’ (Malay balas); iari ‘yard’ (from Dutch yard); harandisi ‘forced labor’ 
(Dutch heerendienst); solopi ‘carton’ (Dutch slof); and pasi which means both ‘pass’ (Dutch pas) as well as ‘baby-
sitter’ (Dutch oppas).32 In lansikapu ‘region’ (Dutch landschap) and medamu ‘play at draughts’ (Dutch dammen) a 
u is found under the influence of the preceding labial. When in a word which at first sight appears to be borrowed 
from Malay (Javanese, Dutch, etc.) the original final consonant is preserved by a vowel of the same quality as that 
of the final syllable, in most cases but not always one should consider borrowing from Bugis or Makasarese (via 
Bugis) (see also § 43). Thus benggolo ‘a four-doit piece’ is from Makasarese benggolo’, while Mori akala ‘ruse’, 
gambere ‘gambier’ and anggoro ‘wine’ are to be found back in Bugis akkalĕng, gambere’ and anggoro’, while 
Impo botoro ‘bottle’ is from Bugis botolo’, [p. 26] etc. (by the nature of things, many of the words here intended are 
not to be found in the Bugis or Makasarese dictionaries). The final consonant is also often omitted in borrowed 
words, e.g. see ‘cent’, belee ‘tin can’ (Malay bĕlek, ultimately Dutch blik), sinapa ‘gun’ (Bugis sinapang), kawa 
‘wire’ (Malay kawat), etc.  

For all consonants except the voiced consonants and h, it can be demonstrated that they are to be found as final 
consonants. 

For k this emerges from pe’anakaa ‘womb, uterus’33, from Malayo-Polynesian anak, and Padoe me’iki ‘kiss’, Old 
Javanese arĕk; for t from mo’oloti ‘obstruct someone on the way; separate (for example, people who are fighting)’, from 
Malayo-Polynesian ĕlĕt, and beata ‘exhausted, worn out’, stem bea, Malay bĕrat; for glottal stop from pute’a ‘species of 
dove’, Pamona puti’a, stem puti, Malay putih, and mompuro’i ‘squeeze’, Malay pĕrah, Javanese poh, Tagalog piga’, 
Sundanese pĕrĕs, next to Toba Batak poro, Bikol poga, Sangirese pĕha. For the other consonants, see the above lists.  

The last two examples (pute’a and mompuro’i) make it not certain, but nevertheless probable, that in prehistory glottal 
stop took the place of h in word final position. To be sure, an h is often found before a suffixed or paragogic i, but such 
cases are still possibly secondary. The following examples lend credibility to this: 

 montuehi ‘fell, cut down’, Tontemboan tĕwas, Malay tĕbas 

 mo’awahi ‘settle, satisfy’, from awa ‘sufficient’, Tontemboan awĕs 

 mo’otuhi ‘chop off, cut through’, stem otu, Malay putus, Pamona butu or botu (Pamona mabotusi means ‘finish 
off, decide’)34 

 monteahako and mongkorahako ‘do one’s best to make one’s side win’, stems tea and kora, Malay tĕras and 
kĕras 

 montolahako ‘release’, Malay tĕlah, but Javanese tĕlas  

 mompedehi ‘beat with the flat of the hand’, id. with mompedesi  

                                                           
32 [footnote 2, p. 25] In the second case the o could have been lost because it was considered the article o. [Postscript, p. 33] 

Although these words are given here as borrowings from Dutch, in most cases it is likely they entered Mori via a second 
language. In Mori true Dutch words are seldom adopted out of the mouths of Dutchmen themselves. 

33 [footnote 1, p. 26] This word contains a double occurrence of the suffix -a, probably because the original suffix was no 
longer heard in the syllable -ka.  

34 [footnote 2, p. 26] I consider botu a doublet of butu, and the latter cognate with putus (mabutu ‘broken, chopped off’; 
mabutusi ‘break, chop off’) 
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 mo’empehi ‘cover something (e.g. a chair) with something that functions as an underlay’, Impo mo’apasi 
(meaning uncertain), Loinan ampas ‘mat’ 

In all these case h must be considered to have arisen from earlier s. The h in mongkuahako ‘address someone, converse 
about something’ and kuaho ‘to feel unwell, with symptoms from which it appears that one has been ‘addressed’ (namely, 
by a spirit)’, however, has been secondarily inserted, as appears from Tontemboan kua.  

In prehistory final b must have become w, compare the examples montutuwi and kolowi earlier in this section. Final d 
probably became r, compare paura (dialectally) ‘the bamboo slat in a piece of roofing thatch’, Sangirese paudĕ, while final 
g, like in Pamona, became k, compare laika ‘hut’, Loinan, Balantak laigan, stem laig, Mongondow ḷaig. 

Word lengthening. 

30. In addition to the cases where a paragogic -i occurs, one can also speak of lengthening in words which have 
become fused with an honorific prefix tu- or an old article e (suffix). In the vetitive particle osii or osi’i ‘Don’t!’, 
Malay Jangan!, one probably has to do with a prosthetic o; placed before a verb or adjective, only si is used. The 
stem si(i) is probably cognate with the stem jii ‘still, quiet’ in Pamona, etc., and with that of Sangirese kadi’ ‘be 
quiet’. Some single syllable particles were at one time lengthened to two syllables, which lengthening as a rule was 
accompanied by glottal epenthesis, e.g. strengthening particle da’a next to da ‘still, yet’, [p. 27] nde’e next to nde 
(see § 183), sii or si’i (= osii, osi’i) next to si (compare § 80).35 See also § 17. 

Word shortening and vowel merger. 

31. Word shortening is a consequence of contraction and of suppression36 (or falling off) of sounds. An 
example of the later is the disappearance of the instrumental prefix i-; of the Pamona words which contain this dead 
prefix, the great majority of forms are found back in Mori without any i-.37 When the first syllable of a word is i, 
and is unaccented, it very easily elides. This occurs very commonly at the beginning of a sentence with words such 
as isua ‘where?’, indi’ai ‘here’, itu’ai ‘there’, etc., e.g.: 

 sua-ke sala? 
where-INTERROG way 
‘where is the path?’ 

Also the i- of dual and plural imperatives often remains unarticulated, e.g.: 

 (i)-me-’inu-o-mo! 
2PL-PL-drink-3SG-PERF 
‘drink it (up)!’ 

Other examples of prosiopesis (the non-articulation of one or more syllables at the beginning of a sentence) are 
(regarding the constructions kanandio andio and anu isua, see respectively §§ 177 and 203): 

 Te’ipia u-pedolo? — Andio andio. ( for: Kanandio andio ) 
when.FUT 2SG-bathe  this this  like.this this 
‘When are you going to bathe? Now!’  

                                                           
35 [Postscript, p. 27] If the derivation of si, etc. from jii, njii is correct, then sii, si’i are not to be treated as examples of 

lengthening. 

36 [footnote 1, p. 27] Sound suppression need not always be accompanied by shortening of the quantity of the word under 
consideration. 

37 [Postscript, p. 27] Whether a prefix i- has indeed been lost in the respective Mori words is not certain; see § 363. 
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 isua lalu-mu, andio ke andio? ( for: anu isua… ) 
where surpass-2SG.POS this INTERROG this  REL where 
‘Which would you rather, this or this?’ 

 ku-buku ngkuda (for: nahi ku-buku ngkuda  ) 
1SG-want 1SG.ADD  NEG 1SG-want 1SG.ADD 
‘I also will not.’ 

Regarding the merger of a + u as o, and a + i as e, see §§ 45 and 39. The merger of i + a is likewise e, while the 
merger of i + u or u + i in both cases is i; see §§ 39 and 41. Examples of o from u + a are unknown to me; tuama 
‘male’ such as the Pamona say has become tama in Mori (probably via *twama).  

In a number of words suppression of the last syllable occurs with which as compensation the preceding vowel 
is lengthened (at any rate it remains the stressed vowel). Thus in Watu mongkii ‘see’ for Tinompo mongkita; Watu 
laa, next to lako ‘go’, the former used when another verb follows, e.g. laa mo-wala bangka /go PART:TRI-chop boat/ 
‘go chop a boat’; Molongkuni waa next to wawo ‘upper surface’, the former used when a substantive follows, e.g. a 
waa wute /at upper.surface ground/ ‘on the ground’ (the forms laa and waa are also encountered in Tinompo).38 
Whether Upper Mori owaa, for Tinompo owowa ‘short, low’ is to be explained in this way is not certain, as next to 
owaa and owowa also stands the Bungku form owoa (they are all probably to be brought into connection with 
Malay bawah). Where the vowels of the two syllables correspond, one could say instead that the consonant has 
elided; an example of this is the Upper Mori form tuu ‘upper part’ Tinompo tuwu.  

The third person singular pronominal prefix i- has been assimilated into the i of nahi ‘not’, kasi ‘lest, so that… 
…not’, and the vetitive particle si,39 [p. 28] for example:40  

 nahi pon-sue 
NEG:(3SG) TRI-see 
‘he does not, cannot see’ 

 si m-po-hohoi 
NEG.IMPV:(2PL) PL-TRI-make.noise 
‘don’t make such a racket!’ 

 ku-’aiwa pau-akomiu kasi aiwa mo-hohoi indi’ai 
1SG-come PART:say-APPL:2PL lest:(2PL) come PART:TRI-make.noise here 
‘I have come to tell you that you must not make noise here’ 

So also the article i has been assimilated into the preposition ndi (e.g. ndi Ama ‘to, at, with Father’) and in omami 
(see § 159), but here one cannot speak of word shortening. 

Elision of o regularly takes place preceding the article or the preposition i, both when this o is the third person 
singular pronominal enclitic and when it constitutes a part of the possessive pronouns -no or -do, for example: 

 karu-ni Lagiwa ( for:  karu-no  i  Lagiwa  ) 
foot-3SG.POS:PN Deer 
‘Deer’s foot’ 

                                                           
38 [Postscript, p. 27] Sometimes two syllables have been reduced in this way, compare Tinompo ndiindio, raarau, loolou and 

taatahu, which originate from ndiomo ndio, etc. (see § 184). 

39 [footnote 1, p. 28] The reverse is naturally also possible. 

40 [footnote 2, p. 28] In actuality these should be spelled as a single word, e.g. nahiponsue, simpohohoi, kasi’aiwa, but the 
spelling as two words has been chosen for practical reasons. 
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 inso-ni ra’ai (  for:  inso-no  ira’ai  ) 
be.from-3SG.POS:at over.there 
‘from then on, after that’ 

 papo-papo-di Ue (  for:  papo-papo-do  i  Ue  ) 
lime.box-3PL.POS:PN Grandparent 
‘Grandmother’s lime box’ 

 i-’ala-i Elu-’elu pasapu-no (  for:  i-’ala-o  i  Elu-’elu…  ) 
3SG-get-3SG:PN Orphan head.cloth-3SG.POS 
‘Orphan took his head cloth’ 

The vowel o elides preceding an i in other cases as well, for example:41 

 l[um]aki olu (  for: l[um]ako  i  olu  ) 
PART:go:to market 
‘go to market’ 

 rau-mi ra’ai (  for:  rau-mo  ira’ai  ) 
be.over.there over.there 
‘over there!’ (see § 184) 

This happens regularly in napo ‘not yet’ and namo ‘no longer’ when followed by the pronominal prefix i- (third 
person singular and second person plural) for example napi hawe (na + po + i + hawe) ‘he has not yet come’, nami 
pekule (na + mo + i + pekule) ‘he no longer went back’. This has even had the consequence that napi and nami have 
come to be used with forms which do not contain the prefix i- (i.e. which contain some other pronoun), e.g.: 

 na-mi do-mongura 
NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3PL-young 
‘they are no longer young’ 

It could have contributed to this expansion that nahi ‘not’ always has i, except when lost before the second person 
singular pronominal prefix u-, e.g.: 

 nah-u pande 
NEG:2SG clever  
‘you are not clever’ 

Examples of elision of e preceding i are hawi (from hawe i) ‘come to’, and ontai Anu (from ontae i Anu) ‘we and 
What’s-his-name’.  

In general one can say that superfluous syllables are lost. Especially in Upper Mori very many shortenings are 
employed, see § 241, etc. Some other examples here are: 

 ka-lo komba tekosi, maka da poko-peleluako 
NEG-FUT by.any.means good if still POTENT-move.oneself 
‘it shall not be good, as long as you can move yourself’ [Impo] 

(for ka nolo komba tekosi, maka da upokopeleluako). That in Molio’a the pronoun ro- is omitted when followed by 
the future particle lo probably hangs together with the sound rule mentioned in the final paragraph of § 32; compare 
here: 

                                                           
41 [footnote 3, p. 28] These should likewise be written as a single word; see footnote 2, p. 28.  
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 ka-lo leko 
NEG-FUT go 
‘they shall not go’ [Molio’a] 

 ka-lo m-pong-kaa 
NEG-FUT PL-TRI-eat 
‘they shall not eat’ [Molio’a] 

Other cases of word shortening come up for discussion as appropriate elsewhere in the grammar. See particularly 
the treatment of pronouns in Chapter 4, and the treatment of the prefixes mepe-, mompepe- and the suffix -ako in 
Chapter 12.  

Concerning the loss of various consonants, see under “Sound Change” (§ 34 ff.); concerning the loss of 
prenasalization, see under § 28. 

In actuality, sound suppression takes place on a much larger scale in the spoken language than may be presumed from 
the given examples, because the Mori usually speak very rapidly. In general it deserves no recommendation to bring the 
spelling into conformity with the usual pronunciation, because there are also villages where the people do not speak as 
rapidly (namely in the Malili area), and because of the danger of unclarity arising thereby. For example, the word 
kupauakono ‘I told him it’ is regularly pronounced as kupaakono, but the stem is pau, and everyone hears “pau” in it, and it 
could do nothing other than create confusion to omit the u from the spelling. If one speaks slowly, then of its own accord 
the u reemerges. Still greater is the objection against a spelling mengngisi, such as the word mengingisi ‘laugh’ runs when 
spoken fast, because this would erroneously create the impression [p. 29] that the language is not vocalic. On the other 
hand, in answer to the question isua ulako? ‘where are you going?’ the usual response would be to say laki Dale ‘to Dale’, 
and only lako i Dale when speaking slowly, thus the former is adopted in spelling. As one can see, drawing a border is not 
easy (poetry can be a standard, but this is not always applicable), but also not necessary.  

In practice, of most importance is the omission of the initial m of prefixes42 and the omission of the particle mo; in the 
case of mo, the (stressed) vowel of the preceding syllable is compensatingly lengthened (see above this section). Thus for 
example in place of kita lako medolo /1PLN.FUT go part:bathe/ ‘we are going to bathe’ people will say kita lako‿edolo or—
with prosiopesis—talako‿edolo (here the tie bar ‿ serves to indicate that no glottal stop is inserted), likewise taa lako‿edolo 
in place of ta-mo lako medolo /3SG.FUT-PERF go PART:bathe/ ‘he shall go bathe now’; koo’ala in place of ko mo-’ala 
/2SG.FUT PART:TRI-get/ ‘you shall get, fetch’; kita‿o’angga in place of kita mo-’angga /1PLN.FUT PART:TRI-work/ ‘we are 
going to work’ (especially: work away at, get rid of); kitao‿o’angga, less commonly kitaa‿o’angga, in place of kita-mo 
mo-’angga /1PLN.FUT-PERF PART:TRI-work/ ‘we go now to work (away)’; akuo‿o’ala, also akuu‿o’ala,43 in place of aku-mo 
mo-’ala /1SG.FUT-PERF PART:TRI-get/ ‘I go now to get, fetch’; akuo‿ongkaa, also akuu‿onggaa, in place of aku-mo mong-kaa 
/1SG.FUT-PERF PART:TRI-eat/ ‘I go now to eat’; mentorotoro‿ota’u in place of mentorotoro mota’u /PART:sit.around old/ ‘sit 
like an adult’ (in other words, still, calm); nahi‿doewe’aku in place of nahi do-me-wee-’aku /NEG 3PL-PL-give-1SG/ ‘they 
have not given me it’ (wee ‘give’ is often shortened to we when followed by a suffix of two or more syllables). Another case 
which is of considerable importance in practice is the omission of m from the infix -um-, especially in Molongkuni, for 
example Tinompo luako, Molongkuni lueko (shortenings respectively of lumako and lumeko ‘go’), uehe ‘want’ (shortening 
of umehe), etc.  

Shortening of proper names. 

32. With the shortening of proper names people go to work somewhat randomly. Sometimes it is the first part of the word 
which is omitted, other times the second part. Thus Baruga is shortened to Ruga, Labonde to Bonde, We’oma to Oma, 

                                                           
42 [footnote 1, p. 29] This phenomenon is well-known in other languages, among others Old Javanese, Makasarese and 

Bugis. 

43 [footnote 3, p. 29] In fast speech there is very little difference between akuu‿o’ala and aku‿o’ala (the latter from aku 
mo-’ala /1SG.FUT PART:TRI-get/ ‘I will fetch’. 
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We’oluna to We’o, Weholina to Weho, etc. Wemapada is shortened to Wema, but Wemasusa to Susa.44 Not only can 
syllables be omitted, but also single consonants, e.g. Onde for Ngkonde. In practice, every name of three or more syllables 
is shortened. 

Sometimes two people (of the same sex) who are friends will chose a single name by which they will both be known to 
each other. Often this name—in Mori called the pesike-sikeno—consists of two syllables which in themselves have no 
meaning, but which are the shortening of an existing word. Thus the name Pina can be amplified as Pinatambo ‘abandoned, 
left behind’, though it could well be amplified as something else.45  

Metathesis. 

33. Some examples of metathesis are: 

 araha next to ahara ‘whetstone’, stem aha, Malay asah 

 kotoa next to tokoa ‘thus, in reality’46 

 lo’ia ‘ginger’, Malay halia, Sangirese, Tontemboan lia 

 mo’emo ‘immerse’, if at any rate this is cognate with Pamona ome ‘moisten throughout, soak’, Loinan 
mohome ‘wet’ 

 tundo ‘heel’, if at any rate this corresponds with Pamona todu.  

 mom(pe)pa’urako, next to mo(mpe)ra’upako ‘give someone’s head a push so that it shoots forward and 
downward’, compare tera’u ‘nod’, and Pamona mera’upako ‘throw oneself face downward’ 

However, one also has tembomba’u ‘nod a little bit’ and momba’u-mba’u ‘do this continually’. [p. 30]  

An example of metathesis in a borrowed word is Karunsi’e tarakasa ‘paper’, from Bugis karĕttasa’.  

In some cases a reason for the metathesis can be demonstrated. Thus the stem of mo’oho ‘tie, tie in a bow’ is 
the Mori correspondent to Pamona so’o ‘tie’, evidently because a stem-initial h cannot be followed by glottal stop 
(except in interjections). Likewise mowo’ohi ‘wash (pots and the such)’, Impo, Watu, Karunsi’e mowu’ohi, Molio’a 
mowoohi, but Padoe mowohoki, Pamona mawuso’i, Malay basuh. The same cause could have led to the metathesis 
in Impo li’oho, Tinompo le’uha ‘nit’, Tontemboan lĕse’a, Javanese, Sundanese lisa, although the Pamona also say 
lioso. See also § 96. 

So also laro ‘interior’ must be the metathesized form of *ralo, because it corresponds with Pamona raya, 
Malay dalam (compare § 100); apparently in Mori a stem cannot contain a syllable with r followed by a syllable 
with l.  
                                                           

44 [Postscript, p. 29] The reason that Wemapada is shortened to Wema is because Pada does not sound fitting as a woman’s 
name, and because Wemapada is not derived from pada or mapada, but rather consists of Wema + pada (there are very many 
names which begin with Wema). 

45 [Postscript, p. 29] In each separate case the pesike-sikeno has a particular origin, although often the concerned do not 
share with others how the last part of their chosen name goes, so that various conjectures about it are possible.  

46 [footnote 4, p. 29] As in: 

omiu-mo tokoa anu… 
2PL.INDEP-PERF in.reality REL 
‘You are thus the ones who…’ 

nahi to’ori-o motae rani koa tokoa anu… 
NEG know-3SG that forest.gnome just in.reality REL 
‘He didn’t know that in reality it was a forest gnome who…’ 
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When on occasion forms such as daa kongko ‘there still was’ and daa rau47 are encountered, these are probably to be 
explained as arising from da raau and da koongko through forward displacement of sentence accent (compare §§ 18 and 
178). 

SOUND CHANGE. 

General features of sound change. 

34. Here assimilation must especially be mentioned, which in Mori has played a greater role than might be 
deduced from just the following examples:  

 nee (Tinompo), ngee (Upper Mori) ‘name’, from *nea, *ngea, Pamona ngaya, Old Javanese, Tontemboan 
ngaran (compare § 101) 

 motewe ‘bland, insipid’, from *motawe, *motawai, Malay tawar (see § 91γ) 

 pele ‘palm (of the hand), sole (of the foot)’, Pamona pale ‘hand’, Padoe palai (see § 101) 

 enge ‘nose’, if at any rate this corresponds with Pamona engo, Malay ingus 

 me’eto (Padoe) ‘black’, probably from *ma’ito, compare Pamona maeta next to Tinompo mo’ito 

 rege ‘mud’, if at any rate this stem takes the place of rego, compare Padoe merego, Nuha morego, Watu 
mereko ‘muddy’, Tinompo merege; however, Tinompo also has morego in the meaning ‘liquid, thin’ 

 montongo ‘wrap’, Pamona tonge 

 soo ‘bay, cove’, Pamona suo, Malay suak 

In the Sampalowo dialect people say indi’ii for indi’ai ‘here’, itu’ii for itu’ai ‘there near you’, ilo’ii (also ilo’oi) 
for ilo’ai ‘down there’. This assimilation has not taken place in ira’ai ‘over there’ and itahai ‘up there’. 

In ngkiniwia ‘late afternoon, evening’, the i of the second syllable can go directly back to ĕ (see § 51), compare 
Pamona ngkinowia. That i occurs here rather than a as in indiawi ‘yesterday’ must in any case be ascribed to the 
influence of the two other i’s. [p. 31]  

In tuwu ‘top, upper portion’, Pamona tuwa, and in indi’upua next to indi’ipua ‘day before yesterday, formerly’ 
and te’upua next to te’ipua ‘day after tomorrow, in the future’ (compare § 48), one could just as well consider 
assimilation to the neighboring vowels as to the preceding or following consonant. 

Naturally there arise many more cases of assimilation in fast speech (compare § 31). To mention just a single 
example, one regularly hears keendio in place of ke andio (interrogative particle + demonstrative of the first person), 
etc.  

In the above, I have limited myself to cases of vowel harmony (even though it is not entirely certain in all cases 
that the vowels and not (also) the consonants have caused the assimilation). When, however, prenasalization has 
given rise to voicing of voiceless stops (see § 26), this also is assimilation, and of the sound changes to be treated in 
the following paragraphs, there are likewise many to be subsumed under this label. However, they form separate 
categories which are better treated in other connections. 
                                                           

47 [from main text, p. 30] As in: 

butu-mo koa ana-no anu daa rau 
only-PERF just child-3SG.POS REL still be.over.there 
‘it was only just his child who was still there’ 
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Merely in passing I point out some sound changes which have irregularly occurred in pre-stress position, and 
fall outside the usual sound rules, such as in salekeri ‘nose ring of a carabao’, Pamona kalékeri, Malay kĕlikir, 
compare Hurgronje (1893:387, 399); Watu mekolobia ‘divine, auger’, Pamona mobolobiangi, Ampana polobiangi, 
Bugis polobia, Sa’dan Toraja ma’biang. So also in molimpa’i ‘step out over something’ the i has probably taken the 
place of u, compare Pamona malumpa’i or malumpati ‘step out or jump over something’ and Malay lompat. I have 
also heard people say mekantiwusa in place of mekantuwusa ‘newly overgrown with weeds’, which stem is no 
longer felt to be derived from tuwu ‘live, grow’, Malay tumbuh. See also § 48. 

a. 

35. The vowel a is original in a number of words, such as ana ‘child’, mata ‘eye’, rada ‘chest’, tandu ‘horn’, 
ate ‘liver’, mosampe ‘hang something down over something’, manu ‘chicken’, ata ‘slave’, compare Malay anak, 
mata, dada, hati, tanduk, sampai, Javanese manuk, and Tontemboan, Bugis, etc. ata. 

In a few other cases a originates from ĕ (compare § 44), such as in: 

 baku ‘trail food’, Malay bĕkal, Toba Batak bohal, Pampangan bakal, Malayo-Polynesian bĕkĕl; see 
however Pamona baku-1 (Adriani 1928:s.v.) 

 tade ‘stand’, Naju Dayak tende, Malayo-Polynesian tĕ(n)ḍĕγ (Dempwolff 1924–1925:44) 

 awa ‘satisfactory’, Tontemboan awĕs 

 raka, see § 100, at any rate if this corresponds with Malay dĕkat, Sundanese deukeut, etc. 

 madara ‘fast’, at any rate if this corresponds with Malayo-Polynesian dĕγĕt' (Dempwolff 1924–1925:44), 
Ngaju Dayak dehes 

Nevertheless one has certainty in each of these cases only when it has been ascertained that the possibility of a 
doublet or some other explanation or derivation is excluded.48 The regular reflex of Malayo-Polynesian ĕ is o, and 
when another vowel occurs this must be ascribed to particular circumstances (assimilation, analogy) or explained by 
borrowing (including mixing of languages).  

See below regarding the change of a to e or o (u). [p. 32]  

                                                           
48 [Postscript, p. 31] Even less convincing as examples of a from ĕ are:  

monsasa ‘slash, hew’, Malay cĕncang, but the Bugis have cancang 

baku ‘solidified, lump’, Malay bĕku, but Ngaju Dayak bako 

ganda ‘drum’, Malay gĕndang, but Ngaju Dayak gandang (this word could very well be borrowed) 

ensami (Sampalowo) a species of sour mango, if indeed the stem is cognate with Javanese asĕm 

mongkapa-kapa, monggapa-nggapa ‘flap, flutter’, Malay kĕpak, but Toba Batak hapak-hapak, Tagalog kapa’, Bisaya 
id. 

waka, in waka raha ‘a ramshackle house’ (literally ‘a former house’), Molio’a mowaka ‘wounded, have a great 
wound’, etc., Malay bĕkas, but Tagalog both bikas and bakas 

Although one could say that the e of mobea ‘heavy’ and motea ‘hard, strong, healthy, sound’ (compare respectively Malay bĕrat; 
Malay tĕras originated from earlier a + i, it also could have arisen directly from ĕ + i; see further § 91. 
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e. 

36. In general e must be considered as non-original. To be sure, one can cite words such as dede ‘line, row’, 
Javanese, Malay jejer, in which the e must already be very old, nevertheless one finds a doublet form back in 
Pamona jijiri, Makasarese jijiri’. The vowel e IS to be considered original in onomatopoetic words and interjections. 
Examples are: 

 see-see, sesee, the sound made by sword grass as one moves through it 

 kere-kere, kekere, a weak, rustling sound, such as when a mouse moves through the rice in a rice barn or 
between paper 

 hee, an impolite reaction, when one is called or summoned by someone; also used as the equivalent of our 
‘eh?’, ‘what?’ 

 ee, repeated many times to call pigs 

 bembe, an onomatopoetic word for ‘goat’ (Pu’u-mboto, Ampana, Makasarese, Bugis id., Tontemboan 
membe’) 

 tirioe, a bird, named after the sound which it makes (Pamona tirieo) 

37. Very often e has originated from i. Examples are: 

 the prefixes me-, pe-, te-, ke- from mi-, pi-, ti-, ki-49  

 towue ‘bamboo piece used for blowing on a fire’, from the stem wui, which in Pamona means ‘blow’ 

 tengke, as in tengke mate ‘death song’, next to tingke ‘round dance with song’ (see J. Kruyt 1924:173 ff., 
207 ff.) 

 epie and ipie (Upper Mori) ‘long’ (of time) 

 elu-’elu ‘orphan’, Pamona ilu 

 mopute ‘white’, Malay putih 

 rere ‘wall’, Malay dinding, Pamona rindi 

 tesebe or tesibi ‘damaged along the edge’ (of plates and the such) 

 Sampalowo peha and Tinompo piho, a kind of small sore 

 one ‘gravel’, Old Javanese hĕni, Acehnese anòe 

 wone ‘rice grit, rice waste’, Old Javanese wĕni 

 monsela (Molio’a) ‘tear off’ (of corn from the cob), compare Pamona sila ‘split, cleave’  

The same is true of borrowed words in the stressed syllable, just as in Bugis, e.g. sema’ulu or sima’ulu ‘burden, 
tax’, oleo menggu or oleo minggu ‘Sunday’. 

                                                           
49 [footnote 1, p. 32] See Adriani (1911:354–355). Compare in addition mi- next to me- in Mamuju (Adriani & Kruyt 

1914:150), and Mandar titeme ‘urinate’, titai ‘defecate’ (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:158), next to Mori te’eme and teta’i. 
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Where e reflects an original ĕ, one must likewise suppose that it originated via i (compare § 40). So for example 
in:  

 montele ‘swallow’, Karo Batak tĕlĕn 

 mompeha ‘break’, Malay pĕcah 

 monsumbele ‘slaughter by cutting through the neck’, Malay sĕmbĕleh 

 monsengu ‘prick with the stinger’, Malay sĕngat 

 mobeta ‘pull down (e.g. a house), cut open (a path)’, Philippine *bĕtak (Tagalog bitak, Bisaya botak) 

 mapeda ‘give a burning pain’, Malay pĕdas 

Where e corresponds with Malayo-Polynesian y, this likewise originated via i; examples are: 

 buaea ‘crocodile’, Malayo-Polynesian buaya 

 poea, name of a tree, Pamona poya 

 eosi, name of a tree, Pamona yosi 

 bantaea, a kind of large hut, Pamona bantaya 

 soeowu ‘carpenter bee’, Pamona soyowu 

 kaea ‘rich’, Malay kaya [p. 33]  

38. Often e has originated from a. This especially goes for Upper Mori (Adriani 1900:295), but various 
examples are also to be mentioned from Tinompo, among others: 

 wure ‘foam’, Pamona wura (compare § 100) 

 molue ‘great of surface area, extensive, vast, broad’, Malay luas (next to malua ‘spacious’, which perhaps 
is derived from the stem luar, compare meluarako ‘go outside’, lua ensa ‘entrance of the ladder’ (at the 
upper end, thus in the house)) 

 sekono, the same as sakono ‘even’, stem sako, Pamona id. (the stems seko and sako also occur in Mori in 
the same meaning) 

 tangkuedo ‘Adam’s apple’, Pamona tangkuayo 

 eha, the name of a tree, Pamona kasa, Malay kacang 

 ensami (Sampalowo), a species of sour mango, Pamona anca(mi), Malay asam 

 mo’ena ‘weave’, Pamona maena, Malay anyam 

Perhaps also sine ‘but’, Watu sino ‘id.’, possibly from *sina. Regarding the derivation of Tinompo sine, see also 
footnote 1, p. 208 (sine is not an Upper Mori word). 

These sound changes often exhibit the phenomenon of assimilation. The influence of a (former) palatal is 
noticeable in ensami, mo’ena, eha, and tangkuedo (Pamona tangkuayo could have earlier been *tangkuajo, with 
palatal affricate j becoming d in Mori), and in other places the influence of an r or s (one could also consider the 
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influence of an s in cases such as eha and ensami).50 In sine the i could have had an influence, as it also has in 
Upper Mori inie ‘village’, Tinompo inia, but next to which occurs the general Mori word mia ‘person’ from the 
same stem. Less certain is molue, but it deserves mention that in Upper Mori, where the change of a to e has 
extended much further than in Tinompo, most (yet not all) cases are to be explained from assimilation. For example, 
many Upper Mori examples of e from a have a u in the neighboring syllable, compare Molongkuni molungke ‘lift 
something on one side’ (for example a mat in order to look under it, or a trap in order to empty it) with Tinompo 
molungka.51  

Regarding the origin of e in Upper Mori -akeo (in Tinompo -akono), see § 165. 

39. Frequently e has originated through merger of an a and an i (or y) (or from a diphthong ai), e.g. osole 
‘corn’, Malay hĕnjĕlai; pande ‘clever’, Malay pandai; eo-’eo ‘silhouette’, Malay bayang; keu ‘wood’, Malay kayu; 
moleu ‘withered’, Malay layu; ane ‘termite’, Malay anai-anai; mohole ‘roast in a dry pot’, Padoe moholai; wee 
(stem) ‘give’, Pamona wai, Malay bĕri.52  

Also an e has sometimes originated from i (y) + a, for example: etu ‘hundred’, for *yatu from ratus (compare 
§ 91α); me’insani (Upper Mori) for mia insani ‘the old people, the ancestors’; mare’e ‘many’, Pamona maria (the 
stem ria ‘be’ became ree, for *re, see § 17; subsequently through vowel splitting there arose re’e, which in Pamona 
is the usual word for ‘be’). [p. 34]  

i. 

40. As a rule the i is an original sound, as in uni ‘sound’, Javanese id.; mo’ai ‘burning, burning hot, burnt up’, 
Malay hari; kita and kami, personal pronouns of the first person inclusive and exclusive, Austronesian id.; the suffix 
-i, Austronesian id.; (o)lima ‘five’, Austronesian lima; (o)pitu ‘seven’, Austronesian pitu; ihi ‘contents’, Malay isi; 
etc. etc. 

That i has sometimes changed into e has been mentioned above (§ 37). 

Sometimes i reflects Malayo-Polynesian ĕ, such as in mohori (Molio’a) ‘hear’, from mohoringi, in which -ngi 
was felt to be the suffix -i, compare Napu mohadi ‘hear, feel’, pehadingi ‘listen’, Pamona sadonge ‘try to hear’ 
(corresponding with Malay dĕngar, etc. but with prefix sa-). witi ‘calf (of the leg)’, Malay bĕtis; siloli ‘flute’, Malay 
sĕruling (Upper Mori silelu); owingi (Watu), wingi (Roda) ‘night’, Malayo-Polynesian wĕngi. The cases treated in 
§ 37 in which i became e must also be mentioned herewith. 

Although the paragogic i which makes final consonants pronounceable and thus preserves them from deletion 
(see § 29) cannot be considered as originating from ĕ, it nevertheless occurs in the place of an “indifferent vowel”. 

41. In the following cases among others i has originated from ui:  

 iki ‘tail’, Upper Mori okui, Malay ekor (§ 91γ) 

 ia ‘tendon, sinew, vein’, Malay urat, from *uia (§ 91α) 

 api ‘fire’, Upper Mori, Acehnese apui 

                                                           
50 [Postscript, p. 33] The influence of s is also seen in the development of Pamona le and re in word-final position from 

(originally) las, lĕs, ras or rĕs (Adriani 1931:55).  

51 [Postscript, p. 33] Adriani (1931:55) mentions that certain cases of the change a to e in Pamona may be explained from 
the influence of a u in the following syllable. 

52 [Postscript, p. 35] These forms go back to Malayo-Polynesian bĕγaj; it is thus not certain that compensatory lengthening 
has occurred in wee. 
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 moturi, Pamona moturu, Philippine languages tulug, tulur 

 ahi ‘bamboo for carrying water’, Upper Mori ahui, Tontemboan stem asu 

 siu ‘corner’, from *suiu, *suyu, *suru, or *ḍiu, *ḍuiu, etc. (Adriani 1900:257–258), Malay juru, 
Tontemboan ru’u, Tonsea du’u 

 iapi ‘swollen spleen’, Pamona uyapi 

 hiu (Molio’a, Impo) ‘fine-toothed comb for seeking lice’, Parigi suyu (§ 101) 

 mowohi ‘satisfied’, Javanese bĕsur (§ 91γ) 

 baki, a small carry basket (for women), from *bakuy, Malay bakul, Tontemboan wakul 

Upper Mori has often retained ui. Probably i originated from iu (yu) in Watu ihu ‘side’, Upper Mori orusu, Malay 
rusuk (see § 91β). 

42. In mokahi ‘course, rough’ and sowi ‘harvest knife’, the final i originated from ai, compare respectively 
Malay kasar (and kĕsat) and tuai. Probably Padoe me’iki (intransitive) ‘kiss’ should also be mentioned here, as one 
could consider that the stem iki originated from *ayaki or *ayiki, *aiki, compare Pamona eki, Old Javanese arĕk, 
Tagalog halik, etc. (general Philippine *ar1ĕk; see § 101). 

Under the influence of a palatal sound i originated from u in cases such as: 

 mo’isa (Tinompo) ‘stamp, pestle’, Upper Mori mo’use, Pamona tuja (unless one considers isa and usa not 
to be cognate, as does Adriani (1900:296) 

 montiso ‘show, point out’, Malay tunjuk, Pamona tuju 

 montasi ‘hand, pass, give’, Pamona tonju 

 simo ‘clothes louse’, Malay tuma (tuma first became *suma, see § 72) 

One could suppose something similar (influence of r) in cases such as kare (Upper Mori), karu (Tinompo) ‘foot, 
leg, paw, post’; leberi and leberu ‘soft sago porridge’. See also under u (§ 48). [p. 35]  

Concerning i which has originated from y, see § 104. Concerning the omission of word-initial i, see § 31. 

o. 

43. One can speak of an original o in onomatopoetic words and interjections, such as tirioe ‘species of bird’ 
named after its call; me’ongeli ‘moo, low’; umo’oro ‘clear one’s throat’; mebooli (intransitive) ‘call, hail’ (which in 
Pamona is done with boo); oo, call words; adodo, an exclamation of pain ‘ow!’; hoi, an exclamation of surprise; etc. 
The sound o is also original in words such as ondo, a kind of plant with tubers, Tontemboan ondot, Ambonese, 
Soboyo ondo; pongko monga’e, the name of a ghost originating from a werewolf (J. Kruyt 1924:138), compare 
Pamona pongko ‘sorcerer, master of black magic’ (who can lay down his body without a head), Malay ponggok 
‘stumpy’. 

Nevertheless, in general o is not original, but originates from another sound, particularly a and u. The latter lies 
close to o; in Philippine languages the two sounds are not distinguished. In Malay and closely related languages o 
and u frequently alternate, of which u is generally the original sound. 

Examples of the alternation of o and u (u more often becomes o in Upper Mori than in Tinompo) are: 
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 baso (Watu), a kind of carry-basket, Tinompo basu, Malay basung 

 hulo (Upper Mori), Tinompo hulu ‘resin, torch’ 

 mesombolako (Watu), mesumbalako (Tinompo) ‘walk on stilts’ 

 mowuno ‘throw at someone or something’, Pamona wunu, Malay bunuh 

 wulo ‘bamboo species’, Malay buluh 

 nggapo (Impo), Tinompo nggapu ‘cat’ 

 montoto’i (Molongkuni), Tinompo montutu’i ‘strip (a portion of) the branches off (a tree)’ 

 monangoi or monangui ‘swim’ (the latter form is original, compare Pamona monangu, Acehnese 
meulangue, Javanese langi, Makasarese lange, Bugis nange) 

 li’oho (Upper Mori), Tinompo le’uha ‘nit’, Pamona lioso, Tontemboan lĕse’a 

 timba’u, a kind of heron, Pamona timba’o 

 wunu, name of a tree, Pamona bono 

 wungo ‘purple’, Malay ungu 

44. Often o has originated from a, such as in: 

 mokokato ‘to itch’, Pamona makakata, Malay gatal53 

 waro ‘glowing coal’, Malay bara 

 uwoi ‘water’, Malayo-Polynesian *wair 

 monta’o ‘set (traps and the such)’, Upper Mori monta’a, Malay tahan 

 mosa’o ‘bad’, Upper Mori mosa’a, Malay jahat 

 mo’owahi or mo’awahi ‘pay, settle, satisfy’, from awa ‘sufficient’ 

 the prefixes po-, mo-, ko-, etc. next to pa-, ma-, ka-, etc. 

 the possessive suffixes -no (third person singular), -to (first person plural inclusive) and -do (third person 
plural), from -na or -nya, -ta and -da 

In general this sound change is much more frequent in Upper Mori than it is in Tinompo; compare Adriani 
(1900:296). 

A number of Malay words with ĕ in the first syllable and an original a in the second syllable correspond mostly 
to Mori words with o—a or a—a, e.g. (examples of the latter are found in § 35): 

 kona ‘hit, reached, affected’, Malay, Javanese kĕna 

                                                           
53 [Postscript, p. 35] Only the first two o’s of mokokato originate from a, because the stem kato goes back to katĕl (or a 

doublet thereof). 
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 tonga ‘middle’, Malay, Javanese tĕngah 

 ropa ‘fathom’, Malay dĕpa, Tontemboan rĕpa 

 somba ‘pay tribute, homage’, Malay, Javanese sĕmbah 

 meronga ‘do something together or jointly’, Malay dĕngan, Tontemboan rĕngan 

 terowa (Upper Mori) [p. 36] ‘fallen down’, Malay, Javanese rĕbah 

 mokora ‘powerful, strong’, Malay, Javanese kĕras 

The usual reflex of ĕ in Mori is o. Examples are: olo ‘between space’, Tontemboan ĕlĕt; towu ‘sugar cane’, 
Malay tĕbu; nohu ‘rice mortar’, Malay lĕsung; (o)tolu ‘three’, Malayo-Polynesian tĕlu; wongi ‘night’, Malayo-
Polynesian wĕngi; poho, a course word for ‘dead’, Malay pĕcah; rodo ‘quiet, fast asleep’, Malay rĕda(h); mo’o’owi 
(Impo, Molongkuni) ‘brood, sit on eggs’, Malay ĕram; onoo ‘six’ (Upper Mori oono), Javanese ĕnĕm, etc. etc.  

45. Examples of o originating from merger of a and u or from a diphthong au are: 

 maparo ‘hoarse’, Malay parau 

 to, used in the names of people groups (To Watu, To Padoe), from tau ‘person’ (tau itself is not found in 
Mori) 

 lemo ‘lemon’, Malay limau 

 rano ‘lake’, Malay danau 

 lonto ‘float’, Tagalog litau, Bikol latau 

 monako ‘steal’, Tagalog, Bisaya takau 

 mosido-sido (Padoe), sidola (Tinompo) ‘squinting’, Malay silau 

 mangkilo ‘glittering, blinking’, Malay kilau 

 ongo ‘paddy bug, the walang sangit’, Malay cĕnangau 

 (i)ko, second person singular pronoun, Malay ĕngkau 

 katumo, a kind of aphid, Pamona katungo, Malay tungau 

In the next to last syllable: eosi, a tree, Pamona yosi, Tontemboan lausip. With compensatory lengthening (compare 
§ 17): woo ‘odor, smell’, Pamona wau, Malay bau. 

An o has originated from wa in both Upper Mori sao ‘python’ (Malay sawa) and Upper Mori menao ‘breathe’ 
(Malay nyawa), for which Tinompo has respectively saa and menaa. In (o)sio ‘nine’ the o did not originate directly 
from wa, but first became a, compare Upper Mori siampulo ‘ninety’, etc. 

If the derivation of aroa ‘mind, heart’ from rawa is correct—concerning this derivation, see Van Eelen and 
Ritsema (1918–1919:285–286) and Adriani and Kruyt (1914:48–49)—then this furnishes an example of an o 
originating from a w between two a’s, compare Pamona saoa from sawa. 
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Concerning hoani and (h)oalu, see §§ 48 and 77.54 

u. 

47. In many cases u can be considered as original, such as appears from: kuku ‘nail, hoof’, (o)rua ‘two’, 
moluarako ‘bring outside’, mongkolupe ‘forget’, ulu ‘head’, rui ‘thorn’, wuwu ‘trap’, wuku ‘bone’, and apui (Upper 
Mori) ‘fire’, compare Malay kuku, dua, luar, lupa, hulu, duri, bubu, buku, and Acehnese apuj. In onomatopoetic 
words and interjections: tebuu ‘pass gas’; huuru, exclamation of pleasure ‘Ah!’; usi, ui, used to spur dogs on; buse, 
to chase pigs away; tuu (in a high tone), used to call dogs. 

48. Where u occurs in place of ĕ, this is probably to be considered a case of raising of o (which change likewise 
occurs in Ampana). In tuko ‘stick, staff’ (compare § 29), Javanese tĕkĕn,55 baku ‘cooked rice, etc. which is eaten on 
the trail or between meals’, Old Javanese bĕkĕl, and mongkuru ‘draw into pleats’, Malay kĕrut, k might have had an 
influence on this raising. [p. 37] Another example is monsengu ‘prick with the stinger’, which probably goes back 
to *sĕngĕt (Malay sĕngat, Javanese sangĕt), unless it is a doublet thereof. In Impo montanu next to Tinompo 
montano ‘bury’, the u is probably to be explained from the influence of a labial (namely the now elided final -m, 
compare Malay tanam, Tontemboan tanĕm). The same applies of Padoe umu’uwi ‘brood’, Malay ĕram, Ibatan ageb.  

In the lightest syllable (the antepenultimate), sometimes an o (or a) raises to u, mostly under the influence of a 
following labial. For example mompuai ‘dry in the sun’, Ampana likewise puai, Pamona poai, formed from the 
stem ai with prefix po-, Malay hari; tonuana ‘appearance form of a dead soul, shadow’, Ampana tanuana, Pamona 
tanoana. In these two examples the [w]—which is heard as a transition sound before the a of the penultimate 
syllable—has had an influence. Further: 

 umbau (Sampalowo), next to Tinompo ambau ‘carabao’ 

 umpeda or ompeda ‘nearby’ 

 uweli (Upper Mori), Tinompo iwali ‘enemy’ 

 umpeo next to ompeo ‘mat’ 

 upua next to ipua, in indi’ipua or indi’upua ‘day before yesterday, formerly’ 

 te’ipua or te’upua ‘day after tomorrow, in the future’, compare Pamona ipua ‘long ago’ 

 upeu ‘gall bladder’, Pamona apoju, Malay ampĕdu 

 umue next to omue ‘you’ (second person singular pronoun) 

Perhaps also upali ‘taboo’, Pamona kapali. 

In some cases a u has arisen without any labial following it, among others: 

 oluti, sometimes uluti ‘bead’ 

 undowu (dialectally), Tinompo intowu, a species of reed (in Malay glagah) 

 ulai next to olai ‘far’ 

                                                           
54 [Translator’s note: Here the original skips from § 45 to § 47 and does not contain a § 46.] 

55 [Postscript, p. 36] The stem tuko does not necessarily correspond with tĕkĕn, but could be a doublet «bijvorm» thereof, 
compare Pamona tuko (Adriani 1928:s.v.) and also Malay tungkat. 
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 ungkue next to ongkue ‘I’ (first person singular pronoun) 

 unggoe ‘mouth harp’, Pamona dinggoe 

 undolia, the name of a tree, Pamona andolia (compare § 34) 

 mo’uluako or mo’oluako ‘invite’, stem olu 

In the last two examples it is the vowel of the fourth from the last syllable which has become u. 

Even in stressed syllables u alternates with o (a), if a labial precedes or follows. Also in such cases u is 
certainly the younger sound. Thus for example in: wute (Upper Mori) ‘earth, ground, land’, Tinompo wita; 
mewunso (Upper Mori), Tinompo mewinso ‘go inside’, compare Pamona winca ‘throw into or onto something’ next 
to wunca ‘stuff, tuck in’. But in kana’umpe, kana’ompe, kana’ampe ‘how?’, the u could be original, as presumably 
umpe is cognate with umba (Watu, Kaili-Pamona languages, Ampana) ‘where?’. The a of kana’ampe can be 
explained from assimilation. 

At the beginning of words sometimes a u originates from a bilabial [w], which is not left preserved. So in cases 
such as uase ‘axe’ from wase (Austronesian wasaj), and probably also in uate, a species of fat, white grub which 
lives in the pith of the sago palm and the such, Bisaya uati, although Tombulu wateṛ has no bilabial w, while the 
Pamona say awati (which could be formed with the prefix a-). In hoani ‘bee’ and (h)oalu ‘eight’, the w has changed 
into o (ho) (see § 77). 

k. 

49. In general the k is an original sound, such as appears from the following examples: the suffix -ako, Javanese 
-akĕn; lumako ‘go’, Malay laku; [p. 38] laki ‘male’, Malay id.; haki ‘sickness’, Malay sakit; aka ‘older brother or 
sister’, Malay kakak; baku ’solidified’, Malay bĕku; kuku ‘nail, hoof’, Malay id.; kuli ‘skin’, Malay kulit; haka 
‘root’, Malay akar; raki ‘skin dirt’, Malay daki, etc., etc. Examples of k in onomatopoeia and the such are: kesi ‘the 
sound made such as when a machete hits a stone; kumokoroido, kumokoro’i’oo (Watu) ‘crow’ (of cocks); 
mongkorudu ‘chew on something which makes a cracking sound, such as corn kernels or small bones’, kurrrrr 
(high pitched and with a long rolled r), a call-word for chickens. 

A k has been elided (or more correctly, replaced by glottal stop) in:  

 ede, a name for small boys, also used as a proper name, a shortening of kede, a name for small boys, 
literally ‘penis’ 

 aka ‘older brother or sister’, Upper Mori kaka, Malay kakak 

 ko’ora-’ora (Impo), the same as Tinompo kokora-kora ‘continually shout the war cry’ 

 monsara’u ‘catch something under something that is hollow underneath’, specifically ‘catch fish with a 
sara’u, a basket which is set down over the fish’, Malay sĕrĕkup and sĕrĕkap 

 uau ‘name of a bird’, Malay kuau 

In ambau perhaps kar- has fallen away, compare Bungku karambau. Alternatively, it could also be formed with the 
element a-, see § 293. 

50. Examples of the alternation of k and g are:  

 gire, Upper Mori, Pamona kire ‘eyebrow’ (in this case the g is secondary, compare Ibanag kirai) 

 mongkiki ‘bite’, Malay gigit (here the k is original, compare Tondano ki’ki’, Tontemboan ki’ci’) 
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 gadera, alternate pronunciation of kadera ‘chair’, borrowed from Moluccan Malay kadera 

 mokokato ‘itch’, Pamona kata, Malay gatal, Javanese gatĕl 

 kaluku (Watu, Molio’a) ‘coconut’, Bugis, etc. id., Javanese glugu 

 gansi ‘top’, Pamona ganci, Bugis, Malay gasing, but Ampana kasi, Sangirese kasing 

 mongkiwu ‘to fine’, Pamona giwu 

 kose (Molongkuni) ‘left’, Pamona gose 

Only in some cases can one determine whether the g is original or has weakened from k. In okuu ‘a tree, genus 
Casuarina’, k has originated from g (see § 94). An example of the alternation of k and t is Sampalowo kimbasa next 
to Tinompo timbasa ‘cotton sash’, worn by the men when dancing the round dance (metingke). 

ngk. 

51. An original ngk is found at the beginning of a few words, including:  

 ngkundu-ngkundu, used of a knocking sound, e.g. against wood; the formations mompangkundu (§ 302) 
and polongkundu (§ 356) speak for considering the ngk to be original 

 ngkunde, synonym of ngkundu 

 ngkehu, in ngkehu-ngkehu, ‘keep making a howling sound’ (such as a dog which is not allowed inside or 
the such) 

 ngkuda ‘I (also)’ (see § 156 regarding these pronouns) 

Concerning the weakening of ngk to ngg, see § 54. Conversely, an ngk has perhaps originated from ngg in 
ngkiniwia ‘late afternoon, evening’, if this reflects *ngkinĕwia, from *ngginĕwia, stem *gĕwi, compare Pamona 
[p. 39] owi ‘former’ and rowi ‘deceased’, and Karo Batak rĕbi, Philippine languages gabi, Sangirese hĕbi ‘night’; 
see Adriani (1911:359), Adriani & Kruyt (1912b:113). Ultimately not gowi, but rather kowi is to be adopted as the 
stem of Pamona ngkinowia, apparently in connection with Tontemboan kaawi’i, Tombulu kahawi’i. The derivation 
given by Adriani does not appear entirely certain to me. Besides the uncertainty of whether gowi is indeed the stem, 
and not kowi (that is, awi (or owi) with ka-; in Pamona owi means ‘formerly’, compare Mori indiawi ‘yesterday’), 
the prenasalization also presents difficulties. Adriani (1911:359) speaks of a ‘time-indicating article’, but what is to 
be understood by that? In actuality ngkiniwia means ‘overtaken by night’ (Adriani 1911:359). Is there therein a 
place for a ‘time-indicating article’? Moreover, in Mori the meaning has not yet shifted to that of an adverb (where 
prenasalization could well be expected; see § 141), rather ngkiniwia is entirely treated as an adjective else 
substantive, e.g.: 

 isua indiawi u-ngkiniwia? 
where yesterday 2SG-overtaken.by.night 
‘where were you overtaken by night yesterday? where were you yesterday when night fell?’ 

 da-’iao-po ngkiniwia 
still-3SG-INCOMP overtaken.by.night 
‘no sooner than it had become evening’ 

(Nevertheless one can indeed say that the word is particularly used as an adverb of time, and thereby explain the 
prenasalization; compare below, however). Finally Bungku has kindiwia (Adriani 1900:260) (for ngkindiwia?), 
which can also be explained otherwise than has happened elsewhere (viz. as originating from kiniwia) One could 
namely consider a prefix ki- followed by prenasalization, and thus come to a stem *riwi, which would sooner be 
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expected in Mori than gĕwi, as g is seldom the reflex of the R-G-H law (see §§ 94 and 98). The prenasalization of 
the word can be explained as clipping of the prefix, compare Sangirese mangginowia. This form supports the 
conjecture, especially in connection with Parigi manggowia, that one has to do with an infix -in-, but contrary to 
that the ngg there could very well result from the weakening of ngk, while the strengthening of ngg to ngk is not 
usual. Also, Makasarese karuweng and Boano koinobuian point to k. Evidently here one has to do with a very old 
word, which is difficult to explain because of folk-etymology (reinterpretation) possibly giving rise to a variety of 
forms.  

g. 

52. The g, an infrequent sound in Mori, corresponds in a number of cases to g in related languages, and can 
thus be considered as original. Thus for example in ganda ‘drum’, Malay gĕndang; mogele ‘tickle’, Bugis, 
Makasarese id., Malay gĕli; mogili ‘turn around’, Malay giling; gansi ‘top’, Malay, Bugis gasing, Javanese 
gangsingan; gawe ‘feast’, Old Javanese, Ngaju Dayak gawai; maliga ‘fast’, Malay ligat. In onomatopoeia: guguru, 
gogolo ‘growl (of the stomach)’ (gogolo is also used of the soft sucking sound when one sinks into swampy 
ground). 

Stem-initial g has been lost in mo’ila ‘wild’, Malay gila. [p. 40]  

53. Concerning the word pagi ‘ray’, Upper Mori gawu ‘white mist, vapor’ and tegoo ‘have an eructation, 
belch’, where g is the reflex of the R-G-H law, see § 94. In a similar case g became k in okuu ‘a tree, genus 
CASUARINA’, and PERHAPS also in ngkiniwia ‘late afternoon’, see §§ 51 and 94. 

An example of the alternation of g and r is—besides gawu and rawu (§ 93β)—rundu ‘thunder’, Pamona gundu, 
Javanese guntur, or Malay guruh. 

An example of the alternation of g with d is mododo ‘fixed, solid’ (of sticking, holding on, etc.), mogogo 
‘protruding’ (of the eyes) (mogogoi is to pull something out from somewhere by sticking in something which on the 
return pull brings the contents out with it), compare Pamona jojo and gogo ‘stave in’, gogoli ‘strangle’. An example 
of the alternation of g with b and d is Bungku ta’i gera, Watu ta’i bera, and Padoe dera ‘semen’. See also § 70 
regarding the alternation of j and g. 

In borrowed words, g is sometimes the Mori representation of j, e.g.: 

 gagi ‘become, happen, succeed; thus, then’, Bugis jaji 

 gambata ‘government or regional bridge’, Bugis jambatang or Malay jambatan 

 gali (Padoe) ‘rattan mat’, Bugis jali’ 

 gampu, the name of a fruit (in Malay jambu), Bugis jampu’ 

 gempa ‘metal object for covering the private parts of small girls’, Bugis jempang 

 ganggo (Padoe, Karunsi’e) ‘beard’, from Bugis (or another language)56 janggo’ (in Tinompo danggo) 

                                                           
56 [Postscript, p. 40] Compare Makasarese janggo’. For that matter, the Boegineesch Woordenboek (Bugis Dictionary) 

(Matthes 1874:s.v.) also gives janggo’, even if as a Makasarese loanword. It is questionable whether the latter is correct, because 
considerable dialectal differences exist in Bugis.  

It is likely that Makasarese loan words are not to be encountered in Mori. When a word which the Mori have borrowed does 
not appear in the Bugis Dictionary, this does not necessarily mean that it has not been borrowed from Bugis. But besides Bugis, 
the Mori have also borrowed many times from languages closely related to Bugis, especially from Luwu’, which not long ago 
could be considered a variety of Bugis, but which Van der Veen (1929:58 ff.) distinguishes therefrom, and unites in a separate 
group with Enrekang, Maiwa and Duri (in this last language the word for ‘beard’ likewise has ngg). Also in the second volume 
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ngg. 

54. In many cases in Mori, ngg is not original. Examples of original ngg are especially to be sought in 
onomatopoetic and motion words, for example nggangga ‘fly back and forth, come and go irregularly’, said of a 
swarm of mosquitoes or some other large collection of animals; menggere ‘growl’ (of dogs); monggodu-nggodu 
‘chattering of the teeth’; nggee-nggee, the name of a musical instrument (in Pamona ree-ree). But perhaps even here 
ngg has sometimes weakened from ngk. This weakening is very usual in Mori, especially in Upper Mori (see 
Adriani 1900:289–290 and § 26). To be mentioned from Tinompo are among others: 

 tanggasi or nggasi ‘tarsier’, Pamona tangkasi, Tombulu id., Javanese kancil ‘mouse-deer’, Bimanese kanci 
‘trick’, next to which again Pamona and Mori magasi ‘fast’57 

 nggodi, appellation for small pigs (in Watu nggodi is the name for this animal), from *ngkodi, compare 
Pamona kodi ‘small’. Here the prenasalization is to be explained from vocative use (§ 24) 

 nggapo (Impo), nggapu (Tinompo) ‘cat’, compare kapo ‘claw’. Possibly one here has to do with a vocative 
word, or rightly with a word which—as a different word is used for calling cats—renders some impression 
on the sight or hearing (§ 24), because the name derives from the gripping motions with the claws made by 
this animal 

 nggio-nggio ‘firefly’, compare mangkilo ‘shining, blinking, glistening’ (and the explanation just given for 
nggapu ‘cat’) 

 nggopie ‘tick’, Padoe kopie. Here the prenasalization is perhaps to be explained from menggopie ‘beset 
with ticks’, which in turn reflects *mengkopie 

 sampanggae, a unit of measure, from the tip of the index finger to the root of the thumb, from sampa 
‘branch’ and kae ‘hand’ [p. 41]  

 monsuki and monsunggi ‘pick’, with jumping prenasalization 

 mokensa and monggesa ‘crippled, lame’, with jumping prenasalization 

 kape and nggape ‘paralyzed’ (adjective) 

 mompekoe, mompenggoe ‘carry something together (of two or more persons)’ (the first especially of large, 
heavy objects, and usually only of carrying on the shoulders) 

Examples of a prenasalized g are nggori ‘figures, patterns’ (for example on the skin of certain snakes, on 
sarongs and the such), from the stem gori (Adriani 1928:s.v.), and probably also monggoli ‘place in a skewed 
position’ (e.g. a boat), Malay guling, Pamona gulingi ‘steer’, but compare Pamona goli and koli ‘wend, turn’. 

p. 

55. In general p is original in Mori, and corresponds with p in related languages. Examples of p occurring in 
various positions are: pulu ‘ten’, Malay puluh; pada ‘grass, grassy plain’, Malay padang; stem pisi ‘pinch’, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
sometimes “Bugis” is mentioned, where it would actually be more correct to say “a Buginese language” or something similar, let 
alone the possibility that the particular word was not borrowed directly from Bugis, etc. but was borrowed from another language 
(e.g. Bungku). In the Malili area there live quite a few Tae’ speakers, so that this language also comes into consideration as a 
source. 

57 [footnote 2, p. 40] I hold nggasi to be a shortening of tanggasi. As far as I know, no other explanation for the 
prenasalization of nggasi is to be given at present. 
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Tontemboan pi’is; mopute ‘white’, Malay putih; causative prefixes pa- and po-, Austronesian; puru ‘quail’, Malay 
puyuh; paso ‘wooden peg, nail’, Malay pasak; api ‘fire’, Malay id. 

Examples of p in onomatopoetic words are paa-paa ‘crow’, pii-piido (dialectally) ‘quail’, mepio-pioli ‘peep’ 
(of chickens) and mompuuri ‘blow, blow on’. 

A p has been lost at the beginning in: 

 ue ‘master, mister, missus, grandfather, grandmother; grandchild (in the vocative)’, Pamona pue, from the 
IN root pu 

 mo’opu ‘pick’, Pamona, Old Javanese pupu, Nias fofo 

 apa ‘side’ (of a house, mountain, etc.), Pamona id., Bada papa’, Tontemboan pa’par 

An example of the alternation of p and t is perhaps found in Tinompo pipisu, Karunsi’e piipiisu, Padoe titisu 
‘moustache’58 

A word such as perei ‘free (from corvée)’ (Dutch vrij) does not require that Dutch v is replaced by p in 
borrowed words, because the Mori people have naturally heard the word from someone in whose mouth the v 
already sounds like p (a native assistant to a government official, for example). Usually f and v are replaced by w in 
Mori, for example Waransi ‘France’. 

mp. 

56. One finds original mp for example in: kompo ‘belly’, Mongondow kompong, Javanese kĕmpung; sampu 
(Tinompo), tampu (Upper Mori) ‘covered’, Malay tampuk; mo’empehi ‘cover with an underlayer’ (in order to sit 
down on something), Tontemboan ĕmpar, Sangirese ĕmpahĕ, Malay kampar. An original mp can also be spoken of 
in some onomatopoetic and motion words, e.g.: polotumpe, the sound of someone, who falls (making himself 
heard); kumimpaa, said of objects which fall noisily on the floor. 

As a rule, mp at the beginning of words originates from prenasalization of p, [p. 42] for example in mpiha 
‘only, solely, constantly’, from piha, Javanese pisan; see § 287. 

b. 

57. Examples of original b are: banga ‘coconut shell’, Philippine languages id. ‘pot for water’; bangka ‘boat, 
coffin’, Austronesian; basu ‘large carry-basket’, Malay basung; mobatu ‘hack into pieces’ (especially of meat), 
Minangkabau batuĕh; baru ‘palm wine’, Toba Batak bagot; tebubusi (Impo) ‘poured out’, Malay bubuh; robu 
‘bamboo sprout’ (as vegetable), Malay rĕbung; montobosi ‘exchange’, Malay tĕbus. In onomatopoeia and the such: 
bembe ‘goat’; buse, an interjection for chasing pigs away; mombubu ‘make a bubbling sound’; buri, used to spur on 
fighting cocks. 

An initial b has been lost in: 

 ara (Upper Mori, though not Impo or Molongkuni), question word, from bara, Malay barang 

 oli (stem) ‘buy’, Malay bĕli 

 ehe (stem) next to behe ‘want’ 

 uni ‘sound’, Malay bunyi 
                                                           

58 [Postscript, p. 41] Wulu ntitisu ‘moustache’ is also used in Tinompo beside both pipisu and wulu mpipisu.  
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 eo-’eo ‘silhouette’, Malay bayang 

 ore or bore, term of address for girls of high position. 

Regarding the alternation of b and d, see § 64. Regarding the alternation of b and w, see § 59. 

mb. 

58. In present-day Tinompo it is no longer usual for w to be prenasalized to mb, but formerly this 
prenasalization—like that of r to nd—must have indeed been in use (see § 19). 

As an initial consonant, mb can be considered original59 in onomatopoetic and motion words such as: mbuu, the 
sound of a plop in water; mombubu ‘make a bubbling sound as air escapes out of a bamboo cooker or bottle, which 
is filled with water’; mbimbiri, the sound which a thrown (non-spherical) stone makes as it travels through the air. 
An original mb is further found in words such as: mbumbunge ‘ridge of the roof’, Malay bumbungan; montambai 
‘add, increase’, Malay tambah; monsumbele ‘slaughter’, Malay sĕmbĕleh; monsumbu ‘extend, lengthen’, Malay 
sambung; mesomba ‘offer homage’, Malay, Javanese sĕmbah. 

In borrowed words an mb is sometimes found in place of m, e.g. tombene (Sampalowo), the name of a shrub 
which is planted in order to serve as a fence, for tomene, which in Pamona is the name given to the Mandarese. The 
tombene is thus an introduced plant, named after the people whence it originated. 

Examples of prenasalization of b are: asa mbali ‘a side’, stem bali; [p. 43] mboro (Molio’a) ‘perhaps’, also 
occurring as interrogative particle in subordinate questions, from bara, Malay barang (compare § 57). Tinompo has 
moro, which originates back from mboro (compare § 26). See also §§ 20 and 27. 

Often an mb has originated from an mp. Examples from Tinompo of this sound change are:  

 the prefix mambe- next to mape- (see § 343) 

 mombio ‘do what?’, from *mompio, from pio (Upper Mori) ‘what?’ 

 umbu ‘owner’, Pamona tumpu, from honorific tu- plus the root pu. 

Examples from Upper Mori are sombo ‘each, every’, Tinompo sompo; ambo, from *ampo, Moiki, Tiu, Watu and 
Karunsi’e apo ‘not yet’; monsombui, Tinompo mosompui ‘roast or dry above the fire’, etc. etc. Compare also § 26. 

w. 

59. Concerning the two w’s which Mori has, see §§ 15 and 16. Here consideration is given only to the bilabial 
fricative [ʋ], the only sound which is rendered in the orthography—and rightly so—with w. Sometimes this w has 
originated as a transitional glide, such as in uwoi, from *uoi, IN *wair, Pamona ue, Napu owai, ‘water’. 

The alternation of w with b is very frequent, in the first place in the language itself, as emerges from the 
following examples:  

 mowuwuri manu ‘strew rice for the chickens’, tebubusi (Impo) ‘poured out’, compare Tinompo mo’uwu 
‘pour out’ 

                                                           
59 [footnote 1, p. 42] See however § 24. 
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 mongkawe ‘beckon with the hand’, mongkabe ‘draw close to oneself’ (compare kambe § 20) 

 mobaho (Tinompo) ‘bathe’, mowaha (Upper Mori) ‘wet’, Malay basah 

 moboo (Tinompo), mowoa (Impo, Molongkuni) ‘rotten, decayed’ 

 mowawa ‘bring, bring with’, mobaba ‘carry on the back using a cloth’ (e.g. a child) 

 bebe ‘stupid’, in Upper Mori wewe, wewe-wewe 

 mebalo (Watu, Karunsi’e), mewalo (Tinompo) ‘thick, fat’ 

 baki (Tinompo) ‘small carry-basket made of rattan’ (used by women), waki (Molio’a) ‘small carry basket 
made from the bark of the sago palm’ (used by men); Malay bakul, Tontemboan wakul 

 bibi (Tinompo) ‘tremble, shake, shiver’, wembe (Molongkuni) ‘tremble’ (e.g. of the floor), Pamona wembe 
‘fever’ (in Tinompo expressed by bibi) 

Examples of the alternation of w or b in Mori with b or w in related languages are: 

 bailo ‘sorghum’, Pamona wailo 

 walu ‘widow in mourning’, Pamona balu 

 wunta ‘paper, letter, book’, Pamona bunta, a tree which yields bark cloth 

 botika ‘spring-lance’, Pamona watika 

 bose ‘oar’, Pamona wose, Sundanese boseh 

 bonti ‘wild pig’, Ampana wonti and Pamona boti ‘monkey’, Pamona baula wonti ‘an entirely black 
carabao’ 

 mobongo ‘deaf’, Pamona wongo and bongo, Tagalog bingi, Tontemboan wĕngĕl 

 buroko ‘throat’, Pamona wuroko 

 buli ‘bitter wood for palm wine’, Pamona wuli 

 wunu ‘tree species’, Pamona bono 

 mowohi ‘satisfied’, Pamona mabosu, Javanese bĕsur (see § 91δ) 

 wowa ‘opening, entrance’ (of a mouth, bottle, etc.), pewowa ‘door opening’, Pamona wobo (= Mori wowa) 
and wombo (= Mori pewowa) 

60. An initial w has been lost in:  

 mompa’unso ‘push, stuff in’ (e.g. a wad of paper into a narrow opening), and mo’unsorako, a course word 
for ‘eat’, literally ‘cram in’, perhaps also onso ‘cork, stopper, plug’, compare Upper Mori mowunso 
(Tinompo mowinso) ‘enter, put in’ and Pamona wunca ‘enter, put in’ and uncani (= Mori onso) 

 mo’unsulako ‘push up (in the direction of the head)’ and mowunsulako ‘thrust forward’, thus both of long 
objects which are propelled in the direction of their length 

 uli ‘rudder, stern’, Tontemboan wuling, Javanese, Tombulu [p. 44] wuri 
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 mo’uwu ‘pour out’ (see above) 

 mompo’awo’awo (Molongkuni) ‘carry or have on oneself’, next to mowawo (Molongkuni) ‘bring, bring 
with’, Tinompo mowawo 

A w has been lost in the middle of the stem in we’e ‘loincloth’, compare wewe (stem) ‘wind, twist’ and in 
wulaa ‘gold’, Parigi bulawa. A w has also been lost in saa ‘python’ and menaa ‘breathe’, but here the second a can 
also be explained as originating from o through assimilation (see § 46). Probably Watu metotaa ‘laugh’, Malay 
tawa, is a similar case. The w has even elided in Upper Mori tuu ‘upper part’, compare Tinompo tuwu, Pamona 
tuwa ‘id.’ (a ntuwu ngara means ‘on the horse’), but here one could also consider the phenomenon of suppression 
with compensatory lengthening mentioned in § 31. 

An example of the alternation of w and p is mompalewesi ‘wind around’ and mowewesi ‘id.’. The former is 
from the stem pewe, which word in Pamona means ‘loincloth’. 

t. 

61. Examples of original t in Mori are, among others: (o)tolu ‘three’, Malayo-Polynesian tĕlu; (o)pitu ‘seven’, 
Malayo-Polynesian pitu; kita, first person plural inclusive pronoun, Malayo-Polynesian; ata ‘slave’, Bugis, 
Makasarese, Tontemboan id.; ate ‘liver’, Malayo-Polynesian atai; ato ‘roof covering’, Javanese, Tontemboan atĕp; 
etu ‘hundred’, Malay ratus; mata ‘eye’, Malayo-Polynesian; montutuwii ‘cover’, Javanese, Malay tutup; tete ‘foot 
bridge’, Malay titi; montata ‘take apart (e.g. a house)’, Tontemboan ta’tas; etc. etc. In onomatopoeia and the such: 
metotaa (Watu) ‘laugh’, Malay tawa; tuu, call word, especially for dogs; tirioe, a bird; tinti, the sound produced by 
a gong; hiite, exclamation of fright.  

As onset, t has been lost among other places in: uai ‘younger brother or sister’, Pamona tua’i, Javanese ari; 
umbu, Pamona tumpu ‘owner’ (these two words contain the honorific prefix tu-); mo’owo ‘cut around’ (such as 
sugarcane, in order to break it off), Pamona owo ‘cut off’, compare Pamona towo ‘cut down’, Malay tĕbang; 
mo’onggo-’onggo (Tinompo) next to Sampalowo montonggo-tonggo ‘all the time run back and forth in a small 
space’. 

In borrowed words c is sometimes replaced by t, e.g. kotika, Bugis kocikang ‘trouser pocket’; balatu, Bugis 
balacung or Malay bĕlacu, ‘unbleached cotton’; mobata (Padoe) ‘read’, Bugis or Malay baca (in Tinompo one says 
mobasa). 

Concerning the relationship of t and p, see § 55; of t and d, see § 64; of t and s, see § 72. 

nt. 

62. The nt can be considered as original in onomatopoetic words60 such as ntua-ntuangi ‘shell, which serves as 
a trumpet’, Malay tuang-tuang, and in old words, such as mewinti (Upper Mori) ‘kick calves’, Javanese binte, 
Malay benteh, Tontemboan winti’; [p. 45] punti, Malay, Tontemboan id.; tinti, the sound of a gong, Malay tinting 
(with root reduplication); and further perhaps in words such as ntolo-ntolo (Sampalowo) ‘water course consisting of 
a cleaned out stem of the masara-palm (CORYPHA GEBANGA Bl.) (used in wet rice fields)’, also meaning ‘rifle 
barrel’. Apart form that, nt has originated from prenasalization of t.  

An nt has sometimes become nd, see § 26 and 68. 

                                                           
60 [footnote 1, p. 44] See however § 24. 
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d. 

63. Examples of original d are: dasa ‘small floor, raised platform, plank bed’, Malay, Javanese, Sundanese 
dasar; pada ‘grass, grassy plain’, Malay padang; pada ‘equally, both, all’, Javanese paḍa; rada ‘breast’; kadu ‘betel 
pouch’, Minangkabau kadui; dula ‘wooden basin, trough’, Malay dulang; rodo ‘silent, fast asleep’, Malay rĕda(h); 
roda, the name of a tree, Malay dĕdap. In onomatopoeia and interjections: dio-dio ‘small bell’; adidi, adede, adodo 
‘ow!’; dike, word for calling a young dog (ana dike) (also used fondly to full-grown dogs) (in Napu, dike means 
‘dog’); dumidi, the sound of a tarsier. 

An initial d has been lost in Watu, Upper Mori mo’uhu ‘stick, prick’, Tinompo moduhu, Malay tusuk and in 
ompo ‘an obstruction of bamboo slats in a river, in order to constrain fish to swim into a trap’, Pamona ompo and 
dampo ‘close off’, Mori dampa ‘trap’ (for birds), modampo ‘set one’s hand on something’. 

A d in the middle of the stem has been lost in mopoe ‘biting’ (for example, of acid in a wound), Pamona mapoi, 
compare Mori mapeda ‘biting, smarting’ (as of fire or certain skin diseases), Pamona podi ‘sour’, Javanese pĕḍĕs; 
ongkue, omue, onae, ontae, ondae (all independent personal pronouns, see § 142), Moiki ongkude, omude, onade, 
ontade, ondade; mompoporoo ‘observe, fix one’s eyes on’, and telalo maroo ‘pass by in secret’, also ‘pass by 
without being concerned about what bystanders are saying’, compare rodo ‘silent, fast asleep’. 

Concerning d as the reflex of the R-L-D law, see §§ 100–101. 

64. Examples of the alternation of d and r are (see further §§ 89 and 90–102): 

 medempe ‘slightly convex’, and morempe ‘shallow’ (of a river) 

 rumonta ‘fallen off’ (of fruit), tedonta ‘fallen’ (to below) 

 tedupa ‘bump into, run up against something’ (e.g. in the dark), modupali ‘bump against someone or 
something’ (but not hard), versus Mori, Pamona rumpa ‘advance against something or someone’, 
Pamona dopa ‘come against’, Makasarese rupa. 

Examples of the alternation of d and l are: 

 doe-doe ‘hanger for placing a cook pot on’, modoe (Padoe), mondoe (Tinompo) ‘hang up’, Tinompo 
meloe ‘hang down low’ 

 lo (Impo, Molongkuni, Tambee), indicator of the future, Pamona da, Makasarese la 

Compare also malunduki pae ‘the already ripe paddy is ravaged by wild pigs’ with madundu ‘root up’. However, a 
relationship between lundu and dundu is improbable, because the former expresses a notion of ‘destroy by beating 
down, trampling down, etc.’.  

Alternation of d and t is found in moduhu ‘stick, prick’, Malay tusuk, and in ta ‘future particle’ (see § 150), 
Pamona da ‘id.’, Javanese ta’- and da’-. Sampalowo speakers use idia-diao in the meaning ‘he rends it, he pulls it to 
shreds’, as in: 

 ba i-liu-mo koa d[um]ia-dia-o buaea 
if 3SG-quickly-PERF just PART:rend-3SG crocodile 
‘as far as I am concerned, let him be torn apart by a crocodile’ [Sampalowo] 

 si lako dia-dia-o 
NEG.IMPV go rend-3SG 
‘don’t divide it, keep it together’ (said for example to someone who would pack sugar into a number of 
different packets) [Sampalowo] [p. 46]  
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Probably this word is a doublet of montia ‘divide’. In moduhu and dia-dia, d results from the weakening of t.  

Examples of the alternation of d and b are:  

 benggo (Padoe) ‘crooked’, Pamona modenggo 

 binai ‘dried meat’, Pamona dai, Malay daing 

 dera (Padoe) ‘semen’, Watu ta’i bera, Malay berak (?) 

If one also considers Bungku ta’i gera ‘semen’, then this last example also illustrates the alternation of d and g. 
Another example is perhaps madara ‘fast’, Pamona ganggara.  

65. Furthermore, d corresponds with j (and nd with nj) in related languages in cases such as: 

 da, a particle which can sometimes be rendered as ‘still, yet’, Pamona ja, Malay saja 

 dale ‘wild corn’ (a plant, the hard kernels of which are used as beads), Malay jĕlai (doublet Mori osole 
‘corn’) 

 deekuli, name of a small bird, Pamona jeekuli 

 tededengke ‘start, be startled’, Pamona jinki 

 medulu ‘help each other with gardening’, Pamona juyu (see § 97) 

 modundu ‘root up’, Pamona junju 

 do’u ‘squirrel’, Pamona jo’u 

 doe ‘rim, edge’, Pamona joe 

 mo’andu ‘massage’, Pamona onju 

In many of the above mentioned cases, however, the j in Pamona is secondary. Thus next to Pamona jingki also 
stands dingki, in which probably jingki arose through the palatalizing influence of the i. Pamona juyu has a 
secondary j, witness Pamona duru ‘property which one has from his ancestors’, and Ngaju Dayak dohop. A tree 
with a sour fruit, which is named jongi in Pamona, is for that matter named dongi in Tinompo, dengi in Padoe, and 
sengi in Upper Mori, yet forms with d are encountered even in languages which have j, for example Mandar dongi. 
Bugis has denge’ and songing next to each other. Next to Pamona ja occurs da (be it in another meaning). For that 
matter it is not even certain that Malay j is original.61 In a number of cases at any rate one can adopt the opposite. 
Thus Malay and Javanese jejer corresponds with Pamona dede (of which likewise a doublet jiji occurs; compare 
however Mori dede ‘row’, in connection with the conclusion drawn out below). The form dale is perhaps a very old 
doublet of osole.62 Concerning dundu, see § 68. The derivations of deekuli, doe,63 do’u and andu are not known to 
me. In many cases, however, Pamona j is [p. 47] secondary, and it has not yet been demonstrated that in every case 
Mori d takes the place of an old j. It appears, furthermore, that the conclusion must be drawn that where Pamona j 
corresponds with Mori d, the j is secondary.  

                                                           
61 [footnote 1, p. 46] According to Fokker (1895:37) “Malay j appears to be a later development from an original d,” though 

this should well not be easy to establish in all cases.  

62 [footnote 2, p. 46 and footnote 1, p. 400] The form osole refers to maize, osole ngkukua to the plant COIX AGRESTIS (in De 
Clercq (1927) considered a variety of COIX LACRYMA JOBI). In both cases the Javanese use jali. But even in Javanese j frequently 
alternates with d (Fokker 1895:37) 

63 [footnote 3, p. 46] Undoubtedly there is some connection between this doe and the stems doe, loe, etc. mentioned in § 64. 
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66. In foreign words, usually d stands in the place of j (and nd in the place of nj), so in modagai ‘take care of, 
tend’, Bugis jaga (jagai); dandi ‘stipulated term’, Malay janji; danggo ‘beard’, see § 53; gadi ‘wages’, Bugis gaji; 
dengko ‘long pants’, Pamona salana jenko.  

nd. 

67. The nd is the prenasalized form of d and formerly (though no longer) also of r (see § 19). An original nd 
can be spoken of in onomatopoetic and motion words64 such as mompandondo ‘beat’, mondidi-ndidi ‘tremble’ 
(from cold or rage) and mongkarandindi (Impo) ‘shiver’ (see below). Also in old words, such as mehonda ‘lean’, 
Malay sandar; tanda ‘sign, mark’, Malay id., Bugis tanra; tandu ‘horn’, Malay tanduk; inde’e (Molio’a) ‘where?’, 
Javanese ĕndi; tondoha ‘anvil’, Nias tandrösa, Javanese landĕsan.  

In the following nd originates from prenasalization: lundara ‘young female carabao’, stem *rara, Malay dara, 
etc.; pendua ‘twice’, stem rua; andi (Upper Mori) ‘younger brother or sister’, Javanese ari; the preposition ndi 
‘with, at, toward’, etc., Molio’a ri; ondalo ‘deep’ and ondau ‘long, tall’, from the stems *ralo (see § 100) and rau 
(see § 172 ff.); etc.65  

One could allow that in Mori nd has sometimes also arisen from prenasalization of d. Symmetry with mb (from 
prenasalization + b) and ngg (from prenasalization + g) would entail this; it is likewise so in Pamona; and finally it 
is possible to cite forms which makes this very likely, such as mondidi-ndidi ‘tremble, shiver’, mongkarandindi 
(Impo) ‘shiver’, Pamona kandende-ndende ‘quiver’, likewise Mori tundo ‘heel’, Pamona todu.  

Just as in Pamona forms with l stand next to prenasalized forms with nj, which dialectally have become nd, so 
also alternation of nd and l is sometimes observed in Mori, in which cases then nd can be considered the 
prenasalized form of l. Thus for example in ndoe ~ loe ~ doe (see § 64), of which loe and ndoe belong together, 
while the stem doe means ‘hanging’.66 Compare also Mori molundi ‘roll’ with Pamona duli and juli.  

68. The weakening of nt to nd appears (apart form poetry) to have occurred less often than voicing of mp and 
ngk. Examples are:  

 mondasu (Upper Mori) ‘sharp’, Tinompo montaso, Malay tajam 

 lumondi (Upper Mori) ‘species of ant’, Tinompo limonti 

 ando (Upper Mori) ‘no longer’, from *anto, compare Watu amo (Watu mo = Upper Mori to) 

 -ndo (Upper Mori), third person plural possessive pronominal suffix, Tinompo, Watu -to 

 pindu (Watu) ‘exterior area of the mouth, beak, etc.’, Malay pintu  

Another example, this time from Tinompo, could be monte ‘speedy’, which is pronounced monde when the 
following word begins with a t (e.g. monte or monde tekuda ‘quickly angry’). However, monde is also the Upper 
Mori form. An example [p. 48] gives the following riddle (in which, however, ndewewe is coarse for tewewe): 

 toro’ue ndewewe tii pakula ensa 
rainbow coiled descend base ladder 
‘a rainbow lying in coils which descends to the ladder’ (answer: a path) 

                                                           
64 [footnote 1, p. 47] See however § 24. 

65 [footnote 2, p. 47] For further examples see §§ 19–20. 

66 [Postscript, p. 47] Likewise Pamona doe. In Adriani (1928:s.v.), Pamona doe is incorrectly glossed as ‘swing, dangle’.  
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It is not entirely certain whether Mori rundu ‘thunder’—actually an onomatopoetic word for a booming, rumbling 
sound—corresponds with Javanese guntur or with Malay guruh. 

The relationship of nd and nj was already mentioned above. And to a certain extent, nd can also be considered 
the voiced form of ns, compare Pamona nc and nj (see also § 70). Thus one finds in coarse speech ndu’uluiku for 
nsu’uluiku, from su’ului ‘testicle’ (Van Eelen & Ritsema 1918–1919:289, 295). Another example is probably to be 
found in the stem dundu ‘root up’ mentioned in § 64, provided Pamona junju (and Malay junjung) is a repetition of 
the root sung, compare Mori, Pamona stem su’u, Sangirese suĕng ‘carry on the head’, so that Pamona suncu 
emerged, which with assimilation of the onset became junju. This derivation is especially made probable by Malay 
junjung. In any case, linking with suhun, etc. must be supposed. 

Concerning the relationship of nd and n, see § 27. 

s. 

69. Examples of original s are: asa ‘one’, Malay ĕsa; (o)sio ‘nine’, Malayo-Polynesian siwa; basu ‘carry 
basket’, Malay basung; bose ‘oar’, Toba Batak borsi, Sundanese boseh; saa ‘python’, Malay sawa; sarampa ‘fork 
for stabbing fish’, Malay sĕrampang; mesosawu ‘fight’ (of cocks), Malay sabung; sumpi ‘blowgun’, Malay sumpit; 
monsombu ‘lengthen’, Malay sambung; susu (Watu) ‘female breast’, Malay id.; monsasa ‘hack’, Malay cĕncang, 
Bugis cancang;67 etc. etc. In onomatopoeia and interjections: kesi, the sound of a machete on stone; see-see, the 
sound of sword grass as one moves through it; see, expression of dislike (‘phooey!’, ‘bah!’); sika, a call for driving 
cats away; sia, a call for driving chickens away. 

Apart from s and c, s also corresponds with j in other languages (concerning the correspondence of j with d, see 
§ 65). Examples: 

 mosa’o, Upper Mori mosa’a ‘bad’, Malay jahat, Bugis ja’ 

 osole ‘maize’, Javanese jali, Malay jĕlai, hĕnjĕlai 

 usa ‘rain’, Malay hujan 

 montiso ‘point out’, Pamona tuju, Malay tunjuk, Bugis tunju’, etc. (compare § 42) 

 ngusu ‘exterior mouth, snout’, Pamona nguju (from the same root as the preceding, compare Malay ujung) 

 selato ‘stinging nettle’, Malay jĕlatang 

 montaso ‘sharp’, Javanese tajĕm, Malay tajam 

 sala ‘path, way’, Malay, Ngaju Dayak jalan 

 monseu ‘sew’, Malay jarum, Bugis jarung 

Dr. Adriani supposed that one must imagine an origin of this s like this, that “a palatalized d in Pamona” (and 
elsewhere) “came to be completely palatalized and became j, which in Bungku” (and thus also in Mori) “was 
reduced to s” (Adriani 1900:291).68 Whatever way this mother sound of the j ~ s correspondence might have 
sounded, it must in any case have had a palatal character, [p. 49] because otherwise the origin of s would not be 
explainable. 

                                                           
67 [footnote 1, p. 48] According to Fokker (1895:39) “Malay c seems to be a later development of t.” See footnote 1, p. 46. 

The sound c has often originated form s in Malay and other languages.  

68 [footnote 2, p. 48] Adriani represented this intended variety of d as ḍ. 
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In the three last examples (taso, sala and seu), s occurs in the place of the sound of the R-L-D law (see § 102). 
This makes it presumable that the change of j or ḍ to s is of relatively recent age, compare also the occurrence of 
Mori s where Pamona has a j, where it can be demonstrated that the j is secondary, e.g. in Mori ase ‘chin’, Pamona 
aje, Tombulu, Tondano, Bada, Sangirese are, Bentenan arey, Tonsea ade’, Ponosakan, Mongondow ayoy;69 
likewise in Mekongga kasu, Pamona kaju, Malay kayu ‘wood’. 

70. Although s thus reflects both voiceless as well as voiced stops, TO A CERTAIN EXTENT one can consider d to 
be its voiced counterpart; compare above with § 68. The alternation of s and d is then to be compared to that 
between s (c, etc.) and j. Thus soe ‘swing’ alternates with doe ‘hanging’ (see §§ 64 and 67). The dunggurio ‘oriole’ 
is named sanggurio in Pamona. Upper Mori dei, term of address for girls (in poetry used for ‘woman’) is probably 
intentional deformation of sele ‘vagina’ (or some other form of this word, compare Parigi tile, Pamona leti, and 
therefrom again todedi for a small child of the female sex).70 

Naturally, the alternation of s and d can also be compared, for example, to the alternation between j and d in 
Pamona. Thus one finds, for example, for Mori monsaka ‘cook in water’, Ampana, Pu’u-mboto jaka ‘id.’, next to 
Pamona daka ‘hotchpotch’ (which however could be borrowed from Napu), Tontemboan rakan, Tonsea dakan. 
Corresponding to Pamona kenjo ‘crippled, lame’ is Mori mokensa (and monggesa), but of which perhaps Mori kedo 
is a doublet—compare mekedo-kedohako ‘proceed with here and there twisting motions of upper and lower body’—
just as in Pamona kejo and kenjo occur next to each other. Also dale and osole (see § 65) are another example. 

Where s alternates with g such as in monsalo ‘mix’, Pamona galo, one could also speak of an alternation of j 
and g. Another example is Mori mosongka ‘measure’, Pamona jangka, Bugis gangka. An example of the reverse is 
Mori nggori ‘figures, markings’ (for example on a snakeskin),71 Bugis jori’ (and cori’). 

71. In borrowed words s corresponds to s, c and other sounds related to s, e.g.: sakosii ‘witness’, Malay saksi; 
sanaa, Bugis sĕnnang or [p. 50] Malay sĕnang; saa ‘mark’, Bugis ca’ or Malay cap; sele-sele ‘striped material’, 
Bugis cele’ (presumably reduplicated because of sele ‘vagina’); sarasaa ‘sergeant’, basose ‘constabulary’.  

An initial s has been lost in: amu, Molongkuni samu ‘fungus (of the aren palm)’; me’usu, Upper Mori, Pamona 
mesusu ‘crawl into or under something’; mo’oso ‘suck out’, compare monsoso ‘suck up, smoke’; uho ‘periwinkle’, 
Pamona, Sa’dan Toraja suso, Bada huho’. Possibly the s first became h before eliding.  

72. The sound s has often become h, see § 76. On the other hand, s has sometimes originated from t, especially 
in Upper Mori (Adriani 1900:290). In Tinompo this sound change is especially (but not exclusively) to be observed 
where a palatal sound has made its influence felt. Examples from Tinompo are (cases of both s and ns are 
considered here together): 

 ensea ‘lime’, Pamona tentea; see Adriani (1900:290) regarding the derivation of this word 

 monsewo ‘declining swinging’ (e.g. grass), Pamona sewo, Napu tewo 

 sele ‘vagina’, Parigi tile 

 sowi ‘rice knife’, Malay tuai 

 sumpere ‘pumpkin’, Pamona tampere (compare however § 34) 

                                                           
69 [footnote 1, p. 49] In this way there arises a SECONDARY r ~ s alternation, not to be confused with the r ~ s correspondence 

mentioned in § 73. 

70 [Postscript, p. 49] The derivation given here for dei—which is sometimes also said to or in reference to older women—is 
perhaps incorrect; compare Bisaya day, inday, term of address for girls, and Mori kodei ‘small’, ‘dear’. See however Adriani 
(1928:s.v.) under dei2 and dedi. 

71 [footnote 2, p. 49] See § 54. 
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 sampu ‘covered’, Upper Mori and Pamona tampu 

The doublets keti and kesi are onomatopoetic for the sound of iron striking against stone. 

73. It seems not improbable to me that there also existed an alternation between r and s. The examples, however, are not 
sufficiently satisfying to consider this sound alternation as established.72 Compare in Mori: 

 monsese ‘carve, cut, cut off’ (of one or more slices or slabs), Molongkuni monsere ‘kill (by a cut through the 
neck)’ 

 monsesewi ‘cut’ (of piece goods in order to make an article of clothing therefrom), Molio’a monserei 

 se’elu ‘first’, Impo, Molongkuni le’eru, Mekongga le’esu 

 wuru enge ‘snore’ (as a personal quality or ailment), compare Pamona wusu ‘crammed, full’, Mori boso enge 
‘stopped up in the nose’ (as ailment) 

 mengere ‘put on a crying face’ and mengese ‘cry’ 

ns. 

74. Original ns occurs in old words, such as sinsi ‘ring’, Malay cincin, Old Javanese simsim (with root 
reduplication); lansa, a tree, the fruit of which is called wua lansa, Malay lansat; mopansari ‘shine, radiate’, Malay 
pancar.73 

Mostly ns has originated from prenasalization of s, for example: Karunsi’e, the name of a people group and a 
village, literally ‘the posts (karu) of the rice barn (si’e)’; monsalo ‘mix’, compare mesalo ‘mixed’; sinsi nsalaka 
‘ring of silver (salaka)’; [p. 51] gansi ‘top’, Malay, Bugis gasing; ensami (Sampalowo), a species of sour mango, 
Javanese asĕm. Regarding gansi and ensami, see § 20β. 

Examples of original ns at the beginning of a stem are not known to me. Concerning ns which has originated 
from nt, see § 72; concerning ns which corresponds with nj, see § 69.  

h. 

75. In Mori h is either original, or has arisen from s, or has secondarily been inserted or prefixed.  

α. Original h is especially encountered in onomatopoeia and interjections, such as hiia, interjection of 
disappointment; hiini, huuru, interjections used in pleasant cases, ‘ah!’; humbaa ‘peek-a-boo!’; humba’i 
‘I-know-it’;74 humbee, huu’u ‘yes’; hei ‘hey there!’ (said to someone doing something wrong; also used to draw 
attention to something); hoi, interjection of surprise.  

76. β. An original s is often—though far from always—changed into h. Doublets occur with some frequency, 
e.g.: 

                                                           
72 [Postscript, p. 50] That alternation between r and s has indeed occurred in related languages emerges from Van der Tuuk 

(1864-1867:74), Kats (1917:144) and Van der Veen (1924:12). [footnote 4, p. 50] Compare also Brandes (1884:135–136) and 
Conant (1915:9–10) (though s as reflex of the R-G-H and R-L-D laws is not original). Brandes (1884:51) incorrectly identifies 
Bugis sĕbbu with Malay ribu, etc., compare Mori sowu ‘thousand’ next to riwu ‘ten thousand’ (likewise in Pamona and its close 
relations). The form sowu is probably an old alternate of riwu, or else a word that denotes a great number in general (compare 
Mori howu ‘heap’). It is, however, not impossible that sowu and riwu hang together, namely as doublets. See also § 69. 

73 [footnote 5, p. 50] Compare footnote 1, p. 48. 

74 [Translator’s note: Dutch weet-ik-’t. According to my own Mori informants, humba’i means ‘who knows? I don’t know’.] 
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 paho ‘dibble stick’, mompaho ‘plant’ (originally ‘make dibble holes’), and paso ‘wedge, nail’ 

 hawu ‘sarong’ and sawu ‘cotton piece goods’ 

 howu ‘heap’ and sowu ‘thousand’ 

 hala ‘debt, fine; remainder (of a distribution)’ and sala ‘amiss, wrong’ 

 mohodu ‘hiccup’ and sonsodu ‘sob’ 

 mehimpo ‘sit with a leg on each side of the body’, and basimpa ‘sit with the legs crossed in front of oneself 
and the knees down’ 

Further examples of the change of s into h are: mo’aha ‘sharpen’, Malay asah; mo’ahi ‘delicious, sweet’, Malay 
asin (the original meaning thus corresponds to Dutch hartig ‘salt; hearty (meal)’); ahu ‘smoke’, Philippine 
languages asu, asuk; mobaho ‘wet’, Malay basah; mahaki ‘sick’, Malay sakit; hulu ‘resin, torch’, Malay suluh; kuhe 
‘marsupial’, Pamona, Tontemboan kuse; etc. etc. See also Adriani (1900:291). 

77. γ. An h alternates with glottal or no consonant primarily intervocalically. Whenever an h occurs between 
two vowels, this is an intermediate stage between a hiatus (in other words, glottal stop) and no hiatus (thus when in 
the orthography no consonant is written, even though a soft glide sound is heard), because the h distinguishes itself 
by its gliding character (Jespersen 1920:91, 93 ff.). Especially where prefixes or suffixes are attached, often such an 
h occurs, and furthermore in some words it replaces, just like glottal stop, an elided consonant. Glottal stop and h 
alike are, especially at the ends of words, often [p. 52] the remnants of faded away, more forceful fellow 
consonants. Examples are among others kohana (Upper Mori), heard for koana ‘right’, and the h which in some 
dialects appears between the stem and certain suffixes, among others -ako and -o (see §§ 143, 380 and 388). In this 
context Tinompo already employs the (unwritten) glide, which is of the same character as the last vowel of the stem, 
while back in Molongkuni speakers prefer inserting a glottal stop. In mompahihi (Tinompo) and mompaisi 
(Molongkuni) ‘wipe off’, an l or perhaps a y arising therefrom was elided (compare Pamona mampalisi), the place 
of which has been taken by h in Tinompo. Regarding tamahi and ramai, see § 95.  

Another example is perhaps Upper Mori hiewi ‘yesterday’, Tinompo indiawi; see § 95. Other examples of the 
alternation of h and glottal stop are: 

 halo ‘charcoal’, Pamona ayo, Malay areng 

 hadio and adio ‘many’; the stem dio is presumably identical to ndio ‘be here’ (§§ 172, 178 ff.), which in 
Padoe (where it has the form nio) is used for ‘there is, there are’. The form adio is thus probably entirely 
comparable with mare’e ‘much, many’ (see § 39), which is also formed from a stem meaning ‘there is, 
there are’. This stem is probably itself identical to that of adio, because mare’e goes back to maria (§ 80), 
and ndio to ndia (§ 193), which is nothing other than the prenasalized form of ria (§ 19). 

 hahi and a’e, stems meaning ‘rub’; compare also the Impo stem kaki ‘rub in one direction’ 

 hoio (Molio’a), ho’io (Impo, Molongkuni, etc.) next to Padoe oio, all third person singular independent 
pronouns (see § 162); here the h is secondary, compare § 167. 

 wo’ohu ‘new’ could very well reflect *wo’o’u via consonant dissimilation; see § 96 

Finally, something must be said about the h in words which originally began with a bilabial [w] (compare § 48), 
such as hoani ‘bee’, Pamona uani, which go back to wani with a bilabial [w]. For that matter the word for ‘eight’, 
which likewise originally began with a bilabial [w], sounds oalu, but Impo and Molongkuni have hoalu, while in 
Tinompo the form halu occurs in compounds (see § 278). And finally the Mori word haka ‘root’ (Malay akar) must 
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be considered, witness Duri waka, Buli (South Halmahera) waa, Tae’ uwaka, Winua uaka.75 For ‘root’, Mamuju 
and Mandar have uhaka, but these languages often have h for w (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:147–148, 156, 159). The 
most plausible explanation for the h of haka, hoani, and hoalu seems to me to be provided by comparison with 
English, where words such as while, when, which—in general, words which are spelled with wh—[p. 53] at least in 
some portions of the language area are pronounced [hw] (Jespersen 1920:99). Evidently the bilabial [w] has an 
inclination to develop a voiceless onset. The stem haka could stand for *hoaka or *hwaka, just as halu stands next 
to hoalu.  

78. An h has disappeared in Watu lau or lau-lau, term of address etc. for (small) boys, from lahu ‘penis’. 

Glottal stop. 

79. In the first place glottal stop is heard at the beginning of words about which one would be tempted to say 
begin with a vowel, because glottal stop is not written in this position. However, a distinction must be made 
between words of which the initial glottal stop constitutes an essential part, and words in which a phonetic glottal 
stop occurs only when the phonetic circumstances make this necessary, in other words when it is not immediately 
preceded by another word. To be sure, with this second category of words a glottal stop is produced in the 
appropriate circumstances, but the occurrence of glottal stop is entirely non-arbitrary. Also the sound originating in 
this way also differs somewhat from the usual glottal stop (e.g. in the borrowed word iari ‘yard’ which begins with 
a weak sound that inclines toward h, versus iapi ‘swollen spleen’ with a rather forceful glottal stop). In Tinompo all 
concerned stems very regularly begin with a genuine glottal stop (for the stems of intransitives and adjectives which 
must occur with a prefix—and where one could also explain the glottal stop which occurs between prefix and stem 
as glottal insertion between vowels—an appeal must be made by analogy with transitive verbs, which have genuine 
glottal stops in the imperative, and in forms with -in-, etc.).  

Besides the just mentioned borrowed word iari (for *yari), only a few exceptions to this rule are known to me, 
and which are found in particular circumstances. Although many of these also come up for discussion later, they 
are: the demonstratives andio, atuu, arau, etc., the pronominal prefixes u- ‘you’ and i- ‘he, she, it, you (pl.)’, the 
article o (with io the occurrence of glottal stop appears to be optional), and the prefixes which have lost their initial 
m (see §§ 31 and 81). The prepositions a and i (and the locative adverbs indi’ai ‘here’, etc. and other adverbs 
beginning therewith) are sometimes articulated with, but usually without glottal stop, while the forms itolu ‘three 
nights’, etc. mentioned in § 281 always have a glottal stop onset. Both articulations are also possible with the article 
for proper names i, and likewise with the future forms iko ‘you’, ita ‘he, she, it’ and ikomiu ‘you all’, which can also 
run ko, ta and komiu, and which thus people evidently consider to contain the article i (which is etymologically 
correct for iko and ikomiu). The future forms aku ‘I’ and ira ‘they’ on the other hand always have a glottal stop 
onset.76  

                                                           
75 [footnote 2, p. 52] Duri is a dialect of the Masenrempulu, Sa’dan Toraja group (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:143–144). 

[footnote 4, p. 52] The language of the To Winua (negative term: baoria) is a nearly extinct idiom in Napu. In Buli waa, the 
intervocalic k has elided (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:311).  

76 [Postscript, p. 53] A further question is whether this situation is original. Regarding Pamona, Adriani says “because the 
word with its prefix constitutes a unit, one should suppose it would be normal for the glottal stop to die away” (1931:85), from 
which supposition it follows that the onset glottal stop, speaking in general, does not constitute an essential part of the word. This 
could well be correct for Pamona, and likewise have been the original situation in Tinompo, such as is probably made clear by 
the exceptions to the rule exhibited in Pamona and which—apart from words in which glottal stop has taken the place of an 
elided consonant or in which the stem contains more than two syllables—in the main consist of derivations of onomatopoetic 
words (or forms comparable therewith), and forms which are articulated with emphasis or a certain emotion, in other words cases 
in which it is important to do clear justice to the stem words as such. This does not happen when the glottal stop is omitted, 
because then either a glide sound is formed, which affects the sound symbolism of the stem, or else the latter actually forms a 
closer unit with the prefix. If this process goes on, then even for usual stems of various sorts people begin to feel the drawbacks 
of immediately following a prefix with an onset vowel one after the other, so then glottal stops become inserted everywhere, and 
thus originates the situation which presently exists (with a few exceptions) in Tinompo.  

That this latter is not original can also be derived from words such as mouleule ‘continually go back and forth’, mompuai 
‘dry in the sun’, moiko ‘good’, etc. (see the beginning of § 81). In some dialects a glottal stop is heard with the attaching of a 
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As emerges from the above discussion, when a consonant has ‘elided’ at the beginning of a word, this means 
that it has been replaced by a glottal stop. A glottal stop sometimes also replaces a lost consonant in the middle of a 
word, e.g. in sara’u ‘a kind of fish trap which one sets down over the fish’, Malay sĕrĕkap and sĕrĕkup, in which 
glottal stop has taken the place of k. Other examples are ta’u ‘year’, ta’i ‘excrement’, monta’o ‘set’ (traps, etc.), 
pa’a ‘thigh’, pa’o ‘chisel’, pu’u ‘stem, stand, base, foot, origin, cause’, mopa’i ‘bitter, salty’ and ra’i ‘forehead’, 
compare respectively Malay tahun, tahi, tahan, paha, pahat, pohon, pahit and dahi.  

Concerning the alternation of h and glottal stop, see § 77. 

80. In a number of words vowel splitting has taken place, in which a glottal stop occurs between the vowels. 
Thus in mare’e ‘much, many’, Pamona maria, compare Pamona re’e ‘there is, there are’, Ampana ree from ria (see 
§ 39); osi’i next to osii (vetitive particle), Pamona jii, etc. (see § 30); da’a and nde’e, longer forms of the particles 
da and nde (see § 30); etc. More curious than splitting of long vowels is the glottal insertion which occurs in some, 
mostly dialectal words, between vowels which DIFFER from each other. Thus the deictic pronouns rau and lou are 
pronounced ra’u and lo’u in Tiu, likewise arau and alou as ara’u and alo’u (in place of Tinompo tuu and atuu Tiu 
speakers also say tu’u and atu’u); see § 172 ff. However, it is not entirely certain that the Tiu forms have arisen 
from forms without glottal stop, even though the corresponding forms in other dialects as well as Pamona have no 
glottal stop. No doubt is possible concerning the glottal stop in Molio’a pa’u,77 Tinompo, Pamona, etc. pau ‘that 
which someone says’, or in ta’u lore ‘Pamona speakers’. The latter is a foreign [p. 54] word.78 In this connection, 
the way in which suffixes are attached is of importance, concerning which more is said in the respective sections of 
Chapter 12. 

81. When a prefix is placed before a stem which begins with a ‘vowel’, in Tinompo the rule applies that the 
glottal stop REMAINS PRESERVED. Only certain exceptions are known to me, such as mompuai ‘expose to the warmth 
of the sun’, from stem ai plus prefix po-; and moiko ‘good’, which appears to be formed from the stem iko; also in 
certain numeric expressions (ialu ‘eight nights’, pealu ‘eight times’), in uai ‘younger brother or sister’ (with 
honorific prefix tu-), and others. 

On the other hand no glottal stop is inserted in Tinompo between a stem and a suffix (with only certain 
exceptions). The manner in which suffixes are attached is discussed further in Chapter 12. 

In the dialects, these rules are followed much less regularly. Of all Mori dialects probably Molongkuni exhibits 
a maximum of glottal stops, as glottal stop is regular even with the attachment of some suffixes. In Molio’a, on the 
other hand, even the glottal stops which occur between a prefix and a stem often fall away, while a minimum is 
reach in Mosilu, which in general has no glottal stops. 

Concerning the personal pronouns which in certain cases are added after verbs, adjectives, etc. (see § 143 ff.), 
in Tinompo aku ‘I’ and ira ‘they’ always have a glottal stop preceding, o ‘he, she, it’ on the other hand never. 
Perhaps this is to be ascribed to the fact that o is enclitic, and thus stands in closer relationship to the word which it 
follows. The dialects, however, give little weight to these considerations, as in some villages o is suffixed with 
glottal stop, and elsewhere ira and aku without.  

When a syllable which begins with glottal stop is reduplicated, the glottal stop is preserved both in the 
reduplicating as well as the reduplicated syllable, e.g. mo’o’anu ‘ashamed’.79 Glottal stop is also preserved in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
prefix, but not back in other cases, but the explanation for this cannot be given without further research. That the dialect of the 
To Mosilu (in the village of Betania) in general has no glottal stop is certainly not original. 

77 [footnote 3, p. 53] Known to me only in derived forms. [Postscript, p. 53] By itself, this word can also be pronounced pau 
in Molio’a. 

78 [footnote 1, p. 54] Mori ta’u lore is borrowed from Pamona tau lore ‘people of the uplands’. The word tau still occurs in 
Mori only in the contracted form to (in names of people groups), and is no longer felt to mean ‘people’.  

79 [Postscript, p. 54] That with reduplication a glottal stop remains preserved is not a fixed rule, compare mou’unde next to 
mo’u’unde ‘take pleasure in’, kui’ineheakono next to ku’i’ineheakono ‘I am pleased by it’, likewise ii’ineheakono (often 
shortened to i’ineheakono) ‘he is pleased by it’, but this represents sound weakening. 
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Tinompo in two-syllable reduplication, e.g. elu-’elu ‘orphan’, mo’ia-’ia ‘remain’, mompe’anu-’anu ‘be proud, 
fancy oneself’, ai-’aiwa ‘try to come’, ua-’uai ‘the youngest’ (of a family), etc. Exceptions are maama ‘uncle’, 
which originates via truncation of *amaama, and naina ‘aunt’ from *inaina, which two words belong to an older 
stage of the language. They are derived (compare § 108) from respectively ama ‘father’ and ina, an older form of 
ine ‘mother’ (in Padoe the word for ‘aunt’ is neine). The expression for ‘now’, kanandio andio, in which also no 
glottal stop is heard, is not formed by reduplication in the usual sense of this word, but arises from two words 
(compare §§ 79 and 177). 

Words beginning with a glottal stop sometimes lose their glottal onset when they occur in a clause, thus 
preceded by another word. [p. 55] In the practice of the spoken language, sound weakening is a normal 
phenomenon. Under sounds which often fall victim to this belong rightly in the first place glottal stop and h. In fast 
speech, which is the norm in daily living, the loss of glottal stop is often difficult even to ascertain. As mentioned in 
§ 79, however, there are certain forms of which the glottal stop onset does not constitute an essential part, and thus 
is regularly elided. Some examples hereof are: da‿indi’upua onae nahi do-hori m-pebatatana mia /still formerly 
3SG.INDEP NEG 3PL-ever PL-do.forced.labor person/ ‘formerly (when it was yet formerly), the people never 
performed any corvée’; nde‿i-kona aku /because 3SG-hit 1SG/ ‘because he has hit me’; hapa ke‿u-polai-ako? /what 
INTERROG 2SG-flee-APPL/ ‘what are you fleeing for, why are you going so hard on the way?’. 

A glottal can also be omitted from before the prepositions i and a, e.g. kapala‿i Tinompo ‘the village head of 
Tinompo’, Guru‿i Beteleme ‘the Teacher at Beteleme’, melempa‿a nsala ‘go on the way’, etc. Even less does a 
glottal stop occur in the compounding of the prepositions i and a, which in Tinompo produces ia, in Padoe and 
Watu-Karunsi’e (and also in poetry) ai.  

Nasals. 

82. Mori has three nasals: ng (velar), m (labial) and n (supra-dental). They occur alone as well as combine with 
other consonants in prenasalized sounds (ngk, ngg, mp, mb, nt, nd, ns). The latter are treated elsewhere.  

Examples of original ng are: nganga ‘the interior of the mouth’, Malay, Pamona id.; tonga ‘middle’, Malay 
tĕngah; mobongo ‘deaf’, Malay bĕngal; ongo ‘paddy bug, the so-called walang sangit’, Malay cĕnangau; dinange 
‘sago cake’, Malay dangai; moronge ‘hear’, Malay dĕngar; pangi ‘a tree, PANGIUM EDULE’, Bugis, Pamona, 
Tontemboan, Sangirese id.; angi ‘wind’, Malay angin. In onomatopoeia: ngeo ‘cat’ and mengeoli ‘mew’; mengongo 
‘mutter’; monguunguu ‘utter weeping sounds under one’s breath’; ngongoro, a word which describes the sound of 
snoring, etc.; mengese ‘weep’. 

Examples of original m are: ama ‘father’, Malayo-Polynesian; uma (Watu) ‘dry rice field’, Malay huma; 
momama ‘chew betel-nut’, Malay mamah; mata ‘eye’, Malayo-Polynesian; manu ‘chicken’, Javanese, etc. manuk; 
lemo ‘lemon’, Malay limau. In onomatopoeia: meo (Watu) ‘cat’; memuuli ‘hum, buzz’; momisu, produce a sound 
which expresses ‘I will not’ (one makes a click with the tongue and sucks in air sidewise through the teeth). 

Original n is found in: ana ‘child’, Malayo-Polynesian anak; ine ‘mother’, [p. 56] Malayo-Polynesian ina; nana 
‘pus’, Malay nanah; kona ‘hit, touched’, Malay kĕna; infix -in-, Malayo-Polynesian; one ‘gravel’, Acehnese anòe; 
uni ‘sound’, Javanese id. In interjections: anana, anini, anai ‘ow!’; hiini ‘ah!’, oonu, uunu, used to sooth a child 
who has hurt himself. 

83. In various Indonesian languages an ng at the end of a word is preserved longer than an n or m, and these 
last two sounds as codas sometimes change into ng and are thus spared from being lost80 (in pure vocalic languages, 
the preservation is only temporary). An example of this phenomenon from Mori is po’ianga ‘abode’, which points 
to an older form *mo’iang, at present mo’ia ‘abide, remain’, which *mo’iang originated from earlier *mo’ian (a 

                                                           
80 [footnote 1, p. 56] Such as in Sangirese (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:31). 
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combination of the locative elements i and an); in the corresponding81 Malay form diam, the n has changed into m. 
Another example is kaanga ‘food’, and Upper Mori kukaango (etc.) ‘I eat it’, etc., from the stem kān ‘eat’. 

84. An initial n has been lost in: ongo ‘paddy bug, the walang sangit’, Ampana nango, Sangirese tanango, 
Malay cĕnangau; inahu ‘greens’ (specifically peas and beans),82 from *ninahu ‘that which is or gets cooked’, from 
monahu ‘cook’. A medial n has been lost in Tiu kukaa’o (etc.), the same as Tinompo kukaano ‘I eat it’, stem kān. 

An m has been lost initially in u- and i-, pronominal prefixes of respectively the second person singular and 
second person plural, compare Watu and Moiki mu-, mi-;83 and medially in Watu inggai and mai, respectively 
independent and possessive pronouns of the first person plural exclusive, compare Karunsi’e inggami and mami, 
Upper Mori ikami and mami. 

85. In certain cases ng alternates with m,84 thus in katumo ‘forest aphid’, Pamona katumo and katungo, Malay 
tungau; in ulima ‘stern’, Tontemboan wuling, Sangirese uling; and in mepangenga (Ulu Uwoi) ‘romp’, Tinompo 
mamenga, pamenga.85 In Tambee the form is given as pangema, which could reflect metathesis; the stem is benga, 
see § 27.  

Alternation of m and n occurs in kunepo ‘overhanging rocks’, Padoe kumepo, Pamona kumapa, also in mesimi 
‘peep through cracks in the wall’, Watu mesisini.  

Alternation of ng and n occurs in Tinompo nee, Upper Mori ngee ‘name’, Old Javanese ngaran, and in Watu 
tondongi, Tinompo tondoni ‘sign, distinguishing mark’, Pamona tondoni. 

The same alternation must also be remarked about in the manner in which IN ny is represented in Mori. Rightly 
n must be received as the usual reflex, e.g. ponu ‘sea turtle’, Bugis, Malay pĕnyu; menani ‘sing’, [p. 57] Malay 
nyanyi; mo’ena ‘weave’, Malay anyam.86 But sometimes another nasal occurs, e.g. m in meoa ‘a species of wasp’, 
Pamona nyaua, Sundanese nyiruan, Balinese nyawan (the e of the first syllable of meoa probably originated under 
the influence of the ny, compare § 38). In the borrowed word ngara ‘horse’, Bugis anyarang, the ny is replaced by 
ng, while the To Molio’a and other Upper Mori peoples turn it into mara. 

Finally mention must be made of the alternation of n and l, in which as a rule the l must be considered the 
original sound. Examples are: nohu ‘rice mortar’, Malay lesung; monangoi, monangui ‘swim’, Acehnese 
meulangue, Old Javanese langui; toniso ‘finger, toe’ (from montiso ‘point out’, with infix -al-), Pamona tanuju, 
Malay tĕlunjuk ‘index finger’. Cases in which related languages have n corresponding to Mori l are: polangku 
(Padoe), Pamona panangku ‘a kind of wild duck’ (in Malay bĕlibis), and lure ‘a kind of parrot’, Malay nuri or luri. 

                                                           
81 [footnote 2, p. 56] Except for the initial d. Pamona also has the form ian (next to ingan), while the locative preposition 

there is di, just as it is in Malay. In Mori the prepositions i and ndi (Molio’a, etc. ri) occur next to each other. Presumably here 
one has to do with an old doublet. Compare still further Pamona meari ‘reside’, from a(n) + ri, also locative prepositions in the 
language. 

82 [Postscript, p. 56] Beans have the specific name inahu walanda or wua inahu walanda. 

83 [footnote 5, p. 56] It appears less probable to me that Tinompo i- should go back to Tiu ndi-, Pamona id. 

84 [Postscript, p. 56] A preference for the nasal m is to be ascertained in the attachment of suffixes. 

85 [Postscript, p. 56] Like Ulu Uwoi mepangenga and Tambee pamenga, both mamenga and pamenga are adjectives, though 
conjugated forms can be derived only from the latter. Tinompo pamenga thus lines up with other p-initial adjectives such as 
pe’o’ole and pewela (§ 324).  

86 [footnote 1, p. 57] The comparison is handicapped in that ny must so often be considered as non-original e.g. in Malay, 
that is as originating from n. Whether this applies of every instance of ny (Fokker 1895:41) can here remain outside of 
consideration, because in any case Mori must have possessed an ny (or related sound), which appears from both the various 
representations of ny, as well as the established former existence of Mori j or ḍ, which when prenasalized must have sounded ñj 
or ṇḍ. 
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Concerning nasals which arise from prenasalized sounds, see § 27. 

l. 

86. In general l is an original sound in Mori. Examples: olipa ‘centipede’, Malay (ha)lipan; molai ‘go at a run’, 
Malay lari; lumako ‘go’, Malay laku; le’uha ‘nit’, Batak, Javanese, Sundanese lisa, Tombulu lĕse’a; (o)tolu ‘three’, 
Malayo-Polynesian tĕlu; lidi ‘leaf rib of the aren palm, etc.’, Malay id.; limonti ‘species of ant’, Tontemboan 
lalamĕntic; mo’ala ‘take’, Javanese, Tontemboan alap. In onomatopoeia and motion words: gogolo, said of the soft 
sucking sound of mud as one sinks down in it, and the such; kolohuko, wunggoloko, birds, named after their sounds; 
monggelo-nggelo ‘move the body back and forth, twist’, said of snakes, fishes, and the such (in Sampalowo nggelo 
means ‘snake’). 

87. An initial l has been lost in api ‘layer’, Pamona api and lapi, Malay lapis, Mori ompeo linapi ‘two mats 
sewn together’ (Pamona also has tapi, however) and also in engke ‘posture of running, etc.’, Pamona engko, 
compare Pamona lengko ‘move’. 

A medial l has been lost in: saira ‘sickle’, Pamona salira; sole dawa or soe dawa (both Padoe) ‘maize’; tee-tee 
(Karunsi’e), used as a term of address for small girls (Tinompo sele, Parigi tile ‘vagina’); mompaisi (Upper Mori) 
‘wipe’, Pamona palisi; momposaa ‘divert water in order to dry out a piece of ground’, if at any rate saa is a doublet 
of sala, Malay salah, source meaning ‘next to it’;87 nggio-nggio ‘firefly’, compare mangkilo ‘glittering, glistening’. 

88. An l alternates with r in: 

 the two-syllable prefixes with r or l in the second syllable, compare § 355 ff.; see also Adriani (1931238–
239) 

 lee (Mori) and ree (Padoe) ‘sword grass’ 

 tarompio ‘fern species’, Pamona lompiu 

 lauro ‘rattan’, [p. 58] Bugis raukĕng, Pu’u-mboto ndauro, Ampana ruro 

 la’a (Padoe) and ra’a (Molongkuni), demonstrative of the third person (see § 192) 

 mosa’o nggeri ‘very bad’, Pamona nggeli 

Concerning the alternation of l and d, see § 64; concerning that of l with nd, see § 67; concerning that of l with 
ns, § 70; and concerning that of l with n, § 85. Concerning the relationship of l and y, see § 104. Sometimes l also 
stands in the place of the R-L-D law; see § 101. In two dubious cases, l may stand in the place of the R-G-H lawe; 
see § 97.  

                                                           
87 [Postscript, p. 57] The stem saa of momposaa (Pamona mampasaa or masaa) could indeed not be a doublet of Mori sala, 

but instead is to be brought into connection with Javanese sat, Sundanese sa’at. The meaning, however, is not only ‘divert 
(water) to dry out a particular piece of ground’, but also ‘divert water to bring water to a certain place’ (for example a paddy 
field). Presumably one has to do here with words of roughly the same meaning, which resemble each other in form, and which 
are brought next to each other through linguistic awareness, since Mori speakers also say momposala (uwoi), likewise ‘divert 
water’ in general (Pamona mampasaya).  
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r. 

89. Examples of original r are: ra’u, name of a tree, Javanese rau, Malay rawa; mokoburu ‘inspiring dislike’, 
Malay buruk; mongkira-kira ‘deceive, pull someone’s leg’, Malay kira;88 mokora ‘heavy’, Malay kĕras; tengkuru 
‘wrinkled’, Malay kĕrut. 

Often, however, Mori r corresponds with some other sound in related languages, in Malay usually d. Thus in 
ra’i ‘forehead’, Malay dahi; raki ‘skin dirt’, Malay daki; rere ‘wall’, Malay dinding; rada ‘chest’, Malay dada; 
rano ‘lake’, Malay danau, and in many examples of the R-L-D law, see § 100. 

An initial r has been lost in: te’ampe, next to terampe ‘be washed onto something (and remain stuck there)’; 
ma’iso ‘narrow’, compare Pamona iso and riso ‘press against each other’ (the last stem is probably the same as that 
of Mori teriso ‘meet, assemble, deliberate’, momperiso ‘possess in common’. 

An r has been lost in the middle of a word in: taipa ‘mango’, Pamona taripa; bia (Padoe) ‘vagina’, Tinompo 
bira ‘female carabao’, originally meaning ‘split’ (Pamona bira, Tontemboan wirang). 

Concerning r as the representative of the R-G-H and R-L-D laws, see §§ 93 and 100. Concerning the 
alternation of r and g, see § 53; of r and d, §§ 64 and 90 ff.; of r and s, § 73; of r and l, § 88. Concerning the 
relationship of r and nd, see §§ 19 and 67. 

The R-G-H law. 

90. The usual reflex of the R-G-H law in Mori is *y, which sound however is no longer to be encountered, but 
has been treated in various ways in keeping with the position in which it came to stand (see § 104). In order of 
frequency, the following are also encountered as reflexes of the R-G-H law: r, no consonant, g (k), h, glottal stop 
and l. 

91. Examples of *y are:89 

α. intervocalically: 

 ia ‘vein, tendon, sinew’, from *uya, Malay urat; doublet ure, see below [p. 59]  

 owea ‘shoulder’, from *owaya or *awaya, Toba Batak abara, Bisaya abaga 

 wea (Molio’a) ‘pestled rice’, Malay bĕras90 

 wea, in wea api (Watu-Karunsi’e) ‘glowing coals’, Malay bara; the usual form is waro, see below 

 rea ‘blood’, Malay darah 

 mobea ‘heavy’, Malay bĕrat 

                                                           
88 [Postscript, p. 58] In Molio’a mongkira occurs in the sense of ‘tell lies’. Perhaps here one has to do with a stem word 

borrowed from a Buginese language. 

89 [footnote 1, p. 58] As a rule, only one equivalent from a related language is given; the others are to be found in the well-
known studies concerning this subject (Brandes 1884; Conant 1911, 1915; inter alia). 

90 [footnote 1, p. 59] The stem wea also occurs in Tinompo as an adjective, e.g. weaomo ‘(the rice) is already bĕras, has 
already been pestled’. In Watu wea means ‘field rice’. Nearly all dialects use a descriptive term for ‘pestled rice’, especially 
inisa, Upper Mori inuse ‘that which is pestled’. Padoe speakers say ihi kuro ‘contents of the cook pot’, the Karunsi’e morina 
‘clean’, the Tambee hinumona. 
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 motea ‘hard, strong’, Malay tĕras 

 teo ‘a tree, ARTOCARPUS BLUMEI’, Malay tĕrap, Bentenan tugap, Minahasan te’ep. 

 seami ‘stubble’, Malay jĕrami; dialectally sorami, see below 

 wee (stem) ‘give’, Upper Mori wei,91 Malay bĕri, Pamona wai 

 seno ‘nest’, probably from seeno, with possessive pronoun -no, thus from the stem see, Pamona sea, Malay 
sarang 

 monea ‘tame’, Pamona manaya, Minahasan languages naram, Formosan dagam (Brandes 1884:120) 

 monseu ‘sew’, Malay jarum; dialect form monsou, see below 

 meoa ‘kind of wasp’, Sundanese nyiruan, Pampangan aniguan, Balinese nyawan, Pamona nyaua (Brandes 
1884:120) 

 eu ‘kind of spinach’, Toba Batak arum, Lampong ayum 

 meheo (Padoe) ‘to prick with its stinger (heono)’, Bisaya sogod, Tagalog sigid, Tombulu sèhèr 

 siu ‘corner’, Malay juru, Bisaya pandogo 

 mesiili ‘suck air into the mouth through the teeth’ (e.g. when eating something hot), Pamona siru ‘id.’, 
Malay irup, Balinese siyup (concerning -li, see § 375) 

A questionable example is tii ‘descend’, which could correspond with Malay turun, etc. (Brandes 1884:46–47), 
compare metii(mako) ‘descend, go down’, montiimako ‘bring down’, and tiima ‘berthing place’ (metii is also used 
for disembarking a ship); tii would then stand for *tiu or *tui (compare § 34, or §§ 41 and 17), from *tuyu. 
Compare, however, Pamona and Mekongga tudu.  

β. as onset: 

 etu ‘hundred’, from *yatu, Malay ratus 

 ihu (Watu-Karunsi’e) ‘side’, from *yuhu or *yusu, Malay rusuk; concerning the form orusu, see § 93 

Concerning hiewi and indiawi, see § 95. 

γ. as coda: 

 iki ‘tail’, from ikuy, Malay ekor. Some Upper Mori dialects have the form okui. The o in the first syllable is 
perhaps to be explained from assimilation, but this explanation is uncertain; compare Malagasy oho and 
ohy [p. 60]  

 ule ‘snake’, Malay ular; see also § 101 

 moronge ‘hear, feel’, Upper Mori morongoi,92 Malay dĕngar 

                                                           
91 [footnote 2, p. 59] But weaku ‘give it to me’. Padoe has wee. 

92 [footnote 1, p. 60] In Molio’a, etc. mohori; see § 40. 
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 su’ului ‘egg, testicle’ (also pronounced as sului in collocations such as sului manu ‘chicken egg’), Malay 
tĕlor. Probably su’ului stands for *si’ului or *siului, metathesized form of isului, compare Mekongga tiolu, 
Kasimbar itolu, Tagalog, Bisaya itlug, etc. (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:232, 237) 

 moturi ‘sleep’, Tagalog tulog, Pamona, Javanese turu, Ngaju Dayak tiroh, Malay tidur; turi must therefore 
stand for *turuy 

 mowohi ‘satisfied’, Toba Batak bosur, Tagalog busog 

 motewe ‘bland’, Malay tawar 

 ili ‘slobber, drool’, Malay liur, Old Javanese ilū. There is also a word onui ‘saliva’, which could be a 
doublet. For ‘saliva’ the Watu have eli. 

Uncertain is Watu ngapi ‘lime’, which could correspond with Malay kapur.  

92. The number of cases in which no consonant appears in place of the typical sound appears greater than it is, 
because where the R-G-H sound occurred word finally, it of itself must have disappeared in Mori. On grounds of 
the cases presented in § 91γ, probably also in other words a final y was lost, but which was unable to leave any trace 
behind. Similarly one could suppose that a word such as rui ‘thorn’ goes back to *ruyi, the y of which must have 
been lost through influence of the following i (see § 104). There are, then, only two examples known to me in which 
the typical sound has not or could not have been lost as a result of such a circumstance. Of these two, one is perhaps 
borrowed and the other Padoe, both thus perhaps not Mori. 

Cases in which the typical sound has been lost are: 

 rui ‘thorn’, Pamona id., Malay duri; a doublet is perhaps luria, see below 

 mandiu (Upper Mori) ‘bathe’ (intransitive), mompandiu ‘id.’ (transitive), Pamona mandiu and mariu, 
Malay dirus 

 molai ‘run away’, Malay lari93 

 ramai ‘toward here, approach’94 and Upper Mori mai ‘move along the way in a hither direction, come’, 
Malay mari;95 co-form tamahi, see below 

 mompuai ‘expose to the sunshine’, mo’ai ‘burning, burning hot, burnt up’,96 Malay hari [p. 61] 

 mosou (Padoe) ‘sew’, compare monseu (§ 91α); for ‘needle’, Padoe speakers use supe, the Upper Mori 
word 

 mopee ‘narrow, shut tight’, mompee ‘tighten tight’, Sangirese pihisĕ, Tontemboan pi’is, Ngaju Dayak 
pehes, Tagalog pig’is (compare Brandes 1884:120). This case is doubtful; one should also consider mompii 
‘stop up, obstruct, block’ 

 mowai ‘sour, tainted’ (of foods), Batak, Sundanese bari (Brandes 1884:121) 

                                                           
93 [footnote 3, p. 60] Mori mompalari ‘make run hard’ (as of a horse), is from Bugis palari. 

94 [footnote 4, p. 60] Concerning the element ra-, see § 193. 

95 [footnote 5, p. 60] Perhaps this word could be reckoned to the R-L-D words (Conant 1911:393). Conant also cites a stem 
ai, probably a doublet of the forms with the R-G-H and R-L-D sounds (Malay mari is an -um- form). The co-form tamahi makes 
it less probable that Mori ramai should be derived from the stem ai. [Postscript, p. 60] Compare further, however, § 95.  

96 [footnote 6, p. 60 and Postscript, p. 60] In Padoe mohai; here the h can be secondary. 
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β. as onset (concerning indiawi ‘yesterday’ etc., see below): 

 aki ‘raft’, Malay raki (Brandes 1884:121). I have encountered this word only among the To Molio’a and 
the To Tambee, peoples who border on the Pamona language area, where likewise aki is said. Perhaps it is 
thus a borrowed word. The usual Mori word for ‘raft’ is lanti.  

γ. as coda: 

 bose ‘oar’, Toba Batak borsi, Tagalog bagsay, Sundanese boseh 

 wiwi ‘lip, rim’, Malay bibir 

 umili ‘sail downstream’, stem ili, Malay hilir, Javanese ili 

 uwoi ‘water’, IN *wair, Malay air (Brandes 1884:120), compare § 59 

 balo au ‘species of bamboo’, Malay aur, Mongondow aug, Gorontalo wawohu 

 moli (Padoe) ‘ear (of rice)’, cognate PERHAPS with Malay bulir, Javanese wuli, because this word is often 
used as a measure word, and aso moli ‘one ear’ could arise from *aso mboli, *aso mbuli (thus *wuli or 
*woli with the prenasalization characteristic of measure words). Compare, however, Upper Mori and 
Watu momoli ‘straight’, so that aso moli could also be compared with Tinompo asa ngkeu ‘one stalk’, 
from keu, actually ‘tree, wood’ 

 dali ‘buttress root’, Bisaya dalid, Sangirese daligĕ, Tagalog, etc. dalig, Buol daligu, Gayo, Toba Batak 
daling, Gorontalo dolidu (thus irregular) 

93. The r is a more important reflex. This occurs: 

α. intervocalically, in: 

 ure ‘lines in the palm of the hand, veins in a leaf’ (a doublet of ia, see § 91α) 

 waro ‘glowing coal’, Malay bara (see wea api, § 91α) 

 orusu (Upper Mori) ‘side’97 (compare ihu, § 91β), Malay rusuk 

 lundara ‘female carabao which has not yet calved’, stem ndara or rara, Malay dara, Tagalog dalaga  

 puru ‘quail’, Pamona id., Bugis uro, Tagalog pogo, Balinese puuh 

 monsiru, monsirupi ‘scoop, scoop up’,98 Tombulu sahap, Bugis, Makasarese sero’ ‘scoop up’ (Brandes 
1884:121)99 [p. 62]  

                                                           
97 [footnote 5, p. 61 and Postscript, p. 59] The word for ‘rib’ is wuku orusu (in Tinompo wuku hori). The word wuku ‘bone’, 

however, is once in a while omitted, e.g. Upper Mori wuku orusu or only orusu ‘rib’, Tinompo wuku ase-no bonti /bone 
chin-3SG.POS wild.pig/ or only aseno bonti ‘jawbone of a wild pig’. 

98 [footnote 6, p. 61] Hereof also siru ‘spoon’, which is not to be identified with Pamona suyu, Malay sudu, Javanese suru, 
Karo Batak juruk, Tagalog soro, because these forms belong to the B-group of the R-L-D law, which would lead one to expect y 
in Mori.  

99 [Postscript, p. 61] There is also Naju Dayak sahep, but this is another word; Brandes then also cites sip as the Naju Dayak 
equivalent. Also the comparison of sahap and se’ro’ (likewise from Brandes) is not to be preserved. The p of monsirupi is not 
required to be original, and the stem siru (which as a substantive means ‘spoon’, see the preceding footnote), should then indeed 
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 maparo ‘hoarse’, Malay parau 

 mompasinggiri ‘mock, ridicule’, Malay sindir 

 mowuru ‘decayed, rotten’, Malay buruk; compare mokoburu ‘inspiring disgust, aversion’ 

 mongkara ‘bite’, Karo Batak karat ‘id.’, Malay karat ‘rust’, Pamona tagara ‘id.’, Tagalog kagat, 
Ponosakan kahat 

 moluarako ‘bring outside’, meluarako ‘go outside’, Malay luar (Brandes 1884:121) 

 waru ‘a tree, HIBISCUS TILIACEUS’, Javanese id., Malay baru, Sangirese bahu, Pamona molowagu 

 sorami (Padoe) ‘stubble’, Malay jĕrami; doublet of seami, § 91α 

 luria ‘durian’, compare rui ‘thorn’; the Padoe say larie. Especially this last form makes the derivation 
doubtful. Perhaps one should consider borrowing as Adriani supposed (1900:273), compare Javanese 
durèn, next to rwi, ri 

 momporo’i (Upper Mori) ‘squeeze’,100 Malay pĕrah, Mongondow pugut, Sangirese pĕhasĕ 

 wara ‘a kind of ulcer’, Malay barah 

 kara (stem), Toba Batak horang, Tagalog kagang (Brandes 1884:119).  

In Tambee mokara means ‘dry’ (e.g. of the mouth through the use of lime). The usual meaning, however, is 
different; thus in Tinompo makara means ‘fierce’ (of the sun), in Watu mokara means ‘very strong’ (of a strong 
drink), while in Padoe mokara likewise means ‘fierce’ (of the sun), though one can also use it in Padoe in reference 
to vegetables which are very salty (mokara ohio). This last is probably to be distinguished from the first, and/or 
brought together with that of the already mentioned mongkara ‘bite’ or with mokora ‘strong, heavy’ (e.g. of wind), 
Malay kĕras.101 

Whether Molio’a kariango, a medicinal plant, Pamona id., Malay jĕrangau and jeringau (Brandes 1884:120) ‘a 
kind of marsh grass root’, has been borrowed from Pamona is not certain. Karunsi’e has riango as the name of a 
plant, but whether or not this is the same plant I do not know, but the actual reference of the names is also of less 
importance. [p. 63]  

Another doubtful case is para ‘very’, which could be cognate with Malay pĕram, Sundanese peuyeum, Batak 
porom (Brandes 1884:120), compare the Dayak form mentioned by Brandes, paham ‘very’. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
correspond with Makasarese si’ru’, Bugis sinru’, Austronesian t'i(n)ḍuk ‘spoon’ (Dempwolff), which thus belongs at home under 
the A-group of the R-L-D law (se’ro’ could then be a variant of si’ru’, sinru’). 

100 [footnote 3, p. 62] Tinompo mompuro’i; in Padoe mompuroki and mompiroki ‘squeeze, press’ (of sago, not of fruits). 

101 [footnote 5, p. 62] Perhaps also mokoranga ‘thirsty’ is to be brought together with this kara. It appears to be formed from 
the prefix moko- (§ 351), and indeed moranga occurs in the meaning ‘wither, dry up (and become crisp) through the warmth of 
the sun or fire’, but one also uses it in the meaning ‘crackling, crisp’, and it is well possible that this notion reflects the actual 
meaning of moranga. The verb mokoranga should then be formed with the suffix -a (IN -ĕn). For ‘thirsty’ Watu has mokoro’u, 
derived from the stem ro’u, compare Pamona mado’u ‘dried up’, Napu dou, Pu’u-mboto do’u ‘thirst’ (Adriani 1928:s.v.), 
compare also Bonerate moro’u ‘drink’ (mokoro’u should then mean ‘requiring, needing to drink’, compare § 351 and Bonerate 
mutindo’u’ ‘thirsty’). Padoe has ke’area, likewise with -a (-ĕn), and to be derived from a stem are, which means ‘dry’. Finally 
Karunsi’e has mokongari, which perhaps has something to do with mokari ‘arid, parched, dried up’ (which could be Malay 
kĕring), to which Padoe are also goes back. 

Other forms with moko- (such as mokoninggo ‘hungry’) could also have had an influence on the development of these forms. 
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β. at the beginning, in: 

 riwu ‘thousand’, Malay ribu, Old Javanese iwu 

 robu ‘bamboo sprout as vegetable’, Padoe rowu, Malay rĕbung, Javanese ĕbung 

 terowa (Upper Mori) ‘fallen over’, Malay rĕbah 

 rawu (Padoe, Karunsi’e, Tinompo) ‘white vapor, mist’, Malay rabun, Bisaya gabun 

Upper Mori has gawu in the same meaning, while in Tinompo megawu-gawu (also megawu) is used in the sense of 
‘not clearly visible’ (e.g. because of haziness or distance).102 For this the Karunsi’e use back again 
merawu-rawu.103 The form morawu is also very usual in Tinompo, where it means ‘hard of seeing, nearly blind’, 
also ‘entirely blind’. The word thus originally referred to the unclarity, haziness of the optical images of someone 
who sees poorly, and is a variant of gawu. 

Concerning ngkiniwia ‘evening’, see § 51. 

94. Examples of g as reflex are: 

 gawu, see § 93β 

 pagi ‘ray’, Malay pari, Tagalog, Pamona pagi 

 tegoo ‘have an eructation, belch’, Sundanese törab, Tagalog tigab, Sangirese dahukang, Bantik tigada’ 

The g has intensified into k in okuu ‘a tree, CASUARINA spp.’, Pamona oguu, Malay ĕru. Concerning ngkiniwia, see 
§ 51. 

95. An example of h as a reflex of the R-G-H sound could be the stem taha ‘give form’ (through cutting, etc.), 
compare Pamona ta’a1 (Adriani 1928:s.v.), though not mentioned by Dempwolff (1924–1925) in his list of stems. 

A reflex h possibly occurs in tamahi, synonym of ramai ‘come here’, see § 92α; mahi would then be a variant 
of mai, and thus stand between Pamona ma’i and Mori mai (§ 77). However, the h of tamahi could also be 
explained as the (displaced) final consonant of the root tah (§ 193), which presumably constitutes the first syllable 
of tamahi; see § 186.  

In Watu ihawi ‘yesterday’, Philippine languages gabi, Sangirese hĕbi ‘night’ (compare § 51), the origin of the h 
is not entirely certain. Upper Mori has hiewi, of which the e could be explained from contraction of i (y) and a 
(§ 104), so that also here y would be the reflex of the R-G-H sound. The h could then be explained as standing for 
the glottal stop or of the glide sound in *i ewi (or for the y in *iyawi), and from *ihewi thence hiewi (see §§ 77 and 
33). The Tinompo form indiawi ‘yesterday’ gives weight to this interpretation, because a y-glide is heard between 
the i and the a, which y could reflect the typical sound of the R-G-H law. To construct a stem *awi from indiawi, in 
which thus the typical sound was elided, seems incorrect to me. (Naturally one could [p. 64] also adopt that hiewi 
goes back to *iewi, compare the third person singular pronouns hoio and oio mentioned in § 77.)  

The possibility that h counts as a reflex of the R-G-H law is thus not great.  

96. Glottal stop occurs (compare § 79) in: 

                                                           
102 [footnote 3, p. 63] Padoe on the other hand has gawu-gawu, used of a chicken which is colored white and gray. The 

question remains, however, whether this is the same word.  

103 [footnote 3, p. 63] The Karunsi’e form with r could very well be borrowed from Padoe. Compare also Brandes 
(1884:106). 
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 mo’o’owi (Impo, Molongkuni) ‘brood’, Molio’a moo’owi, Padoe umo’owi, Malay ĕram, Ibatan ageb, 
Pamona o’o (compare also § 80) 

 wo’u (Upper Mori) ‘new’, Malay baru 

For wo’u Tinompo has wo’ohu, which could very well stand for *wo’o’u.104 At any rate, next to wo’ohu occurs the 
doublet mbo’u ‘also, again’, compare Pamona wo’u ‘also’, da wo’u ‘(still) new’.  

97. A reflex l may occur in the following. That the examples given here are very doubtful scarcely requires 
mentioning. 

 medulu ‘help each other with agricultural work’, in Padoe ‘do or have something together’, Pamona juyu 
‘posses or perform jointly’, Toba Batak urup, Ngaju Dayak dohop 

 botoli, numeral classifier for longish-round objects, bobotoli ‘round’ (see § 118), provided at any rate that 
it is cognate with Malay, Batak bulir, Tagalog botil, etc., which have i in the last syllable 

98. One can adopt that the oldest reflex of the R-G-H sound in Mori is r (for the present leaving out of 
consideration of what nature that r initially must have been). Compare doublets such as waro and wea, ihu and 
orusu, ure and ia, seami and sorami. After it became r, the longer the more weakened the R-G-H sound became. In 
this respect Mori corresponds with Pamona. The primary difference is that in Mori the y, which in most cases 
reflected the typical sound, coalesced with a preceding or following vowel, versus in Pamona, where the y—though 
it must also have the primary reflex in a former stage of the language—was almost always lost. Another marked 
difference is that Mori has far fewer examples which exhibit g. Now having a g as reflex is a Philippine 
characteristic, so that one might suppose that Mori, which is more Philippine in character than Pamona, would also 
exhibit more g’s. Pamona, however, is to be considered the last in a chain of languages, which beginning in 
Mongondow, course around the Tomini Bay first in a westerly, then southerly, then easterly direction (see § 9), and 
in which the terrain of g gradually drops off. The bridge between Mori and the Philippine languages, runs through 
Loinan cum suis (§ 9), and when we search for g in this direction, then it emerges that it first makes its appearance 
in Bobongko, a Loinan idiom on the Togian Islands (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:276). Loinan, just like [p. 65] Pamona, 
mostly has NO consonant in the place of the typical sound, Balantak has r (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:276), while 
Banggai lacks r, mostly replacing it—along with the R-G-H sound—with l (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:281). 

How then should one interpret the course of the weakening process pictured above? Must one conclude from 
the occurrence of g next to *y that the first stage was an (originally burred) r, the second g, the third *y, in other 
words that y originated from palatalization of g? A more plausible scenario to me is that the g-forms are to be 
explained as belonging to another language stratum, another language element than the y-forms, just as the 
examples with l (to the extent they are valid) also must be explained as dialect forms or something similar. Precisely 
in this respect doublets are of importance: in many cases they belong to different dialects, and often precisely Padoe 
differs, which language certainly consists of a Mori and a non-Mori element. More than once glottal stop occurs in 
the place of an elided sound (see § 79), and is thus a late reflex. The same can probably be said about h (§ 95), on 
the basis of the cases exhibited by these consonants. 

The R-L-D law. 

99. Just as in Pamona and many other languages, in Mori this sound rule must be split in two, namely into an 
r-type and a y-type. The r-type corresponds with Conant’s Non-G-type, and the y-type with his G-type (Conant 
1915:10). Lafeber (1922:24–27, 35–39) names these types A and B. Not all forms, however, can be brought under 
one of these two categories. 

100. GROUP A. Examples of the first group with r are: 

                                                           
104 [Postscript, p. 51] Alternatively but less likely, wo’ohu could be metathesized from *woho’u (see § 33), thus 

corresponding with Malay bĕharu. See footnote 2, p. 349. 
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 aro ‘front side’, Malay hadap, Javanese arĕp (this example is questionable, since Dempwolff gives 
Malayo-Polynesian hadĕp) 

 gire, kire (Impo) ‘eyebrow’, Pamona, Sa’dan Toraja kire, Tagalog kilai, Iloko kidai 

 mongura ‘young’, Malay muda, Sundanese ngora (this example is questionable, since Dempwolff gives 
Malayo-Polynesian uda) 

 ura ‘shrimp’, Malay udang, Javanese urang, Tagalog ulang 

 moturi ‘sleep’, see § 91γ 

 wure ‘foam’, Nias buehö, Javanese uruh, Ibanag bugak105 

 moburi ‘write’, Pamona wuri ‘charcoal’, Tagalog uling, Iloko oging 

 mokorara ‘warm’ (of the warmth produced by fire), and morarami ‘warm something by the fire’ (in order 
to cook or roast it), Pamona rara, Malay radang, Tontemboan dadang, Gayo daring, Negrito yarang 

 laro ‘inside’, if at any rate one may adopt that it has been metathesized from *ralo, Pamona raya, Malay 
dalam; compare Mori ondalo ‘deep’, in which nd is the prenasalized form of r106 [p. 66]  

 ro- and -ro (Upper Mori, Watu-Karunsi’e), respectively prefix and suffix (possessive) forms of the third 
person plural pronoun, Malay -da, Javanese sira, Philippine languages sira, sila, sida,107 Pamona ra-. 
Variant do, see below. Moiki and Tiu have as prefix ndo- (as suffix, -do, just like Tinompo), which is not a 
variant, but a prenasalized ro- (less likely a prenasalized do-) 

 (o)rua ‘two’, Malay dua, Javanese ro 

 rui ‘thorn’, see § 922α, doublet perhaps luria, see § 93α 

 moronge ‘hear’, see § 91γ, doublet perhaps modonge, see below 

 rea ‘blood’, see § 91α 

 meraka ‘located flat against each other’, and momporaka (with preposition) ‘place flat next to each other’, 
Malay, Gayo dĕkat, Tagalog dikit, Bisaya dokot 

A doubtful example is the stem ure, in mo’ureki ‘sail upstream, follow a river upstream (sailing or walking)’, Malay 
udik, Javanese uḍik, Bugis urai’. 

The following examples exhibit d: 

 do- and -do, used in the standard dialect (Tinompo) in place of ro- and -ro, see above (a fuller form, 
however, runs ira; see § 142) 

                                                           
105 [Postscript, p. 65] Following Adriani (1931), the examples wure and buri are, placed under Group A because they exhibit 

r, even though on the basis of their equivalents in other languages they deserve to be brought under Group B (§ 101).  

106 [footnote 5, p. 65] It appears that in Mori and Pamona stems, an l can never follow a syllable which begins with r. 
[Postscript, p. 65] The given derivation of ondalo is placed outside of doubt by the Bungku form olaro ‘deep’. Compare also 
dalo in Mori ana dalo ‘fetus’, which could be considered another variant with d. 

107 [footnote 1, p. 66] Compare Mori ira, another form of the third person plural pronoun; see § 142. 
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 mapeda, said of something which causes a burning pain, such as fire or certain skin diseases, if at any rate 
it is to be identified with Javanese pĕḍĕs, Malay pĕdas, Toba Batak pogos ‘poor’; compare § 37, and the 
doublet poe below 

 modoko ‘gluttonous’, Malay dĕkap, Sangirese daku’, Buol dokopo, Mongondow rakup, Philippine 
languages dakĕp108 

 modonge (Watu) ‘deaf, mischievous’,109 perhaps a doublet of moronge ‘hear’, which has then acquired an 
ironic meaning110 

 datu, this word contains in its first syllable the same the same honorific element which in the plural 
pronominal prefix and suffix runs ro and do (see above).111  

In the principal Mori dialect the prefix and the suffix exhibit d; in Pamona, which likewise has datu, only r and nd 
occur in the prononominal forms. In each case the d of Datu is irregular, and on this basis Dr. Adriani (1928:s.v.) 
supposed that the word was borrowed from Bugis.112 Pleading against this, however, is both the general distribution 
of the word and its meaning in various languages of Central Celebes.113 The deviant form can be explained from 
this, that as a title—thus more or less as a proper name—it was less subject to change in form than other words. In 
Mori sometimes one finds i Datu, thus constructed as a proper name, but mostly Datu is used as a title (thus without 
the article i). In folk stories not only does Datu occur as the head of a village or group, but Datu is also used as the 
appellation for someone whose name is not further known. In Pamona stories Datu does not carry any connotation 
of a ruler or princely character. He is more of a hero or warrior, and his father and mother are [p. 67] not indicated 
as royalty but simply as Ta Datu ‘Father of Datu’ and Indo i Datu ‘Mother of Datu’ (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:392). In 
Sa’dan Toraja Datu often occurs in proper names (Van der Veen 1924:53–54), and in the attached story (Van der 
Veen 1924:54 ff.) the monarch, who appears to be a big blockhead, has very little royal character. One gets the 
impression that a word which originally must have been a high title has over time been brought down to a 
designation for someone who has no known name. In any case, the similarity in meaning between Bugis datu and 
dato’ is not very great. Also, d is not the usual representation of the R-L-D sound in Bugis. 

Concerning luria ‘durian’, in which the typical sound is represented by l, see § 93α. 

101. GROUP B. Examples of the second group with *y are: 

 (o)pia ‘how many’, Javanese pira, Toba Batak, Mentawai piga 

                                                           
108 [Postscript, p. 66] The example modoko is very tenuous, compare Mori morako ‘seize, grasp’ and the Malayo-Polynesian 

form dakĕp ‘be surrounded’ (Dempwolff) with d. 

109 [footnote 2, p. 66] Compare Pamona bongo ‘deaf’, wongo ‘mischievous’. [Postscript, p. 66] The form modonge also 
means ‘mischievous’ in Impo and Molongkuni. For the given derivation, compare Tinompo nahi poronge ‘he does not listen, he 
pays no attention’, and the Pamona forms linga2 and linga3 (Adriani 1928:s.v.). 

110 [footnote 3, p. 66] Compare Bugis, Makasarese tuli and tuling, Sangirese tuli, Pamona toli (priestly register) ‘ear’, Malay 
tuli ‘deaf’, Javanese tingĕl ‘deaf’, Sangirese tingihĕ ‘sound’. 

111 [Postscript, p. 66] The word datu does not belong at home here, because it originally had a d (Dempwolff gives datu 
‘chieftain’ as the Malayo-Polynesian form). Nevertheless this does not exclude the possibility that first syllable is identical with 
the well-known honorific element, because its onset consonant need not always have fallen under the same sound rules in the 
various forms of which it constitutes an element.  

112 [Postscript, p. 66] It is correct that the d of Mori datu is irregular, as Malayo-Polynesian d at the beginning of a stem 
usually appears as r in Mori; see § 89. On other grounds it is also very possible that in Mori datu is a borrowed word.  

113 [Postscript, p. 66] The objections raised against borrowing lack evidential value, as the ruler of Petasia has from of old 
been named Datu. 
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 molea ‘sharp, hot of taste’, Toba Batak, Mentawai laga, Malay lada, Javanese lara, Tagalog lala’, Ibanag 
agaga114 

 upeu ‘gall bladder’, Malay ĕmpĕdu, Nias awöehu 

 nee (Tinompo, Watu), ngee (Upper Mori) ‘name’, Old Javanese ngaran 

 hiu (Impo, Molio’a) ‘fine-toothed comb’, Parigi suyu, Nias suehu, Bisaya sulod, Bikol surud, Iloko sugud, 
Tombulu suṛuṛ (Brandes 1884:121) 

 puhe ‘navel’, Upper Mori puhoi, Malay pusat, Javanese pusĕr 

 pele ‘inside (of the hand), sole (of the foot)’, Upper Mori palai in palai nggae ‘palm of the hand’, palai 
nggare ‘sole of the foot’, Toba Batak palak, Philippine languages palad 

 lale ‘fly’, Upper Mori laloi, Malay lalat, Javanese lalĕr 

 me’iki (Padoe) ‘kiss’, Old Javanese arĕk;115 compare § 42 

Malay ular, etc. and Malay ulat (for *ulad), Javanese ulĕr, Bisaya olod, etc. may well have fallen together in the 
Mori stem ule. Mori distinguishes ule ‘snake’ and ule-’ule ‘worm, caterpillar’ (in other words ‘small ule’) 

Also where the typical sound has been lost, it must or often can be supposed that it became y before fading 
away. So in: 

 pae ‘field rice’, from *paye (§ 104), Malay padi 

 kuni ‘turmeric’, Malay kunyit, Javanese kunir, Toba Batak kunik116 

 uai ‘younger brother or sister’, from *tuayi (§§ 61, 104), Malay adik, Old Javanese ari. Dialectal form 
andi, see below117 [p. 68]  

 mopoe ‘biting, smarting’, Pamona poi, from *poyi, from podi (which means ‘sour’ in Pamona), Malay 
pĕdih; compare mapeda, § 100 

Concerning ramai and tamahi, see §§ 92α and 95.  

Disappearance without a trace is known to me only in two cases:  

 molaa ‘far apart, seldom’, Javanese arang, Ibanag, Iloko, Pangasinan laga, Tagalog, Bisaya, Pampangan 
lala ‘weave mats’, Pamona laja and laa ‘far apart’; this case is doubtful 

 tuu, in olontuu (Tinompo, Watu) ‘knee’, Bisaya, Bikol, Tagalog, Sulu tuhud, Sundanese tuur (olo means 
‘space between’) 

                                                           
114 [footnote 3, p. 67] Just as in Pamona, in Mori the Spanish pepper is named lada, which could be a doublet hereof, but is 

probably better explained as a borrowing from Bugis or Makasarese ladang (in Mori, rather Pamona comes into consideration as 
a source); see under lada (Adriani 1928:s.v.). See also Postscript, p. 40. 

115 [footnote 5, p. 67] Karunsi’e has a stem oa, which nevertheless might well not correspond with Old Javanese arĕk. 

116 [footnote 6, p. 67] The stem kuni could also well correspond with Malay kuning, compare Mori mongkuni ‘yellow’. 

117 [footnote 7, p. 67] Another dialectal form is Padoe hae, in which the h is possibly to be explained from a faded away 
sound, compare Tinompo uai; see § 77. 
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In this last form the R-L-D sound occurred finally, and so in any case must have been lost in Mori. We thus do not 
know with certainty to which category tuu actually belongs. Nevertheless, one can say that an older *tuuy most 
likely should have become *tui or something similar; compare § 41.118  

The following examples have l: 

 halo ‘charcoal’, Javanese arĕng, Toba Batak agong, Pamona ayo 

 elo ‘tongue’, Pamona jila, Malay lidah, Bisaya, Sangirese dila119 

A d is found in sodo ‘species of ant’, Parigi soyo, Nias sichö, Minahasan sĕrĕm, Bisaya solom, Gayo sidöm, etc.  

Finally, nd must be mentioned in andi (Upper Mori, Watu-Karunsi’e) ‘younger brother or sister’, compare uai 
above. The form with nd (naturally arising from a prenasalization of r)—which is also encountered in other 
languages (Dayak, Makasarese andi, Bugis anri, next to ari)—connects up with Group A (§ 100). For Group B 
examples which exhibit r in Mori, see footnote 104. 

102. Where s occurs, this goes back to j. The cases are mentioned in § 69. Conant (1915:10) reckons these to 
his Non-G-type, but one could better place them outside both types. The same applies of the two-syllable prefixes in 
Mori of which the second syllable begins with r or l (tara-, tala-, moro-, polo-, etc.); see § 355 ff. 

103. As is obvious, in a considerable number of cases in Mori the original guttural R-G-H sound and the 
original palatal R-L-D sound became one and the same r sound. Standing next to r as principle reflex of the R-L-D 
sound is y, which probably originated from l. This y, however, was not preserved, but was eliminated in various 
ways (compare § 104). Of less importance are l and d (which appear with forms of both Group A and Group B), and 
the s which originates from an old j. [p. 69]  

The palatals. 

104. Mori has no palatals.120 How c, j, and ny of related languages and of borrowed words are represented in 
Mori has already emerged in §§ 53, 61, 65, 66, 69 ff. and 85. 

As far as y is concerned, in the first place this sound can be vocalized as i. As a rule, this i remains preserved 
following o, e.g. uwoi ‘water’, laloi (Upper Mori) ‘fly’, puhoi (Upper Mori) ‘navel’, etc. Compare, however, forms 
such as soeowu ‘carpenter bee’ for soyowu, poea ‘kind of tree’ for poya (§ 37), where i has changed into e.121  

For a portion, the i originating from y contracted with a preceding or following a into e (see § 39; many 
examples are also to be found in §§ 91 and 101).122 Next to these, however, one finds cases in which no contraction 
has taken place, rather i has become e, e.g. buaea ‘crocodile’, bantaea ‘kind of large hut’, kaea ‘rich’, etc. (see 
§ 37).  

                                                           
118 [footnote 1, p. 68] In all likelihood, Upper Mori olutu is to be distinguished from olontuu, and identified with Malay lutut 

(leaving aside for the present the question of whether there does exist some connection between this and the first-mentioned 
word for ‘knee’). 

119 [footnote 2, p. 68] For ‘lick’ Mori has monsile’i. Perhaps this hangs together with tensila ‘ablaze’ (of fire), although 
monsila means ‘warm above or beside the flame’. Compare Brandes (1884:19). 

120 [Postscript, p. 69] A y might be said to occur in interjections, e.g. yaa (alternatively iaa, without any initial glottal stop, 
see § 79), used to frighten someone. 

121 [Postscript, p. 69] In soeowu, etc. one could think of the e as originating directly from y. In Mori maláiu ‘Malay’ the i 
borders on e. 

122 [Postscript, p. 69] Likewise in the examples mentioned in §§ 91 and 101, the e could also directly or indirectly originate 
from ĕy (in any case, not from ay). See with § 35. 
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Likewise in many cases uy became i (via ui), but there are also a number of words in which ui remains 
preserved; see § 41, where the origin of i from *yu is also discussed.  

Just as in Pamona, y elided in Mori before or after an e or i, or rather was replaced by a glide sound of the same 
quality. So for example in (o)pia ‘how many’ for *(o)piya; uai ‘younger brother or sister’ for *(t)uayi (see §§ 61 
and 101); rui ‘thorn’ for *ruyi (§ 92α); pae ‘field rice, unpestled rice’ for *paye (§ 101), etc.  

A y was lost in other positions as well, for example in Upper Mori kau ‘wood’, Malay kayu, for which Tinompo 
and Watu have keu.  

An original l sometimes developed into a y (in Pamona this development is very common), which y naturally 
could not remain preserved. So in eosi ‘kind of tree’, Pamona yosi, Tontemboan lo’sip, lausip, and also probably in 
a number of examples of the R-L-D law (see § 103). A y has also sometimes been omitted in borrowed words, e.g. 
in pau for payung ‘umbrella, parasol’ (mostly people say sau pau, where sau means ‘sun hat’), and in Padoe 
mobara ‘pay’, which appears to go back to Makasarese bayara’ or a similar form in some other language. It is also 
replaced by i, as in iari ‘yard’, malaiu ‘Malay’.  

Schwa. 

105. As has already emerged in §§ 35, 37, 40, 44 and 48, IN ĕ can be replaced in Mori by any of the vowels a, 
e, i, o, or u. However, o is the usual reflex. The reflex i (and the e originating therefrom) is not frequent, and where 
u occurs it is entirely to be explained from context (§ 48). 

Concerning the way schwa in borrowed words is handled, no fixed rule is to be given. Often one finds an a in 
the place of such an ĕ, however one must bear in mind that many words which appear to be borrowed from Malay 
or Dutch (etc.) have in reality been borrowed from Bugis, in which language schwa tends toward a, and which 
moreover itself has borrowed many such [p. 70] words from Makasarese, which replaces ĕ by a. Thus one finds 
galu ‘forest (of rattan)’, paramata ‘precious stone’, parakara (mostly bastardized to karakara) ‘official business’, 
momparesa ‘investigate’, etc. back in Bugis gĕllung, paramata, parakara, and paressa, and this makes one suspect 
that words such as paramisi ‘leave (to go away)’ and the such have been borrowed from Bugis (or from some 
Buginese language, see footnote 56), or—what amounts to the same thing—from the mouth of a Bugis person. For 
that matter, Moluccan Malay sometimes has a in the place of Malay ĕ, especially in prefixes. Thus tabua ‘exile, 
punish with imprisonment outside of Mori’ is not Malay tĕrbuang, but Moluccan Malay tabuang. Nevertheless, the 
preference for a is not always required to be explained in this way, compare harandisi ‘corvée’ (Dutch herendienst), 
tarapedo ‘dynamite’, sarasaa ‘sergeant’ and the such (regarding this last, see also below). In Minse, for the Dutch 
name Mientje, final schwa has become e.  

The vowels which are inserted in borrowed words to make the consonants pronounceable (Mori does not allow 
consonant sequences) do not originate from ĕ, but nevertheless take the place of it. Almost always such a vowel is 
in concord with a neighboring vowel, sometimes with a neighboring consonant. Examples are: belee ‘tin’, perei 
‘free (from corvée)’, solopi ‘packet (of cigarettes)’, bangkuru ‘bankrupt’, mere ‘brand, make’, potolo ‘pencil’, 
lansikapu or lansakapu ‘region’, simporo ‘lamp chimney’, etc., compare respectively Dutch blik, vrij, slof, 
bankroet, merk, potlood, landschap and Malay sĕmprong. Compare also Beruse, the name of an European child, 
Dutch Broertje. It is naturally not excluded that a number of these words have been borrowed via Bugis or some 
other Buginese language, even if such words are not mentioned in the Bugis Dictionary.  

For ‘cigar’, Mori speakers usually say sorutu or surutu, but also sometimes serutu. That serutu ‘cigar’ is 
pronounced with an e where Malay has schwa is presumably a consequence of it being a spelling pronunciation (in 
Malay spelled serutu), in the same way that horosee ‘cigarette’ originated from English horse, one of the usual 
cigarette brands. In both cases the forms of these words reflect the pronunciation which they must have had in the 
mouths of the traveling Malay, Bugis, etc. speakers from whom the terms were borrowed. 
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[p. 71]  

CHAPTER TWO. 

REDUPLICATION. 

——————— 

106. Word and syllable reduplication must be treated together because at the core they are one and the same 
phenomenon: syllable reduplication is a shortening of word reduplication (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:42; 
compare Mori mompewolo-wolo or mompewowolo ‘ponder about something’, etc.).  

Full word repetition occurs only with two-syllable words; if a word consists of three or more syllables, then 
only the first two syllables are repeated. These two rules apply to words without prefixes. 

If a prefix occurs, then there are two possibilities: (a) only the (primary or secondary) stem1 is repeated, or (b) 
the prefix (or as the case may be, the prefix which does not compose part of the secondary stem)2 and the first 
syllable of the stem (primary or secondary) are repeated. The first is the rule with verbs (however, for cases of verbs 
with which the prefix shares in being repeated, see below §§ 110–111); the second is more commonly the case with 
adjectives, where the connection between stem and prefix is much closer than with verbs (see especially § 249). 

As far as one-syllable reduplication is concerned, regularly the first syllable of the stem is reduplicated with its 
original vowel, except if it is a, in which case then the vowel of the reduplicated syllable is always o (examples 
follow below). Of adjectives, again either the first syllable of the stem, or the prefix is reduplicated. 

107. In Mori, just as in other Indonesian languages, in general reduplication has either a frequentative (durative, 
strengthening) or a mitigating (diminishing) force. As shall appear below, in which of these two functions the 
phenomenon of reduplication serves, is in either case definite. The special nuance which many times is supplied by 
reduplication, however, is not to be contained in a formula, as in any particular case the meaning of reduplication is 
modified by the nature of the stem or by other circumstances (see below § 108). Also, reduplication is not always to 
be rendered in translation. [p. 72]  

REDUPLICATION WITH NOUNS. 

108. With independent nouns, two-syllable reduplication is the rule. In general the meaning is diminishing, 
mitigating. Substantives formed with two- or one-syllable reduplication mostly mean ‘something which resembles 
what the stem-word denotes, a false…, a pseudo-…, a … in miniature’. For example: 

 mia-mia ‘a doll, a depiction of a person’, compare mia ‘person’ 

                                                           
1 [Translator’s note: Apparently as used by Esser, a secondary stem is a derived stem. A primary stem is an underived stem. 

Thus in mepalindo ‘play’, palindo is a secondary stem because it contains the causative prefix pa-. In mewuni ‘hide oneself’, 
wuni is a primary stem because it is underived. In both these cases, me- is a prefix which does not belong to the primary or 
secondary stem. Esser’s criteria for distinguishing affixes which belong to the secondary stem (such as pa-), and those which do 
not belong to the (primary or secondary) stem (such as me-) are never entirely spelled out, though the distinction is important to 
him in discussing reduplication patterns. See further footnote 1 p. 71, footnote 2 p. 76, and footnote 3, p. 76.]  

2 [footnote 1, p. 71] I do not know of any examples in which more than one prefix (or as the case may be, more than one 
syllable of a compound prefix) not belonging to the secondary stem, is repeated. [Postscript, p. 71] Examples such as alluded to 
here include mompoko-pokodoito ‘make a bit afraid’, tepo-tepokakahani ‘more or less able to get along with each other’, and 
mambe-mambe’ehe ‘to a certain extent sort of like each other’.  
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 mala-mala ‘arm ring of celluloid, or something similar, a pseudo-mala’, compare mala ‘copper, brass, cast 
brass arm ring’ 

 enu-’enu ‘necklace of beads’, compare enu ‘necklace of gold’ 

 bose-bose ‘shoulder blade, what resembles a bose (oar)’ 

 raha-raha ‘offering table’, compare raha ‘house, shed’, originally probably meaning ‘floor’ 

 lai-laika ‘a small laika (small hut)’ 

 bonde-bonde ‘small garden plot’ 

 sangka-sangka ‘small articles’, ‘small things’ or something similar, compare sangka ‘goods, clothes, 
stuff’3 

 kede-kede, lau-lau ‘little boy’, compare kede, lahu ‘penis’ (Watu, Karunsi’e) 

 sele-sele, tee-tee ‘little girl’, compare sele ‘vagina’ (Karunsi’e) (compare § 87) 

 dahu-dahu ‘a kind of bat’, compare dahu ‘dog’4 

 Puhe-puhe Wulaa ‘Golden Navel’ (the name of a prince with a golden umbilical cord) 

For maama ‘uncle’ and naina ‘aunt’, see § 81. 

This kind of reduplication is especially at home in riddles, for example: 

 bonti-bonti ri5 wana mong-kaa kapipi-no 
REDP-wild.pig at forest PART:TRI-eat covering-3SG.POS 
‘a “wild pig” in the forest ate of his covering’ (answer: hulu ‘a torch’) 

                                                           
3 [from main text, p. 73] Compare: 

luwu-no pinotuwu-no ka sangka-sangka-no i-’ula ira 
all-3SG.POS domesticated.animal-3SG.POS and REDP-thing-3SG.POS 3SG-load 3PL 
‘he loaded up all his animals and goods’ 

Without doubt the word sangka is formed from two prefixes, sa- and ka-, which together have taken on an independent 
existence, but which originally must have been placed before another word. Actually, in this way an aggregate of certain things 
was denoted, where the kind of things was further specified by the following term (e.g. sangka wulaa ‘objects of gold’). For that 
matter, sangka is also an adjective with the meaning ‘complete, fully present’ and in Padoe ‘sufficient, ample’. For this last 
meaning Tinompo speakers use sompo, Upper Mori speakers sombo (compare § 26). The word sompo is formed in the same 
manner as sangka (from sa- and po-), and also means ‘each’, ‘every’ and ‘everywhere’, in the last two meanings often with 
reduplication (see § 291).  

4 [Postscript, p. 72] As A. Kruyt has written, “In Central Celebes there is a species of large bat, named asu mpongke (in 
Lower Mori named dahu-dahu). People say that this animal is the lord of the dogs, but at the same time they regard it as a 
manifestation of the werewolf. Whenever the asu mpongke screeches or makes a barking sound, people say that it has come to 
fetch someone’s soul” (1920:50). [from main text, p. 72] Compare: 

anu momaru a n-tuwu ng-keu, onae-mo anu k[in]aa-no 
REL PART:climb at LG-top LG-tree 3SG.INDEP-PERF REL PASS:eat-3SG.POS 

ue-no dahu-dahu anu t[um]owoki ira andio 
lord-3SG.POS k.o.bat REL PART:meet 3PL this 

‘the one who climbed into the tree was the one who was eaten by the lord of the dahu-dahu who met them coming on 
the way’ 
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 ate-’ate-no raha nahi hori pingko 
REDP-liver-3SG.POS house NEG ever used.up 
‘the house’s “liver” has never been used up’ (answer: araha ‘a whetstone’) 

The repetition of substantives (and verbs) is often used when one speaks fondly, warmly or modestly, e.g. with the 
addressing of family members (aka-’aka, ua-’uai ‘brother’), with making requests (see p. 77, note 1, and p. 111, 
line 5 from the bottom), when one speaks of his own possessions (oso-’osole mami ‘our corn’. literally ‘our poor 
corn’, ‘our bit of corn’ or something similar), etc. Very often such forms are used toward children, likewise in 
stories one often uses reduplicated names of animals, etc., which adds a touch of sweetness. Reduplication is also 
used this way with verbs, e.g. ku-pe’o’ana-o for ku-pe’ana-o /1SG-give.birth-3SG/ ‘I had him as my child’, 
ku-pekokaria-o for ku-pekaria-o ‘I raised him up, I fed him’ (in both cases, when one speaks fondly of such a one), 
etc. Perhaps also the reduplication in mompehohawa ‘have pity on, be sympathetic’ (of a superior to an inferior), 
mompekokono ‘be in love with’ and the such is to be explained in this way.  

Sometimes a word is used which occurs only in a reduplicated form, e.g.: 

 elu-’elu (actually adjective) ‘orphan’ (perhaps actually ‘little orphan’), compare Pamona ilu ‘orphaned’ 

 dio-dio ‘tintinnabulum, the ringing of bells’ 

 paa-paa ‘crow’ 

 kara-kara ‘small hornbill’ 

As illustrated in the last three examples, reduplication is often encountered in onomatopoeia. The same also crops 
up in certain adjectives, such as: 

 koru-koru ‘to crack’ (said of something which one eats)6 

 runtu-runtu, said of the sound of footsteps 

 u’uru, said of the sound of fire 

Unlike with dio-dio, paa-paa and kara-kara, however, the stems koru, runtu and uru can also occur in their 
unreduplicated form, compare for example poloruntu, said of a dull sound which suddenly makes itself heard 
(regarding the prefix polo-, see § 356), me’uru ‘to moan, groan’, and the cases mentioned in § 249. 

I consider the word u’uni ‘the sound of living beings, especially birds’—next to uni [p. 73] ‘sound (in 
general)’—to be the verbal noun of umu’uni ‘give a sound, make one’s sound heard’.  

Finally, mention must be made of a single case of the name of a work tool formed with reduplication, namely 
sisiru ‘landing net’, from monsiru ‘scoop’. This kind of formation, so frequent in Philippine languages, is thus no 
more present in Mori as it is in Pamona, but is limited at the present stage of both languages to exceptional cases. 

When use is made of reduplication with substantives to indicate plurality, this is a detestable Malayism. People 
especially speak of guru-guru ‘teachers’, kapala-kapala ‘village heads’, ntua-ntua (for tuan-tuan) ‘Europeans’ and 
the such. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
5 [Postscript, p. 72] The word ri is Bugis, Pamona, or the such. One often finds words from related languages used in riddles 

and poetry. 

6 [from footnote 1, p. 72] As in, for example: 

mansa-no r[um]onge-o koru-koru-o-mo, borono i-pewinso i Tehu 
at.once-3SG.POS PART:hear-3SG REDP-crack-3SG-PERF then 3SG-enter PN Rat 
‘when he heard the crack-crack (when he heard that it had cracked), Rat went in’ 
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REDUPLICATION WITH VERBS. 

109. The meaning of reduplication with verbs can in very many cases be described as plural. Various nuances 
of this ‘plural’ meaning are to be distinguished, however, the foremost of which are: 

(a) the reciprocal. Herewith see the treatment of the prefixes me-, mambe-, etc. in Chapter 12. 

(b) the frequentative. 

(c) the durative (namely, whenever an action is performed uninterrupted over a certain period of time, or a 
certain state or condition persists). 

Once again it is to be abundantly demonstrated that no sharp border is to be drawn between these various 
‘meanings’. The intended nuance depends on the meaning of the stem and on context. Often the same form can be 
used to denote sometimes this nuance, sometimes some other nuance. Examples: 

 po-tuwu-akita luwu mia atuu-do raane  
CAUS-live-APPL:1PLN all people that-3PL.POS go.thither.level  

 ka i-hina koa te-tena-a-to.7 
and 3SG-exist just REDP-order-NZR-1PLN.POS 

 ‘cause all the people there for us to live, so that there are ones on whom we can continually place 
commands’ 

 gaagi umari-ro-po mem-po-pau-’o a mate-no  
therefore finish-3PL.POS-INCOMP PL-REDP-speak-3SG CN die-3SG.POS  

 kalamboro isie, ka ro-’amba me-sampa-’o  
people.eater that and 3PL-then PL-divide.into.pieces-3SG  

 a bonti p[in]oko-’alo-ro isie. 
CN wild.pig PASS:POTENT-get-3PL.POS that 

 ‘next when they had finished speaking about (all the circumstances relating to) the death of the people-
eater, they cut the wild pig which they had captured into pieces’ [Impo]  

The verb mompau means ‘inform, speak about’; mompopau ‘id.’ but used when the conversation goes over a 
number of things. The verb mompopau can also mean ‘speak continuously (about one thing)’, and further ‘relate, 
narrate’, in which case it is treated as any ordinary verb. In this case a new reduplicated form can be further derived 
from it, namely mompopopau (which then actually contains a double reduplication; see further § 304). [p. 74]  

 i-m-pekule-mo ka i-pau-ako ira ue-miu, tampula  
2PL-PL-return-PERF and 2PL-tell-APPL 3PL lord-2PL.POS finish  

 ipitu ka i-me-’aiwa-mo me-’ala aku,  
seven.nights and 2PL-PL-come-PERF PL-get 1SG  

 i-ko-konai-o-mo nggoli-a-no dopi 
3SG-REDP-meet-3SG-PERF turn.over-NZR-3SG.POS plank 

 ‘return back and say to your lord, that you must come and get me after seven days, which coincides with 
the conclusion of the woke-feast’ (lit., ‘the turning over of the planks’, which one uses with this feast; 
see J. Kruyt 1924:202–211) 

                                                           
7 [Postscript, p. 73] The form tetenaato can also mean ‘on whom we can place small commands, send on small errands’, and 

is presumably then a shortening of the likewise possible formation tena-tenaato (which on other occasions does indeed occur), as 
montetena means ‘often, continuously give commands’ (versus montena-tena).  
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The verb mongkokonai means ‘precisely, accidentally meet up with something’, while mongkonai has the general 
meaning of ‘meet, encounter, meet up with, come to, reach’.  

 kongko-no-mo rani andio t[um]o-tonda-o mia andio 
remain-3SG.POS-PERF forest.gnome this PART:REDP-follow-3SG person this 

 i bungku-no wela me-bo-batu a sampa rombia 
at back-3SG.POS constantly PART:INTR-REDP-hack at branch sago 

 ‘the forest gnome kept following this man (lit., in the back), continually giving hacks to sago palm 
branches’ 

 mebatu-batu ‘hack many times, give many hacks’ (intransitive) 

 melonso-lonso ‘jump about repeatedly, jump many times, etc.’ 

 momaru-maru ‘climb frequently in trees’ (as for example a young boy does to amuse himself) 

The weakening meaning—that of ‘not truly…’ (see below)—and the frequentative are here not to be separated (no 
more than in other of the given examples), because in momaru-maru we also find the flavor of ‘without definite aim 
keep clambering in trees’.8 Compare also: 

 wunta atuu i-beri-beri-o 
paper that 3SG-REDP-tear-3SG 
‘he shred that paper (book, article, etc.) into small pieces’ 

The durative meaning occurs in the following examples: 

 sumusumpi ‘shoot the blowgun (sumpi) as an occupation’ 

 medingge-dingge ‘limp’, said of a lame person who is occupied with going; compare modingge ‘lame, 
crippled’ 

 metumbo-tumbo ase ‘support one’s chin (ase) on the hand’, compare montumbo ‘prop up, support’ 

 mekopu-kopu aro ‘hold one’s arms crossed in front of the chest’; compare mongkopui ‘embrace, contain’ 
and aro ‘front side’ 

 metudo-tudo aa, also metudo-tudo ntonga ‘with an arm (or the arms) propped on one’s side’; compare 
montudo ‘prop’ (as for example a fall-down window (tinudo), in order to hold it open), aa ‘the narrowing 
above the hips, the loins (the side of the middle)’, and tonga ‘center, middle’.  

 mompewolo-wolo, mompewowolo ‘reflect on, think about, consider’ [p. 75]  

 mo’i’ini, practically the same as mo’ini ‘hold fast’ 

 merurungku ‘sickly, unhealthy’;9 compare morungku ‘thin, scrawny’ 

                                                           
8 [footnote 1, p. 74] If such a nuance is not intended, then one can, for example, make use of wela ‘repeatedly, continually’, 

such as in: 

sompo wongi do-wela lako m-ponako lo’ia-do Datu 
every night 3PL-continually go PL-steal ginger-3PL.POS Monarch 
‘every night they regularly went and stole of the “ruler’s” ginger’ 

See also the use of wela in the fourth example preceding.  

9 [footnote 1, p. 75] Here me- has the meaning of ‘strive to…, have a tendency toward…’; compare § 312 ff. 
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 metindo-tindodo mebee ‘cry spasmodically’; compare tindodo ‘have cramps’, also a course word for ‘dead’ 

 mo’ia-’ia, the same as mo’ia ‘stay, remain, etc.’ (compare § 110) 

 nahi tehine hawe-o-mo rani beine anu  
NEG long.time encounter-3SG-PERF forest.gnome female REL 

 wela l[um]ungka-o wuwu-no mia andio, 
continually PART:lift-3SG fish.trap-3SG.POS person this 

 i-bo-baba-o ana-no 
3SG-REDP-carry.on.back-3SG child-3SG.POS 

 ‘it wasn’t long before the female forest gnome who always lifted the man’s trap came upon it, carrying 
her child upon her back’ 

The same phenomenon is encountered with ko- and a reduplicated stem; see § 345 ff. Compare also: 

 kuli-no-to koa no-’ale-o ana-’ana nie, no-’ale-o 
skin-3SG.POS-PERF just 3SG-get-3SG REDP-child this 3SG-get-3SG 

 me-talemba-’ako; gaagi te’alo oto me-lenta-lenta 
PART:INTR-jacket-APPL therefore have.ability 3SG-PERF PART:INTR-REDP-jump 

 hele bange 
like monkey 

 ‘this youth took its (the monkey’s) skin and used it as a jacket (talemba); in this way he obtained the 
ability to jump like a monkey’ [Molongkuni] 

Here melenta-lenta is used, as the youth was thenceforth able to make monkey leaps, not just for a single time. Note 
reduplication with prenasalization in: 

 mompensinsiroi ‘look down on for some time’; compare mompensiroi ‘look down on’ 

And with a compound verb stem: 

 mewua-wua rui ‘occupied with seeking raspberries (wua rui)’, where this does not mean *‘seek small 
raspberries’ or the like 

In this way a great number of verbs with one- or two-syllable reduplication originate in Mori, the meaning of 
which often differs very little from the unexpanded form. Naturally Mori also has a number of verbs of which only 
the form with reduplication is in use. The origin of reduplication is equally not always easy to trace, as with 
mekikinaa ‘graze’ (compare kinaa ‘food, especially cooked rice’), mo’itu-’itu ‘journey around, go around (in this 
sense)’, and molio-lio ‘go around, wander’.  

The Karunsi’e forms mongkikii and monsusue ‘see’ are curious—and at the same time illustrative—examples of 
the way in which one- and two-syllable reduplication can develop. From mongkita ‘see’, Tinompo speakers have 
both mongkikita ‘look at something for some time (durative)’ and mongkita-kita, either ‘look at for a while 
(durative)’ or ‘look at for a moment (mitigating)’, but neither very different from mongkita in the meaning ‘look at, 
watch’. In Karunsi’e, however, mongkikii (for mongkikita; compare § 31) is the usual word for ‘see’, while mongkii 
has been lost. In the same way these people say monsusue for Tinompo monsue ‘see’.  

110. On the other hand, however, there also occur forms which must be translated with ‘as it were, quasi, not 
truly do what the verb without [p. 76] two-syllable reduplication denotes’.10 Between this and the above mentioned 
functions lie various nuances, which we can sometimes translate in our language by using words such as ‘just’, ‘a 

                                                           
10 [footnote 1, p. 76] This development is in general is very common with frequentative formations. 
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little bit’, ‘somewhat’ and the like. In some cases hereunder one has to do with fixed formations for the names of 
games and of performances which people do for play or by way of amusement, for example: 

 monahu-nahu ‘make as if one is cooking’, such as with children who are playing; compare monahu ‘cook’ 

 memia-mia mate said of children who ‘play dead’, i.e. one holds himself dead (mompemate-mate), the 
others do what they have seen the elders do with a corpse; compare mia mate ‘dead person, corpse’11 

 me’amba-’ambau ‘play carabao’, i.e. one child crawls on hands and knees (kumokarambau), while a 
smaller child sits on him or her. Compare in this connection the mompe- forms treated in § 335 

 mewuni-wuni ‘play hide-and-seek’; compare mewuni ‘hide oneself’ 

Related directly herewith are forms such as: 

 me’api-’api ‘play with fire (api)’ 

 me’uwo-’uwoi ‘play with water (uwoi)’ 

 mebaho-baho ‘make oneself wet with water (in sport)’, compare mebaho ‘bathe oneself’ 

 si polombo-lombo! ‘don’t get things wet!’; compare molombo ‘wash’ 

Also related to the definition given at the beginning of this section are forms such as: 

 metiso-tiso, said of a child that keeps stretching out his arms as if pointing to something; compare montiso 
‘point’ 

 mesimi-simi ‘peep through the cracks (mesimi) a bit’ 

 melempa-lempa ‘go (melempa) a bit, somewhat go around without definite aim, wander’ 

 me’ole-’oleo ‘wander, sit, etc. in the sun (oleo)’; for other me- forms of this nature (meaning ‘move in, 
through, over, etc., that which is denoted by the stem’), see further § 320 

 mepua-puai ‘(unnecessarily) expose oneself to the sun’; compare mompuai ‘expose something to the sun, 
dry something in the sun’ 

 ku-kulisi-o ka ku-’amba me-pua-puai-ako-no 
1SG-remove.skin-3SG and 1SG-then PART:INTR-REDP-dry.in.sun-APPL-3SG 
‘I skinned it and then went and stood with it in the sun for a while’ 

 moturi-turi ‘sleep or lie a bit’ 

 mo’ia-’ia ‘stay a bit, remain after (when others depart), stay seated’ (compare § 109 where it was 
suggested that mo’ia-’ia also has durative meaning) 

                                                           
11 [Postscript, p. 76] In this case there is no verbal form without reduplication, i.e. memia mate is not said. The same applies 

of certain other verbal forms with reduplication which are likewise derived from substantives.  
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 isua nde tuu lako ala-’ala-akita ka 
where PTCL be.there go REDP-get-APPL:1PLN and 

 to-kita-kita-o ba kana’umpe rupa-no 
1PLN-REDP-see-3SG if how form-3SG.POS 

 ‘come on then, go fetch it for us, so that we can inspect it and see how it looks’ 

 onae-mo ka i-pe-nani-nani i-potae: 
3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-INTR-REDP-sing 3SG-say 

 tahu-mo i Wula me-nggena-nggena kami 
be.up.there-PERF PN Moon PART:INTR-REDP-same 1PLX 

 ‘then he sang softly, then he hummed with the words: above is Moon, we are like unto each other’ 

111. Another meaning of two-syllable reduplication with verbs is that of ‘try to do what the verb without 
reduplication denotes’. So far as is known to me, in this case one-syllable reduplication is never used. A further 
formal differentiation between these forms and those treated in the previous section is this, that when prefixes (not 
belonging to the secondary stem)12 occur, these take part in reduplication.13 Mostly these forms are used in the 
imperative: 

 ai-’aiwa ‘try to come’14 [p. 77]  

 lako-lako ‘try to go’ 

 poma-pomaru ‘try to climb’ 

 pele-pelelu ‘try to move’ 

 pebu-pebunde ‘attempt to thrash about’ 

 hio kuri’a, no-pongee, Kalamboro, pom-pe’a-pe’arahako  
come.on try 3SG-say People.eater TRI-REDP-test 

 mbo’u pebunde 
again thrash.about 

 ‘well then come on, People-eater, she said, just you try now to get loose!’ [Impo] 

                                                           
12 [footnote 2, p. 76] By the nature of things, prefixes belonging to the secondary stem nevertheless always share in 

two-syllable reduplication. Therefore cases such as mepali-palindo ‘play’, mepole-polele ‘convey news (lele) to each other’, and 
mepua-puai ‘expose oneself to the sun’—in which respectively the prefixes pa-, po- and pu- (from earlier po-) take part in 
reduplication—belong at home under §§ 109 and 110.  

13 [footnote 3, p. 76] On the whole this is not strange, if one considers that in this case it is not the concept itself (that is, the 
concept which is inherent to the stem only, and not the prefixes) which is qualified, but rather the entire expression expressed by 
the stem plus prefix. Certain prefixes, however, are excepted form reduplication, including the prefix mo- (po-) which marks a 
transitive verb as having an indefinite object (§ 221 and elsewhere), the pronominal prefixes ku- ‘I’, u- ‘you (sg.)’, etc., and the 
infix -um-. Thus: 

onae-mo ka i-lako-lako (   not:   *…ila-ilako   ) 
3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-REDP-go 
‘then he tried to go’ 

l[um]ako-lako-o-mo ntu’u (   not:   *luma-lumako…   ) 
PART:REDP-go-3SG-PERF truly 
‘then he tried to go’ 

Note lumako-lako also means ‘go a bit, go a short distance’. 

14 [footnote 4, p. 76] Formally, aiwa ‘come’ is an adjective. 
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 ka i-pe’o-pe-’oso ira kuli-no uho, na-m-i 
and 3SG-REDP-ATTEMPT-suck 3PL shell-3SG.POS periwinkle NEG-PERF-3SG 

 hina ihi-no 
exist content-3SG.POS 

 ‘he sucked a bit on the shells of the periwinkles, but there was no longer any contents inside’ 

The meaning ‘attempt to do…’ can be weakened to that of ‘somewhat do that which the verb without 
reduplication indicates’ (compare the use of Malay coba ‘try’). Therefore pebu-pebunde can also mean ‘sprawl a 
bit, somewhat sprawl’, similarly ai-’aiwa can mean ‘just come!’ (Malay coba datang!), lako-lako ‘just go’ (if you 
dare), melo-melonso ‘jump a little bit’ (next to melonso-lonso ‘jump repeatedly’), mele-melempa ‘take a few steps, 
just try how it goes with walking’ (said to a sick person), etc. Compare also:  

 ba to-po-rako io pe’asa-n-tama-to ndi kita 
if 1PLN-TRI-seize CN be.one-LG-male-1PLN.POS at 1PLN 

 koa melo-melonta-ako-no 
just REDP-PART:click.with.tongue-APPL-3SG 

 ‘when we seize a “fellow-warrior” of ours, we click for that with our tongues’ 

Thus no sharp border is to be drawn between the forms treated in § 110 and these formations, which also show up in 
the form of the former, as people also sometimes use in this meaning the more usual pattern for two-syllable 
reduplication, e.g. pelelu-lelu, pebunde-bunde, ipe’oso-’oso ira, etc. This, however, would appear to be less correct 
language usage.  

In the imperative the same forms can also have a mitigating force, thus pele-pelelu koa ‘you must work’ (not a 
command but an exhortation), pongka-pongkaa ‘you must eat’, etc.  

The forms mentioned here connect up with those derived from adjectives (§ 116),15 and have apparently 
originated out of the need for differentiation. 

112. The cases of reduplication described with verbs must not be confused with verbal derivations of nouns 
which are themselves formed with reduplication, such as memala-mala ‘wear an arm ring (mala-mala)’, 
mebonde-bonde punti ‘lay out a small banana patch (bonde-bonde punti)’, etc.  

113. Some derivations of verbs (especially the past participle) partake both of the nature of the verb as well as 
that of the noun, which is also reflected in the formation and meaning of reduplication. For example, one can 
express ‘these shrimps I have caught only with other people’16 as: 

 ura andio h[in]awe-hawe-ku koa a mia 
shrimp this PASS:REDP-encounter-1SG.POS just at people 

alternatively: 

 ura andio hina-hinawe-ku koa a mia 
shrimp this REDP-encountered.thing-1SG.POS just at people 

With -in-forms usually the verbal character predominates, thus one says linou-lou ‘again and again pulled down’ 
(said, for example, of the branches of a coffee bush, as one picks berries from it), keu binansi-bansi ‘wood that is 

                                                           
15 [Postscript, p. 77] What is said here need not conflict with the remarks made at the beginning of this section.  

16 [footnote 1, p. 77] The meaning of reduplication here is diminishing, but in a manner which is difficult to render in our 
language. The intention is roughly this: ‘I went on the shrimp hunt, but alas without results. That’s why I came carrying a portion 
of shrimp which I got from them’. Thus by reduplication is expressed that the speaker was not successful in his undertaking, and 
must now content himself with what he has gotten just from others.  
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repeatedly split, wood that is split into small pieces’, sinasa-sasa ‘that which has been hacked more than once, that 
which has been hacked into little pieces’, etc.  

Many te- forms are true adjectives; see § 338. 

REDUPLICATION WITH ADJECTIVES. 

114. First one-syllable reduplication shall be treated. In some cases the prefix is reduplicated, in other cases the 
first syllable of the stem. The meaning [p. 78] of this reduplication is namely plural (under which in this case it is to 
be understood that the concerned adjective is used with a plural word). Only when these forms refer to things (e.g. 
not people) can the co-occurring plural marker me- (or a plural marker corresponding therewith; see § 224) be 
omitted, but mostly the usual plural marker still also occurs. So one has, for example: 

 (meng)kokodei, next to kodei ‘small’ 

 (me)’o’ondau, next to ondau ‘long, tall’ 

 (me)momagasi, next to magasi ‘fast’ 

 (me)mososa’o, next to mosa’o ‘bad’ 

 (me)mosisia, next to mosia ‘brave’ 

 melolangkai,17 next to langkai ‘big, large’ 

 (me)molulue, next to molue ‘broad, great of surface area’ 

Such forms also occur in the following sentences: 

 mo-molue lere-do 
REDP-broad dry.field-3PL.POS 
‘their fields are one and all big’ 

 mo-montondu t[in]embi-do 
REDP-heavy PASS:carry.on.back-3PL.POS 
‘their carry loads are all heavy’ 

 nahi tehine lahi do-po’ia, me’ana-o-mo beine andio 
NEG long.time exceed 3PL-live PART:give.birth-3SG-PERF woman this 

 ho-pulu ira, pada ira me-mopute; mansa-do 
one-ten 3PL equal 3PL PL-white at.once-3PL.POS 

 me-lo-langkai me-hawe ira-mo mia anu me-mo’ito  
PL-REDP-big PL-arrive 3PL-PERF person REL PL-black  

 ira s[um]apoi ira 
3PL.FUT PART:attack 3PL 

 ‘not very long had they lived (there), than this woman delivered ten children, all white; when they were 
big, black people came to attack them’ 

                                                           
17 [Postscript, p. 77] Apparently *lolangkai cannot be said.  
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 ko-hawe-no koa i Kalamboro i-kita ira-mo 
at-arrive-3SG.POS just PN People.eater 3SG-see 3PL-PERF 

 kusi-no n-te-lo-lompa-o-mo luwu 
earthen.pitcher-3SG.POS PL-NON.AG-REDP-make.hole-3SG-PERF all 

 ‘as soon as People-eater had come, he saw that all his earthen pots had holes’ 

 hawe-no atuu, tekonai-o-mo me-mo-to-taha18 
arrive-3SG.POS that for.awhile-3SG-PERF PL-ADJ-REDP-ripe 
‘when he had come (to the trees), it turned out that they (the fruits) were ripe’ 

It must further be remarked that the concerned forms are sometimes encountered with double reduplication, 
thus memosososa’o ‘one and all bad’, memolululue ‘one and all broad’, memorororawu ‘one and all blind’, etc. (in 
such cases it appears that me- cannot be omitted), likewise mememososa’o, mememororawu, mememomo’ito ‘one 
and all black, brown’, etc.   

It must further be remarked that sometimes such forms refer not to a plural word, but rather to one which is 
singular in its reference. In this case the meaning is to be described not as ‘one by one being what the adjective 
denotes’, but rather as ‘in various places being what is denoted by the adjective’, and the remarks made in § 256 
with regard to the prefixing of a plural marker are applicable. Belonging to this category are forms such as:  

 mengkokamba ‘beset with swellings, pustules (kamba) in many places’ (in reference to a plurality, this can 
also mean ‘one and all swollen’) 

 mengkokombo (with double reduplication: memengkokombo), said of someone whose body is entirely or in 
many places bloated (kombo) 

115. Reduplication has a strengthening meaning (or a nuance thereof) in: 

 me’i’isei, roughly me’isei ‘being in a difficult condition (e.g. like that of a sick person), having a difficult 
time’ 

 dudungku ‘perplexed, at one’s wits’ end’, roughly the same as dungku 

 tededengke (Pamona jingki) ‘frightened, startled’ 

So far as is known to me, tededengke occurs only in reduplicated form, which is also the case with mo’o’anu 
‘ashamed’ (undoubtedly derived from the well-known stem anu; see § 207). 

By way of completeness, it will serve to mention that one-syllable reduplication with adjectives sometimes has 
a weakening force, for example mososa’o-ku ‘I am a bit angry’, mohohali (the same as mohali-hali) ‘a bit 
impressive, imposing’ (see further § 351). This is also the case in momoiko ‘pretty, nice’; compare above with 
§ 108.  

116. As a rule, two-syllable reduplication with adjectives has a weakening meaning. In most cases the stem of 
the adjective along with the prefix (if it has one) is felt to be a unit, and thus the prefix shares in reduplication. 
However, formations in which this is not the case are also encountered. Examples are: 

 teko-tekosi ‘rather pretty, a bit pretty’; compare tekosi ‘pretty’ 

                                                           
18 [from main text, p. 78] Compare: 

wua-rui liu-mo mo-to-taha 
fruit-thorn quickly-PERF ADJ-REDP-ripe 
‘wild raspberries which were already entirely (or truly) ripe’ 
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 teku-tekuda ‘a bit angry’; compare tekuda ‘angry’ [p. 79]  

 umpe-’umpeda ‘rather close by’; compare umpeda ‘close by’ 

 moro-moroso ‘a bit strong, rather strong’; compare moroso ‘strong, solid’ 

 wongi-wongi ‘dark’ (in the sense of Malay gĕlap); from wongi ‘dark’ (in the sense of Malay malam), as a 
noun meaning ‘night, time of darkness’19 

 hala-hala ‘for nothing, in vain, uselessly, amiss’, from hala, doublet of sala, ‘wrong, fault’ (adjective or 
noun)20 

Cases in which the prefix does not take part in two-syllable reduplication are madoo-doo (or mado-madoo) ‘a 
bit healthy’ and mo’ahi-’ahi ‘a bit salty’, among others. 

Sometimes one finds a difference in meaning between the two forms, such as in: 

 motu-motu’i ‘a bit dry’ 

 motu’i-tu’i ‘dry time’21 

 molu-molusa ‘a bit soft, weak, flaccid’ 

 molusa-lusa ‘very molusa’ 

 menggo-menggori ‘a bit marked’ 

 menggori-nggori ‘supplied with many (small) markings or figures’; compare menggori ‘supplied with 
markings or figures (nggori)’, such as the skin of some snakes, or cotton goods  

                                                           
19 [from main text, p. 79] Compare: 

wongi-wongi laro-no aa atuu 
REDP-dark inside-3SG.POS hole that 
‘the interior of that hole was dark’ 

nahi tehine tedonta-o-mo mata-no oleo, onae-mo ka i-potae 
NEG long.time fall-3SG-PERF eye-3SG.POS day 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say 
lalu koa aku liu l[um]ako kasi koa i-wongi-wongi lahi 
surpass just 1SG.FUT quickly PART:go lest just 3SG-REDP-night exceed 
‘shortly after the sun had gone down, then he said: it is best that I go at once, lest it become too dark’ 

20 [from main text, p. 79] Compare for example: ba nahi ku-sala /if NEG 1SG-wrong/ ‘if I am not mistaken’, sala weweu 
/wrong do/ ‘have an accident’, sala ta’u /wrong yearly.planting/ ‘have crop failure’, hala n-sala kita /wrong LG-road 1PLN/ ‘we 
have gone the wrong way’. [footnote 1, p. 79] The form hala is usually encountered as a substantive with the meaning 
‘transgression, penalty, the part which remains after something has been divided’, for example if one divides seven fish among 
three people, the hala is one fish.  

[from main text, p. 79] The source meaning of both hala and sala is ‘beside it’. Also sala-sala occurs in roughly the same 
meaning as hala-hala. For example, when one goes to do some certain work, but sees that it shall not be finished prior to the day 
being over, then one says: sala-sala ba to-weweu-o /REDP-wrong if 1PLN-do-3SG/ ‘there is no reason (it won’t be effective) for us 
to do it, it would be better to postpone it’.  

21 [from main text, p. 79] As in: 

kanandio andio mo-tu’i-tu’i-o-mo 
like.this this ADJ-REDP-dry-3SG-PERF 
‘it is at present already the dry time’ 
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 melo-meloba ‘somewhat mottled’ 

 meloba-loba ‘supplied with many (small) spots’, next to meloba ‘mottled, spotted’ 

 medu-medure ‘a bit striped’ 

 medure-dure ‘supplied with many (small) stripes’, next to medure ‘striped’ 

 mela-melara ‘a bit scarred’ 

 melara-lara or melolara (cf. § 114) ‘with scars’ 

In menggori-nggori, meloba-loba, medure-dure and melara-lara, the force of reduplication is plural, and therefore 
at the same time reducing or diminishing. This is also true of mewuku-wuku (or mewuwuku) ‘with knobs’, and 
further in forms such as: 

 tepudu-pudu ‘entirely, to a large extent broken (tepudu)’ 

 teberi-beri ‘entirely, considerably torn (teberi)’ 

 te’otu-’otu ‘entirely broken, broken in many parts’ (of ropes, etc.) 

 mobaho-baho ‘entirely wet’ 

 lelu-lelu ‘incessantly moving’, e.g. of a branch moved by the wind; from lelu ‘move’22  

The force of reduplication is also strengthening in: 

 aka-’aka ‘the oldest’ 

 ua-’uai ‘the youngest’23 

 ntonga-ntonga ‘the most middle’ (of children) 

and in cases such as: 

 kode-kodei not ‘smallish’ but ‘small’ 

 tede-tedei not ‘a bit little’ but ‘little’, ‘a small bit’, ‘just a bit’ (compare tedoa tede-tedei ‘very small’) 

 buke-buke ‘well full’ 

 mo’o-mo’oru ‘very early in the morning’ 

 se’e-se’eluno ‘in the beginning, at first’ (adverbial), compare se’elu ‘first, prior’ 

The meaning of the stem has had an influence here. Compare also sompo-sompo ‘every, everywhere’ (§ 291).  

Two-syllable reduplication can also occur in negative contexts with strengthening force, e.g.: 

                                                           
22 [from main text, p. 79] Although lelu means ‘move’, it is especially used of the movement of the earth, e.g. nahi lelu 

‘there is no earthquake’ (literally ‘it moves not’). As a substantive, lelu means ‘earthquake’. 

23 [footnote 2, p. 79] The forms aka (Malay kakak) and uai (Malay adik) are to be considered adjectives.  
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 nahi otu-’otu mia me-laki olu 
NEG REDP-break person PL-go:to market 
‘continually, without any break people go to the market’ 

 nahi pingko-pingko pau-no 
NEG REDP-used.up talk-3SG.POS 
‘his words never come to an end’ [p. 80]  

The prefix te-which forms modal imperatives (see § 243) naturally constitutes no part of the word before which 
it is placed, and thus does not take part in two-syllable reduplication. Examples are: 

 temara-mararu ‘let it happen/be somewhat often’ 

 temolu-molue ‘take care that it (the rice field, for example) is somewhat large, expansive’ 

 te-moi-moiko koa da’a ba u-taha-akune gansi-ku atuu 
VOL-REDP-good just INTENS if 2SG-carve-APPL:1SG top-1SG.POS that 
‘take care a bit (let it be somewhat good) when you cut that top of mine for me’ 

Here follow yet other sentences as illustration: 

 da ola-’olai ira, do-kita-o-mo meti  
still REDP-far 3PL 3PL-see-3SG-PERF oyster  

 ia wiwi-no tahi 
at edge-3SG.POS sea 

 ‘when they were yet a bit far off, they saw a meti (k.o. shellfish) on the seashore’ 

 me-langka-langkai ira-mo nana’ote andio-do 
PL-REDP-big 3PL-PERF child this-3PL.POS 
‘these children were somewhat larger’ 

 tedoa mo-holo-holo lere-do ue-ku andio 
very ADJ-REDP-small dry.field-3PL.POS lord-1SG.POS this 
‘this (unirrigated) rice field of my lord is very small (of surface area)’ 

117. Examples of reduplication in adjectives which are onomatopoetic have been given above (§ 108). Another 
example of an adjective which is always encountered in reduplicated form is monge-monge ‘stupid’, though 
compare malumonge ‘a bit stupid’ (with prefix malu-; see § 357). 

118. Finally, mention must be made of one- and two-syllable reduplication as A MEANS OF DERIVING 
ADJECTIVES. Just as in a range of other languages,24 also in Mori a number of adjectives are encountered which are 
formed with one- or two-syllable reduplication. One finds one-syllable reduplication with: 

 bobotoli ‘round’ (like a stick, thus of long objects), from the stem botoli; compare moboto ‘press, squeeze 
together’, see also § 97. The stem botoli is a noun classifier, as in sumpere rua botoli ‘two pumpkins’ 

 bobonggoli ‘round’ (like a ball, thus spherical; the word is also used, for example, of eggs), stem bonggoli. 

 boboko ‘round’ (like certain tops, in other words more broad than tall); stem boko (apparently not 
occurring in Mori), originally meaning ‘end, buttock, rump’, compare Pamona boko ‘fat’ 

                                                           
24 [footnote 1, p. 80] For example Banggai (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:282) and especially Buli cum suis, where Dr. Adriani 

remarks: “Reduplication indeed appears in this stage of the language to be the usual means of forming adjectives” (Adriani & 
Kruyt 1914:319–320). 
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 lolombo ‘soaking wet’; compare molombo ‘wash (clothes)’, melombo ‘bathe with clothes on’ 

 susua ‘other(wise)’; stem sua, as in mensua ‘separate, leave each other’ 

In the last example the reduplication can have reciprocal meaning (compare § 109), in the first three, perhaps that of 
‘like…’ (‘like a boko’, etc.). 

Next to bobonggoli, boboko and lolombo also occur bonggo-bonggoli, boko-boko and lombo-lombo with two-
syllable reduplication. Other examples with two-syllable reduplication are: 

 bolo-bolo ‘with a hole (bolo)’ 

 lembo-lembo, said of a smooth, even top surface, e.g. lembo-lembo uwoi ‘covered with water’; compare 
lembo ‘plain’ 

and a number of expressions which can be derived from verb stems, such as: 

 siba-siba ‘small’, said of a piece; compare monsiba ‘break off a piece of something’ (compare, however, 
siba ‘chip’) 

 pudu-pudu ‘without projections, protuberances’ (be the thing broken off or not); compare mompudu ‘break 
through’ (compare, however, puduno ‘the broken off piece’, that is to say, the smaller piece of something 
which has been broken through) 

 pole-pole ‘without projections, protuberances’ (be it broken off or not); compare mompole ‘transversely 
cut or hack through’ (compare, however, bangka pole ‘a boat without or with only one pointed end, or 
where on one or on both ends the point has been chopped off’) 

Two-syllable reduplication also occurs in wewu-wewu ‘turbid, cloudy’ as in: 

 mansa-no hawe a wuwu-no, da wewu-wewu  
at.once-3SG.POS arrive at fish.trap-3SG.POS still REDP-turbid 

 hanga-no mia anu l[um]ungka-o wuwu-no 
footprint-3SG.POS person REL PART:lift-3SG fish.trap-3SG.POS 

 ‘when he came to his trap, the footprints of those who had lifted his trap were yet cloudy’ 

In this example, only where the person had tread was the water turbid; wewu-wewu is thus less strong [p. 81] than 
mowewu, which would express that the water is entirely cloudy, that its turbidity is an inherent property. Similar 
patterns are also to be found in: 

 baho-baho ‘wet’, where the wetness is considered to remain on the outside; compare mobaho ‘wet’, where 
the wetness has penetrated25 

 rea-rea ‘where blood is, blood-stained’; compare merea ‘bleed, bloody’ (literally, ‘suffused with blood’. 
The term merea can also be used in the meaning ‘blood-stained’, for example of clothing or something 
similar, where the blood has penetrated26 

                                                           
25 [from main text, p. 81] Compare: 

da kongko-no baho-baho i-hawe indi’ai 
still remain-3SG.POS REDP-wet 3SG-arrive here 
‘while he was still wet, he arrived here 

One also uses baho-baho, for example, of an article of clothing which is wet from rain.  

26 [from main text, p. 81] Compare: 
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The difference between forms with two-syllable reduplication (wewu-wewu, baho-baho, rea-rea) versus 
corresponding forms with prefix (mowewu, mobaho, merea) is comparable to that between -an versus -ĕn in 
Tontemboan (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:219): the adjective with prefix gives a characteristic which is 
represented as inherent (be it only temporarily so), while the related word with two-syllable reduplication denotes a 
characteristic which is merely external to it, which does not affect it in its existence.   

REDUPLICATION WITH OTHER WORD CLASSES. 

119. With other word classes, reduplication is of lesser significance. The adverbs connect up with the 
adjectives, from which for that matter they are mostly not to be differentiated—for example, se’e-se’eluno (§ 116) is 
comparable to amba-’ambano ‘in the beginning’ (compare amba ‘exactly, next, afterward’, also ‘first’).  

With numerals, two-syllable reduplication mostly has the latter of the two primary meaning mentioned in § 107, 
e.g.: 

 poho-pohona ‘only once’ 

 oru-’orua ira ‘(they are) only two’ 

 opi-’opia ‘merely so many, so few’ 

However, this does not apply back in cases such as sompo-sompo ‘every’ and luwu-luwu ‘all’ (which is stronger 
than luwu); see § 291. One-syllable reduplication occurs with distributive numerals (§ 288). The o- onset of the full 
forms of the numerals two through nine (as in orua ‘two’, otolu ‘three’, etc.) likewise originates from one-syllable 
reduplication (see § 283). 

Other cases of reduplication are mentioned in other connections, especially with the treatment of various of the 
affixes in Chapter 12.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
rea-rea kae-do mia 
REDP-blood hand-3PL.POS person 
‘the people’s hands were blood-stained, blood adhered to them’ 



 

 84 

[p. 82]  

CHAPTER THREE. 

COMPOUNDS. 

——————— 

120. By ‘compounds’ are here understood expressions which form a unit (thus in effect one word, such as 
becomes clear when derivations are made thereof)1 but which are compounded from two or more heterogeneous 
elements which also occur independently; in the latter case however not always in precisely the same form, as it 
occurs repeatedly with compounds that in order to promote unity, the compounding elements undergo certain 
changes. These modifications are of two sorts: (a) omission of prefixes, thus shortening of one of the two members,2 
and (b) prenasalization of the modifying word. Examples follow below. 

In general it is not easy to determine the border between compounds and non-compounds. Whether one has to 
do with a notional unity or duality is often very difficult to make out.3 Just because two words stand in closer 
relationship to each other than with the rest of the sentence does not mean that they therefore form a compound. 
Also it is not always easy to ascertain an accent pattern, because in such a case one has to do with one or more 
secondary stresses, and in practice the difference between primary and secondary stress is difficult to hear. The 
connection in which the compounding elements bind together can have all sorts of grades of fixity, so that it goes 
without saying there are many border cases. That I should have always made a correct judgment in the following 
presentation is hard to believe. In many cases, however, such as shall emerge below, a useful criterion for Mori is 
the place where the suffixed personal pronoun attaches (see § 143 ff.). (In Dutch grammar people are in the habit of 
speaking of ‘separable’ and ‘inseparable’ compounds; in my opinion only the latter deserve the label ‘compound’; 
the former would be better called ‘com-spellings’.) [p. 83]  

The compounds can be divided into COPULATIVE and DETERMINATIVE. 

COPULATIVE COMPOUNDS. 

121. Copulative compounds do not play a very large role in Mori. Some examples are: 

 ngkoraane ngkoramai ‘here and there, hither and thither’ 

 kontahane ngkoloane ‘up and down, to above and to below’ 

 tuwu mate to-lako-mo koa 
live die 1PLN-go-PERF just 
‘whether we should live or die, let us go on!’ 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 82] To this end accent is insufficient in my opinion, but must be accompanied by conceptual unity. 

Otherwise any enclitic (for example mo ‘already’, po ‘just’, etc.) should stand in compound relationship with a word to which it 
is appended, which seems to me to be in conflict with the actual situation. 

2 [footnote 2, p. 82] Herewith the possibility must be mentioned that in certain cases there was no such prefix, or else it did 
not have the same meaning, in the period during which the compound in question originated. 

3 [Postscript, p. 82] Drawing a border between compounds and non-compounds is complicated by the fact that in so many 
cases the language sometimes does make a compound, and then other times does not. That aside, whether or not one has to do 
with a compound or not can still be determined by the placement of particles such as mo (to), po, and koa (§ 244), the placement 
of the personal pronouns of series I (§ 145), etc. 
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 mo’i-mo’ito molo-molowulu  
REDP-black REDP-green 
‘greenish-blackish (a little bit green and a little bit black)’ 

 mongku-mongkuni mororompute (moro-morompute) ‘yellow white’ 

The word bembereke, in Pamona ‘short and stocky’, means ‘fat, corpulent’ in Mori; the word is not felt to be a 
compound in that the constituent elements are not separately known. 

Also one can mention the compound numerals such as: 

 ho-pulu ka opaa   
one-ten and four 
‘fourteen’ 

 asa-’etu ka nomo-pulu ka opitu  
one-hundred and six-ten and seven 
‘one hundred sixty-seven’ 

Compare for example hopulu ka opaa ambau ‘fourteen carabao’, also ambau hopulu ka opaa, less frequently 
hopulu ambau ka opaa, thus without compounding.  

DETERMINATIVE COMPOUNDS. 

122. With determinative compounds, as a rule the modified element is first, the modifying element second. 
They are to be divided into the following groups: (a) compounds in which a substantive is modified; (b) compounds 
in which an adjective is modified, and (c) compounds in which a verb is modified. 

Compounding in which a substantive is modified. 

123. When a substantive has a modifier with it, whether this modifier consists of an adjective or something else, 
by far one can’t always speak of a compound. Only when the two elements together form a single notion, one has to 
do with a compound. The clearest examples are provided by those cases in which a general plant or animal name 
receives a modifier to indicate a species or variety, for example:  

 bou molori ‘slippery fish’ (a very common variety, in Malay called ikan gabus) 

 kotuo raha ‘house betel’ (a variety of betel) 

 punti wue or punti minama a banana (punti) species, the so-called pisang pinang 

 punti bange ‘monkey-banana’ (that is, a wild banana) 

The compounds which consist of a substantive with its modifier can be further divided according to the nature of the 
defining word. Here below shall be treated (a) compounds of a substantive with an adjective (or verb), (b) 
compounds of a substantive with a substantive, and (c) compounds of a substantive with an expression which itself 
is compounded. [p. 84]  

124. α. COMPOUNDS OF A SUBSTANTIVE WITH AN ADJECTIVE (OR VERB). The modifying adjective (verb) 
sometimes remains unchanged, sometimes loses4 its prefix, and sometimes becomes prenasalized (in the latter case 
it has no prefix or else loses it). These three cases exhibit a cline of increasingly narrower connection between the 
modified word and the modifier. Examples are: 
                                                           

4 [footnote 1, p. 86] See footnote 2, p. 82. This remark shall not be repeated again in what follows. 
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 mia mota’u ‘old people, elders, the old, etc.’, as in mia mota’u-do ‘their elders’ (a remaining blood 
relation of the older generation) 

 rombia molori ‘slippery sago’, a kind of sago palm (compare rombia ngkorui below) 

 melemba-mongkuni ‘wearing a yellow jacket’5 

 uwi meharo or uwi haro ‘sweet potato’ (a trailing plant), more precisely uwi (me)haro is the common 
name of all varieties of IPOMOEA BATATAS, not all of which are sweet; compare haro ‘liana’ 

 uwi mekeu, uwi keu ‘cassava’ (a shrub); compare keu ‘wood’ 

 pae mo’ito ‘black rice’ 

 pae menapo ‘rice with scratchy hairs (namely on the husk)’, a variety of rice 

 mia mate ‘dead person, corpse’ 

 mia hadio ‘the crowd, the people, the multitude’ 

 watu pute ‘white rock’ (a variety of rock) 

 one pute ‘white gravel or sand’ (also the name of certain streams near Tinompo, Sampalowo, and Lembo 
Mbelala. 

In the last two cases the prefix of mopute has been lost (unless it was never present), while manu mpute ‘white 
chicken’, koro mpute ‘white heron’ and eu mpute ‘white spinach’ have prenasalization. The reason for this 
difference is not clear, neither is it apparent why next to eu mpute people have eu motaha ‘red spinach’.6 Compare 
further: 

 tonsi kuni ‘name of a small black bird with a yellow patch on its breast’ 

 kotuo lea ‘a kind of betel pepper’; compare molea ‘sharp, hot’ 

 wula ntii ‘full moon’ 

 mokole ntii ‘descended ruler’ 

 pe’olu ntuwu ‘living knot’ (that is, one which can be forced open, versus a pe’olu mate) 

 mia nse’elu ‘the former people, the ancestors’ 

 rombia ngkorui ‘thorny sago palm’ (compare rombia molori above) 

Also words such as our ‘redbreast’, ‘blackhead’, etc. belong herewith. For example: 

 matarawu ‘blind-eye’, the name of a bird; compare morawu ‘poor of sight’ 

 bungkulosu ‘hunchback’; compare bungku ‘back’ 

 karuowowa ‘short-foot’, an alternative name for bonti ‘wild pig’ 
                                                           

5 [Postscript, p. 84] The words melemba-mongkuni do not always form a compound. 

6 [Postscript, p. 84] Indeed in everyday speech people use the expression me’one-mpute, or for that matter one mopute, 
whether or not it can form a compound.  
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 lewe molori ‘slippery leaf’, the name of a plant 

It is not always certain whether the second element of a compound should be considered an adjective or a 
substantive, for example when it is the name of a material or of a people. Thus sinsi nsalaka can be ‘silvery ring’ as 
well as ‘ring of silver’; taku mala both ‘copper lime box’ or ‘lime box made of copper’; and kuro wita both ‘earthen 
cook pot’ as well as ‘cook pot of earth’. [p. 85] Likewise pido nsina ‘Chinese bottle’ or ‘bottle of the Chinese’ (by 
this is indicated a small sort of bottle), lopo walanda ‘imported lopo (a tuberous plant)’, or ‘lopo of the Dutchmen, 
cum suis’.  

125. β. COMPOUNDS OF A SUBSTANTIVE WITH ANOTHER SUBSTANTIVE. If a substantive is further modified by 
another substantive, then one is dealing with one of the relationships which is usually included under the heading of 
‘genitive relationship’, or else the second element is a refinement of the first. 

If the genitive relationship between the compounding elements is of the nature that one can speak of a genitivus 
possessivus,7 then in Mori prenasalization of the modifying (thus second) element is usual provided it is eligible for 
such. Examples are: 

 lewe ngkeu ‘tree leaf’ 

 wiwi ntahi ‘seashore’ (compare wiwi-no tahi andio ‘the shore of this sea’) 

 taku ulu ‘skull’; from taku ‘calabash’, ulu ‘head’ 

 haro kompo ‘intestines’ (cf. § 28) 

 kompo witi ‘calf (of the leg)’ 

 wulu manu ‘chicken feather’ 

 modolo-ngkeu ‘suffering from dolo ngkeu (literally ‘redness of the stem’), a rice disease’ (see further 
J. Kruyt 1924:158–159) 

 i Puru na-m-i pe-laro-ng-keu  
PN Quail NEG-PERF-3SG INTR-inside-LG-tree 
‘Quail no longer lived in the trees, in the forest’ 

 na-m-i pe-’aroa-mia, sine me-’aroa-m-pinotuwu-o-mo8 
NEG-PERF-3SG INTR-inside-person but PART:INTR-inside-LG-animal-3SG-PERF 
‘he no longer had a human nature, but that of an animal’ 

And further cases such as: 

 a n-toto raha 
at LG-under house 
‘under the house’ 

                                                           
7 [footnote 1, p. 85] This applies however only to COMPOUNDING. The usual way for the genitive relationship to be expressed 

is by attaching a third person possessive pronoun; see § 147. The true possessive relationship itself cannot entirely be expressed 
by compounding. In the compounds mentioned here the relationship can be labeled ‘possessive’ only in a grammatical sense, as 
one cannot say that a person or animal ‘owns’ its body parts, a plant its leaves, or an object its subparts. What is here intended is 
the relationship in general between something and that with which it belongs. 

8 [from main text, p. 85] Concerning -o-mo, which thus belongs here with the entire expression me’aroa-mpinotuwu, see 
§ 143. 
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 a n-toto kompo-no 
at LG-under belly-3SG.POS 
‘under his belly’ 

 i laro m-paka 
at inside LG-k.o.plant 
‘between the paka plants’ 

 i laro raha 
at inside house 
‘in the house, at home’ 

 a m-puu m-pewowa 
at LG-vicinity LG-door 
‘by the door’ 

 a m-puu ensa 
at LG-vicinity ladder 
‘by the ladder’ 

 a n-tonga m-pada 
at LG-middle LG-grassy.plain 
‘in the grassy plain’ 

 inso i wawo langi 
from at above dome.of.the.sky 
‘from the heavens’ 

 i bungku inia 
at back village 
‘outside the village’ [p. 86]  

Here the character of the compounding does not translate well into Dutch, because the first element together with 
the preceding particle gets translated as a preposition, whereas in Mori it is a case of the prepositions a or i being 
placed before the compounds toto raha ‘the space under the house’, laro raha ‘the interior of the house’, puu 
mpewowa ‘the vicinity of the door’, etc.9  

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 86] Next to the expressions given here stand other expressions which are not compounds, such as: 

a n-toto-no watu 
at LG-under-3SG.POS stone 
‘under the stone’ 

a laro-(no) bangka 
at inside-3SG.POS boat 
‘in the boat’ 

i tonga-no laromeene 
at middle-3SG.POS atmosphere 
‘in the air’ 

i wawo-no pabawa-no 
at above-3SG.POS power-3SG.POS 
‘standing above him in power’ (lit. ‘above his power’) 

a bungku-(no) raha 
at back-3SG.POS house 
‘behind the house’ 
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In not every case, however, does prenasalization occur with a ‘possessive’ genitive relationship. So they have 
for example: 

 sampa korono ‘small tributary’; compare sampa ‘branch’, korono ‘river’ 

 konso konau ‘the youngest leaf of the aren palm (provided it has not unrolled)’ 

 tangke piso ‘handle of a knife’ 

 taku puri ‘buttocks’10 

 kotuo keu ‘a kind of wild betel pepper which grows in the forest (laro ngkeu)’ 

 i puri tahi ‘at the bottom of the sea’ 

 toto si’e ‘space under a rice barn’ 

In the first three cases given above one might consider the effect of the sound rule of § 28, but with taku puri, kotuo 
keu, puri tahi and toto si’e this is not possible. Furthermore prenasalization is more often left out in Upper Mori 
than it is in Tinompo, and they say for example lewe kau ‘tree leaf’ and wiwi (ng)korono ‘river bank’ for 
respectively Tinompo lewe ngkeu and wiwi ngkorono. 

126. Also when one has to do with a compounded genitive relationship which does not fall under one or the 
other of the groups treated above, prenasalization sometimes continues to be withheld. Examples are: 

 pakuli tehu ‘medicine against mice’ 

 pakuli mahaki ulu ‘medicine against head pain’ 

 pakuli me’ana ‘medicine for having children’ 

 pakuli melere ‘medicine (charms) for farming’11 

 balo baru ‘bamboo container for palm wine’ 

 wala boe ‘enclosure for pigs’, that is ‘a pig pen’ 

 raha ngara ‘horse stall’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Often one can use a form with -no just as well as a compound. Forms with -no appear to be usual with hori and aro (see further 
§ 276): 

ia hori-no wuwu-no 
at side-3SG.POS trap-3SG.POS 
‘next to his trap’ 

i aro-no raha 
at front-3SG.POS house 
‘in front of the house’ 

10 [footnote 2, p. 86] The word taku means ‘calabash, gourd’, but in compounds is used of what resembles such; puri on the 
other hand indicates in general that upon which one or something ‘sits’ (according to the native representation), thus besides a 
person’s seat also the bottom of a tin, kettle, cook pot, boat, etc. 

11 [footnote 3, p. 86] Just as in other Indonesian languages the predicative noun in Mori does not correspond to the Dutch 
infinitive. Rather they use the participle form where we use the infinitive, namely when one speaks about an action in general; 
compare § 220. 
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(actually one can just as well bring these examples under the preceding category), also: [p. 87]  

 pa’a ntobu ‘forest slope’ (the name of a former village) 

 lere benu ‘coconut garden’ 

 manu awu ‘gray chicken’; compare awu ‘ash’, me’awu, awu’awu ‘gray’ 

 wawo nsau ‘mountain which has the shape of a sunhat (sau)’12 

 tulambatu ‘species of hard bamboo’ (in Pamona called woyo watu) 

 keu rea ‘blood tree’, a tree species with red sap 

 pae ngkambuka ‘kambuka rice’, that is to say, a variety or rice which resembles black sugar palm fiber 
(kambuka) 

 sala mpu’u ‘main road’ 

 ata mpu’u ‘head slave’ (J. Kruyt 1924:70–71) 

 wurake mpu’u ‘head priestess’ (J. Kruyt 1924:122 ff.) 

 kinaa mpae pulu ‘cooked sticky rice’ 

 karua itolu ‘the karua of the third day’ (J. Kruyt 1924:58) 

Also belonging herewith are forms such as karu ntowue ‘towue-foot’ (an alternative name for ‘deer’; towue is a 
section of bamboo with which one blows on the fire; the second element of the compound thus indicates that with 
which the first is compared). Further also probably forms such as pole bangka ‘coffin’ in which the first element is 
the stem of a verb of separating or parting (see Chapter 11); mompole means ‘chop through, chop off (transversely)’ 
so that pole bangka probably means ‘a chopping off, a chopped off piece of wood in the form of a boat (bangka)’. 

127. Some appositives are linked by prenasalization to the word with which they form a compound. It is not 
easy to draw a border between appositives and other kinds of modifiers; in fact some of the examples given above 
can be considered as cases of apposition. The following examples can also be mentioned: 

 wua ngkaanga ‘edible fruit, fruit which can be eaten’ (see § 385) 

 keu (m)ponahu ‘firewood’ (etc.; see Chapter 7) 

 raha mpesombaa ‘house of worship’, literally ‘house, place of god-worshipping’ 

Additional examples with -a may be found with the treatment of this suffix in § 380 ff. 

In tua mpasima ‘tax (sima’ulu) collector’, tua mpasubi [p. 88] ‘vaccinator’, tua mpetoro ‘one in authority’, etc., 
the prenasalization is to be explained from the n of Malay tuan ‘lord, sir’.  

128. γ. COMPOUNDS OF A SUBSTANTIVE WITH AN EXPRESSION WHICH ITSELF IS COMPOUNDED. When a 
substantive is modified by an expression which itself consists of more than one word, and therewith then forms a 

                                                           
12 [footnote 1, p. 87] The form wawo usually means ‘upper surface, topside’, but in limited circumstances can also have the 

meaning ‘rise, elevation, hill, mountain’. Compare wawo nango ‘rattan mountain’, the name of the mountain Ponteoa, the abode 
of souls (nango is a variety of rattan). 
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compound, the parts of the modifier—as far as they do not form any compound themselves—also come thereby into 
closer association with each other,13 which can give rise to certain formal changes. So for example in:  

 ngara opitu iki14  
horse seven tail 
‘a horse of seven tails, a seven-tail-er’ 

 To Karu-n-sio-laa15  
people leg-LG-nine-segment 
‘the People with legs of nine-sections’ (the name of a people group) 

 Wuu-n-sio-ropa 
hair-LG-nine-fathom 
‘Nine-fathom-hair’ (the name of a woman whose head hair (wuu) was nine fathoms long) 

By the nature of things it is mostly proper names which form compounds in this way. If this is not the case, then as a 
rule one makes a subordinate clause of the modifier, which happens by placing -no (or rather, some other 
appropriate possessive pronoun) to the last word (substantive) of the modifier,16 for example: 

 kalamboro osio ulu-no  
people.eater nine head-3SG.POS 
‘a people-eater whose heads are nine, a people-eater with nine heads’ 

 tutulu-no mia asa-’asa mbali koroi-no  
story-3SG.POS person REDP-one side body-3SG.POS 
‘the story of someone who only had a half-body’ 

(This person could not decide which of two women he should marry, and so cut himself into two halves so that he 
could marry both.) 

129. Even with the above-mentioned categories, however, we have not yet exhausted the cases of compounds 
in which the modified word is a substantive. So for compounds with tahu and for compounds in which a numeral 
occurs see respectively §§ 360 and 278 ff. The to originating from tau, which occurs in the names of people groups 
(see § 145) also stands in compound relationship with the expression which follows after it (To Molongkuni, To Ulu 
Uwoi). 

                                                           
13 [footnote 1, p. 88] One also finds the same phenomenon when a prefix, not a substantive, is added to the expression, such 

as in mesampa olima ‘with five branches’, mengkaru opaa ‘having four feet or posts’, mentindu orua ‘having two tusks’. But 
mekombia orua ‘having two wives’ is no compound. 

In these cases the prefix me- does not only belong with the substantive, but with the entire form, thus with sampa olima, karu 
opaa, etc. These expressions in and of themselves are not compounds; only when me- is placed preceding does a compound 
come about, just as in tandu rusa sampa olima ‘a five-branched deer antler’. 

14 [from main text, p. 88] Also shortened to ngara pitu iki. The phrase opitu iki ‘seven tails’ by itself is not a compound. 

15 [from main text, p. 88] Compare: 

mia anu osio laa-no karu-no 
person REL nine segment-3SG.POS leg-3SG.POS 
‘people whose legs have nine sections’ 

16 [footnote 2, p. 88] In forming an adjectival subordinate clause, the use of the relativizer anu is not required. 
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Compounding in which an adjective is modified. 

130. The compounds in which the modified word is an adjective, are to be divided into three classes: 
(a) compounds of an adjective with a substantive; [p. 89] (b) compounds of an adjective with the participle form of 
a verb; and (c) compounds of an adjective with another adjective.  

131. α. COMPOUNDS OF AN ADJECTIVE WITH A SUBSTANTIVE. If an adjective is modified by a substantive with 
which it forms a compound, then often the formal changes mentioned in § 120 (prenasalization and loss of prefix) 
likewise occur. Some examples will make this clear: 

 laba mpela’a ‘great of footprint’ (alternative name for ambau ‘carabao’) 

Note that this word exhibits prefix loss of molaba ‘great in its class’ and prenasalization of the predicative noun of 
mela’a (Upper Mori) ‘set the foot down, tread’. Also: 

 bula rapa ‘blaze’ (appellation for a carabao which has a white patch between the horns (rapa); compare 
Pamona mabuya ‘white’. 

 bea mpa’a ‘tired in the thighs’; compare mobea ‘heavy’ 

 hala nsala ‘take the wrong way’17 

 sala mpesala ‘id.’; compare mesala ‘follow a path (sala)’ 

 sala mpoweweu ‘do wrong’ 

 sala weweu ‘have a misfortune, experience something which causes pain or sorrow’ (weweu is to be 
considered passive; see § 230) 

 sala ta’u ‘have a bad harvest’ (compare Adriani & Kruyt 1912b:264; in Pamona this expression has a 
somewhat different meaning) 

 kombo mpu’u for example of a tree which is thick at the base and thin higher up; compare kombo 
‘exhibiting a local thickness’ 

 si sala-laro-ako-no18 
NEG.IMPV wrong-inside-APPL-3SG 
‘don’t worry yourself about it’  

 mia ondau we’u  
person long neck 
‘someone with a long neck’ 

 pae ngguni wulu  
rice yellow body.hair 
‘rice with yellow hairs’ (a variety of rice) 

 pande m-pau  
clever LG-speech 
‘sharp-witted, skillful with the tongue’ 

                                                           
17 [footnote 1, p. 89] Concerning hala and sala, cf. § 116. 

18 [from main text, p. 89] The suffix -ako belongs to the entire expression ‘wrong-of-interior’. 
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Compare this last with pande mepau, said of a small child that can prattle, also meaning ‘clever in speaking’ and 
with pande montutulu ‘good with words, eloquent’, neither of which are compounds.  

One has a different relationship between compounding elements in cases such as: 

 mepulu dinui  
sticky sago.paste 
‘sticky as sago paste’, also ‘do up with pulu dinui (glue made from sago paste)’ 

 mo’ahi n-towu  
delicious LG-sugar.cane 
‘delicious like sugar cane, sweet’ 

Again another relationship occurs in: 

 kona ampa 
hit bamboo.stake 
‘tread on a sharpened bamboo’ 

 kona ulasi-o-mo tehu 
hit snare-3SG-PERF rat 
‘the rat was caught in the snare’ 

 kona (n)-sere ng-kilala  
hit LG-cut LG-k.o.grass 
‘cut by kilala grass’ 

This last is the same as tesere ngkilala. See further § 230.  

132. β. COMPOUNDS OF AN ADJECTIVE WITH THE PARTICIPLE FORM OF A VERB. Although aiwa is formally an 
adjective, nevertheless cases such as: 

 onae aiwa in-ema-ku  
3SG.INDEP come PASS-request-1SG.POS 
‘that’s what I’ve come to ask’ 

belong entirely at home under the heading “compounds of a verb with another verb” treated below. Compare: 

 soso ba i-towoki kita a n-sala, nahi  
k.o.bird if 3SG-cross 1PLN at LG-way NEG  

 to-po-hawe anu lako in-ungke-to 
1PLN-TRI-encounter REL go PASS-seek-1PLN.POS 

 ‘if a soso bird crosses our (one’s) path, we (one) will not obtain that which we (one) go(es) seeking’ 
[p. 90]  

133. γ. COMPOUNDS OF AN ADJECTIVE WITH ANOTHER ADJECTIVE. Also with compounding of two adjectives the 
relationship can be of a varying nature, such as appears from the following examples: 

 motaha motu’a ‘dark red’ 

 motaha mongura ‘light red’ 

 mahaki doito ‘suffering from angst-sickness (convulsions)’ 

 mate ntekewoi ‘die of heartache, yearning’ 
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 langkai hala or kodei hala ‘moderately sized’ 

 hala-hala ondau or hala-hala owowa ‘moderately long’ 

 tehala langkai ‘extremely guilty’ 

In this last case, either tehala langkai aku or tehala aku langkai ‘I am extremely guilty’; the latter is not a 
compound.  

 na-p-i meene n-silolonga  
NEG-INCOMP-3SG bright LG-unclear 
‘it is not yet good light, the day has not yet dawned’ 

However one can also say without compounding: 

 meene-o-mo n-silolonga  
bright-3SG-PERF LG-unclear 
‘it has become completely light’ 

On the same basis mate umolo ‘die of hunger’, umari moiko, umari nsilolonga, umari ntekowali ‘completely 
finished, well done’ may or may not be treated as compounds, though in any case the prenasalization remains. As 
one can see, the modifying adjective among others has the function of an adverbial modifier. It thus becomes 
prenasalized, as the case may be, but this is nothing other than one of the features which tends to occur with 
compounding; see further § 141. 

Compounding in which a verb is modified. 

134. Verbs which are compounded with a modifier can be classified as follows: (a) compounds of a verb with a 
substantive, and (b) compounds of a verb with another verb, an adjective, etc.  

135. α. COMPOUNDS OF A VERB WITH A SUBSTANTIVE. Chief among compounds of a verb and a substantive are 
those in which the second element indicates similarity such as: 

 moturi bonti ‘sleep like a wild pig’ (without a mosquito net) 

 mo’engke mokole ‘take on the airs of a member of the nobility (mokole)’ 

But other relationships between the compounded elements are possible, such as in: 

 lumako bungku ‘go outside’ 

 mo’asi ngkeke ‘carry under the arm’, literally ‘clasp under the armpit (keke)’ 

 mepare awu ‘coiled up’ as it were, ‘rolled up lying or sitting by the hearth (awu)’ (said of a homebody); 
the stem pare is used of the coiling of rope 

 m-pelempa-wongi ira  
PL-set.off-night 3PL 
‘they went at night’ 

 mon-tonda bungku 
PART:TRI-follow back 
‘go behind someone, who has set off prior’ 
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Compare the construction with definite object:19 

 i-tonda bungku ira 
3SG-follow back 3PL 
‘he went behind them’ [p. 91]  

The transitive verbs with indefinite object, which are discussed comprehensively below (§ 221), must also have 
originated from compounding, and rightly of an intransitive verb with a modifier. The present language however no 
longer treats them as such. 

136. β. COMPOUNDS OF A VERB WITH ANOTHER VERB, AN ADJECTIVE, ETC. Whenever one verb follows another, 
mostly these do not stand in compound relationship. Compounding however is the case with lumako mpombio 
(where the second element stands in nominal form with prenasalization, which points to compounding), for 
example: 

 iko l[um]ako m-po-mbio nde muda ndi-raane  
2SG.FUT PART:go LG-TRI-do.what PTCL 2SG.ADD here-go.thither.level 
‘what will you go there yonder to do anyway?’ or ‘what are you going there yonder to do anyway?’ 

(that is to say, ‘it is useless, you would do better not to go away’). But here one is dealing with a fixed expression, 
in contradistinction to lumako mombio ‘go do what?’.  

Other examples of compounding of verbs are: 

 mo-’ala me-wuni 
PART:TRI-get PART:INTR-hide 
‘take away secretly’ (a euphemism for ‘steal’) 

 mong-kaa mentade  
PART:TRI-eat PART:stand 
‘eat standing up’ 

Compare respectively: 

 i-’ala-mewuni-o 
3SG-get-PART:hide-3SG 
‘he took it away secretly’ 

 i-meng-kaa-m-pentade-o20 
2PL-PL-eat-PL-stand-3SG 
‘(you all) eat it standing up!’ 

But expressions such as memboleako moturi ‘lie (down) in order to sleep’, mentoro momama ‘sit down in order to 
use betel-nut, sit in order to chew’, melempa monsoso ‘go to smoke’, meronga mongkaa ‘eat together’21 are not 
compounds. 

                                                           
19 [from main text, p. 90] Compare also i-tonda-o ‘he followed him, he set off after him’, also i bungku-no ‘then he was off’, 

literally ‘after his back’. 

20 [footnote 1, p. 91] Here both parts of the compound receive a plural marker. 

21 [from main text, p. 91] Compare: 

kita m-peronga m-pong-kaa 
1PLN.FUT PL-together PL-TRI-eat 
‘we shall eat together’ 
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Sometimes a verb is compounded with the stem of another verb, such as in: 

 mo-’inu uwoi andio onae-mo ka i-’alu-n-tele-o22  
PART:TRI-drink water this 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-strike-LG-swallow-3SG  

 io rengko 
CN dirt 

 ‘when he drank of this water, immediately he got filth inside’ 

 ku-wangu-n-sule-o 
1SG-erect-LG-rotate-3SG 
‘I set it bottom-up, I placed it in an upside-down position’ 

Compare mowangu ‘set up, erect’ and monsule ‘rotate, such that the two outer ends change places’. 

137. Such as has already been remarked on above, one can only speak of a compound if the compounded 
elements are inseparable, and thus no prefixes or suffixes can be placed in-between (compare the above examples i-
’ala-mewuni-o, i-mengkaa-mpentade-o (§ 136), i-tonda bungku ira (§ 135), etc. where the suffixed personal 
pronoun which cross-references the object is placed AFTER the modifier, and thus does not immediately follow after 
the transitive verb to which it belongs). The personal pronoun which cross-references the object is always placed 
immediately after the verb; if it is separated from it by a modifier, then it emerges from this that these modifiers 
constitute a part of the verb, in other words that one has to do with a compound. The same applies to other suffixes 
and, when the modifier precedes the verb, also to prefixes. According to this criterion [p. 92] one also is dealing 
with compounds whenever a verb is followed by a so-called ‘nexus object’.23 As a result the verb, with the 
adjective (numeral) which follows it—and which as a rule gives the quality which the object obtains as a result of 
the action, or in which it finds itself during the performance of the action24—together constitute a compound. 
Examples are: 

 i-’aha-montaso-o 
3SG-sharpen-sharp-3SG 
‘he sharpened it sharp’ 

 i-nahu-momata-o25 
3SG-cook-unripe-3SG 
‘he has cooked it underdone’ 

 keu-no onae i-wutu-mododo-o  
wood-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP 3SG-bind-tight-3SG 
‘he has tied HIS wood tight’ 

 i-weweu-n-sa’o aku26  
3SG-do-LG-bad 1SG 
‘he did me wrong’, literally ‘he treated me badly’ 

                                                           
22 [from main text, p. 91] i’alunteleo = ipasiteleo; see § 344. 

23 [footnote 1, p. 92] Jespersen (1924:122 ff.) speaks of a ‘nexus object’ in cases such as he cooked it done and I found the 
cage empty, in which it and the cage alone are not objects, but rather the expressions it done and the cage empty in their entirety. 

24 [footnote 2, p. 92] Otherwise one usually uses other constructions. 

25 [from main text, p. 92] Compare however expressions such as mansa-no motaha mo-nahu /at.once-3SG.POS done 
PART:TRI-cook/ ‘then he was done with cooking’ in which motaha apparently is descriptive of the subject (compare motaha aku 
monahu ‘I am done cooking’). These forms must be explained as ‘transposed’ substantive constructions (‘my cooking is done’, 
etc.), see Chapter 5. 
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 i-kaa-momata-o27 
3SG-eat-raw-3SG 
‘he ate it raw’ 

 i-tia-’orua ira  
3SG-divide-two 3PL 
‘he divided them in two’ 

 tia-’otolu akita 
divide-three APPL:1PLN 
‘divide it in three for us’ 

These last expressions may also be constructed without compounding: i-tia ira orua, tia-akita otolu.28 Neither is the 
following a compound (see below §§ 138 and 141):  

 do-men-saari-o olai ntu’u 
3PL-PL-chase-3SG far truly 
‘they chased him very far away’ 

and one finds yet another kind of construction in examples such as: 

 piingko i-kaa-no 
finished.up 3SG-eat-3SG 
‘he ate it up’ 

 motu’i i-sile’i-o 
dry 3SG-lick-3SG 
‘he licked it all up’ 

 morina i-kuri-o 
clean 3SG-crop-3SG 
‘he ate the leaves (of the tree) clean off’ 

138. The following examples illustrate other cases of compounding of a verb with an adjective (see also § 141 
below): 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
26 [footnote 3, p. 92] Compare the following, which contains a ‘transposed’ substantive construction (§ 217): 

maupo i-mosa’o i-me-weweu aku 
although 2PL-bad 2PL-PL-do 1SG 
‘even though you all have treated me badly’ 

27 [footnote 4, p. 92] Also with prefix loss: mongkaa mata ‘eat raw food’.  

28 [from main text, p. 92] Compare also: 

to-m-pe-tia tolu n-tia 
1PLN-PL-INTR-divide three LG-divide 
‘let’s divide ourselves into three divisions’ 

m-pe-tia kami tolu n-tia 
PL-INTR-divide 1PLX three LG-divide 
‘we (excl.) have divided ourselves into three divisions’  

(also mpetia tolu ntia kami in the same meaning). 
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 onae-mo ki-m-pelempa-’olai-ako andio kami lako men-teo-o 
3SG.INDEP-PERF 1PLX-PL-go-far-APPL this 1PLX.FUT go PL-convey-3SG  

 ana mami ta lako mesikola i Poso 
child 1PLX.POS 3SG.FUT go PART:attend.school at Poso 

 ‘that for which we have thus far gone, is that we are on our way to bring our son, who will go to school 
in Poso’, literally ‘therefore we have gone thus far…’ 

 i-tonda-merangku-o  
3SG-follow-close-3SG 
‘he followed him closely’ 

 popau-mosa’o ira  
speak.about-bad 3PL 
‘speak badly of them’ [p. 93]  

 i-pisi-meroku-o29 
3SG-nip-powerful-3SG 
‘he nipped it hard’ 

 g[in]ili manggali maate, g[in]ili ng-koana tuuwu  
PASS:rotate left die PASS:rotate LG-right live 
‘turned to the left it dies, turned to the right it lives’ (the answer to this riddle is lantera ‘a lamp’) 

 me’iwali pa’i 
PART:be.enemy bitter 
‘live in bitter enmity’ 

 monako pa’i30  
PART:steal bitter 
‘be terribly thievish’ 

139. Cases in which a numeral occurs as modifier are: 

 l[in]ae-m-pohona  
PASS:stripe-LG-once 
‘striped once, supplied with one set of parallel lines’ (for example a mat) 

 ku-lae-m-pohona-o 
1SG-stripe-LG-once-3SG 
‘I striped it once’ 

Confer also the forms such as mesampa olima ‘with five branches’ mentioned in footnote 1, page 88. See also 
§ 137. 

140. Sometimes the modifier does not come after, but rather before the verbal part of the form, as for example 
in: 

 ku-sala-ronge-o  
1SG-mistaken-hear-3SG 
‘I heard wrong’ 

                                                           
29 [from main text, p. 93] Synonymous with meroku i-pisi-o, with a ‘transposed’ substantive construction (§ 211 ff.). 

30 [from main text, p. 93] Also monako api.  
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 ku-sala-n-timbanga-o  
1SG-mistaken-LG-balance-3SG 
‘I calculated it wrong’ 

Sometimes however this merely appears to be the case, such as in: 

 ku-mpena peha-o luwu su’ului-no buaea,  
1SG-take.opportunity break-3SG all egg-3SG.POS crocodile  

 asa ng-karadali arau 
one LG-recess that.over.there 

 ‘let me just once break all the crocodile eggs, an entire tree recess full’ 

where peha-o is a participle form, actually a virtual -um-form (compare the treatment of -um- in §§ 222 and 365), so 
that this example belongs with the cases mentioned in § 219. Perhaps one should consider that this latter 
construction has originated from the former, so that for example: 

 ka ku-’amba r[um]onge-o  
and 1SG-then PART:hear-3SG 
‘and then (just then) I heard it’ 

should have precipitated from a compound *ku-’amba-ronge-o, compare ku-sala-ronge-o.  

141. Such as has already emerged from certain examples above (§§ 133 and 138), in the compounding of an 
adjective or verb with another adjective, the latter can have the function of an adverbial modifier. Definitely not 
always does an adverb stand in compound relationship with the verb to which it belongs. In moturi ntekowali ‘sleep 
well’ for example, one does not have a compound, as people say moturi aku ntekowali ‘I slept well’, etc. Thus next 
to the first example given in § 138 also stands a sentence such as: 

 onae-mo tokoa ku-pelempe-ako olai andio  
3SG.INDEP-PERF in.reality 1SG-go-APPL far this 
‘that’s why I have gone this far’ 

In metea ntekosi ‘fight stalwartly’ one has a border case as one can say metea ntekosi ira ‘they fought well’, but also 
metea ira ntekosi ‘id.’.31 Probably also here the method without compounding is the younger, witness the 
prenasalization in ntekowali, ntekosi, etc. which without doubt is to be explained from the original compounding. 
This prenasalization—which occurs only with certain initial consonants—is to a certain extent a hallmark of the 
adverbs, even though it sometimes fails to show up (monako pa’i, etc.), and moreover in certain cases it is also 
encountered with adjectives which constitute part of a compound. [p. 94]  

[Translator’s note: In his list of corrections to Volume 1, Esser felt the following examples—though valid 
expressions—should be omitted as they did not illustrate well his point at hand. Despite no longer being integrated 
into the text, nonetheless these examples are retained here as valid instances of the language.] 

 melemba bonti ‘wear a wild pig (skin) as clothing’ [originally p. 85] 

 mesala bangka ‘travel on water, make use of a boat in order to go away somewhere’, from the 
compound sala bangka ‘waterway’ [originally p. 90] 

 mesala wita ‘travel by land’, from the compound sala wita [originally p. 90] 

                                                           
31 [Postscript, p. 93] According to this criterion moturi nsilolonga, moturi moiko, moturi ntakau ‘sleep well’, mesambe’e 

moiko ‘be close friends’ etc. are also borderline cases.  
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 pinulu ngkume ‘sealed up with pulu ngkume (a vegetable adhesive, namely a very tough, viscous resin)’; 
the resin sometimes called just kume, but kume by itself more properly refers to the tree which produces 
this adhesive [originally p. 90] 

 i-wala-molaa-o32  
3SG-enclosure-spaced.far.apart-3SG 
‘he supplied it (field) with a wala molaa (a fence, the posts of which stand far apart from each other)’ 
[originally bottom of p. 92] 

 i-totowo-o kombia-no kalamboro s[um]alangka-labu-o  
3SG-approach-3SG spouse-3SG people.eater PART:hand.trap-iron-3SG 
‘the wife of the people eater went toward him, and caught him under an iron hand trap’ [originally 
bottom of p. 92]

                                                           
32 [footnote 6, p. 92] In this and the following example, one has to do with verbs which are derived from compound 

expressions (wala molaa, salangka labu). 
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[p. 95]  

CHAPTER FOUR. 

THE PRONOUNS. 

——————— 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 

142. The possessive pronouns are nothing other than particular, suffixed forms of the personal pronouns. The 

same applies of the short pronominal elements which occur in conjugated forms, except that instead of being suffixed 

they are prefixed. These pronouns must therefore be handled together. 

In Tinompo six sets of personal pronouns need to be distinguished,1 shown here in Table 1. A comprehensive 

treatment of each set follows.2 

TABLE 1. PRONOUN SETS IN TINOMPO  

 Suffixed Prefixed (a) Independent 

 I 

as subject 

or object 

II 

possessive 

III 

in future 

forms 

IV 

in conjugated 

forms 

V VI 

1SG    aku (b) -ku aku (ku-) ku- (o)ngkue (ungkue) ngkuda(’a) 

2SG    -ko (c) -mu ko-, iko u- (o)mue (umue) muda(’a) 

3SG    -o (d) -no    (ta, ita) (e) i- (o)nae nada(’a) 

1PLN (f) kita -to kita to- (o)tae ntada(’a) 

1PLX (g) kami mami kami ki- (o)mami mamida(’a) 

2PL komiu miu (i)komiu i- (o)miu mida(’a) 

3PL ira -do ira do- (o)ndae ndada(’a) 

(a) the pronouns of Set III, while dependent, are not all prefixing. 

(b) concerning the form -akune, see § 165. 

(c) -ko is not used following the suffix I-ako but rather -mu, the second singular form of Set II, e.g. 

 i-’ala-ako-mu /3SG-get-APPL-2SG/ ‘he took it for you’. This is the case in Tinompo, Watu,  

 Karunsi’e and Padoe. The Upper Mori dialects, however, use -akoko, just as do Moiki and Tiu. 

(d) see § 143, subsection (b). 

(e) see § 150. 

(f) with inclusion of the person addressed, see § 157. 

(g) with exclusion of the person addressed, see § 157. 

                                                           

1 [footnote 1, p. 95] Concerning a seventh set, see § 150. 

2 [footnote 2, p. 95] An inventory of the forms of the pronouns in the other Mori dialects is given in § 164. Refer there also 

for their derivation (§ 165 ff.).  
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As one can see, the pronouns of Sets I and III are almost entirely the same. The old personal pronouns iao and ho’io 

come up for discussion in § 162. [p. 96]  

While the plural forms of verbs and adjectives can only be used of THREE OR MORE persons or things, the plural 

of the personal pronouns in Mori (as in other Indonesian languages) can also be used when TWO persons are spoken 

of. Naturally all this applies in accordance with the rules regarding the assignment of number in Mori (see § 254 ff.) 

Set I. 

143. The dependent, suffixed pronouns of Set I have a considerable function in Mori; in certain cases they 

denote the subject, in other cases the object. When this subject or object is further realized elsewhere in the clause, 

then this pronoun is QUASI-PLEONASTIC. One cannot speak here of a true PLEONASM, in that another, less elaborated 

construction is not possible.3 Indeed this is a little wordy, but in the present-day language an obligatory way of 

expressing oneself has arisen from what was originally a pleonasm. 

The following are the cases in which the pronouns aku, -ko, etc. occur:4 

(a) With transitive verbs with definite object, in order to indicate the object; the object can, then, as 

circumstances may require, receive further expression elsewhere e.g. as a substantive, but the pronominal indication 

is always obligatory. Concerning certain apparent exceptions, see below. 

(b) With intransitives and transitives with indefinite object (in the participial form) or adjectives (not 

conjugated), in order to indicate the subject, whether or not named elsewhere in the clause (compare further 

subsection (a) above). In this case however the third person singular form -o is used with a large number of words 

usually only in combination with one of the particles mo or po (see § 246), thus in these cases with -omo or -opo 

added (see § 145). When in the third person no pronoun -o is used, equivalent lengthening can occur; see § 18, in 

this connection compare also §§ 173 and 210.5 

(c) With numerals (under the circumstances set forth below).6 [p. 97]  

The pronoun o is attached without glottal, aku and ira with glottal. The following forms may serve as a 

paradigm (from the stem kita ‘see’): 

                                                           

3 [from footnote 2, p. 96] Pleonastic or quasi-pleonastic expression of subjects and objects through a pronoun occurs in 

many languages of the eastern part of the Archipelago, for example Bugis, Makasarese, Sumbanese, Bimanese; see the entry for 

Bugis in Paulus (1917-1921); § 184 in Matthes (1875); § 139 in Matthes (1858); footnote, p. 56 in “Kan men bij de talen van 

den Indischen Archipel eene westelijke en eene oostelijke afdeeling onderscheiden?” (Jonker 1914:369); Onvlee (1925:lix, lxi-

lxii); and Jonker (1896:71, 138). 

4 [footnote 1, p. 96] By the nature of things no particle can be inserted between the suffixed pronoun and the form to which it 

is attached: primarily the attached suffix makes the form complete. The custom followed for practical reasons of writing a form 

which contains a suffix of two or more syllables (e.g. aku) as two words, could lead one to the wrong conclusions.  

5 [Postscript, p. 96] For the sake of completeness, note that when the subject of the clause is anu (thus in relative clauses), as 

a rule no personal pronoun is used, from which it clearly appears that anu is actually nothing more than an article, and the 

predicate of the relative clause an attribute of the word on which it is dependent (see § 207). When anu means ‘they who…’ then 

ira can be used, for example: 

anu me-moluwe ira 

REL PL-lazy 3PL 

‘they who are lazy’ 

but this is not necessary; see § 207 ff. 

6 [from footnote 2, p. 96] The occurrence of pronouns with numerals has parallels in Rotinese and Letinese among others 

(Jonker 1915:297 ff., 303). 
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 i-kita  aku ‘he sees me’ 

 i-kita-ko ‘he sees you’ 

 i-kita-o ‘he sees him, her, it’ 

 i-kita  kita ‘he sees us (inclusive)’ 

 i-kita  kami ‘he sees us (exclusive)’ 

 i-kita  komiu ‘he sees you all, he sees you (polite)’ 

 i-kita  ira ‘he sees them, he sees him, her (polite)’ 

In certain cases an n occurs preceding o. This n is the original final consonant of the word in question, which—

though at present otherwise lost—has remained preserved preceding the suffix o. This is the case with the suffix -ako 

(Javanese –akĕn), for example ku-tiso-ako-no ‘I showed him it’ and with mongkaa ‘eat’, stem kaan, thus u-kaa-no 

‘you eat it’, etc.7 These cases shall be treated as exceptional in the present work.8 

It must be further noted that in the Impo dialect when o and iro indicate the subject, in general they appear to be 

attached without any intervening glottal, and as object with glottal; but in Molio’a as a rule in both cases with glottal. 

Next to glottal stop, ng is also sometimes encountered, for example Impo ku-polele-ngo /1SG-spread-3SG/ ‘I brought 

it (news) over’ (stem lele, Bugis, Makasarese id.) (in the same contexts also ngiro and ngaku, pronominal suffixes of 

respectively the third person plural and first person singular).. 

144. WITH TRANSITIVE VERBS WITH DEFINITE OBJECT, IN ORDER TO INDICATE THE OBJECT. The pronouns aku, ko, 

etc. occur as object in the following sentences: 

� po-tuwu aku 

CAUS-live 1SG 

‘let me live!’ 

� borono i-potae i Bange: aku n[um]ahu-ko, Bibiundi! 

then 3SG-say PN Monkey 1SG.FUT PART:cook-2SG Wild.Duck 

‘then Monkey said: I’m going to cook you, Wild Duck!’ 

� gagi motae i Tehu: isua nde tuu ka  

thus PART:say PN Rat where PTCL be.there and  

 ku-ronge-o nganga-mu 

1SG-hear-3SG voice-2SG.POS 

 ‘then Rat said: Well, come on, let me hear your voice once!’ (lit. ‘…that I hear it your voice’) 

� nahi moiko ke ba to-kaa-kaa-no? 

NEG good INTERROG if 1PLN-REDP-eat-3SG 

‘Is it not allowed to taste it?’ 

� borono i-kaa ira i Ngeo 

then 3SG-eat 3PL PN Cat 

‘then Cat ate them up’ 

� tabulu in-ehe-mu, aiwa-mo tonda kami  

if PASS-want-2SG.POS come-PERF follow 1PLX 

‘when you will, come then (and) follow us’ (go then together with us) 

                                                           

7 [Postscript, p. 97] One can well also say u-kaa-o etc.  

8 [footnote 1, p. 97] In the dialects various inserted consonants occur with the attachment of o, etc., namely glottal stop, ng, 

and h. As far as we are not dealing here with original final consonants, these sounds are to be considered of secondary origin 

through phonetic phenomena (or by analogy), an hypothesis which is further strengthened when one considers the suffixes -a and 

-ako; see respectively §§ 380 and 388. 
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In certain cases an object pronoun does not occur where one might be expected. A prime case is motae ‘say’, 

which takes on the airs of a transitive verb when it occurs at the beginning of a sentence (compare Chapter 5 and 

§ 151), for example: 

� i-potae bange andio: tewala kanatuu, Puu-puu,   

3SG-say monkey this when like.that Pigeon  

 io bou-mu-mo koa ku-’ala-o 

CN fish-2SG.POS-PERF just 1SG-get-3SG 

 ‘the monkey said: In that case, Pigeon, I’ll take your fish’ 

next to cases in which just the participle form occurs: 

� motae i Su’ului-manu andio: … 

PART:say PN Egg-chicken this 

‘Chicken Egg said: …’ 

Although one can consider the verb ‘say’ to notionally lie between transitive and intransitive, nevertheless i-potae 

‘he said…’, do-potae ‘they said…’, etc.—where such occur sentence initially—are not to be interpreted as transitive. 

A form such as i-potae could by way of exception have originated via straightforward ‘transposition’ from potae-no 

‘his saying (was)…’ (see Chapter 5). Possibly such forms originally didn’t occur at the beginning, compare: 

� humbee moiko, i-potae i Bange, po-liwo-mo ka to-lako 

yes good 3SG-say PN Monkey TRI-pack-PERF and 1PLN-go 

‘Well good, said the Monkey. Make everything ready, so that we can go.’ 

Next to motae stands ko’aro-’aroa ‘think’, which is constructed in entirely the same way, thus ku-ko’aro-’aroa ‘I 

think…’, etc. (next to ko’aro-’aroa aku, etc.; the forms ko’aro-’aroa-o and ko’aro-’aroa alone appear not to be 

customary). [p. 98]  

The verbs which mean ‘able’, ‘willing’, ‘dare to’, and the such occupy a separate position. Many languages treat 

them as intransitives (Jonker 1911:287–288), and Mori is similar. Some equivalents of these notions occur only in 

certain positions or collocations (especially with the negative). An object is not indicated. Examples are:9 

� nahi kubuku10 ‘I will not’ 

� nahi ku-buku l[um]ako  

NEG 1SG-will PART:go 

‘I will not go’ 

� nahi kubehe, nahi ku’ehe11 ‘I will not’  

                                                           

9 [Postscript, p. 98] Strictly speaking, the words kakaha ‘will’ and sapa and taha ‘dare’ are adjectives; they can however be 

mentioned in this connection in that they connect up in meaning with the verbs. 

10 [Postscript, p. 98] The transitive stem mobuku also occurs in Tinompo in the sense of ‘be up to (a task)’, for example: 

nahi buku-o gagi kapala 

NEG up.to-3SG become village.head 

‘he’s not up to being head of the village’ 

[footnote 2, p. 98] Compare Molio’a ka kubuku’o ‘I cannot do it’, Napu nabuku ‘he can do it’. One must suppose a connection 

with wuku ‘bone’ (seat of power), compare Pamona membuku (stem wuku) ‘do one’s best’, Napu parimbuku ‘do your best’.  

11 [from main text, p. 98] Next to the intransitive umehe, and transitive mo’ehe, umehe’o ‘like it, find pleasure in, be content 

with’, etc. (see §§ 221–222), as in respectively: 
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� nahi kukakaha ‘I will not’ 

� nahi kusapa, nahi kutaha ‘I dare not’ 

� na-m-i hori mbo’u sapa l[um]ako mon-saku asa-’asa-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG ever again dare PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago REDP-one-3SG.POS 

‘from that time on he no longer dared at all to go sago chipping by himself’ 

In Padoe one has similar forms of the stem poli, for example: 

� la ku-poli meleluako 

NEG 1SG-able PART:move.oneself 

‘I cannot move myself’ [Padoe] 

In Tinompo one uses such a form WITH object,12 for example: 

� tabulu u-poli-o koa, omue-mo koa po-wala bangka atuu 

when 2SG-able-3SG just 2SG.INDEP-PERF just TRI-chop boat that 

‘when you are able to, YOU just go ahead and chop such a vessel’ 

The verb mompoli ‘able to do’ can also occur in the meaning ‘having ability, rich’.  

Concerning the object pronoun markers treated in this section, see further § 209, and especially the treatment of 

the suffix -ako beginning with § 388. 

145. WITH ADJECTIVES, INTRANSITIVE VERBS, AND TRANSITIVE VERBS WITH INDEFINITE OBJECT, IN ORDER TO 

INDICATE THE SUBJECT. The following may serve as a paradigm of an adjective with a pronoun of Set I as subject: 

 mahaki  aku ‘I am sick’ 

 mahaki-ko ‘you are sick’ 

 mahaki-o-mo ‘he, she it is sick’ 

 mahaki  kita ‘we (inclusive) are sick’ 

 mahaki  kami ‘we (exclusive) are sick’ 

 mahaki  komiu ‘you all are sick, you (polite) are sick’ 

 mahaki  ira ‘they are sick, he, she (polite) is sick’13 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

na-hina anu um-ehe 

NEG-exist REL PART-want 

‘there was no one who would’ 

lere-no ue-mu nahi po-’ehe rengko 

field-3SG.POS grandparent-2SG.POS NEG TRI-want dirt 

‘the field of your grandfather (grandmother, master, mistress) does not suffer dirt’ (a riddle, the answer to which is ‘the 

eye’). 

12 [Postscript, p. 98] One also uses poli in Tinompo without object, namely in cases such as: 

nahi poli ka to-to’ori-o luwu 

NEG able and 1PLN-know-3SG all 

‘it is impossible for one to know everything’ 

hadio angga-a-no poli koa i-lako moturi 

much work-NZR-3SG.POS able just 3SG-go PART:sleep 

‘though he has much work, nevertheless he finds the opportunity to go sleep’ (lit., ‘nevertheless it is possible that 

he…’) (spoken disapprovingly) 

13 [footnote 5, p. 98] These last four are actually dual forms; see § 220. 
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Besides adjectives, participle forms of intransitive verbs (and of transitive verbs with indefinite object; compare 

§ 221) can be constructed in the same way. Examples are: 

� onae ka i-butu dahu tia-no nde mo’ia  

3SG.INDEP and 3SG-merely dog divide-3SG.POS because PART:live  

 i wita-no ama-no  

at land-3SG.POS father-3SG.POS 

 ‘the reason that he only received the dog was because he lived in the land of his father’14  

� mawongko-o-mo aroa-do nde m-po-hawe ira-mo kinaa-do  

pleased-3SG-PERF insides-3PL.POS because LG-TRI-encounter 3PL-PERF food-3PL.POS 

‘they were pleased (it gladdened their hearts) that they had found food for themselves’ [p. 99]  

� omue mia koa me’ana-ako-mu; ongkue tebosi aku  

2SG.INDEP person just PART:have.child-APPL-2SG 1SG.INDEP burst 1SG  

 a n-tulambatu 

at LG-k.o.bamboo 

 ‘you, it was a person who gave birth to you; as for me, I burst out of a bamboo’ 

� marugi-ko-mo namia Bonti-bonti, nde lemba-mu mo’ai, 

suffer.loss-2SG-PERF EMPH Little.Wild.Pig because jacket-2SG.POS burning  

 tedonta ia api 

fallen at fire 

 ‘you’ve been had, Little Wild Pig, because your jacket is burning, it has fallen into the fire’ 

� in-ehe-no-mo, nde kana-o-mo15 tandu-no  

PASS-want-3SG.POS-PERF because resemble-3SG-PERF horn-3SG.POS  

 ambau-no kalamboro 

carabao-3SG.POS people.eater 

 ‘it pleased him, because it was a fair copy of the horns of the people-eater’s carabao’ 

The third person singular o does occur in certain circumstances without mo or po following. Prime examples are 

the words used to denote ‘there is, there are…’, namely hina-o ‘there is, there are’,16 ndio-o ‘id., namely here’, rau-o 

‘id., namely yonder on the same level’, lou-o ‘id., namely lower’, tahu-o ‘id., higher’ (for the last four expressions, 

see § 178). Examples are: 

� oleo mbo’u kana anu hina-o koa ntu’u nohu    

sun still like REL exist-3SG just truly rice.mortar  

 ba to-ko-konto-o 

if 1PLN-REDP-stare.at-3SG 

 ‘the sun is just as if there were a rice mortar if one looks toward it fixedly’ 

                                                           

14 [Translator’s note: This example appears not to illustrate Esser’s point at hand.] 

15 [from main text, p. 99] The form kana ‘like, as’, without pronoun, is constructed as an adverb. 

16 [footnote 1, p. 99] This word occurs in this meaning only in the singular; even where the plural would be expected, one 

still uses hina-o (this does not apply when hina is used in the meaning ‘be born’). 
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� i-keke-o, da rau-o 

3SG-dig-3SG still be.over.there-3SG 

‘he dug toward it (toward the buried ring), there it was still’ 

� mansa-no mekule i raha mia mate da ndio-o 

as.soon.as-3SG.POS PART:return at house person dead still be.here-3SG 

‘whn he returned to the house, there the dead body was still’ 

� da lou-o mbo’u 

still be.down.there-3SG again 

‘there he (she, it) was still, there it was still (down there)’ 

This same pattern is also found with a large, related group of deictics, e.g. raane-o, tahane-o, ramai-o, ndiraane-o, 

ndiramai-o, etc. (see further §§ 186 and 188).  

Besides the cases just mentioned above, the pronoun o can also be suffixed to various other adjectives and verbs 

without mo or po necessarily following. These forms stand entirely in line with the forms without o (in certain cases 

the vowel of the first syllable exhibits lengthening),17 but occur, generally speaking, less frequently, and it seems 

mostly not by themselves but only in combination with a modifier or else when one repeats a single word of a 

question in order to acknowledge the affirmative, for example: 

� mate-o a wana 

dead-3SG at forest 

‘he died in the wana (forest in the mountains)’ 

� usa-o tokoa 

rain-3SG in.reality 

‘so it is raining’ (compare uusa ‘it rains’) 

� tetadi ke lampu-mu? tetadi-o  

lost INTERROG lamp-2SG.POS lost-3SG  

‘Is your lamp lost?’  ‘Yes’ 

This especially applies to verbs, but o is often used by itself with a large group of adjectives, e.g. morina-o ‘it is 

clean, neat’, tondu-o ‘it is sunken’, motu’i-o ‘it is dry’, etc.  

146. WITH CARDINAL NUMBERS. The mentioned set of personal pronouns are used with cardinal numbers when 

the persons, things, etc. being counted are conceived of as INDIVIDUAL, thus not as a group or collective. This means 

(as no pronouns occur with asa ‘one’18) that only the plural forms (kita, kami, komiu, ira) appear with the numerals. 

The mentioned contrast (individual - collective) receives further discussion in the treatment of number (§§ 254–257). 

                                                           

17 [Postscript, p. 99] For that matter hiina, ndiio, tuuu, etc. are used next to hina-o, ndio-o, tuu-o, etc.; see the final 

paragraph of § 178. 

18 [footnote 2, p. 99] Compare: 

asa-mo ana-do 

one-PERF child-3PL.POS 

‘they already have one child’ 

with: 

hina-o asa tehu, ana-no opitu ira 

exist-3SG one rat child-3SG.POS seven 3PL 

‘there was once a rat, which had seven children’ 

(mostly ana-no opitu ira means ‘her seven children’). 
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It will suffice here to point out about it (as stands to reason) that [p. 100] the pronouns occur mostly with PERSONS, 

and which is also sometimes the case with ANIMALS, but OBJECTS are usually thought of collectively.19 Examples are: 

� i-kita ira-mo otolu ira mia 

3SG-see 3PL-PERF three 3PL person 

‘he saw three persons’ 

(The pronoun under consideration is thus used twice, with the verb and again with the numeral.) 

� hina-o20 orua ira mia anu l[um]ako mesantu i singge 

exist-3SG two 3PL person REL PART:go PART:play.santu at other  

 inia-a-no 

village-NZR-3SG.POS 

 ‘there were two people who went thrumming on the santu (a musical instrument of half a coconut shell 

with wood, bamboo and a string) (in the story, also more than one) in another place’ 

� mansa-no l[um]ako i-kita ira-mo nana’ote andio   

as.soon.as-3SG.POS PART:go 3SG-see 3PL-PERF child this  

 osio ira tahu ira m-pedolo 

nine 3PL be.up.there 3PL PL-bathe 

 ‘as she was going (there), she saw the nine children, upstream bathing’ 

� nde m-pekakai kami-mo anu opaa kami andio 

because PL-pray 1PLX-PERF REL four 1PLX this 

‘because we four had said a prayer’ (andio ‘this’ can be omitted in the translation) 

One sometimes also finds the same construction with hadio ‘many’, for example: 

                                                           

19 [Postscript, p. 99] The loss of the pronoun ira following the numeral in cases such as: 

mia otolu anu me-laki Dale (also   otolu  mia  anu… ) 

person three REL PL-go:to Dale 

‘it was three people who went to Dale’ 

ku-tena ira mia otolu 

1SG-order 3PL person three 

‘I sent out three people’ 

can be explained in accordance with § 255 (last part), or from the requirement nevertheless to use an indication of the plural with 

mia ‘person’, even with the collective interpretation, compare: 

tembia-do pato mia 

carry.load-3PL.POS four person 

‘a carry-load for four people’ 

tembia-no pato mia 

carry.load-3SG.POS four person 

‘a carry-load for four people’ 

Also iterative numerals are also sometimes supplied with a suffixed personal pronoun, e.g.: 

pendua-o-mo i-lako 

twice-3SG-PERF 3SG-go 

‘he has already gone twice’ 

the same as penduamo ilako, but this is presumably not original but to be ascribed to analogy with the adjectives, and thus 

belongs under § 145. 

20 [footnote 1, p. 100] See footnote 1, p. 99. 
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� mia asa m-pu’u mia hadio ira 

person one LG-base person many 3PL 

‘one stock of people means many people’ 

(that is to say, one speaks of mia asa mpu’u only when the household in question consists of more than a few people, 

thus not said, for example, of a parent with one child). 

On the other hand the counted persons or things are conceived of as a group in the following sentences: 

� mansa-do ari n-teriso, tepakosi-o-mo sio pulu mia 

as.soon.as-3PL.POS first PL-assemble set.apart-3SG-PERF nine ten person 

‘when they had finished deliberating, ninety men were set apart (designated as particular)’ 

� l[um]ako-o-mo wawa-ako-no io sumpere rua botoli;   

PART:go-3SG-PERF carry-APPL-3SG CN pumpkin two round.object  

 anu aasa asa-’asa wuku-no, anu (a)asa mbo’u21 otolu wuku-no 

REL one REDP-one seed-3SG.POS REL one still three seed-3SG.POS 

 ‘he went bringing him two pumpkins (Malay labu); the one had just one seed, the other had three seeds’ 

Set II. 

147. The following paradigm shows the possessive pronouns in combination with an accompanying substantive: 

 rombia-ku ‘my sago palm, my sago palms, a sago palm of mine, sago palms of mine,  

          my sago, sago of mine’ 

 rombia-mu ‘your sago palm’, etc. 

 rombia-no ‘his, her sago palm’, etc. 

 rombia-to ‘our (inclusive) sago palm’, etc. 

 rombia mami ‘our (exclusive) sago palm’, etc. 

 rombia miu ‘your (plural or polite singular) sago palm’, etc. 

 rombia-do ‘their sago palm, his, her (polite singular) sago palm’, etc. 

A possessive pronoun is also used in cases where we employ ‘for’, namely in sentences such as: 

� da hina-o inahu-no ke nada?22 

still exist-3SG side.dish-3SG.POS INTERROG 3SG.ADD 

‘is there (also) still some side dish for him?’ 

In parallel with what was treated in the preceding paragraphs, the quasi-pleonastic use of aku etc. also goes for 

-no and -do as genitive markers. In a [p. 101] ‘genitive of possession’ (in the broadest sense of this phrase), the 

grammatical ‘possessor’ in so far as it does not stand in compound relationship with the preceding word (see § 125), 

is always indicated by a possessive pronoun, even if further specification by means of a substantive or proper name 

follows.23 This latter need not immediately follow the possessive pronoun, but can be separated therefrom by one or 

more particles; see § 258 and below. Examples are: 

 

                                                           

21 [Postscript, p. 100] Both anu aasa mbo’u and anu asa mbo’u are correct. 

22 [footnote 2, p. 100] Here ke is interrogative particle; regarding nada, see § 156. 

23 [footnote 1, p. 101] The same characteristic is known in Javanese among other places. 
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� wiwi-no uwoi 

edge-3SG.POS water 

‘the edge of the water’ 

� a m-pu’u-no-mo isa’a baru 

at LG-base-3SG.POS-PERF genuine aren.palm 

‘exactly at the foot of the aren palm’ 

� pau-pau-do i Tongke ka i Puru 

story-3PL.POS PN Hornbill and PN Quail 

‘the story of Hornbill and Quail’ 

� kumisi-do mia i Tinompo ka To Watu 

district.head-3PL.POS person at Tinompo and people Watu 

‘the district head of (the people in) Tinompo and of the To Watu’ 

As one can see, -do is also used even when the word which immediately follows is singular, provided the entire 

subject of the grammatical possession is plural.  

One does not have a ‘genitive of possession’ in cases such as: 

� me-hawe ira-mo luwu mia asa inia andio 

PL-arrive 3PL-PERF all people one village this 

‘they all came, the people of the whole village’, lit. ‘…the people (amounting to) the whole village (full)’ 

� kaanga rua oleo 

food two day 

‘food for two days’ 

� baku rua oleo 

provision two day 

‘provisions for two days’ 

� wulaa puhe-no mokole n-tii 

gold navel-3SG.POS ruler LG-descend 

‘gold of the umbilical cord of the descended ruler’ 

See § 258. In the last example one has to do with apposition (‘the gold, the umbilical cord…’), but in the previous 

three examples with modification. The expressions kaanga rua oleo, baku rua oleo may or may not be treated as 

compounds, e.g. baku-rua-oleo-ku or baku-ku rua oleo ‘my two-day provisions’, etc. Compare §§ 126–127 in the 

chapter on Compounds. 

With an ACTIVE verbal noun the object must be placed in the accusative; just as in related languages, a genitivus 

objectivus is excluded (see Chapter 7). However with a PASSIVE verbal noun the logical object is placed in the 

genitive (in the form of a possessive pronoun, whether or not followed by a further indication thereof), such as 

appears in §§ 228 ff. 

148. In many Indonesian languages much more use is made of the third singular possessive pronoun than in 

Dutch. Mori is no exception. The suffix -no is a fixed constituent in some names of the parts of a whole, in general of 

things which immediately make one think about something other than that which they belong with. So for example 

with upuano ‘stem’ literally ‘place of it’s plucking off (mo’upu)’ and ana-’anano ‘young, young animal’.24 That 

                                                           

24 [Postscript, p. 101] With ana-’anano, the suffix -no is entirely frozen, so that one must say ana-’anano-no for ‘her 

young’. 
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which -no refers to need not be further indicated, since it is perfectly clear. Especially nexus-substantives (see 

§ 211), whether or not supplied with the suffix -a, are eligible for this -no. [p. 102] Apart from something to which it 

makes reference, a nexus-substantive (e.g. ‘goodness’, ‘running’) is an abstract, and abstracts haven’t developed very 

far in Mori. See also the treatment of -a in § 382.  

Some words have even grown together with -no into new words, with which one is no longer conscious of a 

suffix. Thus one finds next to toruku ‘the middle of the back (where the spine is located)’ the form torukuno meaning 

‘mountain’. From wai ‘female’ (of animals) comes wiano ‘wife’, compare the double use of the affix in: 

� i-tere-o waino-no 

3SG-keep.apart-3SG wife-3SG.POS 

‘he kept watch over his wife’ (he suffered no other man in her vicinity) 

In the form ueto ‘someone who belongs to a noble class, ue has grown together with -to, thus literally ‘our (inclusive) 

lord, lady’. 

With certain conjunctions such as lawe ‘seeing as how…, since anyway’ and boro ‘then, at that time’, the logical 

subject of a clause is expressed using a possessive pronoun affixed to the conjunction, for example:  

� lawe-ku aiwa 

since-1SG.POS come 

‘seeing as I have come anyway’ 

� boro-do m-polai 

then-3PL.POS PL-flee 

‘then they fled’ 

Also mansa ‘as soon as, after’25 draws the subject of the sentence which it introduces to itself in the form of a 

possessive pronoun (whether or not further specified), for example: 

� mansa-no k[um]ita-o i Lare’a tahi 

at.once-3SG.POS PART:see-3SG PN Turtle sea 

‘as soon as Turtle saw the sea…’ 

� mansa-do men-soso-o uwoi andio 

at.once-3PL.POS PL-suck-3SG water this 

‘after they had lapped up the water…’ 

Also inso or te’inso ‘from, since’ can be constructed in the same manner, for example (compare § 218): 

� inso-no mate i A. 

since-3SG.POS dead PN A. 

‘after A. was dead’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

[from footnote 2, p. 101] Similarly one uses ana-no manu ‘young of chickens, chicks’ [Postscript, p. 101] (also expressible 

as the compound ana manu); [from footnote 2, p. 101] ana-no ngara ‘colt’; ana-no wula ’star’. Compare herewith compounds 

such as ana ngkeu ‘young wood’, ana mpo’anda ‘young bass’, etc. The form ana-no by itself means ‘his, her child(ren)’. 

[from footnote 2, p. 101] Upper Mori ana-’ana ‘small child’ is to be compared to ana-’anano (in Tinompo one says 

nana’ote for ‘small child’ from *ana ote). The word ana occurs by itself only in the vocative, when one is addressing a specific 

child. [Postscript, p. 101] In Impo one uses i Ana ‘my child’ (thus only of a specific child). Likewise ana-’ana is said to a 

specific child. 

25 [footnote 1, p. 102] Concerning the derivation and further meanings of the form mansa, see § 282. 
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� inso-mu kode-kodei 

since-2SG.POS REDP-small 

‘since you were small’ 

� te’inso-no l[um]ako 

since-3SG.POS PART:go 

‘since he’s been gone away’ 

and the same applies to kongko ‘always just, only, merely’, for example: 

� kongko-do koa m-pe-pau kanandio 

always-3PL.POS just PL-INTR-speak like.this 

‘they speak all the time just as follows…’ 

The same phenomenon occurs with kontongaa- ‘be …-ing, while’, for example: 

� kontongaa-ku mong-kaa 

while-1SG.POS PART:TRI-eat 

‘I was eating…’ 

� kontongaa-do m-pe-pau 

while-3PL.POS PL-INTR-speak 

‘while they were speaking…’ 

The verbs which follow such forms stand in the participle form (see Chapter 6). 

However, alongside these constructions with possessive pronoun corresponding to the logical subject of the 

clause followed by a participle form of the verb, there also occur corresponding constructions in which -no occurs as 

a fixed element and the following word is conjugated, for example with kontongaa-:  

� kontongaano do-me-mapari andio… 

while 3PL-PL-have.difficulty this 

‘while they were thus in difficulty…’ 

Corresponding constructions occur not only with kontongaa-, but also with the other forms mentioned in the above 

paragraph, even if this other construction (which is historically always younger than the former) is not always equally 

customary. Thus: 

� lawe-no um-ala-o = laweno i-’ala-o 

since-3SG.POS PART-get-3SG  since 3SG-get-3SG 

‘seeing as how he has taken it anyway’ 

� lawe-ku aiwa = laweno ku-’aiwa 

since-1SG.POS come  since 1SG-come 

‘seeing as I have come anyway’ 

� boro mami m-polai = borono ki-m-polai 

then 1PLX.POS PL-flee  then 1PLX-PL-flee 

‘then we fled’ 

� inso-mu kode-kodei = insono u-kode-kodei 

since-2SG.POS REDP-small  since 2SG-REDP-small 

‘since you were small’ 
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� kongko-do koa m-pe-pau kanandio = kongkono koa do-m-pepau kanandio 

always-3PL.POS just PLMM--speak like.this  always just 3PL-PL-speak like.this 

‘they speak all the time just as follows…’ 

It appears that with boro ‘then, at that time’ in the third person singular the participle form cannot be used, thus not 

*boro-no molai but only: 

� borono i-polai  

then 3SG-flee 

‘at that time he fled’ 

For examples with mansa, see § 282.  

Sometimes -no also occurs in temporal expressions, for example:26 

� wongi-no koa atuu 

night-3SG.POS just that 

‘that same night’ 

� tehine-a-no (oleo) 

long.time-NZR-3SG.POS day 

‘in the long run, in later days’ 

� i lembui-(a)-no27 

at in.front-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘in later time’ 

� ehe-a-no 

want-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘now and again, as it will’ 

The occurrence of -no is remarkable (but still more that of -a) in cases such as: 

� i asa inia-a-no 

at one village-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘to another living place’ 

� i inia asa-a-no 

at village one-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘to another living place’ 

� i inia susua-a-no 

at village different-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘to another living place’ 

� i singge inia-a-no 

at other village-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘to another living place’ 

� a beine asa-a-no 

at woman one-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘on another woman’ 

                                                           

26 [footnote 2, p. 102] See further the treatment of -a in § 382. 

27 [from main text, p. 102] Also (i) oleo lembui, (i) oleo lembui-no.  
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and the such. In Pamona -nya can also be used in similar cases, for example [p. 103] we’a samba’a-nya ‘another 

woman’, to be distinguished from we’a samba’a ‘a woman’ (but which can also mean ‘another woman’). It can 

further be remarked that without -no the above-mentioned forms would not be complete.28 Apparently the meaning 

of -no here is ‘…than the first-mentioned’.  

149. Concerning the equivalent of our independent possessive pronouns, see § 207. 

Concerning the possessive pronouns added following adjectives, see §§ 231 and 252. The possessive pronouns 

are also encountered after some numerals; see §§ 282 and 288. 

Concerning the possessive pronouns in combination with the independent pronouns, see § 154. They are also 

added after ongkue, etc. to form the expressions for ‘myself’, etc.; see § 155. 

Concerning -do after demonstratives, see § 176. (In this last case -do could actually be nothing other than a 

plural marker.) 

Set III. 

150. A set of pronouns which corresponds almost entirely to the first, suffixed set are placed before verbs (in 

their participle form) and adjectives as future formations.  

Apart from the fact that aku is sometimes shortened to ku, and that ko and komiu are also encountered in the 

fuller forms iko and ikomiu, the only difference with Set I pronouns is found in the third person singular. In the list of 

pronoun sets, I have placed ta in parentheses because it apparently is not a pronoun but rather a particle which 

indicates future intention, desire, etc. The element ta or da (in Pamona one uses da in the same function, but with all 

persons) is well known, compare for example Malay hĕndak and Javanese dak- or tak-, prefix of the first person 

singular of the conjugated forms. That Mori ta is in actuality not a pronoun but a future particle, appears from the 

fact that next to ta also occurs the form ita, in which a third person singular element (i) is truly present (the Upper 

Mori form olo, from o + lo, is comparable; see § 237). Presumably as a shortening of ita, however, ta presently 

occupies the place of the (missing) third person singular pronoun, e.g. aku lumako ‘I shall go’, ta lumako ‘he (she, it) 

will go’, especially as ta is not used with other persons. The pronominal character of ta is seen even more clearly in 

the expression ta hina ‘there shall be’, next to hinao ‘there is’: no sooner does ta occur, than the third person singular 

pronoun -o disappears.29 

The forms of Set III are taken to be dependent, as they can never occur as self-standing particles. Unlike the 

pronouns of Set I, however, these forms can be separated from the word before which they stand by certain particles 

(especially -mo, koa), for example:  

� aku koa booli komiu, tabulu komiu-mo meng-kale-o 

1SG.FUT just call 2PL when 2PL.FUT-PERF PL-open-3SG 

‘I will indeed call to you, when you must open it’ 

� ku-mo koa lako30 mon-tinei uwoi-no o’ora a n-tobu 

1SG.FUT-PERF just go PART:TRI-collect water-3SG.POS k.o.liana at LG-forest 

‘I shall thus just go collect water of the o’ora (a water-containing liana) in the forest’ [p. 104]  

                                                           

28 [Postscript, p. 103] The use of -no however is not always required, for example mia i singge inia(no), tosingge-’inia(no) 

‘people from another village (other villages), foreigners’.  

29 [Postscript, p. 103] The expression ta hinao is also sometimes once in a while used, but this apparently is a new 

formation. 

30 [footnote 1, p. 103] The participle form—which belongs with ku-, but is separated therefrom by -mo koa—is lako ‘go’. 

Just as in other languages, in many cases this word has lost its specific meaning and has descended to the rank of an inchoative 

particle. The shortening of the participle form lumako (or an older form of this word) to lako is related to this.  
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Just as with the suffixed forms of Set I, thus here also the particles mo, etc. immediately follow after the pronouns; 

see § 244. 

The future forms exhibit a certain similarity to the conjugated forms. In cases namely in which as a rule a 

conjugated form is called for, these can be replaced by a future form. Thus if the sense requires it, a future form may 

occur following ka ‘in order that, so that, that, and’, nahi ‘not’, etc., even though they otherwise can only be 

constructed with a conjugated form (except for ka in the sense of ‘and’). See § 214 ff. 

Since the future forms come up for discussion again, refer to Chapter 8 (§§ 236–237) for further examples. 

Set IV. 

151. In Mori there occur conjugated forms not only of transitive verbs, but also of intransitives, numerals and 

other forms. Concerning the latter, see Chapter 5, “Substantive constructions and conjugation of intransitives, etc.” 

The following serves as a paradigm for conjugated transitive verbs with definite objects: 

 singular ku-kita-o ‘I see it, I saw it’, etc.31 

  u-kita-o ‘you see it’, etc. 

  i-kita-o ‘he, she, it sees it’, etc. 

 dual to-kita-o ‘we (inclusive) see it’, etc. 

  ki-kita-o ‘we (exclusive) see it’, etc. 

  i-kita-o ‘you all see it, you (singular, polite) see it’, etc. 

  do-kita-o ‘they see it, he, she (polite) see it’, etc. 

 plural to-meng-kita-o ‘we (inclusive) see it’, etc. 

  ki-meng-kita-o ‘we (exclusive) see it’, etc. 

  i-meng-kita-o ‘you all see it, you (singular, polite) see it’, etc. 

  do-meng-kita-o ‘they see it, he, she (polite) see it’, etc. 

Regarding the plural subject prefix meng-, see § 224. As has already been noted in § 143–144, all transitive verb 

forms of which the object is definite contain an indication of that object in the form of a suffix. In the above 

paradigm the third singular form -o has been chosen for this purpose, but naturally this -o may be replaced—as 

required by the circumstances—by one of the other suffixes treated in § 143 ff. 

With forms such as the above, not only can the object be further specified by a substantive (or something 

similar), but so too can the subject. The pronominal prefixes which (provisionally) indicate the subject in that case 

are QUASI-PLEONASTIC, and thus in this respect are like the suffixes; see §§ 143 and 147. The same also applies to the 

subject pronouns which occur in future forms. 

Ordinarily further indication of the subject (if there is any) is placed after the conjugated form. The order 

predicate-subject is for that matter usual in Mori32 (leaving out of consideration any pronominal indication of the 

subject). Examples are: [p. 105]  

                                                           

31 [footnote 1, p. 104] That a different form is used for future time has already been mentioned in § 150. 

32 [Postscript, p. 104] When one makes an ordinary statement the subject mostly precedes, as it occurs most in the 

foreground, e.g. ana-ku mahaki ‘my child is sick’, dahu-ku molai ‘my hound has taken off’. Compare this to mahaki-o-mo ana-

ku, molai-o-mo dahu-ku, with -mo, which indicates a contrast with a preceding situation so that somewhat more emphasis falls on 

the predicate. 
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� i-potae ine-do andio: si m-po-hohoi, ana, kasi 

3SG-say mother-3PL.POS this NEG.IMPV PL-TRI-make.noise child lest  

 do-ronge kita Datu ka i Ngeo 

3PL-hear 1PLN Datu and PN Cat 

 literally: ‘she said (namely) (this) their mother: don’t make any noise, lest they hear us (namely) Datu33 

and Cat’ 

� mansa-no teboka nganga-no meti andio molai-o-mo i Bange; 

at.once-3SG.POS opened mouth-3SG.POS oyster this flee-3SG-PERF PN Monkey  

 i-poboi-o-mo i Bibiundi ira mekule ia m-po’ianga-do 

3SG-call-3SG-PERF PN Wild.Duck 3PL.FUT PART:return to LG-living.place-3PL.POS  

 ‘when the mouth of the oyster had opened, Monkey set off at a run; Wild Duck called him they should 

return to their living place’ 

� Tutulu-no i Bonti. I-’oluako-no mia ka do-pe-’asa-lere 

story-3SG.POS PN Wild.Pig 3SG-invite-3SG person and 3PL-INTR-one-field  

‘The story of Wild Pig. A person invited him to set out a garden together…’ 

It merits some attention that in the last two examples i Bibiundi and mia—the nominal constituents following the 

conjugated form—cannot have reference to the object but only the subject. If with a similar conjugated form both the 

subject and the object are further indicated, the subject is mentioned first and thereafter the object. For example: 

� ka i-dontai-ako-no i Bange kuli-no koa; onae-mo ka 

and 3SG-drop-APPL-3SG PN Monkey skin-3SG.POS just 3SG.INDEP-PERF and  

 i-’akala-o i Re’a i Bange 

3SG-deceive-3SG PN Turtle PN Monkey 

 ‘and Monkey let fall for her only the skin of it; thereupon Turtle used a trick against Monkey’ 

However, cases also occur in which the subject precedes the conjugated form (and thus also the pronominal 

marking). For example: 

� ine-no i Wakuka andio i-po-binta-ako ira koa kinaa-do 

mother-3SG.POS PN Wakuka this 3SG-TRI-leave-APPL 3PL just food-3PL.POS 

‘Wakuka’s mother left their food behind for them’ 

� i Rawu andio i-sampaowea-o i Luka 

PN Blind this 3SG-carry.on.shoulder-3SG PN Lame 

‘Blind carried Lame on his shoulders’ 

Such constructions exhibit similarities with constructions in Dutch, where, however, the development is much further 

advanced: what in Mori constitutes a FURTHER denoting of the subject, is in our language the SOLE indication thereof, 

while the elements which correspond to the Mori conjugating prefixes, have in our language descended to the rank of 

conjugating exponents, ‘terminations’ without any characteristic meaning (the t in de man loopt, for example).  

Also in Pamona there is a perceptible inclination not to use a participle form but rather a conjugated form (of a 

transitive verb) after a fronted subject. Little or no emphasis falls on subjects constructed in this way. In other cases in Mori 

emphasis is indeed registered by placing a word or expression preceding (thus actually outside the sentence context), for 

example: 

                                                           

33 [footnote 1, p. 105] Concerning Datu, see § 100.  
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� i Re’a langkai-o-mo punti-no, i Bange pingko-o-mo 

PN Turtle big-3SG-PERF banana-3SG.POS PN Monkey finished-3SG-PERF 

 punti-no 

banana-3SG 

 ‘Turtle’s bananas were already big, Monkey’s bananas were finished off’ 

� ongkue, i-potae i Guru Bisa, ala-o-mo ihi-no 

1SG.INDEP 3SG-say PN Teacher Bisa get-3SG-PERF content-3SG.POS  

 raha-ku andio ba nahi ku-poko-guru 

house-1SG.POS this if NEG 1SG-POTENT-teach 

 ‘as far as I am concerned, said Teacher Bisa, take the (entire) contents of my house, if when I am not able to 

teach’ 

The use which is made of conjugated forms with definite objects is somewhat limited by various circumstances: 

when the object is not ENTIRELY definite they cannot be employed (see § 221); in relative clauses (and in clauses 

which can be considered as such, see § 200, etc.), one uses as a rule not conjugated forms but [p. 106] participle 

forms (see § 220 ff.); and for the future tense one has a separate set of forms (see § 150), which are better not 

designated with the label ‘conjugated forms’. But the limitations which apply to the use of conjugated forms of 

transitives with indefinite objects, intransitives, etc. (see Chapter 5) are not applicable to the forms treated here. 

Set V. 

152. The independent pronouns ongkue, etc.34 occur primarily when the pronoun constitutes the sole or chief 

constituent of the clause.35 For example, one might respond to the question ‘Who is there?’ with ongkue koa ‘Me!’. 

Likewise in dependent clauses, for example: 

� ba omami koa, komba kami m-pelere ta’u andio 

if 1PLX.INDEP just by.no.means 1PLX.FUT PL-have.dry.rice.field year this 

‘as far as we are concerned, we shall not prepare any dry rice field this year’ 

Further, independent forms are used after nahi ia or nahia ‘be not’ and its equivalents (§ 268), for example: 

� ba nahia omue, pelulu 

if NEG:COP 2SG.INDEP go.fast 

‘if it is not you, move!’ 

Independent forms are also used after the preposition ndi, e.g. ndi ongkue ‘at, on, to, etc. me’. Compare: 

� kami aiwa mepetulungi ndi omue 

1PLX.FUT come PART:request.to.be.helped at 2SG.INDEP 

‘we come asking help of you’ 

If an independent form occurs together with another pronoun of the same person and the same number,36 then a 

certain emphasis is thereby placed on it. However (as the forms under consideration are often not very emphatic), 

                                                           

34 [footnote 1, p. 106] Regarding ngkue, mue, etc., see §§ 153 and 163. 

35 [Postscript, p. 106] What is said here also applies when the concerned personal pronoun is further elaborated by a 

substantive or proper name, e.g.: 

i-kolupe-o i Bange onae mo-wawa sara’u-no 

3SG-forget-3SG PN Monkey 3SG.INDEP PART:TRI-bring hand.trap-3SG.POS 

‘Monkey had (in contrast to his companion) forgotten to bring a hand trap with him’ 
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these must further be indicated as being in, or at any rate accompanied by, CONTRAST with another or others. So for 

example in: 

� ongkue aku lako mom-pudu 

1SG.INDEP 1SG.FUT go PART:TRI-fell 

‘I go to fetch wood’ 

no particular stress falls on ‘I’, but the intention is that the speaker is going away in contrast to his audience. How 

strong the emphasis is depends rather on the circumstances. Compare: 

� m-pong-kaa komiu koa ke omiu? 

PL-TRI-eat 2PL just INTERROG 2PL.INDEP 

‘have you all eaten by any chance?’ (we have not done so) 

See § 154. A third example is: 

� ondae me-’aiwa ira m-pesinggeraha hieno 

3PL.INDEP PL-come 3PL PL-stop.by near.past 

‘they have just now come to visit’ 

Compare: 

� ondae i Anu me-’aiwa ira m-pesinggeraha hieno 

3PL.INDEP PN What’s-his-name PL-come 3PL PL-stop.by near.past 

‘So-and-so and his (hers) have just now come to visit’ 

Here in effect only a new topic of conversation is placed in the foreground. 

As one can see, there is very little difference whether a pronominal prefix, suffix, etc. is further elaborated by a Set V 

pronoun as above, or by a nominal constituent (see especially §§ 143 and 151). It clearly emerges again how conjugated 

forms and those with a preceding or suffixed pronoun are in an in-between stage. Mori at present is at the standpoint of 

Italian, which requires no pronoun with canto ‘I sing’ (io canto is emphatic). The French, on the other hand, must say je 

chante; although chante already contains an original indication of the first person singular, nevertheless the addition of je is 

not emphatic, but indispensable. In Mori, aku lumako is sufficient for ‘I go’ (literally, ‘I will go’). Nevertheless, one can 

place ongkue before it, without [p. 107] any particularly great difference in meaning. There is thus a demonstrable tendency 

which, when it has strengthened, must result in forms such as je chante.  

153. Owing to the little emphasis which is effected by the independent pronouns, they can mostly be shortened 

to ngkue, mue, nae, etc. This appears most clearly in cases in which the pronoun is placed following. Examples are: 

� dua-dua-ku ngkue aiwa itu’ai 

vow-1SG.POS 1SG.INDEP come there 

‘I certainly will not to come there (near you)’ (I will not fall into your ambush) 

� tedoa ntu’u u-’uraga aku ongkue 

very truly 2SG-cheat 1SG 1SG.INDEP 

‘you have really and truly taken me in’ (the contrast here is between deceiver and deceived) 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

36 [from main text, p. 106] With this it has to be considered that such a pronoun, though perhaps not expressed, nevertheless 

must be considered present, [footnote 2, p. 106] especially the third person singular (see §§ 143 and 18) and, in the imperative, 

the second person singular. That ta must be treated as a pronoun is argued for in § 150.  
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� a, si po-hohoi ari mue wainto Pae; ba nahia 

oh NEG.IMPV TRI-make.noise first 2SG.INDEP poor.thing Rice if NEG:COP 

 ongkue um-engomi-ko ko-mo moboo-boo a wita 

1SG.INDEP PART-shelter-2SG 2SG.FUT-PERF entirely.rotten at earth 

 ‘ah, don’t make such a commotion, you poor wretch of a Rice; if I don’t shelter you, you should be 

soaked through with moisture on the ground’ 

� ta l[um]ako mon-saku (o)nae 

3SG.FUT PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago 3SG.INDEP 

‘he shall go chip sago’ (in contrast to you, for example) 

� si to-me-lako ntae 

NEG.IMPV 1PLN-PL-go 1PLN.INDEP 

‘let us not go’ (perhaps another will go) 

� nahi ki-buku mami 

NEG 1PLX-want 1PLX.INDEP 

‘we will not’ (perhaps you have the desire) 

� si lako sosa’ori ira ndae 

NEG.IMPV go spoil 3PL 3PL.INDEP 

‘don’t spoil them’ (as you yourselves are now all spoiled) 

Some of these shorter forms (ngkue, etc.) also occur as interjections or particles; see § 163. 

154. If one wishes for a personal pronoun to be particularly emphasized, then there exist other means at one’s 

disposal for this purpose other than just the use of an independent pronoun in combination with a prefixed or 

suffixed, etc. form. For example one can give a Set V personal pronoun a more-or-less independent position in the 

sentence, for example by placing it at the beginning (compare § 151). Such a pronoun can be further emphasized by 

the use of ba ‘if, concerning’ (see the first example of § 152). One can also make use of a relative clause (see § 207), 

or manipulate sentence accent. The same effect can also be obtained through the addition of emphatic particles or 

demonstratives. Two persons, groups, etc. can be placed beside each other, so that through the contrast both are 

emphasized. Finally, one can reduplicate the independent pronoun. Examples of these various methods, which by the 

nature of things can occur in combination, are: 

� omue-mo, Bange, l[um]ako um-ala-akita meti arau,  

2SG.INDEP-PERF Monkey PART:go PART-get-APPL:1PLN shellfish that.over.there  

 nde ondau omue karu-mu; nde ongkue butu koa 

because long 2SG.INDEP foot-2SG.POS because 1SG.INDEP only just  

 tungku-ku 

bill-1SG.POS 

 ‘it’s you, Monkey, who must fetch yonder shellfish for us, because YOUR legs are long; I only have my 

bill’ 

� hiini, aku um-ala-o ari ongkue i Bonti-bonti  

ah 1SG.FUT PART-get-3SG first 1SG.INDEP PN Little.Wild.Pig 

‘ah (interjection of pleasure), I will take Little Wild Pig (as husband)’ (her sisters were not willing, but 

she is honored by the proposal) [p. 108]  
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� onae koa hieno anu um-alaki-o37 

3SG.INDEP just near.past REL PART-take-3SG 

‘he is the one who just now has taken it (away)’ 

� gaagi mansa-mo38 omami men-susuru-o 

therefore at.once-PERF 1PLX.INDEP PL-bear.responsibility.for-3SG 

‘then we shall get the blame for it’ 

� ontae andio kita-mo koa lako m-pe’usa-’usa39 

1PLN.INDEP this 1PLN.FUT-PERF just go PL-wet.from.rain 

‘we here shall just let ourselves get wet from rain (on our journey)’ 

Here there is a contrast with others who have boru (a kind of small rain mat worn on the head) or sau pau 

(umbrellas). On the other hand, in: 

� ongkue andio tedoa aku me’i’isei 

1SG.INDEP this very 1SG suffer 

‘I (I here) am in a bad situation, I have it very difficult’ 

the intention is to initiate a new topic of conversation, without one being able to say that the independent pronoun 

attracts any particular emphasis (compare § 152).  

� ba ongkue atuu40 hieno me-ti-tidu-ako-no, asa-lako-no  

if 1SG.INDEP that near.past PART:INTR-REDP-box-APPL-3SG one-way-3SG.POS  

 ta koa tenangi; omue kada ndi-ko koa  

3SG.FUT just defeated 2SG.INDEP AFFIRM be.here-2SG just  

 (or: ndio koa     )41 nah-u mokora 

 be.here just NEG-2SG strong 

 ‘if I just then had boxed with him, he should certainly have been defeated; (but) YOU are not strong’  

� omiu mesawi a ngara, ongkue melempa 

2PL.INDEP PART:ascend at horse 1SG.INDEP PART:walk 

‘YOU get on the horse, I go walking’ 

� onae onae ta l[um]ako mon-saku,  

3SG.INDEP 3SG.INDEP 3SG.FUT PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago  

 ontae ontae naahi42 

1PLN.INDEP 1PLN.INDEP NEG 

 ‘HE shall go knock out sago, WE (incl.) will not’ 

                                                           

37 [footnote 1, p. 108]The use of the suffix -ki following ala ‘take’ indicates that the speaker is mad about it. See § 374.  

38 [footnote 2, p. 108] Concerning mansa, see § 282. 

39 [from main text, p. 108] The verb me’usa-’usa means to travel in the rain without rain mat or rain screen. 

40 [footnote 3, p. 108] The second person demonstrative atuu is used here because the speaker’s statement makes reference 

to a fistfight which had previously taken place between the addressee and a third party. Compare § 175. 

41 [footnote 4, p. 108] kada, particle; ndi(k)o koa, see § 181. 

42 [Postscript, p. 108] Usually the double use of the personal pronoun is limited to one of the sentence constituents, thus 

onae onae ta lumako monsaku, ontae naahi or onae ta lumako monsaku, ontae ontae naahi.  
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� ongkue da ongkue tembio ka nah-i m-po-wee aku? 

1SG.INDEP INTENS 1SG.INDEP why and NEG-2PL PL-TRI-give 1SG  

‘why do you all give ME nothing (of it)?’ 

� omiu da omiu m-pong-kaa komiu koa 

2PL.INDEP INTENS 2PL.INDEP PL-TRI-eat 2PL just 

‘you all eat (have eaten)’ (why do I get nothing?) 

Also, koa can be used in such cases, for example: 

� ongkue koa ongkue naahi 

1SG.INDEP just 1SG.INDEP NEG 

‘only not me’ (strengthening of ongkue koa) 

Against ongkue koa ongkue stands ongkue koa ngkue ‘only me (and no others)’, likewise ondae koa ndae ‘only 

them’, omami koa mami ‘only us (excl.)’, etc.  

When an independent pronoun is used after a possessive pronoun, emphasis is thereby placed on the possessor. 

For example: 

� keu-no onae nggale-nggale i-wutu-o 

wood-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP loose 3SG-bind-3SG 

‘HIS wood he has bound loosely (not tightly)’ 

� raha miu omiu i-m-po-naa-ako-no tandu-tandu-no 

house 2PL.POS 2PL.INDEP 2PL-PL-CAUS-place-APPL-3SG REDP-horn-3SG.POS 

‘on YOUR house have you all installed wood decorations in the form of horns’ 

� sumpi-mu omue hadio mata-no ka melaa mbo’u 

blowgun-2SG.POS 2SG.INDEP many dart-3SG.POS and long very 

‘with your blowgun are many darts, and moreover it is long’ (the one who made it has thus proved 

himself diligent) 

155. Emphatic forms of ongkue, etc. can be made in yet another way, namely by following them with the 

corresponding possessive pronoun. These forms thus run as follows: 

 ongkue-ku ‘I myself’ 

 omue-mu ‘you yourself’ 

 onae-no ‘he himself, her herself, it itself’ 

 ontae-to ‘we (inclusive) ourselves’ 

 omami-mami ‘we (exclusive) ourselves’ 

 omiu-miu ‘you yourselves, you (polite singular) yourself’ 

 ondae-do ‘they themselves, he (polite singular) himself, etc.’ 

Examples are: [p. 109]  

� w[in]eweu-no onae-no 

PASS:do-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP-3SG.POS 

‘made by himself’ 

� kinaa-ku ongkue-ku 

cooked.rice-1SG.POS 1SG.INDEP-1SG.POS 

‘my own rice’ 
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� ongkue-ku-mo koa ngkuda um-ala-o kinaa-ku 

1SG.INDEP-1SG.POS-PERF just 1SG.ADD PART-get-3SG cooked.rice-1SG.POS 

‘I myself shall be the one who takes my rice.’ 

� sangka-to to-mem-panongko-o-mo koa ontae-to 

thing-1PLN.POS 1PLN-PL-clean.up-3SG-PERF just 1PLN.INDEP-1PLN.POS 

‘let us just clean up our gear ourselves’ 

� omiu-miu-mo koa mida lako me-lombo-o sangka miu 

2PL.INDEP-2PL.POS-PERF just 2PL.ADD go PL-wash-3SG thing 2PL.POS 

‘you must (go) wash your clothes yourselves’ 

Sometimes these forms must be translated by ‘by itself, of its own accord’, e.g.: 

� tetungka onae-no 

opened 3SG.INDEP-3SG.POS 

‘opened by itself’ (of a door) 

Often, however, one then attaches the suffix -ako to the verb, thus tetungkaako onaeno, compare also: 

� mate-ako onae-no 

die-APPL 3SG.INDEP-3SG.POS 

‘died of its own accord’ (said of a lamp, for example) 

When in our language ‘itself’ has the meaning of ’alone’, this is expressed in Mori by asa-’asa followed by a 

possessive pronoun, thus wineweu-no asa-’asa-no ‘made by him alone’ etc. See § 282.  

Another expression for ‘myself’ is koroi-ku, literally ‘my body’. This and the corresponding forms of the other 

persons and numbers are used where we would employ a reflexive pronoun (see, however, § 169). For example: 

� i-pepate-o koroi-no 

3SG-kill-3SG body-3SG.POS 

‘he killed himself’ 

� i-me-’o’alu-ako-no koroi-no 

3SG-??-take.care.of-APPL-3SG body-3SG.POS 

‘he looks after himself well’ (said of someone who will not share bananas, or similar items, which he has) 

� i-pehohawa-o koroi-no 

3SG-have.compassion.on-3SG body-3SG 

‘he loves his life’ (he does not place himself in open danger) 

Also isa’a (see § 199) can sometimes be translated by ‘oneself’, e.g.: 

� tewala mo’ipi kita telodu ngisi-to ontae-mo  

when PART:dream 1PLN fallen.out tooth-1PLN.POS 1PLN.INDEP-PERF 

 isa’a kita mate 

genuine 1PLN.FUT die 

 ‘if one dreams that his teeth fall out, then that one himself will die’ (lit., ‘if we dream …’) 

There are yet other expressions for ‘of oneself’, such as in: 

� mate-ako lio-no 

die-APPL face-3SG.POS 

‘gone out of itself’ 
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Such expressions also occur without -ako, e.g. mate lio-no. Dialectal equivalents are: mateako sawa-no (Watu), mate(ako) 

aroa-no (Padoe), and mateako iwono (Tambee and others). This last corresponds entirely with Tinompo mateako onaeno. 

The form aroa means ‘insides, mind, heart, sense’, and lio in Pamona means ‘face’ and also ‘person’ (the Mori expression 

-ako liono is also found back in Pamona as ngkalionya). The form found in Watu, sawa, is the Bungku equivalent of Mori 

aroa.  

Set VI. 

156. The forms ngkuda, muda, etc. are differentiated from the set of pronouns discussed above in that they have 

a special usage, namely they always43 indicate that there is some similarity in one or another respect between the 

person(s) indicated by the pronoun and one or more others, so that in general one can render them as ‘I also’, ‘you 

also’, etc. So for example one might say: ongkue ongkue nahi ku-doito /1SG.INDEP 1SG.INDEP NEG 1SG-afraid/ ‘I am 

not afraid’, whereupon another responds: 

� ka ongkue kada ngkuda 

and 1SG.INDEP AFFIRM 1SG.ADD 

‘and neither am I’ 

The use of ngkuda, etc. thus does not exclude the use of ongkue, etc., but when forms [p. 110] from both sets occur 

next to each other the meaning is always determined by that of the aforementioned. 

The particular meaning of these pronouns is relatable to the fact that they contain the formative da (see § 30). 

An alternate form of this particle is da’a, and so next to ngkuda there also occurs ngkuda’a in the same meaning, 

next to muda also muda’a, etc. In the following examples both types of forms are illustrated.  

� si buku muda 

NEG.IMPV want 2SG.ADD 

‘don’t you either’ (like So-and-so, for example) 

� anu-mo kinaa miu, onae-mo ngkuda ku-pong-kaa 

REL-PERF food 2PL.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF 1SG.ADD 1SG-TRI-eat 

‘what is your food, that is what I eat too’ 

� tewala tepusa-o-mo i Hoti l[um]ako mo-landa, 

when withdrawn-3SG-PERF PN Hoti PART:go PART:TRI-stamp.sago  

 hawe-o-mo nada rani mon-saku a  

arrive-3SG-PERF 3SG.ADD forest.gnome PART:TRI-chip.sago at  

 m-pon-saku-a-no i Hoti 

LG-TRI-chip.sago-NZR-3SG.POS PN Hoti 

 ‘when Hoti had left to go stamp sago, the forest gnome came in turn and knocked out sago in the place 

where Hoti had done so’ 

� po-’ema-akita tia-to ntada 

TRI-request-APPL:1PLN divide-1PLN.POS 1PLN.ADD 

‘request a portion for us also’ 

� opia koa ke mida pae miu? 

how.many just INTERROG 2PL.ADD rice 2PL.POS 

‘how many (bundles) is your rice?’ (the others also had rice) 

                                                           

43 [footnote 1, p. 109] Except when they occur as interjections or particles; see § 163. 
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� onae-mo koa kada ndada arau tehala-a-do 

3SG.INDEP-PERF just AFFIRM 3PL.ADD that.over.there guilty-NZR-3PL.POS  

 do-lako me-bongo-o 

3PL-go PL-hit-3SG 

 ‘only therein was their transgression, that they had hit him’ (lit. ‘that only is the respect in which they are 

guilty, that they had gone44 and hit him’; they also did something wrong, though it was a lesser offense 

that the others) 

� nde mokole n-tii koa mbo’u nada’a 

because ruler LG-descend just also 3SG.ADD 

‘since he also was a descended ruler’ 

� tewala l[um]ako, kami koa me-lako nae45 mamida’a 

when PART:go 1PLX.FUT just PL-go 3SG.INDEP 1PLX.ADD 

‘when he goes, we will go also’ 

� i-’ala-ako-mu koa ke muda’a? 

3SG-get-APPL-2SG just INTERROG 2SG.ADD 

‘did he take for you also (just as for me)?’ 

Peculiarities concerning the usage of the various pronouns. 

157. FIRST PERSON PLURAL. Just as in related languages, Mori has two forms for the first person plural, an 

inclusive and an exclusive. The former can be rendered as ‘I and you’ (whether or not including a third person or 

persons), the latter with ‘I and him, her, them’. The former thus includes the person(s) who is (are) addressed, while 

the latter excludes any addressee. For examples, see the preceding sections. IN MORI THE TWO ARE NEVER CONFUSED.  

A pronoun of the first person plural inclusive must sometimes be translated as ‘one’. It is the true Mori 

equivalent of this indefinite pronoun. Examples include: [p. 111]  

� ba to-mo’ipi i-lulu kita ambau 

if 1PLN-PART:dream 3SG-follow 1PLN carabao 

‘if one dreams that a carabao follows him…’ 

� ba to-lako melowo ka i-pom-pondondo 

if 1PLN-go PART:fish.in.shallow.water and 3SG-TRI-tap  

 tandawilatu, kita tedoa mo-’ala bou 

woodpecker 1PLN.FUT very PART:TRI-get fish 

 ‘when one goes fishing in very shallow water, and there knocks a woodpecker, then one will catch very 

many fish’ 

� nahi moiko ke to-tingko-o? 

NEG good INTERROG 1PLN-knock-3SG 

‘is it not good (permissible) for one to just hit it?’ 

                                                           

44 [footnote 2, p. 110] The power of lumako ‘go’ is often so weakened, that one can no longer speak of an inchoative; 

compare footnote 1, p. 103. 

45 [footnote 3, p. 110] Concerning nae as a particle, see § 163. 
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� nahi tehine do-m-po’ia a n-torukuno andio,  

NEG long.time 3PL-PL-live at LG-mountain this  

 do-meng-kita-o-mo aasa robu-no tulambatu tuwu a m-puu 

3PL-PL-see-3SG-PERF one shoot-3SG.POS k.o.bamboo grow at LG-vicinity 

 raha-n-i Numunuo; ba to-kopui-o nahi tiku 

house-3SG.POS-PN Numunuo if 1PLN-embrace-3SG NEG reach.around 

 ‘they had not lived long on the mountain, when they saw a tulambatu shoot growing on the premises of 

Numunuo’s house; when one embraced it with one’s arms, it could not be encircled’ (in Mori the subject 

of nahi tiku are the arms, not the bamboo shoot) 

One uses these forms especially when one speaks of something that applies in general, which thus also is said 

(or, at any rate, could be said under other circumstances—compare the last example above) with respect to speaker 

and addressee. But one naturally cannot use the first person plural inclusive as the equivalent of Dutch men, when 

men is used in the sense of ‘they, the people’, thereby referring to a group of people (or also just one person) from 

some other time or in a story. In that case third person plural pronouns are used. Otherwise, one can go quite far in 

the use of inclusive forms, further than the proper meaning allows, for example when a man speaks concerning 

women’s work and the such.  

Apart form the third person plural, the noun mia ‘persons, other people, the other people, “the people” ’ can also 

sometimes be translated by ‘one’. These expressions are not actual equivalents of Dutch men, because they still 

preserve the regular meaning, which is not the case with first person plural inclusive pronouns. 

In yet another respect is the use of first person plural pronouns broader than is the case with the corresponding 

Dutch pronoun men. Just as in related languages, there is a strong tendency in Mori to include if possible oneself or 

the addressee (singular or plural) with the other party in the conversation and therefore to use the inclusive pronoun. 

This is very regularly the case in commands or requests. Examples are: 

� i-basa-basa-akita ma nae46 

2PL-REDP-read-APPL:1PLN EXHORT 3SG.INDEP 

‘go on, read it once for us (me)’  

� ala-akita koa ma nae mue 

get-APPL:1PLN just EXHORT 3SG.INDEP 2SG.INDEP 

‘come on, just fetch (get) it for us (me)’ 

� maupo do-m-pom-pau-akita mia ba-hapa-hapa, 

even.though 3PL-PL-TRI-speak-APPL:1PLN person INDEF-REDP-what  

 si to-lako me’ala-’ala-o 

NEG.IMPV 1PLN-go PART:obey-3SG 

 ‘whatever they (the people) tell us, let US not (go)47 adopt it’ (exhortation to someone not to allow 

himself to be distracted or misled) [p. 112]  

� wainto kita-po ba nahi to-pom-pe’ala’ala andio 

poor.thing 1PLN-INCOMP if NEG 1PLN-TRI-obey this 

‘it goes bad with us when we (here) are not obedient’ 

The last example would be said to a child, thus ‘it turns out badly with you, when you…’. The inclusive pronoun 

could also be translated here as ‘one’, just as it could be in the example given previously above, nahi moiko ke 

                                                           

46 [footnote 1, p. 111] Together the particles ma and nae can be rendered with ‘go on’, ‘come!’. 

47 [footnote 1, p. 112] See footnote 2, p. 110. 
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totingkoo? ‘Is it not permitted that we (incl.) just hit it?’. The two extensions in the use of ontae, etc. thus do not lie 

very far from each other.  

158. SECOND AND THIRD PERSON PLURAL AS POLITE FORMS OF THE SINGULAR. The use of plural pronouns to refer 

to someone politely was perhaps originally was not native in Mori. It is primarily known to me from the mokole-

villages,48 where it receives its greatest use with reference to leaders (mokole, bonto) (J. Kruyt 1924:58 ff.), but not 

without individual differences according to the position of the concerned member of a chief clan. It is also true, 

however, that the polite forms are used of people of the older generation (by people of all position), particularly 

when referring to one’s father (but not one’s mother), and once in a while even to an older family member of the 

same generation. The use of polite forms is more a question of preference; one does it one way, someone else does it 

the other. The concerned polite forms can even be used of children, provided they are of sufficiently higher position. 

In the dialects (so far as I know) polite forms are eschewed, except in Molio’a, where under the influence of 

Pamona or of school and church (indeed, probably both) the younger generation is beginning to use them. For that 

matter this is also the case elsewhere in Mori, at any rate facing Europeans, who can be quite certain of everywhere 

being addressed in the polite form. This is to be ascribed to the influence of school and church and of the Tinompo. 

Concerning these forms it remains only to be remarked that the use of a polite (plural) pronoun has not—which 

for that matter, stands to reason—resulted in accompanying verbs or adjectives coming to stand in the plural, rather 

such verbs and adjectives are used only when more than two persons are spoken of (compare § 220). Furthermore, 

the name or title of a person whom one would indicate politely to another is preceded by ondae, even when no other 

form of the polite pronoun occurs, e.g.: 

� ondae Kumisi  

3PL.INDEP district.head 

‘His Grace, the District Head’ 

� ondae tua guru 

3PL.INDEP tuan teacher 

‘the (village) educator’ 

� ondae Ue Ala  

3PL.INDEP Lord Allah 

‘God’  

The meaning ‘His Grace, the District Head’ of ondae Kumisi has arisen naturally from the meaning described in the 

following section, namely that of ‘the District Head and his’ (so also mutatis mutandis in the second person plural). 

[p. 113]  

159. PLURAL PRONOUNS FOLLOWED BY A SUBSTANTIVE OR PROPER NAME. One can define the inclusive “we” as 

‘I and you (whether or not including one or more third persons)’, while the exclusive “we” means ‘I and another (or 

others)’. So also in many cases the second person plural pronoun is equivalent to ‘you and yours’, and that of the 

third person plural to ‘he/she and another (or others)’. These considerations make it understandable why the 

conjunction can be omitted in expressions such as: 

� omami Ama49 

1PLX.INDEP Father 

‘I and he, namely Father’, hence ‘Father and I’ 

                                                           

48 [footnote 2, p. 112] See the Introduction. 

49[footnote 1, p. 113] For omami i Ama. As a rule, the article is lost after the i of omami, or rather, assimilates there into; see 

further § 31.  
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� omiu mandoro 

2PL.INDEP village.subhead 

‘you and he, namely the village subhead’, hence ‘you and the village subhead’ 

etc., except here the plural pronoun is used. where we are in the habit of employing the singular. In omiu mandoro 

‘you and the village subhead’ it is not explicit whether ‘you’ is to be interpreted as singular or plural, likewise an 

expression such as omami Ama can also naturally mean ‘Father and we, Father and I and one or more others’. In 

such cases ka ‘and’ can also be used, i.e. omami ka i Ama, omiu ka mandoro (*ongkue ka i Ama, however, would not 

be good Mori). Another case is found in: 

� ongkue ka omue n[in]ee-no 

1SG.INDEP and 2SG.INDEP PASS:name-3SG.POS 

‘he named YOU and ME’ 

Compare: 

� ontae ka ongkue lako mebou 

1PLN.INDEP and 1SG.INDEP go PART:hunt.fish 

‘you and I must go hunt fish’ (with stress falling on ‘I’) 

Here following are a number of examples of this usage, including some in which a conjunction or something 

similar (but nevertheless still in combination with a plural pronoun) occurs: 

� nahi tehine tepo-hawe ira-mo i Pute’a 

NEG long.time RECIP-encounter 3PL-PERF PN Dove 

‘it wasn’t long before he met Dove’ (lit. ‘…he and she, namely Dove, met’) 

� l[um]ako mbo’u tepo-towo ira-mo asa bawaa io bange 

PART:go again RECIP-meet 3PL-PERF one herd CN monkey 

‘she went again (further), she met a troop of monkeys’ 

Next to these sentences stand examples with ka, such as: 

� pohona i Bonti n-tepo-hawe ira ka wali-no 

once PN Wild.Pig PL-RECIP-encounter 3PL and friend-3SG.POS 

‘once Wild Pig ran into his friends (some friends of his)’ 

Also the suffix -ako can be used, e.g.:  

� nahi tehine i-tepo-towo-ako ira io bange asa bawaa 

NEG long.time 3SG-RECIP-meet-APPL 3PL CN monkey one herd 

‘after a little while she met a troop of monkeys’ 

In this case, however, one has to do with a different construction (§ 390), and there is no longer any reason to use a 

plural pronoun in the manner described above. Compare further:  

� onae-mo ka i-po-songkapi karua andio ta  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-TRI-arrange k.o.noble.class this 3SG.FUT  

 l[um]ako i Ngusumbatu, ka do-n-tepo-rangku koa mokole 

PART:go to Ngusumbatu and 3PL-PL-RECIP-close.by just ruler 

 ‘then the karua50 resolved to go to Ngusumbatu, so that he should be close by the mokole and those with 

him’ (alternatively: ‘…by the people of mokole-rank’)51 

                                                           

50 [footnote 2, p. 113] See J. Kruyt (1924:42 ff.) 
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Compare tepo-’umpeda-ako ira /RECIP-short.distance-APPL 3PL/ ‘close by them’, that is, with -ako. The forms 

teporangku and tepo’umpeda mean ‘be close by each other’. 

� me’asa-m-poturi-a ira koa (ka) dahu-no 

be.one-LG-sleep-NZR 3PL just and dog-3SG.POS 

‘he and his dogs have the same sleeping place’ 

� tisomo to-pada mo-wawa sangka-m-petea-to, 

tomorrow 1PLN-equal PART:TRI-bring accouterment-LG-make.war-1PLN.POS  

 ka to-petea mia atuu 

and 1PLN-make.war person that 

 ‘tomorrow let us both bring weapons of ours with us, so I can fight with “that person” ’ (in other words, 

‘with you’)52 

� m-pelimba ira-mo kombia-no ka ana-no 

PL-move.house 3PL-PERF spouse-3SG.POS and child-3SG.POS 

‘moved house with his wife and child(ren)’ 

In this case the ka preceding anano cannot be omitted. 

� l[um]ako ira-mo saru ana-no 

PART:go 3PL-PERF with child-3SG.POS 

‘she went on her way with her child’ 

In the last case, omitting saru would lead to unclarity, because the [p. 114] unmarked reading would then be ‘her 

children went on their way’. Where there exists no danger of unclarity, however, saru and ka are rather not used. The 

unnecessary use of these words is even to be considered as deterioration of the language. The form saru is actually 

an adverb with the meaning ‘jointly’, while the meaning ‘and’ of ka is fairly recent—see § 214 ff. Also the above-

mentioned constructions with suffix -ako are of a later date than the shorter constructions.  

In the same vein as the above belongs the use of a third person plural pronoun with a substantive or proper 

name, in order to indicate the singular, ‘…and those of his (hers)’. Whether the singular, alternatively the plural is 

intended, must necessarily appear from context or circumstances. For example: 

� ondae i Tansumawi 

3PL.INDEP PN Tansumawi 

‘Tansumawi and those of his (wife and child, for example)’ 

� ondae i Weho 

3PL.INDEP PN Weho 

‘Weho(lina) and her husband’ 

� nahi tehine me-hawe ira-mo mokole i wiwi n-tahi 

NEG long.time PL-arrive 3PL-PERF ruler at edge LG-sea  

‘after a little while a mokole and his entourage arrived at the seashore’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

51 [footnote 3, p. 113] Compare below. It would also be possible to translate this as ‘…so that he and those of his should be 

close by the mokole (and those of his)’, etc.  

52 [Postscript, p. 113] The use of mia atuu ‘that person’, or also nana’ote atuu ‘that child’ for ‘you’ indicates contempt. 
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� gaagi ine-no i Wakuka andio wela l[um]ako ira 

therefore mother-3SG.POS PN Wakuka this regularly PART:go 3PL  

 s[um]owi-o io lere-do 

PART:harvest-3SG CN dry.field-3PL.POS 

 ‘Wakuka’s mother and father53 now went regularly to harvest their rice field’ 

� dandi-do i Baku 

promise-3PL.POS PN Baku 

‘the time limit of Baku and those of his (in which they should return from a trip, for example)’ 

alternatively: ‘his (or: their) agreement with Baku’ 

It deserves mention that the third person plural pronoun is employed with the taking together of two or more people, 

without there being an implication that there are still others besides the persons mentioned, e.g.: 

� ondae i Labonde ka i Laengko 

3PL.INDEP PN Labonde and PN Laengko 

‘Labonde and Laengko’ 

� ondae mandoro ka mantarii 

3PL.INDEP village.subhead and inspector 

‘the village subhead and the road inspector’ 

The use of ondae in these cases is to be explained from an older construction without ka (compare § 214 ff.), which 

are also encountered as well, e.g.: 

� ondae i Melopino i Bonde 

3PL.INDEP PN Melopino PN Bonde 

‘Melopino and Bonde’ 

� ondae i Beta i Laengko 

3PL.INDEP PN Beta PN Laengko 

‘Beta and Laengko’ 

thus literally ‘Beta and those of his (that is, in general the one of whom the same applies in one or other respect), 

(namely) Laengko’, etc.—compare above—in which ondae makes the use of a conjunction unnecessary. When 

speaking of animals, ondae is used only when they are personified, e.g.: 

� (ondae) i Bange ka i Re’a 

3PL.INDEP PN Monkey and PN Turtle 

‘Monkey and Turtle’ 

compare dahu-ku ka manu-ku /dog-1SG.POS and chicken-1SG.POS/ ‘my dogs and my chickens’. 

160. ONAE. This pronoun exhibits the peculiarity that it also performs the service of an independent 

demonstrative ‘this, that’, particularly in reference to an event or happening. As such it can refer either to that which 

precedes or that which follows, and thus stands next to andio ‘this’, atuu ‘that’, etc., the regular pronominal 

demonstratives.54 Examples are: 

                                                           

53 [footnote 1, p. 114] From the story it appears that Wakuka’s father is intended, and not any other family member. At any 

rate the ones who go to the field cannot be more than two persons, as appears from the dual forms lumako ira and sumowio 

(compare § 220 ff.).  

54 [Postscript, p. 114] The forms andio ‘this’, arau ‘that up there’ etc. usually modify substantives, but can be used as 

independent demonstratives ‘this (one)’, ‘that (one)’, ‘these’, ‘those’, etc. when designating a person or thing. 
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� onae koa po-doa-no i Nggasi: aasa, aasa, aasa… 

3SG.INDEP just TRI-count-3SG.POS PN Tarsier one one one 

‘this (like this, thus) only was Tarsier’s way of counting: one, one, one…’ 

� onae-mo koa: ka-si hina anu tekuda 

3SG.INDEP-PERF just so.that-NEG.IMPV exist REL angry 

‘only this: let there be no one who is angry’ 

� poko’ari-a-no do-men-saari-o umbu raha tama andio 

finish-NZR-3SG.POS 3PL-PL-chase-3SG owner house man  this 

 nde me-momee ira-mo, onae koa. 

because PL-afraid 3PL-PERF 3SG.INDEP just 

 ‘finally the inhabitants (‘proprietors’) of the house chased away the man, because they had become afraid, 

that was the reason’ 

The expression onae koa is much used in this sense. [p. 115]  

� gagi sompo ta’u ba i-pelere i Hulai, asa koa 

therefore every year if 3SG-cultivate.dry.field PN Hulai one just  

 h[in]owu-no, onae-mo anu rua etu 

PASS:heap-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF REL two hundred 

 ‘therefore every year when Hulai cultivated rice, he received only one stack, and that (indeed) (a rice 

heap) of 200 (bundles)’ 

No fixed translation can be given for onae in this sense, because it depends on the nature of the expression to which 

onae refers. The following examples illustrate this. 

� see, a marasai-a-no koa bela,55 onae koa  

phooey at difficult-NZR-3SG.POS just friend 3SG.INDEP just  

 omue u-wawa kita. 

2SG.INDEP 2SG-carry 1PLN 

 ‘in difficult places,56 in THERE you will bring us (me)’57 

� daa-po do-’umari k[um]aa-no tonsi-do andio, onae  

be-INCOMP 3PL-finish PART:eat-3SG k.o.bird-3PL.POS this 3SG.INDEP  

 tenggoli oleo, me-hawe ira-mo kalamboro ira me-’aiwa 

aslant sun PL-arrive 3PL-PERF people.eater 3PL.FUT PL-come 

 k[um]aa ira elu-’elu atuu 

PART:eat 3PL orphan that 

 ‘as soon as they were finished with the eating of their tonsi bird, when it was past noon (midday), there 

came people eaters who would come eat these orphans’ 

Here onae indicates that the termination of the meal falls within the period of time that is indicated by tenggoli oleo 

‘the sun is on its descent’, in other words in the early afternoon. 

                                                           

55 [footnote 1, p. 115] Originally meaning ‘friend’, bela is now an interjection used in anger. 

56 [footnote 2, p. 115] Compare § 148. 

57 [footnote 3, p. 115] Compare § 157. 
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� nahi tehine i-hawe-o-mo umbele-do bonti,  

NEG long.time 3SG-encounter-3SG-PERF mudhole-3PL.POS wild.pig   

 onae-mo i-po-’inu 

3SG.INDEP-PERF 3SG-TRI-drink 

 ‘after a little while she came to a mud hole which the wild pigs had used as a bathing place, and 

THEREFROM she drank’ 

Compare § 221. Especially frequent is onae ka (onaemo ka, onae koa ka, etc.), literally ‘it was that, therefore…’, but 

also used in the weakened meaning ‘then, thereupon’. Examples are: 

� ka i-dontai-ako-no i Bange kuli-no koa; onae-mo 

and 3SG-drop-APPL-3SG PN Monkey skin-3SG.POS just 3SG.INDEP-PERF 

 ka i-’akala-o i Re’a i Bange 

and 3SG-deceive-3SG PN Turtle PN Monkey 

 ‘and Monkey dropped only the peels of it for her; therefore Turtle used a trick against Monkey’ 

� da iao-po58 i-ronge-o pau-no ine-no i  

be 3SG-INCOMP 3SG-hear-3SG speak-3SG.POS mother-3SG.POS PN   

 Bonti-bonti onae-mo ka i-potae… 

Little.Wild.Pig 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say 

 ‘as soon as she had heard the words of Little Wild Pig’s mother, then she said…’ 

� onae ka ku-polai nde mo-songko i Elu-’elu 

3SG.INDEP and 1SG-flee because PART:TRI-burn.field PN Orphan 

‘the reason that I was on the run was because Orphan was burning (in the field)’ 

� onae koa ka ku-potae langkai koa ntu’u tuwu-mu, 

3SG.INDEP just and 1SG-say big just truly live-2SG.POS  

 ba u-nangi aku koa ba to-petea 

if 2SG-defeat 1SG just if 1PLN-make.war 

 ‘therefore (only then) shall I say that you really are of high rank (lit. great of living), if you are victorious 

over me when we fight together’ 

Sometimes the subject of the ka-subordinate clause is placed between onae and ka, e.g.: 

� onae-mo ule andio ka i-wali meleko 

3SG.INDEP-PERF snake this and 3SG-again PART:coil 

‘then the snake rolled itself back up’ 

As appears from the following examples, sometimes there is little difference between this construction and those 

mentioned above without ka.  

� ongkue andio tudu-ku nde ba hina-o totoka-do ue-to 

1SG.INDEP this use-1SG.POS because if exist-3SG guest-3PL.POS lord-1PLN.POS 

 onae ka do-’ala-o wua-ku, mama-a-do totoka-do 

3SG.INDEP and 3PL-get-3SG fruit-1SG.POS chew-NZR-3PL.POS guest-3PL.POS 

 ‘as concerns me here, my usefulness is that (lit. because) when there are guests of our lord, he (His Grace) 

THEN (therefore, thereupon) takes my fruit, in order to be chewed by his guests’ [p. 116]  

                                                           

58 [Postscript, p. 115] Enunciated as da iaapo, da iapo; see §§ 34 and 31. 
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� tudu-mu muda atuu, ba i-hina totoka, ba mokole, 

use-2SG.POS 2SG.ADD that if 3SG-exist guest if ruler  

 onae-mo do-me-’ala-o wua-mu, po-nahu-do inahu 

3SG.INDEP-PERF 3PL-PL-get-3SG fruit-2SG.POS TRI-cook-3PL.POS vegetable 

 ‘you there, your usefulness is when there are guests, or a mokole, THEN (in that case) they take your fruit, 

in order to cook side-dishes with it’ 

161. The pronoun onae must sometimes be translated by our conjunction ‘when’, and then indicates simultaneity 

between what is expressed in the clause introduced by onae and that which is stated in the following clause (the same 

also holds for ndio; see § 183). For example: 

� onae (   or: ndio       ) todo n-tonga oleo,  

3SG.INDEP  be.here straight.upright LG-middle day  

 n-tepoli ira-mo mia m-po-nahu 

PL-have.free.time 3PL-PERF person LG-TRI-cook 

 ‘when it was precisely midday, the ones who were cooking were finished’ 

� onae hawe i tonga-no, onae-mo ka i-tondu 

3SG.INDEP arrive at middle-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-sink 

‘she had arrived at the middle, then she sank’ 

In fact onae and ndio can be used together, e.g.: 

� onae ndio ta mong-kaa, hawe-o-mo wali-no 

3SG.INDEP be.here 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-eat arrive-3SG-PERF friend-3SG.POS 

 um-uluako-no 

PART-invite-3SG 

 ‘when he was just about to eat, there came a friend of his to invite him (namely, to do some work or other, 

or to go away)’ 

162. As the equivalent of the independent demonstrative of the second and first person (see § 160), onae has 

apparently supplanted another pronoun, which appears in Upper Mori as ho’io (Molio’a hoio, Padoe oio), in 

Karunsi’e as iee, in Watu as iee or ie’e, and in Moiki as iao.59  

� ho’io-(to)60 ka no-pongee… 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say 

‘therefore (then) he said…’ [Impo, etc.] 

� hoio-(to) ka no-pongee… 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say 

‘therefore (then) he said…’ [Molio’a] 

                                                           

59 [Postscript, p. 116] Concerning ia, see § 165, and concerning ia, Karunsi’e ie and Padoe oo in negative expressions, see 

§§ 264, 268 and 269. In Wulanderi (Korololama and Bunta) people use hoo’i for ho’io. A form hia is found in Tinompo in the 

sense of ‘enough’ (e.g. as when one pours a glass for another; compare § 212), but this probably does not belong at home in this 

connection.  

60 [Postscript, p. 116] In Upper Mori hoioto and ho’ioto are further contracted to hooto (in Padoe, ooto). Concerning hooto 

and Tambee hia’oto in vetitive meaning, see § 241, and concerning hoopo (Padoe oopo), likewise § 241. [footnote 1, p. 116] The 

form to found in Upper Mori, Padoe and Watu-Karunsi’e is the equivalent of Tinompo mo. 
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� iee ma ku-potae… 

3SG.INDEP and 1SG-say 

‘therefore (then) I said…’ [Watu, Karunsi’e] 

which occur next to:61 

� iwono ka no-pongee… 

3SG.INDEP and 3SG-say 

‘therefore (then) he said…’ [Upper Mori] 

� umono ka no-pongee… 

3SG.INDEP and 3SG-say 

‘therefore (then) he said…’ [Padoe] 

� iwono ma ku-potae… 

3SG.INDEP and 1SG-say 

‘therefore (then) I said…’ [Watu-Karunsi’e] 

Both the Upper Mori form ho’io as well as the Lower Mori form iao occur in Tinompo, but with a special use. 

The form ho’io, and also iao, are, just like French si, used for ‘yes’ as the response to a question or a remark which 

contains a negative. The particle da’a (see § 30) is often used with it for strengthening. For example: 

� Nahi komiu me-lako ke? — Ho’io (da’a).62 

NEG 2PL.FUT PL-go INTERROG  yes  INTENS 

‘Will you all not go? Yes indeed!’ 

� Nah-u paka-o ke uai-mu andio, Wakuka,  

NEG-2SG feed-3SG INTERROG younger.sibling-2SG.POS this Wakuka  

 ka i-pengese kana anu mokoninggo? S[um]angki i Wakuka  

and 3SG-cry like REL hungry PART:reply PN Wakuka 

 andio: Ho’io, ku-paka-o koa. 

this yes 1SG-feed-3SG just 

 ‘Have you given this brother of yours no food, Wakuka, that he cries as if he were hungry? Wakuka 

answered: Yes, I have given him to eat.’ 

The form iao occurs especially in the expressions moro iao ‘perhaps indeed, perhaps it is so’ (also moro ho’io, 

in Molio’a mboro hoio, etc.) and sine iao, the meaning of which appears in the following examples: 

� sine iao, omiu i-m-po-raha kati 

but 3SG 2PL.INDEP 2PL-PL-TRI-build carry.litter  

‘only this: you must make a carry litter’  

� sine iao gau-do mokula oleo i Ohia l[um]ako melere 

but 3SG do-3PL.POS hot sun PN Salt PART:go PART:cultivate.dry.field 

‘but it was her custom that, when the sun was hot, Salt went gardening’ [p. 117]  

Also iao koa occurs, in the same meaning as onae koa mentioned above, namely ‘that was it, that was the 

reason’.63 For example: 

                                                           

61 [footnote 2, p. 116] Regarding the forms iwono and umono, see § 167 and the respective table. 

62 [from main text, p. 116] One could also respond iao or iao da’a in the same meaning.  

63 [Postscript, p. 117] The expression iao koa ntu’u, however, means ‘really! fancy that! indeed! of course!’. 
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� i inia mami tedoa hadio mia mate, nde na-m-i 

at village 1PLX.POS very many person dead because NEG-PERF-3SG  

 hina mokole mami iao koa; nde ba i-hina iao koa 

exist ruler 1PLX.POS 3SG just because if 3SG-exist 3SG just 

 mokole anu p[in]otoro mami, mo’oru ki-m-potoro-o, 

ruler REL PASS:appoint 1PLX.POS morning 1PLX-PL-appoint-3SG 

 ngkiniwia ki-m-pepate-o-mo mbo’u 

evening 1PLX-PL-kill-3SG-PERF again 

 ‘Many dead people are found in our village, because we no longer have a mokole, that is the reason; if it 

is that there is a mokole who is appointed by us, in the morning we appoint him and in the evening we kill 

him again.’ 

Especially in Molongkuni speakers overuse ho’i koa (for ho’io koa) in reason-giving clauses. 

The compound iaopo (from iao with po ‘only, just’) occurs in the meaning ‘just then, only then, only after that’, 

e.g.: 

� mansa-no l[um]ako ka i-porake a n-torukuno ka i-’amba  

at.once-3SG.POS PART:go and 3SG-go.uphill at LG-mountain and 3SG-then  

 montindulu, iao-po i-hawe ira-mo wali-no 

PART:go.downhill 3SG-INCOMP 3SG-encounter 3PL-PERF friend-3SG.POS 

 ‘then he went on his way, and he climbed up the mountains (a mountain), and then descended, and only 

then did he find his companions’ 

Next to this ‘after that’ which points to something happening after a relatively long period of time, there stands 

another ‘after that’ which implies a greater immediacy of action. For this, Mori speakers use da, whether or not 

combined with iaopo into da iaopo, which can be further shortened to daapo, e.g.: 

� da indiawi do-pewuatako 

still yesterday 3PL-ascend 

‘just yesterday they climbed up (to the house)’ 

� …anu da-a-po do-m-pe’ana 

    REL be-3SG-INCOMP 3PL-PL-have.child 

‘…who had just had a child’ 

� da iao-po i-saba mata oleo 

be 3SG-INCOMP 3SG-appear disc sun 

‘the sun had just risen’ 

This da iaopo or daapo can also occur as a conjunction, with the meaning ‘just, barely, with that, as soon as’, e.g.: 

� da-a-po i-kita-o mia mompora andio  

be-3SG-INCOMP 3SG-see-3SG person PART:wait.in.ambush this  

 nine momaru-o-mo aasa rani, onae-mo ka  

that PART:climb-3SG-PERF one forest.gnome 3SG.INDEP-PERF and  

 i-pesabaako 

3SG-emerge 

 ‘as soon as the man who lay in ambush saw that one of the forest gnomes had climbed in a tree, out he 

emerged’ 
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� da iao-po do-tepusa, hawe-o-mo io bange 

be 3SG-INCOMP 3PL-withdrawn arrive-3SG-PERF CN monkey 

‘as they left, there came a monkey’ 

In da iaopo andio and da iaopo nae (see § 173), da iaopo has the meaning ‘just’ in the first-mentioned sense. 

Although what is stated here is indeed the most usual, there is also some overlap. In the meaning ‘only then, only 

after that’ one can, next to iaopo, nevertheless also use da iaopo (or only da iao), thus an expression such as da 

iaopo isaba oleo can also mean ‘only after the sun had appeared’, etc. Conversely, in the five examples immediately 

above one could also use iaopo rather than da (iaopo). Furthermore, iaopo can also mean ‘then, afterward’, e.g.: 

� i-poko-’umari-o angga-a-no, iao-po i-poturi 

3SG-POTENT-finish-3SG work-NZR-3SG.POS 3SG-INCOMP 3SG-sleep 

‘he finished his work and afterward he slept’ 

In contrast, da iaopo means only ‘barely, only then, only after that’, thus da iaopo ipoturi ‘only then he went to 

sleep’.  

163. For the most part the independent pronouns of Set V are also used as particles (interjections),64 mostly in 

their short forms, that is, without o- onset. For example, someone has seen something that he cannot recognize, and 

informs this to another, who answers:  

� moro io saa mue atuu 

perhaps CN python 2SG.INDEP that 

‘perhaps (that was) a python’ 

Or a number of people outside hear a sound, the cause of which is not known; and someone from the company goes 

looks, comes back and says: 

� io mia koa m-po-’ala keu ntae (  or: ngkue         ) 

CN person just PL-TRI-get wood 1PLN.INDEP  1SG.INDEP 

‘(it is) people fetching wood’ 

 

Likewise: 

� mia koa m-po-wuno rusa miu atuu 

person just PL-TRI-throw.at deer 2PL.INDEP that 

‘those are people who are throwing at a deer (with lances, for example)’ 

in answer to a question to that effect. [p. 118]  

These examples illustrate the nature of the contexts in which the pronouns under consideration occur. At the 

same time it appears from these that the choice of person and number is not indiscriminate, but is determined by the 

circumstances. In the last example, for instance, it appears from the use of the second person plural pronoun miu that 

these words are directed at two or more people. In the preceding example the speaker likewise is among those who 

                                                           

64 [footnote 1, p. 117] Compare the use of yaku-nya (first person personal pronoun with third person possessive suffix) 

meaning ‘for my part, as far as I am concerned’ and the such in Pamona (Adriani 1931:345). Particularly regarding Mori nae, 

compare the use of the third person personal pronoun sia in Sa’dan Toraja (Van der Veen 1924:27).  
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must be brought up to speed, as it were, so that the inclusive ntae can be used. If he were to say ngkue in place of 

ntae, then the statement would be presented as if he had gone to look especially to satisfy his OWN curiosity.65  

The full forms omue and omiu sometimes also appear as interjections, for example: 

� huu ela66 omiu, tedei-po i-mo’ai raha n-sikola 

ho friend 2PL.INDEP little-INCOMP 3SG-burn house LG-school 

‘whoa, the school house was nearly consumed in flames!’ 

The pronouns mue and miu also occur in combination with the particle ke, which otherwise is the usual interrogative 

particle. Someone thinks, for example, that a troop of soldiers that spent the previous night in the village are leaving 

again, upon which another says: Naapo, ke mue! ‘Not yet!’. In reply to more than one person (or to one person, 

speaking politely) Naapo ke miu! would then be used. These forms with ke (to which ke ntae and ke ngkue can be 

added) serve to add force to the correcting of another’s thinking, e.g.: 

� i Anu ke ntae um-ala-o. 

PN What’s-his-name INTERROG 1PLN.INDEP PART-get-3SG 

‘What’s-his-name has taken it (not me, for example)’ 

The phrase ke nae also occurs, in the sense of ‘thus, then’, e.g.: 

� da hina-o ke nae 

still exist-3SG INTERROG 3SG.INDEP 

‘hey, there is still some then!’ (as an expression of surprise) 

The pronoun ngkue combines with the particle ma to produce mangkue, a word which can often be rendered as 

‘after all, in spite of that’,67 e.g.: 

� kanandio-mo mangkue ana ba to-monge-monge 

like.this-PERF after.all child if 1PLN-stupid 

‘that’s how it goes, after all, child, if one is stupid’ 

� sani mpiha mangkue wela koa mong-kaa 

often continually after.all regularly just PART:TRI-eat 

‘otherwise he will keep eating of it anyhow’ 

Of greatest importance in this connection, however, is nae, which as a particle must be rendered in various ways 

in our language, as best emerges from a number of examples: 

� Isua-o-mo doi-ku? U-’ala-o-mo nae! 

where-3SG-PERF money-1SG.POS 2SG-get-3SG-PERF 3SG.INDEP 

‘where has my money gone? You have taken it all to yourself, man!’ 

� da hina-o inahu-no ke nae nada? 

still exist-3SG vegetable-3SG.POS INTERROG 3SG.INDEP 3SG.ADD 

‘are there perhaps more vegetables for him?’ 

                                                           

65 [Postscript, p. 117] Here ntae or nkue could be rendered as ‘thus’ (‘in contrast with the expected’, Minahasan Malay 

kote’). But this rendering is not possible when these pronouns are used in combination with ke (see below).  

66 [footnote 1, p. 118] Although originally meaning ‘friend’, ela serves here as an interjection.  

67 [Postscript, p. 118] This form mangkue can also be simply strengthening, for example anuku mangkue ‘mine!’ (in answer 

to the question of to whom something belongs).  
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This implies that the speaker thinks there are no more vegetables; without nae the sentence loses this meaning. 

Compare the similar example near the beginning of § 147.  

� nahi ndio68 raha-mu ke nae andio? 

NEG be.here house-2SG.POS INTERROG 3SG.INDEP this 

‘Is this perhaps not your house? (I think it is)’69  

� isema ke nae aiwa? 

who INTERROG 3SG.INDEP come 

‘who is it who has come yet (again)?’70 

� kita-o71 koa nae mue uai ba  

see-3SG just 3SG.INDEP 2SG.INDEP younger.sibling if 

 u-lako mo’ito-’ito. 

2SG-go PART:wander 

 ‘take care, you, little brother, if you go roaming about’ 

� mansa-no hawe namia72 mia andio ka i-kita-o, 

at.once-3SG.POS arrive EMPH person this and 3SG-see-3SG  

 io rani koa tokoa nae. 

CN forest.gnome just in.reality 3SG.INDEP 

 ‘when the man arrived and saw it (him), it appears to me to be a forest gnome!’ [p. 119]  

� i-m-petii-mo isa’a nae, kita m-pebobatu 

2PL-PL-descend-PERF genuine 3SG.INDEP 1PLN.FUT PL-have.sword.fight 

‘come down from the house immediately, then shall we enter into a sword fight’ 

As one can see, nae often occurs in utterances which go paired with a certain expression of feeling (calling out and 

the such), and adds force thereto. It can be used in imperatives, as well as in anger as a simple strengthening particle. 

It can also be mitigating (in the sense of Malay coba ‘try’), for example i Anu nae ‘what’s-his-name’ (you must take 

him, for example, said when the other has expressed a different idea).  

The expression onae koa nae andio, or simply onae koa nae, is used to make a proposal: 

� onae koa nae andio ongkue mekaria-akita. 

3SG.INDEP just 3SG.INDEP this 1SG.INDEP PART:keep.watch-APPL:1PLN 

‘now, I shall indeed keep watch for you (us)’ 

� onae koa nae andio to-men-sowe 

3SG.INDEP just 3SG.INDEP this 1PLN-PL-swim 

‘come, now, let us go swim’ 

On the other hand, the expression onae koa nae andio means in general ‘as far as we are concerned’ (in contrast with 

others). 

                                                           

68 [footnote 3, p. 118] See § 182. 

69 [Postscript, p. 118] This can also mean ‘Is this then not your house?’.  

70 [Postscript, p. 118] On the other hand, isema ke nae anu aiwa? means ‘who is it that came?’. The meaning ‘yet again’ is 

expressed by po da’a, thus isemapo da’a anu aiwa? 

71 [Postscript, p. 118] Kita-o means ‘watch it, watch out’. 

72 [Postscript, p. 118] Namia (na mia) is an emphatic particle, derived from third person pronoun nae plus mia ‘person’.  
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� ontae koa nae andio Kontino, to-pe-pali-palindo 

1PLN.INDEP just 3SG.INDEP this Kontino 1PLN-INTR-REDP-play 

‘well, Kontino, let us play around together’ (in other words, fight) 

Likewise omiu koa nae atuu means ‘as far as you are concerned’, e.g.: 

� omiu koa nae atuu, i-pekule-mo 

2PL.INDEP just 3SG.INDEP that 2PL-return-PERF 

‘as far as you two are concerned, just go back’ 

The morpheme nae is linked with ka to become kanae (ka nae). It is used when one would impress or instill 

something upon another, e.g.: 

� ongkue-mo andio ka nae, maama, anu wela 

1SG.INDEP-PERF this and 3SG.INDEP uncle REL habitually 

 pepahihi-a miu indi’upua 

wipe.off-NZR 2PL.POS day.before.yesterday 

 ‘I here (and no one else), uncle, am the one whom you were in the habit of wiping off in earlier days’ 

� ndi’ai koa ka nae omami ki-wela m-poturi 

here just and 3SG.INDEP 1PLX.INDEP 1PLX-regularly PL-sleep 

‘we sleep regularly HERE (and nowhere else)’73 

For the particle nae the Impo use daeno, the Molongkuni deno or na’a (a doublet of da’a), the upland dialects 

ino or nggida (see § 168 and the accompanying table). The morpheme nae can also correspond to our uncertainty 

word ‘surely’, but it has then another intonation, e.g. u-’ala-o-mo nae /2SG-get-3SG-PERF 3SG.INDEP/ or u’alaomo 

naee (spoken with a somewhat lengthened ee), ‘surely you took it already’.  

Of Set IV pronouns, muda and mida occur as interjections, e.g.: 

� ontae i Tonsi nae muda anu me-lako 

1PLN.INDEP PN Tonsi 3SG.INDEP 2SG.ADD REL PL-go 

‘we (you and I) and Tonsi are the ones who went’ 

In colloquial speech, a strained use is made of these interjections. See above with § 156. 

164. Forms of the personal pronouns which are known to me from the various dialects are brought together in 

the following tables. In general these forms amount to the same things as the corresponding forms in Tinompo. 

However, not in all cases can they be decreed as being sufficiently close in function. Undoubtedly differences occur 

in the details, which are in part taken up in the notes. The intention of the tables is only this, to make known the 

FORMS.  

                                                           

73 [from main text, p. 119] Compare Pamona: 

ire’i-mo se’e kayore mami 

here-PERF this sleep 1PLX.POS 

‘HERE is our sleeping place’ 
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TABLE 2. SET I AND III PRONOUNS (SUFFIXES AND PRONOUNS OCCURRING IN FUTURE FORMS) 

  

Tinompo, Moiki, Tiu 

Impo, Tambee, 

Molongkuni, etc. 

 

Molio’a 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Watu 

1SG    aku (a) 

2SG iko, ko 

3SG o i, e, o e, o 

 (ta) (olo) (b) (ino) (c) (ke) 

1PLN kita kito 

1PLX kami kai 

2PL ikomiu, komiu 

3PL ira iro 

(a) Concerning Tinompo, Upper Mori ne (not encountered in Watu or Karunsi’e), see § 165 

(b) Molongkuni and Impo also have ino; see § 237  

(c) Molio’a also has ino; see § 237 

[p. 120]  

TABLE 3. SET II PRONOUNS (POSSESSIVES) 

 Tinompo, etc. Karunsi’e Watu Upper Mori 

1SG -ku -nggu 

2SG -mu 

3SG -no 

1PLN -to -ndo 

1PLX mami mai mami 

2PL miu 

3PL -do -ro 
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TABLE 4. SET IV PRONOUNS (CONJUGATING PREFIXES) 

 Tinompo Tiu Moiki Karunsi’e Watu Upper Mori 

1SG ku- 

2SG u- mu- (a) mu- (b) mu- u- (e) 

3SG i- no- 

1PLN to- 

1PLX ki- 

2PL i- ndi- mi- (c) mi (d) mi- i- (f) 

3PL do- ndo- ro- 

(a) after ka ‘so that, and’ also u-. (d) after ma i-, compare note (b) 

(b) after ma ‘so that, and’ u- (e) in Padoe also au-, see § 167 

(c) after ka also i-, compare note (a) (f) in Padoe also ai-, see § 167 

TABLE 5. SET V PRONOUNS (INDEPENDENT FORMS) 

 Tinompo Moiki Tiu Padoe Upper Mori Watu Karunsi’e 

1SG ongkue ongkude iaku (a)inaku 

2SG omue omude iiko (a)inggo’o 

3SG onae onade ona’e umono iwono (a)iwono 

1PLN ontae ontade onta’e ikito (a)inggito 

1PLX omami ikami (a)inggai (a)inggami 

2PL omiu ikomiu (a)inggomiu 

3PL ondae ondade onda’e umboro iworo (a)ihiro 

Herewith must further be added the third person singular pronouns ho’io and iao (and variant forms) 

which are mentioned in § 162. 
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[p. 121]  

 TABLE 6. SET VI PRONOUNS (INDEPENDENT FORMS) 

  

Tinompo 

 

Moiki 

 

Tiu 

 

Watu (a) 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Padoe 

 

Molongkuni 

 

Impo 

Lembobabi 

& 

Matangkoro 

 

Tambee 

 

Ulu Uwoi 

 

Molio’a 

1SG ngkuda(’a) ngkuda’a ngkuda angku(hae) angkuhae lakuda’a dakuda’a daku (da)kuda’a kuda’a daku 

2SG muda(’a) muda’a koda amu(hae) amuhae lekoda’a dikoda’a, 

  dikida’a (b) 

dikoda’a ikoda’a (i)koda’a diko 

3SG nada(’a) nada’a nada ana(hae), 

    daina(?) (c) 

anahae leda’a deno(da’a), 

denda’a 

daeno(da’a), 

daada’a 

(da’a), 

daeno 

neda’a, 

    haeno (d) 

nona’a, 

    aino (d) 

dino 

1PLN ntada(’a) ntada’a ntada anta(hae) antahae lekitoda’a dikitoda’a daikitoda’a ikitoda’a kitoda’a dikito 

1PLX mamida(’a) mamida’a mamida amai, 

    amahai (e) 

amamihae lekamida’a dikamida’a (dai)kamida’a ikamida’a kamida’a dikami 

2PL mida(’a) mida’a miuda amiu, 

amihae 

amiuhae lekomiuda’a dikomiuda’a ikomiuda’a komiuda’a dikomiu 

3PL ndada(’a) ndada’a ndada ara(hae) arahae le’iroda’a deroda’a daroda’a iworoda’a (iwo)roda’a roda’a diro 

(a) concerning the Watu forms without hae, see § 167 

(b) as an interjection, Molongkuni speakers use dida’a (shortening of dikida’a) where the Tinompo say muda 

(c) the form daina is not yet established for Watu; it may indeed occur here, but perhaps not 

(d) as far as language usage is concerned, these forms appear to connect up with those of Table 5. What the connection may be between aino and iwono is not yet clear to me 

(e) that the Watu first person plural exclusive form is amahai, while hae occurs in all other forms, can be ascribed to the phonological influence of amai 
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[p. 122]  

I have intended that the forms be received as they were given to me, which however imparts something 

unsatisfactory about the list, especially where the Upper Mori dialects are concerned. It is inconceivable, for 

example, that the similar-sounding forms of Tambee and Ulu Uwoi, of which the first in the list have an i at the 

beginning, the second not, are not used interchangeably in both dialects. Regarding certain forms it appears that they 

occur with or without da or dai,74 and this applies naturally of others. More thorough knowledge of the dialects shall 

without doubt increase the number of possible variants, but at the same time simplify the list. 

Derivations. 

165. THE ENCLITIC FORMS OF TABLE 2 (SETS I AND III). In various languages in the east of the Archipelago, there 

occur short, non-independent or enclitic forms of the pronouns, for example in Makasarese, Bugis, Sa’dan Toraja, 

Sumbanese, Rotinese, Timorese, etc. They are absent in Pamona, but not in the closely related mountain languages, 

while in Kaili it is as in the Pamona area: these pronouns are absent in the coastal languages, but they are present in 

the mountain languages. They thus form a common trait of the Kaili-Pamona mountain languages versus the lowland 

languages. Adriani and Kruyt (1914:122) give a list of the forms in the Kaili-Pamona mountain languages and in 

Makasarese and Bugis, in which the third person singular forms in the latter two languages were erroneously 

omitted: Bugis has i, infrequently a (Matthes 1875:179), Makasarese i or a (Matthes 1858:61–62, 64–65), 

corresponding to the forms which one finds back in Mori as i, e and o.75 As appears from Karunsi’e, e originates 

from i, as here both forms still occur as variants of each other, e.g. umale’i or umalee ‘taking it’ (stem ale ‘take’); i is 

added with glottal, e without. Watu speakers say umale’e or umalee; speakers here thus use forms with and without 

glottal stop beside each other. No glottal stop is used with the attaching of o. The forms e (i) and o are completely 

synonymous, as the occurrence of o and likewise e (i) in Watu-Karunsi’e depends only on the phonetic context: 

following a stem-final i or u one uses o, while following a, e, or o one has e, for example ku-kii-o /1SG-see-3SG/ ‘I 

see it’, ro-nahu-o /3PL-cook-3SG/ ‘they cook it’, ku-kaa-’e /1SG-eat-3SG/ ‘I eat it’, ale-’eke-’e /get-APPL-3SG/ ‘take it 

for him’, ro-winso-e /3PL-enter-3SG/ ‘they entered it in’ (all Watu). 

The Upper Mori forms ale-o ‘take it’, wawe-o ‘carry it’, kite-o ‘see it’ (§ 8) and -ake-o (suffix -ako with the 

third person singular enclitic pronoun), in which the origin of e from the original stem coda -a cannot be explained 

by any of the reasons mentioned in § 38 (the nearness of the suffix -o would actually make one expect another sound 

change), makes it very probable that o is a shortening of *io, *ia, or rather yet of *yo, *ya, from *io, *ia (see the end 

of § 167). Also in Wolio, where the third person singular suffix is regularly a, in some cases it still occurs as ia 

(A. A. Cense:pers.comm.).76 

The short second person singular pronoun is likewise ko in the Kaili mountain languages, Bugis and 

Makasarese, etc. It is not impossible that that of the first person also had once been in general use, but was gradually 

replaced by aku. One still finds it at present only as an opaque element of the form -akune, that is, the suffix -ako 

followed by the [p. 123] first person pronoun ne, compare Tawaelia ne, Napu na (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:111, 122). 

In all probability -akune was earlier pronounced -akone ‘to me, for me, etc.’, but this latter was reformed to -akune 

when people no longer heard in ne a pronoun of the first person singular. The form -akune is absent in 

Watu-Karunsi’e; the form ne (in place of na) is presumably then also Upper Mori (compare § 38).  

                                                           

74 [Postscript, p. 122] The form da mentioned here is actually a separate particle not belonging with the form as such; see 

below § 168. This naturally does not apply to the i of dai.  

75 [footnote 3, p. 122] The form o also occurs in Napu, namely as a fixed constituent of oto ‘it’ (Ten Kate 1915:78), which 

must be formed from o and the particle to, the latter of which in Upper Mori, Watu and Karunsi’e takes the place of Tinompo, 

etc. mo. In Padoe one need not construe oto as a compound suffix, as it can also be placed preceding the word to which it 

belongs, and thus makes its appearance as an independent word, e.g. lehea’oto = oto lehea ‘it is there already’. Compare also the 

tables in § 192.  

76 [footnote 1, p. 415] Compare also the shortening of the article io to o (§ 272). Makasarese has the article a, which in 

former times sounded ia.  
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Whether Mori ever did have enclitic forms of the plural pronouns is not certain. Indeed, something speaks in 

favor of assuming so, because the non-independent forms of the plural which correspond to the singular, enclitic 

forms usually are independent in other languages. The forms kita ‘1PLN’, kami ‘1PLX’ komiu ‘2PL’ and ira ‘3PL’ 

should then have gradually come to appear in the place of the enclitic forms (just as it was supposed above of aku), 

and in connection therewith degraded from independent to non-independent. Formally, Watu kai (Tinompo, etc. 

kami) agrees with the first person plural exclusive enclitic pronoun found in Bada as kai and in Besoa and Napu as 

ngkai (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:122). It remains questionable whether this says anything, though, because in Watu the 

m is also omitted in other first person plural exclusive forms, including the independent forms.  

Next to ko and komiu also occur the forms iko and ikomiu, the latter compounded with the article for persons, 

but only as prefix, not as suffix. Concerning komiu, see Jonker (1915:329). The other forms are sufficiently well-

known from related languages. 

The third person plural form ira is compounded from the ubiquitous deictic or pronominal element i and the 

plural element ra (see § 100). 

Concerning the promotion of the particle ta to pronoun, see § 150; concerning olo, ino and ke, see § 237.  

166. POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES AND CONJUGATING PREFIXES (SETS II AND IV). The forms of Tables 3 and 4 are 

generally known in Indonesian languages. Upper Mori -nggu and -ndo originate from -ngku and -nto respectively 

(which form these possessive pronouns actually have in Bungku, among other places). The forms with and without 

nasal (genitive marker) alternate in many languages. Concerning mai and miu, see the preceding section. The forms 

no (from na) and i are both widespread as third person singular elements. The second person plural prefix i- must 

have originated from mi-; in Tinompo it is homophonous with that of the third person singular. Concerning Tiu ndi-, 

one can suppose this originated by analogy with the third person plural form ndo- (compare Adriani 1931:340). 

Concerning Padoe au- and ai-, see § 167.  

167. INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS (SET V). The Tinompo forms of Table 5 are explained by the forms found in 

Moiki: ongkue, omue, etc. have originated from ongkude, omude, etc. (in Tiu one finds the intermediate forms ona’e, 

onta’e, onda’e). These are compounded from ongku, omu, etc. and an element de, apparently an article, which may 

possibly be identified with da (in the first person plural exclusive and the second person plural, this element is 

omitted, as otherwise these forms would be too long, and the accent would fall [p. 124] where the other forms do not 

have it). Following this hypothesis, the forms ongkue, omue, etc. must have originally been homophonous with those 

of Set VI, at present ngkuda, muda, etc. There is nothing in the meaning of da in itself which would argue against 

this view; the particular usage of the Set VI forms (ngkuda, muda, etc.) can be considered as secondary. The Watu 

forms of Set VI—there can be little doubt that Watu angku, amu, etc. are the same as Tinompo ongkue, omue, etc., if 

one but strips off the final e from the latter—do not shed much light. Indeed it appears from this that the final e (de) 

is actually not to be considered as an element belonging to the word, but as far as usage is concerned the forms 

without hae connect up with those of Set V (even though the relationship between the two series of forms is still not 

yet entirely clear to me), so that the specific meaning evidently resides in hae, and not in angku, amu, etc.77 The 

latter forms originate from an element ang—or, alternatively, a followed by some nasal (which either assimilates to a 

following consonant or else falls away)—plus the same short forms of the personal pronouns as serve as possessive 

suffixes (apart from the change of a into o). The first-mentioned element occurs frequently as a formative in 

pronouns, e.g. in the Makasarese demonstratives anne, antu and anjo (Matthes 1858:62–63) and in some forms of 

the personal pronouns both here and in Rotinese, which entirely agree with those of Watu, namely Makasarese angku 

‘I’ and annu ‘you’ (Matthes 1859:815)78 and Rotinese ana, ala, ara, ata and ama (Jonker 1915:332 ff.).79 

Presumably we are dealing here with the same element which elsewhere does service as article, e.g. in Old Javanese 

                                                           

77 [Postscript, p. 124] More specifically, it can be reported that Watu inaku, etc. correspond with Tinompo ongkue, etc., 

Watu angku, etc. with Tinompo ngkue, etc.  

78 [from footnote 3, p. 124] Probably these forms are not restricted to angku and annu, but are encountered in the third 

person and in the plural. 

79 [from footnote 5, p. 124] The pronoun ama, second person singular and plural, is an analogical formation (Jonker 

1915:339). 
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(ang, ng) and in Bisayan (ang), and for its occurrence in pronouns to be compared with Malay ĕngkau. That 

Rotinese has ata rather than anta is not surprising, as this article occurs both with and without a nasal coda.  

Furthermore, the Watu-Karunsi’e forms inaku, etc. must be considered as compounded with an article ending in 

a nasal, namely in. A form in occurs in the Minahasan languages (next to ən and un); also Mongondow has it as an 

article (Brandstetter 1913:39). On the other hand, the Upper Mori forms are formed with i, the article for persons. In 

iiko ‘2SG’ this article is even twice present.80 The corresponding Watu-Karunsi’e form inggo’o has obtained the 

requisite length through lengthening of the final vowel accompanied by glottal insertion. In inggo’o ‘2SG’, inggito 

‘1PLN’, inggami ‘1PLX’ and inggomiu ‘2PL’ the ngg originated from voicing of ngk. 

The Upper Mori third person personal pronouns iwono and iworo appear to be compounded from iwo and a 

possessive suffix. Presumably, however, this is only apparent. In Watu and Karunsi’e we indeed also find iwono in 

the singular, but in the plural [p. 125] ihiro (which, apart from the initial i-, corresponds entirely with Old Javanese, 

Pamona, etc. sira), so that iworo perhaps was formed by analogy to iwono in a time when people no longer 

understood iwono, and reinterpreted it as iwo+no. Probably iwono is to be analyzed as i and wono, the latter of 

which is cognate with Tontemboan wana ‘there, there are’, compare ambana ‘there, that place’ (Schwarz 1908:s.v.). 

The form iwono would thus actually mean ‘the one there, yonder’. The i of iwono is probably not the well-known 

article for persons, but rather the article in, an element which was also encountered above as a formative of the other 

Watu-Karunsi’e forms. That it was the article in appears from Padoe umono, which presumably stands for umbono 

(compare § 27), seeing as how the corresponding third person plural form is umboro. A form *umbono could have 

originated from *imbono under influence of the labial consonant.  

An a can be prefixed to the Watu-Karunsi’e forms, This a can also occur before the article for persons i, e.g. (a)i 

Laemadi (also in Padoe). Furthermore this a can also be placed before the homophonous preposition i (also in Watu-

Karunsi’e and Padoe), e.g. (a)i Malili ‘to Malili’, and in Padoe before the pronominal prefixes u- ‘2SG’ and i- ‘2PL’, 

which in that case become, respectively, au- and ai-, e.g. (a)i-ala-akita /2PL-get-APPL:1PLN/ ‘you all fetch it for us’. 

The latter forms probably originated by analogy. It is possible that this is also the case with the article for persons, 

and that originally a was placed only before the preposition i, where in this case a is probably the known preposition 

a(n). In Tinompo and elsewhere one finds the reverse order in the compounding of the two synonymous prepositions, 

namely ia (§ 274). But it is probably more likely that the a which makes its appearance before the article i in Watu-

Karunsi’e is to be explained as a deictic element which plays, also in Mori, a considerable role in the formation of 

pronouns; compare § 193. This interpretation is supported by the fact that this element also occurs in Tinompo, but 

only with the article i (never with the homophonous pronoun), e.g. aisema ‘who?’. In Upper Mori people say instead 

for this nggo isema, from which it would appear that the a of ai Laemadi, etc. is not to be though of as a preposition.  

Finally, the third person singular forms iao, ho’io, etc. (§ 162) must be treated. The form iao is compounded 

from the generally encountered ia and the enclitic o (both third person singular pronouns). The actual meaning is 

thus ‘that is it’, which is in harmony with moro iao ‘perhaps that is it’. That o is the enclitic pronoun appears from 

Karunsi’e-Watu iee, Watu ie’e, as in these dialects o is replaced by e in certain phonetic environments (see § 165). 

However, ia no longer occurs by itself,81 but has entirely fused with o. I also take ho’io and hoio to be combinations 

of ia and o, this time in the reverse order (the o is more often placed preceding in the Upper Mori dialects than in 

Tinompo, as for example in Impo, Molongkuni, etc. olo, compounded from o and the particle lo; see § 164). The h is 

certainly secondary (compare § 77); the Padoe say oio.  

168. INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS (SET VI). The forms presented in Table 6 have in large part already come up for 

discussion in the preceding section. Concerning da’a for da, see § 30. That Tiu speakers say koda in place of muda 

should well be ascribed to Upper Mori influence. In these pronouns, the Upper Mori dialects exhibit a great number 

of variant forms, for the most part with unimportant differences. [p. 126] Before i, da mostly loses its a; Molongkuni 

denoda’a and deroda’a must go back to *dainoda’a, etc., and thus exhibit vowel contraction. The forms daino, 

                                                           

80 [footnote 6, p. 124] Compare Tontemboan iico (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:240). One could also admit to 

lengthening in iiko, if need be.  

81 [footnote 4, p. 125] Except in nahi ia and komba ia, which are Tinompo equivalents of Malay bukan; see § 268. 
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daeno, etc. can be compared with Watu ana, only in the first-mentioned forms the particle or pronominal element82 i 

occurs in place of a (as noted with Table 6, the form daina may also occur in Watu). Although the Molongkuni 

dikida’a could be an analogical formation, it is more likely the result of assimilation, compare Molongkuni 

nggikida’a next to the synonymous nggoikoda’a. These last two forms both contain the element nggo, which must 

also be found in the form nggida mentioned above in § 163; nggo—discussed further in § 194—thus stands next to 

da in these forms. It is peculiar that some forms, e.g. daku, are compounded from the particle da and a short form of 

the personal pronouns which also does service as the possessive suffix. However, it is possible that in such forms a 

vowel has fallen away. Impo daada’a stands for daeda’a, from daenoda’a. Tambee neda’a goes back to nada’a, 

while Ulu Uwoi nona’a originated from noda’a by alliteration.83 Presumably Tambee haeno has a non-original h, 

compare Ulu Uwoi aino. Although this latter could also stand for daino, it could instead be formed with the element 

a mentioned in § 167.  

In Watu amahai ‘1PLX’ and amihae ‘2PL’ have lost, respectively, i and u from the middle. Watu hae is a particle 

which roughly corresponds with Tinompo da, da’a, in this function at any rate. Also one probably has to see a 

particle in Padoe le. The derivation is uncertain; the older form is presumably la (compare lakuda’a; in lekoda’a, 

leda’a, etc.; le could be from contraction of lai), and this once more be a variant form of da. In place of Padoe la, le, 

Tinompo speakers use nde, e.g. nde muda is the Tinompo equivalent of Padoe lekoda’a, from which it emerges that 

la or le actually does not belong with the form. But where Tinompo has nde, other dialects once again have da, so 

that la and da could very well be doublets.  

Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns. 

169. Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns do not occur in Mori. Where we employ a reflexive pronoun, Mori 

makes use of a verb formed with the prefix me-, while the prefixes me-, mape-, mambe- (mombe-), tepo- and mepo- 

make reciprocal pronouns superfluous. For discussion of all these prefixes, see the relevant sections in Chapter 12. 

To a certain extent, koroi ‘body’, followed by a possessive pronoun, can be considered as taking the place of our 

reflexive pronoun; compare § 155. 

DEICTIC PRONOUNS. 

170. In this and the subsequent parts of this chapter are treated the words which roughly can be considered the 

equivalents of our deictic, interrogative and indefinite adverbs (of place, time and manner). There is much said in 

Jespersen (1924:84–85) in favor of considering these words to be pronouns. In any case they can hardly be treated 

free of the pronouns, such as Hurgronje (1900:144 ff.) exhaustively demonstrates for Acehnese, but which also 

applies to many, if not all [p. 127] other Indonesian languages. As shall appear below, in Mori not only the 

equivalents (insofar as one can speak of ‘equivalents’) of our independent demonstratives (ndio, tuu, etc.), but also 

those of our adjectival demonstratives (andio, etc.), must often be translated by ‘here’, ‘there’, ‘yonder’, and the 

border between these pronouns and the ‘equivalents’ of our ‘deictic adverbs’ is drawn entirely differently than in our 

language. Furthermore one can, among other things, yet point out that in many Indonesian languages, and likewise in 

Mori, the word for ‘where?’ concurrently serves as the equivalent of our pronoun ‘which?’, etc. 

171. The Mori demonstratives make a five-way distinction. There are demonstratives of the first, second and 

third person, but those belonging to the third person occur in three sorts. Literally, these three sorts distinguish 

strictly between what is on the same level as the speaker, what is lower than the speaker, and what is higher than the 

speaker. In which way these terms are to be understood appears in more detail below (§ 191). Provisionally, a 

general characterization shall be sufficient. 

Another observation of a general nature is that the deictic pronouns indicate not only place but also time.84 In 

the latter case they are employed figuratively, and by the nature of things the use which is made of the 

                                                           

82 [Postscript, p. 126] That a goes back to the third person singular element i is not likely, because i itself is not encountered 

as a pronoun in Upper Mori. 

83 [Postscript, p. 126] There is, however, also na’a, alternate form of da’a; see above. 

84 [footnote 1, p. 127] This naturally does not apply of ALL forms in the particular. 
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demonstratives of the three persons is somewhat arbitrary. The border between the spheres is not fixed, and more 

than once speakers have a choice between using a pronoun of the first or second person, sometimes even between all 

three persons (see below § 174). These matters come up for comprehensive discussion in the following paragraphs.  

The Mori speaker readily localizes in one of the five particular pronominal spheres. He uses the demonstratives 

much more actively than we do. When translating, it is not always possible to do justice to all the pronouns. 

172. The demonstratives which are used in Tinompo can be presented in table form as follows. Dialectal forms 

and derivations are discussed later (§ 192 ff.).  

TABLE 7. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 

 I II III IV V VI 

1ST PERSON andio(do)    ndi(o) (a) indi’ai 
 ramai, 

tamahi 

ngkoramai, 

   (ng)kontamahi (b) 

(i)ndiramai, 

(i)nditamahi 

2ND PERSON atuu(do) tuu itu’ai — — — 

LEVEL arau(do) rau ira’ai raane ngkoraane (i)ndiraane 

3RD:   LOWER alou(do) lou ilo’ai loane ngkoloane (i)ndiloane 

HIGHER atahu(do) tahu itahai tahane    (ng)kontahane (b) (i)nditahane 

(a) see §§ 180–181. (b) compare § 28. 

[p. 128]  

Series I. 

173. The forms andio ‘this’, atuu ‘that’, etc.85 are ADJECTIVAL. They thus foremost occur with (and at that, 

following) substantives and proper names, in so far as the person or thing referred to thereby is not moving in a 

particular direction (in cases where it is moving in a particular direction, see § 189). For example: 

� i Laengko andio 

PN Laengko this 

‘this Laengko’ 

� raha arau 

house that.over.there 

‘yonder house’ 

� wuwu-ku alou 

fish.trap-1SG.POS that.down.there 

‘my fish traps down there (in the river)’ 

If such a word receives modification other than the demonstrative, then the demonstrative usually comes last (just as 

in Malay, etc.), e.g.: 

                                                           

85 [footnote 1, p. 128] For the forms with suffix -do, see § 176. 
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� bonti anu p[in]ongko-’ala-do andio 

wild.pig REL PASS:POTENT-get-3PL.POS this 

‘this wild pig caught by them’ 

There are, however, exceptions to the rule, e.g.: 

� nahi tehine do-m-po’ia hawe-o-mo ue-do ana-n-i  

NEG long.time 3PL-PL-stay arrive-3SG-PERF grandparent-3PL.POS child-3SG.POS-PN  

 Sinongi86 popandei ira ka do-m-pekule-mo i inia 

Sinongi persuade 3PL and 3PL-PL-return-PERF to village 

 po’ia-nga-do Datu anu mepetadi ira andio i Sinongi 

reside-NZR-3PL.POS Datu REL PART:seek.to.dispose 3PL this PN Sinongi 

 ‘they had not lived (there) long, when the grandfather of Sinongi’s children came to try and coax them to 

return back to the village where lived the Datu87 who had gotten rid of (exiled) Sinongi and her children’ 

� hawe-o-mo i raha-do mia anu k[um]aa-no andio  

arrive-3SG-PERF at house-3PL.POS person REL PART:eat-3SG this   

 ana-no, pada ira-mo mahaki. 

child-3SG.POS equal 3PL-PERF sick 

 ‘when she had come into the house of these people who had eaten up her child,  

(it turned out) they were both sick’ 

In these sentences if the demonstrative were to be placed last in the noun phrase, then andio would modify, 

respectively, Sinongi and ana-no rather than Datu and mia.  

The forms andio, atuu, etc. can also modify pronouns, relative clauses and other equivalents of substantives. 

Their placement in the clause is then much freer, for example they can also precede the expression which they 

modify. Examples are: 

� onae-mo atuu pakuli-mu 

3SG.INDEP-PERF that medicine-2SG.POS 

‘that there is your (eye) medicine’ 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o andio ke w[in]awa-o-mo ke naahi 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG this whether PASS:carry-3SG-PERF whether NEG 

‘I (here) do not know whether it’s been brought or not’ 

� onae anu mo-rombi atahu 

3SG.INDEP REL PART:TRI-knock88 that.up.there 

‘he is the one who is up there knocking’ 

It must also be admitted that the forms andio, atuu, etc. occur independently, in the sense of ‘this (one)’, ‘that 

(one)’, these (ones)’, those (ones)’. For example, in the following sentences I see no reason for treating nee-no and 

atuu differently; both are independent forms which refine the provisional third person singular object marker -o.  

                                                           

86 [footnote 2, p. 128] The name given to princesses in stories, Sinongi literally means ‘the one sent away (segregated)’. 

87 [footnote 3, p. 128] Regarding the meaning of Datu, compare § 100. 

88 [footnote 4, p. 128] More specifically, morombi means ‘knock on the spike of the aren palm (when collecting palm 

toddy)’. 
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� nahi ku-to’ori-o nee-no 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG name-3SG.NEG 

‘I do not know his name’ 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o atuu 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG that 

‘I do not know that (what you just asked, for example)’ 

The independent character of these forms can especially be seen in examples such as: 

� Anu isua ana-mu? Arau. 

REL where child-2SG.POS that.over.there 

‘Which is your child? That one yonder.’ 

Other examples are: 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o arau ke hapa pengkonaa-no 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG that.over.there INTERROG what meaning-3SG.POS 

‘I do not understand what the meaning of it is’  

In this case the speaker does not understand something which he has heard arau ‘yonder’, in another place than 

where he now is; arau thus refines -o.  

� nah-u to’ori-o ke atahu ba hapa wutu-no? 

NEG-2SG know-3SG INTERROG that.up.there INDEF what bind-3SG.POS 

‘do you not know what the binding material of it up there is (on the roof)?’ 

� kona botika-ku atuu, Kontino! 

hit spring.lance-1SG.POS that Kontino 

‘that one (that pig next to you) has been hit by my spring lance, Kontino!’ 

� buaea-mo mbo’u da’a alou! 

crocodile-PERF again INTENS that.down.there 

‘it there below is the crocodile once again!’ 

� pulu’a andio89 ka ku-’amba hawe mbo’u pakuli-ako-mu  

ten.night this and 1SG-then arrive again medicate-APPL-2SG 

 karu-mu atuu 

leg-2SG.POS that 

 ‘ten nights after this I will come again to treat that leg of yours for you with medicine’ 

It is even very well possible that the independent function of these demonstratives is the original one, compare the 

occurrence of a (with nasal) as article and the parallel cases in Upper Mori (§ 195). The Moiki use andia, etc. in 

independent meaning, otherwise ndia, etc. (§ 192), but this does not say much, as the latter could be a shortening of 

the former (compare § 195). Also in the Roda dialect speakers ndio, etc. in adjectival function. Meanwhile, Tinompo 

also has onae atuu, etc. for ‘that (one)’, etc. (compare -o atuu, etc.; thus if there is already -o, then onae andio etc. 

cannot be used). [p. 129]  

� Hapa arau? Moro sapi (arau)! 

what that.over.there perhaps cow that.over.there 

‘What’s that? Perhaps a cow!’ 

                                                           

89 [Postscript, p. 132] Expressions such as pulu’a andio ‘ten nights after this’ may owe their origin to shortening. 
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In da iaopo andio ‘only now’, andio belongs with the pronoun which da iaopo contains (see § 162). An example 

is: 

� da iao-po andio ku-po-hawe anu marasai kanandio 

be 3SG-INCOMP this 1SG-TRI-encounter REL difficult like.this 

‘for the first time in my life have I experienced something so difficult’ 

People also use da iaopo nae (compare § 160; da iaopo nae probably stands for da iaopo onae), e.g.: 

� da iao-po nae i-lingkau-ako-no-mo tantadu90 andio,  

be 3SG-INCOMP 3SG.INDEP 3SG-afraid-APPL-3SG-PERF caterpillar this  

 nde me-pau 

because PART:INTR-speak 

 ‘only then did he become afraid of the caterpillar, because she spoke’ 

Often andio, etc. are used more than once in the same sentence, e.g.:  

� benu hapa ke alou t[in]owo-do alou? 

coconut what INTERROG that.down.there PASS:split-3PL.POS that.down.there 

‘what sort of coconut is that, which is being split by them (down) there?’ 

� nahi  ku-to’ori-o atuu p[in]au-mu atuu 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG that PASS:speak-2SG.POS that 

‘I do not understand what you said there.’ 

This pleonasm exhibits many similarities with the (at present) quasi-pleonastic use that is made of the personal 

pronouns, treated in § 143 ff. 

In clauses which have originated by the dissolution of a substantive construction (see § 211 ff.), the occurrence 

of andio and atuu is to be understood when one goes back to the original construction, e.g.: 

� umari-do me-pau andio l[um]ako ira-mo ntu’u 

finish-3PL.POS PART:INTR-speak this PART:go 3PL-PERF truly 

 mo-’ungke meti 

PART:TRI-seek shellfish 

 ‘when they were finished with speaking thus (when this speaking of theirs was finished), they went 

hunting shellfish indeed’ 

� tehine do-m-po’ia-’ia andio, onae-mo ka i-potae  

long.time 3PL-PL-reside this 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say  

 mia atuu 

person that 

 ‘when they had lived so long (when this living of theirs had become long), then said the (that) man…’ 

Also sentences such as the following: 

� ho’io, behe aku koa ba to-lako monako atuu 

yes want 1SG just if 1PLN-go PART:steal that 

‘certainly, I indeed want that we go steal’ 

                                                           

90 [from main text, p. 129] More specifically, tantadu is the name of a species of large, hairless caterpillar. 
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can be explained in this way, e.g. ‘I indeed want that (atuu) going-out-to-steal of ours (which you proposed)’.  

Also here, however, the already established tendency to use the demonstrative in the front of the sentence makes 

itself felt. Therefore the next to last example above could also be expressed as tehine ANDIO dompo’ia-’ia, onaemo 

ka… (compare tehine andio ‘when this had gone on so long…’).91 The requirement to localize is so strong that the 

demonstrative pronoun is readily introduced as quickly as possible, even though the meaning requires that it must be 

used again later. 

174. Just as in other Indonesian languages, so also in Mori the demonstrative of the first person refers to that 

which the speaker is going to say,92 that of the second person to that which has already been mentioned. But as has 

already emerged, in stories especially the FIRST person demonstrative is used to refer to what has PRECEDED. That of 

the second person is especially employed when something has been mentioned just before. If a person, animal or 

thing is mentioned once, then the putting forward belongs to the sphere of the hearer as well as to that [p. 130] of the 

speaker. The hearer lingers with his thoughts at the same point where the speaker is. One could then say: andio 

BELONGS ALSO TO THE SPHERE OF THE FIRST PERSON PLURAL INCLUSIVE. One can, for that matter, often very well 

render it in stories as ‘our’, when it refers to a person or personified animal, etc. For example: 

� gaagi do-m-pepate-o-mo io bange andio ka do-men-tunu-o; 

therefore 3PL-PL-kill-3SG-PERF CN monkey this and 3PL-PL-roast-3SG  

 borono i-tena-o ama-no i Wakuka andio l[um]ako 

then 3SG-order-3SG father-3SG.POS PN Wakuka this PART:go 

 t[um]adi-o io kompo-no bange andio 

PART:dispose.of-3SG CN guts-3SG.POS monkey this 

 ‘so then they killed our monkey and they prepared it; then our Wakuka sent her father to go throw away 

the entrails of our monkey’ 

Often in stories one uses atuu ‘that, the one just mentioned’ on the second mention of a person, animal or thing, 

when such mention closely follows the first, and then continue on with andio,93 e.g.: 

� do-hawe-o-mo uwi asa m-pu’u; i-keke-ako ira-mo  

3PL-encounter-3SG-PERF tuber one LG-base 3SG-dig-APPL 3PL-PERF  

 i Bonti uwi asa m-pu’u atuu; umari-o-mo i-keke-o 

PN Wild.Pig tuber one LG-base that finish-3SG-PERF 3SG-dig-3SG 

 ka do-petia-o uwi andio. 

and 3PL-divide.with.each.other-3SG tuber this 

 ‘they found a clump of tubers; Wild Pig dug up that clump of tubers for them; when he had finished 

digging, then they divided the tubers between themselves’ 

                                                           

91 [Postscript, p. 129] At the beginning of a sentence, tehine can stand for nahi tehine ‘after not long, after some time, under 

these circumstances’; (nahi) tehi-tehine and (nahi) tehine andio have the same meaning.  

92 [footnote 1, p. 129] An example of this may be found in § 177. 

93 [Postscript, p. 130] Although what is stated here is not in itself incorrect, in the modern Mori language, which is strongly 

liable to decay, atuu is often used in place of andio in cases where Malay itu would be employed, thus clearly a Malay habit 

which has crept in. In the relating of stories, atuu can—besides the sense of ‘the by-you-mentioned’ (for which it is not necessary 

that the second person mentioned it FIRST)—only be employed when the speaker (for a second or later time) makes mention of 

something that he himself has seen, so that he still sees it, as it were, before his eyes and it is thus there in his mind’s eye where 

also the second person is roughly located, or when in a story a similar situation arises (the speaker tarries with his thoughts over 

the one whom the story is about, and it thus located opposite newly occurring persons, etc.). Another situation in which atuu can 

also be used is in a story when there are two parties, and the least important (in the eyes of the storyteller) or the least 

sympathetic (thus again the one whom the speaker does not dwell upon in his thoughts) is referred to using atuu (as illustration, 

see the second example in § 176).  
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From the given examples, it appears that as a rule the best translation of andio in stories would be with our definite 

article ‘the’. This is also often the case with atuu, etc. Mori has no fixed equivalent of our definite article (concerning 

the Mori article, see § 272), which prepares the way for the frequent use of the demonstratives, the deictic force of 

which has thereby become very weakened.94  

175. The use which is made of the demonstratives in stories has this peculiarity, that the indicating there takes 

place not in the external reality, but only in the psychological. Here the demonstratives of the third person are 

excluded (see below), so that the spheres of atuu and especially andio have undergone considerable enlargement. In 

daily life, however, it is different. Conversations mostly concern persons or things which fall inside one’s field of 

vision, or at any rate are known or thought to be present in a particular location. When two people are sitting and 

talking on the porch of a house and there is a pig in their sight in the yard in front of them, one says boe arau ‘yonder 

pig’. It belongs neither to the sphere of the one nor the other, so that neither of them can refer to it after a first 

mention with boe atuu ‘the just-mentioned pig’ (but see below). This would imply a certain connection between the 

pig and the addressee, which would be in conflict with the facts. It is and remains a boe arau, and could only 

become, say, boe alou ‘that pig down there’ if it should come directly below where the two of them are sitting (see § 

191). One of the conversants could only say boe atuu when the other goes into the yard in the vicinity of the pig. If 

they talk about a carabao located in a certain place, but out of sight of either of them, then after a first mention they 

could indeed refer to this animal as ambau atuu ‘the aforementioned carabao’, because it falls outside the field of 

vision. However, if the plot of ground where the animal is located remains present in consciousness, (only) then one 

continues to use ambau arau (alou, etc.). [p. 131] The form atuu is the (very actively used) word for ‘the, the 

aforementioned’ (see above), which is excluded only when the concerned person or thing is so situated that arau, 

alou or atahu (or one of the combinations mentioned in § 189) must be used.  

Nevertheless one can also in ordinary life use andio for persons or things (but especially for a person) who is not 

present; andio then has a flavor which is similar to, but not required to be taken so strong as, our ‘that’ in the same 

case. If one speaks. for example, of i Weroda andio, then this has the connotation of ‘Weroda, about whom you and I 

need tell each other nothing more, the one that gives us trouble, the one that acts strange, the one people speak of’ or 

something similar. In such a case andio expresses a greater or lesser extent of contempt, at any rate a lack of respect 

for the concerned person. It is also used in exasperation, e.g.: 

� hapa mbo’u ke i-ponako mia monako api andio? 

what again INTERROG 3SG-steal person PART:steal fire this 

‘what has the arch-thief stolen again now?’ 

� isua ke i-lako mia anu um-ala-o andio lemba-ku? 

where INTERROG 3SG-go person REL PART-get-3SG this jacket-1SG.POS 

‘where has the fellow gone who took my jacket?’ 

thus also here again a preference for the demonstrative that belongs with that of the first person (or the first person 

plural inclusive).  

176. Plural forms can be made of andio ‘this’, atuu ‘that’, etc. by suffixing the third person plural pronoun -do, 

which is used, however, usually only if a somewhat large number is spoken of (thus not of two, for example).95 

Examples are: 

� gaagi ana-no i Tehu andio-do na-hina anu tuwu 

therefore child-3SG.POS PN Rat this-3PL.POS NEG-exist REL live 

‘so of these children of Rat’s, there was not one who remained alive’ 

                                                           

94 [footnote 1, p. 130] See also the treatment of articles in § 272. 

95 [Postscript, p. 132] Once in a while, speakers do indeed use the forms andio-do, etc. of two persons, etc., namely when 

one would expressly refer to (both of) them; -do appears then to have more of an emphatic function.  
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� te’inso ira’ai i-pe’ata ira-mo i Ana Wulaa 

from over.there 3SG-have.as.slave 3PL-PERF PN Child Gold  

 mia atuu-do 

person that-3PL.POS 

 ‘after that, Gold Child took those people as slaves’ 

� nahi kita men-tuwu ba i-mewoo boo-do 

NEG 1PLN.FUT PL-live if 3SG-have.smell decomposition.product-3PL.POS 

 mia anu me-mate alou-do 

person REL PL-dead that.down.there-3PL.POS 

 ‘we should not remain alive if the decomposition products of those dead people down there get to 

stinking’ 

The suffix -do can also be used with kanandio, kanatuu, kanarau, kanalou and kanatahu ‘like this, like that, thus’ 

(see § 177), e.g. gau anu kanarau-do /do REL like.that.over.there-3PL.POS/ ‘behavior like that, such behavior’.  

177. The words for ‘so, thus, like that’ are kanandio ‘like this’, kanatuu ‘like that (there by you)’, kanarau ‘like 

that yonder’, kanalou ‘like that down there’ and kanatahu ‘like that up there’. They are not to be segmented as kana 

and ndio, etc., but rather as kana and andio, etc., as emerges from Upper Mori. For kanandio, for example, Impo 

speakers say heleinie; inie is the equivalent of Tinompo andio, whereas the Impo equivalent of Tinompo ndio on the 

other hand is nuo. Examples of these forms are: 

� ba kanarau pesiri moiko-o-mo to-pom-paho 

if like.that.over.there Orion’s.belt good-3SG-PERF 1PLN-TRI-plant 

‘when Orion’s belt is like that, it’s good that we plant’ (the speaker refers to a point which lies just above 

the horizon; cf. J. Kruyt 1924:145) [p. 132]  

� kanalou kada ba to-po-weweu io tampi 

like.that.down.there AFFIRM if 1PLN-TRI-make CN sheath 

‘(it must be) like that if one makes a sheath’ (another holds the object on his knees, thus LOWER; compare 

§ 191) 

� kanatahu-mo ntu’u kada raha-do Tua i Koro Walelo 

like.that.up.there-PERF truly AFFIRM house-3PL.POS Tuan at Koro Walelo 

‘precisely like that up there is the house of the Tuan in Koro Walelo’ 

� tewala kanatuu kami mem-pongu-ko 

when like.that 1PLX.FUT PL-tie-2SG 

‘if it’s like that (if that’s the case), we shall tie you up’ 

The expressions ba kanatuu and tewala kanatuu are actively used, and can often simply be rendered as ‘then’.  

� gagi Nggapu andio l[um]ako mesikeno ndi Lagiwa, 

therefore Cat this PART:go PART:ask at Deer  

 kanandio i-potae: … 

like.this 3SG-say 

 ‘then Cat went and made inquiries of Deer, as follows she spoke: …’ 

In keeping with § 174, kanandio however can also make reference to that which precedes.  

Both kanandio and kanatuu can also be used in indefinite meaning, just as in our language, e.g.: 
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� i-potae-akune kanandio ka kanatuu 

3SG-say-APPL:1SG like.this and like.that 

‘he spoke thus and so to me’ 

� oleo kanandio 

day like.this 

‘on such and such day’ (where the day is left indefinite) 

Furthermore, kanandio occurs after expressions which refer to a certain interval of time, with the meaning ‘from this 

moment on’, ‘past’, ‘over’,96 for example: 

� ipato-po kanandio 

four.nights-INCOMP like.this 

‘over four days’ (‘still four nights from now’) 

� asa wula kanandio 

one month like.this 

‘over a month’ 

The meaning of kanandio in these cases is actually simply ‘now’. It has this meaning as well in other cases, e.g.: 

� kanandio moruana-o-mo luwu sangka 

now cheap-3SG-PERF all thing 

‘now the goods are all inexpensive’ 

For that matter, for ‘now’ people usually use kanandio andio, compare Pamona se’i-se’i and wawa se’i, Napu 

ido-ido, etc. (Adriani 1931:379). For example: 

� ka i-da-hina tehu anu tuwu kanandio andio 

and 3SG-still-exist rat REL alive like.this this 

‘so that there are still rats who are alive at present’ 

� tehu kanandio andio 

rat like.this this 

‘rats at present’ 

If, however, one would localize the ‘at present’ in the sphere of the second or third persons, then kanatuu atuu, 

kanarau arau, etc. are used. Examples hereof are: 

� (kan)atuu97 atuu lako-mo! 

like.that that go-PERF 

‘now go!’ 

                                                           

96 [Postscript, p. 132] Also -po by itself can be used in the meaning ‘over…’, e.g.: 

rua wongi-po (kanandio) aku l[um]ako 

two night-INCOMP  like.this 1SG.FUT PART:go 

‘I shall be gone more than two days’ 

alternatively: 

rua wongi-po ka ku-lako 

two night-INCOMP and 1SG-go 

‘id.’ 

97 [footnote 2, p. 132] Regarding possible shortening of this form, compare § 31. 
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In this example kanatuu atuu is similar to tuumo and thus is no temporal modifier, although indeed it must be 

translated as ‘now’ (see § 183). The intonation of this sentence is: ‘now (seeing that things stand thus, because you so 

insist), just go then!’.98  

� kanalou alou ira-mo m-pon-tida ambau 

like.that.down.there that.down.there 3PL.FUT-PERF PL-TRI-hack carabao 

‘now they down there shall go slaughter a carabao’ (regarding this method of slaughtering, see J. Kruyt 

1924:200, 205) 

� arau99 arau ira-mo m-pong-kaa 

like.that.over.there that.over.there 3PL.FUT-PERF PL-TRI-eat 

‘now those yonder are starting to eat’ 

� kanatahu atahu ta-mo tedoa usa a n-torukuno 

like.that.up.there that.up.there 3SG.FUT-PERF very rain at LG-mountain 

‘now it shall rain (exceedingly) heavily in the mountains’ 

� ba nahia ongkue atuu motuwu-ko, kanatuu atuu 

if NEG:COP 1SG.INDEP that PART:sustain-2SG like.that that 

 tehine-o-mo u-mate 

long.time-3SG-PERF 2SG-dead 

 ‘if I had not provided for you, you should have been dead long before now’ 

As a rule, however, one uses kanandio andio. We thus see here again the preference for the demonstratives of the 

first person (compare §§ 174 and 175).  

Herewith it can also be remarked that once in a while andio itself must be translated as ‘thus, like this’, such as 

in some of the examples given in § 218, also when andio modifies a participle which corresponds with an infinitive 

in Dutch, e.g. mo’ia-’ia andio na-hina tudu-no /PART:stay this NEG-exist use-3SG.POS/ ‘there is no use in remaining 

sitting still like this’.  

Series II. 

178. With ndio, tuu, etc. one or more persons or objects are indicated which are not moving in a particular 

direction. One can render these with ‘here’, ‘there’, ‘yonder’, etc. but also (in the absence of a copular verb) as ‘here 

are’, ‘there are’, etc. The latter are important, because in these ‘here are’, ‘there are’, the full stress can fall on ‘ARE’. 

In this case in these demonstratives we have to do with equivalents of hina ‘there is, there are’, which distinguish 

themselves from hina only in that they each [p. 133] are localized in one of the five spheres mentioned in § 171 (in 

connection with this they have a special use when the subject is ‘definite’ in the sense described in § 221). This 

further entails that in the latter function they be treated entirely as stative predicates, which is to say that they can 

occur in construction with the Set I personal pronouns (§ 143 ff.) when there exists motivation for doing so, that they 

can be conjugated, that they can take the plural prefix me- (see § 224), etc. (see below). Only they cannot be used 

attributively, because andio, etc. serve this function. The difference between the two functions of Series II pronouns 

can be illustrated with the minimal pair ndio-o-mo ‘it is here already, it is already (namely here)’ versus ndio-mo 

‘here it is, here is…, this is…’, e.g.: 

                                                           

98 [Postscript, p. 132] More customary is: 

kanatuu atuu, ko-mo l[um]ako! 

like.that that 2SG.FUT-PERF PART:go 

99 [footnote 2, p. 132] From shortening; compare § 31. 
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� ndio-mo, aka, sinsi 

be.here-PERF older.sibling ring 

‘see here, brother, a ring’ 

The difference between the two forms thus also extends to the particle mo: in the first case it can be rendered 

‘already’, while in the second case it is merely emphatic, but in general this function is more correctly described as 

indicating a contrast with the preceding situation.  

In § 145 it was already mentioned that when ndio, etc. occur as the equivalent of hina ‘there is, there are’, just 

like the latter these also regularly receive the suffix -o (third person singular enclitic pronoun) when they are not 

followed by mo or po. One thus says ndio-o ‘he, she, it is here’, rau-o ‘he, she, it is over there’, just like hina-o.  

The following can serve as illustrations of the use of ndio etc. as adjectives: 

� mansa-do m-pewangu mo’oru, na-m-i ndio aasa ambau 

at.once-3PL.POS PL-arise morning NEG-PERF-3SG be.here one carabao 

‘when they had arisen the next morning, there was no longer one carabao’100 

� nahi komba ndio, l[um]ako i lere 

NEG by.any.means be.here PART:go to dry.field 

‘he is not here, he has gone to the field’ 

� nahi do-ndio Tua 

NEG 3PL-be.here Tuan 

‘the Tuan is not here’ 

� ondae Tua nahi do-ndio101 

3PL.INDEP Tuan NEG 3PL-be.here 

‘id.’ 

� nahi (komba) do-me-ndio, me-lako ira-mo m-pom-paho 

NEG  by.any.means 3PL-PL-be.here PL-go 3PL-PERF PL-TRI-plant 

‘they are not here, they have gone out to plant’ 

� ka do-me-lako meng-kita-kita-o s[in]ongi-do, na-m-i  

and 3PL-PL-go PL-REDP-look-3SG PASS:put.away-3PL.POS NEG-PERF-3SG  

 tahu i dunsi 

up.there at attic 

 ‘then they went looking for the one they had stowed away, she was no longer up in the attic’ 

                                                           

100 [footnote 1, p. 133] Literally ‘here was…’, in other words on the plot of ground where the story teller and his audience 

are located in their thoughts (compare the remarks concerning andio in § 174).  

101 [footnote 2, p. 133] If one says pleonastically nahi dondio ondae Tua, then ondae Tua is taken as one expression 

(compare § 158). 
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� i-petehine-o-mo beine andio kombia-no i-petiimako, 

3SG-esteem.long.time-3SG-PERF woman this spouse-3SG.POS 3SG-descend 

 ndio-mo102 metii k[um]ita-kita-o i wita,  

be.here-PERF PART:descend PART:REDP-see-3SG at ground  

 nahi lou 

NEG be.down.there 

 ‘this woman realized that it was a long time that her husband had been below (then she found that he 

remained below a long time), then she went down to look for him on the ground, but he was not below’ 

� nde i-ko’aro’aroa rani andio ndio-o-mo ia uwoi 

because 3SG-think forest.gnome this be.here-3SG-PERF at water  

 api anu p[in]otuwu-do mia m-pebangka andio-do 

fire REL PASS:sustain-3PL.POS person PL-use.boat this-3PL.POS 

 ‘because the forest gnome thought that the fire being tended by the people in the boat was located in the 

water’ [p. 134]  

� na-pi do-konde hawe Tua me-rau kami-mo 

NEG-INCOMP:(3SG) 3PL-even arrive Tuan PL-be.over.there 1PLX-PERF  

 men-sisikori ira kami-mo m-pong-kaa 

PL-await 3PL 1PLX.FUT-PERF PL-TRI-eat 

 ‘at that time the Tuan had still not even come where we were already, waiting on His Grace to go eat’ 

� metiimako i wita, i-kita-o saa anu mo-tungku 

PART:descend to earth 3SG-see-3SG python REL PART:TRI-peck  

 boe andio da lou-o 

domesticated.pig this still be.down.there-3SG 

 ‘when he had descended to the ground, he saw that the python which had bitten the pig was still there’ 

In place of ndio-o, lou-o, tahu-o (which commonly occur with da ‘be, still’), the forms without -o can also be 

used, but then with lengthening of the vowel of the first syllable (see § 18). This results in expressions such as (da) 

ndiio, (da) raau, (da) loou, (da) taahu (this lengthening is less common with tuu). If these forms do not stand alone, 

i.e. they are supplied with da, then the lengthening can be omitted (compare § 179), e.g.: 

� ka i-pensiro, da lou (or:    lou-o,    loou   ) mbo’u 

and 3SG-look.down still down.there  again 

‘then he looked down, it was still there’ 

� tama-no i Ponteoa ndio (or:    ndio-o,    ndiio   ) koa onae 

man-3SG.POS at Ponteoa be.here  just 3SG.INDEP 

‘the man of Ponteoa who was here’103 

179. When tuu, rau, lou and tahu104 do not occur in their adjectival function, they can likewise be followed by a 

Set I personal pronoun (§ 142), excepting, however, that of the third person singular -o.105 In the other persons there 

is thus no difference, when the plural prefix me- or the particle mo (§ 178) are not used. Examples are: 

                                                           

102 [Postscript, p. 133] Concerning the special use of ndio-mo in cases such as this, see § 183 below.  

103 [footnote 1, p. 134] ‘Here’, that is to say, where the story takes place (compare p. 133, footnote 1).  

104 [footnote 2, p. 134] Concerning ndio, see § 180 ff. 
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� hoo! tuu ira-mo boe! 

hey be.there 3PL-PERF domesticated.pig 

‘hey, there you have the pigs!’ 

� tahu-mo i Wula, me-nggena-nggena106 kami 

up.there-PERF PN Moon PART:INTR-REDP-same 1PLX 

‘up there is Moon, we are like unto each other’ 

� rau ira-mo mia ho-pulu ira 

be.over.there 3PL-PERF person one-ten 3PL 

‘there yonder are ten people’ 

Compare: 

� me-rau ira-mo mia ho-pulu ira 

PL-be.over.there 3PL-PERF person one-ten 3PL 

‘there are already ten people present’ 

When in the last two sentences -mo is omitted, then the two expressions barely differ from each other.107 The 

sentence rau ira mia hopulu ira can be translated as ‘there yonder are ten people’, merau ira mia hopulu ira as 

‘there are ten people (present)’, but because stress falls neither on the being present nor on ‘there’, one can say that 

both sentences amount to the same thing. Particularly when nothing further is said about a subject than that it ‘is 

here’ or ‘is there’ (so that no emphasis falls on the latter), one can use both constructions next to each other. 

Examples are: 

� da tuu-o mong-kaa ke itu’ai mia modoko andio? 

still be.there-3SG PART:TRI-eat INTERROG there person gluttonous this 

‘is the glutton still present there (by you), eating?’ 

� da tuu mong-kaa ke itu’ai mia modoko andio? 

still be.there PART:TRI-eat INTERROG there person gluttonous this 

‘is the glutton still there by you eating?’ 

� da (men)-tuu108 komiu m-pong-kaa?  

still  PL-be.there 1PLX PL-TRI-eat 

‘are you all still there eating?’ 

� rau wela mo-binti watu 

be.over.there regularly PART:TRI-heave rock 

‘he is there yonder heaving stones’109 [p. 135]  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

105 [Postscript, p. 134] The suffix -o can nevertheless occur with the constructions ndio raane, etc. mentioned in § 189. 

Furthermore ndio-o-mo occurs in the sense of ‘he … already’, see § 181.  

106 [from main text, p. 134] Menggena-nggena is used for mengkena-ngkena because this a line of poetry; see footnote 1, p. 

18.  

107 [Postscript, p. 134] The difference between the two functions of ndio, etc. is perhaps not as great as it is described here 

and elsewhere. The plural prefix me- can sometimes also occur in the non-adjectival function, thus for example merau iramo mia 

hopulu ira can also mean ‘there are ten men, those are the ten men’. 

108 [Postscript, p. 134] Here where me- is omitted in the presence of another plural form elsewhere in the clause, one could 

simply be dealing with language economy; see § 255. 

109 [Postscript, p. 134] The sentence raumo wela mobinti watu is nearly identical, except that here raumo is stronger than 

rau, expressing surprise or something similar. Compare also: 
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� men-tahu kami m-po’ia-’ia meng-kohali-hali kami rundu 

PL-up.there 1PLX PL-stay PL-surprised 1PLX thunder  

 bote meronga i-tii usa 

burst PART:be.together 3SG-descend rain 

 ‘we sat above (in the house) when suddenly we heard thunder immediately followed by the downpour of 

rain’ 

� mansa-no l[um]ako i-kita ira-mo nana’ote andio 

at.once-3SG.POS PART:go 3SG-see 3PL-PERF child this  

 osio ira tahu ira m-pedolo 

nine 3PL up.there 3PL PL-bathe 

 ‘when she went out, she saw the nine children upstream bathing’ 

Further illustrations may be found in § 180. 

Attention must still be drawn to the usage of the demonstratives of Series II versus those of Series I in sentences 

such as: 

� wawa-akune tuu-mo 

bring-APPL:1SG be.there-PERF 

‘bring me that there’ 

� wawa-akune atuu 

bring-APPL:1SG that 

‘bring me that’ 

In the first case the attention of the other must first be focused on the desired item through tuumo ‘there it is’, while 

in the latter case this is held by the addressee, for example in his hand. Other examples are: 

� ala-akune ari tuu-mo hawu-ku tabea-mu 

get-APPL:1SG first be.there-PERF sarong-1SG.POS permit-2SG.POS 

‘just (lit. first) bring me my sarong there (by you) for me, if you would be so kind’ 

� Isua ke ira’ai pae atuu? Metobu-tobu rau-mo. 

where INTERROG over.there field.rice that PART:in.clumps be.over.there-PERF 

‘Where yonder is the rice (mentioned by you)? It stands in clumps yonder.’  

180. The deictic ndio distinguishes itself from the other demonstratives of Series II in that it regularly occurs in 

the short form ndi.110 Combined with the personal pronouns of Set I, one thus has ndi aku, ndiko, ndi kita, ndi kami, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

rau-mo melendoako 

be.over.there-PERF PART:lay.oneself.out 

‘there he lies!’ 

So also tuumo in cases such as: 

tuu-mo mong-kaa tokoa mia modoko atuu 

be.there-PERF PART:TRI-eat in.reality person gluttonous that 

‘there is that glutton eating!’ 

But when the person or thing is pointed out, mo does not have this function. 

110 [footnote 1, p. 135] Not to be confused with the preposition ndi (§ 274). [Postscript, p. 135] The other demonstratives 

tuu, rau, etc. are also sometimes encountered in shortened form, for example tuko (from tuu ‘be there’ + ko ‘you’), ra ira (from 

rau ‘be there yonder’ + ira ‘they’), lo ira (from lou ‘be down there’ + ira ‘they’), tahira (from tahu ‘be up there’ + ira ‘they’), 

etc.  
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ndi komiu, and ndi ira. In the third person singular, however, the form ndi does not occur, but one always uses 

ndio.111 In general, one can say that the long form ndio is used in the adjectival function (see below however), and 

otherwise ndi (except, of course, in the third person singular). Thus one says for example ndi aku-mo ‘here I am’,112 

versus ndio aku-mo ‘here I am already, I am already here’, but which can also mean ‘here I am’ (see § 179 above). 

Compare also:   

� ndi komiu-mo 

be.here 2PL-PERF 

‘here you are’113 

� ndi komiu-mo luwu palili-ku ka ihi-no inia andio 

be.here 2PL-PERF all subject-1SG.POS and content-3SG.POS village this 

‘here you all are, my subjects and the inhabitants of this place’114 

� a, ndio-ko-mo, mia anu lambaha 

ah be.here-2SG-PERF person REL mean 

‘so, there you are, villain’ 

In this example mo is strengthening, and thus ndio does not occur in its ‘adjectival’ function; here mo imparts a 

contrast with the preceding situation, when the addressee was not yet there. [p. 136]  

� ndi ira-mo nana’ote otolu ira 

be.here 3PL-PERF child three 3PL 

‘here are (the) three children’ 

� oo Datu, aiwa ka i-pepate ira, ndi ira-mo  

oh Datu come and 2PL-kill 3PL be.here 3PL-PERF  

 bange anu meng-kaa-no osole miu 

monkey REL PL-eat-3SG corn 2PL.POS 

 ‘O Datu, come so that you kill them, here are the monkeys who ate up your corn’ 

In both the above two cases, ndi iramo could also be replaced by ndio iramo. Conversely, for: 

� ndio ira-mo nana’ote orua ira 

be.here 3PL-PERF child two 3PL 

‘the two children are here already’ 

                                                           

111 [footnote 2, p. 135] In which -o is NOT the third person singular pronoun; compare §§ 192–193.  

112 [footnote 3, p. 135] In this case mo is always used, because when this form stands on its own, it automatically gets 

emphasis, and probably also in connection with the use—described in § 181—which is made of ndi aku, etc. If yet something 

else follows after ndi aku, then mo can be omitted, e.g.: 

ndi(o) aku a api m-po-wutu 

be.here 1SG at slit LG-TRI-bind 

‘here I am between the bindings’ 

As has also emerged above, mo usually shows up with the corresponding forms of tuu, rau, etc., which hangs together with the 

indicating function of these forms.  

113 [Postscript, p. 135] Again, the same meaning can also be expressed by ndio komiu-mo; see § 179. 

114 [footnote 4, p. 135] Concerning palili and ihi inia, see J. Kruyt (1924:65). Here, however, ihi inia cannot have its 

particular meaning, because the story from which this example is taken occurs BEFORE the appearance of the bonto. This should 

not take away from the fact that here with palili and ihi inia it appears that two segments of the population are intended (see also 

the footnote, J. Kruyt 1924:43). Probably the word palili, which has been borrowed from Bugis, especially designates the 

subjects of the younger ruler, the mokole.  
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� me-ndio ira-mo nana’ote otolu ira 

PL-be.here 3PL-PERF child three 3PL 

‘the three children are here already’ 

one could also say ndi iramo nana’ote orua ira, etc.115 Here also lapses thus one of the points of difference between 

the two functions of ndio described above in § 179. Likewise: 

� da (me)-ndio kami m-pong-kaa  

still  PL-be.here 1PLX PL-TRI-eat 

‘we are still here eating’ 

� da (me)-ndi kami m-pong-kaa  

still  PL-be.here 1PLX PL-TRI-eat 

‘id.’ 

As will be taken up in the following section, In the cases in which the forms ndi aku, etc. can be considered as a set 

of personal pronouns, forms with o (ndio aku, etc.) can also be used, although much less frequently.  

181. At the end of § 179 cases were mentioned in which the existence indicated by one of the demonstratives 

tuu, rau, lou and tahu in one of the pronominal spheres occurs almost totally in the background, because not the least 

amount of stress falls on it. In even stronger measure, however, is this the case when the forms ndi aku, ndiko, etc. 

(less often: ndio aku, etc.) are used, as appears from examples such as (more examples are given below): 

� ndi(o) aku koa me-lempa-lempa116 

be.here 1SG just PART:INTR-REDP-go 

‘I was just wandering a little’ 

� nde ka do-’amba me-lako hieno nahi do-m-pong-kaa, 

because and 3PL-then PL-go near.past NEG 3PL-PL-TRI-eat  

 ndi ira koa m-pewangusako 

be.here 3PL just PL-arise.quickly 

 ‘because before they had just then started on their way, they had not eaten, just like that they had set out 

with empty stomachs’ 

In the first place it requires attention that here we have to do with a similar expansion of the sphere of the first 

person as already came up for discussion above (compare the remarks in § 174 above concerning the occurrence of 

andio in stories, etc.). There is always a ‘here and now’, be it in psychological reality (in stories or information 

concerning former events or in talk concerning things not present), be it in the external reality, when a second or 

third person who is referred to with a ndi(o) form is located in the vicinity of the speaker117 and, as it were, located 

inside his sphere. But at the same time it follows from this that the localizing expressed by ndi(o) has so very lost its 

character that one can full rightly consider the forms ndi aku, ndiko, ndio, ndi kita, ndi kami, ndi komiu and ndi ira 

TO BE A NEW SERIES OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS, even though their occurrence remains bound within certain borders.  

If one now tries to find an answer to the question from where these pronouns developed, then it appears that they 

fill the need for independent but non-emphatic personal pronouns. The pronouns of Set V (§ 152 ff.) imply, apart 

from some particular cases, a certain contrast with one or more other persons, while sometimes they also indicate a 

                                                           

115 [Postscript, p. 136] In a story, ndio ira-mo nana’ote orua ira /be.here 3PL-PERF child two 3PL/ could also mean ‘there 

were two children’, likewise me-ndio ira-mo nana’ote otolu ira /PL-be.here 3PL-PERF child three 3PL/ ‘there were three children’. 

In this case we can no longer ascribe a ‘wrapping up’ force to mo, which function is presumably a weakening of the well-known 

function of mo.  

116 [Postscript, p. 136] For ‘I am just wandering a little’, one would have to say ndi(o) akumo koa melempa-lempa. 

117 [Postscript, p. 136] It is not even necessary that the concerned person be located in the vicinity of the speaker.  
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person with some certain emphasis. Set VI pronouns also have a certain connotation. If one would now refer to a 

person without emphasis and without this connotation, while nevertheless not employing a dependent pronoun, then 

one can make use of ndi aku, etc. So for example in: [p. 137]  

� I-potae i Onitu: tenangi-ko-mo, Bange, moturi-ko-mo. 

3SG-say PN Ghost defeated-2SG-PERF Monkey PART:sleep-2SG-PERF  

 I-potae i Bange: naahi, Onitu, nahi komba ndi aku118 

3SG-say PN Monkey NEG Ghost NEG by.any.means be.here 1SG  

 moturi,119 ndi aku koa mewowolo-o uwoi ngkawaa-waa 

PART:sleep be.here 1SG just PART:think-3SG water flow.continually 

 hawe a n-tahi, sine nahi hori buke 

arrive at LG-sea but NEG ever full 

 ‘Ghost said: you have lost it, Monkey, you sleep. Said Monkey: no, Ghost, I sleep not; I am only thinking 

about the water always flowing to the sea, yet never in the least does the sea become full’ 

� ndio-ko mo-mbio ke indi’ai hieno?  

be.here-2SG PART:TRI-do.what INTERROG here near.past 

‘what have you done here just now?’ 

� nahi komba ndio120 mepate-o, ndio koa bongo-o 

NEG by.any.means be.here PART:kill-3SG be.here just hit-3SG 

‘he has not killed him (he kills him not), he has only just hit him (…hits him)’ 

Herewith it can also be remarked that the forms ndi aku, etc. are often used when the subject is busy with something, 

e.g.: 

� ndi-ko iko mahaki 

be.ere-2SG 2SG.FUT sick 

‘you are bent on becoming sick’ 

� ndi aku-mo mong-kaa ela andio 

be.here 1SG-PERF PART:TRI-eat friend this 

‘I have already begun eating’121 

Nevertheless this sense is not found back in ba ndi aku moluwe /if be.here 1SG lazy/ ‘if I am lazy’. 

Very often the forms under consideration here are followed by koa. This particle, which especially emphasizes 

the word which follows it, and which can often be rendered as ‘only, merely’ (see § 245), has in this way assumed a 

certain emphasis, and belongs then not with the ndi-form which precedes it (which after all is non-emphatic), but 

with the expression that follows. So in these examples: 

                                                           

118 [Postscript, p. 137] Regarding nahi komba ndi aku, see § 268.  

119 [footnote 1, p. 137] This could also run nahi komba ndio aku moturi…, or nahi komba ku-poturi…  

120 [Postscript, p. 137] Regarding nahi komba ndi, see § 268. 

121 [Postscript, p. 137] ‘I am finished eating’ would be mong-kaa aku-mo /PART:TRI-eat 1SG-PERF/. 
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� ndi-ko koa mo-mbio ke hieno  

be.here-2SG just PART:TRI-do.what INTERROG near.past  

 ka u-mansa mobela? 

and 2SG-at.once wounded 

 ‘what have you done just now anyhow so that you are wounded?’ 

� ba to-po-rako io pe’asa-n-tama-to, ndi kita koa 

if 1PLN-TRI-catch CN be.one-LG-male-1PLN.POS be.here 1PLN just  

 melo-melonta-ako-no 

REDP-PART:click.with.tongue-APPL-3SG 

 ‘when we (one) seize(s) a fellow-warrior (of ours), then we (one) just click(s) about that with our (one’s) 

tongue(s)’ 

� anu meha-no ndi ira koa hawe m-po’itu-’itu 

REL portion-3SG.POS be.here 3PL just arrive PL-walk.around  

 ka do-’amba mbo’u m-pekule 

and 3PL-then again PL-return 

 ‘others came just doing some traveling around, and then they returned back again’ 

In combination with another personal pronoun: 

� ondae ndi(o) ira koa mem-potako-o isa’a 

3PL.INDEP be.here 3PL just PL-attach-3SG genuine 

‘they have ‘truly’ attached it’ (thus not with thumbtacks, for example, but with glue) 

Especially ndio koa is heavily used. In most cases one can translate it simply as ‘merely, only’ or leave it 

untranslated, e.g.: 

� ndio koa melulu i-lako a n-sala 

be.here just PART:flee 3SG-go at LG-way 

‘he just ran (he did nothing other than run) as he went on his way’ 

� sine ndio koa megaupi i Wakuka andio, ndio koa nahi 

but be.here just PART:deceive PN Wakuka this be.here just NEG  

 sapa pau-ako-no ine-no motae io bange koa anu  

dare speak-APPL-3SG mother-3SG.POS PART:say CN monkey just REL  

 hawe k[um]aa-no kinaa anu i-binta-ako ira 

arrive PART:eat-3SG cooked.rice REL 3SG-leave-APPL 3PL 

 ‘but Wakuka lied, (because) she dared not say to her mother that it was a monkey which had come eaten 

up the rice which she had left behind for them’ 

� nde nahi komba t[um]o’ori-o motae ndio koa 

because NEG by.any.means PART:know-3SG PART:say be.here just  

 melemba-bonti kombia-no 

PART:wear.jacket-wild.pig spouse-3SG.POS 

 ‘because she did not know that her husband was just wearing a wild-pig jacket (thus was not really a wild 

pig)’ 
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� nde i-potae ba ndio koa ntu’u i-kutui-o 

because 3SG-say if be.here just truly 3SG-delouse-3SG 

‘because she meant that he actually delouse her’ 

Next to ndio koa stands ndiomo (ndioomo, etc.) ‘already’, and ndiomo koa ‘still only’, e.g.: 

� ndio-o-mo ta mahaki = ta-mo mahaki 

be.here-3SG-PERF 3SG.FUT sick  3SG.FUT-PERF sick 

‘he is on the verge of becoming sick’ 

� ndio aku-mo aku mahaki  

be.here 1SG-PERF 1SG.FUT sick 

‘I am on the verge of becoming sick’ 

also ndiomo aku mahaki in the same meaning (compare ndio aku mahaki ‘I shall become sick’, for ndio aku aku 

mahaki /here 1SG 1SG.FUT sick/).  

What applies of koa, also applies of mo koa, when constructed with an ndi form. In such a case mo and koa both 

modify the expression which follows. So in sentences such as: [p. 138]  

� ndi aku-mo mong-kaa ela andio 

be.here 1SG-PERF PART:TRI-eat friend this 

‘I have already started to eat’ 

� ndi aku-mo koa mong-kaa, aku mansa mokoninggo 

be.here 1SG-PERF just PART:TRI-eat 1SG.FUT once hungry 

 a n-sala 

on LG-way 

 ‘I might as well eat (a bit), otherwise sometime I might get hungry on the way’ 

� nahi tehine l[um]ako-o-mo ntu’u i Salampelabu 

NEG long.time PART:go-3SG-PERF truly PN Salampelabu  

 melewe, sine na-m-i pekule; ndio-mo koa  

PART:fetch.leaves but NEG-PERF-3SG return be.here-PERF just 

 l[um]ako mo’ia-’ia i raha-do mia 

PART:go PART:stay at house-3PL.POS person 

 ‘not long after, Salampelabu actually went to fetch leaves, but he no more returned; he went and stayed in 

the house of someone else’ 

� ndi aku-mo koa mo’itu-’itu 

be.here 1SG-PERF just PART:walk.around 

‘I am just going around a bit’ 

� ndi aku-mo koa bongo-o, komba ndio122 hina hala-no 

be.here 1SG-PERF just hit-3SG by.no.means be.here exist fault-3SG.POS 

‘I hit him just like that, he was not at fault’ 

In many cases it is very likely that the construction with ndi-forms is chosen because the sentence otherwise would 

not run well, or would exhibit an accumulation of suffixes and particles.  

                                                           

122 [footnote 2, p. 138] See § 182. 
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182. In sentences with nahi ndio or komba ndio, which have the meaning of Malay bukan,123 to all appearances 

ndio fulfills the role of ‘it’ in corresponding Dutch expressions, and is thus to be explained in the same way. 

Examples are: 

� nahi ndio taipa ke nae in-ala-mu andio hieno? 

NEG be.here mango INTERROG 3SG.INDEP PASS-get-2SG.POS this near.past 

‘was it perhaps not mangoes which you took just then?’ 

� nahi ndio taipa in-ala-mu ke nae andio hieno? 

NEG be.here mango PASS-get-2SG.POS INTERROG 3SG.INDEP this near.past 

‘these perhaps are not the mangoes which you took just then?’ 

� komba ndio raha-mu andio 

by.no.means be.here house-2SG.POS this 

‘this is not your house’ 

� komba ndio ongkue 

by.no.means be.here 1SG.INDEP 

‘I am not it, not I’ 

� komba ndio motae nine124 ongkue muda anu 

by.no.means be.here that that 1SG.INDEP 2SG.ADD REL  

 lako t[um]onda ira ndi’upua. 

go PART:follow 3PL day.before.yesterday 

 ‘it was in no case ME who at the time had gone following His Grace (…had gone along with His Grace)’ 

183. Next to the location-indicating function of the demonstratives stands the time-indicating function, which 

however is much less frequently encountered. Examples of the Series II forms in this function are: 

� ndio-mo kimbohu andio mom-pepe’ensea  

be.here-PERF monitor this PART:TRI-request.betel.nut.quid125   

 a beine asa-a-no 

to woman one-NZR-3SG.POS 

 ‘now the monitor lizard requested a betel nut quid from another woman’ 

� ndi(o) aku-mo l[um]ako 

be.here 1SG-PERF PART:go 

‘consequently (because things stood thus), I decided to leave’ 

� ndi(o) komiu-mo um-angga-o 

be.here 2PL-PERF PART-work-3SG 

‘thus, under the circumstances, you have to do it’ 

� ndio-mo, ana, aku-mo binta-ko 

be.here-PERF child 1SG.FUT-PERF leave-2SG 

‘now then, child, I leave you now’ 

                                                           

123 [footnote 3, p. 138] Just like nahi ia and komba ia; see § 268. 

124 [footnote 4, p. 138] Both motae and nine are equivalents of ‘that’ after verbs of speaking and declaring, etc. (see footnote 

1, p. 173). Here they impart greater emphasis (’not that I should be it’).  

125 [footnote 4, p. 138] Literally, mompepe’ensea means ‘request (a betel nut quid) to be supplied with lime (ensea)’, but by 

implication, ‘ask for a prepared betel nut quid’.  
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In this case ndiomo (ndi(o) akumo, etc.) either indicates that the person under consideration makes a decision and 

acts, as in the first three examples, or else expresses a certain sadness, as in the last example above. So far as is 

known, tuu occurs in this function only in compounded [p. 139] clauses which have in effect coordinate relationship 

(even though in the translation one of the clauses appears as subordinate). So for example in: 

� tuu-mo, Tandungkokabo, ko-mo l[um]ako, pe’aroa-ako-mo 

be.there-PERF Tandungkokabo 2SG.FUT-PERF PART:go take.care-APPL-PERF  

 koa muda aroa-mu 

just 2SG.ADD spirit-2SG.POS 

 ‘now (lit. there, then), Tandungkokabo, you are about to go away, just follow your own judgment, do 

what you think is good’126 

� tuu-mo ko-mo wawa-o i Toto’iki, te-mentee127  

be.there-PERF 2SG.FUT-PERF bring-3SG PN Toto’iki VOL-certain   

 pau-ako-no uai-ku, mokole Banggai, tewala maate,  

speak-APPL-3SG younger.sibling-1SG.POS ruler Banggai when dead 

 ngisi-no-mo koa i-’oliwi-akune  

tooth-3SG.POS-PERF just 3SG-advise-APPL:1SG 

 ‘now you shall take Toto’iki with you, and you must be certain to tell my younger sister, the mokole of 

Banggai, that when he dies, she need only send his teeth to me.’ 

In these cases one thus has at every turn a mandate to the second person in the clause which follows. 

The particle nde tuu further has another function: it induces a mitigation of the imperative. An imperative with 

nde tuu does not always have the purport that the addressee should actually do what is expressed therein but can, for 

example, also have a challenging intent, such as in: 

� arahako-no nde tuu 

test-3SG PTCL be.there 

‘try it, do it (if you have the heart)’ 

Compare above with § 111. See also § 205. 

Also rau occurs in the time-indicating function, and indeed with the meaning ‘then, afterward’. Also raumo can 

express, just like ndiomo (see above) the taking and implementing of a decision; it can, however, simply mean ‘then’. 

Examples are: 

� rau-mo anu ua-’uai ntu’u andio i-tasi-ako-no 

be.over.there-PERF REL REDP-younger.sibling truly this 3SG-hand.up-APPL-3SG  

 bolo-boloki kae-no ka i-kita-ako-no io ure-no. 

old.woman hand-3SG.POS and 3SG-see-APPL-3SG CN lines-3SG.POS 

 ‘then the youngest extended her hand to the old woman, so that she should look at the lines of her palm’ 

� bansara-no andio rau i-mobela tedoa ondalo 

??-3SG.POS this be.over.there 3SG-wounded very deep 

‘when he thus got a splinter in the hand, then he got a very deep wound’ 

                                                           

126 [Postscript, p. 139] The expression pe’aroaakomo koa aroamu can be more narrowly rendered as ‘use your own 

judgment, be prudent’.  

127 [Postscript, p. 139] The stem mentee in tementee, translated as ‘certain’, actually refers to the person. 
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Probably a conjugated form follows after rau by analogy to the other words for ‘then’ such as onae ka and borono; 

compare § 217.  

Only ndio (including ndi ira, ndi aku, etc.) has developed into a conjunction. It is actively used as such, and 

indeed in various senses. In cases such as the following, ndio expresses temporal overlap between that which is 

expressed by the first clause with that of the second clause: 

� ndio motu’i i-lolo-o128 ka i-lako um-isa-o 

be.here dry 3SG-remove.from.heat-3SG and 3SG-go PART-pound-3SG 

‘when it (the rice) was dry, he carried it off and went and pounded it’ 

� ndio ngkiniwia m-petii ira-mo m-petingke. 

be.here evening PL-descend 3PL-PERF PL-sing.k.o.song 

‘when it was evening, they descended (from the house) to go perform the tingke-song (with dance)’ 

� ndi ira me-’olai i-booli ira-mo i Re’a 

be.here 3PL PL-far 3SG-call 3PL-PERF PN Turtle 

‘when they were far away, Turtle called out to them’ 

� ndi(o) aku aku booli-o, ramai-o-mo 

be.here 1SG 1SG.FUT call-3SG come.hither-3SG-PERF 

‘I was just about to call him, when already he came running up’ 

� ndi ira-mo ira me-lako, ndio-mo mia t[um]otowo ira 

be.here 3PL-PERF 3PL.FUT PL-go be.here-PERF person PART:meet 3PL  

‘they were just about to go on their way, when there came someone approaching them’ 

In the last two examples, a future form (§ 150) follows the ndi-form.  

The connection set down by an ndi-form, however, can also be causal (compare the usage of our conjunctions 

‘now’ and ‘there’), such as emerges from: [p. 140]  

� Tembio mia arau ka i-marampengingisi? 

why person that.over.there and 3SG-laugh.continually 

 Ndio-(mo) mekombe. 

be.here-PERF crazy 

 ‘Why does the man laugh (like that) continually? Because he is crazy.’  

� ndio-mo mota’u ela arau ka i-mpa’odo-’odo-mo   

be.here-PERF old friend that.over.there and 3SG-stooped.continually-PERF  

 koa arau i-pelempa 

just that.over.there 3SG-walk 

 ‘because he (yonder) is old, he walks thus stooped over’ 

� ndi ira-mo men-tenangi ela atuu ka i-hadio-mo 

be.here 3PL-PERF PL-defeated friend that and 3SG-many-PERF  

 atuu pau-do 

that speak-3PL.POS 

 ‘because they (say that they) should be defeated, their words were (thus) many’ 

                                                           

128 [footnote 1, p. 139] The verb mololo means ‘carry inside, carry away, take away (of things dried in the sun or over fire)’. 
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Such constructions are in origin coordinate; the connection set forth between the parts of the sentences is secondary, 

and can be different according to the circumstances. 

Perhaps the conjunction nde ‘since, as, because’ is to be brought into connection with the ndi-forms mentioned here. 

This was probably fashioned from nggo, which has the same meaning in Tambee, but is chiefly known as a demonstrative 

element (see § 195). Molongkuni speakers have, for example, nggaku (from *nggo aku) in the same meaning as Tinompo 

ndi aku. Examples of the conjunction nde are: 

� ka ku-landa-o ana-mu nde molai aku,  

and 1SG-step.on-3SG child-2SG.POS because PART:flee 1SG   

 ku-momee-ako-no api-no i Elu-‘elu129 

1SG-afraid-APPL-3SG fire-3SG.POS PN Orphan 

 ‘that I stepped on your young came about because I was fleeing, I was afraid of (for fear of) Orphan’s fire’ 

� nde ka ku-taha pau-o u-tena aku 

because and 1SG-dare speak-3SG 2SG-order 1SG 

‘the reason that I dared say it was that you ordered me’ 

In the last example, nde is not placed before the reason-giving clause (utena aku), but before ka kutaha pauo.  

� nahi do-’ehe-ako-no mon-tii horo nde kasi  

NEG 3PL-want-APPL-3SG PART:TRI-set.foot.down.on floor because lest 

 do-meng-kita-o mia 

3PL-PL-see-3SG person 

 ‘they did not allow her to descend to the floor, so that the people should not see her’ 

Besides the conjunction nde, there is also a particle nde. It is not impossible that these are the same word. Examples of 

this nde are: 

� kami lako men-somba; nde ko-’aiwa? 

1PLX.FUT go PL-sail PTCL 2SG.FUT-come 

‘we go sail; will you (also) come (with us)?’ 

� nde ira koa m-pon-sue m-po-’ungke kaanga-do? 

PTCL 3PL.FUT just PL-TRI-see PL-TRI-seek food-3PL.POS 

‘they then (when it was night all the time) will (be able to) see to go seek food for themselves?’ 

� ongkue nde ngkuda andio hapa-mo tudu-ku? 

1SG.INDEP PTCL 1SG.ADD this what-PERF use-1SG.POS 

‘(just) ME then, what is MY usefulness?’ 

� kana’umpe nde Tehu pau-no i Koa? 

how PTCL Rat speak-3SG.POS PN Owl 

‘how indeed, Rat, were Owl’s words?’ 

� isua-o-mo nde kadu-mu, ana? 

where-3SG-PERF PTCL betel.nut.pouch-2SG.POS child 

‘where indeed is your betel nut pouch, child?’ 

� lua-akune-mo nde ngkuda, Nggasi, io kilowu-mu 

expel-APPL:1SG-PERF PTCL 1SG.ADD Tarsier CN thunderstone-2SG.POS 

‘spit out now your thunderstone for me, Tarsier’ 

                                                           

129 [footnote 1, p. 140] One could also say: pu’u-no ka … nde … ‘the reason that … is (was) that …’. 
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� ka i-lako nde mia andio, nahi tehine hawe-o-mo  

and 3SG-go PTCL person this NEG long.time arrive-3SG-PERF  

 i Paantoule 

at Paantoule 

 ‘then he set out, thus (andio) poor thing (nde mia) and arrived after a little while in Paantoule’ 

As a rule, this nde occurs in questions or commands, and to all appearances is closely connected to the word which follows. 

An alternate form of nde is nde’e; see § 30, also § 261 subsection (c). For example: 

� penganga nde’e 

open.mouth PTCL 

‘open your mouth wider’ 

� aiwa-mo nde’e 

come-PERF PTCL 

‘just come, come on then’ 

� petuundu nde’e 

bend.neck PTCL 

‘bend your neck, then’ 

184. The forms ndiindio, tuutuu, raarau, loolou, and taatahu have possibly originated from reduplication, e.g. 

ndiindio for ndio-ndio, etc. Because the antepenultimate syllable is the lightest, its vowel can be entirely harmonized 

to the preceding vowel (see § 31). However, as the forms ndio-ndio, etc. are not customary, it is also possible that 

ndiindio has originated from ndiomo ndio (not ndio-ndio per se). 

These forms are used when one indicates something with some body part, so that the full emphasis falls on 

‘here’ or ‘there’. They cannot be followed by a suffixed personal pronoun. [p. 141] One thus also says raarau, etc. of 

a plural subject. One can well say rau ira-mo rau /be.over.there-3PL-PERF be.over.there/ ‘yonder are they’ (with 

emphasis on yonder). 

Also, the indication of location expressed by ndio, etc. in their adjectival function can be strengthened by using 

the same form twice, but then not constructed as an adjective. So for example in: 

� Ba isua-o-mo ana-ku? Ndio-o-mo ndio-mo! 

INDEF where-3SG-PERF child-2SG.POS be.here-3SG-PERF be.here-PERF 

‘Where is my child at anyway? He is (already) here.’ 

Furthermore, when location is indicated by one of the forms indi’ai ‘here’, itu’ai ‘there’, etc. (see § 185), 

emphasis can be imparted by making use at the same time of one of the pronouns ndio, etc. So in sentences such as: 

� Isua-mo doi-ku? Tuu-o-mo itu’ai nae.130 

where-PERF money-1SG.POS be.there-3SG-PERF there 3SG.INDEP 

‘Where is my money at? There it is by you already (you have already placed it beside you).’ 

� gaagi ndio-mo indi’ai pu’u-no ka i-p[in]ake pakuli 

therefore be.here-PERF here base-3SG.POS and 3SG-PASS:use medicine  

 pontiana io buani 

k.o.spirit CN k.o.net 

 ‘here (=then) was thus the beginning of it that nets are used as a preventative against pontiana-spirits’131 

                                                           

130 [from main text, p. 141] For nae, see § 163. 

131 [footnote 1, p. 141] Concerning this spirit, see J. Kruyt (1924:212). 
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� rau-mo ira’ai ka do-m-pepate-o 

be.over.there-PERF over.there and 3PL-PL-kill-3SG 

‘there (= then) was it that they killed her’ 

The expressions ndiomo indi’ai ka…, tuumo itu’ai ka…, raumo ira’ai ka… can also mean ‘therefore, because of 

that…’. Sometimes ndio ira’ai can also be used in place of rau ira’ai.  

Series III. 

185. The forms indi’ai, itu’ai, ira’ai, ilo’ai and itahai are compounded with the preposition i, and could thus 

also be written as two separate words. This emerges from the forms with two-syllable reduplication,132 e.g.: 

� i-ndi’a-ndi’ai pole-akune 

at-REDP-here cut-APPL:1SG 

‘chop it off here for me’ 

These forms are used in order to point out or refer to THE PLACE INSIDE THE BORDERS OF WHICH a person or thing is 

(or becomes, or must be,133 etc.) located. They thus do not refer to the person or thing itself, for which purpose ndio, 

etc. are used. Herewith it can be remarked that a place can also function as a ‘thing’, such as in: 

� ndio-mo po’ia-nga-no ku-hawe-o hieno 

be.here-PERF live-NZR-3SG.POS 1SG-encounter-3SG near.past 

‘this is the place where I found him just then’ 

� ndio-mo po’ia-nga-ku 

be.here-PERF live-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘this is my living place’ 

Both ndio and indi’ai can be rendered as ‘here’, tuu and itu’ai as ‘there’, etc. The latter forms, however, have a 

looser and less narrow connotation than do ndio, tuu, etc., because the borders of the object or the person in question 

do not coincide with that of the place where they are localized. They thus leave room for uncertainty on the part of 

the addressee. When someone asks another if he knows where a certain object that he seeks is located, and this other 

person [p. 142] answers indi’ai i-po’ia /here 3SG-stay/ or indi’ai po’ia-nga-no /here stay-NZR-3SG.POS/ ‘it is here’, 

therewith pointing to a hearth rack beside him, then it can be that the other must still seek under the objects that are 

on the hearth rack until he has found it. However, if he says ndiomo, then he points to it or offers it, so that further 

seeking is excluded.  

With the adjectival demonstratives andio, etc., persons or things are referred to which are within one’s field of 

vision. If this is not the case, then one cannot use the mentioned form, rather the use of indi’ai, etc. or indiramai, etc. 

(see below) is indicated. Compare, for example, i Alipa atahu ‘Alipa up (upstream) yonder’, with which either the 

man himself must be seen, or else at least the house or such where he is located must lie in one’s field of vision (in 

which case it is also yet possible that it is obscured from the eye by some chance circumstance, e.g. a tree),134 versus 

i Alipa itahai; in this second case no comment is made on which point of the terrain indicated by itahai the man 

keeps himself, in his shed, at the water, or wherever (in this case the new plantings with field hut which lies some 

kilometers upstream from the village of Tinompo). The intended terrain, however, is felt to be a unity, because in 

distinction to the forms to be treated in § 188, one uses indi’ai, etc. only of places which constitute a bounded entity 

                                                           

132 [Postscript, p. 141] These forms with reduplication have a very fond, sweet, softening intention; see § 108 above. 

133 [from footnote 2, p. 141] In the last case they must sometimes be translated by ‘hither, thither’, or more precisely ‘to this 

place, to that place’, etc. (compare § 186 ff.).  

134 [Postscript, p. 142] Someone in Tinompo could also say i Alipa atahu when Alipa is in his garden some kilometers 

upstream, but then it is nevertheless for the speaker as if he sees him. Alipa belongs, to be sure, not to his actual field of vision, 

but the speaker nevertheless is familiar in detail with the ground, etc. and with the terrain lying in-between (all of it in an 

extended sense belonging with the village). So also Tua mPandita atahu ‘Tuan Preacher in Korowalelo’, etc.  
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in the mind of the Mori.135 For example, indi’ai can be used to mean ‘in this room, in this house, in this village’, but 

not ‘in this land’.  

Other examples in which these forms occur are: 

� mo’ia aku ilo’ai i Sampalowo indi’upua 

PART:live 1SG down.there at Sampalowo day.before.yesterday 

‘formerly I lived down there in Sampalowo’ 

The intention here is not to POINT OUT the place, as Sampalowo is not visible from Tinompo. The intention is only to 

MAKE REFERENCE TO the place. Compare lou aku i Sampalowo /down.there 1SG at Sampalowo/ ‘I was in 

Sampalowo’. 

� metandu ira’ai ambau, na-hina sapa  

PART:butt.with.horns over.there carabao NEG-exist dare  

 l[um]ako um-ungke-o 

PART:go PART-seek-3SG 

 ‘the carabao down there gores, there is none who dares go approach him’ 

� lo’ai-mo136 lou po’ia-nga-do mia anu  

down.there-PERF be.down.there live-NZR-3PL.POS person REL  

 wela m-ponakopi aku andio 

regularly PL-rob 1SG this 

 ‘there below is the living place of the people who regularly steal from me’ 

� ra’ai137 koa ke muda u-wela lako  

over.there just INTERROG 2SG.ADD 2SG-regularly go   

 mo-’ala keu peraha-mu? 

PART:TRI-get wood make.house-2SG.POS 

 ‘do you also regularly go fetch wood yonder to build your house with?’ 

� polai itu’ai 

flee there 

‘get away from there’ 

Naturally, itu’ai can also mean ‘in the aforementioned place’, e.g.: 

� nee-no torukuno atuu Ligisa; m-po’ia ira-mo itu’ai 

name-3SG.POS mountain that Ligisa PL-live 3PL-PERF there 

‘the name of the mountain was Ligisa; they remained there’ 

The forms indi’ai, itu’ai and ira’ai are also used of time, and then indicate, respectively, ‘at this point in time’ 

(at the time presently established in a story), ‘at the just-mentioned point in time’, and ‘at that time’. In practice, the 

difference between them is very slight, so that they then can be used for each other in insono ira’ai, [p. 143] insono 

indi’ai, insono itu’ai, (te’)inso ira’ai, te’inso indi’ai, te’inso itu’ai and inso indi’ai, all roughly meaning ‘after that, 

then, from then on’, but ira’ai is the most used in this case.  

                                                           

135 [footnote 2, p. 142] Compare the difference between i and a, treated in § 274.  

136 [footnote 3, p. 142] From ilo’aimo via apheresis; see § 31. 

137 [footnote 3, p. 142] From ira’ai via apheresis; see § 31. 
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Used correlatively, ‘(there) where … there …, wherever … there …, whither (ever) … thither …’, ira’ai occurs 

in sentences such as: 

� ira’ai lako-a-do, ira’ai ku-lako 

over.there go-NZR-3PL.POS over.there 1SG-go 

‘whither His Grace (also) goes, thither I go (also)’ 

� ira’ai po-hawe-a-no keu, i-tida-o-mo 

over.there TRI-encounter-NZR-3SG.POS wood 3SG-cut.through-3SG-PERF 

‘wherever he found wood, he chopped it off’ 

The forms indi’ai, etc. can take possessive suffixes after them, whenever one points to a place on his own or 

another’s body. The meaning emerges from the following examples: 

� tompa koa indi’ai-ku io uwoi 

extremity just here-1SG.POS CN water 

‘the water came just to here on me’ (e.g. to one’s waist) 

� kona indi’ai-no 

hit here-3SG.pos 

‘this (body part) of his was struck’ (the speaker points to his neck, for example) 

� tompa ira’ai-no hieno anu ka i-pe-lolo 

extremity over.there-3SG.POS near.past REL and 3SG-INTR-submerge 

 l[um]ako a gambata 

PART:go to bridge 

 ‘(the water came) up to there on him, just then when he waded to the bridge’ (the speaker points to a 

place on the body of a third person, hence the use of ira’ai) 

The same phenomenon is found in related languages; see Adriani and Adriani-Gunning (1908:250–251). Compare 

also § 188 below.  

Series IV. 

186. The pronouns of Series V and VI are derived from those of Series IV. They belong closely together not 

only according to form but also according to meaning. The forms ramai, etc. are treated as adjectives and refer to 

MOTION in a particular direction (to be rendered as ‘hither’, ‘coming toward here’, etc.). These forms are often used 

predicatively, for example: 

� men-tahane ira 

PL-go.thither.upward 3PL 

‘they are on their way up’ 

� me-ramai ira-mo i Laengko 

PL-come.hither 3PL-PERF PN Laengko 

‘Laengko and those with him are already coming’ 

� nahi tehine i-po’ia-’ia, ramai ira-mo ntu’u mia 

NEG long.time 3SG-stay come.hither 3PL-PERF truly person  

 anu aiwa l[um]ungka-o wuwu-no 

REL come PART:lift-3SG fish.trap-3SG.POS 

 ‘he had not stayed there long, when there actually arrived people who came to lift his trap’ 
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� loane-o-mo i Kalamboro l[um]ulu-o i Padalara 

go.thither.downward-3SG-PERF PN People.eater PART:chase-3SG PN Padalara 

‘People Eater set out downward after Padalara’  

� umari mebaku tahane-o-mo i Robunsalaka  

finish PART:have.provisions go.thither.upward-3SG-PERF PN Robunsalaka  

 um-ungke-o i Kalamboro 

PART-seek-3SG PN People.eater 

 ‘when he was finished with his breakfast, Robunsalaka set off in an upward direction to seek People 

Eater’ 

� nde io lampu-ku tahane i tonga lere 

because CN lamp-1SG.POS go.thither.upward at middle dry.field 

‘because my lamp has been taken away to the fields up there’ 

An example of one of these forms used attributively (here tahane modifies mia ‘people’; see also § 188): 

� poboi ira luwu mia i tonga lere tahane 

call 3PL all person at middle dry.field go.thither.upward  

‘call all the people who are (dispersed) up there in their fields’ 

No second person form is present. Where one would expect it to occur, a third person form is used instead, e.g.: 

� raane-o-mo ambau ta t[um]andu-ko 

go.thither.level-3SG-PERF carabao 3SG.FUT PART:horn-2SG 

‘there goes a carabao who will gore you’ (thus running in the direction of the addressee) 

Next to ramai occurs the much less frequently encountered form tamahi. In Tinompo these two forms are used 

synonymously, but in various dialects (Watu, Karunsi’e, Padoe, Tambee, Tiu) [p. 144] tamahi is used specifically for 

‘coming from a higher place (e.g. a mountain), descending in a hither direction’. It could be that it once also had this 

meaning in Tinompo. In terms of its form, mahi (the stem of tamahi) is the same as mai (the stem of ramai); see 

§ 92, subsection (a).  

In all these forms, the translocational motion stands in the foreground. Apart from ramai,138 to a certain extent 

they can also be considered as equivalents of lumako ‘go, go out’, but with special meaning. These forms and 

lumako can also be used in combination, e.g.: 

� l[um]ako-o-mo raane i Re’a i wiwi n-tobu, 

PART:go-3SG-PERF go.thither.level PN Turtle to edge LG-forest  

 mo-hopa 

PART:TRI-bark 

 ‘Turtle went yonder to the edge of the forest, and barked’ 

� l[um]ako-o-mo tahane i tonga lere 

PART:go-3SG-PERF go.thither.upward to middle dry.field 

‘she has gone up to the field’ 

For this last, one could also say: 

                                                           

138 [footnote 1, p. 144] The difference between ramai and aiwa is that the former means ‘be arriving’, while the latter means 

‘be on the way hither’ (versus lumako ‘set out thither’), also ‘come somewhere to stay, remain somewhere where one has 

arrived’. Like Tiu and Moiki speakers, the Upper Mori say mai for Tinompo aiwa, while Watu has iwa. For the etymology, see 

§ 17. 
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� tahane-o-mo i tonga lere 

go.thither.upward-3SG-PERF to middle dry.field 

� l[um]ako-o-mo ndi-tahane i tonga lere 

PART:go-3SG-PERF here-go.thither.upward to middle dry.field 

That for: 

� ira m-po’ia mpiha ndi-loane 

3PL.FUT PL-live continually here-go.thither.downward 

‘they shall stay down there for good’ 

one can also say: 

� ira m-po’ia mpiha loane 

3PL.FUT PL-live continually go.thither.downward 

should well be because one thinks therewith about them moving themselves in that direction.  

Series V. 

187. The forms ngkoramai, etc. have the meaning ‘in hither direction’, etc. The use of these forms emerges from 

the following examples: 

� anu ngkoraane i manggali, onae lere mami 

REL thither.level at left 3SG.INDEP dry.field 1PLX.POS 

‘the one which lies in yonder direction on the left-hand side, that is our field’ 

� sala anu ngkontahane i koana, onae sala mami  

way REL thither.upward at right 3SG.INDEP way 1PLX.POS 

 me-lako i tonga lere 

PL-go to middle dry.field 

 ‘the path which runs in an upward direction on the right-hand side, that is the way which we follow to go 

to the fields’ 

� kontahane i langi 

thither.upward to sky 

‘upwards to the heavens’ 

� pe’unsulako ngkoloane 

shift.oneself thither.downward 

‘scoot down in the direction of your feet’ (said to someone who is lying down) 

� pe’unsulako ngkotahane 

shift.oneself thither.upward 

‘scoot up in the direction of your head’ (said to someone who is lying down) 

� i We’o ngkoloane, ongkue ngkoramai 

PN We’o thither.downward 1SG.INDEP hither 

‘We’o (went) in a downward direction, I toward here’ (after our meeting) 
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� gaagi n[in]ee-ako-o-mo wita Bungku anu i asa 

therefore PASS:name-APPL-3SG-PERF earth Bungku REL at one  

 towa-no tahi ngkoraane nde i Bungku anu 

shore-3SG.POS sea thither.level because PN Bungku REL 

 lako mo-’iangari-o 

go PART:TRI-settle-3SG 

 ‘in this way the (land) on the other side of the sea in yonder direction (namely from Banggai) became 

named Bungku, because it was Bungku who went and settled it’ 

� da kontahane-do ke ngkoramai-do-mo? 

still thither.upward-3PL.POS INTERROG hither-3PL.POS-PERF 

‘are they still on their way in an upward direction, or are they already once more coming (back) toward 

here?’ 

The answer can run da kontahanedo or ngkoramaidomo, but also me-ngkoramai ira-mo /PL-hither 3PL-PERF/ ‘they 

are already coming back here’, etc.  

Series VI. 

188. Although the forms of Series IV ramai, etc. tend to be used predicatively, and the forms of Series VI 

(i)ndiramai, etc. attributively, neither characterization is absolute. The forms ramai, etc. can also be used 

attributively, while (i)ndiramai, etc. can occur as adjectives, and be used predicatively (in the latter case, however, 

mostly not in the meaning ‘advance in a certain direction’, because one would then tend to employ the forms without 

ndi-), e.g.: 

� ndi-loane-o-mo wali-ku 

here-go.thither.downward-3SG-PERF friend-1SG.POS 

‘my companion is already below’, ‘he has already gone down and arrived there’ 

The difference between Series IV and Series VI lies herein, that raane etc. mean ‘in that, etc. direction’, while 

ndiraane etc. mean ‘in, to that etc. specified area; at, to that etc. specified region’. This difference in meaning in the 

two cases arises from the presence, respectively the absence of ndi (concerning this ndi, see the end of § 195). Thus 

wawa-o ramai means ‘bring it here’ (literally ‘in my direction’),139 conversely wawa-o ndiramai means ‘bring it in 

my vicinity’. In the following case the forward movement is only subjective; compare § 189: 

� i olo-’olo-no inahu raane hina-o inahu  

at REDP-between.space-3SG.POS vegetable go.thither.level exist-3SG vegetable  

 eu (n)te-’o-’asa 

spinach DISTR-REDP-one 

 ‘yonder between the beans is also some spinach’ 

versus: 

� i olo-’olo-no inahu ndi-raane hina-o inahu  

at REDP-between.space-3SG.POS vegetable here-go.thither.level exist-3SG vegetable  

 eu (n)te-’o-’asa 

spinach DISTR-REDP-one 

 ‘between the beans there in that field is also some spinach’ 

                                                           

139 [Postscript, p. 143] Compare wee aku ramai /give 1SG hither/ ‘give it here’ 
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The Series VI demonstratives can also be compared to those of Series III. In contrast with indi’ai, itu’ai, etc. 

which indicate the place where someone or something is located as an entirety, [p. 145] the forms (i)ndiramai, 

(i)ndiraane, etc. only indicate a DIRECTION, an area, a place complex. Against indi’ai ‘here’, that is to say, according 

to circumstances, ‘in this room’, ‘in this house’, ‘in this village’, etc. stands indiramai ‘in these surroundings’, which 

now sometimes means ‘in this land’, and further ‘in this part of the house’, etc. etc. A place referred to by indi’ai is 

thus not always required to be smaller than the terrain or spot indicated by indiramai. The place defined by the forms 

of Series VI is only MORE VAGUE, if one will,140 as one can also in this way express that the spot of ground or the 

terrain is not felt to be an entirety. This cannot always come out in the translation, because our language does not 

always have at its disposal what could be considered equivalents of the Mori forms. The following examples can 

serve to illustrate the difference: 

� kita-akune koa kada ana-ku (i)ndi-loane,  

see-APPL:1SG just AFFIRM child-1SG.POS here-go.thither.downward  

 ta mansa l[um]ako a uwoi 

3SG.FUT once PART:go to water 

 ‘look after my child over there (on a lower lying terrain), he might go into the water’ 

� ama-ku indi-loane 

father-1SG.POS here-go.thither.downward 

‘my father in the lowlands’ 

� hapa ndi-raane? 

what here-go.thither.level 

‘what is that yonder?’ (when one hears something, but does not see it, so that one does not know precisely 

the place where it is located) 

� pelimbaako ndi-ramai 

move.oneself here-come.hither 

‘move hither’ 

The last is said, for example, to a guest who has at first set himself down by the entrance to the house, and now is 

invited to ‘come inside’, to sit down in the vicinity of the speaker, where he himself can further choose his place. If 

the lord of the house had wanted to point out his sitting place to him, then he would have gestured to it and said, for 

example pelimbaako indi’ai.  

In combination with an expression which indicates or implies motion, ramai and (i)ndiramai can be used 

interchangeably. So in place of pelimbaako ndiramai, one could also say pelimbaako ramai. Likewise: 

� ko-l[um]ako ndi-raane (  or: raane                   ) ke 

2SG.FUT-PART:go here-go.thither.level  go.thither.level INTERROG  

 ndi ondae ine-mu? 

to 3PL.INDEP mother-2SG.POS 

 ‘are you going yonder to your mother (and those of hers)?’ 

� wawa-o ndi-ramai (  or:  ramai            ) ana-mu atuu 

bring-3SG here-come.hither  come.hither child-2SG.POS that  

 aku k[um]ita-o 

1SG.FUT PART:see-3SG 

 ‘bring that child of yours hither, and I will look at him’  

                                                           

140 [Postscript, p. 145] This characterization is lacking in some respects. 
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This last differs little from wawao indi’ai. Also in other cases raane, etc. can be used in the place of (and as 

shortening for) ndiraane, etc., e.g.: 

 � inso ndi-raane (  or:  raane                       ) 

from here-go.thither.level  go.thither.level 

‘from over there’ 

But in: 

� wali-ku ndi-ramai d[um]agai-akami t[in]embi mami 

friend-1SG.POS here-come.hither PART:guard-APPL:1PLX PASS:carry.on.back 1PLX.POS 

‘my companions who are on their way hither are minding our carry loads for us’ 

ndi may not be omitted, nor likewise can it be omitted in i Tonde inditahane, which can mean ‘Tonde who is 

(located) yonder (upstream, in the highlands, etc.)’, as well as ‘Tonde who is on her way up’—in the last case, said 

for example by someone who had met her a short time ago going on her way up. From the use of ndiramai and 

nditahane in these last two examples, it appears at the same time that the person referred to is located outside the 

field of vision, because otherwise one should then have to use one of the forms treated in § 189.  

When the forms (i)ndiramai, etc. are used to indicate a part of [p. 146] the body, they can take a possessive 

suffix just like indi’ai, etc. (see § 185). Examples with and without possessive pronouns are: 

� ndi-loane-ku a ng-karu-ku 

here-go.thither.downward-1SG.POS at LG-leg-1SG.POS 

‘here (down there on me) on my leg(s)’ 

� owowa ntu’u kae-no lemba-ku andio 

short truly arm-3SG.POS jacket-1SG.POS this  

 mon-to’ori-po tompa koa indi-ramai-to 

PART:TRI-know-INCOMP extremity just here-come.hither-1PLN.POS 

 ‘the sleeves of this jacket of mine are very short, they come, please note, only to here on us’141 

One could also say here …tompa koa indi’aito, without much difference in meaning. 

� karu-karu aku indi-ramai a ng-kae-ku 

REDP-scratch 1SG here-come.hither on LG-arm-1SG.POS 

‘just scratch me a little here on my arm’ 

� ta tedoa hadio nae ndi-tahane io kutu-ku 

3SG.FUT very many 3SG.INDEP here-go.thither.upward CN louse-1SG.POS 

‘I shall indeed have very many lice up there (on my head)’ 

Deserving particular mention is the phrase inso indiramai, literally ‘from here’, with which one indicates the 

DIRECTION where one has come out, the way which one has followed in order to come here. So in response to the 

question ‘where have you come from?’, one could answer: 

� inso aku ndi-ramai i Tentena 

be.from 1SG here-come.hither at Tentena 

‘I am from here (we should say “there”), (namely) from Tentena’ 

                                                           

141 [footnote 1, p. 146] Regarding the use of the plural inclusive pronoun here, confer § 157.  
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Special uses of the deictic pronouns. 

189. The forms of Series IV (ramai, etc.) can enter into associations with those of Series I (andio, etc.), II (ndio, 

etc.) and III (indi’ai, etc.). The two members of such an association can belong either to the same pronominal sphere 

or to different pronominal spheres. In the latter case it is clear that the meaning of the one member forms a contrast 

with that of the other: strictly speaking a thing can sometimes belong to one pronominal sphere and sometimes to 

another, but not simultaneously reckoned to both. Even when both members belong to the same sphere there is still a 

discrepancy, although a less strongly pronounced one: arau, for example, points to a person or object, while raane 

and (i)ndiraane—in the combinations referred to here, the forms with (i)ndi- are replaced by those without—indicate 

the direction in which a person or thing moves or is located. It speaks for itself that the meaning of such 

combinations is not necessarily to be derived from that of the elements. 

In contrast with the forms of Series VI, combinations of Series I or II with Series IV (which, as already 

remarked, replace those of series VI), indicate that the person or thing thereby referred to is located within the 

speaker’s field of vision. If the first element of such a combination belongs to that of the third person, then it emerges 

therefrom that the concerned person (or animal, or thing) does not move, but stands or lies still, and is not too far 

distant. So in: 

� moro lagiwa arau raane 

perhaps deer that.over.there go.thither.level 

‘perhaps that yonder is a deer’ 

raane can simply be considered as a strengthening of the indication of place set out in arau.142 The same applies of: 

� moro bensi alou loane 

perhaps anoa that.down.there go.thither.downward 

‘perhaps that down there is an anoa’ 

� moro kuhe atahu tahane 

perhaps cuscus that.up.there go.thither.upward 

‘perhaps that up there is a cuscus’ 

If, however, one sees an animal moving at some distance [p. 147] then one always uses in the first element a 

demonstrative of the FIRST OR SECOND person, e.g.: 

� moro lagiwa andio (  or: atuu   ) raane 

perhaps deer this  that go.thither.level 

‘perhaps it is a deer that is moving forward in yonder direction’ 

� moro bolongoa andio (  or: atuu   ) loane 

perhaps babirusa this  that go.thither.downward 

‘perhaps it is a babirusa that is going thither in a downward direction’ 

� manu andio (  or: atuu   ) ramai 

chicken this  that come.hither 

‘the chickens which are coming hither there’ 

and the like. The direction of movement is expressed by the second demonstrative, while the first can be that of the 

first or second person without difference in meaning. The expression andio ramai, however, is a particular case, as it 

nevertheless can refer to something other than a person, etc. which one sees proceeding in a hither direction, namely 

in sentences such as: 

                                                           

142 [Postscript, p. 146] What is stated here is correct, but there is indeed little difference between arau raane (etc.) and arau 

(etc.); the former are used for objects which are located further away than those for which arau, etc. are employed. The 

combination arau raane also contrasts with arau ramai ‘yonder (at rest)’, but somewhat more this way than arau raane.  
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� inomo aku-mo ku-’aiwa andio ramai 

six.nights 1SG-PERF 1SG-come this come.hither  

‘already six days ago I was coming on my way here’ 

which can be said by someone who has already come as well as by someone who is still underway. Compare: 

� inomo aku-mo ku-’aiwa ramai (  or: ndi-ramai            ) 

six.nights 1SG-PERF 1SG-come come.hither  here-come.hither 

‘I have already been (come) here six days’ 

On the other hand, the demonstrative has a temporal-indicating function in: 

� wula andio ramai 

moon this come.hither 

‘the coming month’ 

The use of the deictic pronouns of the first person in these cases can be explained from the momentary character 

of that which one brings to attention: that the mentioned animal is seen moving in a particular direction applies only 

to NOW, as it should soon be lost from sight (and thus indicated by ndiraane, ndiloane, nditahane, etc.), or has 

stopped moving. The use of atuu in this way, however, is less easily explained. Perhaps one does better to say that in 

sentences such as moro lagiwa andio (or: atuu) raane ‘perhaps it is a deer that is moving forward in yonder 

direction’, the words andio and atuu express a (even though temporary) belonging to the sphere of the speaker as 

well as of the hearer, WHENCE ATTENTION, AFTER ALL, IS DIRECTED TOWARD THE ANIMAL UNDER CONSIDERATION OR 

BECOMES FIXED THEREUPON: ‘look, there goes a deer’, or ‘hey, it looks as if there goes a deer’. 

This is also in agreement with the use of the pronouns of the first and second person in the same combinations, 

when something is pointed out which is VERY FAR AWAY, so that it indeed can be seen, but the place where it is 

located does not fall within one’s field of vision, e.g.: 

� tuu raane asa m-pu’u benu asa-’asa-no 

be.there go.thither.level one LG-base coconut REDP-one-3SG.POS 

‘yonder stands a lone coconut palm’ 

where the tree itself is visible because it rises above its surroundings, but the surroundings themselves are not clearly 

distinguishable. The sentence ndio raane asa m-pu’u benu asa-’asa-no has the same meaning. With the emphatic 

particle -mo: 

� tuu-mo (or: ndio-mo           ) raane asa m-pu’u  

be.there-PERF  be.here-PERF go.thither.level one LG-base  

 benu asa-’asa-no 

coconut REDP-one-3SG.POS 

 ‘yonder stands a lone coconut palm’ 

Other examples of the various cases treated in this section are: 

� ndio (or: tuu           ) tahane ambau 

be.here  be.there go.thither.upward carabao 

‘there goes a carabao in an upward direction’ 

Compare tahane-o-mo /go.thither.upward-3SG-PERF/ ‘he is lost from sight in an upward direction’.143  

                                                           

143 [Postscript, p. 147] The constructions tahane-o-mo, etc. are not always required to be ‘he is lost from sight in an upward 

direction’, etc., namely not in cases such as:  
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� benu arau raane 

coconut that.over.there go.thither.level 

‘the coconut tree there (not far away)’ 

� benu andio raane benu-ku 

coconut this go.thither.level coconut-1SG.POS 

‘the coconut tree yonder (in the distance) is mine’ 

� ndio-mo raane sala-no anu me-pau-akomiu hieno 

be.here-PERF go.thither.level way-3SG.POS REL PART:INTR-speak-APPL:2PL near.past 

‘yonder runs the way of him whom you all were just speaking with’ (in other words, the way which he 

followed) 

Just as in our language, so also in Mori a path can ‘run’; the PROCEEDING ON in a particular direction is required to 

exist only in the presentation.144  

� tedoa motungko sala andio loane 

very difficult way this go.thither.downward 

‘the path which runs down there is very difficult’ [p. 148]  

� isema ke andio ramai? 

who INTERROG this come.hither 

‘who is approaching there?’ 

� manu tuu-mo (  or: ndio-mo            ) raane! 

chicken be.there-PERF  be.here-PERF go.thither.level 

‘yonder go chickens (a chick, a hen, etc.)!’ 

 Contrast this with: 

� manu rau-mo raane! 

chicken be.over.there-PERF go.thither.level 

‘yonder sits (one or more) chicken(s)!’ 

In cases such as this last, plural pronouns can also be used, e.g.: 

� manu ndi(o) ira-mo raane! 

chicken be.here 3PL-PERF go.thither.level 

‘yonder go chickens!’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

raane-o-mo ambau ta t[um]andu-ko 

go..thither.level-3SG-PERF carabao 3SG.FUT PART:horn-2SG 

‘there goes a carabao who will gore you’  

where the function of -mo is actually only to add force. The expressions ndiomo tahane, etc. have the same meaning as 

tahaneomo, etc. (in contrast with ndiomo tahane, etc. and tahaneomo tahane, etc. which are only used of what the speaker sees). 

The constructions rauomo raane, etc. are not used.  

144 [Postscript, p. 147] What is said here applies in general of persons or things which cover a certain expanse, so that one 

must be a certain distance away in order to survey it, e.g. (compare Adriani 1931:374, 376): 

inahu andio raane 

vegetable this go.thither.level 

‘the beans there (lit. over there)’ 
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� manu ra(u) ira-mo raane! 

chicken be.over.there 3PL-PERF go.thither.level 

‘yonder sit chickens!’ 

One could also say manu atuu raane (or manu andio raane) when the chickens are sitting still, but then they are 

further away, outside the immediate field of vision. Naturally, no sharp borders can be drawn, rather they hang 

together with the nature of the thing(s) in question. When, say, chickens are concerned, thus small animals with 

which one must direct one’s gaze on the ground and focus on small dimensions, then one will reach the border of the 

immediate field of vision sooner than, say, when people or houses come up for discussion. It is important, however, 

to remark that the pronouns arau, alou and atahu do not extend over everything not belonging to the spheres of the 

first or second person, but are limited in their application in the first place to what is lying nearby, to the clearly 

visible, and in the second place to that which is stationary. 

In forms such as ndio ramai ‘he approaches’, ndio tahane ‘he goes upward’, etc. one can, provided the person 

under consideration is very far away, employ a very strong speech accent as strengthening of the indication 

(ndióóóramai, ndióóótahane).145 The same aim can be achieved by using the interjection oo (oo ndio ramai, oo ndio 

tahane), alternatively one can also say ndiiomo tahane, etc. Compare tuuu ramai (tuuuu ramai; the more stress 

given, the further off the concerned is). Similar speech accent is found in hadiiio ‘it is A LOT!’ (compare hadio 

‘many, a lot’), langkaaai ‘it is HUGE’ (compare langkai ‘big’), etc. (in order to make it look bad). 

190. The forms indi’ai ramai, ira’ai raane, etc. are similar to indiramai, indiraane, etc. The meaning is 

specified by the second element of the combination, with which the first can, but need not be in agreement as far as 

the pronominal sphere is concerned. So one can also say, for example, itu’ai ramai (the same as indiramai), indi’ai 

raane (the same as indiraane), and the such,146 without any difference remaining to be observed between the forms. 

But when the second element belongs to the sphere of the first person, the first element cannot belong to the sphere 

of the third person, e.g. *ira’ai ramai cannot be said. Examples are: 

� ilo’ai loane147 ama-ku 

down.there go.thither.downward father-1SG.POS 

‘yonder (below) is my father’ 

� itahai tahane po-dopi-a-do mia 

up.there go.thither.upward PART:TRI-make.planks.of-NZR-3PL.POS person 

‘up there is the place where people make planks’ 

� i Ine ira’ai raane148 mo-bonde  

PN Mother over.there go.thither.level PART:TRI-weed  

 a n-tonga lere 

at LG-middle dry.field 

 ‘Mother is yonder weeding in the field’ 

Compare also (see § 188): 

                                                           

145 [Postscript, p. 148] ndiooo tahane etc. can also stand for ndio-o-mo tahane, etc. (see above). That ndiooo is not simply a 

shortened form of ndio-o-mo, but IN ADDITION also occurs as an emphatic forms of ndio, etc. is demonstrated by parallel 

lengthening in other forms (e.g. tuuu), and also by the different way such forms are enunciated (with rising accent).   

146 [Postscript, p. 148] One also finds combinations of three demonstratives, e.g. ndi(o) indi’ai raane, the same as indiraane, 

etc. 

147 [from main text, p. 148] Also indi’ai loane…, itu’ai loane… in the same meaning. 

148 [from main text, p. 148] Also i Ine indi’ai raane…, i Ine itu’ai raane… in the same meaning. 
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� te’inso aku indi’ai ramai i Korompeeli 

from 1SG here come.hither at Korompeeli 

‘I have come “from here”, from Korompeeli’ 

A possessive pronoun can be attached to the first element (compare § 176), such as in ndi’ai-do ramai /here-

3PL.POS come.hither/ ‘they are approaching’,149 e.g. in response to the question ‘where are your companions?’. Here 

also one could say indi’ai ramai, or even indiramai or indiramai ira (but not *me’indiramai ira). [p. 149] The 

preference for the form of the first (or second) person in the first element can be explained in the same spirit as 

above.  

191. As has already emerged, the deictic pronouns which belong with the third person occur in three sorts, so 

that the pronominal spheres in the area of the demonstratives amount to five in place of three. The question must now 

be answered: when a person or thing does not belong to the sphere of either the first or second person, in which cases 

is the place or the terrain where it is located to be considered as being ‘level with’, as ‘lower than’ or as ‘higher than’ 

the speaker? In this respect the notion corresponds for the most part with reality, but yet it is in part traditional.  

For the Mori person, ‘above’ and ‘below’ mean in the first place ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’. This ‘steam’ is 

not always required to be an actual stream: the top of a mountain is naturally higher than its foot, even though there 

is water flowing off only with a rain shower. But nevertheless one usually orients oneself according to the courses of 

the rivers, and in this way comes more than once into conflict with reality. The village of Tinompo lies on a hill 

around which flows the Tinompo River. If one now sets out from Tinompo on his way in the direction of Koro 

Walelo, then one first descends off this hill, next crosses the river, then keeps following the latter upstream for some 

distance. On the left further is a plain where lie the paddy fields and other plantings of the Tinompo, along and 

through which flows the river. Now people will say, however, not only of someone who is walking or riding to Koro 

Walelo that he goes ‘upward’ (whereby one leaves out of consideration that he first descends a bit), but this is also 

said of someone who goes to the paddy fields, even though these are at the foot of the hill, and in any case lie lower 

than Tinompo. However, they lie UPSTREAM, and to that extend also lie ‘higher’. So one thus says, for example 

(when one is located in the village): 

� bara ura tahu ira i lida 

perhaps perhaps go.thither.upward 3PL to wet.field 

‘perhaps His Grace is above in the paddy fields’ 

� i Alipa itahai 

PN Alipa up.there 

‘Alipa up there’ (in his field upstream next to the Tinompo River) 

If, however, one goes no further than to the edge of the water (at the foot of the hill), then one speaks of going ‘down 

below’, because here there is no talk of following the river in an upstream direction. And if someone proceeds from 

Tinompo to Sampalowo, the next village after Koro Walelo, then one likewise speaks of going ‘down below’, 

whether because one very well knows that Sampalowo lies lower than Tinompo, or whether simply because on the 

last part of the way, after passing the watershed divide between the Tambalako and the Laa, one continually 

descends. The forms rau, ira’ai, raane, etc. are used of traveling to, for example, Beteleme, Lahumbala, Karunsi’e, 

and Ulu Anso, in general places which are located on rivers which join the Tambalako downstream (the Tinompo 

merges into the Tambalako not far from Korompeeli), and thus neither lie upstream nor downstream from [p. 150] 

Tinompo, e.g. lumako ira’ai i Beteleme, lumako raane i Beteleme, lumako ndiraane i Beteleme, etc. By the nature of 

things language usage is not always fixed, especially regarding places lying further off.  

                                                           

149 [Postscript, p. 148] In indi’aido ramai, the possessive suffix -do is plural-indicating (‘in great number…’). The 

expression indi’aido ramai, etc. can also mean ‘in many places in these surroundings’, etc. Compare § 197.  
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[p. 150] 

TABLE 8.  SERIES I DEICTIC PRONOUNS (a) 

  

Tinompo 

 

Moiki 

 

Tiu 

 

Watu (b) 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Impo 

 

Molongkuni 

 

Tambee 

other Upper Mori 

dialect forms 

 

Padoe 

1 andio 

(andiodo) 

ndia  

(ndiodo) 

andia 

(andi’ira) 

neu 

(neuro) 

inie  

(nieroa, nuiroto) (c) 

nie  

(niroa, nieroa) 

nea  

(neroa) 

nuuo, nuu’o, nuudo 

(nuiroto) 

nie 

((u)niire) 

2 atuu 

(atuudo) 

tuu 

(tuudo) 

atu’u 

(atu’ira) 

itu 

(ituro) 

intu 

(inturo) 

isie  

(sieroa, suiroto) 

sie  

(siroa, sieroa) 

sea  

(seroa) 

suuo, suu’o, suudo 

(suiroto) 

sie 

((u)siire) 

3 arau 

(araudo) 

rau 

(raudo) 

ara’u 

(ara’ira) 

ira 

(iraro) 

sou 

(souro) 

ira’a  

(ra’iroa, ro’iroto) 

ra’a  

(rairoa, roiroa) 

ra’a  

(ra’iroa) 

roo’o, rooto  

(roiroto) 

la’a 

(ula’ira) 

4 alou 

(aloudo) 

lou 

(loudo) 

alo’u 

(alo’ira) 

nggua 

(ngguaro) 

iwa’a  

(wa’iroa, wo’iroto) 

wa’a  

(wairoa, woiroa) 

wa’a 

(wa’iroa) 

woo’o, wooto 

(woiroto) 

wa’a 

(uwa’ira) 

5 atahu 

(atahudo) 

tahu 

(tahudo) 

atahu 

(atahira) 

ita 

(itaro) 

inta 

(intaro) 

isa’a  

(sa’iroa, so’iroto) 

sa’a  

(sairoa, soiroa) 

tahaa 

(tahiroa) (d) 

soo’o, sooto  

(soiroto) 

taha 

(utahira) 

(a) see § 176; plural forms are placed within parentheses 

(b) Watu has as independent forms: neuno, tuno, rano, ngguano, and tano. 

(c) also inieroa, etc. 

(d) compare § 199 
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TABLE 9.  SERIES IA DEICTIC PRONOUNS 

  

Tinompo 

 

Moiki 

 

Tiu 

 

Watu 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Impo 

 

Molongkuni 

 

Tambee 

other Upper Mori 

dialect forms 

 

Padoe 

1 kanandio kanandia ndeneu (he)leinie helenie helen(u)o, helenuu’o helinie 

 kanandio andio (a) kanandia-ndia kanandia andia ndeneu-neu heleinie inie (he)leinie leinie leinie nuo, heleleinie (b) helinie-nie 

2 kanatuu kanantuu kanatu’u ndeitu, ndeetu nde(e)intu (he)leisie helesie, leesie helesu(u)o, helesuu’o helisie 

3 kanarau kanara’u ndeira, ndeera ndeesou (he)leira’a leera’a, liira’a heleroo’o helila’a 

4 kanalou kanalo’u ndeinggua, ndenggua ndeenggua (he)leiwa’a leewa’a, liiwa’a helewoo’o heliwa’a 

5 kanatahu kanantahu kanatahu ndeita, ndeeta ndeinta (he)leisa’a leetaha, liitaha helesoo’o helitaha 

(a) see § 177 

(b) presumably this does not mean ‘now’ but rather ‘like now’ 
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TABLE 10.  SERIES II DEICTIC PRONOUNS 

 

 

 

  Tinompo (a) 

 

Watu 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Impo (e) 

 

Molongkuni 

other Upper Mori 

dialect forms 

 

Tambee 

 

Padoe 

1 ndio (ndiomo, 

ndi aku, ndi 

iramo) (b) 

neu (neeto, 

ne’aku, 

ne’iroto) 

nee (in nee kaa ‘there 

is’ (namely here), 

thus with e) (ne’ito, 

ne’aku, ne’iroto) 

nuo (pointing 

out: ‘here’), 

nuuma 

(independent) 

(nuo, nuaku, 

nuiro) 

(o)nuo (pointing out), 

nuuma, nuuto, nuudi 

(independent) (nuaku, 

(da)nggaku, other 

persons danggiko, 

danggo, danggikami, 

etc. danggiro) 

nuuo, nuu’o, nuudo, 

nuudi (nu(u)aku, 

nu’oaku, etc.) 

(nuudio also 

occurs) 

neea 

(nooto, 

danggak

u, etc.) 

nio ‘be present (here)’, unie, 

tinie, nioto, otonie ‘this, 

these’ (independent), 

(niaku, niiroto ‘they are 

already’, nioto, oto nie, 

(ni)oto tinie ‘it is (here) 

already’) 

 nahi (c) ndio (b) ino kini nokaleu kini      

2 tuu tuo (with o; tuko = 

Tinompo tuuko) 

— (d) suo, suuma (see 

above) (suo) 

(o)suo (see above), suuma, 

suuto, suudi (see above) 

suuo, suu’o, suudo, 

suudi (also suuoo 

= suudio, 

suudioto = 

suudooto, etc. 

occur) 

seea (sooto, 

with to) 

sio (see above), usie, tisie, 

sioto, oto sie (see above), 

(sioto, oto sie, sioto tisie, 

see above; siiroto, see 

above) 

 nahi (c) tuu (b) ino kitu nokaleu kitu      

3 rau rae (with e; 

compare 

ra’iroto; raato 

= Tinompo 

rau(o)mo) 

sou (so’ito = Tinompo 

rauomo; sooto = 

Tinompo raumo; 

soo kaa ‘there is 

(there)’) 

ro’o (ro’oto = 

Tinompo 

raumo) 

(o)ro’o (see above), rooma, 

rooto, roodi (see above) 

(rooto = Tinompo 

raumo) 

forms such as roo’o, 

rooto, rooto’o, 

rooto oto, etc.  

rooto (with 

to) 

ula’a, tila’a, lo’oto, oto la’a 

(see above) (lo’oto (lo’oto 

nio), oto la’a, (lo’)oto 

tila’a (lo’oto tisie), see 

above) 

 nahi (c) rau (b) ino kira nokaleu sou      

4 lou nggae (with e; 

compare 

ngga’iroto; 

nggaato = 

Tinompo 

loouomo) 

nggae (with e, compare 

ngga’iroto; ngga’ito 

= nggaeto) 

wo’o (o)wo’o (see above), 

wooma, wooto, woodi 

(see above) 

forms such as 

woo’o, wooto, 

woo’o’o, wootoo, 

wooto oto 

wooto (with 

to) 

uwa’a, tiwa’a, wo’oto, oto 

wa’a (see above) (wo’oto 

(wo’oto nio), oto wa’a, 

wo’oto tiwa’a, etc., see 

above) 

 nahi (c) lou (b) ino kua nokaleu kua      
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5 tahu tae (with e; taato = 

Tinompo 

tahuomo) 

tae (taa kaa = 

Tinompo tahu koa) 

so’o (o)so’o (see above), sooma, 

sooto, soodi (see above) 

forms such as soo’o, 

sooto, soo’o’o, 

sootoo, sooto oto 

tohoto (with 

to) 

utaha, titaha, tohoto, oto 

taha, see above (tohoto 

(tohotonio), oto taha, etc., 

see above) 

 nahi (c) tahu (b) ino kita nokaleu kita      

(a) for differences in Moiki and Tiu, see Table 8 

(b) the equivalents of these forms are not all given, and in the Upper Mori dialects to (= Tinompo mo) is omitted 

(c) nahi means ‘not’; compare the conclusion of § 195 

(d) appears to be absent, and to have been replaced by a third person form, compare so’ito mu’aleeto ‘it is already there, you have already taken it (to yourself)’ 

(e) Impo also has the form eende ‘here’, the forms rooto, wooto, and sooto, and forms such as dangg(o)aku. dangg(o)iko, dangg(o)ikami (which are also Molongkuni; see 

Table 6); for ‘here are’, etc., Impo uses the forms ende, sihe or siha, rahe, wahe, sahe (as in ka no’ende ‘it is not here’, etc., ende’o ‘it is here’, sihe’o, siha’o ‘it is there’, 

etc., saheiro or sahe’iro ‘they are up there’, etc.) which have of necessity been mentioned in Table 11, but given there only for Molongkuni (the other Upper Mori dialects 

have the same or corresponding forms).  Just as in Tinompo the forms of Series II have a dual function, likewise this applies in the dialects of those of Series III. 
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The village of Tinompo itself consists of two straight portions which meet together at an obtuse angle. The one 

is named moleono ‘the straight part (of it)’, the other, in which direction lies the way to Korompeeli, is named 

sampano ‘the branching off (of it)’.150 From the middle of the village, whence the way to Koro Walelo comes out, 

one thus goes tahane i moleono and loane i sampano. Here one also orients himself with the Tinompo River which 

flows past at the foot of the hill.151  

In a house the porch is always considered the highest, the back of the house as the lowest (which in most cases is 

also so in reality).152 For someone in the back of the house, (i)nditahane can mean either ‘in the middle of the house’ 

or ‘on the porch’; for someone in the middle (main) part of the house, nditahane is ‘on the porch’, ndiloane ‘in the 

back of the house’, etc.  

Furthermore, in general arau, etc. indicate what is roughly located at the height of the speaker’s eyes (or 

something lower). For someone who sits on the porch of his house (all houses stand on posts), people on the ground 

or on the road in front are mia arau ‘those people yonder’. Primarily when they are located under or directly next to 

the house are they referred to as mia alou ‘those people down there’ (also if people sit, they are referred to a mai 

alou). So also: 

� ba kanarau pesiri moiko-o-mo to-pom-paho 

if like.that.over.there Orion’s.belt good-3SG-PERF 1PLN-TRI-plant 

‘when Orion’s belt is like that, it’s good (the good time) to plant’ 

whereby one indicates a point which is a little above the horizon (compare J. Kruyt 1924:144–145), versus: 

� meronga ingkiniwia saba-o-mo ilo’ai  

together evening appear-3SG-PERF down.there 

 i wiwi langi 

at edge sky 

 ‘together with the falling of the evening it (the full moon) comes up there BELOW on the horizon’ 

See also the fourth example of § 187. Compare further pepahe tahane, literally ‘shift up’, for which we would say 

‘scoot over’; in this case less attention is paid to the direction. 

Dialectal forms and derivations. 

192. The possibility is not excluded that the dialectal forms—given in the tables of this section as equivalents of 

the Tinompo forms—differ somewhat therefrom as far as their usage is concerned (compare § 164), but in general 

they do correspond with therewith. As has already emerged above, Tinompo andio, atuu, etc. (Table 8) are also used 

as independent forms for ‘this (one)’, ‘that (one)’, these (ones)’, those (ones)’, the equivalents of which in the 

dialects are to be found listed under Table 10. Because the corresponding forms from the various dialects do not 

always line up with each other as far as their usage is concerned, it was impossible to avoid such irregularities, such 

as for that matter have already emerged on other occasions. See also § 199, where attention is drawn to some further 

important differences in certain dialects. 

                                                           

150 [Postscript, p. 150] What is stated here no longer corresponds to reality, because the moleono part of the village has gone 

to ruin. 

151 [Postscript, p. 150] What stands here is incorrect; one says tahane i moleono and loane i sampano, because in the one 

direction one actually ascends, and in the other descends. One orients himself thus not to the river (which for that matter flows 

around only a portion of the hill on which Tinompo lies). 

152 [Postscript, p. 150] The porch at present is level with the interior, but it is possible that it had been otherwise in former 

times. 
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The listings here make no claim to completeness. Distinctions must also be made between forms and co-forms or 

variants; the latter are not always mentioned. I hope to have been successful, however, in capturing the principle 

forms, and in giving a roughly adequate picture of the rich diversity which Mori exhibits in the area of the 

demonstratives, with the reservations also made in § 164. [p. 151]  

193. In these demonstrative forms one can, first of all, point out a number of elements which we learned about 

with the personal pronouns, such as o, no, ro, ira (Padoe uniire and usiire reflect naturally *uniira and *usiira). 

Other single-syllable constituents also serve as particles, such as ma and to (the element di in nuudi, suudi, roodi, 

etc. is not known to me as such, nevertheless these forms are synonyms with nuuma, nuuto, etc.).  

A further distinction can be made between ROOTS and FORMATIVE ELEMENTS, such as a- (in andio, atuu, etc.), i- 

(in many forms), ra- or ro- (in ramai, rapano, rabehi, rapone, ropode, etc.), ta- or to- (in tamahi, toramai, topado, 

etc.), si- (in sipano, sibehi, etc.),153 -u (in arau, alou, atahu, probably also in neu),154 -a (probably in (a)ndia, older 

form of (a)ndio;155 in (i)nie, (i)sie, compare Tambee nea, sea; and in (i)ra’a, (i)wa’a, etc.), and certain others. One 

is not required to suppose whenever -a is suffixed, that this is always the same element; in specific cases (endea, etc.) 

one could also think of the suffix -a (-an). So also a- in ailehea is not the same as the a- in andio, atuu, etc., but 

rather is the preposition (leaving aside for now the question of whether or not all these elements are identical in 

source).  

If one strips the words of their formative elements, then there remain ROOTS, such as ndi, tu, ra, lo, tah, si, wa, 

sa, etc., known partly from related languages. So Pamona sinjau corresponds with Tinompo arau, likewise Pamona 

silau with Tinompo alou. One finds Watu itu in the same form back in Malay, while Watu neu can contain the root 

ne, ni (compare Malay ini), or be derived from nde, ndi, the demonstrative elements mentioned above. The latter, 

however, is less probable, compare kini ‘here’. The same applies of the Upper Mori forms inie, etc. (compare the 

forms from Table 10, which have u). Watu nggua can stand for inggua (compare ndeinggua, reported as identical 

with ndenggua), and thus formed with the i + nasal mentioned above (§ 167), compare Karunsi’e intu and inta, but 

Watu itu, ita and ira (regarding this alternation, compare § 167). Regarding the stem kua, see § 195. 

The final -a in nieroa, sieroa, etc. could well be identical with that which in olden times must also have been 

found in nie, sie, etc., and is then repeated after the plural element ro, alternatively—and as appears more probable 

to me—iro has slipped itself between ni, si, etc. and a. To be sure, the forms nieroa and sieroa argue for the first 

hypothesis, but ero could have originated from iro, and the other Upper Mori forms of Table 8 all point in the 

direction of the second interpretation, although naturally one could consider that here e, a, ’a or ’o has dropped out. 

Why the Tambee say tahaa in place of taha (compare Padoe taha) is not clear.  

See further § 195. [p. 152]  

                                                           

153 [Postscript, p. 151] For a better explanation of ra-, ro-, ta-, to- and si-, see § 197. It is possible that Tinompo ramai and 

tamahi originated in a similar way (tamahi definitely contains tah-, but could also be a shortening of a derivation tah- + mahi).  

154 [footnote 1, p. 151] Also in use in Pamona, e.g. in silau ‘there below’, sinjau ‘there yonder’, etc.  

155 [footnote 2, p. 151] Compare, however, the possibility mentioned in § 77. 
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TABLE 11.  SERIES III DEICTIC PRONOUNS 

  

Tinompo 

 

Moiki 

 

Tiu 

 

Watu 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Impo (a) 

 

Tambee 

 

Padoe 

 

Molongkuni (b) 

other Upper 

Mori dialect 

forms 

1 indi’ai indiingka, indii’a indiangko (specific), indiia 

(broader) 

ikinino ikiino endea endea, eende (i)’eende 

2 itu’ai ituungko, ituu’u itu’ungko (specific), ituu’u 

(broader) 

ikituno siiha sehea sirio siihe (with o: sihe’o) (i)siia, sii’a 

3 ira’ai iraungko, iraa’u ira’ungko (specific), iraa’u 

(broader) 

ikirono iso’ai rahea lehea raahe (with o: rahe’o) (i)raahe 

4 ilo’ai iloungko, iloo’u ilo’ungko (specific), iloo’u 

(broader) 

ikuano wahea wehea waahe (with o: wahe’o) (i)waahe 

5 itahai itahungko, itaahu itahungko (specific), itaahu 

(broader) 

ikitano sahea tahea tehea saahe (with o: sahe’o) (i)saahe 

(a) in Impo these forms can be combined with Set I personal pronoun suffixes, thus rahea’o ‘it is yonder’ (Tinompo rau ira’ai), etc.; see also Table 10 

(b) for Molongkuni, ka no’endea’o was given for ‘it is not here’, thus with frozen personal pronoun -o 
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TABLE 12.  SERIES IV AND VI DEICTIC PRONOUNS (a) 

  

Tinompo 

 

Tiu 

 

Watu 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Padoe 

 

Tambee 

 

   Impo (i) 

other Upper Mori  

dialect forms 

1 ramai, 

   tamahi (b) 

ramai, 

   tamahi (from above) (b) 

toramai (visible), nderamai (not 

visible) 

totamahi (visible, from above) 

ndetamahi (not visible, from 

above) (b) 

(to)romai, (to)ramai (to)ramai, 

tamahi 

 (i)ndiramai, 

(i)nditmahi 

(i)ndiaramai 

(also Moiki) 

ikinino ramai, 

ikituno ramai, 

ramai kinino, 

  ramai kituno (c) 

  kiino ramai (d) endearamai nderamai endea romai, endea 

ramai 

(i)nderamai, 

eenderamai, 

endearamai 

3 raane raange mune (to)mune pano, pado topano (visible), ndepano (not 

visible) 

topano, sipano, ndepano rapano, ropano, 

rapado,  

 (i)ndiraane indiaraange kinino mune, 

kirano mune, 

mune ikinino, 

  mune ikirano (c) 

  kiino mune (d)    sirio pano 

(pado) (e) 

   ndepano (not visible),  

ra(a)pano (of whom or  

   what is still visible) (h) 

siipano (rahea pano) ropado, to(o)pano, 

topado, (e)pano, 

ndepado 

4 loane loange pidau, pida’u (to)pida’u omihi tobehi (see above), ndebehi (see 

above) 

tobehi, sibehi, ndebehi rabehi, to(o)behi,  

 (i)ndiloane indialoange kinino pida(’)u, 

kuano pida(’)u, 

pidau ikinino, 

  pida(’)u ikuano (c) 

  kiino pida’u (d)   sirio omihi (f) ndebehi (see above),  

   rabehi  (see above)(h) 

siibehi (wahea behi) nde(e)behi 

5 tahane tahange pone (to)pode pone, pode topone (see above), ndepone (see 

above) 

topone, sipone, ndepone rapone, ropone, 

(i)rapode,  

 (i)nditahane indiatahange kinino pone, 

kitano pone, 

pone ikinino, 

  pone ikitano (c) 

  kiino pode (d) sirio pone,  

  sirio pode (g) 

ndepone (see above),  

   rapone (see above) (h) 

siipone (sahea pone) ropode, to(o)pone, 

topode, nde(e)pone, 

ndepode, etc. 

(a) for the forms of Series VI, combinations are often used which correspond with those mentioned in § 100 

(b) see § 186 
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(c) see also § 197; the combinations ikituno mune, mune ikituno, etc. also occur 

(d) see also § 197 

(e) and other forms of the same nature (e.g. lehea pano or lehea pado); also ailehea was given to me, but this probably belongs in Table 11, compare § 167 

(f) also lehea omihi, wehea omihi, compare note (e); concerning aiwehea, see note (e) 

(g) also lehea pone (pode), tehea pone (pode), compare note (e); concerning aitehea, see note (e) 

(h) the Tambee forms rapano, rabehi, etc. are not limited to being used with people or things which are still visible; see further § 197 

(i) just as with the deictic pronouns of Series III, these Impo forms can be encountered with Set I suffixed personal pronouns, e.g. sipone’o, endea’o ramai. 
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   TABLE 13.  SERIES V DEICTIC PRONOUNS 

  

Tinompo (a) 

 

Watu 

 

Karunsi’e 

 

Padoe 

Tambee, 

Molongkuni 

 

other Upper Mori dialect forms 

1 ngkoramai, 

(ng)kontamahi 

naramai,  

   nantamahi (b) 

eheramai, 

ehendamahi 

eheramai, 

ehentamahi 

heeramai,     

heentamahi     

3 ngkoraane namune ehembano ehempano heempano (Impo), heempado 

4 ngkoloane nampida(’)u nampida’u ehembine’i ehebehi hebehi (also Impo)   

5 (ng)kontahane nampone nampode ehembone ehempone heempone (Impo), heempode 

(a) for differences in Tiu, see Table 12 

(b) see Table 12 for the dialects which distinguish these forms 
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194. Concerning Table 9, it remains to be remarked that the forms mentioned therein are not all compounded 

with the respective words which the dialects use for ‘like, as’.156 In Karunsi’e ngkena neu or hala neu, ngkena sou, 

etc. were given to me as synonymous expressions for ndeneu, etc. 

From the dialectal forms, it further appears that Tinompo kanandio, kanatuu, etc. must be analyzed as kana + 

andio, kana + atuu, etc. and not as kana + ndio, etc.  

195. When comparing Tables 8 and 10, one’s attention is drawn to the fact that in some Upper Mori dialects the 

adjectival demonstratives—in distinction to those of Impo, Molongkuni, etc.—correspond with the independent 

forms. If for a moment the Malili dialects are left out of consideration, these latter in Upper Mori exhibit the roots 

nu, su, ro, wo and so, while the adjectival forms in Impo and Molongkuni have ni, si, ra, wa and sa. The adjectival 

forms of Molio’a cum suis, namely nuu’o, suu’o, roo’o, woo’o, soo’o (and variants thereof) are without doubt to be 

explained as originally independent forms, which over the course of time also came to serve an adjectival function. 

This emerges especially from the fact that rooto, wooto, sooto, nuudo and suudo—the latter two possibly reflect 

older nuuto and suuto—are also encountered in adjectival function. One’s attention is especially drawn to this 

change because, it would seem, it is also encountered elsewhere. The Moiki adjectival forms ndia, tuu, etc. can be 

explained in this way, although other possible explanations are not excluded. In this connection, compare also the 

conclusion of § 179. It appears of special importance to mention that the forms which contain the personal pronoun 

-o (whether or not supplied with a strengthening particle) developed first into independent demonstratives157 (this is 

especially clear in Padoe) and thereafter into adjectival demonstratives.  

The roots ro, wo, so and toh (Tambee) have originated from ra, wa, sa and tah. If, however, nu and su are 

placed next to ni and si correspondingly in Table 13, then the obvious conclusion is that not only here but even in the 

first mentioned cases one has to do with roots with vowel alternation. The forms su and si could have originated from 

tu (see below) and ti.  

In Upper Mori, very frequent use is made of the demonstrative element nggo, which is explained by the Watu-

Karunsi’e forms nggua, nggae, etc. It could have originated from nggua (nggae can reflect older ngguae), but also 

from ngga alone or ngga + o. As for the meaning which it has in Watu-Karunsi’e (indicating something lies lower 

than the speaker), this no longer emerges in Upper Mori. In the tables it occurs in the forms (da)nggaku, [p. 153] 

(da)nggiko, (da)nggo, etc. (where da means ‘still, yet’). In addition it occurs, among other places, with question 

words, for example Impo ra158 nggo ampio ‘what?’, Impo ra nggo popio ‘how many?’, Molongkuni ba nggo ehende 

‘how’ (in a subordinate question), Molongkuni ba nggo mo’ahi koa ‘whether it is delicious’ (subordinate question), 

Molongkuni nggo i sea ‘who?’, etc. It is furthermore encountered in nggo koa (the same as Tinompo ndio koa; see 

§ 181), e.g.: 

� aso-leko-no nggo koa tuturako s[in]ari  

one-go-3SG.POS then just do.quickly PASS:tap.toddy 

 na baru-nggu nie 

CN sugar.palm-1SG.POS this 

 ‘undoubtedly this palm toddy of mine is continually taken away’ [Molongkuni] 

and in other cases. In Tambee it has taken on the meaning of ‘because, as’, e.g.: 

                                                           

156 [footnote 1, p. 152] Karunsi’e hala and Upper Mori hele must be the same as the hala mentioned in § 116, which 

actually means ‘next to it’. Less understandable, however, is the Watu form hula, [Postscript, p. 152] which may not be cognate 

with hala, hele at all. Perhaps it is to be equated with Pamona salu (Adriani 1931:259–260), but this form itself may further be a 

variant of sala (Adriani 1931:260, footnote 1).  

157 [footnote 2, p. 152] The constructions of cardinal numbers with suffixed personal pronouns (described in § 146) are to be 

compared herewith. 

158 [footnote 1, p. 153] For ra (from ara), see § 57. 
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� nggo mate-o-to 

because dead-3SG-PERF 

‘because he is dead’ [Tambee] 

� nggo nggaku lek-i Dale 

because here:1SG go-to Dale 

‘because I am going to Dale’ [Tambee] 

while it can be added after Molongkuni so ‘but’ without that any difference in meaning can be noticed between so 

and songgo. The Impo have nggoso in the same meaning, and the Padoe kanggo (concerning ka, see § 214 ff.). The 

element nggo is thus very colorless in meaning. Dutch er, the Pamona emphatic particle yau (from lau, the same as 

Tinompo lou), etc. are comparable.  

The weakening of meaning which lau has undergone in the Pamona form yau makes one suspect that the emphatic 

particle koa (see § 181) is the same as kua, the stem underlying Watu, Karunsi’e nggua. Dr. Adriani derived Mori koa from 

Sangirese koa’, a particle of colorless meaning, roughly synonymous with anu (Van Eelen & Ritsema 1918–1919:317, 

Adriani 1913:605). The two derivations, however, are not necessarily in conflict with each other, as Sangirese koa’ is also a 

synonym of pia’ (Adriani 1893:278), which among other things means ‘there is, there are’ (Adriani 1893:263). Now 

existential particles often originally mean ‘here is’ or ‘there are’, compare § 178 and Padoe nio, Nuha ndio, Karunsi’e nggae 

‘there is, there are’, specifically ‘down there are’159 (Pamona lau, Karunsi’e nggae, etc.) The form koa could thus also 

originally have had the meaning ‘down there’, but gradually has become more colorless, just like the thus conceivably 

identical in origin nggo.   

In Impo (perhaps also elsewhere) the forms nuaku, etc. and nggoaku etc. have become differentiated in this way, 

in that the latter are used with reference to what happens (shall happen, did happen) in another place or during 

another occasion, while the first makes reference to the present situation (the place where the speaker finds himself). 

For example: 

� ka-no komba nu-aku moturi 

NEG-3SG by.any.means here-1SG PART:sleep 

‘I sleep not, I did not sleep (just then)’ [Impo] 

� ka-no komba nggo-aku moturi 

NEG-3SG by.any.means then-1SG PART:sleep 

‘I slept not (during that occasion)’ [Impo] 

� nu-iko mo-mbio? 

here-2SG PART:TRI-do.what 

‘what are you doing there?’ (literally ‘here’, that is in the same place where the speaker is located) [Impo] 

� su-iko mo-mbio? 

there-2SG PART:TRI-do.what 

‘what are you doing there?’ [Impo] 

� nggo-iko mo-mbio hieno? 

then-2SG PART:TRI-do.what near.past 

‘what did you do just then?’ [Impo] 

The Tinompo forms ndi aku, etc. have already been explained above (§ 180) as having originated from ndio 

aku, etc., which not only emerges from the side-by-side appearance of both series of forms, but also from Tiu, where 

only ndia aku, etc. appear to be used, and not the short forms. The loss of -o is best explained from the close 

connection which [p. 154] binds the parts of these combinations, compare ra iramo (the enunciation of rau iramo) 

                                                           

159 [footnote 5, p. 153] For that matter, a place-indicating function may be ascribed to pia’, see Adriani (1893:263–264, 

278–279), and Schwarz (1908:s.v.) wia, wia’i, wiana (wia must be cognate with pia’).  
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and the like (see § 31). Likewise the Series VI forms of Table 12 (ndiramai, etc.) appear to the shortened from 

ndioramai, etc., as Tiu speakers still say ndiaramai, etc. (see the tables).160  

Next to kua stand kini, kitu, kira and kita, formed from an element ki and the roots already mentioned above, ni, 

tu, ra, and tah. The form kini also occurs in Malay.  

In the expressions for ‘not here’, ‘not there’, etc., the dialects usually use the forms of Table 11. In Watu-

Karunsi’e, however, they are shorter than the latter, so that it was desirable to incorporate them into the table, even 

though formally they do not belong at home in Table 10.  

196. Where i occurs at the beginning of a form in Table 11, this is the preposition. The Tinompo expressions are 

formed with -ai, probably a combination of the deictic formative elements -a (see § 193) and i. In many Upper Mori 

forms these can occur in reverse order (with change of i to e). However, because Impo siiha stands next to 

Molongkuni siihe, and sehea, etc. are evidently formed from sehe (sihe) + a, one could also adopt that in the last-

mentioned forms the element -a is twice present (the long vowel in siihe, raahe, etc. is to be explained from 

lengthening, compare Molongkuni sihe’o, rahe’o, etc.). From a comparison of siiha with siia and sii’a, it emerges 

that the h—which in many Upper Mori forms stands between the root and the ending—has been added secondarily, 

compare § 77 (but not in tahea and tehea). 

The roots of the Upper Mori and Watu-Karunsi’e forms are already known from the previous tables. Concerning 

Karunsi’e ikiino next to Watu ikinino, see § 31. Padoe sirio can reflect *siria, and be formed with -ria, which also 

occurs in Pamona lairia ‘there, that place’. Naturally, Molongkuni, etc. eende is identical with indi in indi’ai.  

Moiki and Tiu have two series of forms, of which the second, at any rate in Tiu, refers to a roomier place than 

the first (indiangko ‘in this place’, while indiia designates, for example ‘in this village’). The latter formally connect 

up to the forms ndiio, raau, etc. mentioned in § 178. The first is formed with an element -ngko (probably from -ngka, 

compare Moiki indiingka), which occurs as a prefix in Table 13 (the prenasalization in these forms can thus be 

original), and which is known from of old as a direction-indicating element, e.g. Mori koana, Malay kanan ‘right’, 

Pamona kaii, Malay kiri ‘left’, the Malay preposition ka, etc.  

197. The Series VI forms of Table 12 regularly occur with and without the preposition i. 

Concerning ramai and tamahi, see §§ 92 and 95. The remaining Series IV Tinompo forms of Table 12 are 

formed with a suffix -ane, for which Tiu has -ange. The occurrence of these two forms next to each other makes it 

unlikely that here we should have to think about, on the one hand, Malay ana in disana (Van Ophuysen 1915:121), 

or, on the other hand, about the Tontemboan direction-indicating particle ange ‘toward, above, upwards’ [p. 155] 

(Schwarz 1908:s.v.). The syllable ne could very well be identical with na in naramai, etc. (see Table 13. In any case, 

one would have to think about some direction-indicating element.161  

Plural forms can be made of the Series VI Watu forms of Table 12, which is understandable from the singular 

character of -no. So next to ikinino ramai occurs kiniro ramai ‘in more than one place in this area’. Regarding 

similar forms in Tinompo, see § 189.  

Of the Series IV Watu-Karunsi’e forms of Table 12, the stem pone is known in Central Celebes in the meaning 

‘climb up’, compare Pamona mepone ‘climb up (into a house)’, Upper Mori momone ‘climb (in trees and the like)’, 

etc.; pone itself is formed from po + ne (Malay naik). The form pode can be a variant thereof, compare pano and 

pado and Pamona tampode ‘(shock of) hair’, mempode ‘ascend, rise’, kampode-pode ‘sit high, grow tall’, etc. The 

dialects which have pone also use pano, and likewise the use of pode and pado go together. Watu and Karunsi’e, 

however, replace pano and pado with mune.  

                                                           

160 [Postscript, p. 154] The forms indiramai, etc. could rather be understood as shortenings of the synonymous expressions 

indi’ai ramai, etc., the Tiu forms (i)ndiaramai etc. could reflect indiia ramai, etc. Compare the corresponding Watu forms and 

the Upper Mori forms with si-, nde-, to-, etc. (see also below).  

161 [Postscript, p. 154] The objection made against equating -ane, -ange with Minahasan ange need not be highly regarded, 

because -ane could have originated from -ange, just as in Tondano n also occurs in a reduced form of ange.  
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The form pidau or pida’u probably hangs together with lou, Pamona lau, compare Pamona mena’u ‘descend 

(from house)’. The forms pano and pado (of which the former could have originated by analogy with pone), can 

hang together with rau, Pamona njau (which further must be a variant of lou, Pamona lau), as o could very well have 

originated from au (see § 45).  

Concerning Tambee rapano, rabehi, rapone, it is not certain whether they are formed with formative element 

ra- (thus likewise ramai), or whether alternatively ra stands for raa or ra’a, in which case these forms should be 

compared with those mentioned in § 189. The Tambee element could well have originated from rahe or rahea. 

Furthermore, if the elements nde, si, ro, etc. are explained as originating from endea (etc.), siia (etc.), roo (etc.), etc., 

and to from nuoto, rooto, etc.,162 then the usage of the forms compounded therewith can easily be explained 

(toramai corresponds, for example, with Tinompo ndiomo ramai, etc.).  

Nevertheless, to, si, etc. have become entirely fixed elements of topano, si(i)pone, etc., so that one can further 

make topano’oto, etc. from it (in which to is present twice), and it appears that Impo sipone’o can just as well be said 

of someone who is still visible as of someone who has become lost from sight (siipone stands for siiha pone and thus 

corresponds with Tinompo itu’ai tahane, the same as nditahane, which is said of what lies outside one’s field of 

vision).  

The distinction which Tambee makes between persons and things which are to be seen and those which aren’t, 

occurs in Upper Mori in analogous ways, compare Lembobabi-Matangko rapodeoto (ropodeoto), Molio’a 

ndeeponeoto ‘he has set off in an upward direction (and is now lost from sight)’, versus topodeoto (Molio’a 

tooponeoto) ‘he has set off in an upward direction (but is still visible), there he goes up’, etc.  

198. A few things about Table 13 have already been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. Padoe ehembine’i 

is notable; this form is not derived from omihi, but from mine’i, which in Padoe means ‘descend a little’ (the word is 

used, for example, for coming down out of a house). The form ehembine’i points to a stem pine’i, which appears to 

be formed from the prefix pi- and a root ne’i. The derivation is uncertain.  

The forms omihi and behi point to a common root *bihi, perhaps identical with Pamona bisi ‘shove, push to the 

side’, compare Pamona tekalabese ‘fallen down’. [p. 156]  

199. SOME DEMONSTRATIVES WHICH DIALECTALLY HAVE A DIVERGENT FUNCTION. As has emerged, Tambee and 

also Padoe distinguish themselves from the other Upper Mori dialects for which there are data in this: that the 

persons, things or places which are located higher are not referred to with forms from the root sa, so, but with 

demonstratives derived from tah, toh. Nevertheless, the forms sa’a (plural sa’iroa) and sahea also occur in Tambee, 

but they have a different meaning, such as appears from: manu sa’a ‘the chicken coming this way’, inie sa’a, as it 

were, ‘the village that comes toward here’, that is to say ‘the village to which we are going and which lies before us’, 

mia sa’a, said e.g. of someone whom one meets on the way, etc., and from sahea’oto ‘he comes this way (and is 

already close by)’. Reportedly the difference between this last-mentioned form with toramai’oto is this, that in the 

last case the person is already to be seen, but still standing very far off. The forms sa’a and sahea have a connection 

with the sphere of the first person,163 and can very well be cognate with the similar-sounding words in the other 

Upper Mori dialects.  

This is probably not the case with Tambee saa’a ‘former, earlier, long ago’,164 for example: 

� inie saa’a 

village former 

‘a former village’ [Tambee] 

                                                           

162 [footnote 1, p. 423] The forms with too- must have lengthening. 

163 [footnote 1, p. 156] Perhaps more light on the usage of these forms will show that the meaning has not been entirely 

described. 

164 [Postscript, p. 156] Nevertheless, it is well possible that here in Tambee saa’a we are dealing with the same 

demonstrative element mentioned above, as Molongkuni speakers use so’oma in this meaning; compare Table 10.  
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� inie-ro mia saa’a 

village-3PL.POS person former 

‘a village of the former people’ [Tambee] 

For saa’a, the Padoe say isa’a (e.g. inie isa’a). In Tinompo isa’a means ‘really, precisely, immediately’, e.g.: 

� pae isa’a 

rice genuine 

‘true rice’ (that is to say, rice from a non-irrigated field) 

� moko’iso isa’a 

perspire genuine  

‘truly perspire’ (in other words, normal sweating, versus moko’iso morini ‘cold sweat’) 

� buke isa’a 

full genuine 

‘entirely full’ 

� i-m-petii-mo isa’a kita m-pebobatu 

2PL-PL-descend-PERF genuine 1PLN.FUT PL-have.sword.fight 

‘come down immediately, then we will enter into a sword fight’ 

� a m-pu’u-no-mo isa’a baru 

at LG-base-3SG.POS-PERF genuine aren.palm 

‘precisely at the foot of the aren palm’ 

In Molio’a kaisa’a occurs as a strengthening particle, e.g. hele ho’io kaisa’a ‘so!’ (probably from koa and isa’a).  

In all these cases one could very well have to do with the same word.  

Yet another difference, in which Nuha and Bungku agree with each other, must be treated in brief, namely the 

occurrence of DEMONSTRATIVES (in the sense of the word adopted above) as indications of the COMPASS POINTS. In 

Matano165 one says, for example: 

� lak-i ra’ai 

go-to south 

‘go south’ 

� lak-i so’ai 

go-to north 

‘go north’ 

� lak-i tahai 

go-to west 

‘go west’ 

� lak-i lo’ai 

go-to east 

‘go east’ 

� raane-o-mo 

go.thither.south-3SG-PERF 

‘he has already left in a southerly direction’ 

                                                           

165 [footnote 2, p. 156] The following data, all from Matano, thus not originating from Nuha in the narrow sense (see § 5), 

have been supplied to me by Mr. J. Ritsema (pers.comm.).  
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� soane-o-mo 

go.thither.north-3SG-PERF 

‘he has already left in a northerly direction’ 

� tahane-o-mo 

go.thither.west-3SG-PERF 

‘he has already left in a westerly direction’ 

� loane-o-mo 

go.thither.east-3SG-PERF 

‘he has already left in an easterly direction’ 

Beside ramai and tamahi, here one also has somai and lomai, and these four forms mean ‘come this way respectively 

from the south, west, north and east’, as appears from: 

� ngkondamai166 ins-i Pae-pae 

hither.from.south from-at Paepae 

‘in hither direction from Paepae (that is, from the south)’ 

� ngkontamahi inso i Landangi 

hither.from.west from at Landangi 

‘in hither direction from Landangi (that is, from the west)’ 

� ngkonsomai ins-i Mori 

hither.from.north from-at Mori 

‘in hither direction from Mori (that is, from the north)’ 

[p. 157] 

� ngkolomai ins-i Sorowako 

hither.from.east from Sorowako 

‘in hither direction from Sorowako (that is, from the east)’ 

next to: 

� ngkondaane167 i Pae-pae 

thither.to.south to Paepae 

‘in a southerly direction to Paepae’ 

� ngkontahane i Landangi 

thither.to.west to Landangi 

‘in a westerly direction to Landangi’ 

� ngkonsoane lak-i Mori 

thither.to.north go-to Mori 

‘in a northerly direction to Mori’ 

� ngkoloane i Sorowako 

thither.to.east to Sorowako 

‘in an easterly direction to Sorowako’ 

                                                           

166 [footnote 3, p. 156] See § 19. 

167 [footnote 1, p. 157] See § 19. 
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Although not all the questions which may arise in connection with the above-mentioned are amenable to being 

answered, so much is nevertheless indeed certain that here we must have to do with a secondary development. This 

emerges in the first place from data from Nuha itself—e.g. aiwa indi’ai lomai ‘come toward here’ if the speaker is 

located in a lower place—but more clearly yet from Bungku, where the compass points are indicated in an analogous 

way, but where tahane has become used for the south, and raane for the west.168 Compare also Tinompo (ndi)loane 

isookano oleo ‘in the west’, literally ‘down there at the setting place (sooka) of the sun’. 

While the other Upper Mori dialects (Tambee excepted) have three sorts of demonstratives of the third person, 

with the forms mentioned above in Nuha this number has expanded to four, and in Bungku likewise to five. From 

Karunsi’e, iso’ai and sou169 are known as equivalents of Tinompo ira’ai and arau (see § 192). In that dialect they 

occupy a separate place in the midst of words formed in other ways, and thus perhaps are to be considered 

borrowings. How the original relationship of these two groups of forms went (going back to the roots so and ra) must 

be left aside, likewise the relationship of Bungku rio’i and ruane (see footnote 2, p. 157) to the other demonstrative 

words in that language and in Mori.  

INTERROGATIVE, INDEFINITE AND  

RELATIVE PRONOUNS. 

200. The word for ‘who?’ is isema, which serves for both singular and plural and, as in other Indonesian 

languages, is also used to query for personal names. When it does not stand in genitive position, such as in: 

� anu-(no) isema andio?  

thing-3SG.POS who this 

‘to whom does this belong?’ 

it is almost always subject, not object of the sentence.170 Although logically the interrogated person stands between 

definite and indefinite,171 grammatically it is entirely definite, as forms with -in- (but not with pino-; see § 235), are 

only used with definite subjects. The preference for the passive construction after isema, etc. is further explained 

from the fact that what is said or questioned of the persons or things indicated by these words is assumed 

information, while the other persons or things stand in the background. So for example: [p. 158]  

                                                           

168 [footnote 2, p. 157] Gobée gives taha’, tahane ‘in the south’, rio’i, ruane ‘in the north’, lo’i, loane ‘in the east’, ra’i, 

raane ‘in the west’ (the forms with -ane apparently indicate direction, just as in Mori). A form soane is not used as a compass 

point, compare the following footnote.  

169 [footnote 3, p. 157] Dr. Adriani (1900:275) gives Bungku sou as the demonstrative of the second person. Presumably, 

however, it belongs with that of the third person, just as in Karunsi’e. Gobée reports for the second person the forms no’u and 

no’i, for the third person the forms so’i and soane.  

170 [Postscript, p. 157] Isema can sometimes be the object of a sentence, namely in cases such as: 

isema u-’aiwa-ako? 

who 2SG-come-APPL 

‘whom did you come here on account of?’ 

ko-wee-ako-no isema? 

2SG-give-APPL-3SG who 

‘to whom will you give it?’ 

thus in forms with -ako (§ 209). Isema can also be combined with a preposition, thus: 

ndi isema u-pong-kaa? 

with who 2SG-TRI-eat 

‘with whom did you eat?’ 

Isema can also be constructed with a suffixed personal pronoun, thus isema-ko (ke)? ‘who are you?’ (the same as omue ke isema 

or isema ke omue?).  

171 [from main text, p. 157] The article i points to a definite person, but who the definite person is remains uncertain. 
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� isema k[in]ita-mu? 

who PASS:see-2SG.POS 

‘who was seen by you?’ 

� isema aiwa in-ala-mu?172 

who come PASS-get-2SG.POS 

‘who was come gotten by you?’ 

One can, however, also interpret kinitamu and aiwa inalamu as relative clauses (for which the use of the relative 

pronoun anu is not required), and thus translated ‘who is it that was seen by you?’ etc. In that case these sentences 

belong at home in § 207 ff. (see especially § 209). 

Because with a conjugated form of a transitive verb the emphasis falls on the object, in sentences which contain 

an interrogative pronoun (functioning as subject) and a verb, one always uses the verb in the participial form, for 

example: 

� a, isema koa s[um]aku-o rombia-ku andio 

oh who only PART:chip.sago-3SG sago.palm-1SG.POS this  

‘oh, who indeed has been knocking out this sago palm of mine?’ 

201. Dependent questions are introduced by ba (which also has the meaning of ‘if, in case’), or ke, even when 

they contain another question word, e.g.: 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o ba    (or ke) isema nee-no 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG if who name-3SG.POS 

‘I don’t know what his name is’ 

It is also possible for ba and ke to occur together in a dependent question, for example: 

� i-pesikeno-ako-no ba isua ke i-lako 

3SG-have.question-APPL-3SG if where INTERROG 3SG-go  

‘he questioned him where he went’ 

In an independent question one can use the particle ke in combination with another question word.173 The use of 

ba as an interrogative particle (whether or not in combination with another question word), though not unusual, must 

be considered as less pure Tinompo. Probably in this case one has to do with language decay under the influence of 

idiolectal variation more than anything. When ba is used in a direct question, one has in effect (in the pure language) 

to do with a dependent question which takes the place of a direct one without being a complete synonym with it 

(compare ‘where are you going?’ and ‘where you are going?’). The particle ba is rightly in its place in expressions 

such as: 

� Isema ke arau? Humba’i, ba isema. 

who INTERROG that.over.there I.know.it if who  

‘who is there?’  ‘I know who (I-know-it, who it may well be)’174 

in general, when one does not expect to receive an answer to a comment placed in question form. 

Ba also serves to make indefinite pronouns and numerals from interrogative ones,175 for example, 

                                                           

172 [footnote 1, p. 158] This construction is peculiar. One should expect to see ‘come get’ functioning as a compound, but so 

far this has not occurred. 

173 [Postscript, p. 158] In independent questions which do not contain another question word the use of ke is not required, 

instead the interrogative force can be expressed solely by intonation. 

174 [Translator’s note: According to my own Mori respondents, humba’i means ‘I don’t know’.] 
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� ba isema anu nahi pe-batatana ta h[in]uku 

INDEF who REL NEG INTR-main.road 3SG.FUT PASS:punish 

‘whoever will not do road work will be punished’ 

Here there follows after ba isema a relative clause dependent on it (and which is still sometimes introduced by anu). 

When this is not the case ba must be left out, as in: 

� Nahi komba isema in-aiwa-ako-ku, omue koa  

NEG by.any.means who PASS-come-APPL-1SG.POS 2SG.INDEP only  

 (ku-’aiwa um-ala-ko) 

 1SG-come PART-get-2SG 

 ‘I did not come on account of anyone whosoever, only you (did I come to fetch).’ 

� komba ta isema (kakaha) aiwa 

by.no.means 3SG.FUT who  brave come  

‘not anyone at all shall come, there shall be no one who comes’ 

Compare also: 

� maupo isema um-ema-o nahi ku-behe-ako-no 

even.though who PART-ask-3SG NEG 1SG-want-APPL-3SG 

‘regardless of who asks it, I will not allow it’ [p. 159]  

202. The word for ‘what’ is hapa, which unlike isema can just as well be used adjectively as nominally, for 

example: keu hapa? ‘what kind of wood?’, Tohapa? ‘(part of) what kind of people?’ Tohapako? ‘What kind of 

countryman are you?’ etc. Just like isema, hapa is usually subject. In sentences such as: 

� nahi komba hapa ku-hawe-ako176 ndi omiu, ndio  

NEG by.any.means what 1SG-come-APPL with 2PL.INDEP be.here  

 koa i-lulu aku i Tantadu ta k[um]aa aku 

only 3SG-chase 1SG PN Caterpillar 3SG.FUT PART-eat 1SG 

 ‘it is not for any reason whatever that I have come with you, but Caterpillar is chasing me in order to eat 

me up’ 

(where no passive form is used, as hawe is an adjective) it is not required to be explained as an object, as one can 

view kuhaweako ndi omiu as a relative clause (cf. § 200), but this interpretation is excluded in cases such as po’onso 

hapa ‘what kind of plug (stopper, cork)?’ (literally ‘something with which to plug what?’). Hapa stands in the 

genitive in: 

� Tampi-no hapa ke andio? Tampi-no owu pon-tuehi. 

sheath-3SG.POS what INTERROG this sheath-3SG.POS machete TRI-fell 

‘what is this the sheath of?’  ‘the sheath of a machete for felling trees’ 

� Onso-no hapa?177 

plug-3SG.POS what 

‘plug (stopper, cork) of what?’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

175 [Postscript, p. 158] See further § 290 concerning the indefinite numerals referred to here. Sometimes isema isema anu is 

used in the meaning ‘anyone who, whoever’, but this is an unfamiliar habit which has slipped in, and consequently to be avoided. 

The expression bara-barano ba isema (from bara the same as Malay barang, from which ba has originated) means ‘one of the 

two, one of them all’.  

176 [footnote 1, p. 159] Concerning these and similar forms, see § 209. 
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Hapa can also be affixed for possession. So one can, for example, ask concerning a child: 

� hapa-mu ke atuu? 

what-2SG.POS INTERROG that 

‘that one is your what? (In what family, etc. relation does that one stand to you?)’ 

� hapa-n-i kona? (from: hapa-no   i-kona?) 

what-3SG.POS-3SG hit 

‘on his what was he struck? (what part of his body was struck?)’ 

Examples of hapa in subordinate questions are (cf. § 201): 

� ndi aku koa mewowolo-o io rui ke hapa  

be.here 1SG only PART:think-3SG CN thorn INTERROG what  

 anu t[um]asomi-o 

REL PART-sharpen-3SG 

 ‘I think only about the thorns, which it may well be they have sharpened’ 

� Mia m-po-mbio ke ira’ai?  

person PL-TRI-do.what INTERROG over.there  

 Humba’i,178 ba hapa (do-po-mbio)! 

I.know.it INDEF what 3SG-TRI-do.what 

 ‘What is it people are doing there? I know what (they do)!’ 

� ba hapa n[in]ee-no? 

INDEF what PASS:name-3SG.POS 

‘what was said by him anyhow? (I did not understand what he said)’ 

In indefinite senses, ba hapa-hapa occurs next to ba hapa (the repetition serves to strengthen the indefinite 

character).179 For example: 

� ba (hapa)-hapa (anu) k[in]ita-no i-’oli-o 

INDEF REDP-what  REL PASS:see-3SG.POS 3SG-buy-3SG 

‘whatever he sees, he buys it’ 

In this case a relative clause follows after ba hapa which is dependent on it. Where this is not the case, ba is omitted, 

such as in: 

� nahi ta hina hapa kada bela 

NEG 3SG.FUT exist what AFFIRM friend 

‘it shall not take place for anything, friend’ (the speaker is annoyed concerning the timidity of another) 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

177 [footnote 2, p. 159] Onsono hapa is the same as po’onso hapa; see Chapter 7. 

178 [Translator’s note: According to my own Mori respondents, humba’i means ‘I don’t know’.] 

179 [Postscript, p. 159] Ba hapa also occurs in the sense of ‘something (whatever it is)’, thus: 

nahi ta hina ba hapa 

NEG 3SG.FUT exist INDEF what 

‘there shall be nothing’ 

mong-kita ba hapa 

PART:TRI-see INDEF what 

‘see something (whatever it is)’ 
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Compare also: 

� maupo ba hapa ongkue nahi ku-momee180 

even.though INDEF what 1SG.INDEP NEG 1SG-afraid 

‘be it whatever, I am not afraid’ 

� mondee-no-mo anu n[in]ee-no, i-tonda-o luwu 

whatever-3SG.POS-PERF REL PASS:name-3SG.POS 3SG-obey-3SG all 

‘regardless of what else he said, he complied with it all’ 

203. Isua is compounded with the preposition i, and can thus mean something like ‘where, to where?’. Examples 

are: 

� isua  ke u-lako?181 

where INTERROG 2SG-go 

‘where are you headed?’ 

� inso isua? 

from where 

‘from where? whence?’ 

� sala insi sua andio? 

road from where this 

‘where does this road come from?’ (literally, ‘this is the way from where?’) [p. 160]  

Examples of isua followed by a pronoun suffix are:182 

� isua-o-mo mia anu ta mo-wawa sangka-ku?  

where-3SG-PERF person REL 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-carry thing-1SG.POS  

 ndi-o-mo183 orua ira 

be.here-3SG-PERF two 3PL 

 ‘Where are the people who are to carry my baggage? Here are two of them.’ 

� isua ira-mo anu otolu ira? 

where 3PL-PERF REL three 3PL 

‘where are the (other) three?’ 

� isua-o-mo184 ine-mu ka ama-mu? 

where-3SG-PERF mother-2SG.POS and father-2SG.POS 

‘where are your mother and father?’ 

                                                           

180 [Postscript, p. 159] This sentence can also be constructed without ba, thus maupo hapa ongkue nahi kumomee. 

181 [Postscript, p. 159] When ke is placed at the beginning of an independent question it lines up with ba, in other words in 

that case not a genuine but rather a rhetorical question is derived; ke isua ulako would thus be something like: ‘Just where are 

you going?!’ 

182 [Postscript, p. 159] Isua-mo (without any pronoun suffix) occurs only with the meaning ‘excluded, impossible!’, so also 

isua(mo) ari, isuamo nde, isuapo (da’a), isuamo da’a! 

183 [from main text, p. 160] Or: ndi ira-mo… 

184 [from main text, p. 160] Or: isua ira-mo… 
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In the meaning ‘wherever is he?’ however one uses not isuaomo? but rather a deictic followed by isua: rauomo 

isua?, louomo isua?, tahuomo isua? etc. (cf. § 178), for example: 

� rau-o-mo isua hieno u-tepotowo-ako-no? 

there-3SG-PERF where near.past 2SG-meet-APPL-3SG 

‘wherever was he just then when you met with him?’ 

The expression isua nde tuu? (literally ‘where is that then?’, mostly in answer to an assertion of the addressee) 

has a peculiar usage, and to be translated with ‘very well’, ‘come on then’, or something similar, followed by an 

imperative, for example: 

� Motae i Ambau: Ho’io, pande aku koa. Gaagi  

PART:say PN Carabao yes clever 1SG only become  

 i-potae i Tehu: Isua nde tuu, pe’ongeli  

3SG-say PN Rat where PTCL be.there bellow  

 ka ku-ronge-o nganga-mu. 

and 1SG-hear-3SG voice-2SG.POS 

 ‘Carabao said: I am really clever. Then Rat said: Come on then, bellow once, so that I can hear your 

voice.’ 

� sua nde tuu, buaea, i-m-pelontoako luwu  

where PTCL be.there crocodile 2PL-PL-float.oneself all   

 ihi-no korono andio  

content-3SG.POS river this 

 ‘alright then, you crocodiles, float to the surface all you who are in this river (lit., contents of this river)’ 

The expression anu isua has the meaning ‘which’ (compare Malay mana, etc.), for example: 

� naina-no anu isua?  

aunt-3SG.POS REL where 

‘which of his aunts?’ 

� kombia-no anu isua?  

spouse-3SG.POS REL where 

‘which of his wives?’ 

Just as with other question words, isua is preceded by ba or ke in a subordinate question. Ba isua or ba isua-sua 

(cf. § 202) has an indefinite meaning, for example: 

� ka ki-m-po’itu-’itu ba isua lako-a mami  

and 1PLX-PL-wander INDEF where go-NZR 1PLX.POS 

‘so that we wander around wherever our way takes us’ (lit. ‘…wherever the place of our going  

may be’) 

Next to ba isua-sua also occurs ba isua‿isua, for example: 

� ba isua-(i)sua ku-lako i-tonda aku koa  

INDEF REDP-where 1SG-go 3SG-follow 1SG only 

‘wherever I go, he just follows me’ 

204. For ‘how?’ the Tinompo dialect has kana’umpe (also kana’ompe or kana’ampe). Examples are: 
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� kana’umpe langkai-no? 

how big-3SG.POS 

‘how big is it?’ 

� kana’umpe koa nde ine lako-mu atuu?  

how only PTCL mother go-2SG.POS that 

‘Well, mother, how has the going of you (your going) been (concluded)?’ 

� kana’umpe-ko-mo, nah-u behe metonda ndi ongkue?  

how-2SG-PERF NEG-2SG want PART:follow with 1SG.INDEP 

‘how is it with you, will you not follow (be subordinate to) me?’ 

� onae koa p[in]ewowolo-no ba kana’umpe koa ka  

3SG.INDEP only PASS:think-3SG.POS if how only and 

 i-poko-’akala-o Oleo ka i-pepate ira ana-no 

3SG-POTENT-deceive-3SG Sun and 3SG-kill 3PL child-3SG.POS 

 ‘that was her only thought, how she could deceive the Sun so that she should kill her children’ 

� ba kana’umpe185 u-weweu-o, polo-mo koa ka i-’umari  

INDEF how 2SG-make-3SG provided.that-PERF only and 3SG-finish 

‘however you make it (if you make it however), so long as it gets done’ 

� (nahi) komba kana’umpe  

 NEG by.no.means how 

‘nothing can be done about it anymore, I must accept it’ [p. 161]  

The interrogative tembio is also used in this meaning, and like kana’umpe can be constructed with a pronoun 

suffix. However tembio also has in part another usage. Examples are: 

� (nahi) komba tembio  

 NEG by.no.means how 

‘it doesn’t matter’ 

� tembio kuri’a?  

how say 

‘how did his (etc.) words run?’ 

� ndi-ko koa tembio ke?  

be.here-2SG only how INTERROG 

‘what have I to think of you now?’ 

As a rule, tembio (or tembio ka, if a verb, etc. follows it) must be translated with ‘why, wherefore’, for example: 

� tembio ke ka u-kaa-no towu-do Datu?  

why INTERROG and 2SG-eat-3SG sugar.cane-3PL.POS Monarch 

‘why did you eat the “ruler’s” sugarcane?’ 

� tembio ka nah-u po-wawa doi? 

why and NEG-2SG TRI-carry money 

‘why didn’t you bring any money along?’ 

This is also sometimes the case with kana’umpe: 

                                                           

185 [from main text, p. 160] Or: maupo kana’umpe… 
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� kana’umpe ka nah-u po-wawa doi? 

how and NEG-2SG TRI-carry money 

‘why didn’t you bring any money along?’ 

205. Both te’ipia and (i)ndi’ipia mean ‘when?’. The first makes reference to the future (‘in a few days, weeks, or 

months’), the latter to the past (‘a few days, weeks, or months ago’). The phrase ba (i)ndi’ipia occurs in the meaning 

‘formerly, previously’ (literally ‘back whenever’): 

� omue-mo nae mbe’e186 anu mokonsii aku andio 

2SG.INDEP-PERF 3SG.INDEP friend REL PART:make.suffer 1SG this  

 ba ndi’ipia 

INDEF some.days.ago 

 ‘you are the one who hurt me previously’ 

� te’ipia-po ku-po-wee-ko  

some.days.hence-INCOMP 1SG-TRI-give-2SG 

‘sometime in the future (I don’t know when) I will give you of it’ 

206. Our indefinite pronouns ‘someone’ and ‘no one’187 do not have any pronominal equivalent in Mori, as one 

cannot say that mia (one or more persons) and asa mia (one person) are pronouns, though sometimes they do get 

translated as ‘someone’, for example: 

� i inia andio hina-o (asa) mia anu mekombe  

at village this exist-3SG one person REL crazy 

‘in this village is someone (are people) who is (are) crazy’ 

� nahi ta hina hawe  

NEG 3SG.FUT exist come 

‘no one shall come’ (literally ‘there shall not be one who comes’) 

 � na-hina ( mia anu ) t[um]o’ori-o  

NEG-exist  person REL  PART:know-3SG 

‘there is not (no one) who knows it’ 

The expression sa-mia-no or asa mia-no can also be used in the sense of ‘everyone’, for example: 

� sa-mia-no koa (ta) mong-kaa mo’ahi 

one-person-3SG.POS just 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-eat delicious 

‘everyone will eat scrumptiously’ 

How the emphatic ‘no one’ in the sense of ‘not anyone at all’ is expressed is shown in § 201. Our words 

‘something’ and ‘nothing’ when receiving no particular emphasis, are not separately expressed in Mori, for example: 

� hina-o (anu) aku pau-ako-mu  

exist-3SG  REL 1SG.FUT say-APPL-2SG 

‘there is (something) which I have to tell you’ 

� na-hina (anu) k[in]ita-ku  

NEG-exist  REL PASS:see-1SG.POS 

‘I have not seen it’, or ‘I have seen nothing’ 

                                                           

186 [footnote 1, p. 161] Concerning nae, see § 163; mbe’e is a shortening of sambe’e ‘friend’. 

187 [Postscript, p. 161] For the expression of ‘anyone’ see p. 276 and §§ 288 and 291. 
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But with emphasis: 

� na-hina ba hapa anu k[in]ita-ku  

NEG-exist INDEF what REL PASS:see-1SG.POS 

‘I have not seen it, whatever it is’ 

Compare also asa mbo’u ‘still something’, literally ‘still one (thing)’. Concerning the expression of generic agents 

(‘one’) see § 157. 

207. The equivalent of our relative pronoun is anu. This word, however, has a very broad function in many 

Indonesian languages. “Anu is,” as Adriani has expressed, “actually a kind of article, that serves to make a non-

independent word independent, or to strengthen the independence of a word” (1931:356). As such it occurs in Mori 

especially with certain numerals (especially those with are formed with i-), for example:188  

� i laro-no (anu) itolu  

at inside-3SG.POS  REL three.days 

‘in the time of three days, within three days’ 

� dandi (anu) ipitu  

period  REL seven.days 

‘the period of seven days’ 

and (as what applies to a single word also applies to an entire expression), in the examples beginning with anu ka 

(see § 218). As a relative pronoun (see below) anu summarizes the contents of [p. 162] a relative clause into an 

entirety. Anu must also be translated by one of our articles when it stands before an adjective or numeral which is 

used substantively, or with which a head noun is not overtly expressed, for example: 

� anu motaha  

REL red 

‘the bay, a bay (horse, etc.)’ 

� lalu-o-po anu susua i-pon-tena  

surpass-3SG-INCOMP REL different 2PL-TRI-send 

‘it is better that you send another’ 

� anu aasa asa-’asa wuku-no  

REL one REDP-one seed-3SG.POS 

‘the one has only a single pit’ 

Furthermore in anu-ku ‘the mine’, etc., one can render anu with ‘thing of’. 

Anu also has the meaning ‘thingamajig’, ‘whatcha-ma-call-it’ and as such acts as an indefinite pronoun. As anu 

is for things, correspondingly i Anu ‘what’s-his-name’ is for persons. 

When anu stands at the beginning of a relative clause one can as a rule render it with one of our relative 

pronouns. The function of anu as a relativizer, however, is broader than our pronouns, such as appears from the 

following where anu makes reference to a definiteness of place: 

� butu a n-tonga lere mami anu iko mo-hawe bailo 

merely at LG-middle field PLX REL 2SG.FUT PART:TRI-encounter millet 

‘only in the middle of our field is it that you shall find millet’ 

                                                           

188 [from main text, p. 161] Compare i larono asa nta’u ‘in one year’. 
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(compare what was observed concerning onae in § 160). One also finds relative clauses which are not introduced by 

anu, such as (cf. also § 206): 

� hina-o (asa) mia (anu) l[um]aki uwoi mom-po’aha ahi  

exist-3SG  one person  REL PART:go:at water PART:TRI-shoulder water.bamboo 

‘there was someone who went to the water, shouldering a bamboo water container’ 

� na-hina um-ehe  

NEG-exist PART-want 

‘there is no one who is willing’ 

However, anu can be left out only when there is no danger of uncertainty arising, thus cannot be omitted in non-

restrictive relative clauses189 such as: 

� ungkue koa nae, anu na-hina doi-ku andio, 

1SG.INDEP only 3SG.INDEP REL NEG-exist money-1SG.POS this 

 komba aku mom-poko-’oli ngara 

by.no.means 1SG.FUT PART:TRI-POTENT-buy horse 

 ‘I, who have no money, shall be able to buy no horse’ 

and neither when there is no antecedent, thus where anu has the meaning of ‘the one who, he/she who, that which…’, 

etc., for example: 

� anu-mo k[in]aa miu onae-mo ngkuda ku-pong-kaa  

REL-PERF PASS:eat 2PL.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF 1SG.ADD 1SG-TRI-eat 

‘that which is eaten by you all, that I will also eat’ 

� anu da m-po’ia i raha, m-poturi ira-mo luwu  

REL still PL-stay at house PL-sleep 3PL-PERF all 

‘the ones who are still in the house are all asleep’ 

In order to place special stress on a nominal or pronoun one can, just as in our language, make use of a relative 

clause in which then is embedded that which one wants to say about the thing or person in question, for example: 

� gaagi mokole-mo andio anu mokolei ira mia  

become ruler-PERF this REL PART:rule.over 3PL person  

 i  inia andio 

at village this 

 ‘thus it was this mokole who ruled over the people in this (that) village’ 

wherein the emphasis is strengthened further by the particle -mo. 

208. As a relative pronoun, anu (as far as I know) can be nothing other than subject or object, thus for example 

cannot stand in the genitive,190 or be combined with a preposition. Where we use a relative pronoun in the genitive, 

                                                           

189 [footnote 1, p. 162] Confer Jespersen (1924:112); the same phenomenon is exhibited mutatis mutandis in English. 

190 [footnote 2, p. 162] In sentences such as: 

kanantuu-mo kada pepau-no anu monge-monge 

like.that-PERF AFFIRM speech-3SG.POS REL stupid 

‘thus is the speaking of someone who is stupid’ 
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[p. 163] one must in Mori, just as in other Indonesian languages, attach a possessive pronoun which refers to anu to 

the word in the relative clause for which anu should stand in genitive relationship according to the construction in 

our language, for example: 

� nana’ote anu na-m-i hina mia mota’u-do  

child REL NEG-PERF-3SG exist person old-3PL.POS 

‘children whose parents were no longer, children who no more had parents’ 

� tisomo ku-n[um]aa-o anu asa wuku-no i koana-ku  

tomorrow 1SG.FUT-PART:place-3SG REL one seed-3SG.POS at right-1SG.POS 

‘tomorrow I will place that of which its seed is one (that which has one seed) on my right’ 

Cases in which a prepositional group, consisting of a preposition and a personal pronoun referring back to anu, 

are not known to me.191 One may posit that they are not encountered, in that the sole prepositions (in the proper 

sense of this word) are the synonymous particles i, a and ndi ‘in, on, about, toward’) with which the suffix -a 

corresponds, so that constructions such as alluded to above can be avoided. An example is: 

� ndii-ndio mia anu pesikeno-a-ku indiawi   

REDP-be.here person REL question-NZR-1SG.POS yesterday  

 ke ta l[um]aki Tentena i Anu. 

INTERROG 3SG.FUT PART:go:to Tentena PN What’s-his-name 

 ‘here is the person to whom I asked yesterday (lit., who was my place of questioning) whether So-and-so 

will go to Tentena’ 

Compare also the following, where the construction is kept simple by withholding a preposition (for Dutch speakers, 

a felt requirement) or suffix, without doing harm to the clarity: 

� asa mbo’u (anu) do-sani m-pom-pake kuro bobotoli192   

one still  REL 3PL-often PL-TRI-use cook.pot round  

 mia, onae-mo ba do-pom-pakuli sui dodoe 

person 3SG.INDEP-PERF if 3PL-TRI-medicate bird k.o.bird 

 ‘a case in which one tends to use a round cook pot, is when one goes to work magic against (the bad 

omen of) a dodoe-bird’ 

Whenever a substantive is followed by a modifier (especially an adjective) a certain emphasis can be placed on 

it through the use of anu. If this is the case, in other words the person or thing indicated by the modified noun is 

thought to be in disjunction with another of the same sort, but to which the modifier does not apply, then by the use 

of anu the possibility of compounding is excluded,193 for example: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

podui-no anu nahi hori modui 

eat.sago.porridge-3SG.POS REL NEG before PART:eat.sago.porridge 

‘the sago-porridge eating of someone who has never eaten sago porridge’ (the eating of sago porridge requires some 

skill, as one does it with two sticks called dui) 

it is naturally not anu but the entire relative clause introduced by anu which stands in the ‘genitive’.  

191 [footnote 1, p. 163] The suffixes which are attached to the verb (-ako, -i, etc.) exhibit many similarities with prepositions, 

but are not to be identified therewith. 

192 [Postscript, p. 163] The phrase kuro bobotoli (translated here as ‘a round cook pot’, which must be incorrect) is not good 

Tinompo. The intention should rightly be ‘an entire cook pot’ but as far as I know bobotoli cannot be used in this meaning. It is 

probably a literal translation of Pamona maliogu. 

193 [footnote 2, p. 163] In this connection, compare Hurgronje (1900:242, 244 ff.) as well as Chapter 3 of this book. 
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� borono i-tena ira ama-no i Wakuka ka do-m-pewuatako  

then 3SG-send 3PL father-3SG.POS PN Wakuka and 3PL-PL-ascend  

 ia n-si’e anu moa, ta um-aha ira 

at LG-rice.barn REL empty 3SG.FUT PART-file 3PL 

 ‘then Wakuka’s father ordered them to climb up in an empty rice barn, in order to file them (their teeth) 

off’ 

� i-men-tutuwi-akune lewe ng-keu anu molue  

2PL-PL-cover-APPL:1SG leaf LG-tree REL broad 

‘cover me up with large (great in surface area) tree leaves’ 

� gaagi me-hawe ira-mo a n-torukuno anu tedoa ondau  

become PL-arrive 3PL-PERF at LG-mountain REL very high 

‘then they came to a mountain which was very high’ 

Here anu occurs because the addition of tedoa to the modifier makes it desirable to give it in the form of a relative 

clause (it should otherwise come to stand very detached from the rest of the sentence). In the following phrase anu is 

essential for the clarity: 

� inia-do To Molongkuni anu kodei  

village-3PL.POS People Molongkuni REL small 

‘a small village of the To Molongkuni’ 

 as without anu, kodei should belong instead with To Molongkuni. [p. 164]  

The phrase kana anu ‘as if, as though’, literally ‘like someone who, like something which’, has a particular usage,194 

for example:  

� sompo lako-a-no mon-sari mia andio i-kohalihali-ako-no 

every go-time-3SG.POS PART:TRI-tap.sugar.palm person this 3SG-surprised-APPL-3SG 

 mpiha io baru-no kana (anu) s[in]ari. 

continually CN palm.toddy-3SG.POS like  REL PASS:tap.toddy 

 ‘with each going of this man to tap toddy, he was always surprised about it that it was as if it was (already) taken 

away’ 

� oleo mbo’u kana (anu) hina-o koa ntu’u nohu  

sun still like  REL exist-3SG only truly rice.mortar 

‘with the sun it indeed looks as if there is a rice mortar on top’ 

� ku-ki-kita-o sala andio raane kana (anu) montindulu  

1SG-REDP-see-3SG road this there.away like  REL PART:go.downhill 

as far as I can see, it seems the road going away there descends’ 

� ba to-pesawiki-o ngara atuu kana (anu) mebangka  

if 1PLN-ride-3SG horse that like  REL PART:use.boat 

‘when we (one) ride that horse, it is as if one were sailing’ 

                                                           

194 [Postscript, p. 164] The difference between kana and kana anu is that the first expresses equality, the second similarity 

(in a narrower sense). In many cases either kana or kana anu can be used, as seen in these examples. The literal meaning of kana 

anu ‘like someone who…’ is no longer sensed, witness examples such as: 

kana-mo anu omue (anu) weweu-o 

like-PERF REL 2SG REL make-3SG 

‘it was just as if you had made it’ 

(also kanamo omue…). 
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For this last one can also say …kana kita anu mebangka ‘…it is as if we (as when we, etc.) were sailing’ or even kana ba 

topebangka ‘…it is as if we (one) were sailing’.  

209. The relative pronoun is in itself logically neither definite nor indefinite but lies in-between, just as do the 

interrogative pronouns; see § 200. This is clear, for example, in English from the similarity of certain relative, 

interrogative and indefinite pronouns, e.g. who, what. It is still more clear in Indonesian languages which employ 

anu as a relativizer, in that this pronoun in the first place is indefinite (in the meaning of ‘whatcha-ma-call-it’, 

‘what’s-his-name’). When the relative pronoun anu is logical object of an action, in Mori the -in- forms are right in 

their place (the same applies to the interrogative pronouns; see § 200), for example: 

� kinaa anu n[in]ahu-no  

cooked.rice REL PASS:cook-3SG.POS 

‘the rice which was cooked by him’ 

� kondehora anu h[in]awe-ku hieno  

deer REL PASS:meet-1SG.POS near.past 

‘the deer which was just encountered by me’ 

� punti p[in]aho-do  

banana PASS:plant-3PL.POS 

‘the bananas which were planted by them’ 

However, anu is not always made the subject of the relative clause in this way. An -in-form, for example, cannot 

be used when the logical object of the verb of (what in the translation must be) a relative clause is INDEFINITE, 

regardless of whether or not use is made of anu. For example (here hapa is mostly taken as indefinite): 

� uwoi po-’inu-a-no  

water TRI-drink-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘the water from which he drank’ 

� na-hina hapa-hapa ku-po-hawe  

NEG-exist REDP-what 1SG-TRI-encounter 

‘there is nothing which I have come across’ 

� ba hapa u-po-hawe, po-wee-akami koa mamida’a  

INDEF what 2SG-TRI-encounter TRI-give-APPL:1PLX only 1PLX.ADD 

‘whatever you find, just give us from there too’ 

Also, a conjugated form always occurs after nahi ‘not’, namo or nami ‘not any longer’, and napo or napi ‘not yet’, 

so that cases such as: 

� mia anu nahi ku-to’ori-o  

person REL NEG 1SG-know-3SG 

‘someone whom I do not know’ 

cannot be expressed in the passive. The same applies to cases in which the verb of which anu is the object has yet 

another object. As a rule, these are verbs which have the suffix -ako (in particular the suffix I-ako; see § 388 ff.) after 

them. Examples are: 

� kinaa anu i-binta-ako ira  

rice REL 3SG-leave-APPL 3PL 

‘the cooked rice which she had left for them’ 
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� na-hina pata-do mia Walanda (ke) 

NEG-exist image-3PL.POS person Dutch INTERROG 

 anu komiu mo-pokita-akune? 

REL 2PL.FUT PART:TRI-show-APPL:1SG 

 ‘are there no images (photos) of Dutchmen which you could show to me?’ 

Also whenever the suffix -ako occurs with adjectives it is sometimes not possible to derive a passive with -in- from 

such forms (forms which when this suffix occurs can rightly be reckoned as verbs; see § 235). In that case however 

as a rule the suffixed personal pronoun (a marker of the definiteness of the word to which it makes reference) after 

-ako is usually omitted,195 for example: 

� hapa ke u-’aiwa-ako?196 

what INTERROG 2SG-come-APPL 

‘why (for what, because of what) have you come?’ 

� sine onae-mo koa da do-n-tetala-ako io bangka-do 

but 3SG.INDEP-PERF only still 3PL-PL-hindered-APPL CN boat-3PL.POS 

 nahi do-m-poko-pae-o 

NEG 3PL-PL-POTENT-drag-3SG 

 ‘but thereby alone were they held up, that they could not move their boat’ 

But in similar cases [p. 165] once in a while the pronoun suffix is used. It appears that a fixed rule cannot be given. 

Presumably the form without pronoun is the usual, and the occurrence of it in certain cases is to be ascribed to the 

strong requirement which the language has in general for pronominal cross-referencing of a definite object (see 

                                                           

195 [Postscript, p. 164] What is said from here to the end of the paragraph is based on a mistaken examination, and therefore 

not entirely to be accepted. A better treatment and explanation of the concerned phenomenon (the loss of the suffixed personal 

pronoun after -ako) is to be found in § 394.  

What must be mentioned in this respect is that, when no -in-passive can be derived from an -ako-form and thus in cases such 

as referred to here a conjugated form must be employed, with omission of anu the pronominal cross-referencing of object with 

-ako is also omitted, on account of the close tie which exists in that case between the substantive and its attribute, for example: 

mia ku-tepo-hawe-ako andio hieno mia koa i inia andio 

person 1SG-RECIP-meet-APPL this near.past person only at village this 

‘the person encountered by me just now is just someone from this village’ 

Nevertheless, forms with -ako such as these appear to be of only very limited use (perhaps they have been borrowed from another 

dialect). The sentence mia ku-teo-hawe-ako stands against mia anu ku-tepo-hawe-ako-no ‘the person whom I just now met with’, 

in which the modifying through the use of anu has turned into a self-standing subpart of the sentence (a subordinate clause), so 

that (ku)tepohaweakono is felt to be and constructed as predicate. A clausal element introduced by anu is on the way to 

developing into a relative clause, and once in a while then one also finds forms in which with such a verb a suffixed personal 

pronoun occurs indexing the subject (see above § 143), for example: 

mia anu p[in]o-wee-(o) inisa 

person REL PASS:TRI-give-3SG pestled.rice 

‘someone to whom pestled rice has been given’ 

(presumably only in cases such as this). In: 

bonde p[in]om-paho-ari-(o) osole 

field PASS:TRI-plant-LOC-3SG corn 

‘a field in which corn is planted’ 

and such, probably the tendency mentioned in § 379 toward using -ario has come into play.  

196 [Postscript, p. 164] It is quite possible to use a passive construction here instead, i.e. hapa in-aiwa-ako-mu? 
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below) possibly also in connection with the complete equivalence of the constructions with and without anu, the 

latter of which is not required to be understood as a relative clause.197 

Also in Molongkuni and Impo (as well as in other Upper Mori dialects) in similar cases198 the pronominal suffix is 

omitted with conjugated forms of transitive verbs, for example: 

� m-pongee iro i Tamailonggo koa ro-m-poko-’alo nie  

PL-say 3PL PN Tamailonggo only 3PL-PL-POTENT-get this 

‘they thought that they had taken Tamailonggo’ [Molongkuni] 

� teliu i Tamailonggo l[um]undi-’o m-po-’use-’a, ho’io-to 

passed PN Tamailonggo PART:roll-3SG CN-TRI-pound-NZR 3SG.INDEP-PERF 

 ro-men-tonda na uweli niroa 

3PL-PL-follow CN enemy these 

 ‘in passing, Tamailonggo had set a rice mortar to rolling, THAT is what the enemies followed’ [Molongkuni] 

� ndeema ku-lo um-alo? 

which 1SG-FUT PART-get 

‘which must I take?’ [Molongkuni] 

� henu ndee-to ku-lo um-alo? 

REL which-PERF 1SG-FUT PART-get 

‘which must I take?’ [Impo] 

Occasionally one finds similar forms in Tinompo, but this is then Upper Mori influence. Compare: 

� isua ba ku-’ala? 

which if 1SG-get 

‘which do I take?’ 

Whenever in cases in which an -in- form is possible a conjugated form is used, this should be considered as less 

correct Mori (one can explain such cases from analogy, where as a rule with definiteness of object a conjugated form 

is used in which the object is cross-referenced pronominally; see above). Examples are: 

� onae-mo anu aku k[um]aa-no  

3SG.INDEP-PERF REL 1SG.FUT PART:eat-3SG 

‘he is the one I shall eat up’ 

                                                           

197 [footnote 1, p. 165] Compare: 

onae (anu) ku-masusa-ako-(no) 

3SG.INDEP  REL 1SG-have.grief-APPL-3SG 

‘that is it concerning which I have grief’, ‘over that I have grief’ 

According to some, the form with -no is especially used whenever onae makes reference to a person or persons, and is obliged to 

be without -no whenever it goes with things. In: 

anu tedoa ku-masusa-ako-(no) andio ana-ku mahaki andio 

REL very 1SG-have.grief-APPL-3SG this child-1SG.POS sick this 

‘that which I am very concerned about is that my child is sick’ 

the occurrence of -no can be clarified from this, that the actual reason of the anxiety is expressed by anaku mahaki andio, and 

these words immediately follow in the relative clause.  

198 [Postscript, p. 165] Such as ensues from § 394, the phenomenon of the omission of object cross-referencing is something 

other than that which was mentioned previously in the preceding paragraph. 
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� ndio-mo owu anu ku-wela pake-o (also: …anu wela aku pake-o) 

be.here-PERF machete REL 1SG-regularly use-3SG 

‘here is the machete which I regularly use’ 

� watu anu do-wela mem-palu-o mia  

rock REL 3PL-regularly PL-hammer-3SG person 

‘a rock (boulder) on which the people had hammered time and again’ 

But the corresponding passives are preferable: 

� onae-mo anu ta k[in]aa-ku  

3SG.INDEP-PERF REL 3SG.FUT PASS:eat-1SG.POS 

‘he is the one who shall be eaten by me’ 

� ndio-mo owu anu wela p[in]ake-ku  

be.here-PERF machete REL regularly PASS:use-1SG.POS 

‘here is the machete which is used regularly by me’ 

� watu anu wela p[in]alu-do mia  

rock REL regularly PASS:hammer-3PL.POS person 

‘a rock (boulder) which had been hammered time and again by people’ 

When the relative anu as subject follows a verb, it is, for the same reasons given above in § 200, never a conjugated 

but always a participial form, except when the relative clause contains one of the negatives nahi ‘not’, napo or napi 

‘not yet’ and namo or nami ‘not any more’, for example: 

� mia anu nahi to’ori aku  

person REL NEG know 1SG 

‘someone who does not know me’ 

� omue-po anu na-p-u hawe  

2SG.INDEP-INCOMP REL NEG-INCOMP-2SG come 

‘only still you are the one who has not yet come’ 

Dialectal forms and derivations. 

210. Isema consists of the article i, an element se and a particle ma, known from among other places Mori and 

Makasarese. The element se can be a contraction of sai, a form encountered in many languages (Adriani & Adriani-

Gunning 1908:327 ff.). In Upper Mori however they have isia (Molio’a, Tambee) and—which evidently arose from 

it—isea (Impo, Molongkuni, and others). In isia the final -a could be [p. 166] the questioning element, compare 

Sangirese suá’, next to Bantik, Sangirese, Talaud suapa, Bentenan soapa ‘where?’. This is far from certain, 

however, as repeatedly the interrogative meaning is secondary in forms used as question words. Just as sai is 

compounded from certain deictic elements,199 anu occurs in Tagalog and au in Bimanese in the meaning ‘what?’ 

(Jonker 1896:275 ff.). And occurring next to Pu’u-mboto (a Pamona dialect) wei ‘this’ are Ampana sawei, siwei 

‘how many?’ and mawei ‘how?’ Pamona sangkuja and makuja (from kuja) ‘what?’. Sia and sai are furthermore 

difficult to separate. The Padoe say inei or ainei (see § 167), compare Bungku, Mandar inai. This word is probably 

formed with the element in- (see § 167). Next to (a)inei, (a)ineio is also used.200  

                                                           

199 [footnote 1, p. 166] See Adriani (1931); compare also Bungku ai ‘this, these’. 

200 [footnote 2, p. 166] From this it appears that in sentences with isema, hapa and the such, a third person must be 

considered virtually present (see § 143, subsection b; compare also § 167, last paragraph, and § 195, first paragraph). That it is 

not without significance is to be observed from § 173 among other places. 
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In hapa (Watu hapo) the h could very well have arisen from s; it thus corresponds in all probability with 

Tontemboan sapa (see Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:255 ff.). In Upper Mori they use pio (Padoe, Karunsi’e 

mbio), which can be identified with the Tinompo stem opia (in compounds pia) ‘how many?’ (Javanese pira), 

compare Watu-Karunsi’e opio, Upper Mori popio ‘how many’ (however, the form pia also occurs in these dialects in 

compounding). The stem pia also occurs in other question words, for example Mori indi’ipia, te’ipia, Pamona impia 

‘when?’.201 From pio are also derived the general Mori words tembio (see § 204) and mombio. The latter means ‘do 

what?’202 and can be used transitively as well as intransitively, for example (cf. also § 23): 

� kana’umpe ke omue, Tandawilatu, u-mbio-o  

how INTERROG 2SG.INDEP Woodpecker 2SG-do.what-3SG 

 ulu-mu ka i-motaha? 

head-2SG.POS and 3SG-red 

 ‘how is it after all with you, Woodpecker, what did you do to your head anyway, that it is red?’ 

Isua can correspond with Sangirese suá’, see above (in Tontemboan so is used for ‘where?’). The Upper Mori 

say inderio (except for Molongkuni isua and Impo ndesua), which is compounded from *inde and rio (compare 

Pamona lairia ‘there’; rio can be further analyzed into ri + o). The first corresponds with Javanese ĕndi and occurs in 

general in Upper Mori in the meaning ‘which’. In the various dialects: 

 ‘which?’ Molio’a: inde’e, henu indeema 

 Matangkoro: indee203 

 Molongkuni: ndeema 

 Impo: henu ndee(ma) 

 Tambee: (henu) ndeea 

 Padoe: undee  

The Molio’a also use inde’e for ‘where?’. 

For ‘how’ mostly a word is used which literally translated means ‘like where?’, that is to say ‘like which?’ (see 

§ 208), thus Padoe helindee, Karunsi’e ndeembio (cf. §§ 192 and 194), Pamona ewambe’i, etc. From this it remains 

to be concluded that umpe must also mean ‘where’ or ‘which’, and then it is obvious to bring to mind umba, which in 

the Kaili languages means ‘where?’. The form umba, however, can hardly be separated from Parigi iwa, Pamona 

imba (priestly register), so that umpe provisionally remains unexplained, at least as far as the p is concerned204 (as 

for the vowels, the form ompe could very well have originated secondarily, likewise ampe, which can be explained 

as vowel assimilation to the a’s of kana).  

For ‘how?’ the Upper Mori say ehende, from ehe + ndee. The latter has already been [p. 167] spoken of. The 

partial ehe- can be equated, it appears, with the element mentioned in § 198, which has a function in certain 

demonstratives. 

                                                           

201 [Postscript, p. 166] Pamona impia or ipia ‘when?’ corresponds with Mori ipia ‘how many nights?’ (§ 281), which 

supports the derivation of the Mori forms with i- given on p. 280 ff. 

202 [Postscript, p. 166] As adjectives mombio and mombio-bio mean ‘how’.  

203 [Postscript, p. 166] Indee is also something like Malay coba (Tinompo sua nde tuu, isua da’a, see above). 

204 [Postscript, p. 166] Though surely umpe and umba reflect an alternation of p and w (cf. § 254). Compare Bonerate di 

maumpa ‘where’. 
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In the other Mori dialects, the equivalents of Tinompo indi’ipia and te’ipia are nothing other than cognates of 

these words: 

 ‘when?’ (past) Molio’a: inepie, inipie 

 Molongkuni: nepie 

 other Upper Mori: inipie   

 Padoe: indipie  

 Watu, Tiu: inipia 

 ‘when?’ (future) Molio’a: te’ipie 

 Molongkuni: te’epie 

 other Upper Mori: te’ipie   

 Padoe: te’epie 

 Moiki: te’impia 

For anu the Upper Mori say henu, which presumably has originated from si anu (cf. Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 

1908:256). Watu and Karunsi’e use hanu, where thus the i disappeared in the same way as in hapa, Tontemboan 

sapa.  
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[p. 168]  

CHAPTER FIVE. 

SUBSTANTIVE CONSTRUCTIONS AND CONJUGATION 

OF INTRANSITIVES, ETC.
1
 

——————— 

211. In Pamona wide use is made of the so-called substantive construction. Below it shall be shown that this also 

must have been the case in Mori at one time. That it is otherwise at present is to be ascribed to a phenomenon which 

can be designated ‘shift of the gerund into a finite verb form’ and which one also encounters in Pamona. In this 

language the situation is particularly clear, because in Pamona both ways of expression still stand next to each other. 

Very briefly therefore I first give an overview of the phenomenon which is to be observed in Pamona in this area. 

The substantive construction referred to here in general follows this schema, namely where English has: 

  subject – predicate – (object) – adverb 

Pamona has instead: 

 adjective – nexus substantive
2
 + possessive pronoun – (object) 

 (for adverb)  or substantive in the genitive 

   (for subject plus predicate)  

For example where English has ‘he admonishes his child well’, Pamona expresses this as ‘good is his admonishing 

his child’, similarly for ‘he is severely sick’ Pamona has the equivalent of ‘severe is his sickness’.  

At present the above-mentioned ‘transposition’ in Pamona is possible only in certain cases, namely as a rule 

only with verbal nouns of transitive verbs, and only in special circumstances with verbal nouns of intransitives and 

abstracts of adjectives.
3
 Some examples of the former category are (compare respectively the verbal forms madika 

‘put, place, set’, marata ‘find, meet’ and mampowia ‘make, construct, erect’): 

� risaa padika-mu = risaa nu-padika 

where set-2SG.POS  where 2SG-set 

‘where did you put it?’   

� impia parata-mu papa-mu = impia nu-parata papa-mu 

when meet-2SG.POS father-2SG.POS  when 2SG-meet father-2SG.POS 

‘when did you meet your father?’   

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 168] For the conjugation of transitives with definite object, see § 151. 

2 [footnote 2, p. 168] Under the heading nexus-substantive Jespersen (1924:133 ff.) includes both verbal nouns and abstracts 

of adjectives.   

3 [Postscript, p. 168] See Adriani (1931:439) where in the fifteenth line from the bottom the words ‘and ka-forms’ must be 

scrapped because these forms (except in the imperative and the conjunctive) can then only be added when a verb with mangka- 

can be derived from the relevant base. Alternatively the latter naturally goes back to a substantive derivation with ka-. For that 

matter the same applies mutatis mutandis to the intransitives (thus nu-pangkoni belongs with mampangkoni, etc.). 
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� ewambe’i pampowia-mu toyo setu? = ewambe’i nu-pampowia toyo setu? 

how make-2SG.POS mousetrap that  how 2SG-make mousetrap that 

‘how did you make the mousetrap?’   

As one can see, in this way new finite forms arise in Pamona [p. 169] which have a verbal noun as the stem and 

thus, whenever it is derived from a transitive, contains the prefix pa-. So a difference such as between: 

� ira anu nu-koni 

leaf REL 2SG-eat 

‘the leaves (greens) which you ate’   

� ira anu nu-pang-koni 

leaf REL 2SG-TRANS-eat 

‘the leaves off of which (from which) you ate’  

(in other words, ‘the leaves which you used as a small plate for your food’) 

arises from ‘the leaves which are your place-of-eating’. With these examples the phenomenon is adequately 

characterized, so that we can now proceed on to Mori. 

212. As a rule where Pamona employs a substantive construction, in Mori a finite or conjugated form is used. 

The development of the conjugated form must, as far as the main point is concerned, have taken place in the same 

way as in Pamona, but in Mori it has advanced further. The ‘transposition’ from substantive construction to 

construction-with-conjugated-form has occurred not only with verbal nouns of verbs, but also with abstracts of 

adjectives. Thus next to the usual conjugated forms of transitive verbs (§ 151), there have also arisen finite forms of 

adjectives, intransitives and transitives with indefinite objects (to be considered as one category with intransitives; 

see § 221). All these forms can be called conjugated forms. Also in Mori one cannot always place a substantive 

construction next to the ‘transposed’ construction such as one can in Pamona. In some cases this is quite possible, 

but nevertheless the rule is that the substantive construction is supplanted by the construction with ‘transposition’. 

Thus when examples of the latter are given in § 213, it is not the intention that they go back to substantive 

constructions one-to-one; they serve only as illustrations of a type of construction originating from ‘transposition’.
4
  

Furthermore an important point of difference with Pamona is that in Mori a distinction is made between 

transitives with definite objects versus transitives with indefinite objects (see § 221). Forms which are analogous to 

Pamona nu-padika (thus with a prefix coming from the verbal noun) are only made of intransitives (i.e. transitives 

                                                           
4 [Postscript, p. 168] Only one case is known to me in which conjugated forms of intransitives appear not to go back to 

transposed substantive constructions, at any rate syntactically they line up with that of the transitives, and apparently owe their 

origin to analogy, namely in sentences in which something is said of the first person plural inclusive (in the meaning of ‘one…’) 

which applies in general, and which are preceded by and in construction correspond with conditional subordinate clauses with 

the same object, occurring in conjugated forms, for example: 

ba to-lako a n-tobu, to-po-’ungke moiko-a-no ba to-lako 

if 1PLN-go in LG-forest 1PLN-TRI-seek good-NZR-3SG.POS if 1PLN-go 

‘if one goes in the forest, one seeks a good way’ 

ba to-m-pelere, to-m-po-’ungke wita anu moiko 

if 1PLN-PL-have.rice.field 1PLN-PL-TRI-seek earth REL good 

‘if we set in a rice field, we seek out good ground’ 

pihe na ana-’ana niroa ro-men-sikeno-’o-to i ine-ro 

once CN REDP-child these 3PL-PL-ask-3SG-PERF PN mother-3PL.POS 

ba nggo ehende to-lo melere; tensui ine-ro nie  

if then how 1PLN-FUT PART:have.rice.field answer mother-3PL.POS this  

mongee: to-po-wusu na wute henu madoo da’a  

PART:say 1PL-TRI-look.for CN earth REL fertile INTENS 

‘Once the children asked their mother how it is (how one does) if one sets in a dry rice field. Their mother answered: 

one seeks out fertile land.’ [Molongkuni] 
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with indefinite objects). When the verb in question has a DEFINITE object, then only the (usual) conjugated verb form 

(such as described in § 151) can be used. 

Another point of difference with Pamona is the use in Mori of the suffix -a denoting place and also time, which 

has been lost in Pamona so that the verbal noun there now also denotes the PLACE or the TIME of the action in 

question, and thus has a very broad function (the same applies mutatis mutandis to the abstracts of adjectives). This 

point, however, can be left out of consideration here, because a Mori conjugated form, whether or not arising from 

‘transposition’ of a substantive construction, never occurs with a suffix -a (excepting of course the few cases in 

which -a belongs to the (secondary) stem; see Chapter 2). 

A finite form originating from ‘transposition’ can be expected of a plural-marked form, just as with other 

conjugated and unconjugated forms. See § 222 ff. [p. 170]  

A few things shall become more clear through examples. These are to be divided into three categories (in which 

in each case a conjugated form, originating from a transposed substantive construction, occurs): 

 A. Sentences with a transitive verb and definite object. 

B. Sentences with an intransitive verb or a transitive verb with indefinite object. 

C. Sentences with an adjective. 

213. A. SENTENCES WITH A TRANSITIVE VERB AND DEFINITE OBJECT. This first category presents no particular 

difficulties. The construction is (except for the pronominal, quasi-pleonastic cross-referencing of the object; see 

§ 143), the same as that of the English, such as appears from: 

� isua u-hawe-o ama-mu? 

where 2SG-encounter-3SG father-2SG.POS 

‘where did you meet your father?’   

� kanandio i-’oliwi ira mia t[in]ena-no 

like.this 3SG-advise 3PL person PASS:send-3SG.POS 

‘he gave the following charge to the people he sent out’   

B. SENTENCES WITH AN INTRANSITIVE VERB OR A TRANSITIVE VERB WITH INDEFINITE OBJECT. Of more 

importance is the second category. The following examples serve as illustrations: 

� olai-o-mo ntu’u do-m-pelempa 

far-3SG-PERF truly 3PL-PL-leap 

‘they leaped very far’   

� kana anu mo’ia a n-toto raha ku-po’ia a n-toto kompo-no 

like REL PART:live at LG-under house 1SG-live at LG-under belly-3SG.POS 

‘it was as if one found himself under his house when I stayed under his belly’  

‘my stay under his belly was like (as if) someone who found himself under a house’ 

� ndio koa melulu i-lako a n-sala 

be.here only PART:run 3SG-go at LG-road 

‘he just ran across the road’ (‘only running was his going across the road’) 

� onae-mo ka i-kohali-hali-ako-no Datu luwu-no anu  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-astonished-APPL-3SG Monarch all-3SG.POS REL  

 gagi do-m-po-’angga mia andio-do 

become 3PL-PL-TRI-work person this-3PL.POS 

 ‘then the ruler was astonished about all of what became of it WHEN these men worked’  

(‘...by means of the working of these men.’)   
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Compare § 218; one could also translate this last sentence ‘then the ruler was surprised about all of what became of 

the work of these men’ (lit., ‘what the work of these men became’), in which case the (hypothetical) verbal noun 

which serves as the starting point should refer to the ‘object of the action’, which sense this form also has on other 

occasions. 

� sine nahi do-m-peroronge-ako-no ine-do i-pepau-ako ira andio 

but NEG 3PL-PL-listen-APPL-3SG mother-3PL.POS 3SG-speak-APPL 3PL this 

‘they would just not listen to their mother who spoke to them so’ (‘…(according to)
5
 this her speaking to 

them.’) 

Presumably however in this case one must admit attraction of the logical object,
6
 and thus going back to ‘they would 

not listen to the speaking of their mother to them’.  

� ku-ronge komiu koa hieno wongi i-pewangu um-ala-o  

1SG-hear 2PL only near.past night 2PL-arise PART-get-3SG 

 lemba-ku ka i-’amba t[um]unu-o 

jacket-1SG.POS and 2PL-then PART:burn-3SG 

 ‘I just heard you last night get up and take my jacket, in order to then burn it’   

with attraction as in the preceding example. However with ‘transposition’ attraction of the logical object or subject 

doesn’t always take place, compare: [p. 171]  

� umari-o-mo do-m-pom-pakale-ako-no, l[um]ako ira-mo   

finish-3SG-PERF 3PL-PL-TRI-pack-APPL-3SG PART:go 3PL-PERF 

 i raha-no i Bonti-bonti 

at house-3SG.POS PN Little.Wild.Pig 

 ‘when they had finished making everything ready for her departure (lit. when it was finished that they…), 

they went on their way to Little Wild Pig’s house. 

C. SENTENCES WITH AN ADJECTIVE. One finds conjugated forms of adjectives in: 

� tehine-o-mo ku-mahaki 

long.time-3SG-PERF 1SG-sick 

‘I’ve been sick a long time’ (from ‘my sickness has already been long’) 

� sio n-ta’u nggu-hawe 

nine LG-year 1SG-come 

‘nine years (ago) I had come’ 

This last short sentence is from a line of verse in which nggu-hawe stands for ku-hawe, see footnote 1, p. 18. More 

examples are to be found in the following paragraphs, where particular cases of ‘transposition’ of substantive 

constructions are dealt with. 

                                                           
5 [footnote 1, p. 170] Confer § 218. 

6 [footnote 2, p. 170] Compare sentences such as: 

mansa-no k[um]ita-o i Bibiundi i Bange motae  

at.once-3SG.POS PART:see-3SG PN Wild.Duck PN Monkey that  

i-’apipi-o-mo meti kae-no 

3SG-squeeze-3SG-COM oyster hand-3SG.POS 

‘no sooner had Wild Duck seen Monkey, than the oyster pinched (squeezed) its hand’. 
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Conjugated forms following ka. 

214. The conjunction ka, which has the meanings ‘so that, that’ (in a number of functions of this conjunction, 

see below) and ‘and’, owes its origin to the ‘transposition’ of certain categories of substantive constructions (see 

§ 247). It is namely nothing other than the prefix ka-, loosened from substantive constructions in which use was 

made of this prefix. This can be demonstrated from Mori itself with the help of Pamona and other Indonesian 

languages. 

In Pamona for example one frequently uses a nexus-substantive (verbal noun of a verb, or abstract of an 

adjective) whether or not supplied with the preposition ri, in order to indicate the cause or reason of something, for 

example: 

� na-bobaki ananggodi setu kaja’a ndaya-nya 

3SG-hit child that ugliness heart-3SG.POS 

‘he hit that child on account of his anger’  

or also ri kaja’a ndayanya nabobaki ananggodi setu ‘in (on account of) his anger…’. In this sentence the cause of 

the hitting is indicated by kaja’a, nexus-substantive of maja’a ‘ugly, angry’, further defined by the genitive ndaya-

nya ‘of his heart’. Other nexus-substantives (verbal nouns) can occur in this function, but the ka-forms are 

nevertheless the most important category, witness Pamona maka, the conjunction indicating volitional causality 

which is based on constructions like the ones mentioned above (Adriani 1899:534–536). This conjunction also 

occurs in other languages of Indonesia, and the various meanings which it has (in Malay for example it indicates 

consequence, in Mori it has the meaning ‘if’, ‘in case’, etc.; see Adriani 1899:539 ff.) show that constructions such 

as the aforementioned have not only causal force, but fulfill or have fulfilled various functions over the course of 

time. That they have had final power emerges from sentences such as Pamona: 

� pakulisi yaku ku-katuwu 

medicate 1SG 1SG-live 

‘treat me with medicine, so that I might live’ 

in which ku-katuwu is to be considered as ‘transposition’ of *katuwu-ku, [p. 172]  

� tawala-mo na-kamate
7
 

lance-PERF 3SG-die 

‘stick it with the lance so that it dies’ 

etc. To indicate a consecutive sentence connection, Pamona uses the same form but preceded by pai ‘and’.
8
 Perhaps 

pai is added secondarily to differentiate the two constructions, compare: 

� na-’iowaka yunu-nya na-polonco 

3SG-urge comrade-3SG.POS 3SG-run.hard 

‘he spurred his comrade on to run hard’ 

� na-’iowaka yunu-nya pai na-polonco 

3SG-urge comrade-3SG.POS and 3SG-run.hard 

‘he spurred his comrade on so that he ran hard’ 

The origin of the Mori conjunction ka in the meaning ‘so that’, ‘that’, ‘and’ is hereby sufficiently clarified.
9
 The 

meaning ‘and’ is the youngest; it is weakened from the cause-marking meaning (compare Malay maka and § 160). It 

                                                           
7 [footnote 1, p. 172] The conjunction naka ‘so that’ has arisen from forms such as these, thus na is actually the prefixed 

third person pronoun.  

8 [footnote 2, p. 172] Also pai naka in the meaning ‘so that’. See the preceding footnote. 

9 [footnote 3, p. 172] By this it is not my intention to say that the course of development must have had precisely the same 

development in Mori as in Pamona, see below § 216. 
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remains to be observed that this ‘transposition’ has proceeded in somewhat other directions in its working out in 

Mori than in Pamona. Where for example the Pamona say nakatuwu /3SG-ka-live/, Mori has ka ituwu /ka 3SG-live/. 

So in Mori we do not encounter forms such as naka, etc. but rather ka followed by a conjugated form or a future 

form.
10

 

Examples of ka, arranged according to meaning, are: 

� po-tuwu aku, ka ku-po-wee-ko pakuli melere 

CAUS-live 1SG that 1SG-TRI-give-2SG medicine PART:have.garden 

 ka i-hadio koa pae-mu. 

that 3SG-many only rice-2SG.POS 

 ‘Let me live, so that I will give you the magic spells for the agriculture, so that your rice will be much’ 

� luwu-no mia anu mo’ia i tonga lere me-’aiwa ira-mo  

all-3SG.POS person REL PART:live at middle garden PL-come 3PL-PERF  

 i inia, nde potae-do ba do-me-mate ka i-’asa
11

 koa  

at village because speech-3PL.POS if 3PL-PL-die that 3SG-one only  

 mate-a-do 

die-NZR-3PL.POS 

 ‘All the people who had been in the fields came to the village, as their intention was, if they should (must) 

die, then they should die in one and the same place (…that then only one their place of dying should be)’ 

� sine ka ku-lako 

but that 1SG-go 

‘but let me go away (that I go away)’ 

� lalu-o-po ka i-’aiwa mo’ia i Paantoule 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP that 3SG-come PART:live at Paantoule 

‘rather let him come live at Paantoule’ 

� omue-mo mokongkooro kami ka do-n-tewali saa wali-ku 

2SG.INDEP-PERF PART:cheat 1PLX that 3PL-PL-become python friend-1SG.POS 

‘you (are the one who) cheated us so that my companions have become pythons’ 

� komba ndi aku mekombe ka ku-’aiwa s[um]apoi komiu 

by.no.means be.here 1SG crazy that 1SG-come PART:make.war 2PL 

‘I am not crazy so that I should come make war on you all’ 

� (onae-mo) pu’u-no ka do-m-pe’iwali tehu ka ngeo 

3SG.INDEP-PERF base-3SG.POS that 3PL-PL-be.enemies rat and cat 

‘(that’s) the reason that rats and cats stand on the brink of war with each other’ 

                                                           
10 [Postscript, p. 172] If a future form follows after ka, then a glottal is inserted in ka aku… and ka ira…; the pronominal 

prefixes i- and u- are not preceded by glottal (see § 80 ff. above), while in the combinations ka iko…, ka ita… the glottal is 

optional.  

The Upper Mori often use kano in place of ka (ka no; see § 241), especially in the meaning ‘so that’, for example ka-no ika 

ku-leko (ka no-ika ku-leko) /and-3SG NEG 1SG-go/ ‘so that I not go’ (in this case, in which two different elements ka follow one 

another, it appears that no cannot be omitted), ka-no a-n-do (ka no’ando) no-leko /and-3SG NEG-LG-PERF 3SG-go/ or ka nondo 

noleko (ka ndo noleko, ka no noleko; see footnote 1, p. 211) ‘so that he no longer goes’. When ka means ‘in order that’ this 

doesn’t seem to be usual, unless koa co-occurs with it (kano no koa leko, etc.; see § 241). 

11 [footnote 4, p. 172] Compare § 219. 
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� olo-’oloo metobu ka i-petonga-m-pada 

REDP-often PART:traverse.forest and 3SG-traverse.middle-LG-grassy.plain 

‘now once again he went through the forest then again through the grassy plain (alternately he went 

through the forest and the grassy plain)’ [p. 173]  

� motaha ira m-po-nahu m-pong-kaa ira-mo ka do-m-po-’inu 

done 3PL PL-TRI-cook PL-TRI-eat 3PL-PERF and 3PL-PL-TRI-drink 

‘when they were done cooking, they ate and they drank’ 

� ondae i Bange ka i Re’a 

3PL.INDEP PN Monkey and PN Turtle 

‘Monkey and Turtle’ 

Other aspects of the use of ka are treated in the following paragraph; see also § 240. 

Whenever two substantives are linked by ka (in the meaning of ‘and’) such as in the last example, naturally no 

conjugated form can be employed. If two adjectives are linked by ka, and the force of ka is nothing other than that of 

the conjunction ‘and’, then the conjugated form is sometimes—and sometimes not—used,
12

 e.g.: 

� mia me-’o’ondau ka (do)-me-mewowalo 

person PL-long and  3PL-PL-stout 

‘tall and stout men’ 

The weakening of the meaning of ka to ‘and’ must of itself result in a tendency for the conjugated form to fade away 

in similar situations. Apart from that, a conjugated form or a future form always follows ka. An example of a future 

form after ka is: 

 � onae-mo pu’u-no ka ta l[um]ako 

3SG.INDEP-PERF basis-3SG.POS that 3SG.FUT PART:go 

‘that’s the reason that he shall go’ 

215. Although there are many cases in which our conjunction ‘that, so that’ cannot be rendered with ka,
13

 one 

can nevertheless say that the latter is the equivalent of the former. As is apparent in § 214, ‘that’ (as the translation of 

                                                           
12 [Postscript, p. 173] The same applies whenever the first element of such a construction consists of something else, such as 

in the last example of § 154. 

13 [footnote 1, p. 173] After words which mean ‘say’, ‘know’, ‘see’, ‘hear’ and the such, motae (literally ‘saying’) occurs in 

the function of our ‘that’, e.g.: 

ku-ronge-o-mo motae m-pe’u’ua ira 

1SG-hear-3SG-PERF PART:say PL-quarrel 3PL 

‘I have heard that they quarrel’ 

lako pau-ako-no motae laki’ana-no do-men-tawa-o-mo iwali 

go tell-APPL-3SG PART:say nephew-3SG.POS 3PL-PL-capture-3SG-PERF enemy 

‘Go tell him that the enemies have taken his nephew captive’ 

mentee koa ntu’u, Onitu, motae raha-mu? 

true only truly Ghost PART:say house-2SG.POS 

‘Is it really true, Ghost, that this is your house?’ 

Also nine (from ninee, literally ‘said’) occurs thus, for example: 

da-po i-kita-o mia mom-pora andio nine momaru-o-mo 

be-INCOMP 3SG-see-3SG person PART:TRI-ambush this that PART:climb-3SG-PERF 

aasa rani 

one forest.gnome 

‘as soon as the man who lay in ambush saw that one of the forest gnomes had climbed in a tree…’ 
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ka) mostly corresponds with the meaning ‘so that’. There are however other cases. Thus ka in ranta ka corresponds 

with our ‘that’ in the sense of ‘until that’: 

� ranta ka i-mate 

until and 3SG-die 

‘until he dies’ 

� penaa-no maroso puuri-o sumpi-no ranta ka i-’olai  

breath-3SG.POS strong blow-3SG blowgun-3SG.POS until and 3SG-far  

 i-lako mata sumpi 

3SG-go dart blowgun 

 ‘his breath is powerful in the blowing of his blowgun, until (to the extent that, so that) the blowgun dart 

goes far’ 

� ranta kanandio andio 

until like.this this 

‘up until now’ 

� nahi ranta mong-kaa 

NEG until PART:TRI-eat 

‘he hasn’t eaten yet’ (also ‘he didn’t succeed in eating, he never ate once, he absolutely did not eat’) 

People also switch the order of ranta and ka, for example: 

� kanandio-mo i-po-gau ka do-ranta mekule 

like.this-PERF 3SG-work and 3PL-until PART:return 

‘like that he worked until they returned’ 

Compare also: 

� i-’e’ema-o ari ka ku-hawe ndi omiu 

2PL-wait-3SG first and 1SG-arrive with 2PL.INDEP 

‘wait for it first that I come with you’ 

Another example is: 

� gaagi konta-o-mo kapo-no pontiana, tekai a buani, 

thus contact-3SG-PERF claw-3SG.POS pontiana hooked at net 

 rau-mo ira’ai ka do-m-pepate-o 

be.over.there-PERF over.there and 3PL-PL-kill-3SG 

 ‘in that way the claws of the pontiana (a forest spirit of a woman who died during her pregnancy; cf. 

J. Kruyt 1924:212) remained fast, hooked in the net, and there it was that they killed her’ [p. 174]  

In this case however ka can be omitted, just as in English one can say ‘there they killed her’ without ‘that’. The 

clause introduced by ka is a subordinate clause, a component of the matrix clause in the form of an embedded clause. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

gagi do-liu-liu men-to’ori-o nine ta’i ambau 

become 3PL-REDP-immediately PL-know-3SG that excrement carabao 

‘like that then they perceived immediately that it was carabao dung’ 

Compare also the following: 

nahi komba motae ki-m-pe’inungako-no 

NEG by.any.means that 1PLX-PL-do.volitionally-3SG 

‘not that we had done it on purpose’ 
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If one uses the ‘transposed’ substantive construction without ka, however, then one has a single clause. The 

following examples can serve as illustration of the difference between the constructions referred to here with and 

without ka: 

� sio n-ta’u mbo’u ka do-men-saki i wita-do 

nine LG-year again then 3PL-PL-cross.over at earth-3PL.POS 

‘again nine years, and then they had crossed over to their land (it took nine years before they had crossed 

over to their land)’ 

Compare this sentence with the following: 

� sio n-ta’u nggu-hawe 

nine LG-year 1SG-arrive 

‘I arrived nine years ago’ 

� tehine-o-mo ku-mahaki 

long.time-3SG-PERF 1SG-sick 

‘long ago I was sick’ 

� da kode-kodei kalamboro atuu ka i-potuwu-o 

still REDP-small people.eater that and 3SG-raise-3SG 

‘the people eater was still small, then he raised him (…and then he began to raise him’)
14

 

Compare herewith:
15

 

� da i-kode-kodei nana’ote atuu i-potuwu-o 

still 3SG-REDP-small child that 3SG-raise-3SG 

‘while that child was still small, he raised him’ 

In the first case the raising begins at a certain point of time of his youth, but nothing is said about the end; in the 

second case the period of raising and that of his youth fall together. In the last example one can also use ka, evidently 

without much difference in meaning. From the above it already becomes clear that whether or not ka is used, in many 

cases it produces very little change in the meaning. 

When a clause is introduced by mansa ‘no sooner than’, ‘after’ (followed by a possessive pronoun; see § 148), 

among others ka is often (but by far not always) used in the following clause. I consider this use of ka to be 

pleonastic, just like its English rendition ‘then’. Examples with and without ka are: 

� mansa-no wongi, ka do-paka ira totoka-do andio 

at.once-3SG.POS night then 3PL-feed 3PL guest-3PL.POS this 

‘when it was dark, (then) they gave their visitors to eat’ 

                                                           
14 [footnote 1, p. 174] I-potuwu-o can mean ‘he raised him up’ as well as ‘he was going to raise him’, because as in other 

Indonesian languages Mori has in general no separate forms for expressing an inchoative meaning. Compare further (etc., etc.): 

mansa-no ta hawe um-ala-o onae-mo ka i-pengese 

at.once-3SG.POS 3SG.FUT come PART-get-3SG 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-weep 

nana’ote andio 

child this 

‘when he was going to come take it, then the child began to weep’ 

i Tanggasi andio mo-rombi-o-mo 

PN Tarsier this PART:TRI-knock-3SG-PERF 

‘Tarsier started to knock the palm inflorescence’ 

15 [from main text, p. 174] Concerning da i-kode-kodei ‘when he was small’ versus da kode-kodei ‘he was still small’, see 

§ 218. 
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� mansa-no mo’oru mbo’u ka i-pewangu lako k[um]ita-o 

at.once-3SG.POS early.morning again then 3SG-arise go PART:see-3SG 

‘while it was yet early morning, (then) he stood up to go look at it’ 

� mansa-no mo’oru mewangu-o-mo lako k[um]ita-o wuwu-no 

at.once-3SG.POS early.morning PART:arise-3SG-PERF go PART:see-3SG trap-3SG.POS 

‘when it was early morning, he arose to go look at his traps’ [p. 175]  

� ba motaha-o-mo ka u-’amba wawa-ako-no ama-mu 

if done-3SG-PERF then 2SG-then carry-APPL-3SG father-2SG.POS 

‘when it is done, you must next bring it to your father’ 

See also §§ 216 and 218. 

After da’iaopo (see § 162) in a preceding clause, often onae ka occurs pleonastically in the second clause, for 

example: 

� da-’iao-po i-ronge-o pau-no ine-no i Bonti-bonti,  

be-3SG-INCOMP 3SG-hear-3SG talk-3SG.POS mother-3SG.POS PN Little.Wild.Pig 

 onae-mo ka i-potae… 

3SG.INDEP-PERF then 3SG-say 

 ‘no sooner had they heard the words of Little Wild Pig’s mother, than they said…’ 

� da-’iao-po i-hawe, mesikeno-o-mo i Bonti-bonti 

be-3SG-INCOMP 3SG-arrive PART:ask-3SG-PERF PN LIttle.Wild.Pig 

‘no sooner had she come, than Little Wild Pig asked…’ 

The particle ka is not pleonastic in sentences such as the following: 

� umari mong-kaa ka i-’ala-o lemba-no  

finish PART:TRI-eat then 3SG-get-3SG jacket-3SG.POS  

 ka i-petii l[um]ako 

then 3SG-descend PART:go 

 ‘he was finished eating, and then he took her jacket and then he descended (from the house) to set off’ 

that is to say, ‘when he was finished with eating, he took her jacket, descended (from the house) and set off’. One 

often encounters compounded sentences in which clauses without conjunctions are simply placed next to each other, 

for example: 

� mon-soru i Elu-’elu, tededengke i Lagiwa, melulu 

PART:TRI-burn PN Orphan take.fright PN Deer PART:run.hard 

‘Orphan burned, Deer became frightened and ran away’ 

in other words, ‘when the Orphan burned, the Deer took fright and ran away’.  

� langkai-o-mo i Ana Wulaa andio, mon-to’ori-o-mo mewuwu. 

big-3SG-PERF PN Child Gold this TRI-know-3SG-PERF PART:use.trap 

‘Gold Child had become big, he learned to set traps’ 

in other words, ‘when Gold Child had become big, he could set traps’. Where it appears that some constructions (for 

example with ka) are the product of a transposition process, one can consider such constructions to be very old. 
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216. Ka also has the meaning ‘as soon as, once that, after that’ in the following sentences:
16

 

� ka do-hawe i rodoha-do, i Puu-puu mo-nahu-ako ira 

and 3PL-arrive at house-3PL.POS PN Pigeon PART:TRI-cook-APPL 3PL 

‘as soon as they had come inside their house, Pigeon cooked for them’ 

� ka do-m-po’ia mokole ka karua, te-ti-tiangi-o-mo  

and 3PL-PL-live ruler and k.o.noble.class NON.AG-REDP-increase-3SG-PERF  

 arataa-no mia, ko-pompo-pompoli-no-mo mia 

wealth-3SG.POS person PROPRTN-REDP-wealthy-3SG.POS-COMP person 

 ‘once the mokole and the karua with theirs were dwelling (there), the possessions of the people constantly 

increased, and the longer the richer the people became’ 

� ka i-meene ka i-lako k[um]ita-kita-o bonde-no 

and 3SG-bright and 3SG-go PART:REDP-see-3SG garden-3SG.POS 

‘as soon as it was daytime, he went to look at his garden’ 

This function of ka corresponds with the function of the prefix ko- in sentences such as:  

� ko-tii-no koa tulambatu atuu liu-liu teboka 

at-descend-3SG.POS only k.o.bamboo that immediately split 

‘as soon as the bamboo was brought down (to the ground), it split immediately’ 

See further the treatment of ko- in § 345. Also in this case ka evidently has originated from ’transposition’, namely of 

substantive constructions with ko- in this meaning.  

In this last mentioned function, ka and ko- do not correspond with Tontemboan ka- but rather with kĕ- (Adriani & 

Adriani-Gunning 1908:121 ff.). This latter, however, need not be differentiated from ka-, but can be considered a variant 

form thereof (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:121, 123). However, in view of the above, the question arises whether one 

can indeed imagine the developmental pathway of the Pamona prefix ka- as running entirely parallel with that of the Mori 

(the hypothetical former stage of the Mori conjunction ka; see § 214), in other words, whether ka- ever formed nexus-

substantives of adjectives in Mori, and whether or not (leaving aside in which meaning or meaning nuance) it [p. 176] 

appeared with substantive derivations of verbs, as is the case with ko- (see § 345 ff.). However it makes little sense to lose 

oneself in these questions, as the explanation given for the conjunction ka remains the same anyway. Nevertheless it is quite 

probable that ka- at one time formed nexus-substantives from adjectives in Mori, and that the conjunction ka developed 

especially therefrom. First, ka- in related languages is very often used to form abstracts of adjectives.17 Second, for 

adjectives Mori uses not only the causative prefix po- but also poko-18 (mompoko-), which prefix evidently is to be analyzed 

as po- and the ‘abstract-forming’, etc., prefix ka-.19 Apart from a few exceptions which may be disregarded in this context, 

                                                           
16 [Postscript, p. 175] The meaning ‘as soon as’, ‘with that’ is not incorrect, and also definitely the original meaning, but just 

like (a)sa and mansa (see § 282), ka also has come to be used in general for ‘then’, ‘after that’, whereby the time interval 

between the two happenings is less attended to. 

17 [footnote 1, p. 176] See Adriani (1893:85). [Postscript, p. 175] Derivations of (conjugated) verb forms with ka- are also to 

be found in Pamona, but not of verbal nouns, except for the cases in which one must consider ka- to be secondary (Adriani 

1931:440 ff.).  

[Postscript, p. 175] Also compare what is said here with § 247. It must further be mentioned that the given explanation of ka 

does not require us to adopt the view that the prior prefix *ka- in Mori (which became ka) served only to derive nexus-

substantives. This function of ka- is itself secondary and furthermore the functions of Mori ka- do not point in this direction 

either. From related languages it appears that ka- is a very general prefix, which occurs with various categories of stems in 

various gradations of meaning, which, however, all go back to the same root meaning, namely one of uniformity and 

completeness; the final, etc. meanings of Mori ka link up with this source notion without any difficulty. Compare the functions of 

ko- treated by Adriani (1931:476).  

18 [footnote 2, p. 176] Where this prefix (and its cognates) is prefixed to other than adjective stems (Kern 1916:288 ff.), one 

may very well have to do with a later expansion of its use.  

19 [Postscript, p. 176] It emerges in § 303 that in a former stage of the language causatives could also be derived from 

adjective stems using mompo-, while at the same time the difference between these forms and those with mompoko- is pointed 
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apparently causatives were made in this manner only from adjectives. And finally, Watu and Karunsi’e use ma in place of 

ka. This ma can be considered the familiar prefix of many adjectives, if one accepts that ma has developed in the same way 

as ka in a time when nexus substantives of adjectives were no longer formed with ka- (at present it is the rule that the nexus 

substantive of an adjective entirely corresponds with its usual form, save the cases in which a suffix -a occurs; see § 380 ff.), 

so that then also with ‘transposition’ the conjugating prefixes came before the usual form of the adjective, and not before its 

ka- form as in Pamona. The form ma also occurs in the meaning ‘and’,20 for example Watu: 

� iwono-to pompu’ua-no ma ro-m-pe’iwali dahu ma bonti 

3SG.INDEP-PERF beginning-3SG.POS and 3PL-PL-be.enemies dog and wild.pig 

‘that was the beginning of it that dogs and wild pigs live as enemies of each other’ [Watu] 

Conjugated forms in other expressions. 

217. Besides after ka, conjugated forms also occur following synonymous expressions, such as da iaopo ‘as 

soon as’, ‘with that’ (§ 162), borono ‘and then’ (§ 148), rau ‘then’ (§ 183) and meronga. This last is actually a verb 

with the meaning ‘(do something) together’, but it can also be used to mean ‘at the moment that’, ‘attended by’ or 

‘immediately (be followed by)’, for example: 

� meronga i-hawe ilo’ai s[um]oo-o-mo oleo 

together 3SG-arrive down.there PART:set-3SG-PERF sun 

‘at the moment he arrived down there, the sun set’  

� men-tahu kami m-po’ia-’ia meng-kohali-hali kami rundu 

PL-be.up.there 1PLX PL-sit.around PL-surprised 1PLX thunder 

 bote meronga i-tii usa 

stone together 3SG-descend rain 

 ‘we sat above (in the house) then suddenly we heard thunder attended by the downpour of rain’ 

� umari-no mong-kaa meronga i-mate 

finish-3SG.POS PART:TRI-eat together 3SG-die 

‘when he was finished eating, immediately he died’ 

Furthermore a conjugated form regularly
21

 follows maupo in the meaning of ‘although, even though’, for 

example: 

� maupo to-m-pe’ula a bangka 

even.though 1PLN-PL-board at boat 

‘even though we board a boat’ 

� maupo i-langkai tuwu-mu 

even.though 3SG-big life-2SG.POS 

‘even though you are from high rank’ (lit. ‘even though your living is great’) 

Compare the following, however, where a conjugated form is not possible: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

out. The ka- substantives which underlie the latter forms are still not required to be considered true ‘abstracts’, seeing that these 

forms must have originally indicated the extent of the quality expressed by the stem.  

20 [Postscript, p. 176] That Watu and Karunsi’e use ka ‘and’ in numerals—for example Watu hopulu ka (a)asa ‘eleven’, 

hopulu ka orua ‘twelve’, etc.—is to be explained from borrowing. 

21 [Postscript, p. 176] The use of a conjugated form after maupo is not obligatory, thus maupo mpe’ula kita = maupo 

to-mpe’ula ‘even though we board’, etc. No conjugating occurs after mau (see for example the beginning of § 290). 
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� maupo sii-mo
22

 

even.though NEG.IMPV-PERF 

‘it need not’ (lit. ‘even though (it is that it) not (happen)’) 

Compare also these examples, where maupo has a somewhat different meaning (although preceding from the first): 

� maupo puu nahu 

even.though expert cook 

‘even (up to) the one who was responsible for cooking’ 

� maupo metuundu, naahi 

even.though PART:bow NEG 

‘not even a head bow (did he do)’ [p. 177]  

Also a conjugated form is sometimes used following, among others, ba ‘if, in case, when’, bara ura ‘perhaps’, 

nde ‘because, as’, for example:
23

 

� ba (i)-hadio inula-no bangka 

if 3SG-many cargo-3SG.POS boat 

‘if the boat’s cargo is a lot’ 

� behe aku koa ba to-lako 

want 1SG only if 1PLN-go 

‘I just want us to go’ 

� bara ura u-pande pandiri-akita tandu-no ambau-no kalamboro 

perhaps 2SG-clever example-APPL:1PLN horn-3SG.POS carabao-3SG.POS people.eater 

‘are you perhaps capable of copying the horns of the people eater’s carabao for us?’ 

� ndi i-tedoa i-’ine’ehe-ako-no onae koa
24

 

because 3SG-very 3SG-find.good-APPL-3SG 3SG.INDEP just 

‘because he found it very splendid, that was the reason’ 

� pohona i Tehu mongura andio i-lako melempa-lempa 

once PN Rat young this 3SG-go PART:walk.around 

‘once young Rat went out for a walk’ 

In the majority of these cases, but not all, the occurrence of a conjugated form is to be explained by analogy. 

That a conjugated form always occurs after nahi ‘not’ (likewise napo and napi ‘not yet’, namo and nami ‘not 

any longer’) is without a doubt likewise to be explained by ‘transposition’ of what were originally substantive 

                                                           
22 [footnote 3, p. 176] That the vetitive particle sii is used here instead of the usual negative particle (compare Pamona mau 

bare’e) hangs together with the meaning of the expression. 

23 [Postscript, p. 177] For more cases see § 102. Concerning the various constructions which are possible after ba, something 

more is to be found in footnote 1, p. 220. 

[Postscript, p. 178] For sake of completeness, other cases in which the Mori substantive constructions are used include: in 

the vivid picturing of an event, in the form of an exclamation, just as in Pamona (see § 226, the eleventh and twelfth examples; 

§ 249, the tenth and eleventh examples; and the end of § 246), with ko- in the cases spoken of in §§ 345, 346 and 348, and with 

da ‘still’ in the cases mentioned on p. 190. In the majority of the cases mentioned in §§ 226 and 249, in which circumstances a 

nexus substantive is or can be used in a language such as English, it is better not to speak of ‘substantive constructions’.  

Moreover in this respect mention must be made concerning the plural forms which sometimes occur in substantive 

constructions. See the citation presently included in footnote 1, p. 277. 

24 [footnote 1, p. 177] Cf. § 160. 
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constructions (negation particles often originally had the meaning of a strong negative, for example Malay tiada, 

Pamona bare’e, etc. etc. which originally had the meaning ‘there is not’; from this the occurrence of substantive 

constructions is to be explained; see further § 262 ff.). 

As has already been observed, future forms can always be used in the place of conjugated forms, also after the 

conjunctions, particles, etc. mentioned in this section. 

218. Where it is possible for a substantive construction to be transformed into a sentence with a conjugated 

form, this has usually happened. The most important group of substantive constructions which escaped this process 

consists of temporal adjuncts, such as appear in the following examples:
25

 

� hawe-no koa ka i-pewinso um-ala-o bau andio 

arrive-3SG.POS only and 3SG-enter PART-get-3SG fish this 

‘when she had come (there), she went in in order to fetch the fish’ (lit. ‘upon her coming…’) 

� umari-no wala-o bangka andio ka i-’amba mo-’ula 

finish-3SG.POS cover-3SG boat this and 3SG-then PART:TRI-load 

‘when he was finished covering the boat, he proceeded to load’ 

� mansa-no molai bela-bela andio melonso-o-mo i Nggasi;  

at.once-3SG.POS PART:flee butterfly this PART:jump-3SG-PERF PN Tarsier 

 pelonso-no andio tii a wure,
26

 motitilalo a nganga-no buaea 

jump-3SG.POS this descend at foam straight at mouth-3SG.POS crocodile 

 ‘after the butterfly had fled, Tarsier took a jump; when he had leapt (lit., upon this leap of his), he came 

down on the foam, straight into the mouth of a crocodile’ 

� pohona l[um]ako mon-saku i Lalindo; tepusa-no andio,  

once PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago PN Lalindo withdrawn-3SG.POS this 

 tehine i-kita-o-mo kombia-no lemba ng-koloe-no andio 

long.time 3SG-see-3SG-PERF spouse-3SG.POS clothing LG-k.o.parrot-3SG.POS this 

 ‘once Lalindo went sago chipping; while he was away, after some time his wife discovered that parrot 

clothing of hers’ 

� hawe-no mewinso i-hawe-o-mo dahu 

arrive-3SG.POS PART:enter 3SG-encounter-3SG-PERF dog  

‘upon his arrival inside, he encountered a dog’ 

                                                           
25 [Postscript, p. 177] In the substantive constructions mentioned here, the nexus substantive (followed by a possessive 

suffix) is always supported by another word (koa ‘only’, andio ‘this’, subordinate infinitive, or whatever). 

26 [Postscript, p. 177] The literal rendering of pelonsono andio tii a wure is ‘this jumping of his consisted in descending on 

the foam’ (compare in the first person pelonsoku andio tii a wure; pelonsoku andio tii aku a wure can also be used). Other 

examples of this construction are: 

hawe-no i wita um-ala-o minama asa m-pa’a 

arrive-3SG.POS at earth PART-get-3SG areca.nut one LG-bunch 

‘when he arrived on the ground, he took a bunch of areca nuts’ 

hawe-do ira’ai mewinso 

arrive-3PL.POS over.there PART:enter 

‘when they arrived there they went inside’ 

Because the arrival with the going inside, etc. are equated, it is thus to be interpreted that between the moment of the arriving and 

the performance of the mentioned action no time elapsed, but that both coincide.  
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Similar substantive constructions can however also have a reason-giving function, such as appears from the 

following: [p. 178]  

� mosa’o aroa-no ka i-tunduhi-o nana’ote arau 

ugly inside-3SG.POS and 3SG-hit-3SG child that.over.there  

‘on account of his anger (it is that) he hits that child’ 

� moro pe’o’osu-ku lahi mo-’angga ka ku-mahaki 

perhaps work.hard-1SG.POS exceed PART:TRI-work and 1SG-sick  

‘perhaps it is because I have worked too hard (on account of the intensity of my working) that I am sick’ 

However, one also sometimes finds clauses with ‘transposition’ as temporal modifiers, for example: 

� tedoa ira ntu’u m-pom-pemo’ahi do-m-pong-kaa 

very 3PL truly PL-TRI-esteem.delicious 3PL-PL-TRI-eat  

‘they feasted delightedly when they ate’ 

� nah-u pon-to’ori inia-do kalamboro, Ama, i-po’ia andio? 

NEG-2PL TRI-know village-3PL.POS people.eater Father 2PL-live this  

‘have you not come to know of any village of people eaters, Father, during the time that you have lived 

here?’ 

� da u-kodei indi’upua ndi omue koa pepahihi-a-no 

still 2SG-small formerly on 2SG.INDEP only wipe.feet-NZR-3SG.POS  

‘in the past while you were still small, he would just wipe his feet off on you’  

(lit. ‘…his place-of-wiping was merely you’) 

� nde do-tutuwi-ako-no mata-no i-tekonai me’ana 

because 3PL-close-APPL-3SG eye-3SG.POS 3SG-awhile PART:give.birth  

‘because they had her eyes closed while she gave birth’ 

� i-’inso-mo
27

 hadio mia, wela-o-mo me’umangi 

3SG-from-PERF many people regularly-3SG-PERF PART:be.windy  

‘from that time onwards that people became numerous, it was always windy’ 

� do-’inso-mo n-tepo-hawe andio 

3PL-from-PERF PL-RECIP-encounter this  

‘after they had met each other like this’ 

An example of a transposed substantive construction with reason-giving force is: 

� mokolili ulu-ku ku-pong-kaa padole 

dizzy head-1SG.POS 1SG-TRI-eat pith  

‘my head is spinning because I have eaten palm pith’ 

As has been mentioned previously, sometimes in such a subordinate temporal clause a conjugated form is 

reduplicated, and which also arose out of ‘transposition’, such as in: 

                                                           
27 [footnote 1, p. 178] See § 148. 
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� tehine-o-mo do-po’ia-’ia i Puru ka i Tongke; 

long.time-3SG-PERF 3PL-live PN Quail and PN Hornbill  

 do-po’ia-’ia andio tehine i-tungku-o-mo i Tongke i Puru 

3PL-live this long.time 3SG-peck-3SG-PERF PN Hornbill PN Quail 

 ‘Quail and Hornbill had already been living (together) a long time; while they were so living (together), 

Hornbill pecked Quail’ 

� pohona i Tehu mongura andio i-lako melempa-lempa 

once PN Rat young this 3SG-go PART:walk.around 

 i-lako melempa-lempa andio tedoa ntu’u olai 

3SG-go PART:walk.around this very truly far 

 ‘once young Rat went for a walk; as she was so walking around, she went very far’ 

(‘...this going and walking around of hers was very far’) 

In temporal limiting clauses of this sort one also finds from time to time use made of anu ka, which usually is to be 

rendered ‘then’, ‘at the time that’, literally ‘(during) the (circumstance) that’ (cf. § 207); and repeatedly it is 

indispensable for sake of clarity. Examples are: 

� nde anu ka i-pe’ana-akami i Ine,  

because REL and 3SG-give.birth-APPL:1PLX PN Mother  

 l[um]ako ira-mo kombia miu anu orua ira  

PART:go 3PL-PERF spouse 2PL.POS REL two 3PL  

 mo-’ala basu ka do-pokoli kami 

PART:TRI-get basket and 3PL-stuff.in 1PLX 

 ‘because when Mother bore us, your two (other) wives came and took a carry basket and stuffed us in it’ 

� ka nahi tondu raha-do mokole atuu nde wulaa-no asa 

and NEG submerged house-3PL.POS ruler that because gold-3SG.POS one 

 kuriri i-perawosako-no anu ka i-tekonai opue 

box 3SG-scatter-3SG REL and 3SG-awhile heavy.rainstorm 

 ‘that the house of the mokole and his people was not sunk, came about because he scattered his one 

boxful of gold during the heavy rainstorm’ [p. 179]  

� mompu’u anu ka i-mate ana-no, na-m-i hori  

PART:begin REL and 3SG-die child-3SG.POS NEG-PERF-3SG ever  

 me’aroa n-silolonga 

PART:have.thought LG-unclear 

 ‘beginning upon that her child died (since her child died), she is no longer at all well, out of her mind’ 

Compare, however: 

� onae-mo ka i-pau-ako-no anu ka i-pom-pepate 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say-APPL-3SG REL and 3SG-TRI-kill 

 singa, ka anu ka i-po-hawe hoani 

lion and REL and 3SG-TRI-encounter bee 

 ‘then he told her how (the fact that) he had killed a lion, and how he had found bees’ 

219. In the preceding paragraphs I have given examples of conjugated forms of intransitives and adjectives, such 

as have arisen from the ‘transposition’ of substantive constructions. This very phenomenon has however given 
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occasion to the occurrence of conjugating prefixes with other word classes, in the first place with numerals, which 

for that matter exhibit many similarities with adjectives (compare the characteristics treated in § 146, of which the 

conjugating of these words constitutes a counterpart). An example is: 

� nahi tehine do-m-po’ia me’ana-o-mo mbo’u i Sinongi, 

NEG long.time 3PL-PL-live PART:give.birth-3SG-PERF again PN Sinongi 

 ranta ka i-’opitu ana-no, olima tama, orua beine 

until and 3SG-seven child-3SG.POS five male two female 

 ‘they hadn’t lived (there) long, and Sinongi gave birth again, (and so) until she had seven children, five 

boys and two girls’ 

Moreover one often encounters adverbs in conjugated form, such as in the following examples: 

� ka i-’amba i Lure menee, olai ntu’u i-lako,  

and 3SG-then PN Parrot PART:fly.off far truly 3SG-go  

 ka i-’amba metopa 

and 3SG-then PART:perch 

 ‘then Parrot flew off, very far he went, and only then did he alight’ 

� nde ka do-’amba me-lako hieno nahi do-m-pong-kaa
28

 

because and 3PL-then PL-go near.past NEG 3PL-PL-TRI-eat 

‘because before they had just then left they had not eaten’ 

� tisomo to-pada mo-wawa sangka-m-petea-to 

tomorrow 1PLN-equal PART:TRI-carry thing-LG-make.war-1PLN.POS 

‘tomorrow let’s both bring our weapons’ 

                                                           
28 [footnote 2, p. 179] The usual meaning of ka … amba is ‘and just then, and immediately then, then next’. However one can 

also make use of a construction with ka … amba in order to render a meaning of ‘before, before that’. Compare also: 

io To Kangua ka i-’amba moiko do-m-pengesei-o nana’ote 

CN People Kangua and 3SG-then good 3PL-PL-mourn.over-3SG child 

kanatuu ba umari-o-mo p[in]o-bite-manu-ako 

like.that if finish-3SG-PERF PASS:TRI-break.off-chicken-APPL 

‘among the Kangua people, it is permissible to mourn for such a child only if the mobite manuako has been performed 

prior’ (mobite manuako is a ceremony in which the head of a chicken is broken or pulled off with one’s hands, a 

surrogate for the tewusu death feast; see J. Kruyt 1924:194 ff.) 

anu ka ki-’amba m-pon-tembi ka i-mate i Ine 

REL and 1PLX-then PL-TRI-carry.on.back and 3SG-die PN Mother 

‘before that we were just beginning with “carry-on-the-back” (in order to transport the harvest) when Mother died’ 

The sequence-indicating force of ka … amba appears in cases such as: 

pepu’ua-no ka do-’amba tedonta 

beginning-3SG.POS and 3PL-then fallen 

‘the beginning (the occasion) of it that they fell’ 

tutulu-akune pau-pau-no ka i-’amba hina ueto i Petasia 

tell-APPL:1SG story-3SG.POS and 3SG-then exist lord at Petasia 

‘tell me the story how it happened (the circumstances which gave occasion to it) that there came to be a king in Petasia’ 

[Postscript, p. 179] This last sentence can also be rendered ‘…story about the time recently there were mokole in Petasia’, with 

ka thus standing for anu ka. This substitution is also found in other cases, for example: 

hapa k[in]ita-mu ka u-lako i ta’ulore indi’upua? 

what PASS:see-2SG.POS and 2SG-go at Pamona some.days.ago 

‘what did you see on your trip to Posoland a while ago?’ 
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� mia anu mewuni a n-tonto-no nggowu-nggowu 

person REL PART:hide.oneself at LG-under-3SG.POS dense.grass 

 nahi komba k[um]ita-o onae 

NEG by.any.means PART:see-3SG 3SG.INDEP 

 ‘he had not seen the man who had hidden himself under the dense grass’ 

� in-ehe-mu ba ku-kutui-ko ka i-liu pingko kutu-mu? 

PASS-want-2SG.POS if 1SG-delouse-2SG and 3SG-quickly used.up louse-2SG.POS 

‘would you that I delouse you, so that directly your lice will be gone?’ [p. 180]  

� ba to-wali melere ongkue-mo i wawo-no,  

if 1PLN-again PART:have.garden 1SG.INDEP-PERF at above-3SG.POS  

 omue i toto-no 

2SG.INDEP at under-3SG.POS 

 ‘if we put in a garden, I’ll (take what is) above, and you (take what is) below’ 

� sompo wongi do-wela lako m-ponako 

every night 3PL-regularly go PL-steal 

‘every night they regularly went stealing’ 

� na-m-i hori mbo’u sapa l[um]ako mon-saku asa-’asa-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG ever again dare PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago REDP-one-3SG.POS 

‘he no longer dared at all to go sago chipping alone’ 

In all these cases a participle form of a verb or an adjective follows after the concerned adverb. Thus one here 

cannot speak of compounding (cf. § 140). Constructions such as the above very well could have originated through 

dissolution of compounding; in each case the conjugated adverb and participle form (or adjective) following it 

belong together,
29

 and thus one can consider them to be one expression, so that one should thus be able to say that 

the conjugating prefix does not belong only with the adverb. Also one can say that here one does not have to do with 

adverbs but rather with adjectives, witness examples with adjectival constructions such as the following: 

� wali-o-mo moiko aroa-no laki’ana-no andio 

again-3SG-PERF good inside-3SG.POS nephew-3SG.POS this 

‘the spirits of this nephew of his improved’ 

� rua wongi-po ka do-me-’amba me-lako 

two night-INCOMP and 3PL-PL-then PL-go 

‘two nights more, and (only) then will they set off’ 

                                                           
29 [from footnote 1, p. 180] This does not, or only partly, applies to the constructions with ka … amba, seeing that ka and 

amba (with an intervening pronoun) constitute—logically, not syntactically—a single expression. [Postscript, p. 180] Because 

the independent pronouns stand in one line with the substantives, they can also occur as conjugated forms (see § 250), for 

example: 

ka i-’ongkue-mo anu l[um]ako 

and 3SG-1SG.INDEP-PERF REL PART:go 

‘that I am the one who had gone’ 

ba i-’ongkue atuu hieno 

if 3SG-1SG.INDEP-PERF that near.past 

‘if I had been it just then’ (in your place) 

likewise in the future: ta omue, tamo omue ‘you shall, must be it’, etc. [from footnote 1, p. 180] Similarly one also finds ka 

i’amba omue… ‘and (just) then you…’, ka i’amba ontae… ‘and (just) then we…’, etc.  
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� onae-mo ka do-me-wela
30

 m-po-’ala bou kaanga-do 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-regularly PL-TRI-get fish food-3PL.POS 

 nde na-m-i hina inisa-do 

because NEG-PERF-3SG exist pestled.rice-3PL.POS 

 ‘then they constantly fetched fish as their food because there was no more of their pestled rice’ 

Next to this however there are many cases in which the words in question do not behave as adjectives (such 

behavior is rare for example with amba), so that it is better to say that the language does not draw a sharp boundary 

between adjective and adverb. Even the negative particle tai can be conjugated: 

� iwono-to pu’u-no ka no-tai l[um]eko 

3SG.INDEP-PERF base-3SG.POS and 3SG-NEG PART:go 

‘that is the reason he did not go’ [Impo] 

� onae-mo pu’u-no ka i-tai l[um]ako 

3SG.INDEP-PERF base-3SG.POS and 3SG-NEG PART:go 

‘that is the reason he did not go’ [Tinompo] 

but not nahi ‘not’, namo or nami ‘not any more’, nor napo or napi ‘not yet’, which have the conjugated form 

following: 

� onae koa ka nahi ku-liu hawe nde molai aku 

3SG.INDEP only and NEG 1SG-quickly arrive because PART:flee 1SG 

‘therefore I did not directly come because I was fleeing’ 

Both ka i-da hina… and ka da i-hina… ‘so that it still was…’ etc. occur next to each other in the same meaning.  

When next to a construction such as: 

� ba kongko-mu mahaki 

if remain-2SG.POS sick 

‘if you are still sick’31  

one encounters: 

� ba i-kongko-mu mahaki 

if 3SG-remain-2SG.POS sick 

this must be an exceptional case (see § 347). Consider also the following, which is certainly a Neubildung: 

� tembio ka i-’opaa ira-mo anu k[in]ita-ku arau? 

why and 3SG-four 3PL-PERF REL PASS:see-1SG.POS that.over.there 

‘why is it there are now four whom I see yonder?’ 

For this latter one can also say: 

                                                           
30 [Postscript, p. 180] See § 324. [footnote 2, p. 180] For that matter one can also have a verb mewela, synonymous with 

wela or pewela, for example mewela lako mo’ala, also pewela lako mo’ala ‘regularly go fetch’. The form pewela could have 

originated from mewela, since the conjugated from of mewela would naturally have the verbal noun pewela as its base. Compare: 

nde i-pewela k[um]aa-no padole-no 

because 3SG-regularly PART:eat-3SG pith-3SG.POS 

‘because again and again he ate up the pith of it’ 

Compare also w[in]ela-no ‘that which he regularly or continually does’. 

31 [footnote 1, p. 429] In similar cases kongko can dialectally have the meaning ‘continually’. 
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� tembio ka do-me-’opaa-mo ku-kita ira? 

why and 3PL-PL-four-PERF 1SG-see 3PL 

literally, ‘why is it that I see that they are four?’ (cf. § 277), in which the numeral is entirely treated as an adjective, and even 

supplied with the plural prefix me-.   

Various of the phenomena mentioned in this section are brought to attention again in other connections (see for 

example § 261).  
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[p. 181]  

CHAPTER SIX. 

ACTIVE PARTICIPLE FORMS. INDICATION OF THE 

PLURAL WITH VERBS AND ADJECTIVES. 

——————— 

220. By active participle forms of verbs one usually understands the forms which in Malay begin with mĕng- or 

bĕr-, and in Pamona begin with ma-, mo-, or me-, etc., etc., in other words the infinitive forms which do not belong 

with the passive participles or the verbal nouns (the latter of which stand between nouns and verbs). In Mori, active 

participle forms are used in the following situations:
1
 

(a) As noun modifiers (this category merges with the following category). For example: 

� limonti monako  

k.o.ant PART:steal 

‘stealing limonti’ (a species of large ant) 

� buaea mewela mo-rako mia  

crocodile PART:regularly PART:TRI-grasp person 

‘a crocodile which regularly seizes people’ 

(b) In relative clauses and clauses to be equated therewith (see §§ 209, 200, 202). 

(c) In future forms (§ 150) 

(d) As the equivalent of the Dutch active infinitive, whenever an action is spoken of in the general (whether 

there is an object or not), in the function of a subordinate infinitive, just as in related languages or as in the 

constructions treated near the bottom of p. 177, e.g.  

� mom-pari-pari mekule i raha-no 

PART:TRI-work.hard PART:return at house-3SG.POS 

‘he hastened to return home’, e.g. ‘he returned home quickly’ 

� kami aiwa mekara-kara-ako io towu miu 

1PLX.FUT come PART:have.lawsuit-APPL CN sugar.cane 2PL.POS 

‘we come to litigate about your sugar cane’ 

� mansa-no l[um]ako um-ala-o 

at.once-3SG.POS PART:go PART-get-3SG 

‘then he went taking it’ 

So also in cases such as: 

� melulu i Oleo buta-o apali 

PART:leap PN sun extract-3SG banyan 

‘Sun leaped hard to pull out a banyan tree’ (‘…and pulled out a banyan tree’) 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 181] The usual, unconjugated forms of adjectives occur in the same contexts, leaving out of consideration 

for now that no difference in form is manifested between an adjective and its corresponding nexus-substantive. 
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� i-’ala-o rani andio pudu-o rangka opaa 

3SG-get-3SG forest.gnome this break.off-3SG twig four 

‘the forest gnome took four twigs to break them off’ (‘…and broke them off’)
2
 

For more examples, see also among others the examples given in §§ 215 and 217. One can also reckon the cases in 

§§ 219 and 148 to this group. 

(e) The cases mentioned in §§ 143b and 145, to the extent that there occur therein participle forms of 

intransitive verbs and transitive verbs with indefinite objects. 

(f) Sometimes also as predicate in conjunction with a definite object when the subject precedes, for example: 

� nahi ku-hawe, nde ama-ku bongo aku 

NEG 1SG-come because father-1SG.POS thrash 1SG 

‘I didn’t come, because my father gave me a thrashing’ 

This construction however appears to be less true Tinompo and in any case a younger formation. 

(g) Conjoined with a possessive pronoun in order to express ‘the portion of it which is what the participle 

indicates’; see § 231. [p. 182] 

Plural forms, which are used whenever they make reference to a plural noun, are derived from conjugated verbs, 

participles, adjectives and the pronouns, numerals,
3
 etc. which line up with them; see §§ 219, 261, 279, etc. As is 

further explained in Chapter 9, however, these plural forms can occur alone whenever the concerned persons, 

animals, etc. are considered as individuals and not collectively, and when they number more than two. If one has to 

do with only two individuals (the plural forms are seldom used of things), then there occur forms which are 

distinguished from that of the singular only when they contain a personal pronoun (in whatever form) (cf. § 142). 

One can consider these to be dual forms. 

A treatment of the various forms, however, must be preceded by the explanation of a phenomenon which is of 

great importance in Mori grammar, namely the difference which the language makes between transitive verbs with 

definite and indefinite objects. 

221. TRANSITIVES WITH DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE OBJECTS. In Mori, participle forms with the prefix mo- which 

correspond with the mĕng- forms of Malay, the verbal ma- forms of Pamona, etc., have intransitive function
4
 even 

though as a rule they are formed from verb stems which express a transitive notion. For example, monsue means 

‘see’, with which no object is thought of, even though the concept ‘see’ is transitive, compare: nahi pon-sue
5
 

/NEG:(3SG) TRI-see/ ‘he did not see, he cannot see’, versus nahi sue-o
6
 /NEG:(3SG) see-3SG/ ‘he did not see it’.

7
  

An intransitive form of a transitive verb must always be used when the object of such a verb is indefinite (in the 

sense described below). Transitives with indefinite objects must thus be placed in line with intransitives. As well, 

then, they must have originated as expressions (probably compounds) such as ‘wood-chop’, ‘water-carry’, in which 

an intransitive was further defined by a noun (the logical object of the action expressed by the verb in question). The 

                                                           
2 [footnote 2, p. 181] Compare footnote 1 on p. 184. 

3 [Postscript, p. 182] With numerals the plural prefix is by the nature of things not obligatory, except in conjugated forms; 

see § 219. That the plural forms have also sometimes penetrated into the substantive constructions appears in the footnote to p. 

277. 

4 [footnote 1, p. 182] Cf. § 22. 

5 [footnote 2, p. 182] Concerning the conjugated forms of intransitives, see the preceding chapter. 

6 [footnote 3, p. 182] See § 151. 

7 [footnote 4, p. 182] To stay in keeping with usage adopted for related languages, it merits commendation to cite transitive 

verbs in the mo-form, and to depart from this policy only with transitive verbs whose mo-form is never or almost never used. In 

this case, the participle form with direct object (hence with third singular suffix -o; see § 151) is employed. 
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way in which these forms have developed, however, is of the nature that they can hardly be considered as 

intransitives any more, even though formally they are entirely treated as such. Any object, namely, whether singular 

or plural, which is not human, individual, definite, but makes its appearance as part (without being further specified) 

of a whole, [p. 183] a group, a collective, is taken as indefinite and thus constructed with one of the above mentioned 

forms. Thus in a sentence such as ‘Today we shall eat the cow which was slaughtered yesterday’,
8
 in Mori only a 

form with definite object can be used, if one’s intention is to refer to the entire animal. If one intends, however, to 

say that today one shall eat a portion of the flesh, and the rest keep until later (e.g. ‘we shall eat of the cow…’), then 

in Mori one can only use an indefinite object form, because in that case which part of the cow shall be eaten at the 

specified time, and which part not, is not indicated. In this case one is dealing with a part of the whole (namely the 

cow) which has not been further specified.  

The following examples serve as illustrations of this rule: 

� hina-o mia anu metii te’inso i langi i wita  

exist-3SG person REL PART:descend be.from at sky at earth  

 andio, mong-kaa mia, nee-no i Kalamboro 

this PART:TRI-eat person name-3SG.POS PN Kalamboro 

 ‘there once was someone who descended from the heavens to this earth, a man-eater, his name was 

Kalamboro’ 

� onae-mo ka i-pon-tena i Numunuo otolu ira mia mota’u 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-TRI-order PN Numunuo three 3PL person old 

‘then Numunuo sent three of the old people out’ (thus three individuals, not further specified, of the 

group of mia mota’u present in the village) 

� onae-mo ka i-lako mom-poboi wali-no i Buaea 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-go PART:TRI-call friend-3SG.POS PN crocodile 

‘then Crocodile when to call (some) comrades of his’ (not: his comrades) 

� nahi tehine i-hawe-o-mo umbele-do bonti, onae-mo  

NEG long.time 3SG-meet-3SG-PERF mudhole-3PL.POS wild.pig 3SG.INDEP-PERF  

 i-po-’inu 

3SG-TRI-drink 

 ‘it wasn’t long before she found a mud hole which was used by the wild pigs as a bathing place, and 

drank thereof (a portion of the contents which is not further defined)’ 

� nahi ku-behe ari ongkue mo-’ala bonti atuu 

NEG 1SG-want first 1SG.INDEP PART:TRI-get wild.pig that 

‘I will not take such a wild pig!’ (not: ‘take that wild pig’) 

� mo’unde-o-mo kombia-no tama andio, onae-mo ka 

PART:rejoice-3SG-PERF spouse-3SG.POS man this 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 

 i-lako ta mo-’opu woliko; nahi tehi-tehine telendo 

3SG-go 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-pick toadstool NEG REDP-long.time slipped 

 i-po-landa woliko moboo 

3SG-TRI-tread toadstool rotten 

 ‘the man’s wife was happy, therefore she set out on the way to pick toadstools; but it was only a short 

while that she slipped on account of stepping on a/some rotten toadstool(s)’ 

                                                           
8 [Postscript, p. 182] The example ‘to eat’ is less well chosen; see footnote 1, p. 307. 
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� anu-mo k[in]aa miu, onae-mo ngkuda ku-pong-kaa 

REL-PERF PASS:eat 2PL.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF 1SG.ADD 1SG-TRI-eat 

‘whatever is your food, I will eat of it also’ 

� po-biniki-mo anu otolu andio (Old Testament) 

TRI-choose-PERF REL three this 

‘choose one of these three (things)’ 

Owing to the existence of a transitive form with indefinite object, the language can express itself here succinctly and 

at the same time completely clearly. 

As has already emerged from the preceding examples, the definiteness or indefiniteness of the object in Mori is 

not of the same nature as that which is expressed by definite and indefinite articles in Dutch (or what line up with 

them in this respect). Compare further the following examples, in which occur what in the mind of a Mori speaker is 

a definite object, but which however has not been aforementioned and so is translated employing an indefinite 

article: [p. 184]  

� i-’ala-o rani andio pudu-o rangka opaa,  

3SG-get-3SG forest.gnome this PART:break.off-3SG twig four  

 ka i-wee-ako-no i Rintago 

and 3SG-give-APPL-3SG PN Rintago 

 ‘the forest gnome broke off four twigs and gave them to Rintago’
9
 

� melulu i Oleo buta-o apali, ka i-lako paho-ako-no i Wula 

leap PN Sun extract-3SG banyan and 3SG-go plant-APPL-3SG PN moon 

 a n-toro ulu-no; mo-mbalo i Wula l[um]ako um-ala-o 

at LG-crown head-3SG.POS PART:TRI-repay PN Moon PART:go PART-get-3SG 

 nohu langkai, melulu paho-ako-no i Oleo a n-toro ulu-no 

rice.mortar large PART:leap plant-APPL-3SG PN Sun at LG-crown head-3SG.POS 

 ‘Sun leaped away hard, pulled a banyan tree out of the ground, and planted it for Moon on her crown; 

taking revenge, Moon took a large rice mortar, leaped hard and planted it for Sun on her crown’ 

It scarcely needs to be mentioned that the topic of definiteness in Mori has by no means been exhausted by what 

has been said here.
10

 

222. The participles of transitives with definite object are formed in various ways. One of the personal pronouns 

discussed in § 143 is always suffixed, of which the third singular form o may be mentioned as representative (cf. 

§ 151). When one has to do with a primary stem (that is to say a stem which contains no affixes, at any rate no affix 

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 184] See § 220d. Whenever a derivation of the stem ala ‘take’ is followed by another verb in participle form, 

the former is often left untranslated; similarly lako ‘go’ is often used as an inchoative particle.  

10 [Postscript, p. 184] As a small amplification, note that when a thing is spoken of in general, the form with definite object is 

used, for example: 

sekonopo kosume i-tunu-o ka i-kaa-no 

even locust 3SG-roast-3SG and 3SG-eat-3SG 

‘even the locust he roasted and ate’ 

Once can also say: 

sekonopo kosume, mon-tunu ka i-kaa-no 

even locust PART:TRI-roast and 3SG-eat-3SG 

‘even locusts, he roasted some of them and ate them up’ 

but not *sekonopo kosume i-pontunu… 
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which is still felt to be as such), then the singular (and thus also the dual) is formed with the help of the infix -um-, 

infixed after the initial consonant of the stem, e.g. k[um]ita-o ‘seeing him, her, it’ (k[um]ita aku ‘seeing me’, etc.). If 

the verb stem is formed by reduplication, then the same rule applies, e.g. k[um]i-kita-o and k[um]ita-kita-o, from 

respectively mongkikita ‘(for some time) look at’, and mongkita-kita ‘look at awhile, examine, research’. But if the 

stem begins with a labial sound (b, p, w, mb, mp), -um- does not occur;
11

 however next to wuwu-o ‘caught it in a 

trap’, w[um]uwu-o also occurs. Examples are: 

� onae-mo ka i-pari-pari-o b[Ø]unto-o penaa-no 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-work.hard-3SG PART:restrain-3SG spirit-3SG.POS 

‘then she persevered (continued) to restrain her spirit’ 

� popau-mosa’o ira 

speak-bad 3PL 

‘speaking badly of them’ 

In the plural these stems take the prefix me- and thus when possible prenasalizing of the initial stem consonant,
12

 

e.g. mengkita-o ‘seen him/her/it’ (of a plural subject). The forms of the plurals are thus not derived from that of the 

singular, but are formed in entirely different ways. The following examples can serve as illustrations: 

� i Numunuo ka mokole andio ka luwu-no mia anu  

PN Numunuo and ruler this and all-3SG.POS person REL  

 t[um]onda ira m-po’ia ira-mo a n-tangoa anu w[in]angu-do  

PART:follow 3PL PL-live 3PL-PERF at LG-hut REL PASS:build-3PL.POS 

 mia anu men-tonda-o manu-manu andio 

person REL PL-follow-3SG bird this 

 ‘Numunuo and the mokole and all the people who followed them
13

 went and lived in the (temporary) huts 

set up by the people who were following the bird’ 

� mansa-do m-pekule mia andio-do i inia-do,  

at.once-3PL.POS PL-return people this-3PL.POS at village-3PL.POS 

 ko-hawe-hawe-do mem-pau-o pe’oliwi-no i Sinongi andio  

at-REDP-come-3PL.POS PL-speak-3SG news-3SG.POS PN Sinongi this 

 ‘when these men had returned to their village, as they arrived they shared Sinongi’s news’ [p. 185]  

� nahi tehine me-hawe ira-mo mbo’u mia anu osio 

NEG long.time PL-arrive 3PL-PERF also people REL nine 

 laa-no karu-do, men-sapoi-o i Kontino   

segment-3SG.POS leg-3PL.POS PL-attack-3SG PN Kontino 

 ‘after a little while there also came people whose legs consisted of nine sections to fight against Kontino’ 

The secondary stems follow the same rule as the primary stems, with the exception of stems prefixed with p-forms as 

brought to attention in § 223. (In the last example above the stem sapoi contains an -i suffix.) 

It must still be noted that not all stems with transitive meaning from which a mo-form can be derived, can also 

have a transitive form with -um-, etc. Thus next to monako ‘steal’ (see § 27) stands the transitive form with direct 

object monako-o ‘steal it’ (cf. § 223) (monako and momponako may be used interchangeably when the object is 

                                                           
11 [footnote 2, p. 184] Compare the treatment of -um- beginning in § 365. 

12 [footnote 3, p. 184] See §§ 19 and 28. 

13 [footnote 4, p. 184] These people thought of as a group, as is evident from the singular form tumonda ira. 
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indefinite). Concerning these and similar forms, which are not directly derived from the stem but from the active 

verbal noun, see Chapter 7. 

223. In the participle forms of secondary stems derived with prefixes beginning with p (except pa-), and which 

have a definite object, an m occurs in place of this p, such as emerges from the following examples: 

 INDEFINITE OBJECT DEFINITE OBJECT (3SG) 

 mom-pepate mepate-o ‘kill’ 

mom-poboi moboi-o ‘call, invite’ 

mom-potuwu motuwu-o ‘support, raise, nurture’ 

mom-pepelabu mepelabu-o ‘request to be armored’ 

mom-pokopingko mokopingko-o ‘finish up’ 

mom-poko’ala moko’ala-o ‘able to get’ 

Compare however mom-patudu ‘warn, caution, admonish’ versus patudu-o ‘warn him/her’. 

In many of the above cases the p is to be considered as original (as in mompepate, Pamona mampepate (Adriani 

1911:368), etc., in mompotuwu and mompokopingko, which are formed with the general IN causative prefix po-, and 

etc.) and thus disappears in participle forms with definite objects. This however is not always required to be the case. 

Thus one finds the potential prefix mompoko-, moko-…-o (see the last example above) back in Tontemboan (Adriani 

& Adriani-Gunning 1908:107) and Sangirese (Adriani 1893:113) in the form maka- (for that matter, moko- also 

occurs in Mori with intransitive stems). The mompoko- form of this prefix in Mori, then, first originated as a 

participle-form-cum-indefinite-object, thus mompoko’ala occurs next to ku-poko’ala-o (‘I can take it’) just as 

monsue stands next to ku-sue-o ‘I see it’; conversely a participle form such as motuwu-o could have arisen from the 

conjugated form ku-potuwu-o (‘I supported, raised him’) etc., just as the participle molai ‘go at a run’ appears next 

to the conjugated form ku-polai ‘I go at a run’, etc. All these Neubildungen in Mori can thus be ascribed to analogy, 

and from the requirement of the language to always [p. 186] have two different forms of the active participle. The 

fact that secondary stems prefixed with pa- do not have definite object participles with ma- is completely in harmony 

with this explanation. The Mori do not know any (more) verbs which contain the prefix ma-,
14

 so that for the origin 

of forms such as *matutu-o the analogy is missing.  

The plural of the above participles with definite object are formed by prenasalization of the p with which the 

(secondary) stems of the verbs in question begin, whether or not it is attended by prefixation with me- (as a rule me- 

is omitted, except for stems with pa-, where it is obligatory; cf. § 224 ff.). With the forms mepate-o ‘kill it’, etc. 

mentioned above belong thus the plural forms (sometimes one still finds me- added to forms such as these): 

 DEFINITE OBJECT (3SG), 

PLURAL SUBJECT 

 m-pepate-o ‘kill’ 

m-poboi-o ‘call, invite’ 

m-potuwu-o ‘support, raise, nurture’ 

m-pepelabu-o ‘request to be armored’ 

m-pokopingko-o ‘finish up’ 

m-poko’ala-o ‘able to get’ 

as well as mem-patudu-o ‘warn him/her’. Such plural forms occur in the following examples: 

� onae-mo ka do-m-pekule ira m-pepate-o i Re’a 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-return 3PL PL-kill-3SG PN Turtle 

‘then they returned to kill Turtle’ 

                                                           
14 [footnote 1, p. 186] For a certain exception, see § 300. 
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� nahi kita m-pokom-pe’iwali-ako ira 

NEG 1PLN.FUT PL-POTENT-wage.war-APPL 3PL 

‘we shall not be able to wage war against them’ 

� onae-mo ka do-wela m-pewowolo-o isua ari  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-regularly PL-remember-3SG where first  

 po’ia-nga-no Moiki anu n[in]ee-no poponggu andio  

live-NZR-3SG.POS Moiki REL PASS:name-3SG.POS k.o.bird this 

 ‘therefore they continually thought about it, where possibly was Moiki located, that had been mentioned 

by the poponggu bird’ 

� to-mem-pari-pari-o, do-potae, mem-po-tii-ako-no ihi-no  

1PLN-PL-work.hard-3SG 3PL-say PL-CAUS-descend-APPL-3SG content-3SG.POS  

 bangka-to 

boat-1PLN.POS 

 ‘let us hasten, said His Grace, to unloading the contents of our boats for him’ 

� umari do-men-tutuwi-ako-no lewe ngkeu ka do-’amba mem-po’aha-o 

finish 3PL-PL-cover-APPL-3SG leaf tree and 3PL-then PL-shoulder-3SG 

‘after they had covered him with tree leaves, they took him on their shoulders’ 

� ka do-’amba mem-patudu-o 

and 3PL-then PL-warn-3SG 

‘and then they gave him a warning’ 

See further the treatment of the relevant prefixes in Chapter 12. 

224. The plural of participles of transitive verbs with indefinite objects and of intransitives which begin with an 

m- prefix are formed in the same way as that of the participles which begin with mo- or me- with definite objects 

which are discussed in § 223, e.g. monako ‘steal’, plural mponako, melonso ‘spring’, plural mpelonso (in this case it 

is not the stem, but rather the active verbal noun form, which is prenasalized). Intransitives with the infix -um- form 

their plural in the same way as the -um- forms mentioned in § 222, thus lumako ‘go’, plural melako; sumomba ‘sail’, 

plural mensomba, etc. Also the plural of adjectives are formed by prefixing me-, thus possibly followed by 

prenasalization of the initial consonant,
15

 for example mate ‘dead’, plural memate; tuwu ‘living’, plural mentuwu. 

[p. 187]  

With te-forms (whether derived from verb stems or true adjectives), as a rule only prenasalization occurs, 

although a certain number are once in a while prefixed with me-, for example: 

� (me)n-tekuda ira ‘they were/are, etc. angry’ 

PL-angry 3PL 

� (me)n-tedonta ira ‘they fell’ 

PL-fallen 3PL 

� nahi do-n-tepo-kita ‘they didn’t see each other’ 

NEG 3PL-PL-RECIP-see 

This rule also applies when te- constitutes part of a verb form, for example: 

                                                           
15 [footnote 3, p. 186] See also § 114. 
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� (me)n-te’alaki-o  ‘they were able to climb’ 

PL-able.climb-3SG 

Compare this with the singular participle forms tume’alaki-o and monte’alaki (respectively definite and indefinite 

object). 

Also me- can be omitted with adjectives with the prefix popo-, e.g. (me)mpoponangi, plural of poponangi (to 

emerge victoriously from battle). Finally the plurals of conjugated verb forms are formed in the same way as the 

corresponding participles, and thus correspond, save for the prefixed pronouns, entirely with the latter. Examples can 

be found in the following sentences: 

� mansa-do m-pekule ka do-me-hawe ira’ai, ka  

at.once-3PL.POS PL-return and 3PL-PL-arrive over.there and  

 do-me-sampa-o bonti anu p[in]ongko-’ala-do andio 

3PL-PL-divide.into.pieces-3SG wild.pig REL PASS:POTENT-get-3PL.POS this 

 ka do-m-po-nahu ka do-’amba m-pong-kaa. 

and 3PL-PL-TRI-cook and 3PL-then PL-TRI-eat 

 ‘after they had returned and had arrived there, they cut to pieces the wild pigs they had captured, cooked 

and then ate’ 

� onae-mo ka do-m-po-tii i Toto’iki 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-CAUS-descend PN Toto’iki 

‘then they brought Toto’iki down (from the house)’ 

� onae-mo ka do-n-teriso luwu-do anu m-pepaekompo, 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-discuss all-3PL.POS REL PL-be.full.siblings 

 do-m-potae… 

3PL-PL-say 

 ‘then they all discussed, the brothers and sisters (the ones who were brothers and sisters), and they 

said…’ 

� tabulu te’ingka i-me-ronge aku-mo koru-koru, 

when soon 2PL-PL-hear 1SG-PERF crack-crack 

 i-mem-pewinso luwu, aku-mo pakuli komiu 

2PL-PL-enter all 1SG.FUT-PERF medicate 2PL 

 ‘when you hear me in a little bit going “crack, crack” (making a cracking sound), then all of you come in 

and I will treat you with medicine’ 

� ira tai me-mate ba do-m-poturi-mo koa, 

3PL.FUT NEG PL-die if 3PL-PL-sleep-PERF only 

 ba nahi do-m-pon-sue mem-po-’ungke kaanga-do? 

if NEG 3PL-PL-TRI-see PL-TRI-seek food-3PL.POS 

 ‘should they not die if they only but sleep, if they could not see to seek their food (namely, on account of 

if it were always night)?’ 

225. The Mori plural is thus formed via prenasalization (where this is possible) of the stem form of the form of 

the nexus-substantive of a verb or an adjective, whether or not it is attended by prefixing with me-. On grounds of the 

parallels in Sangirese,
16

 one can consider the forms without me- to be shortenings of those with me-, even though 

even without me- the prenasalization already has a pluralizing effect (see § 21). Also in olden times this must have 

                                                           
16 [footnote 1, p. 187] In many respects Sangirese me- corresponds with Mori me-; confer Adriani (1893:110 ff., 208 ff.) 
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already been the case with me- or its older form mi-,
17

 which is in harmony with the striving, conative meaning which 

is peculiar to me- in so many cases (see § 311 ff.); (me- is also followed by prenasalization in the meaning of ‘ridden 

with…’, with which the plural-marking function of me- links up). One can thus say that, even though plural forms are 

not infrequently made through [p. 188] expansion of the prefixes,
18

 the choice of the prefix used for that purpose is 

not—at any rate not always—immaterial, but is determined by the nature thereof. 

As a rule, a participle form never serves as the foundation for a conjugated verb. Thus where the stem cannot 

occur as the base (such as with intransitives and transitives with indefinite objects), the mark of plural is attached to 

the form of the verbal noun.  

See further § 326 concerning what has been said in this section. 

                                                           
17 [footnote 2, p. 187] See Lafeber (1922:45). 

18 [footnote 1, p. 188] See Adriani (1893:111 ff.). Compare also forms such as Pamona ma(m)poturumo sa! ‘Go lie down, 

why don’t you?’, ma(m)powosemo sa! ‘Row, why don’t you?’, ma(ng)kayoremo sa! ‘Just go to sleep!’, etc. 
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[p. 189]  

CHAPTER SEVEN. 

THE VERBAL NOUN. 

——————— 

226. Just as in other related languages, the active verbal noun in Mori is characterized by a prefix beginning 

with p, corresponding with the m-prefix of the corresponding participle, for example melempa ‘go, run’, verbal noun 

pelempa; modoa ‘count’, verbal noun podoa. Intransitives whose participle is formed with the infix -um- (in the 

plural with me-) and thus do not begin with m, use the stem as the verbal noun, for example lumako ‘go’, verbal noun 

lako. In certain circumstances these forms can be provided with a plural marker (see footnote 1, p. 277). 

Only verbal nouns of intransitives and transitives with indefinite objects are found, there being no verbal nouns 

which correspond to transitive verb stems with definite object. The same applies to the forms with the suffix -a 

which can be derived from verbal nouns and (in general) indicate the place or time of the performance of the action. 

Once in a while one comes across such a form the object of which presents itself as definite, but that is in appearance 

only (except in the case treated in § 228). Thus one might well translate: 

� isua po-ronge-a-mu (lele) motae maate kapala? 

where TRI-hear-NZR-2SG.POS (news) that dead village.head 

as ‘Where have you heard the news that the village head was dead?’, but this is not to say that the object of the 

hearing is also definite in Mori, as in this case what one hears is not the death of the village head, but rather the 

tidings thereof, and this need not be considered as something definite, but can be conceived of as one of the many 

communications of the fact, which had been relayed to the people. This sentence thus ought to be rendered as 

‘Where have you obtained information that the village head is dead?’. Likewise: 

� isua po-ronge-a-mu ( or: pon-to’ori-a-mu             ) lele atuu? 

where TRI-hear-NZR-2SG.POS  TRI-know-NZR-2SG.POS news that 

‘Where have you heard of such a report (of that purport)?’ 

‘Where have you come to know of that?’ 

� na-hina po-ronge-a mami ( or: pon-to’ori-a mami          ) 

NEG-exist TRI-hear-NZR 1PLX.POS  TRI-hear-NZR 1PLX.POS 

‘We have received no information about it, there is nothing posted.’ 

The verbal noun denotes the performance or the way in which the action expressed by the verb is performed, but 

only in the concrete; when the action is spoken of in general, one must use the participle (see §§ 220 and 242). 

Examples of the use of the verbal noun are (see also § 218): [p. 190]  

� po-doa-no i Nggasi buaea 

TRI-count-3SG.POS PN Tarsier crocodile 

‘Tarsier’s crocodile counting’, ‘how Tarsier counted crocodiles’ 

� mansa-do me-ronge-o i Bange pebooli-no i Tanggasi 

at.once-3PL.POS PL-hear-3SG PN Monkey call-3SG PN Tarsier 

‘when the monkeys heard Tarsier’s call…’
1
 

                                                           
1 [Translator’s note: A more exact free translation would be ‘when Monkey and those with him heard Tarsier’s call…’.] 
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� pe’u’ua-do rombia ka pae 

quarrel-3PL.POS sago and rice 

‘a quarrel between sago and rice’ 

� aku h[um]uku-ako-mu ponako-mu 

1SG.FUT PART:punish-APPL-2SG steal-2SG.POS 

‘I will punish you for your thieving’ (cf. § 369) 

� da pekule-do inso m-pominggu 

still return-3PL.POS from LG-attend.church 

‘they are still on the returning of their going to church (they have not yet come home from church)’ 

� da lako-no 

still go-3SG.POS 

‘he is still on the outward trip’
2
 

� petii-ku a uwoi pekuu-ku-mo 

descend-1SG.POS at water dive-1SG.POS-PERF 

‘when I had gone down into the water, I dived under’ 

� mansa-no l[um]ako i asa-mbali-no wala, polai-no-mo 

at.once-3SG.POS PART:go at one-side-3SG.POS fence flee-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘when he had come to the other side of the fence, away he ran’ 

� ko-hawe-no mentoro a meda, pong-kaa-no-mo 

at-arrive-3SG.POS PART:sit at table TRI-eat-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘no sooner had he come sat at the table than in he delved’
3
 (cf. § 249) 

Sometimes the meaning of the verbal noun develops into that of the object of the action, such as in potae 

‘saying’, and thence also ‘that which someone says’ (potae-no aroa-no or just potae-no means ‘he thought, meant’, 

literally ‘the saying of his inside was…’). Compare also penaa ‘breath’ with menaa ‘breathe’; powadi ‘a kind of 

short song’ with mowadi ‘recite or sing such a song’; petingke ‘tingke song’ with metingke ‘sing such a song’ 

(J. Kruyt 1924:173). In this last case the verbal noun has become a true substantive. Cf. § 228. 

� po-hawe-ku-mo, onae-mo ku-wee-ko 

TRI-encounter-1SG.POS-PERF 3SG.INDEP-PERF 1SG-give-2SG 

‘what I get, that I (will) give you’ 

227. The verbal noun is also used in a number of languages to designate a person (or also an animal) who either 

is in the habit of performing the action or being in the condition described by the root. Perhaps in this case one is 

actually dealing with another prefix (pa-, po-), homophonous with that of the verbal noun, such that the two 

formatives have blended with each other.
4
 In Mori this [p. 191] meaning is not found very often. Examples are: 

                                                           
2 [footnote 1, p. 190] Compare the nominal construction with nepa in Pamona. 

3 [footnote 2, p. 190] Compare Adriani (1931:443–444). Since these forms have the same meaning as those with the prefix 

ko-, thus kopekukumo, kopolainomo, kopongkaanomo (see § 345), it is not excluded that in these cases ko- has been omitted. 

4 [footnote 4, p. 190] Arguments for this interpretation include: (a) the absence of this function of the verbal noun in a 

number of languages, for example in Pamona and Tagalog, which languages nonetheless do have nomina insturmenti of this form 

(Pamona however does use verbal nouns preceded by to- in this function, which one can explain from the need to differentiate, in 

which case the verbal noun in Pamona must have rightly also had this function); (b) the occurrence of vocational titles and the 

such with m-prefixes in languages such as Sangir and Tagalog; (c) the occurrence of derivations such as the above from nouns, 

for example in Malay and perhaps also in the languages of Central Celebes (see § 301); (d) the fact that the verbal noun in its 

usual function does not refer to an action in general but rather to a concrete case, while the nomina actoris referred to here tends 

to designate just persons and animals which usually or in general perform the action or are characterized thereby. 
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� dahu po-rako 

dog TRI-catch 

‘a dog which is a catcher, which captures much wild game’ 

� po-rako bonti 

TRI-catch wild.pig 

‘catcher of wild pigs’ 

� pon-tele uho 

TRI-swallow periwinkle 

‘periwinkle swallower’ (name of a fish) 

� po-wo’ohi sempe 

TRI-wash plate 

‘dish washer’ 

� po-’ala uwoi 

TRI-get water 

‘water fetcher’ 

� po-lombo 

TRI-wash.clothes 

‘clothes washer’ 

� pehalo 

fetch.charcoal 

‘charcoal hauler’ 

Assuming these expressions are used of people, they do not refer to people who in general busy themselves with 

the activity in question (the Mori people are not acquainted with any occupation such as ‘clothes washer’), but 

people who are used by others for such an activity or who among the members of his group excels therein; thus one 

does not apply them to oneself, but always with respect to others, thus: 

� po-’ala mami uwoi 

TRI-get 1PLX.POS water 

‘our water fetcher’ 

� po-lombo miu 

TRI-wash.clothes 2PL.POS 

‘your clothes washer’ 

� pong-kaa mami hadio 

TRI-eat 1PLX.POS many 

‘our many eater, our eating champion’
5
 

These forms thus allow themselves to be considered as nomina instrumenti (see below) (‘that which one uses to 

fetch water with’, etc.), and are also felt to be such by the Mori themselves. This is not applicable to an expression 

such as pontoto iki, literally ‘the tail chopper offer’, in other words the one who must throw last, a technical term 

used when playing with marbles or candlenuts. In order to designate people who perform a certain activity as a fixed 

occupation, usually a compound with puu is used, e.g. puu monahu, also as well puu nahu ‘cook’, while forms with 

pake- serve to designate persons who usually perform a certain activity or who are competent therein (see § 354). 

                                                           
5 [footnote 1, p. 191] In Mori they hold eating contests, and tell stories of people who have eaten an entire carabao calf at one 

go.  
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228. The verbal noun also has the meaning of ‘that with which the action is performed, that which is used to 

perform the action’, which can be derived from the function just treated above in § 227, but which can also be linked 

up with the usual function of the verbal noun (see the conclusion of § 226; a clear example in English is ‘reward’, 

actually ‘the act of rewarding’). 

This meaning of the verbal noun is very common in Mori, for example pompowee ‘gift’ (from mompowee 

‘give’); peki’ue ‘homage’ (from meki’ue ‘be subordinate, render homage, pay tribute’); pongkaa ‘with which one 

eats’ (side dish or whatever else); po’inu ‘with which one drinks’; compare also: 

� onae-mo ka i-po-wawa petotowo-no manu mpute 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-TRI-bring meeting.gift-3SG.POS chicken white 

‘then he took as his meeting gift a white chicken’ (mototowo means ‘go meet with someone’) 

� asa-mbali-no koa pelempa-ku 

one-side-3SG.POS only walk-1SG.POS 

‘I can only walk on one side’ 

� po-wutu asa m-pali 

TRI-bind one LG-loop 

‘binding which is wound one time’ 

� pom-paka boe 

TRI-feed domesticated.pig 

‘pig fodder’ 

� komba po-mbio-ku sangka wulaa 

by.no.means TRI-do.what-1SG.POS thing gold 

‘I can do nothing with gold objects, I have no gold objects on’ 

� sine po-karansa-no beine bou nahi komba owu,  

but TRI-scale-3SG.POS woman fish NEG by.any.means machete  

 kuku-no koa 

nail-3SG.POS only 

 ‘but that which the woman used in order to scale fish (the woman’s fish-scaling instrument) was not a 

machete, but her nails’ [p. 192]  

In apposition with another substantive (sometimes with prenasalization): 

� piso pon-sumbele 

knife TRI-slaughter 

‘slaughtering knife’ 

� doi po-’oli-do pae 

coin TRI-buy-3PL.POS rice 

‘the coins with which they bought rice’ 

� keu po-nahu 

wood TRI-cook 

‘firewood’ 

� ngisi m-po-ngai 

tooth LG-TRI-chew 

‘molars’ lit. ‘chewing teeth, teeth with which one chews’ 
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� sangka m-pon-nahu 

thing LG-TRI-cook 

‘cook thing’ 

� sangka m-po-’angga 

thing LG-TRI-work 

‘work tools’ 

The latter can also be sangka monahu, sangka mo’angga, see § 242. 

Forms such as these have on more than one occasion become regular substantives, for example: 

� po’isa ‘rice pestle’ 

� powemba ‘lance with one barbed hook’ (from mowemba ‘hunt’) 

� porombi ‘knocker, used in tapping palm toddy’ 

� pompo’aha ‘shoulder’ (with mompo’aha ‘carry on the shoulders’, thus ‘that with which one carries on the 

shoulders’) 

� po’anda ‘climbing perch’ (fish species), literally ‘lure animal’, compare mo’anda ‘hunt for large fish by 

putting a small po’anda on the hook; catch carabaos with the help of a tame lure carabao; hunt deer while 

one is sitting on a carabao, which the deer do not run away from’ (mo’anda rusa); such a lure carabao is 

also called an ambau po’anda, etc. 

Whenever the verbal noun has this meaning and is derived from a transitive verb stem, the rule does not apply 

which is ordinarily taken into consideration with these forms with respect to a possible object. Namely the object can 

also be definite as in the following examples: 

� keu po-nahu inahu andio 

wood TRI-cook vegetables this 

‘the wood for cooking these vegetables’ 

� sabo po-lombo-ku lemba-ku 

soap TRI-wash-1SG.POS clothes-1SG.POS 

‘the soap with which I washed my clothes’ 

� pom-paka-ku sangka andio 

TRI-feed-1SG.POS thing this 

‘that with which I starched these clothes’ 

� pena po-buri-ku wunta andio 

pen TRI-write-1SG.POS letter this 

‘the pen with which I wrote this letter’ 

It is also possible for a corresponding form with the suffix -a to have a definite object, e.g.: 

� komboko po-naa-pa inisa mami 

basket TRI-store-LOCN pestled.rice 1PLX.POS 

‘the basket in which our pestled rice is stored’ 

Undoubtedly we are here dealing with a more recent development, namely that these forms have come to signify a 

thing with which (or in which or on which) an action takes place, so that the action as such comes less in the 

foreground. This spreading of the function of po- forms undoubtedly hangs together with the fact that a 

corresponding form for transitives with definite object is non-existent. The verb stem itself can and does function as 
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a kind of verbal noun, as shall appear in § 230, but in the first place this applies only to a limited number of 

transitives and in the second place this form is passive, so that a suffixed possessive pronoun cross-references the 

patient and thus the possibility does not exist of making the agent known through such a pronoun. The forms with 

po- remain active verbal substantives under all circumstances, the agent of which must be constructed with a genitive 

or possessive pronoun and the patient as an ordinary direct object. 

229. In this way also the meaning of a verbal noun of a verb with reciprocal meaning can best be explained, 

[p. 193] namely ‘someone who (or that which) to another or together with another (indicated by the possessive 

pronoun attached to the form) stands in the relationship or performs the reciprocal action expressed by the verb’. For 

example: 

� peluluku-no 

wrestle.each.other-3SG.POS 

‘the one with whom he wrestles, his opponent in wrestling’ 

� pe-sambe-sambe’e-ku 

INTR-REDP-friend-1SG.POS 

‘someone with whom I maintain a bond of friendship’ 

� asa-po mbo’u kalamboro pebobatu-no 

one-INCOMP again people.eater fight.with.swords-3SG.POS 

‘there was still another people eater with whom he fought (with his sword)’ 

� pe-’asa-nee-ku 

INTR-one-name-1SG.POS 

‘my namesake, a namesake of mine’ 

� pe-tengi-tengi-’inia-do 

INTR-REDP-within.sight-village-3PL.POS 

‘the one who lives in a neighboring village of theirs’
6
 

� pe’o’aro-no 

face.each.other-3SG.POS 

‘the one situated right opposite him’ 

� petaro-no raha-do Kumisi 

face.each.other-3SG.POS house-3PL.POS district.head 

‘the house opposite that of the District Head’s’ 

� pe-poku-pokuu-no 

INTR-REDP-dunk.the.head-3SG.POS 

‘his companion in dunking each other’s heads under water (mompokuu)’ 

Similar forms also occur of adjectives with reciprocal meaning, e.g.: 

� tepo-to’ori-to 

RECIP-know-1PLN.POS 

‘an acquaintance of ours’ 

� tepo-rumpa-ku 

RECIP-advance-1SG.POS 

‘the one whom I advanced against (and he me)’ 

                                                           
6 [from main text, p. 193] The meaning of metengi-tengi-’inia-do is ‘their villages are neighboring villages’, that is to say no 

other villages lie in between. 
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� tepo-’ehe-ku 

RECIP-want-1SG.POS 

‘the one whom I like (and he me)’ 

� mambe-hohawa-ku 

RECIP-have.compassion-1SG .POS 

‘the one toward whom I feel inclined (and he me)’ 

� tepo-rangku mami 

RECIP-close.by 1PLX.POS 

‘someone who lives in our neighborhood’ 

� pada-tama-no 

equal-male-3SG.POS 

‘his fellow warrior’ 

See also the following section. 

230. The stem of a transitive verb is passive and can in certain cases occur as a passive verbal noun (always 

modified by a possessive pronoun or in some other way). The active form with the prefix po- thus stands opposite the 

passive without po- in completely the same function. The language user must learn in which cases such forms can be 

used, and in which meaning. Examples are: 

� weweu-no ‘the way in which it is made, done, etc.’ 

� pepate-no ‘that which he was killed with’  

� songka-no ‘that which it was measured with’ 

� sepi-no ‘that which he/she/it was hit with’ (compare monsepi ‘hit with something flexible’) 

� tunduhi-no ‘that which he/she/it was hit with’ (compare montunduhi ‘hit with a stick or other non-flexible 

object’) 

� doa(no) ‘number’, literally ‘that which something is counted with’, compare podoa ‘figure, cipher’ 

� e’ema(no) ‘that which someone is awaited with’ (e.g., rice wine) 

� paka-no boe ‘that which the pigs are fed with’ (the same as pompaka boe, see § 228) 

� poboi-no nggapu ‘that which a cat is called with’ (namely, the high-pitched call nggurrrrr, where r 

represents a rolled r sound) 

� karuti-no bandera ‘flag pole’ (compare mongkaruti ‘supply something with a pole or support, for 

example a stand of sugarcane which has fallen over’) 

� moroso koa ke tanggo-no? 

tight only INTERROG bind-3SG.POS 

‘Is it tightly bound?’ 

� kulambu anu tekosi ntu’u horu-no 

curtain REL beautiful truly weave-3SG.POS 

‘a curtain which was woven very beautifully’ 
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� nahi moiko nahu-no inahu andio 

NEG good cook-3SG.POS vegetable this 

‘these vegetables are not cooked well’ 

These forms are also often in apposition with another substantive. For examples [p. 194] with the prefix ko- (which 

can be formed of various transitives) see § 345.  

The passive verbal noun is also found in compounds with kona ‘hit, touched, affected’, e.g.: 

� kona wuno 

hit throw 

‘hit by a throw’ 

� singkelere tewala poho-pohona i-’u’uni, pengkonaa-no ta hina 

k.o.bird when REDP-once 3SG-sound meaning-3SG.POS 3SG.FUT exist 

 mia kona rako buaea 

person hit seize crocodile 

 ‘whenever the singkelere bird makes a sound one time, it means that there shall be someone who will be 

grabbed by a crocodile’ 

� ka i-lako pau-ako ira mia mota’u-no mia anu  

and 3SG-go say-APPL 3PL person old-3SG.POS person REL  

 kona ng-kaa andio 

hit LG-eat this 

 ‘and he went and informed his elders (a remaining blood relationship of the older generation) of the eaten 

up ones’ 

In the last case the form with kona is chosen because kinaa is a regular substantive that has the meaning ‘cooked 

rice’. Kona wuno and kona rako differ from the corresponding -in- forms winuno and rinako in that the latter only 

mean ‘that which is thrown, seized’ without implying whether or not the actions achieved their goal. 

The passive verbal nouns of reciprocal verbs with mompo-, mentioned in § 342, can have a meaning which 

corresponds to that named in § 229, for example: 

� potaro-no ‘that which is placed against it’ (compare mompotaro ‘place against each other’) 

� posunsu-no ‘that which is placed on or under or next to it’ (compare momposunsu ‘place on, etc. each 

other, of things which fit with each other’) 

� pokalo-no ‘that which one makes fit in it’ (compare mompokalo ‘fit together’) 

In some cases a verb stem is in use as a substantive, while nevertheless the same stem can occur as a passive 

verbal noun. Thus soi-no can mean ‘its becoming or being folded, the way of folding it’ (namely the way in which 

one folds a leaf into a small cup for drinking), as well as ‘his drinking cup’ (i.e. one which is made this way out of a 

leaf); and lanso-no means not only ‘its bolt’ but also ‘the way in which it is bolted’.  

For examples of passive verbal nouns with the suffix -a, see § 381. 

231. A case such as: 

� nahi komba ondalo keke-no 

NEG: by.any.means deep dig-3SG.POS 

‘not deeply dug’ (of a hole) 
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which amounts to the same as ‘its hole was not deep’ shows how the passive verbal noun can take on a concrete 

meaning; keke-no means ‘the dug portion of it’, keke(no) batatana means ‘the ditch beside the main road’, likewise 

(compare also § 381): 

� pudu-no ‘the broken off piece’ 

� bansi-no ‘the split off portion’ 

� gondi-no ‘the snipped off piece’ 

� sesewi-no ‘the cut off portion’ 

� tiso-no ‘that for which one finds fault with it’ (compare montiso, lit., ‘point out’) 

� tata-no ‘id.’ (compare montata ‘disapprove of, chide, make comments about’) 

The passive verbal nouns which serve as measure words in combination with cardinal numbers are of the very same 

nature, see § 280. 

One also encounters similar forms of intransitives and adjectives, with the difference that with intransitives it is 

sometimes not the verbal noun but rather [p. 195] the participle which appears, which is also to be expected in that in 

this case it is not the object or the result of the action which is referred to, such as with transitives, but rather the 

portion of the concerned thing that executes the action, for example: 

� ondalo l[um]ako-no 

deep PART:go-3SG.POS 

‘the portion (of a hypodermic needle, for example) that went in, went in deep’
7
 

� opia l([um])ako-no doi-mu? 

how.much PART:go-3SG.POS coin-2SG.POS 

‘how much is the portion of your gold which has disappeared (lit. gone away)?’ 

‘how much poorer are you now?’ (by spending, by losing at gambling, etc.) 

� asa rupia s[um]ende-no (sometimes sende-no) 

one guilder PART:toss-3SG.POS 

‘the offering price has gone up a guilder’ 

� opia po’ia-no? 

how.much reside-3SG.POS 

‘how much is the remainder?’ 

� opia pekule-no? 

how.much return-3SG.POS 

‘how much is there coming back?’ for example of a payment; in this case also pokule-no, ‘that which is 

returned (mompokule) of it’ 

� poturi-no 

sleep-3SG.POS 

‘the fallen (in war)’ 

� butu koa ira’ai pontindulu-(a)-no  

merely just over.there descend-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘just yonder descends (the way)’, literally ‘just yonder is the descent (place of) it’ 

                                                           
7 [from main text, p. 195] Versus ondalo lako-no ‘it went in deep’. 
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When the base of the form is an adjective no difference is apparent, e.g. me’aa-no ‘the hollow (portion) of it’ (not 

pe’aa-no, although me’aa ‘have a hole, holes’ can be an adjective as well as a verb). Also: 

� pore-no ‘the solid portion of it’ (for example a carabao horn) 

� moboo-no ‘the portion that’s rotten’ (of meat, bananas, etc.) 

� tepudu-no ‘the broken off portion’, also ‘the point, place where the break is’, etc.
8
 

Herewith also belong expressions such as (compare also § 391): 

� na-m-i hina tuwu-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG exist live-3SG.POS 

‘there was no longer anyone (of it) living’ 

� na-m-i hina tuwu-do 

NEG-PERF-3SG exist live-3PL.POS 

‘there was no longer anyone of them living’ 

FORMS WHICH ARE DERIVED FROM THE VERBAL NOUN  

(OR FROM THAT WHICH CORRESPONDS TO IT). 

232. With these forms a difference must be made between derivations from transitive verbs and from 

intransitives or adjectives. When the verbal noun of a transitive constitutes the basis of a new derivation, such a form 

often has an emphatic, plural or intensive meaning (see Adriani 1931:188). The indefinite character of the verbal 

noun requires this. Thus one forms from po’ala, the verbal noun of mo’ala ‘take, fetch’, a form mepo’ala ‘perform a 

fetching’ (said of someone who desires to have for him or herself), e.g.: 

� tepakosi-o-mo sio pulu mia anu mo-raha  

set.apart-3SG-PERF nine ten person REL PART:TRI-construct  

 kandawari, saru-mo lako me-po’ala mbo’u 

transport.contrivance with-PERF go PART:INTR-fetching again 

 ‘there were ninety people assigned who must build a carry device and go perform a fetching (namely of 

the woman to be abducted/eloped with)’ [p. 196]  

These derivations, which thus actually are not formed with a prefix mepo- but rather consist of me- plus a verbal 

noun, and which in general indicate considerable or formal actions, seem to be found less in Mori than in Pamona, 

where the corresponding forms, prefixes with mopa-, constitute an entire class of verbs (Adriani 1931:188). Other 

examples are: 

� mepobini ‘collect the bones of a dead person’ (from mobini ‘pick up’) 

� mepobinta ‘free oneself from a ring or from some relationship to which one belongs’ (from mobinta 

‘abandon, leave behind’) 

� mepotonda (with a preposition) ‘join oneself (with), draw oneself up (with), submit oneself (to), obey’ 

                                                           
8 [footnote 1, p. 195] In Pamona one always uses in similar cases the nexus-substantive, with adjectives as well as with 

intransitives, e.g. sangkuja palai or kanjo’u nu doimu ‘how much of your gold is used up (lit. gone away)?’, ungka ire’i 

ka’osonya ‘up to here is the portion that’s rotten’, marate kabolonya ‘the hollow portion of it is long’. The difference which 

Mori makes between ondalo lumakono and ondalo lakono and the such is not expressed in this language. 
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From the last example it appears that these forms are not attended by prenasalization of the stem (which is the case 

with the verbal noun), and thus they are no longer felt to be composed of me- plus a verbal noun but rather as a 

mepo- derivation of a transitive verb stem. The same applies of the corresponding form mopa- in Pamona.
9
 

An example of a transitive form of this sort is mompobinta (compare mepobinta above), which nevertheless 

does not differ perceptibly from mobinta ‘abandon, leave behind’. 

233. That the number of examples of this construction are not great in Mori is not surprising. A special nuance 

of the plural meaning is the reciprocal (cf. § 315), and it is particularly in this direction that the forms with mepo-, 

the accidental tepo- (the most usual reflex of reciprocity) and the transitive mompo- have developed; see § 341 ff. In 

this case one is dealing with true prefixes mepo-, etc. from which at any rate tepo- has expanded its range through 

analogy, so that it is also encountered in cases in which there is no form with mo- to which one can go back to, 

namely when the root is an adjective. These are therefore handled in Chapter 12.   

Next to the above three prefixes stand mape-, mambe-, and mombe- (see § 343), which must have originated 

from ma- and pe-, the latter being the prefix of the verbal noun of a form with me-. They differ thus from the above-

mentioned prefixes in that intransitive verbal nouns, not transitive ones, serve as the base, and it appears probable to 

me that the reciprocal (plural) character of these prefixes is not to be explained from the verbal substantive but rather 

from the prefix ma- (compare Adriani 1931:147–149).  

234. The general rule also applies in Mori that, whenever new words are derived from intransitive verbs, the 

form of the verbal noun serves as the basis of the derivation (the adjectives in Mori can [p. 197] remain outside of 

consideration in that the ‘abstracts’ thereof are not distinguished by a special form). So for example from the verbs 

monako ‘steal’, momeka ‘angle’, monasa ‘fetch sago leaves in order to make roofing material’, momone (Upper 

Mori) ‘climb in a tree’—all intensive forms which can only be used intransitively—are derived the corresponding 

transitives momponako, mompomeka, momponasa and mompomone (steal something, etc.). One cannot speak of a 

prefix mompo- with these verbs, in that they consist of mo- and ponako, etc. and the stems nako, etc. are never 

themselves encountered. It is different in this respect with the corresponding group of forms beginning with mompe-, 

hence these verbs are treated separately in § 329. 

Attention must be drawn to the fact that the verbal noun is not to be found back again in all forms in which the 

above verbs can appear. Next to momponako stands the form with definite object monakoo ‘stealing it’, next to 

mompomeka stands momekao, etc.; likewise next to verbs with mompe- stand forms with definite object with 

me-…-o. This does not necessarily mean that these forms are older than those in which the p of the verbal noun 

occurs, as has already been noted in § 223. Nevertheless forms with indefinite object of the type momponako must 

be of a fairly young date, in that an indefinite object must have originally stood in compound with monako, etc., e.g. 

monako uwi ‘steal tubers’, which is still in use next to momponako uwi, but no longer forms a compound.  

In not all cases in which a prefix mompo- is encountered (assuming the po- therein does not have its own 

meaning, such as in the causative mompo-, nor does it belong to the primary or secondary stem), should one assume 

that a verbal noun lies at the basis of it. The occurrence of this prefix can be attributed to pressure from the Mori 

verbal system, that is to analogy. This appears to me to be the case with mompowee ‘give’ (of an unspecified thing to 

an unspecified person, the latter of which however in present-day Tinompo is always introduced by a preposition; 

this is true not only of mompowee but also the corresponding verbal noun along with other conjugated forms derived 

therefrom), next to which occur mowee-o (id. of an indefinite thing and a definite person) and wee-o (id. of a definite 

thing and a definite person), but yet mowee and powee are never encountered, so that one cannot very well explain 

mompowee from mo + powee, neither moweeo from mowee + o (naturally it remains possible that the forms mowee 

and powee have become lost), in order to arrive in this manner at powee-o and mompowee. Here we a dealing with a 

verb with two direct objects, which according to the meaning thus belongs with the derivations with -ako (in the 

sense of ‘to, toward’) of which the object that belongs with the verb itself is indefinite (see § 235). By analogy to 

similar constructions moweeo and mompowee must have been provided with their prefixes. To be sure, true forms 

with two indefinite objects with *mompo-…-ako to my knowledge do not occur. [p. 198] But this is, as shall appear 

in § 235, to be ascribed to peculiar circumstances, in that the corresponding conjugated and passive forms do not 

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 196] Also the causatives with mompopo- which are derived from transitives exhibit this phenomenon. 
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occur. On the basis of this fact we must well consider that mowee-o, ku-powee-o, etc. and p[in]owee are older than 

mompowee.  

235. In regard to the attachment of prefixes, no exceptions are known to the rule given at the beginning of 

section § 234 (that of § 223 must of course always be kept in consideration with this rule), such as shall emerge in 

the first part of Chapter 12. It is different with the suffixes, which in many cases have the meaning of a particle, and 

thus do not affect the form of the word to which they are attached. In this respect one need not speak of an exception 

to the rule alluded to above, because when a base and its suffix stand next to each other each in their own meaning, 

one can say in a certain sense that one isn’t dealing anymore with one, but rather with two words, even if they do 

form their own stress group. But this conceptual duality easily develops into a oneness (see for examples the forms 

with -a mentioned in § 383), and in that case one truly is dealing with an exception to the given rule. 

While in Pamona this is only applicable to suffixes which do not occur in the function of prepositions, and thus 

require no particular object (whether expressed or not), this limitation does not exist in Mori, witness forms such as: 

� mo’ipi-ako ‘dream of’ (mo’ipi adjective) 

� mate-ako ninggo ‘die of hunger’ 

� tekuda-ako ‘angry from, about, concerning’ (compare montekudaako ‘be or become angry at’) 

� molai-ako iwali, api ‘flee from the enemy, fire’ (compare mompolaiako ‘flee with’) 

� ompeda-ako ‘be close by something’ (compare mo’ompedaako ‘approach something’) 

� mentoro-ako dengko mobaho 

sit-APPL pants wet 

‘sit with wet pants, sit down with wet pants’ 

� mom-pentoro-ako dengko mobaho 

TRI-sit-APPL pants wet 

‘sit down with wet pants’ (not *‘sit with wet pants’) 

In these forms the suffix and the stem have merged as a unit to such a small degree that the linguistic instinct resists 

against prefixing transitive mo-.
10

 Nevertheless they have a transitive character, so that whenever the object is 

definite, they can occur in conjugated form without restriction, e.g.: 

� ku-mo’ipi-ako-no ana-ku 

1SG-dream-APPL-3SG child-1SG.POS 

‘I dreamed of my child’ 

and also passive participles with -in- occur, for example: 

� m[in]o’ipi-ako  

PASS:dream-APPL 

‘that of which one has dreamt’ 

� m[in]osina-ako  

PASS:stingy-APPL 

‘the one whom one is miserly toward’ 

                                                           
10 [footnote 1, p. 198] Indeed next to ime’o’aluakune ‘he favors me, he prefers me’ (compare the adjective me’alu ‘prepare 

oneself well beforehand, take more than is necessary’), a mo-form mompe’o’alu’ako is encountered, but this is an exception.  
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(for forms with -um-, see § 394), from which it appears that considering these ako-forms as consisting of two words, 

is only to be maintained up to a certain point. In some cases thus either the one or the other form can occur, such as 

in: [p. 199]  

� (mon)-teta’i-ako rea  

PART:TRI-defecate-APPL blood 

‘pass blood’ 

� (mo)-lingkau-ako onitu  

PART:TRI-afraid-APPL ghost 

‘fear, be afraid of ghosts’ 

� (mom)-pelempa-ako oliwi  

PART:TRI-go-APPL message 

‘go for a message’ 

� (mon)-tepo-’aro-ako 

PART:TRI-REFLEX-face-APPL 

‘find oneself opposite’ 

� (mon)-se’elu-ako 

PART:TRI-precede-APPL 

‘go in front of, with’ 

� s([um])e’elu-ako-no 

PART:precede-APPL-3SG 

‘precede in front of someone’ 

� (mom)-pengkena-ako 

PART:TRI-same-APPL 

‘be similar to’ 

These forms come up for discussion again in the treatment of the suffix -ako, see § 394.  

Another peculiarity of Mori which is not encountered in Pamona, is that sometimes derivations can be formed 

with mo- and a suffix, attached to the verbal noun, for example mom-pompaho-ari ‘plant (mompaho) in’ (thus with 

two indefinite objects), mom-ponaa-pari ‘lay, place (monaa) in’ (see § 379). These forms are little-used and occur, it 

seems, only with the suffix -ari, not with -ako, which is not surprising if one considers that *mompompahoako ‘plant 

in’ should not be any more clear than, nor differ in any way from mompahoako ‘plant in’ (with two indefinite 

objects; it is a different case with the form with -ari, because one can well say mompahoari-o with definite object of 

the suffix, but not *mompahoari). But there are other derivations, which connect up with *mompompahoako, which 

are indeed used, namely conjugated forms and passives with pino-…-ako, in which thus the object, in other words 

the subject of -ako is definite, but that of the verb itself is indefinite, e.g.: 

� kuro atuu do-m-pom-pokoli-ako-no wuku uho 

cook.pot that 3PL-PL-TRI-put-APPL-3SG shell periwinkle 

‘in that cook pot they put periwinkle shells’ 

� kuro atuu do-m-pokoli-ako-no wuku uho 

cook.pot that 3PL-PL-put-APPL-3SG shell periwinkle 

‘in that cook pot they put the periwinkle shells’ 

� ka i-’amba p[in]o-winso-ako ana-no balo te-’asa laa 

and 3SG-then PASS:TRI-enter-APPL child-3SG.POS bamboo VOL-one section 

‘next a section of young bamboo must be placed inside’ 
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� wunta anu w[in]inso-ako indi’upua 

paper REL PASS:enter-APPL formerly 

‘the paper which was placed inside previously’ 

� luwu-luwu-no p[in]o-naa-ako podoa 

REDP-all-3SG.POS PASS:TRI-place-APPL number 

‘everything has been numbered’ 

For further examples see § 369 and the treatment of the suffixes -ari and I-ako.  

Only when the verb is followed by one of these suffixes can the passive infix -in- be added to the verbal prefix 

po-; see §§ 294–297 (an exceptional case, however, is encountered in pinowee ‘given’ from mompowee; see further 

§ 234).  
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CHAPTER EIGHT. 

TENSE AND MOOD. 

——————— 

FUTURE TENSE. 

236. USE OF FUTURE FORMS. As was mentioned previously in § 150, Mori possesses a separate construction for 

the future tense.
1
 One can thus say that the language distinguishes two tenses. The forms which serve for the present 

and the past, however, are also used once in a while with future reference (we do this in our language also). For 

example: 

� tewala mia [m]o’ipi i-rako-o dahu, asa-lako-no 

when person PART:dream 3SG-seize-3SG dog one-way-3SG.POS 

 i-rako-o buaea 

3SG-seize-3SG crocodile 

 ‘when someone dreams that a dog seizes him, without a doubt a crocodile seizes him (he shall 

undoubtedly be seized by a crocodile)’ 

� mate-ko-mo isa’a ba ku-bongo-ko  

die-2SG-PERF genuine if 1SG-thrash-2SG  

‘you shall really die if I give you a beating’ 

So also in cases such as: 

� anu ko-’orua, onae l[um]ako i Bungku, nde  

REL ORD-two 3SG.INDEP PART:go to Bungku because  

 bungku-bungku-losu 

REDP-back-bent 

 ‘as for the second, he goes (shall, must go) to Bungku, because he has a bent back (bungku)’ 

� onae koa nae andio, ongkue mekaria-akita  

3SG.INDEP just 3SG.INDEP this 1SG.INDEP PART:care.for-APPL:1PLN  

‘come, I shall indeed now keep it for us’ 

Compare § 154; see further § 237. 

The future has a roomier usage than in our language. Just as in Pamona, for example, not only does the future 

denote a probability, but also a wish, a desire, an intention, sometimes even a certainty (compare English shall and 

will as future markers, German sollen versus Dutch zullen, etc.). Furthermore it is not always to be rendered with our 

future tense, but also once in a while with a past future, a perfect future or a pluperfect future tense, as the Mori has 

no fixed method of indicating whether or not something has come to an end, not to mention distinguishing between 

the present and the past, so that an action or state indicated by a future form can just as well be future with respect to 

the present as well as with respect to a period of time in the past, all according to circumstances. When the mention 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 200] In regard to these FORMS, in addition to §§ 150 and 142, see also Chapter 6. 
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of some other action precedes, one can render the future forms by a construction with ‘in order to…’ (compare 

§ 214). The following examples can serve as illustrations. 

� onae ka ku-poboi komiu ka i-men-to’ori-o koa 

3SG.INDEP and 1SG-call 2PL and 2PL-PL-know-3SG just 

 motae ira mem-p[in]otoro luwu mokole 

that 3PL.FUT PL-PASS:appoint all ruler 

 ‘I have summoned you all here so that you should know that they all will (must) be appointed as rulers’ 

� [m]otae i Kalamboro: kita [m]o-’inu, kita [m]epau-pau  

PART:say PN People.eater 1PLN.FUT PART:TRI-drink 1PLN.FUT PART:discuss 

‘People-eater said: We will (let us) drink and talk together’ [p. 201]  

� onae-mo ka do-me-lulu-o i Tanggasi, ira m-pepate-o  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-chase-3SG PN Tarsier 3PL.FUT PL-kill-3SG  

‘thereupon they set after Tarsier, in order to kill him’ 

� mansa-do ira m-pon-siwu,  

at.once-3PL.POS 3PL.FUT PL-TRI-make.sago.porridge.of  

 do-me-dudungku-ako-no-mo na-hina bolesa-do 

3PL-PL-have.difficulty-APPL-3SG-PERF NEG-exist k.o.large.bowl-3PL.POS 

 ‘when they were going to make sago porridge, they got into trouble because they didn’t have a bowl’ 

� ta t[in]abua  

3SG.FUT PASS:exile  

‘he must be exiled (punished with imprisonment outside Mori)’ 

� tembio ka-no
2
 iko k[um]ansai aku? 

why and-3SG 2SG.FUT PART:lance 1SG 

‘why do you want to pierce me with a lance?’ [Molongkuni] 

� mensa-ro me-hawe na mia henu iro me-leko  

at.once-3PL.POS PL-arrive CN person REL 3PL.FUT PL-go  

 men-tanu-’o na n-suai ka na sumpere nie  

PL-bury-3SG CN LG-cucumber and CN pumpkin this 

 ‘when the people had come who were to bury the cucumber and the pumpkin’ [Molongkuni] 

� suka o-lo mekarie iro ho’i koa 

because 3SG-FUT PART:care.for 3PL be.it just  

‘because she would take care of (support) them, (that was it)’ [Molongkuni] 

� ba ongkue atuu
3
 h[um]awe-o aku um-ala-o luwu  

if 1SG.INDEP that PART:find-3SG 1SG.FUT PART-get-3SG all  

‘if I had found them (instead of you), I would have taken them all’ 

                                                           
2 [from main text, p. 201] Unlike in Tinompo—see §§ 214 and 150—there follows here after ka ‘and’ the short and, indeed 

properly, prefix-form of the third person singular pronoun, to be explained from the requirement that a conjugated form must 

follow after ka; compare also the preceding example.  

3 [footnote 1, p. 201] Compare p. 108, fourth example.  
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� isema mosia ta wali-ku?
4
 

who brave 3SG.FUT companion-1SG.POS  

‘who has the courage to be my companion?’ 

� sa-mia-no koa (ta) [m]ong-kaa mo’ahi  

one-person-3SG.POS just 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-eat delicious 

‘everyone will want to eat well’ 

(in cases such as this the future marker can also be omitted). 

Also in sentences such as ku-lako ndi ondae /1SG.FUT-go with 3PL.INDEP/ ‘I give myself to them, him (polite), 

etc.’ one has to do with a future form; often just lako is used in places where one would expect the participle form 

lumako or the plural subject form melako (see footnote 1 p. 103).  

Future forms are regularly used in making requests, for example: 

� ku-mo-’ema gambere 

1SG.FUT-PART:TRI-ask.for gambier 

‘I ask for gambier’ (lit., ‘I will maybe ask for gambier’) 

and also in cases such as: 

� ko-’aiwa mo-mbio? 

2SG.FUT-come PART:TRI-do.what  

‘why have you come?’ (lit., ‘what will you come do?’) 

� o-lo minggi k[um]usui-’o i Mandealangi 

3SG-FUT want PART-delouse-3SG PN Mandealangi  

‘Mandealangi wanted to delouse him’ [Molongkuni] 

Future forms can also be used attributively, for example in sentences such as: 

� na-pi do-me-hawe mia ira me-’aiwa 

NEG-INCOMP:(3SG) 3PL-PL-arrive person 3PL.FUT PL-come  

‘the people who are to come have not yet arrived’ 

Compare § 207. If in similar cases one uses the possessive pronoun anu, then the attributive character is less clear.  

No future forms can be derived form verbal nouns. 

237. FUTURE PARTICLES. In § 150 it was already remarked that the particle ta, originally a future particle, must 

in the present language be considered a personal pronoun. The same can be said of the equivalent ke in Watu-

Karunsi’e,
5
 but not of Upper Mori olo, which besides the future particle [p. 202] lo also contains the third person 

                                                           
4 [from main text, p. 201] Compare: 

 isema mosia wali-ku t[um]aroi-o 

 who brave companion-1SG.POS PART:oppose-3SG 

 ‘who has the courage to be my companion in confronting him (together with me)?’ 

5 [footnote 2, p. 201] This ke is probably identical with the Tinompo interrogative particle ke, which dialectally and also in 

the Bungku language is encountered in the meaning ‘if’ (in Upper Mori it has coalesced with the third person singular into keno, 

for example keno iaku ‘if I am it’), while in Tinompo itself ke ba can well be used in the sense of ‘if’ (it can also mean ‘(either) 

… or’), for example: 

ke ba mia-mo koa hieno me-pau-akune kanatuu,  

if if person-PERF just near.past PL-speak-APPL:1SG like.that  
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singular pronoun o. If one should adopt that a third person singular form (i) also occurs in Upper Mori ino, then ino 

would correspond with olo; compare § 85, p. 57 and Adriani (1931:463) (Napu and Bada have ina). However, 

seeing that in Upper Mori the pronoun i is not otherwise encountered (unlike in Napu and Bada) and ino and olo 

occur next to each other in the same dialect, ino is better considered to be a counterpart to iro (compare pp. 124–

125), in which case the syllable no is the third person singular element and i- originally is an article (compare 

Javanese sira). Olo and ino can also occur combined, namely in olo ino, the same as olo mansa or ino mansa, 

Tinompo ta mansa (see § 282) ‘it may once be that, lest’, thus: olo ino lumeko ‘he may go sometime, lest he go’ 

(plural: olo iro meleko or iro mansa meleko, etc.; see also below). 

The particle lo occurs not only in the pronoun olo, but also in Upper Mori, as well as in Watu, as an indicator of 

the future in cases in which the future forms are not used in the dialects, especially after negative particles such as 

(i)ka (Upper Mori) and i (Watu), which are required to be followed by a conjugated form, thus: 

� i ku-lo l[um]ako 

NEG 1SG-FUT PART:go 

‘I shall not go’ [Watu] 

� a-mo ro-lo men-tuwu 

NEG-PERF 3PL-FUT PL-live 

‘they shall not live any longer’ [Watu] 

� maupo a wuu-nggu aso ng-kau ndo i-lo m-pong-gito 

not.even on hair-1SG.POS one LG-wood NEG.PERF 2PL-FUT PL-TRI-see 

‘you shall no longer (get to) see even one hair of mine’ [Impo] 

� mbo no-lo hawe
6
 

NEG.INCOMP 3SG-FUT come 

‘he still will not come’ [Upper Mori] 

� ka i-lo l[um]eko
7
 

NEG 2PL-FUT PART:go 

‘you two shall not go’ [Upper Mori] 

(Nevertheless, there are also used in Upper Mori constructions of the type kano iko lumeko ‘you shall not go’, in 

which -no is properly the pronominal affix of the conjugated form required by ka; see § 263.) The pronominal affix, 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

tehine-o-mo ku-tekuda-ako-no 

long.time-3SG-PERF 1SG-angry-APPL-3SG 

‘if another (or: a stranger) had just now spoken to me like that, I should have long before been angry’ 

The actual meaning of this particle may be ‘perhaps’, such as in: 

ke mate aku te’upua, sine nahi komiu men-to’ori-o 

if die 1SG day.after.tomorrow but NEG 2SG.FUT PL-know-3SG 

‘perhaps I shall die later, but you shall carry no responsibility for it’ 

But in such cases, however, there always appears to be a following constituent introduced by sine ‘but, however, nevertheless’, 

so that one could also suppose here a meaning of ‘if’, ‘when’, or even ‘whether’. The well-known uncertainty particle ba (from 

bara, compare Pamona bara ‘perhaps’, Malay barang, etc.) is comparable. In Mori ba also has the function of an interrogative 

particle (see § 201), and, in addition, to a certain extent can also be considered a future particle (see the remainder of this 

section). 

The above makes Adriani’s derivation of Mori ke from the prefix ke- (1931:248) less probable (although this is supported by 

the Minangkabau future particle ka, and Mori maka ‘if’; see § 214). Compare Malay kah.  

6 [from main text, p. 202] Or shorter: mbolo hawe.  

7 [footnote 1, p. 202] Or ‘in order that you both not go’, in this meaning the same as ka-ndo i-lo l[um]eko /and-NEG.IMPV 

2PL-FUT PART:go/.  
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however, is not required to be placed before lo, but can also come after it, thus preceding the verb or the adjective 

which follows lo, for example: 

� ka u-lo haweako or ka lu haweako 

NEG 2SG-FUT come.toward  NEG FUT:2SG come.toward 

‘you shall not approach’  ‘id.’ 

Furthermore, conjugated forms of lo are used in suppositions, for example: 

� to-lo [m]elere
8
 

1PLN-FUT PART:have.dry.rice.field 

‘whenever we (one) set(s) out a dry rice field…’ [Upper Mori] [p. 203]  

� ehende, Ine, to-lo-to mate 

how Mother 1PLN-FUT-PERF die 

‘how is it, Mother, when we are dead?’ [Molongkuni] 

and further: 

� u-lo mansa mate 

2SG-FUT once die 

‘you must die sometime’ 

� ro-lo mansa me-mate 

3PL-FUT once PL-die 

‘they must die sometime’ 

etc. Under certain circumstances lo is sometimes articulated as lu.  

In Padoe and Karunsi’e, olo has slipped into the place of lo, for example: 

� la ku-’olo mong-gaa 

NEG 1SG-FUT PART:TRI-eat 

‘I shall not eat’ [Padoe] 

� la no-’olo l[um]eko 

NEG 3SG-FUT PART:go 

‘he will not go’ [Padoe] 

� ku-’olo leu mong-kaa 

1SG-FUT NEG PART:TRI-eat 

‘I shall not eat’ [Karunsi’e] 

� no-’olo leu l[um]ako 

3SG-FUT NEG PART:go 

‘he will not go’ [Karunsi’e] 

Constructions with lo also occur next to these, however.  

Two other forms must also be mentioned, namely nggolo (Impo, Molongkuni, and others) and nggale 

(Molongkuni, Molio’a), which originate from the demonstrative elements mentioned in § 195 and lo, le, which must 

                                                           
8 [from main text, p. 202] In Tinompo, ba to-pelere… 
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go back to an older form la.
9
 These forms mean ‘it may once be that, lest’ (compare earlier in this section), for 

example: 

� nggolo-(’o) use 

perhaps-3SG rain 

‘it may pour sometime’ [Impo] 

� nggale-o use 

perhaps-3SG rain 

‘it may pour sometime’ [Molongkuni] 

� nggale ino l[um]eko
10

 

lest 3SG.FUT PART:go 

‘in order that he not go’ [Molongkuni, Molio’a] 

� nggolo ino l[um]eko
11

 

lest 3SG.FUT PART:go 

‘in order that he not go’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� nggale iro h[um]ori-ngo 

lest 3PL.FUT PART:hear-3SG 

‘in order that they not hear it’ [Molio’a] 

� nggale aku mate 

lest 1SG.FUT die 

‘in order that I not die’ [Molio’a] 

These last expressions contain a double-indication of the future, just as with olo ino mentioned previously in this 

section. The form nggolo is, for that matter, also entirely used as a synonym for olo (e.g. nggolo lumeko = olo 

lumeko, etc.).  

When ka has the meanings spoken of in § 214 ff., it cannot be followed by conjugated form of lo; in that case 

one must use, just as in Tinompo, the usual future form, thus ka olo lumeko, ka ino lumeko, etc. Conjugated forms 

are used, however, when ka follows a vetitive particle, which in certain cases can be omitted for the sake of brevity; 

concerning this see § 241. 

Up to a certain extent, one can also consider ba (§§ 207, 217) to be a future particle, for example in sentences 

such as: 

� hapa ba ku-po-wee-ko? 

what if 1SG-TRI-give-2SG 

‘if I give you something, what shall it be then?’ 

� hapa koa nde, Ue, ba i-pong-kaa? 

what just PTCL Lord if 2SG-TRI-eat 

‘When you eat, Lord, what shall it then be?’ 

� hapa in-ehe-mu ba ku-po-wee-ko? 

what PASS-want-2SG.POS if 1SG-TRI-give-2SG 

‘what would you have me give you?’ 

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 203] Compare footnote 3, p. 212.  

10 [from main text, p. 203] Also nggale olo lumeko in the same meaning. 

11 [from main text, p. 203] Also nggolo olo lumeko in the same meaning. 
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� kana’umpe-mo ba ki-me-lako, na-hina bangka. 

how-PERF if 1PLX-PL-go NEG-exist boat 

‘how should we go, there is no boat?’ 

� um-e’ema-o usa ba i-tii 

PART-await-3SG rain if 3SG-descend 

‘awaiting the rain when it should descend’ 

That here ba is no longer an interrogative word, but has descended to the rank of a future particle, appears clearly 

from equative clauses in which ba plus a transitive verb is equated with the preceding object. In the first three 

examples the object is indefinite (hapa), thus a requisite indefinite object form of the verb is employed. In: 

� tendea-no-mo inisa asa raku ka lana tedei i  

except.for-3SG.POS-PERF pestled.rice one handful and oil small at  

 raha-ku, onae-mo ba ki-nahu-o ka ana-ku 

house-1SG.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF if 1PLX-cook-3SG and child-1SG.POS 

 ‘there is yet only a handful of rice and a bit of oil in my house, which I shall cook with my child’ [p. 204]  

the object is definite and thus there occurs, correspondingly, a transitive definite object verb form (nahu-o ‘cook it’). 

Nevertheless, this function of ba is nothing other than a particular development of the meaning ‘if, when’. This 

emerges from the fact that in similar cases ba can refer to the past, namely when an action is spoken of which has 

taken place a repeated number of times or by a number of people each acting by him- or herself, for example: 

� nte-’o-’orua burua ba do-m-pon-tembi 

DISTR-REDP-two chest if 3PL-PL-TRI-carry.on.back 

which can mean ‘every time, they carried two chests’, ‘they each carried two chests’, ‘when they carried on their 

back, it was two chests every time (or: … two chests each)’, as well as ‘they shall (must) each (time) carry two 

chests’. 

Concerning te- as a future marker, see § 248. 

IMPERATIVE. 

238. IMPERATIVE. The usual imperative of the second person singular of intransitives—whether the stem takes 

the infix -um- or not—is the stem, while intransitives (and transitives with indefinite object) which take the prefixes 

mo- or me- (dialectally, a few times also ma-) turn up with the prefixes, respectively, po-, pe- or pa-. Should an 

adjective be used in the second-person singular imperative, it remains unaltered. With transitives with definite object 

the stem is used, followed by a Set I pronoun such as -o ‘3SG’ (§ 142). The forms which are used for the second 

person dual or plural run the same as the conjugated forms (see Chapter 5). Examples are (see also § 144): 

 2ND SG. IMPERATIVE: COMPARE: 

 sowi ‘harvest (rice)!’ sumowi ‘cut rice’ 

u’uni ‘sound out!’ umu’uni ‘give a sound’ 

pongkaa ‘eat!’ mongkaa ‘eat’ 

pedolo ‘bathe!’ medolo ‘bathe’ 

pandiu ‘bathe!’ (Upper Mori) mandiu ‘bathe’ 

pansia ‘yield way, move to the side!’ mansia ‘yield way’ 

aiwa ‘come!’ aiwa ‘come’ 

meene ‘be light! become light!’ meene ‘bright’ (adj.) 

 2ND DUAL IMPERATIVE: 
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 i-mehadio-mo ‘(you two) be many, be numerous’ 

2PL-many-PERF 

 2ND PLURAL IMPERATIVE: 

 i-m-po-longko kuli-ng-keu ‘(you all) collect tree bark!’ 

2PL-PL-TRI-remove.skin.of skin-LG-wood 

In some cases, the imperative of the second person singular is, for mitigation, supplied with the prefix u-. For 

example: 

� u-pekule-mo ari, te’upua-po ka to-’amba m-pepau 

2SG-return-PERF first day.after.tomorrow-INCOMP and 1PLN-then PL-speak 

‘just return first, later we will speak together’ 

� u-pe’ue-o-mo wunta andio 

2SG-own-3SG-PERF book this 

‘just consider this book as yours’ 

If such a form is preceded by a modifier receiving emphasis, such that one can consider it the actual purport of the 

injunction, then one can also consider using a conjugated form, depending on the modifier. For example (compare 

also § 211–213): 

� indi’ai-mo u-po’ia 

here-PERF 2SG-live 

‘let it be HERE that you remain’ 

� tisomo u-pekule 

tomorrow 2SG-return 

‘return tomorrow’ 

In the first example, the addressee must in any case remain somewhere, so that it is clear that what the command is 

about is indi’aimo. In the second example, it is already established that the speaker has requested or permitted the 

addressee to return, only the time is left to decide on. Nevertheless, in similar cases one can still use the regular 

imperative (indi’ai-mo po’ia, tisomo pekule). [p. 205]  

When in Tinompo one chances to encounter, following an imperative, a subject marker in the form of the 

personal pronoun ko (see § 142), it would seem this is an Upper Mori idiom. Examples include: 

� te’ili-ko ‘grow!’ 

� tuwu-ko ‘live! spin!’ (to a toy top which is threatening to stop) 

� buri-ko (incitement to persons or cocks which are to fight) 

� onae-mo ka i-potae i Bange: atihu, pesulu-ko 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-say PN Monkey sneeze descend-2SG 

‘then Monkey said: Sneeze! Go down, you!’ 

In this last example, the form mesulu is not Tinompo; when animals speak in fables, they often do so in an Upper 

Mori idiom, compare footnote 1, p. 18. In Upper Mori one also uses komiu in this way, for example, leko komiu-to 

/go 2PL-PERF/ ‘go on, you all!’. The pronoun thus adds more emphasis to the form. 

In the imperative, the enclitic mo can have various functions. First, it can indicate a contrast with a preceding 

state or situation, as in lako-mo ‘go now!’ (the time has now come for the person to go). Also: 
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� pom-pe’inandai-mo ( da ari     )
12

 

TRI-be.careful.of-PERF  INTENS first 

‘be careful from now on, take good care’ 

Second, mo can strengthen the imperative, for example lako-mo ‘go!’ (with emphasis). Third, mo can, as in Pamona 

(Adriani 1931:480), also soften an imperative, but only in conjunction with another particle, or—as exemplified 

earlier in this section—with the pronoun u-. Compare also: 

� i-m-po’ia-’ia-mo, ari indi’ai 

2PL-PL-stay-PERF first here 

‘just stay here’ 

� i-pong-kaa-mo nde ari 

2PL-TRI-eat-PERF PTCL first 

‘go ahead, eat!’ (dual, or polite singular) 

Nevertheless, as in the last two examples, the use of mo implies that the action must be carried out directly (unless 

the opposite is explicitly indicated). This is in contrast to koa, which only indicates that the action (definitely) must 

happen, without indicating when, as in lako koa ‘you must go (sometime)’.
13

 In the following example, the speaker 

leaves it up in the air whether the fence is to be done immediately, by and by, on the morrow, or whenever: 

� weweu-o koa wala atuu 

do-3SG just fence that 

‘do up this fence straight’ 

By using da’a ‘also’ after koa, the force of the latter is strengthened; compare § 261c. In true concessive sentences 

(go ahead, just do it), one does not use mo but rather nde(’e) and, especially, mo nde(’e). For example (compare 

§ 261c): 

� kaa-no-(mo) nde’e 

eat-3SG-PERF PTCL 

‘eat it up, go ahead and just eat it up’ [p. 206]  

If in similar cases one employs mo by itself, then this expresses that the speaker does not whole-heartedly consent: 

kaanomo ‘just eat it up, then’, humbeemo ‘well, alright’. The particle mo also has a similar meaning in subordinate 

concessive clauses, whereby it distinguishes itself from po.  

                                                           
12 [footnote 1, p. 205] The phrase da ari indicates a connection with what has occurred previously, e.g.: 

po-’ala-akita da ari 

TRI-get-APPL:1PLN INTENS first 

‘set to it now for us’ (previously another or the speaker himself had done it) 

13 [footnote 3, p. 205] The verb lako by itself is only used to send dogs off hunting (‘away with you!’). In general, with 

imperatives one almost always uses some particle or other, or something similar, for example the suffix -akita ‘for us’, such as in: 

i-m-pong-kaa-akita-mo 

2PL-PL-TRI-eat-APPL:1PLN-PERF 

‘you all just eat for us’ (that is to say, ‘you all go ahead and eat, I will eat in a moment’).  

or a pronoun which lends emphasis, for example: 

i-m-pong-kaa-mo omiu 

2PL-PL-TRI-eat-PERF 2PL.INDEP 

‘you all go ahead and eat (I will not do it with you)’ 

Lakomo is also employed to wish someone a good trip. In the same meaning one can use pompe’inandai a nsala, literally 

‘watch out, be careful on the way’. Lakomo must have roughly the same force (‘go well, go decently’ or something similar), just 

as does, in my opinion, Pamona madago-dago ri jaya, even though Adriani interprets this expression differently (1931:116).  
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A peculiarity of Mori is that two imperatives or a vetitive and an imperative can follow one after the other 

without any binding agent, for example: 

� lako ungke-o 

go seek-3SG 

‘go look for it, go out (and) search for it’’ 

� lako-mo po’ia ira’ai 

go-PERF stay over.there 

‘just go and stay there’ 

� si aiwa pong-kaa indi’ai 

NEG.IMPV come TRI-eat here 

‘don’t come eat here’ 

This construction is obligatory when the second form does not further modify the first. If this is indeed the case, then 

the second form can be rendered either by an imperative or by a participle (thus in the same way as Dutch), for 

example: 

� po’ariako pepau or po’ariako mepau 

stop speak  stop PART:speak 

‘stop speaking’ 

� pon-tuturako pekule or pon-tuturako mekule 

TRI-do.quickly return  TRI-do.quickly PART:return 

‘hurry up with returning, return quickly’ 

� si pong-kaa pentade or si pong-kaa mentade 

NEG.IMPV TRI-eat stand  NEG.IMPV TRI-eat PART:stand 

‘don’t eat (and) stand (at the same time), don’t eat standing’ 

� si monge-monge (um)-ewai aku 

NEG.IMPV foolish PART-oppose 1SG 

‘don’t be (so) foolish to oppose me’ 

In the last example actually two vetitives follow one after the other, but si is only used once. 

What has been said above is applicable only to second person singular imperatives. In the dual and plural one 

sets about differently in similar cases, namely, one avoids the use of the pronoun i- ‘2PL’ twice in succession, and 

thus, whenever the first form in question receives i-, the second form is placed in its participle form. Thus the 

examples of the preceding paragraph run: lako-mo i-’ungke-o /go-PERF 2PL-seek-3SG/ or i-lako-mo um-ungke-o /2PL-

go-PERF PART-seek-3SG/ (dual) and in the plural: lako-mo i-me-’ungke-o /go-PERF 2PL-PL-seek-3SG/ or i-me-lako-mo 

me-’ungke-o /2PL-PL-go-PERF PL-seek-3SG/, (plural), lako-mo i-po’ia ira’ai /go-PERF 2PL-live over.there/ or 

i-lako-mo mo’ia ira’ai /2PL-go-PERF PART:live over.there/ (dual), lako-mo i-m-po’ia ira’ai /go-PERF 2PL-PL-live 

over.there/ or i-me-lako-mo m-po’ia ira’ai /2PL-PL-go-PERF PL-live over.there/ (plural), etc. As can be seen from 

these examples, leading imperatives from which i- is omitted at the same time forfeit the plural marker.  

Also when a dual or plural imperative is followed by a vetitive of the same person and number, the pronoun i- 

(or pronoun plus plural marker i-me-, etc.) need not appear, e.g.: 

� lako, si po’ia 

go NEG.IMPV stay 

‘go on your way, don’t stay (where you are)’ (singular or dual) 
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� pewangu, si m-poturi 

arise NEG.IMPV PL-sleep 

‘get up, don’t remain sleeping’ (plural) 

� komino, si m-pepau 

be.silent NEG.IMPV PL-speak 

‘keep silent, don’t speak’ (plural) 

When it does not emerge in one of the above mentioned ways from a following form that the imperative is 

addressed to two or more people, the pronoun (and potentially also the plural marker) cannot be omitted.
14

 Also 

when one uses the polite form (§ 158) (whether one speaks to one or to two or more persons), this is not allowed. 

In order to express ‘it is good that you do this or that’, one uses [p. 207] moiko followed by an imperative or a 

conjugated form; the same construction is also possible following the close synonym lalu ‘it is better, it is best 

that…’.
15

 Thus this is a second case in which one can speak of a ‘subordinate imperative’. Examples:  

� moiko (u)-pong-kaa 

good 2SG-TRI-eat 

‘it is good that you eat’ 

� moiko (u)-tanggulaga-o 

good 2SG-gargle-3SG 

‘it is good that you gargle with it’ 

For examples with lalu, see § 253. By the nature of things, no imperative can occur after nahi moiko ‘it is NOT 

good…’. Naturally only one form is possible in the dual and plural. 

239. Besides imperatives of the second person singular, dual and plural, the language also employs 

corresponding forms of the third person and of the first person dual and plural inclusive. First person forms have a 

corresponding meaning, and could thus be called ‘adhortatives’. Third person forms are usually supplied with the 

particle mo (dialectally to), because otherwise the imperative character should not come to be expressed (no 

imperative force is present in mo itself). In these cases mo also has the meanings mentioned in the previous section. 

Examples: 

� to-lako 

1PLN-go 

‘let’s go’ (dual) 

� to-me-lako 

1PLN-PL-go 

‘let’s go’ (plural) 

� to-lako-mo 

1PLN-go-PERF 

‘let’s go now, let’s just go’ (dual) 

� to-me-lako-mo 

1PLN-PL-go-PERF 

‘let’s go now, let’s just go’ (plural) 

                                                           
14 [footnote 1, p. 206] The cases mentioned in § 31 illustrate an entirely different phenomenon, namely the non-articulation 

of a syllable which nevertheless rightly belongs to the form. 

15 [Postscript, p. 206] These constructions with moiko and lalu are not true Mori.  
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� mbe’e, to-pebiti 

friend 1PLN-kick.calves 

‘friend, let’s kick calves’ 

� do-’aiwa-mo, kami m-petitidu 

3PL-come-PERF 1PLX.FUT PL-box 

‘let them come, then we will box together’ 

� i-pekule-(mo) i raha-no 

3SG-return-PERF at house-3SG.POS 

‘let him (just) return to his house’ 

� i-singge mo-wawa inisa mia 

3SG-each PART:TRI-bring pestled.rice person 

‘everyone must bring rice for himself’ 

� tisomo da ari, no-pongee, no-hina-to henu mesue 

tomorrow INTENS first 3SG-say 3SG-exist-PERF REL different 

 henu mosia mo’ia-’ia um-iangako-akito a bau-ndo inie 

REL brave PART:stay PART-guard-BEN:1PLN CN meat-1PLN.POS this 

 ‘tomorrow, he said, there must be another who stays and takes care of our meat for us’ [Impo] 

� ba moiko miu, ue, i Wawontuko-mo koa do-’aiwa mo’ia 

if good 2PL.POS lord at Wawontuko-PERF just 3PL-come PART:stay 

‘if you find it good, sir, then just let him (polite) come live at Wawontuko’ 

In the last case, one could also consider a conjugated form arising from ‘transposition’ (see §§ 211-212).  

When a substantive, an independent pronoun, or something similar occurs as predicate in a clause which has 

imperative meaning, one cannot properly speak of an ‘imperative’. Mostly mo is employed in such cases, in order to 

impart emphasis and in this way to reinforce the imperative character. However, this goal can also be achieved 

through intonation. Examples: 

� mia-(mo) i Korowalelo (anu) me-’angga-o sala andio 

person-PERF at Korowalelo  REL PL-work-3SG road this 

‘it is the people of Korowalelo who must work on this road’ or ‘the people of Korowalelo must work on 

this road’ (respectively with and without anu) 

� ambau-mu-(mo) s[in]umbele 

carabao-2SG.POS-PERF PASS:slaughter 

‘your carabao must be slaughtered’ 

Conjugated forms of all persons, preceded by the conjunction ka ‘so that, that’ (see § 214) are also not to be 

reckoned as imperatives, even in a figurative sense; see the following section. Concerning the modal imperative, see 

§ 248. 

240. VETITIVE. Some examples of the vetitive have already been given in § 238, from which it appears that in its 

singular form it consists of an imperative [p. 208] preceded by si, that in the majority of cases the dual is similarly 

constructed, and that the plural is distinguished only by the presence of the plural marker, because the pronoun i- 

‘2PL’ either assimilates into the i of si, or else elides there following. Presumably this also includes cases with u- 

‘2SG’, so that the occurrence of the imperative after si is only apparent, and in actuality one has to do with shortened 

conjugated forms. Three facts support this interpretation. First, when a particle is placed between si and its 

accompanying verb or adjective (e.g. mo or po, see below), one can use a conjugated form just as well as an 

imperative. Second, this is also the case when stress does not fall on the verb or adjective following si, but rather on 

a modifier thereof, e.g.: 
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� si (u)-lako ira’ai 

NEG.IMPV 2SG-go over.there 

‘don’t go there’ (going in general is not forbidden, but only going to the place indicated by ira’ai) 

� si (u)-pong-kaa pentade 

NEG.IMPV 2SG-TRI-eat stand 

‘don’t eat standing’ 

� si (u)-monge-monge (um)-ewai aku 

NEG.IMPV 2SG-foolish PART-oppose 1SG 

‘don’t be (so) foolish as to oppose me’ 

Third, when si is preceded by ka ‘so that, that’, and thus one cannot properly speak of a vetitive, the form without u- 

(thus the imperative form) can be used (the use of u- somewhat emphasizes the second person), e.g.: 

� ka-si (u)-lako 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 2SG-go 

‘so that you don’t go’ 

� ka-si-po (u)-lako 

so.that-NEG.IMPV-INCOMP 2SG-go 

‘so that you don’t go yet’ 

In Upper Mori even these requirements are sometimes not necessary for a conjugated form to be used. For example, 

for ‘speak not’ one can say in Upper Mori either indo pepau (with an imperative form), or indu pepau (with 

conjugated form, where indu is from the vetitive particle indo plus u ‘2SG’; see § 241). 

Vetitives also occur in first and third person. Si lako can thus also mean ‘let him not go’. This latter can also be 

expressed by kasi lako ‘so that he not go, that he not go, lest he go’, thus a subordinate clause, which as such (just as 

other clauses with ka; see § 214) must always be dependent on something else. This something else, however, can 

also consist only of the word sine ‘but’, and in that case one obtains the translation ‘let him not go’.
16

 It can also 

consist of the particle ka in the sense of ‘and’, e.g.: 

� si po-’inu baru ka ara, ka wuu-no  

NEG.IMPV TRI-drink palm.wine and rice.wine and hair-3SG.POS 

 ka-si k[in]eru 

so.that-NEG.IMPV PASS:shave 

 ‘let him drink no palm wine or rice wine, and let not his hair be shaved’ 

which is to be explained either from the original meaning of ka, which at any rate essentially indicates a subordinate 

context, or from analogy. Moreover, we also find in Mori the peculiar construction of an imperative or vetitive (in 

direct speech) which is preceded by ka, which ka then depends on an expression such as ‘he said’, or something in 

accordance with such,
17

 e.g.: [p. 209]  

                                                           
16 [footnote 1, p. 208] This peculiarity of sine, and the fact that in the same meaning Watu speakers use sino, which points to 

a common source from *sina, raises the question of whether in this word we perhaps have an older form of hina ‘there is’. The 

original meaning of *sina should thus be the same as hinaano ‘the reality of it (is)…’, ‘the truth (is)…’, ‘perhaps…’.  

17 [footnote 2, p. 208] In the same way a subordinate question introduced by ba or ke can also be given as direct speech, e.g.: 

i-pesikeno-ako-no ba (ke) nah-u pon-to’ori pakuli mo’ahi 

3SG-ask-APPL-3SG if INTERROG NEG-2SG TRI-know medicine delicious 

‘he asked him whether he knew no love potion’ 
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� i-potae-akami ka i-m-poturi
18

 

3SG-say-APPL:1PLX and 2PL-PL-sleep’ 

‘he said to us: go to sleep’ 

� i-potae-akune ama-ku ka-si koa (u)-laki tongalere 

3SG-say-APPL:1SG father-1SG.POS so.that-NEG.IMPV just 2SG-go:to field 

‘my father said to me: don’t go to the field’ 

In such sentences ka also indeed means ‘that’, but must be rendered in the translation by a colon, on account of the 

direct speech which follows it. (That there are, in addition, cases in which ka is followed by indirect speech has 

already emerged above.) The use of ka in such sentences is not obligatory.  

Expressions such as kasi lako are in fact no more vetitives than those with ka are imperatives (see § 239), but 

one uses the vetitive form in place of the construction with the usual negative particle, because the meaning of the 

sentence necessitates it (compare Malay supaya jangan, etc.). Also the vetitive particle is also always used after mau 

or maupo (‘if it is that’), if the negative stands by itself, thus mau(po) siimo, mau(po) osi’i (compare § 217). If that is 

not the case, then one can use either siimo or nahi, e.g.:
19

 

� maupo sii-mo i-lako or maupo nahi lako 

even.though NEG.IMPV-PERF 3SG-go  even.though NEG go 

‘he need not go’   ‘id.’ 

Examples of vetitives are: 

� si m-pepate aku 

NEG.IMPV PL-kill 1SG 

‘don’t kill me’ 

� si to-hori me’u’ua 

NEG.IMPV 1PLN-ever PART:quarrel 

‘let’s not quarrel’ 

� si ku-lako 

NEG.IMPV 1SG-go 

‘let me not go’ 

� si to-me-lako 

NEG.IMPV 1PLN-PL-go 

‘let’s not go’ 

� si ki-me-lako 

NEG.IMPV 1PLX-PL-go 

‘let us not go’ 

If a particle such as komba (§ 267) or koa (§ 245) is used in order to strengthen si, then these are placed between si 

and the imperative or conjugated form (with the imperative, a necessary pronoun i- cannot be omitted), e.g.: 

                                                           
18 [from main text, p. 209] Also ka impoturi ipotaeakami in the same meaning. 

19 [from main text, p. 209] Alternatively, these clauses could be interpreted as second person dual: 

maupo sii-mo i-lako or maupo nah-i lako 

even.though NEG.IMPV-PERF 2PL-go  even.though NEG-2PL go 

‘you two need not go’   ‘id.’ 
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� si komba (u)-pengese 

NEG.IMPV by.any.means 2SG-weep 

‘weep not’ 

� si koa (u)-pepau kanatuu 

NEG.IMPV just 2SG-speak like.that 

‘don’t speak so’ 

The same is the case when si koa, etc. are preceded by ka, e.g.: 

� ka-si koa (u)-pepate kami 

so.that-NEG.IMPV just 2SG-kill 1PLX 

‘so that you don’t kill us, lest you kill us’ 

When occurring as an independent form, the vetitive particle is osii, osi’i, or shorter, sii, si’i, which forms can 

also be used in place of si (except for si’i in the second person and the third person singular). The meaning of this 

form is thus ‘don’t allow it, don’t do it’ (Malay jangan), or simply ‘not’. For example: 

� mingki aku lako t[um]onda ira ngkuda mia lako 

want 1SG go PART:follow 3PL 1SG.ADD person go 

 m-pewualansa, s[um]angki ine-ku: osi’i (   or:   osii   ) omue, 

PL-fetch.langsat PART:answer mother-1SG.POS NEG.IMPV  2SG.INDEP 

 na-p-u motea 

NEG-INCOMP-2SG strong 

 ‘I would also go with the ones who had harvested langsat fruit, (but) my mother spoke against it: don’t, 

you, you are not yet well’ 

The o of osi’i, osii, it would appear, is of the same nature as the ĕ of Javanese ĕmas, thus a phonetic addition which 

serves to make the word appropriately long.
20

 Such as emerged previously in § 18, Mori has an aversion to clauses 

which consist of fewer than three syllables, at least when stress falls on such a single-word clause. The forms sii and 

si’i undoubtedly owe their origin to apheresis; see § 31. [p. 210]  

For ‘not yet, just wait’ (wait a moment versus wait awhile), one uses siipo, for ‘no more!’ siimo; the latter can, 

however, have the force of a softened (o)sii (compare what is observed § 238 concerning the function of mo with 

imperatives), and thus can be rendered either as ‘don’t do it anymore’ or as ‘all the same, don’t do it’ (as request). If 

something else follows after siipo or siimo, then the i can be short, e.g. sipo ari (with or without a glottal stop 

preceding the a) ‘for the time being not yet, just wait still’.  

� si-mo (u)-po’ia indi’ai 

NEG.IMPV-PERF 2SG-live here 

‘don’t stay here any longer’ 

� sii-mo da ari i-wela m-po-wawa inahu 

NEG.IMPV-PERF INTENS first 2PL-continually PL-TRI-bring vegetable 

‘for the time being don’t keep bringing more greens’ 

� sii-po-mo ari 

NEG.IMPV-INCOMP-PERF first 

‘just wait a little while!’ (as an expression of joy) 

                                                           
20 [footnote 1, p. 209] As the onset articulation of a word which is not preceded by another word, thus with the opening of 

the mouth, sometimes a barely audible o- is formed, which corresponds with Javanese ĕ-, etc., but to which no value is to be 

ascribed whatsoever. 
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and etc.
21

 

A weakened form of siipo can be formed via reduplication (compare § 119), thus sii-siipo ‘wait yet a little bit, in 

the blink of an eye’. Also sipopo is said. 

Concerning iindo, see § 241. 

Rarely the negative particles naamo ‘no more’, naapo ‘not yet’ and naahi ‘not’ are used in vetitive clauses, e.g.: 

� naa-mo da ari pong-kaa 

NEG-PERF INTENS first TRI-eat 

‘eat no more for now!’ 

The form sii possibly has a connection with Pamona njii ‘still’, etc. (see § 30). It can, however, simply be an 

interjection. The same applies to iindo; compare Bugis, Makasarese edo’ ‘for shame!’. 

241. As far as the vetitive in the dialects is concerned, the following deserves mentioning. 

The Upper Mori have iindo as a vetitive particle, which is also used in Tinompo, and which perhaps is common 

Mori, although Tinompo and Watu use it only as a self-standing form. In Upper Mori it can become indo in 

conjunction with a following word, e.g.: 

� indo pepau 

NEG.IMPV speak 

‘don’t speak’ [Impo, Molongkuni] 

The i of indo can also be omitted (through apheresis or assimilation into a preceding word), while the o can 

assimilate to, or be assimilated into, a following vowel, so that sometimes only the nd remains. For example: 

� nd-i m-pogero 

NEG.IMPV-2PL PL-make.commotion 

‘make no noise’ [Padoe] 

� ka-ndu u-pe’iwi 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 2SG-weep 

‘(so) that you not weep’ [Molongkuni] 

� ka-nd-u pepau 

so.that-NEG.IMPV-2SG speak 

‘(so) that you not speak’, or ‘speak not!’
22

 [Molongkuni, Impo] 

                                                           
21 [footnote 1, p. 210] Also siimo mbo’u (independent) or si … mbo’u means ‘not any more’ (vetitive), but these expressions 

are stronger in meaning than siimo, simo… because they, in keeping with the meaning of mbo’u ‘also, back, again, a second 

time’, can indicate that the action may not be begun again, but not that it must be stopped, e.g.: 

si pong-kaa mbo’u 

NEG.IMPV TRI-eat again 

‘eat no more (don’t go eat again)’ 

si poturi mbo’u 

NEG.IMPV sleep again 

‘don’t go back to sleep’ 

The constructions si da…, si komba da… or si da komba… (compare § 266), also have the same meaning, e.g.: si (komba) da 

pongkaa, si da komba pongkaa.  

For ‘not yet, just wait’, one can also use aripo or aripo ari. 
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� ka-nd-i koa pepate kami 

so.that-NEG.IMPV-2PL just kill 1PLX 

‘(so) that you two not kill us’, or ‘kill us not!’ [Molongkuni, Impo] [p. 211]  

� nd-u-ka   /indo + u + koa/ pepau 

NEG.IMPV-2SG-just speak 

‘speak not!’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

From the last two examples, it appears that, unlike in Tinompo, the conjugating prefix can occur BEFORE koa, 

without this meanwhile having any influence on the form of the verb which follows, compare § 238 versus § 219. 

This construction with ka (= koa) is not always used, however; one can also say: 

� ka-ndo koa i-pepate kami 

so.that-NEG.IMPV just 2PL-kill 1PLX 

and the like. Also forms such as indika‿upepau (Molio’a ndika‿upepa’u, ndiko‿upepa’u), ndika‿uleko (further 

shortened to kaleko) are also reported. The i of the first syllable can be that of indo, compare Tinompo si. This 

construction is also possible with to and po, for example: 

� ka nd-u-to pe’iwi 

so.that NEG.IMPV-2SG-PERF weep 

‘(so) that you cry no more’, ‘cry no more’, but also ‘(so) that you don’t cry’, ‘don’t cry’ (see § 240) 

[Molongkuni, Impo] 

 ka ndo-to u-pe’iwi 

so.that NEG.IMPV-PERF 2SG-weep 

‘id.’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� nd-u-to pe’iwi 

NEG.IMPV-2SG-PERF weep 

‘don’t cry (anymore)’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

 (i)ndo-to u-pe’iwi 

NEG.IMPV-PERF 2SG-weep 

‘id.’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� nd-u-po leko 

NEG.IMPV-2SG-INCOMP go 

‘don’t go yet’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

 (i)ndo-po u-leko 

NEG.IMPV-INCOMP 2SG-go 

‘id.’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka nd-u-po pongee 

so.that NEG.IMPV-2SG-INCOMP say 

‘say nothing of it yet’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka ndo-po u-pongee 

so.that NEG.IMPV-INCOMP 2SG-say 

‘id.’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
22 [footnote 2, p. 210] The rule given previously in § 240 concerning the use of the forms with ka and the vetitive does not 

extend to the dialects. Constructions with kandu or kandi (but not those with kando, kandu u- or kando i-) can have, in Upper 

Mori, the meaning of a regular vetitive.  
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� ka-ndo no-to pepau 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-PERF speak 

‘so that he speaks no more’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

Because mostly sentences with third person singular subjects are encountered, it is not surprising that the above-

mentioned phrasing of Impo and Molongkuni can also be constructed with no- ‘3SG’ as a fixed constituent of the first 

part of the clause, whereupon then the indication of the verbal subject, if it is first or second person, or third person 

dual or plural, follows on the verb. For example: 

� ka-ndo no-koa i-pepate kami 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-just 2PL-kill 1PLX 

‘so that it not be that you two kill us’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-ndo no-koa u-pe’iwi 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-just 2SG-weep 

‘so that you not cry’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-ndo no-to u-pe’iwi 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-PERF 2SG-cry 

‘so that you cry no more’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

Perhaps it would be better to write these as: ka ndono koa…, ka ndonoto…, and ka ndonopo…, because in such cases 

no is no longer felt to have its proper meaning, any more than na in Pamona naka ‘so that’ (Adriani 1931:403), with 

the result then that sentences with a third person singular subject can also be constructed in the same way, that is, 

with no- twice, e.g.: 

� ka-ndo no-koa no-pepau
23

 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-just 3SG-speak 

‘so that he not speak’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-ndo no-po no-leko 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-INCOMP 3SG-go 

‘so that he doesn’t go yet’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

The matter is further complicated by the fact that ndo is sometimes articulatorily reduced to no, e.g.: 

� ka-n-u pepau (= kandu pepau) 

so.that-NEG.IMPV-2SG speak 

‘so that you not speak’ or ‘speak not!’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-no no-pepau (= kando nopepau) 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-speak 

‘so that he not speak’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-no no-koa pepau (= kando nokoa pepau) 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3SG-just speak 

‘so that he not speak’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

� ka-no koa no-pepau (= kando koa nopepau) 

so.that-NEG.IMPV just 3SG-speak 

‘so that he not speak’ [Molongkuni, Impo] 

                                                           
23 [from main text, p. 211] This can also be expressed with no- occurring only once, e.g.: kando nokoa pepau or kando koa 

nopepau.  
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This last can be further simplified to kano koa pepau (through omission of the second no), rightly to be distinguished 

from ka no-pepau /NEG 3SG-speak/
24

 or ka-no no-pepau /NEG-3SG 3SG-speak/ ‘he doesn’t speak’ (see § 263). That 

these and similar forms
25

 make a tangled impression can hardly be denied, but one must remember that the vetitive 

character of the clause can be identified based on various grounds, for example by the occurrence of koa, a particle 

which by virtue of its [p. 212] meaning usually does not occur in negative contexts other than the vetitive, see § 244. 

Likewise: 

� ka no-lo (koa) leko 

so.that NEG.IMPV-FUT  just go 

‘so that he should not go’ 

(with the future marker lo) must be distinguished from: 

� ka no-lo l[um]eko 

NEG 3SG-FUT PART:go 

‘he will not go’ 

Compare § 237. 

For Tinompo si(i)mo, the Upper Mori use ho(o)to, which can also occur after ka. Hooto is a contraction of 

ho’ioto or hoioto (see § 162) and thus actually means ‘let it be that’, ‘let it therewith remain’, just as Tinompo 

onaemo or onaemo ari is once in a while used in this meaning (for example to someone who pours for another, thus 

something like ‘enough!’). Also when ho’io (hoio) has its proper pronominal meaning, ho’ioto or hoioto are also 

contracted to hooto, while the long forms are also sometimes heard in the vetitive (ho’ioto, hoioto). Next to ho’io 

Tambee also has the form hia’o, which thus stands between Upper Mori ho’io and Tinompo iao (§ 162), but which 

appears to occur only in vetitive meaning (hia’oto). In this dialect, then, speakers potentially use three forms for the 

vetitive, ho’ioto, hia’oto and hooto. Next to ho(o)to stands ho(o)po (Padoe oopo), which does not have the meaning 

of Tinompo siipo but rather that of Tinompo amba ‘only, recently, just’: 

� hopo ku-hawe 

near.past 1SG-arrive 

‘I have just now come’ 

� ho(o)po ku-tutulu-ake-o 

near.past 1SG-tell-APPL-3SG 

‘and then, and thereupon I told him it’ 

� hopo nuu’o ku-pong-gito 

near.past this 1SG-TRI-see 

‘just now, now for the first time I see one’ [Molio’a] 

and as a vetitive that of ‘let it be enough’ (often with ari as in ho(o)po‿ari ‘let it be enough for now’, compare 

Pamona ganapa riunya; in the same meaning one can also say ho(o)to ari. The full form ho(’)iopo (ho’iopo ari) is 

not encountered.  

The Upper Mori equivalent of siipo is indopo. In addition, aipo also occurs, which must be linked with the 

negative particle aio (see § 263). When this aipo constitutes a part of Molongkuni ndaipo‿ari (the equivalent of 

Tinompo siipo ari), one need not think here of a pleonasm, because the ai of aipo has probably originated from tai 

                                                           
24 [footnote 1, p. 212] The construction ka no-pepau can also be interpreted as /so.that 3SG-speak/ ‘so that he speaks’ (see 

§§ 214 ff.). Although koa can also occur in this case, it has a different position than in the corresponding vetitive construction, 

namely after the verb: ka nopepau koa. 

25 [footnote 1, p. 211] For example ka nono kuleko for ka ndono kuleko ‘so that I go no more’, because apart from the 

vetitive ndo there is also a word ndo or ando which means ‘not any more’; see § 265. 
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(see § 264),
26

 and thus ndaipo thus might very well stand for *taipo, with prenasalization and voicing. This 

prenasalization can have a strengthening force, compare Adriani (1931:342), Malay and Jakarta Malay ngga’ ‘not’ 

next to kaga’, etc.  

Compare also Lembobabi and Matangkoro aambo‿ari (next to po‿ari‿ari), and Molio’a (a)mbolahari in the 

sense of Tinompo siipo ari.
27

 Next to ambolahari, Molio’a speakers also use hari‿ari, compare Bungku aripo and 

aripo ari. Hariari or ari-’ari also occurs in other Upper Mori dialects. [p. 213]  

Next to indopo one might also expect the form *indoto, but this appears not to occur, at least in the better known 

Upper Mori dialects (hooto is the usual form). One does have ka ndoto (discussed previously in this section), while 

the form indomo is found in Karunsi’e and Padoe. If aipo indeed originally had no vetitive force, then it is very 

understandable that no form aito is encountered next to it.  

The vetitive particle of Watu and Karunsi’e is the same as that of Tinompo, for example Watu si (or osi’i) ale-o 

piso, Karunsi’e osii ale-o piso /NEG.IMPV get-3SG knife/ ‘don’t take the knife’. Karunsi’e speakers also use indo, e.g.: 

� indo-po ari 

NEG.IMPV-INCOMP first 

‘just wait still, not yet’ [Karunsi’e] 

� ma indo ro-ronge-e 

so.that NEG.IMPV 3PL-hear-3SG 

‘so that they don’t hear it’ [Karunsi’e] 

For siimo the Watu have eeto, the Tiu eemo; for siipo speakers of both dialects say eepo (but also siipo). The forms 

eeto and eemo correspond entirely with hooto and hoopo; see § 162. For Tinompo da’iaopo ‘just then’, the 

Karunsi’e say both da’iepo and da’eepo.  

242. INFINITIVE. Mori does not have any form which corresponds with our infinitive. The verbal noun, which 

was discussed in the preceding chapter, has certain resemblances therewith, but deviates strongly from it in other 

respects. As already stated in § 220, Mori uses, just as in other Indonesian languages, not the verbal noun but rather 

the participle form, whenever an action is spoken of in general. (Compounds as mentioned in § 131 are merely 

apparent exceptions, in that in these cases the action is not thought of in general but rather has as agent the subject of 

the compound.) For example: 

� gau-no koa, mbe’e, mebiti n-tama
28

 

do-3SG.POS just friend PART:kick.calves LG-male 

‘that is the manner in which brave people (lit. men) kick calves, friend’ (so goes it whenever brave people 

kick calves) 

� parewa mo-nahu 

utensil PART:TRI-cook 

‘cooking utensils’ 

� parewa mo-’angga 

utensil PART:TRI-work 

‘work tools’ 

                                                           
26 [from main text, p. 212] The form aipo then must originally have had no vetitive force; compare the remarks concerning 

naamo, naapo and naahi at the conclusion of § 240, and the remarks concerning ampo in § 265.  

27 [footnote 3, p. 212] The formative la in Molio’a (a)mbolahari is not entirely clear; presumably it is the older form of lo or 

le (see § 237). 

28 [footnote 1, p. 213] In this example mebiti ntama is a compound. 
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� ndio tempo-no mo-nahu 

be.here time-3SG.POS PART:TRI-cook 

‘then it was time to cook’ 

� nahi ku-behe mo-’ala uwoi 

NEG 1SG-want PART:TRI-get water 

‘I will not fetch water’ 

� mosa’o-ku mo’ia indi’ai 

bad-1SG.POS PART:live here 

‘I find unpleasant, disagreeable to live here’ 

� la ku-poli meleluako 

NEG 1SG-able PART:move.oneself 

‘I cannot move myself’ [Padoe]  

� mokua mo-’isa 

diligent PART:TRI-pound 

‘industrious in pounding’ 

If such a participle is subordinate to another word, and thus corresponds with a dependent infinitive in our 

language, then it agrees with the preceding word in number, evidence indeed that it does not forfeit its participle 

character.
29

 Examples: 

� nahi do-m-pon-to’ori m-po-nahu 

NEG 3PL-PL-TRI-know PL-TRI-cook 

‘they cannot cook’ 

� me-mokua m-po-’isa 

PL-diligent PL-TRI-pound 

‘industrious in pounding’ (plural subject) 

If the dependent participle is followed by an object, then the use of the plural marker is not compulsory, e.g.: 

� nahi do-m-penaa-naa mo-wangu si’e 

NEG 3PL-PL-rest PART:TRI-erect rice.barn 

‘they did not delay building rice barns’ 

 nahi do-m-penaa-naa m-po-wangu si’e 

NEG 3PL-PL-rest PL-TRI-erect rice.barn 

‘id.’ 

� nahi do-men-taha (me)-binta-o ama-do 

NEG 3PL-PL-dare PL-leave-3SG father-3PL.POS 

‘they didn’t dare to leave their father’ 

unless it is not apparent from the preceding word, or mention is made of two or more individuals, e.g.:  

� i-tena ira m-po-’inu uwoi andio 

3SG-order 3PL PL-TRI-drink water this 

‘he ordered them to drink of this water’ [p. 214]  

The plural marker can also be omitted when the dependent word is not a participle, but rather an adjective, e.g.: 

                                                           
29 [footnote 2, p. 213] Plural marking can indeed be omitted from the governing word, see pp. 237-238. 
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� me-doito kami (me)-’ompeda 

PL-afraid 1PLX PL-nearby 

‘we are afraid to approach’ 

� nahi do-me-behe (me)-’aiwa 

NEG 3PL-PL-want PL-come 

‘they will not come’ (mostly me’aiwa is used in such cases) 

Participles are also used in clauses such as ‘fining the innocent is bad’, ‘rowing is difficult’ (cf. Adriani 

1931:462), for example: 

� mapari mebose 

difficult PART:row 

‘rowing is difficult’ 

� mosa’o mong-kiwu mia anu nahi tehala 

bad PART:TRI-fine person REL NEG guilty 

‘fining the innocent is bad’ 

In Mori the predicate is always placed preceding. The sentence structure is thus more rigid than in Pamona, where 

the predicate can be placed preceding or following. 

243. OTHER MOODS. The conjugated forms spoken of in Chapter 5, which originate from ‘transposition’, could 

be labeled ‘conjunctives’. No objection against this designation per se is to be raised (the actual meaning of the word 

‘conjunctive’ actually corresponds very well with the function of these forms), but this could bring about confusion 

because one would then tend to link a particular purport with this term, which agrees in only a limited number of 

cases with the very broad function which conjugated forms have in Mori. Furthermore, it would also be necessary to 

divide conjugated forms with definite objects (with which no distinction is made as between conjugated and non-

conjugated forms of intransitives, adjectives, etc.) into two categories identical in form, ‘indicative’ and 

‘conjunctive’. Owing to the colorless character that conjugated forms originating from ‘transposition’ have taken on 

in Mori, this would create more or less an artificial division. It seems better, then, to avoid the term ‘conjunctive’, 

and to speak only of ‘conjugated forms’ as a particular category of the indicative. Compare also § 239. 

The forms with te- spoken of in § 248 cannot be considered as a separate mood. 

MODAL PARTICLES. 

244. In the treatment of the expression of tense and mood in Mori, mention must be made of the modal particles 

po, mo (dialectally to) and koa, and also of a particular function of the prefix te- (regarding other functions of te-, see 

§ 338 ff.). It must be remarked herewith that the arbitrary distinction made between po, mo (to) and koa on the one 

hand and te- on the other is only a formal one. The actual difference consists solely of this, that te- is added before, 

while po, mo (to) and koa are added after, since one can say that te-, in the function discussed here, serves entirely as 

a modal particle, while po, mo (to) and koa can without doubt be considered suffixes, because in terms of stress 

placement, they are treated as a syllable of the word [p. 215] after which they are placed, e.g. dahu kóa, not dáhu koa 

‘(only) a dog’, etc. (see § 17). The particles po and mo (to) are therefore written as part of the word, and this should 

actually also be done with koa.  

The particles mo (dialectally to) and po can be considered as opposites, which together form a pair. They are 

constructed in completely the same way, as appears, for example, from the fact that the third singular pronoun -o 

which cross-references the subject of a verb or adjective cannot be omitted with these particles (see § 143), while all 

other modal particles in that case allow an alternate construction.  

Apart from that, mo, po and koa are constructed in the same way. One places them immediately after the 

expression with which they belong, or AFTER THE FIRST PRINCIPLE CONSTITUENT THEREOF (except of course when 

one is dealing with a compound or some other unit written as two words). This is one of the things which gives Mori 
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sentence structure a peculiar character. It is definitely incorrect to place the particle after the second element in 

expressions such as: 

� kilowu-no-mo mia 

thunderstone-3SG.POS-PERF person 

‘someone else’s thunderstone’ 

� wuku-no koa wali-do 

bone-3SG.POS just companion-3PL.POS 

‘(merely) the bones of their companion’ 

Likewise, one speaks of: 

� butu koa ongkue 

only just 1SG.INDEP 

‘just only me’ 

� tedoa-o koa mompoli 

very-3SG just PART:wealthy 

‘he is very well off indeed’ 

� tedoa aku ntu’u mom-pemahaki 

very 1SG truly PART:TRI-have.pain 

‘I feel especially a lot of pain’ 

With numerals consisting of more than one word, a choice exists regarding the placement of the modal particle, e.g.: 

� ho-pulu koa ka opaa or ho-pulu ka opaa koa 

one-ten just and four  one-ten and four just 

‘only fourteen’    ‘id.’ 

With a substantive present: 

� ho-pulu-mo ka opaa n-ta’u or ho-pulu ka opaa n-ta’u-mo 

one-ten-PERF and four LG-year  one-ten and four LG-year-PERF 

‘fourteen years already’   ‘id.’ 

It can be concluded from this that numerals which thus consist of more than one element are sometimes treated as 

compounds, and at other times as non-compounded expressions (nta’u naturally stands in compound relationship 

with the preceding word, but this ‘word’ itself can be either opaa or the compound hopulu ka opaa). When the 

numeral does not stand in compound relationship with its substantive, one constructs according to rule, thus: 

� asa koa kalamboro 

one just people.eater 

‘only one people-eater’ 

� asa-po (mbo’u) kalamboro pebobatu-no
30

 

one-INCOMP  again people.eater fight.with.swords-3SG.POS 

‘he fought with yet another people-eater’ 

                                                           
30 [footnote 1, p. 215] That one can also say asa kalamboro-po (mbo’u) pebobatu-no can be ascribed to analogy. Compare 

the remarks in footnote 1, p. 273, concerning asa mia, rua mia, etc. (The sentence aasa mbo’u, kalamboro-po, pebobatu-no 

means ‘he fought with someone further, also a people-eater’.) In any case one has to do here with an isolated instance. When 

more than one is spoken of, it appears these different constructions are not possible, and even less so when mo or po is used 

rather than koa. 
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Other examples of the same nature are: 

� anu-mo k[in]aa miu,
31

 onae-mo ngkuda ku-pong-kaa 

thing-PERF PASS:eat 2PL.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF 1SG.ADD 1SG-TRI-eat 

‘what is your food, that I also eat’ [p. 216]  

� anu koa to-’ehe-o 

thing just 1PLN-want-3SG 

‘only what we want’ 

 anu to-’ehe-o koa 

thing 1PLN-want-3SG just 

‘only what we want’ (with stress on ‘want’) 

� anu koa moiko 

thing just good 

‘only what is good’ 

 anu moiko koa 

thing good just 

‘that which is góod, that deserves to be called ‘good’, what one can’t say is bad’ 

� inso koa ndi omiu 

from just at 2PL.INDEP 

‘coming from you’ 

� inso-mo ndi omiu
32

 

from-PERF at 2PL.INDEP 

‘coming from YOU’ 

� kana koa ama-no 

like just father-3SG.POS 

‘like his father’ 

Also in the cases mentioned in § 181—in which the forms ndi aku, ndiko, ndio, etc. are followed by mo, koa, or mo 

koa—these particles can be said to belong with the entire phrase (see below). 

The same phenomenon is found in future forms. These consist of a dependent (but non-prefixed) personal 

pronoun followed by a participle form. The above-mentioned particles come between these two elements, thus: 

� aku koa mo-wee-ko eu-no 

1SG.FUT just PART:TRI-give-2SG replacement-3SG.POS 

‘I shall give you another (copy) in its place’ 

etc. See § 150. 

245. Mori is very rich in modal particles and the such, the functions of which are very difficult to describe, and 

the particle koa is one of these elements. Actually it is misleading to ascribe a ‘meaning’ to such words. They add a 

certain color to a sentence or expression, which in translation must be rendered in the most various ways, and often 

the effect of these particles could also be achieved by intonation or gesture. The characterization which perhaps best 

approaches the function of koa is that of ‘indeed’, which term can, just like koa, be used to indicate both agreement 

                                                           
31 [from main text, p. 215] Also anu k[in]aa miu-mo, because in this case it amounts to the same thing whether mo belongs 

with the entire phrase anu kinaa miu or only with kinaa miu. 

32 [from main text, p. 216] Also inso ndi omiumo.  
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as well as contrast with that which was said or expected previously, and which also has confirming, strengthening 

force. Examples of koa in the first two functions are: 

� melulu ke i-lako? melulu koa 

PART:leap INTERROG 3SG-go PART:leap indeed 

‘Does he leap hard when he goes? Indeed.’ 

� ku-tena ira ka do-m-po-’angga, do-me-’angga-o koa 

1SG-order 3PL and 3PL-PL-TRI-work 3PL-PL-work-3SG indeed 

‘I ordered them to work, (and) they did it (that work)’ 

� nah-u bongo-o ke i Anu? ku-bongo-o koa 

NEG-2SG hit-3SG INTERROG PN What’s-his-name 1SG-hit-3SG indeed 

‘Did you not hit So-and-So? I hit him indeed’ 

� bara’ura mokole n-tii koa ntu’u i Wedangi andio 

perhaps ruler LG-descend indeed truly PN Wedangi this 

‘perhaps Wedangi is indeed a (descendant of a) mokole coming from the heavens’ 

That koa sometimes corresponds to the Dutch wel in softening meaning emerges in the preceding section. In rebukes, 

koa is to be translated as ‘nevertheless, anyway’. 

Added after an imperative, koa adds a weak emphasis or ‘wraps up’; see § 238. Also when koa is placed after a 

substantive or some such word, koa sometimes has only this force, for example in the following instances: 

� omue ke k[um]aa-no kinaa-ku indi’ai hieno?  

2SG.INDEP INTERROG PART:eat-3SG food-1SG.POS here near.past 

 uuhu, i Anu koa 

no PN What’s-his-name just 

 ‘Did you eat my food here just now? No, So-and-so (did)’ 

� isema ke arau? ana-ku koa 

who INTERROG that.over.there child-1SG.POS just 

‘Who is there? My child’ 

� onae koa
33

 

3SG.INDEP just 

‘that is (was) it (the reason)’ 

� hapa koa ke? 

what just INTERROG 

‘what?’ 

� wongi koa andio 

night just this 

‘in the same (this) night’ 

� tepusa-do koa
34

 hawe-o-mo kalamboro 

withdrawn-3PL.POS just arrive-3SG-PERF people.eater 

‘when they had retired, there came a people-eater’ 

                                                           
33 [from main text, p. 216] Also iao koa in the same meaning; see §§ 160 and 162. 

34 [footnote 1, p. 217] Here koa is used to support a nexus substantive used as a temporal adjunct; see further § 218. 
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One could also say that in these examples koa [p. 217] has not so much of an emphatic function as a confirmatory, 

strengthening, supporting function. This is in agreement with the meaning which is characteristic of koa when it 

occurs with a substantive (proper name, independent pronoun, etc.), namely that of ‘only, merely’. In the following 

example koa occurs in both meanings: 

� anu koa nahi to-’ehe-o, onae koa i-me-wee kita 

REL just NEG 1PLN-want-3SG 3SG.INDEP only 2PL-PL-give 1PLN 

‘only that which one does not want, thát (precisely that) you do to us’ 

With verbs, adjectives, and similar words, koa has one of the functions mentioned at the beginning of this 

section, except when occurring in one of the constructions mentioned in § 181 with ndi aku, ndiko, ndio, where koa 

can only have the meaning of ‘only, merely’. In this case some reason is present which prompts the use of this series 

of pronouns, which does not clearly emerge in § 181. The characterization given there of koa as belonging to the 

word which follows after it is not incorrect, since after all one of the forms ndi aku, etc. is placed in front in order to 

use koa in the sense of ‘only’ with a non-substantive (or what corresponds therewith). As a matter of fact this is the 

same as the formulation given in the preceding section. 

In § 241 it was already remarked that koa cannot be used with an ordinary (non-vetitive) negative (in that case, 

komba is used). Corresponding with this is the fact that in a clause introduced by ka, koa always has a desiderative 

meaning, implying a ‘must’ or a ‘shall’. For example: 

� onae-mo pu’u-no ka i-pon-tuturako koa l[um]ako 

3SG.INDEP-PERF basis-3SG.POS and 3SG-TRI-do.quickly just PART:go 

‘that’s the reason why he must go quickly’ 

� mia i wawo n-tolino andio mo-’angga  

person at above LG-visible.world this PART:TRI-work   

 ka i-pong-kaa koa 

and 3SG-TRI-eat just 

 ‘the people in this world work in order to eat’ 

When ka is used in the meaning ‘and’, ‘thereupon’, it is incompatible with the occurrence of koa.  

The expressions mo koa, ndiomo koa, etc. mean as a rule ‘only, not quite’. See § 181 where examples are also 

given of the meaning ‘just’, which the forms ndiomo koa, etc. can also have. Also mo koa alone can have some of 

this force, for example: 

� lako-mo koa po’ia-’ia a mia me-sampa  

go-PERF just reside at person PL-divide.into.pieces
35

  

 arau-do, ba do-komba men-tia-ko 

that.over.there-3PL.POS if 3PL-by.any.means PL-divide-2SG 

 ‘just stop by with those people who are busy cutting up a slaughtered animal, perhaps they’ll give you 

some’ 

� to-me-lako-mo koa ntada’a 

1PLN-PL-go-PERF just 1PLN.ADD 

‘let’s just go too’ (‘hoping for the best’; whether or not there is any point in going must emerge later) 

� mia-mo koa 

person-PERF just 

‘just somebody’ 

                                                           
35 [Translator’s note: Or perhaps to be glossed instead as: PART:INTR-divide.into.pieces.] 
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Moreover, mo koa can also merely impart emphasis, so that, for example, miamo koa hieno can also mean ‘the 

person just then’ (with emphasis) or ‘anóther … just then’. 

The particle koa is general Mori, with the proviso that in Watu, Karunsi’e and Padoe the enunciation kaa is 

encountered, and that in Upper Mori kaa and/or koa can be shortened to ka (compare § 241). For the derivation of 

koa, see §§ 195 and 263. [p. 218]  

246. The function of mo has already been discussed in §§ 143, 178 and 238. In general the meaning of this 

particle can be characterized as ‘closing off’. That the emphasis-imparting force of mo can develop into an 

imperative or adhortative emerges in § 238. When mo is added after a Set I personal pronoun (§ 142 ff.), it mostly 

has no emphatic meaning, but indicates only a contrast with a preceding situation (see for example § 178). 

Nevertheless one can indeed say (probably this is true only of adjectives) mobea-o-mo /heavy-3SG-PERF/ ‘it is 

HEAVY’, langkai-o-mo /big-3SG-PERF/ ‘it is (agonizingly) big’, etc. The particle mo can sometimes also be 

emphasizing or completing, see §§ 180 and 189. 

The functions of po, which in general can be described as ‘putting off, deferring’, are much more varied than 

those of mo. The three chief meanings of po can be given as ‘not until’,
36

 ‘yet, still’ and ‘also, likewise, back, again’. 

For clarity, here follow a number of examples of these functions (see also above): 

� orua ira-po d[um]agai-o 

two 3PL-INCOMP PART:guard-3SG 

‘still two took care of it’ 

� laweno mate-o-mo komba da hapa-po 

since die-3SG-PERF by.no.means still what-INCOMP 

‘seeing as he is dead, there is nothing more to do’ 

From this example it appears that da and po can also occur in combination with each other. Another example hereof 

is:
37

 

� ndio-mo rombia hadio, da hina-o-po mbo’u pae da’a! 

be.here-PERF sago many still exist-3SG-INCOMP also rice INTENS 

‘now there is much sago, there is also still rice!’ 

� mo’oru-po ka i-’amba pau-o 

early-INCOMP and 3SG-then tell-3SG 

‘not until early in the morning (only then) he will tell the news’, ‘early in the morning he will tell it’ 

� ndio-po umari mom-paho mia ka i-’amba 

be.here-INCOMP finish PART:TRI-plant person and 2PL-then 

 lako m-pelauro 

go PL-harvest.rattan 

 ‘not until people are finished planting, (only then) may you go collect rattan’ 

                                                           
36 [footnote 1, p. 218] In Pamona pa also has this meaning—compare nepa (Adriani 1931:383-384)—but this is not 

mentioned by Adriani either in his grammar or his dictionary. This is not to say, however, that Pamona pa and Mori po have the 

same usage. (For that matter, this is even less true in the case of mo, which is much less used in Mori than in Pamona, where it in 

many cases has become completely colorless.) 

37 [from main text, p. 218] Compare also da’iaopo mentioned in § 162. 
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� ndio-po p[in]o-wee-ako pakuli t[in]ele ka 

be.here-INCOMP PASS:TRI-give-APPL medicine PASS:swallow and 

 i-’amba tompa 

3SG-then healed 

 ‘not until he was given quinine was he restored to health’ 

� ongkue-po hawe a mia m-pe’u’ua atuu-do  

1SG.INDEP-INCOMP arrive at person PL-quarrel that-3PL.POS 

 ka do-’amba m-po’ariako 

and 3PL-then PL-stop 

 ‘not until I came on the quarrelling people did they stop’ 

� ndi aku-po mate
38

 ka i-’amba m-petia sangka-ku 

be.here 1SG-INCOMP die and 2PL-then PL-divide.with.each.other thing-1SG.POS 

‘not until I am dead are you to divide up my goods among yourselves’ 

� tehine me’ana-o-mo i Elu-’elu, nggapu; 

long.time PART:give.birth-3SG-PERF PN Orphan cat 

 tehine mbo’u, me’ana-o-po, nggapu-po. 

long.time more PART:give.birth-3SG-INCOMP cat-INCOMP 

 ‘after some time Orphan bore a cat; some time later, she gave birth again, again to a cat’ 

In some of the above examples there are clauses containing po, without any conjunction but which nevertheless 

are dependent. In these cases one can consider po to be a conjunctive adverb on the basis of the present language, 

and thus to ascribe to po the meaning of ‘not until, only when…’. See however § 215. [p. 219]  

In sekono-po ‘even’ (next to sekono; § 253), in mau-po ‘even if it is that, even though’ (next to mau; § 290), and 

in the constructions of conjugated (imperative) forms followed by po or mo with concessive force (§ 277), po has the 

meaning of ‘also’. In tedei-po ‘almost, nearly’ (compare tedei ‘little’, tedei-mo koa ‘almost’; see further § 291), po 

has the meaning of ‘yet’.  

Regarding po as an indicator of the comparative, see § 253.  

As a modal particle, the function of po is, like koa, many-faceted and often difficult to translate. It occurs as a 

softened ‘only’ in the following sentences: 

� tisomo-po mo’oru ka u-wawa-akune 

tomorrow-INCOMP early and 2SG-bring-APPL:1SG 

‘only early tomorrow you must bring me them’, ‘wait until early tomorrow to bring me them’, thus ‘just 

bring me them early tomorrow (not yet now)’ 

� te’upua-po ki-m-pekule 

after.tomorrow-INCOMP 1PLX-PL-return 

‘later we will return (not yet now)’ 

                                                           
38 [footnote 2, p. 218] This can also be expressed using mate akupo… or ba kumatepo…. Compare the following (where po 

has a function which is not discussed until further on): 

ba ku-mate-po, ela, ba isema ta um-alumi komiu? 

if 1SG-die-INCOMP friend INDEF who 3SG.FUT PART-look.after 2PL 

‘when once I am dead, who then should look after you?’ 

In this context one can also use ndi akupo mate or mate akupo. The expression ba mate akupo is infelicitous, however, as in that 

case po should mean ‘yet (once more), again’.  
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� wawa-o indi’ai lampu-mu,
39

 ongkue-po um-ihii-o 

bring-3SG here lamp-2SG.POS 1SG.INDEP-INCOMP PART-fill-3SG 

‘bring your lamp here, then I will fill it’ 

In the last example, po has no more force than our word ‘then’. In a similar case it can, however, emphasize the 

preceding word, especially when the sentence makes reference not to the future but to the past. Rightly in this 

instance the person, thing, etc. hereby indicated is brought into contrast with another person, etc. This function of po 

also hangs immediately together with the meaning ‘only’, that is to say, ‘not before’, or ‘not yet now’ (compare the 

first two of the above examples), but if po in this function does not occur with temporal markers, this meaning 

remains in the background. An example hereof is: 

� anu ka do-mingki m-pepate-ko, ongkue-po t[um]aloi-ko 

REL and 3PL-want PL-kill-2SG 1SG.INDEP-INCOMP PART:defend-2SG 

‘then they would have killed you, if I had not defended you’ 

Here po implies that others were unable or unwilling, whether this was so in actuality or only suggested by the 

speaker. Compare with future reference: 

� po’ia-’ia-mo indi’ai, ongkue-po (aku) t[um]aloi-ko 

remain-PERF here 1SG.INDEP-INCOMP 1SG.FUT PART:defend-2SG 

‘remain here, I will indeed defend you (others can or will not)’ 

Compare herewith the corresponding construction with mo (ongkuemo tumaloiko), which can mean either ‘then I 

defended you’ (past) or ‘now I shall defend you’ (future), but in this case implying that one or more others also did 

so. The construction with mo can also mean ‘then I was the one who defended you’. In every case, stress falls on I 

with a contrast with others also implied (compare § 152), but without the side notion of ‘just now after others have 

failed (to do something)’. Another example is: 

� ba onae-po ka u-peluarako, aku wee-ko luwu  

if 3SG.INDEP-INCOMP and 2SG-come.out 1SG.FUT give-2SG all  

 sangka-ku ka ata-ku mbo’u 

thing-1SG.POS and slave-1SG.POS also 

which can thus be translated as: ‘if THAT is why you will come outside (after other reasons for your doing so have 

failed, thus: if you will only allow yourself to be persuaded THEREBY to come out), I will give you my goods, and my 

slaves [p. 220] as well’. This sentence, however, also permits another translation, namely ‘if that must be it why you 

will come outside…’. In this case we are dealing with another facet of the ‘deferring’ meaning of po, which is to be 

rendered with ‘once’, ‘it could be that’, ‘for instance’, ‘for example’, ‘possibly’ or something similar, which 

especially occurs in subordinate conditional clauses. Other examples hereof are: 

� ba ku-lako-po
40

 indiawi ta koa mbo’u hadio bou 

if 1SG-go-INCOMP yesterday 3SG.FUT just also many fish 

 p[in]ongko-’ala-ku 

PASS:POTENT-get-1SG.POS 

 ‘if I had also gone yesterday (supposing that I had gone sometime yesterday), then I should also have 

gotten many fish’ 

� ba to-tepohawe-po indi’upua, kita l[um]ako i lowo 

if 1PLN-meet-INCOMP day.before.yesterday 1PLN.FUT PART:go to shallow.water 

‘if we had met each other two days ago, we should have gone to the pool’ 

                                                           
39 [footnote 1, p. 219] A lampu is a small lamp without a lamp chimney; for a lamp with a lamp chimney, of any size, one 

uses lantera. 

40 [from main text, p. 220] Compare ba ku-lako-mo ‘if I had gone…’. 
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� ba u-behe-po,
41

 ka to-lako i torukuno 

if 2SG-want-INCOMP and 1PLN-go to mountain 

‘if you would want, if you for example want, then we go to the mountain’ 

The use of po implies that the speaker does not—such as with the use of ba alone, or of ba and mo—stand neutral 

with respect to the supposed event, but expresses regret that it had not taken place. One could also thus translate 

these: ‘if I had but gone yesterday, then I should also have gotten many fish’, etc. This emerges even more clearly 

when the main clause is omitted: 

� ba ku-mate-po 

if 1SG-die-INCOMP 

‘was I but dead’ 

� ba u-behe-po 

if 2SG-want-INCOMP 

‘if you had but wanted’ 

                                                           
41 [footnote 1, p. 220] Against ba u-behe-po stands ba behe-ko-po, with the meaning ‘if you ever would like’ (in the future) 

and ‘if you would like again (a second time)’; this expression can also have the meaning ‘if you would have liked’ or ‘had you 

but wanted’. On the other hand, ba u-behe-po cannot refer to the future. In: 

ba u-behe-po ka to-laki anu tisomo 

if 2SG-want-INCOMP and 1PLN-go:PN what’s-its-name tomorrow 

‘if you want, we can go to So-and-so tomorrow’ 

a wish is supposed in the first clause which indeed makes reference to the future, but the wishing itself does not occur in the 

future.  

In § 217 it emerges that sometimes a conjugated form occurs after ba, at other times a non-conjugated form. Language usage 

differentiates these constructions in a way which is probably not to be brought under a fixed rule, but depends on the meaning of 

the verb, etc. which follows ba. Usually the conjugated form makes reference to the past, the non-conjugated form to the future, 

e.g.: 

ba i-hadio inula-no bangka 

if 3SG-many cargo-3SG.POS boat 

‘if the cargo of the boat was a lot’ 

ba hadio inula-no bangka 

if many cargo-3SG.POS boat 

‘in case the cargo of the boat is a lot’ 

Both expressions, however, can also mean ‘when (in general; thus: whenever) the boat’s cargo is a lot’. Other examples: 

ba i-hadio mia mate, ndi ira-mo koa men-t[in]adi 

if 3SG-many person die here 3PL-PERF just PL-PASS:discard 

‘whenever there were many dead people, they were just (without anything more) thrown away’ (thus not properly 

buried) 

ba hadio mia mate, kita-mo koa men-tadi ira 

if many person die 1PLN.FUT-PERF just PL-discard 3PL 

‘in case there are many deaths, we will (of course) just dispose of them’ 

ba ku-lako 

if 1SG-go 

‘when I go, at the time of my departure’ 

ba l[um]ako aku 

if PART:go 1SG 

‘if, in case I go’ 

The construction ba behe-ko /if want-2SG/ means the same as ba u-behe /if 2SG-want/ ‘if you want’, but with po there is, as has 

appeared, a difference in usage. The expression ba l[um]ako-ko-po /if PART:go-2SG-INCOMP/ can mean either ‘in case you go 

again’ or ‘in case you should go’; ba u-lako-po /if 2SG-go-INCOMP/ has the meaning ‘if you still go (again)’, ‘if you must go’, as 

well as the meaning mentioned in the main text.  
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The particle po has a similar meaning when it is placed after an imperative. In that case it has a mitigating 

function, which can be rendered with ‘just, only, come on’. 

� aiwa-po ramai 

come-INCOMP come.hither 

‘just come here, won't you?’ 

� i-kita-o-po 

2PL-see-3SG-INCOMP 

‘just take a look at it, why don’t you take a look at it?’ [p. 221]  

In the various above-mentioned cases, under certain circumstances po can also have the meaning ‘yet (once 

more), again’, for example:  

� lako-po 

go-INCOMP 

‘go once again’ 

� aku-po t[um]aloi-ko
42

 

1SG.FUT-INCOMP PART:defend-2SG 

‘I will defend you again’ 

� aku-po mo-’angga
43

 

1SG.FUT-INCOMP PART:TRI-work 

‘I am still going to work’ 

When wainto (a word for lamenting someone, ‘poor thing’, compare Malay kasihan) is constructed with a 

personal or possessive pronoun (wainto can also be employed as an interjection), usually po follows, e.g. wainto 

komiu-po, wainto miu-po ‘pity you, indeed’. More feeling is imparted in such an expression by po than when—as 

also occurs—mo is used (e.g. wainto aku-mo, wainto-ku-mo ‘poor me’); compare the emotional value of po 

discussed above in this section. One can also point out, for comparison, the friendly, soft and pitying use made of 

Dutch words such as nog and ook. A specific case is onaepo or monto’oripo, a word that is used in order to complain 

about something-or-other, e.g.: 

� mon-to’ori-po (or: onae-po                    ) ndi ira koa m-pelulu 

PART:TRI-know-INCOMP  3SG.INDEP-INCOMP be.here 3PL just PL-run 

‘dash it! here they come running’ 

� mon-to’ori-po (or: onae-po                    ) do-m-pelulu 

PART:TRI-know-INCOMP  3SG.INDEP-INCOMP 3PL-PL-run 

‘how they run!’ (expressing regret) or ‘what sort of running is that?!’ (it is totally absurd) 

� mon-to’ori-po pelulu-do
44

 

PART:TRI-know-INCOMP run-3PL.POS 

‘id.’ 

Compare also onaepo nae (nae mia, na mia) or da’iaopo nae, etc. (Impo ho’iopo daeno; compare Malay barulah!) 

‘there you have it now!’ (if a misfortune happens which one was apprehensive of), onaepo nae mia (da’iaopo na 

mia) i Laengko (in order to lament Laengko).  

                                                           
42 [from main text, p. 221] But not, in this meaning, ongkue-po t[um]aloi-ko, as this places emphasis on the first singular 

pronoun ongkue. 

43 [from main text, p. 221] Compare, with emphasis on ‘I’: ongkue-po aku mo-’angga /1SG.INDEP-INCOMP 1SG.FUT PART:TRI-

work/, ongkue aku-po mo-’angga /1SG.INDEP 1SG.FUT-INCOMP PART:TRI-work/. 

44 [from main text, p. 221] In this case onaepo is not used. 
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In a number of expressions po occurs as a fixed element, and it is sometimes difficult to specify its function, 

such as in humbeepo, heepo, menteepo, tutu’upo ‘it is actually where?’, e.g.: 

� humbee-po da l[um]ako-ki Dale? 

yes-INCOMP INTENS PART:go-2SG:to Dale 

‘is it true that you went to Dale?’ 

A further peculiarity of po is that it never co-occurs with koa. One thus uses mo koa ‘only’ as in: 

� ba onae-mo koa ka u-pe-luarako 

if 3SG.INDEP-PERF just and 2SG-go.out 

‘if it is only that whereby you will come outside’ 

etc. (compare above this section),  

� orua ira-mo koa d[um]agai-o 

two 3PL-PERF just PART:guard-3SG 

‘only two tended it’ 

Compare the last example to orua ira-po d[um]agai-o, which more or less amounts to the same thing, because po in 

the sense of ‘yet, still’ among other meanings can indicate the remainder which remains of a greater number. Also in 

some of its functions spoken of above, po can be rendered as ‘only’. 

247. The particles mo (see Adriani 1931:479) and to (Javanese ta) originally probably did not stand next to each other 

in entirely the same function, as Tinompo speakers still use to in the particle tokoa (see § 33) and mo still occurs in Watu in 

amo ‘not yet’, and in Padoe and Karunsi’e in indomo (see § 241). At present to in Watu and the Upper Mori dialects, and 

mo in Tinompo cum suis stand next to each other in the same meaning.  

Probably originally the interjection ma, which has an exhorting force, and the particle mo (compare Makasarese ma) 

were the same word, for example: 

� pentoro-po ma 

sit-INCOMP EXHORT 

‘come, sit down’ (you can assuredly go sit) [p. 222]  

� i-kita-o-po ma 

2PL-see-3SG-INCOMP EXHORT 

‘just take a look at it, why don’t you take a look at it?’ + force of ma 

� ba u-kita-o-po ma nae ari omue 

if 2SG-see-3SG-INCOMP EXHORT 3SG.INDEP first 2SG.INDEP 

‘if you’d just look at it (suggestive force), why don’t you go and take a look?’ (e.g. said to someone who will 

not believe something) 

� ala-akita koa ma nae mue 

get-APPL:1PLN just EXHORT 3SG.INDEP 2SG.INDEP 

‘take it then nevertheless for us (= me)’ 

The form maa means ‘give up!’. 

From ma is further derived mada or mada’a (see § 30), e.g.: 

� ala-akune mada 

get-APPL:1SG EXHORT 

‘be so good as to take it for me’ 
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� kaa-no mada, mangka nahi ku-bongo-ko 

eat-3SG EXHORT if NEG 1SG-hit-2SG 

‘just go ahead and eat it up, (then you will see) whether I don’t hit you’ 

� mangka l[um]ako-ko mada te’ingka, tanggai-mu-mo 

if PART:go-2SG EXHORT near.future be.aware-2SG.POS-PERF 

‘if by any chance you go, then you will find out!’45 

If one compares Mori mo and ma with the prefix ka—which as an independent particle in Acehnese and Sumbanese 

has roughly the same meaning as mo in Mori (Sumbanese also has ma as an emphatic particle), while in Minangkabau ka is 

a future particle, and thereby reminds one of the meaning ‘become, enter into a state’ which the prefix ma- has in 

Tontemboan—then the hypothesis is conceivable that originally mo was the same as ka or a variant thereof.46 The forms na, 

no (Adriani 1931:479) can be variants hereof, while Minahasan wo, o, etc. (also enclitics) are to be brought into the same 

connection; compare the forms mu, nu, wu and u of the second person singular personal pronoun (Jonker 1911:272).  

In the same way, to can be brought into connection with the well-known accidental prefix tĕ, etc. Concerning pa, po, 

see Adriani (1931:389).  

If one compares what is said above together with what is remarked in § 244 concerning the placement of mo (to), po 

and koa, with the words of Jonker: “It leaves no doubt that ma … once was a separate particle” which presumably 

“originally had the same value that the relative pronouns still have” (1911:272) with those of Van der Tuuk: “As far as the 

prefix ma is concerned, what can it be other than a pronominal word, and rightly originally a pronoun of the third person”47 

(1864-1867:124) and with Jonker’s theory concerning the origin and original meaning of the affixes in general (Jonker 

1915:194 ff., 1906:62 ff.) then the question should be asked whether the derivation of Mori ka given on p. 171 is 

sufficiently established, in other words, whether ka indeed originated from a prefix ka-, and we need not take into 

consideration the possibility that Mori ka goes back to a (pronominal?) element ka. The close association which exists 

between particles such as mo, po and corresponding forms—as appears above—makes evident how the change of the 

particle ka into the prefix ka- could have happened. For that matter, Mori mo and po line up with the suffixes, and can 

without objection be reckoned to the affixes; compare Bimanese -ka (suffix) in the meaning ‘so that’, etc. (properly an 

indicator of emphasis). In Sumbanese ka has roughly the same meaning as in Mori, namely that of ‘so that, in order that, 

that, consequently, and (as a link between [p. 223] sentences)’, while traces of the prefix ka are also to be found in these 

languages (L. Onvlee:pers.comm.). On the other hand, in Sumbanese ka also has (namely as a postposed particle) the 

meaning ‘already’, which sometimes weakens into that of an emphatic particle (L. Onvlee:pers.comm.). In Loinan and 

Bimanese ka also occurs in the same or nearly the same meaning, while Mongondow has ka back again as an enclitic with 

inviting meaning. Perhaps Mori kada and kanae (ka nae) contain this ka; in any case the derivation from koa da and koa 

nae (dialectally koa becomes kaa or ka) is very unlikely, as these expressions do not have the same meanings as kada and 

kanae (see §§ 261c and 163).  

From the above, it sufficiently appears that ka, in the meanings in which it occurs in Mori, has broadened considerably. 

The same applies of the comparable Minahasan wo, o, which one can hardly maintain as an old prefix. It has the same 

meanings as ka, namely ‘so that, that, and, with’, while wo can also mean ‘former, previous’48 which is very reminiscent of 

the meaning ‘already’ of ka. That the enclitic -o (dialectally -ĕm, -m)—which corresponds entirely with Pamona mo—

belongs at home in the same connection has already been argued above. A form wo is found among other places in 

Mongondow in the form bo (‘and, and then, then, and then shall’; Dunnebier 1929–1930:153–154), while the Kaili-Pamona 

languages also have bo, once again with the meaning ‘so that, and’ (Adriani 1931:394). In Napu bo is also given as an 

uncertainty particle (Adriani 1931:394), compare Tontemboan wona’ ‘perhaps’ (Napu, Bada, Kulawi bona ‘so that’). This 

element also occurs in Bobongko and in the Philippines.  

                                                           
45 [Translator’s note: The pragmatic force of this sentence is: ‘You’d better not go!’] 

46 [footnote 1, p. 222] Compare Jonker (1911:292–293). Compare also the fact that where Tinompo, etc. have ka, Watu has 

ma.  

47 [footnote 5, p. 222] In order to make Van der Tuuk’s hypothesis plausible, it is not necessary for ma to be conceived of as 

a ‘cry of nature’, nor to follow the author in the argument completely tied to it concerning language as ‘sensual imagery’ etc. 

(Van der Tuuk 1864-1867:124–126, 235 ff.) 

48 [from main text, p. 223] These two wo’s are probably the same word, although they are distinguished in Schwarz’s 

Tontemboan-Dutch Dictionary (1908:s.v.). 
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What is said above does not have the aim of repudiating the old theory concerning the origin of Mori and Loinan ka 

(Van Eelen & Ritsema 1918–1919:215–216; Gobée 1929:194–195), but rather only to argue that it requires further proof. 

This theory is, for that matter, only a variant of the hypothesis expressed above.49 See also § 216. 

What applies to ka, also applies mutatis mutandis of Watu ma (the same as Tinompo, etc. ka), of which it was likewise 

hypothesized in § 216 that it originated from the prefix ma-. Also Lauje and Nufoor have ma in the meaning ‘and’ (in 

Nufoor ‘so that’ is expressed by fa, from pa!), Fordata and Yamdena have ma in the meaning ‘so that’, while in Soboyo 

(Sula Islands) ma means ‘but’, which is expressed in Nufoor by the combination fama.50 In Sumbanese not only is ma used 

as an emphatic particle as mentioned above, but a form ma also occurs as a conjunction, at the beginning of a sentence, at 

the continuation of a story. 

That the identity of the various above-mentioned particles ka, ma, etc. is not always certain, requires no further 

comment. Particles of this form are so frequent in Indonesian languages that a priori it is probable that they do not in every 

single case all go back to one and the same word, rather one has to do with a number of homophonous elements ma, etc. 

[p. 224]  

248. The function of te- which is spoken of here must be directly linked to the general meaning of this prefix, 

namely that of ‘become as…, get as…’, which of its own accord develops into that of ‘up to’, ‘up until’, etc. Malay 

tĕr- is encountered in this same function, in which it is added to adjectives in the meaning ‘very’, ‘too’, or for 

indicating the superlative. The function of te- in Mori lies very close to this; here, however, it is placed not only 

before adjectives and adverbs but also before numbers and has, in general, the function of emphasizing the word 

before which it stands. This emphasis, when it falls on an adjective or adverb, entails that the characteristic or quality 

thereby expressed is (must be, should be, etc.) present in decent measure (thus to a great or very great, but not too 

great an extent). When te- is followed by a particular numeral, this meaning of course is not possible. In this way te- 

has developed in Mori and elsewhere into a marker of the so-called ‘modal imperative’ or ‘qualitative volitive’. Here 

first are a number of examples of this important function of te-: 

� temoiko ‘make it good, see to it that it becomes good’, also once in a while ‘watch out, be careful’ 

� te-moiko-mo koa andi-’andi ba u-po’ia indi’ai 

VOL-good-PERF just REDP-younger.sibling if 2SG-live here 

‘farewell, little sister’ (‘may your remaining here be good’; compare Dutch maak ’t goed said by someone 

departing to someone who remains behind) 

� temempale (Padoe) ‘Onwards!’, compare mempale ‘fast’ 

� te-molori koa da’a ba u-garusu-o lemba atuu 

VOL-smooth just INTENS if 2SG-press-3SG jacket that 

‘see to it that you press that jacket (very) smooth (with the iron)’ (lit., ‘may it be smooth when you…’; 

compare § 237) 

� sewo-o ewo atuu te-rapa 

level-3SG grass that VOL-close 

‘chop that grass short, chop that grass so that it is good and short’ 

� io horo-no si komba te-pore 

CN floor-3SG.POS NEG.IMPV by.any.means VOL-closed.off 

‘don’t let the floor of it be joined’ (leave openings in the floor laths) 

                                                           
49 [footnote 5, p. 223] It speaks for itself that, if the conjunction ka originated from the prefix ka-, nothing regarding the 

origin of the latter has yet been said therewith.  

50 [footnote 6, p. 223] The forms ma and fa also mean, respectively, ‘hither’ and ‘thither’. As a postposed particle ma can 

have the meanings ‘certain, positively, very, in large measure’. The form fa is likewise found in Nufoor as a prefix with causative 

meaning.  
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� lalu-o-po te-moi-moiko to-po’ia-’ia
51

 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP VOL-REDP-good 1PLN-live 

‘let us live together in good harmony’ 

When, as in most of the above sentences, it is not the way in which the action is performed, but rather the 

attained result which is expressed by te-, one can still nevertheless speak of a modal imperative or qualitative 

volitive, in that the quality of the result is directly connected to the way in which the action is executed. This appears 

clearly in cases such as: 

� te-pore-(mo) ba u-weweu-o 

VOL-closed.off-PERF if 2SG-do-3SG 

‘make it (the fence) (very) close’, literally ‘let it (your fencing) be (very) close when you make it’ 

next to: 

� i-pore-mo ba u-weweu-o 

3SG-closed.off-PERF if 2SG-do-3SG 

‘let it (the fence) be close when you make it’ 

where the form with te- thus makes reference to the way of making, while the form with i- refers to the fence itself. 

But when te- in the function referred to here is added before a numeral, the above-mentioned terms are not to be 

preserved. Nevertheless, in Mori the two cases entirely line up, as appears from the following examples: 

� puuri-ako-no ia m-puhe-no te-pem-paa 

blow-APPL-3SG on LG-navel-3SG.POS VOL-ITER-four 

‘blow on his navel, four times’ 

� tepudu pana-pana-ku po-weweu-akune te-’asa-po mbo’u 

broken REDP-bow-1SG.POS TRI-do-APPL:1SG VOL-one-INCOMP again 

‘my peashooter is broken, make it one more time for me’ 

� sii-m-i te-hadio ( siimo   itehadio ) io pau-mu, Datu 

NEG.IMPV-PERF-3SG VOL-many  CN talk-2SG.POS Datu 

‘don’t let your talk be much more, Datu’ (‘don’t make much more talk, Datu’) [p. 225]  

� po-’angga-po te-’asa minggu ka ku-’amba mo-wee-ko  

TRI-work-INCOMP VOL-one week and 1SG-then PART:TRI-give-2SG  

 tambo-mu 

wages-2SG.POS 

 ‘work one week more and then I shall give you your pay’ 

One could concoct the term ‘quantitative volitive’ for these cases, but all such terms merit no recommendation, 

because they only cover a portion of the function of te- for which it goes here, and consequently only just make the 

grammar more involved, without providing any tangible benefit. For next to the mentioned ‘volitives’ and lining up 

therewith are analogous forms in sentences in which the speaker expresses a wish, an intention, or an assurance 

which makes reference to the future, such as in the following examples: 

                                                           
51 [from main text, p. 224] Or: laluopo ka itemoimoiko topo’ia-’ia. 
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� nahi komba ta te-pendua kada ongkue ba  

NEG by.any.means 3SG.FUT VOL-twice AFFIRM 1SG.INDEP if  

 ku-lako ka ku-po-’ala ulu 

1SG-go and 1SG-TRI-get head 

 ‘it shall not come about that it twice is, as for me, when I go to collect heads’ 

� ba ongkue, ta te-hadio rupa ba ku-po-’ema 

if 1SG.INDEP 3SG.FUT VOL-many form if 1SG-TRI-request 

‘I should have asked for all different kinds’ 

� te-pendua koa kada ongkue ku-pepata konaanomo 

VOL-twice just AFFIRM 1SG.INDEP 1SG-consider it.is.enough 

‘if I am only photographed twice, it’s okay with me’ 

� aku t[um]ambo-ako-mu tidu te-’(a)asa  

1SG.FUT PART:pay.wages -APPL-2SG punch VOL-one 

‘I shall give you a punch’ 

� aku mo-wangu si’e te-hadio 

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-build rice.barn VOL-many 

‘I shall build rice barns in great number’ 

� aku mo-wangu si’e te-langkai 

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-build rice.barn VOL-big 

‘I shall build a rice barn, a large one indeed’ 

next to aku mowangu si’e langkai; in this last case si’e langkai is to be taken as a compound.
52

 

� aku lako mong-kaa ari te-hadio 

1SG.FUT go PART:TRI-eat first VOL-many 

‘I am going to eat substantially now’ (for example at a feast) 

� ba onae-mo koa ka u-binta-akune ana-ku  

if 3SG.INDEP-PERF just and 2SG-leave-APPL:1SG child-1SG.POS  

 po-’inee-o-mo ka ku-po-wee-ko sangka wulaa te-hadio ntu’u 

TRI-allow-3SG-PERF and 1SG-TRI-give-2SG thing gold VOL-many truly 

 ‘if that’s the only thing that can move you to leave my child behind for me, then let me give you very 

many gold objects’ 

� (te)-ruapulu’a nae ongkue ba ku-lako 

VOL-twenty.days 3SG.INDEP 1SG.INDEP if 1SG-go 

‘as for me, I go away (remain away) for twenty days’
53

 

So also when one questions a second person about their intentions, e.g.: 

� te-pia wongi (ba) u-lako? 

VOL-how.many night  if 2SG-go 

‘how many nights will you stay away?’ 

                                                           
52 [from main text, p. 225] Compare si’e-langkai-ku ‘my rice-barn-of-the-large-sort’ (compound) versus si’e-ku langkai ‘my 

large rice barn’ (non-compound).  

53 [footnote 1, p. 225] This sentence implies that others go away, or are expected to go away, for a lesser period of time. In 

the reverse case, one would use te-rua-pulu-’a koa… 
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� te-’ipia (ba) u-lako? 

VOL-how.many.night  if 2SG-go 

‘how many nights will you stay away?’ (also ‘when will you leave?’; see below) 

� te-motungko ke ba u-po-’ema-ako-no ngara-mu atuu? 

VOL-expensive INTERROG if 2SG-TRI-request-APPL-3SG horse-2SG.POS that 

‘will you ask a lot for that horse of yours?’ 

When speaking of a third person and (in the original case) their or another’s wishes, intentions, etc. for how 

some action should be executed, this likewise must be expressed through a te- form. This function however occurs in 

the background, so that te- in this case can be considered as nothing other than a marker of the future, e.g.: [p. 226]  

� te-rua wongi do-m-perato a n-sala ka do-’amba me-hawe 

VOL-two night 3PL-PL-overnight on LG-road and 3PL-next PL-arrive 

‘they shall overnight twice on the way before they arrive’ 

which amounts to the same thing as: 

� ta rua wongi do-m-perato… 

3SG.FUT two night 3PL-PL-overnight 

‘it will be two nights that they overnight…’ 

(although one can also say ta te-rua wongi…, this can only mean ‘they have spent the night about two times along 

the way’, etc.; see § 290). Other examples are: 

� te-moruana do-me-’asa-o sangka-(do) in-asa-do 

VOL-cheap 3PL-PL-sell-3SG thing-3PL.POS PASS-sell-3PL.POS 

‘they shall sell their things to be sold cheaply’ 

� te-montondu do-m-pon-tembi inso i lere 

VOL-heavy 3PL-PL-TRI-carry.on.back from at field 

‘they shall carry away heavy backloads (a heavy backload) from the field’ 

� gaagi s[um]angki bange: atuu, Datu, n[in]ee-mu atuu  

therefore PART:answer monkey that Datu PASS:say-2SG.POS that  

 nahi ku-tarima-o nahi ta onae ba   

NEG 1SG-receive-3SG NEG 3SG.FUT 3SG.INDEP if   

 i-popo-kaa-kaa-no ue-ku te-’asa n-tinuwu andio 

3SG-REPT-REDP-eat-3SG lord-1SG.POS VOL-one LG-lifetime this 

 ‘then the monkey answered: That, Datu, what you said there, I do not accept, that should not be (enough) 

for my mistress to eat up in installments her whole life long’ 

The meaning ‘up to…’ occurs especially in concessive clauses, for example: 

� i Bange na-p-i konde hina mau te-’asa 

PN Monkey NEG-INCOMP-3SG even exist even VOL-one 

‘Monkey didn’t have any, not even one’ 

and in sentences such as: 

� mia i inia na-mi do-me-’in-eheako m-po’itu-’itu te-’olai 

person at village NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3PL-PL-PASS-allow PL-go.about VOL-far 

‘the people in the village were no longer allowed to travel (so) far away’ 
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� tembio ke ka i-wela lako m-po’itu-’itu te-’olai?
54

 

why INTERROG and 2PL-regularly go PL-go.about VOL-far 

‘why do you all habitually travel so far away?’ 

In the last example, it is clear that something which took place in the past is being talked about.
55

 In all of the above-

mentioned cases, however, the forms with te- make reference to the future, in fact on repeated occasions te- is the 

sole indicator that the sentence is to be taken futuristically. One can thus consider te- to be a future marker, as long as 

one keeps in mind that as such it retains a particular character, and that the forms supplied with te- do not line up at 

all with those treated in § 236.  

The future force of te- also comes to the fore in certain adverbs of time which are formed with this prefix and which 

all make reference to the future, for example te’ingka ‘directly, soon, next’, te’ipua (or te’upua) ‘day after tomorrow, 

in the future’ (versus indi’ipua or indi’upua ‘day before yesterday, in the past’), and te’ipia ‘when’ with reference to 

the future (versus indi’ipia ‘when’ in the past). Also tisomo ‘tomorrow’ (in French demain) perhaps also contains the 

prefix ti-, the older form of te-.  

 

                                                           
54 [footnote 1, p. 226] That te- here is not an adverbial formative appears from the following example, where olai (without 

te-) functions as an adverb, ‘far’: 

do-men-saari-o olai ntu’u 

3PL-PL-chase-3SG far truly 

‘they chased him very far away’ 

55 [from main text, p. 226] Compare: 

tembio ka i-te-rua wongi i-m-perato a n-sala? 

why and 3SG-VOL-two night 2PL-PL-overnight on LG-road 

‘why did you stay overnight (up to) two times on the way?’ 
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[p. 227]  

CHAPTER NINE. 

NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES. 

——————— 

249. The border between adjective and verb is easily drawn in Mori. Although many Mori adjectives are formed 

with an affix, nevertheless such an element has always grown together with the stem into an inseparable and invariant 

unit. This secondary unit, in the same form, also serves as the so-called ‘abstract’ substantive of corresponding 

adjectives. For example: 

� mate-no ana-no 

die-3SG.POS child-3SG.POS 

‘the death of his child’ 

� mahaki-no ine-no 

sick-3SG.POS mother-3SG.POS 

‘his mother’s sickness’ 

� susua moiko-no 

different good-3SG.POS 

‘the goodness of it is elsewhere, it’s goodness lies in something else, it is good but in another respect’ 

� nahi kita moko-pau-o tekosi-no 

NEG 1PLN.FUT PART:POTENT-tell-3SG beautiful-3SG.POS 

‘one can’t put its beauty into words’ (lit., ‘we cannot…’) 

� mokula-no oleo andio molehako nahi to-poko-tangkari-o 

hot-3SG.POS day this indeed NEG 1PLN-POTENT-endure-3SG 

‘truly one cannot tolerate the heat of this day’ (lit., ‘truly we cannot…’) 

� pato ropa ondae-no 

four fathom long-3SG.POS 

‘the length of it is four fathoms, it is four fathoms long’ 

� asa lembo molue-no lere-do 

one plain broad-3SG.POS field-3PL.POS 

‘the area of their fields is as an entire plain’
1
 

� langkai-no i Anu kana langkai-no aka-no 

large-3SG.POS PN What’s-his-name like large-3SG.POS elder.sibling-3SG.POS 

‘So-and-so’s stoutness is like the stoutness of his older brother’ 

� i Anu kana aka-no langkai-no 

PN What’s-his-name like elder.sibling-3SG.POS large-3SG.POS 

‘So-and-so is like his older brother in size’ (a Mori expression for ‘So-and-so is as big as his brother’) 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 227] Here lembo ‘plain’ serves as a unit of measure for a very large expanse of surface area. 
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� nahi tehine, lumpa-no-mo tulambatu andio i-tebosi 

NEG long.time have.opening-3SG.POS-PERF k.o.bamboo this 3SG-burst 

‘not long after, the tulambatu bamboo burst open with a crack’ 

� mansa-do me-lako, uru-no-mo i-’usa
2
 

at.once-3PL.POS PL-go sound.of.heavy.rain-3SG.POS-PERF 3SG-rain 

‘when they had set out on their way, a heavy rain fell’ 

When the adjective is derived with an m-initial prefix, the initial consonant of the nexus-substantive is also an m, and 

the adjectives with -um- retain this -um- in all circumstances. For plural forms of adjectival nexus-substantives, see 

§ 282. 

On the other hand stand the verbs, which distinguish themselves by variability and dissolubility. In its participle 

form a verb always consists of a stem plus either an m-initial prefix or the infix -um- (in the plural, replaced by me- 

with prenasalization), while the imperative and the verbal noun are characterized by the corresponding p-initial 

prefix, or (in the cases where the participle has -um-) by the absence of any such prefix. [p. 228]  

The language thus makes a clear formal distinction between verb and adjective. There is an objection against 

these criteria, namely that in this way one is forced to consider certain words as adjectives which actually, by virtue 

of their meaning, have more of a verbal character (e.g. aiwa ‘come’). This objection, however, carries little weight. 

Similar cases can also be pointed out in Dutch, and nevertheless no one would think not to consider a word ending in 

-en which can be conjugated to be a verb, and the converse. A number of adjectives presently in our language are 

originally participle forms of verbs, and it is very well possible that the same applies of Mori adjectives. This may be 

observed from a great number of words with the prefix me-, which can be constructed sometimes as verbs, and at 

other times as adjectives, apparently because the meaning facilitates the change from verb to adjective. Also, 

adjectives with -um- were originally verbs. 

Only in a single category of cases do the above criteria fail, namely when the infix -um- must be withheld from 

stems beginning with a bilabial consonant b, p, w, mb or mp (see §§ 222 and 364). One can thus find oneself in the 

uncertainty of whether one has to do with a virtual -um-form of an intransitive verb, or with an adjective. For 

example pansia ‘divert, move to the side’ is undoubtedly a verb, formed from the stem sia (Malay siar), from which 

are also derived, among others, tensia ‘separated, set apart’, mo(m)ponsia ‘separate, set aside’ sia-rawo ‘spread 

everywhere’, etc. In this case one can, based on other considerations, decide without doubt that pansia has a verbal 

character. The same probably applies to all other cases of this variety.  

250. It is more difficult to draw a border between adjectives and nouns. To be sure, in this case we can also 

easily set up formal criteria, since it is clear that only adjectives can be conjugated, and only adjectives can take the 

plural marker me- (followed by prenasalization). However, there are two ways these criteria fail us: first, with every 

adjective there is also a homophonous nexus-substantive (‘abstract’), and second, because—such as emerges 

below—every noun whose meaning lends itself thereto can also occur as an adjective (in the above-adopted formal 

sense of the word; the term ‘qualificative verb’ could fit very well here), with the meaning ‘be what the word in 

question denotes’. 

The first circumstance leads to uncertainty with certain names of natural phenomena, such as usa ‘rain’, which 

can also occur as an adjective (compare uusa ‘it rains’, ruundu ‘it thunders’), so that the question arises: is usa 

indeed to be considered an actual substantive, or should it be considered a nexus-substantive, thus ‘(the) raining’? 

The question is pertinent because in the names of other of natural events a difference is made, for example mekinsa 

‘it flashes with lightning’, next to kinsa ‘lightning’, and the such. [p. 229]  

Examples of substantives occurring as adjectives with the meaning ‘be what the substantive in question says’ 

are: 

                                                           
2 [footnote 2, p. 227] See § 226. Expressions such as these last two (without ko-) cannot be formed of all sorts of adjectives, 

but only, it would appear, from onomatopoetic words. 
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� dahu-o ‘he is a dog’ 

� dahu-ko ‘you are a dog’ 

� dahu-ko-mo ‘you have become a dog’ 

� onitu-ko ‘you are a ghost’ (said to a very gaunt person) 

� kana-ko-mo onitu 

like-2SG-PERF spirit 

‘you’re just like a ghost’ 

� mia-ko maramba 

person-2SG boastful 

‘you are a braggart’ 

� nahi ku-mokole
3
 

NEG 1SG-ruler 

‘I am no member of the mokole-rank’ 

� maupo ku-petoro 

even.though 1SG-administrator 

‘even if I were administrator’ 

� maupo to-’ueto
4
 

even.though 1PLN-lord 

‘even if we were of nobility’ 

� maup-i   kapala 

even.though-2PL village.head 

‘even if you are the head’ 

� ba ku-’aka 

if 1SG-elder.sibling 

‘if I am the older’ 

� tutupe aku ela, nah-u to’ori-o motae watu aku 

hit.with.bottom.of.fist 1SG friend NEG-2SG know-3SG that stone 1SG 

‘just hit me with your fist, you (obviously) don’t know that I am of stone’ 

One of the clearest evidences that these words are not substantives, but rather adjectives, appears from the fact 

that they can take the plural marker, e.g.: 

� me-dahu ira   

PL-dog 3PL   

‘they are dogs’ 

� ndi(o) ira me-dahu 

be.here 3PL PL-dog 

‘they are dogs’ 

                                                           
3 [from main text, p. 209] But mostly nahi ndi aku mokole is said; see §§ 180–181.  

4 [from main text, p. 209] The form ueto, literally ‘our lord’, is the customary name for the people of the three chief classes, 

mokole, bonto and karua. 
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� me-(’aka)-’aka ira 

PL-REDP-older.sibling 3PL 

‘they are the older ones’ 

� nahi komba ndi ira meng-guru
5
 ka do-m-pepau kanatuu 

NEG by.any.means be.here 3PL PL-teacher and 3PL-PL-speak like.that 

‘they are (anyhow) no educators, that they speak so’ 

The lengthening spoken of in § 18, however, cannot occur with these words (thus forms such as *daahu, *guuru, etc. 

are not possible). Also, nexus-substantives (‘abstracts’) can only exceptionally be formed from these words, but this 

has a good reason. One can indeed, without risk of misunderstanding, speak of kapala-no ‘the fact that he is a village 

head’, or mokole-no ‘his mokole-ship, the fact that he belongs to the mokole rank’, e.g.: 

� i-pompe-langka-langkai-ako-no mokole-no 

3SG-PRETENSE-REDP-big-APPL-3SG ruler-3SG.POS 

‘he prided himself on his belonging to the mokole-rank’ 

but ata-no, dahu-no, etc. mean ‘his slave’, ‘his dog’, etc. In order to express ‘the fact that he is a slave’, a different 

phrasing must be employed, e.g.: 

� nahi mengkaa motae ata 

NEG clear that slave 

‘it’s not apparent that he is a slave’ 

In Pamona, where adjectives and nexus-substantives are formally differentiated in that the latter have the prefix ka-, 

derivations can be made of every substantive, e.g. ka’asunya ‘the fact that he is a dog’ (see further Adriani 

1931:199 ff.). 

ADJECTIVES. 

251. Just as in other Indonesian languages, in Mori the rule applies that attributes follow after the head. Only 

cardinal numbers constitute an exception to this, as they usually precede the substantive which they modify. [p. 230] 

The adjective used attributively thus also stands after the word on which it is dependent, e.g.: 

� tehu mongura 

rat young 

‘a young rat’ 

� mia mahaki 

person sick 

‘a sick person’ 

� mia hadio 

person many 

‘the masses, the people, many people’
6
 

For the situation where more than one adjectival modifier follows a substantive, see near the end of § 214.  

Another point of similarity between Mori and its relatives is that Mori has no adjectives for material 

composition. Although an expression such as sinsi wulaa can be rendered as ‘golden ring’ (compare sinsi ‘ring’), the 

                                                           
5 [from main text, p. 209] One could substitute at this point, with appropriate change in meaning: me-kapala /PL-

village.head/, mem-pandita /PL-clergyman/, men-tua /PL-tuan/, etc.  

6 [from main text, p. 230] Compare hadio mia ‘many people’; in this case hadio is being treated as a numeral.  
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proper translation is nothing other than ‘ring and gold’, thus ‘ring of gold, ring composed of gold, gold ring’. 

Likewise: 

� si’e-to mekaru masara 

rice.barn-1PLN.POS PART:have.leg k.o.tree 

‘our rice barn has legs made of masara wood’ 

252. ADJECTIVES WITH POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES. That an adjective, followed by a possessive pronoun, can have the 

meaning of a nexus-substantive (‘abstract’), and therefore must be translated with ‘my, etc. …-hood, …-ness, 

…-ship, etc.’, already appears above.
7
 In addition, however, these constructions have another function, to be 

rendered with ‘I, etc. find it …, feel it to be …, have a … feeling about it’, or also, without indication of what causes 

the feeling, ‘I etc. have a … feeling’. Examples hereof are: 

� moiko-ku ‘I find it, esteem it good, it is good by me, it is good in my opinion’ 

� mosa’o-ku ‘I find it bad’, also ‘I am angry about it’
8
 

� motetewe-ku ‘I have an aversion to it’, compare motewe ‘bland, insipid’ (Malay tawar), also said about 

something which one does not gladly see 

� mahaki-ku ‘I feel pain, I feel myself sick, I feel grief, heartache, distress, etc.’ 

� mo’o’au-no ‘he is touched, his heart is moved’ (by music, for example) 

� mo(ng)kokolaro-no ‘he is sorry for it, he feels miserable, he feels distress’ (e.g. over the death of a child), 

literally ‘he finds it pitiable, miserable’ or something similar, as mo(ng)kokolaro means ‘poor, deficient’
9
 

� mo(ng)koko’undu-no ‘he feels compassion’, from mo(ng)koko’undu ‘be in an unhappy state, look 

miserable’
10

 

� mo’o’anu-no-mo
11

 ntu’u 

ashamed-3SG.POS-PERF truly 

‘he had a very ashamed feeling’ 

� mo’o’anu-no-mo, mekule-o-mo i Datu i raha-no 

ashamed-3SG.POS-PERF PART:return-3SG-PERF PN Datu to house-3SG.POS 

‘Datu was ashamed and returned to his house’ 

� monsisiri-no-mo i Bonti 

desirous-3SG.POS-PERF PN Wild.Pig 

‘Wild Pig was greedy for it’ 

� tabulu mo(le)lea-mu 

whether hot-2SG.POS 

‘if you are angry over it’ (compare molea ‘sharp, hot of taste’) 

                                                           
7 [footnote 1, p. 230] For similar formations with the suffix -a, see § 380 ff. 

8 [from main text, p. 230] This can also be expressed as mosa’o aroa-ku a… /bad insides-1SG.POS at/.  

9 [from main text, p. 230] One can say to someone who is in a bad condition, whether through poverty, sickness or however: 

mon(ng)kokolaro-ko-po or kolaro-ko-po ‘you poor wretch’; mo(ng)kokolaroako is ‘have pity on’. 

10 [from main text, p. 230] The expression mong(ng)koko’undu-ko-po or ko’undu-ko-po is the same as mongkokolaro-ko-po, 

etc.; see the preceding footnote. 

11 [from main text, p. 230] Compare tedoa mo’o’anu ‘very ashamed’, as a regular adjective. 
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� to-lako-mo ari me’uho, ba mo’ahi-mu  

1PLN-go-PERF first PART:hunt.periwinkle if delicious-2SG.POS  

 koa muda uho 

just 2SG.ADD periwinkle 

 ‘let us go seek periwinkles, if you at least also find them delicious’ 

� ba omami koa, hala-hala mami m-po-wala  

if 1PLX.INDEP just useless 1PLX.POS PL-TRI-cover 

 bangka k[in]unsi atuu 

boat PASS:draw.close.together that 

 ‘as far as we are concerned, we esteem it useless to provide a cover on such a well-closed boat’ [p. 231]  

These expressions also occur in Pamona, but there they serve only to indicate sensations, feelings—in general 

the frame of mind—of the subject, not opinions or interpretations. Since in Pamona most adjectives have a separate 

form for the nexus-substantive (formed with the prefix ka-), in this language the two constructions are formally 

differentiated, and so stand next to each other, for example: kaeka-ku ‘my fear’ versus maeka-ku ‘I feel afraid’, 

konongo-nya ‘his miserliness’ versus manongo-nya ‘he is in a stingy mood’ (not ‘he is stingy’, as a fixed 

characteristic cannot be expressed in this way). Can one not derive from this that these two constructions are also 

different in origin? Following the opinion of Dr. Adriani (1931:447), a form such as maekaku should stand for a 

virtual (but never encountered as such) *kamaekaku ‘it is that I am afraid’, and thus is actually nothing other than an 

emphatic maeka yaku ‘I am afraid’. However, this explanation takes no account of the fact (unmentioned by Adriani) 

that these forms (maekaku, etc.) are only used to indicate a temporary feeling or a disposition which is present in the 

one concerned at the moment of which one speaks, and not for continuing, fixed, objective qualities.
12

 For Mori it 

should be added that in this language opinions and considerations of the subject are also expressed by these forms, 

and there is a great difference between expressions such as moiko ira ‘they are good (in other words, good-hearted)’, 

and moikodo ‘they esteem it good’. 

It thus appears to me that the opinion expressed in Adriani’s Pamona grammar (1931) is unlikely. On the other 

hand, there is, in my opinion, no reason to suppose that the collocation of an adjective with a possessive suffix 

should be something original. The character of the prefix ma- (Mori ma-, mo-) resists against this, however one 

would explain this element. The possessive suffixes are always added to substantive derivations of verbs and 

adjectives, and where this appears not to be the case (e.g. in Javanese mangané ‘his food’ nulisé ‘his writing’ and the 

such, or with the Mori adjectives, see § 249), in actuality one has to do with participle forms, respectively adjectives, 

which at the same time have taken over the function of nexus-substantives, and thus as such have replaced earlier 

forms of the latter (e.g. with a p-prefix or with ka-). Although undoubtedly the above treated forms thus constitute a 

separate grammatical category and have a peculiar function, [p. 232] nevertheless there is also in my estimation—

especially given the great role which substantive constructions play in Indonesian languages—no motive for 

separating them from the nexus-substantives. This should not be taken to mean that a form such as Pamona maekaku 

must go back to an older kaekaku, since it is very well possible at any rate that the use of ka- as a formative in 

substantive derivations of adjectives (‘abstracts’) is of relatively recent date.
13

 It means only that a form such as Mori 

moikoku can best be considered as originally having the meaning, ‘it is my goodness’, ‘it is goodness with me’, and 

therefrom ‘it is good with me, it is good in my opinion’. Compare also § 218. 

For other meanings in which an adjective is encountered with a possessive suffix, see § 229 and 231. 

                                                           
12 [footnote 2, p. 231] An interpretation—mentioned by Adriani in a footnote (1931:447), but apparently abandoned by 

him—which explains maeka-ku as the result of contamination between maeka yaku and kaeka-ku, encounters this same 

objection.  

13 [footnote 1, p. 232] For that matter, Pamona also has forms such as losemu ‘your laziness’, rosoku ‘my power’, etc., which 

were explained by Adriani (1931:431) as shortenings of kalosemu, etc., but without supplying any arguments for this 

interpretation.  
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253. COMPARISON AND SIMILARITY. Mori has no particular forms for expressing comparative or superlative 

degree. That a predicate—as not only adjectives, but also verbs whose meanings lend themselves thereto can also 

appear in these cases—must be interpreted in a comparative sense, must emerge from context. 

All the same, there are certain particles or words which, although in and of themselves actually have no 

comparative-forming power, nevertheless can be considered indicators of the comparative. This applies especially of 

po. Although to be sure this particle actually has another meaning and moreover yet a number of other functions—

see § 246—without doubt in certain cases it can be considered the equivalent of our comparative ending. One can 

compare it with our ‘more’ in ‘more prettier’, ‘more bigger’, etc. which, however, has a somewhat different force, as 

it indeed strengthens the comparative, but does not express it. Examples of po in this function
14

 are: 

� ondau i Wilalae, sine ondau-o-po aka-no 

tall PN Wilalae but tall-3SG-INCOMP older.sibling-3SG.POS 

‘Wilalae is tall, but his older brother is taller still’ 

� ondau i Wilalae, sine ondau-o-po aka-no, sine  

tall PN Wilalae but tall-3SG-PERF older.sibling-3SG.POS but  

 ondau-o-po mbo’u i Makedo 

tall-3SG-INCOMP more PN Makedo 

 ‘Wilalae is tall, but his older brother is taller still, but Makedo is yet taller still’ 

� i Wilalae owowa-o-po seko aka-no, (sine)  

PN Wilalae short-3SG-INCOMP than older.sibling-3SG.POS  but 

 i Lantinemba owowa-o-po mbo’u 

PN Lantinemba short-3SG-INCOMP more 

 ‘Wilalae is shorter than his brother, but Lantinemba is even shorter’ 

� i Pedohoi owowa, sine aka-no owowa-o-po mbo’u 

PN Pedohoi short but older.sibling-3SG.POS short-3SG-INCOMP more 

‘Pedohoi is short, but his brother is shorter still’ 

In the last three sentences, lahi ‘too’ can be used in place of mbo’u ‘again, also, more’.  

When sako (sakono, seko, sekono)—which also means ‘even’, see § 350—is preceded by a predicate with 

comparative meaning, it has the sense of ‘than’, e.g.: 

� i Korumba owowa-o-po seko aka-no 

PN Korumba short-3SG-INCOMP than older.sibling-3SG.POS 

‘Korumba is shorter than his brother’ [p. 233]  

The original meaning is ‘from’, thus ‘seen from the viewpoint of’, ‘in comparison with’ (compare Javanese saka, 

sangka, Napu hangko; Pamona sako, sangko means only ‘even’).  

Another word which is often used to express a comparative is the just-mentioned lahi ‘too’. In this respect it 

distinguishes itself from ntu’u ‘indeed, truly, thoroughly, very’, which does not indicate the imperative but can only 

                                                           
14 [footnote 2, p. 232] In Pamona pa is encountered in this function, e.g.: 

yaku-pa marate    (   or:    marate-pa    yaku   ) pai naka si’a 

1SG-INCOMP tall and than 3SG 

‘I am taller than him’ 

si’a-pa anu lo’u 

3SG-INCOMP REL handsome 

‘he is more handsome’ 
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strengthen it and must be translated with ‘much, a great deal’. In combination with a comparative expressed using po, 

however, ntu’u has only a corroborative meaning, ‘indeed, really’. Examples are: 

� tedoa ira lahi me-mokua mia indi’ai sekono  

very 3PL exceed PL-industrious person here than  

 mia i wawo-no 

person at above-3SG.POS 

 ‘the people here are much (tedoa) more industrious than the people in the highlands’ 

� lemba-mu nahi pengkena ka anu-ku, tekosi lahi  

jacket-2SG.POS NEG same and thing-1SG.POS beautiful exceed  

 anu-mu 

thing-2SG.POS 

 ‘your clothes are not like mine; yours are prettier’ 

� i Wentarasi ondau ntu’u sekono aka-no 

PN Wentarasi tall truly than older.sibling-3SG.POS 

‘Wentarasi is much taller than his brother’ 

But: 

� i Wentarasi ondau-po ntu’u sekono aka-no 

PN Wentarasi tall-INCOMP truly than older.sibling-3SG.POS 

‘Wentarasi is indeed taller than his brother’ 

Also susua ‘otherwise, different’ can be used in the sense of ‘in strong measure’—as in moiko susua ‘very 

good’—and also in the sense of ‘more’: 

� moiko susua melere seko melida 

good different PART:cultivate.dry.field than PART:cultivate.wet.field 

‘cultivating a dry field is better than cultivating a rice paddy’ 

� ondau susua Sampalowo seko Tinompo 

tall different Sampalowo than Tinompo 

‘Sampalowo is longer than Tinompo’ 

A word meaning ‘exceeding, more’ is lalu,
15

 e.g.: 

� lalu mokora-no masina seko mokora-no ngara 

surpass strong-3SG.POS machine than strong-3SG.POS horse 

‘the power of a machine is more than, exceeds that of a horse’ 

This word can also occur with an adjective as an indicator of comparative or superlative degree, for example: 

                                                           
15 [footnote 1, p. 233] In Padoe lalu means ‘too’. A doublet of lalu (Malay identical) is lalo ‘beyond, past, passed by’ 

(Pamona identical), which can also mean ‘overripe’ (Pamona yayo).  
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� isua-ako ira anu lalu hadio wuku-no, asa timboka  

where-APPL 3PL REL surpass many seed-3SG.POS one bowl  

 inisa ka
16

 asa timboka pae ( ka asa timboka  

pestled.rice and one bowl field.rice  and one bowl 

 osole  ) ? 

corn 

 ‘which of them has the most kernels: a bowl of pestled rice, or a bowl of field rice (or a bowl of corn)?’ 

� lalu motaha 

surpass ripe 

‘the ripest’ 

From these examples it appears that lalu is placed BEFORE the adjective (or verb) which it modifies, unlike po, lahi, 

etc. which follow. The derived forms lalua and popolalu also occur with the same meaning, for example lalua hadio 

‘more, most (in number)’, popolalu owowa ‘shorter, shortest’. The form popolalu is also used independently 

(compare § 310) in the sense of ‘more, the most, greater, the greatest’, etc.  

The form lalu is also used in the meaning ‘it is better, it would be best that…’, followed either by an imperative 

or corresponding conjugated form (see §§ 288 and 289), by ka or ba ‘that’, or by a nexus substantive or nominal 

clause. In such cases lalu is usually followed by -o-po, where the third person singular pronoun -o refers to the 

following clause (one could also consider lalu as in the first two examples below to contain a fused third person 

singular element). Examples are: 

� lalu koa, uai, to-pokowongi-o 

surpass just younger.sibling 1PLN-wait.until.night-3SG 

‘it is best, brother, that we wait until it is dark’ (‘let us rather wait…’, etc.) 

� lalu to-pesusumpe 

surpass 1PLN-kick.each.other 

‘let us kick each other’ 

� lalu-o-po kombia-o-mo i Anu 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP marry-3SG-PERF PN What’s-her-name 

‘it is best, marry with So-and-so’ [p. 234]  

� lalu-o-po (ba) omue k[um]ombia-o ana-ku 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP  if 2SG.INDEP PART:marry-3SG child-3SG.POS 

‘it is better if it is you who marries my child’ 

� lalu-o-po (ka) i-’aiwa mo’ia i Paantoule 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP and 3SG-come PART:live at Pantoule 

‘let him rather come live at Pantoule’ 

� lalu-o-po i-pore
17

 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP 3SG-closed.off 

‘it is better that they (the slats of the fence) stand closer next to each other’ 

                                                           
16 [from main text, p. 233] Here instead of ka one could also use either the interrogative particle ke or ba ‘if’ (the same also 

applies of ka in its second occurrence).  

17 [from main text, p. 234] Also laluopo itepore in the same meaning. 
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� ba ongkue koa, lalu-o-po mate sekono aku  

if 1SG.INDEP just surpass-3SG-INCOMP die than 1SG.FUT  

 mepotonda a m-pe’asa mokole-ku 

PART:follow at LG-be.one ruler-1SG.POS 

 ‘I would rather die than that give in to a fellow mokole of mine’ (lit., ‘as far as I am concerned, it would 

be better to die…’) 

Constructions of lalu with a possessive pronoun are also possible, and mean then ‘I (etc.) would rather, I had 

rather…’, for example: 

� (anu) isua lalu-(a)-mu, andio ke (ba)
18

 andio? 

 REL which surpass-NZR-2SG.POS this INTERROG  if this 

‘which do you want: this, or this?’ 

� ndeema lalu-mu, henu kodei sekono henu langkai? 

which surpass-2SG.POS REL small than REL big 

‘which do you want, the small or the large?’ [Molongkuni] 

� lalu-no-po kura ng-kinaa seko kura m-pau 

surpass-3SG.POS-INCOMP lack LG-cooked.rice than lack LG-talk 

‘he would rather have too little rice than that he should fail to express himself verbally’ 

� lalu-ku-(po) molai 

surpass-1SG.POS-INCOMP PART:flee 

‘I would rather flee’ 

Our superlative degree is often rendered in Mori by ntu’u, for example: 

� (a) luwu-no pinotuwu ambau anu mokora ntu’u 

among all-3SG.POS domesticated.animal carabao REL strong truly  

‘among all domesticated animals, the carabao is the strongest’ 

� isema anu ondau ntu’u, i Wilalae, ke i Makedo? 

who REL tall truly PN Wilalae INTERROG PN Makedo 

‘who is the tallest, Wilalae or Makedo?’ 

� ondau ntu’u i Makedo 

tall very PN Makedo 

‘Makedo is tallest’ 

In the last case one could also use a comparative in the translation, because only two people are compared with each 

other. Another means of expressing our superlative degree in Mori is through a construction with i wawono ‘above’. 

For example: 

� (a) luwu-no pinotuwu ambau anu i   

among all-3SG.POS domesticated.animal carabao REL at   

 wawo-no mokora-no 

above-3SG.POS strong-3SG.POS 

 ‘among all domesticated animals, the carabao stands above in strength’ or ‘…it is the carabao whose 

power stands above all others’ 

                                                           
18 [from main text, p. 234] Instead of ke or ba, ka ‘and’ could be used here, indeed even seko(no) or sako(no) ‘than’ could be 

used.  
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The form tedoa ‘very, to a high degree’—partially synonymous with ntu’u—can indeed be used to strengthen a 

comparative or superlative, but not to indicate it, e.g.: 

� tedoa-o-po ondau 

very-3SG-INCOMP tall 

‘much taller’ 

� tedoa ntu’u ondau 

very truly tall 

‘the tallest of all’ 

Also lahi must sometimes be translated with a superlative, e.g.: (a) luwuno pinotuwu ambau anu mokora lahi. 

Nevertheless, even in this case the word lahi (or other, similar forms) can also be omitted. From this it appears that 

an adjective (or verb) can—in context—have the meaning of a comparative or superlative degree all by itself, 

without any added attachments. Other examples hereof include: 

� isema anu ondau, i Wilalae ke i Makedo? 

who REL tall PN Wilalae INTERROG PN Makedo 

‘who is taller, Wilalae or Makedo?’ (possible answers: ondau i Makedo; ondau ntu’u i Makedo; owowa i 

Wilalae)  

� isema-ako ira ondau, i Wilalae ke i Makedo? 

who-APPL 3PL tall PN Wilalae INTERROG PN Makedo 

‘who of them is the taller, Wilalae or Makedo?’ (answer: i Makedo; less often ondau i Makedo) 

� isema anu mompoli, kumisi ke mokole langkai? 

who REL PART:wealthy district.head INTERROG ruler big 

‘who is richer, the district head of the regional head?’ (answer: mokole langkai anu mompoli) [p. 235]  

� langkai tambako k[in]aa-no sekono ulu-no  

big tobacco PASS:eat-3SG.POS than head-3SG.POS 

‘the tobacco quid which he is chewing is bigger than his head’ 

� langkai tambako k[in]aa-no kodei ulu-no  

big tobacco PASS:eat-3SG.POS small head-3SG.POS 

‘id.’ 

� ondau benu, tenangi minama 

tall coconut defeated areca 

‘the coconut palm is taller than the areca palm’ (lit., ‘the coconut palm is tall, the areca is no match for 

it’) 

� owowa i Wilalae, ondau aka-no, sine ondau-o-po  

short PN Wilalae tall older.sibling-3SG.POS but tall-3SG-INCOMP  

 i Makedo 

PN Makedo 

 ‘Wilalae is not as tall as his brother, but Makedo is taller still’ 

Because in this last example owowa and ondau are placed in opposition to each other, they must be interpreted in a 

relative sense; therefore owowa i Wilalae does not mean that Wilalae is indeed short, but only that he must be 

considered short when compared to his brother.  
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NOUNS. 

Number. 

254. From what has already been remarked in § 220 and elsewhere concerning the singular, the dual and the 

plural, it can already be seen that number in Mori has an entirely different character than in, for example, the Indo-

Germanic and Semitic languages. This difference appears especially in the dual, first and foremost because it does 

not constitute one of the two principal number categories, but arises only secondarily. This is so because the 

language makes—in addition to the singular-plural opposition—also a multiple-few distinction; the first is formally 

expressed in the personal and possessive pronouns, the latter on verbs and adjectives (see §§ 142 and 220). The Mori 

dual has nothing to do with ‘pairs connected through nature or art’. 

The forms usually used for indicating ‘multiple’ (a clearer term than ‘plural’) are spoken of in § 222 ff. When 

prenasalization alone is the sole marker, this appears to be a shortening of me- + prenasalization. But even if it were 

not that, nevertheless nothing essential would be altered thereby: both me- as well as prenasalization are formatives 

with intensifying power, and the typical Mori ‘multiple-few’ opposition would then also be nothing other than a 

special case of the intensive–non-intensive distinction found generally in Indonesian languages (compare § 225).  

Intensive forms for indicating the plural are also known, for example, in Sangirese (Adriani 1893:193 ff.), but 

the use of these forms and that of the singular (no ‘multiple-few’ distinction can be spoken of in this language) are 

governed by entirely different rules than in Mori. 

255. When one has to do with a multitude of persons, animals or things which number more than two, this does 

not yet mean that the plural or ‘multiple’ forms treated in § 222 ff. are to [p. 236] be employed. As already remarked 

in § 220, this is only the case when the persons, etc. under consideration are to be thought of as individuals, thus not 

from a collective viewpoint. This collective-individual opposition is of fundamental importance for understanding 

the concept of number in Mori (and other Austronesian languages generally). 

Our language distinguishes between collective nouns (collectives) and common nouns, but the words belonging 

to the one category are not identical to those of the other, and mostly have a different form. In Mori, however, first of 

all every substantive (at any rate, in so far as its meaning does not oppose it) can sometimes occur as a ‘collective’ 

and sometimes as a ‘common noun’, or said more correctly: a distinction between these two categories simply does 

not exist. Second, it must be stressed that whether or not a number of people or things are conceived of as a group, as 

a collective (more correct: from the viewpoint of a collective), this has nothing to do with including or excluding 

their number. This last can be stated without the individuals under consideration therefore required to be thought of 

as individuals. 

From this it appears absolutely clear that Mori does not have a concept of ‘collective’ such as is encountered in 

our language. The Mori concept has certain points of contact with that of ours, but is nevertheless in its essence of a 

different nature. With the collective interpretation, only the concept, the kind, the species is expressed, while the 

number of individuals in question remains entirely out of consideration. THE NUMBER CAN ALSO BE ONE, and in this 

respect it is less correct to speak of a ‘collective’ or ‘group’ conception. The words ‘collective’ and ‘group’ imply a 

plural, while the Mori so-called ‘collectives’ distinguish themselves by absolute non-attendance to any indication of 

number. The term implies only that the concerned persons or things are understood FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF THE 

COLLECTIVITY OR CLASS to which they belong. The substantive conceived of in this way always stands in the 

singular, even should the number of the concerned individuals be mentioned with it.  

The individual interpretation does indeed form an opposition with the collective, but that is not to say that it is to 

be placed in a line with it. It stands, so to speak, closer to its object, pays more attention to it. When the number of 

individuals in question amounts to more than one, and there is a verb or adjective and/or a personal pronoun present 

in order to bring expression to the duality or plurality, then the hearer is given more information concerning a detail 

than would otherwise be the case without the use of a numeral. If the sentence contains a dual form, then the hearer 

knows very precisely the number of individuals. But in many cases no criterion is present for working out the 

number, and when the number of individuals amounts to only one, there is even no formal difference to be made 

between the collective and individual interpretations. A sentence such as: 
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� bonti anu k[um]aa-no 

wild.pig REL PART:eat-3SG 

can mean ‘wild pigs were what ate it’ (collective) as well as ‘a [p. 237] wild pig was what ate it’, while an 

interpretation of kumaano as dual is also possible (thus must emerge from the circumstances). Only THEN does the 

use of the singular say something concerning the number, when one has reason to adopt that the speaker has 

conceived of the concerned persons or things as individual (see below).   

Does it follow from this that a word which can indicate an entire class “is conceived of in the plural” (in other 

words, that in the hearing of such a word one thinks first of all of a number more than one) “unless the context 

establishes that only one exemplar of the entire class is being spoken of” (Adriani 1931:413)?
19

 In many cases this 

holds true; nevertheless, it is not a fixed rule. When someone asks ‘What are you doing there?’, and the answer is: 

� mon-saari aku manu 

TRI-chase.away 1SG chicken 

this can mean ‘I am chasing away chickens’ as well as ‘I am chasing away a chicken’. If it does not emerge from the 

circumstances whether there is one or more than one chicken, then the hearer simply remains ignorant of this 

particular, just as he remains uninformed, for example, of the age, color, type, etc., etc. of the animal(s). It is thus 

more correct to say that the grammatical category of number in languages such as Pamona is never—and in Mori 

only in specific cases—brought to attention, and a category of number should not be sought where it is not to be 

found. 

Examples which illustrate what has been said above have already been presented in § 146, where it is also 

pointed out that on the whole persons are thought of in the individual, but things, on the other hand, are thought of in 

the collective. That objects, however, can indeed be conceived of individually appears from examples such as: 

� ka i-pe’o-pe-’oso ira kuli-no uho,  

and 3SG-REDP-ATTEMPT-suck 3PL shell-3SG.POS periwinkle  

 na-m-i hina ihi-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG exist content-3SG.POS 

which one can perhaps translate the most correctly with ‘and he sucked a bit on the shells of the periwinkles, but in 

no single one of them was there contents (flesh)’. In: 

� i Uria naa-o a m-pepontu-no iwali anu hadio 

PN Uriah place-3SG at LG-boundary-3SG.POS enemy REL many 

one would be inclined to translate this as ‘place Uriah on a spot where the enemy is numerous’, but this is 

nevertheless less correct, at any rate somewhat misleading, because ‘the enemy’ as a collective (in the sense of ‘the 

hostile armed forces’) is a different concept than the homophonous common noun (see above). 

When a suffixed personal pronoun occurs with a cardinal number (see § 146), the persons or things in question 

are conceived of in the individual, and thus a co-occurring adjective or verb must occur in its dual or plural form. 

Nevertheless, although seldom encountered, sentences such as the following do occur: 

� melida mia olima ira andio 

PART:cultivate.wet.field person five 3PL this 

‘these five people practice wet rice field cultivation’ 

viz., where the speaker changes vantage points in the middle of the sentence from a collective to an individual 

viewpoint.  

                                                           
19 [footnote 1, p. 237] Herewith Adriani also remarked that on the whole Pamona makes no distinction between singular and 

plural. 
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Completely pure language is found in cases such as: 

� mia anu nahi do-buku m-po-’angga batatana  

person REL NEG 3PL-be.willing PL-TRI-work main.road  

 h[in]uku, nde do-’ewa-o songka-no kompania 

PASS:punish because 3PL-oppose-3SG order-3SG.POS government 

 ‘people who are unwilling to do road work are punished, because they oppose the orders of the 

government’ [p. 238]  

in which after a single use of the plural marker (on m-po-’angga), it is not used a second time in the same sentence,
20

 

and one thus encounters forms which formally resemble the dual (do-buku, do-’ewa-o), but which nevertheless must 

be taken as plural. Undoubtedly in such cases one has to do with language economy, whereby a word constituent felt 

to be superfluous is omitted. This characteristic clearly brings to light the peculiar nature of number in Mori.  

If one begins a new sentence, one (again) uses the plural marker, even if its subject is the same as that of the 

preceding sentence. In the example given above (a compound sentence), the connection between the two primary 

constituents is close enough to allow for the omission of the plural marker. This need not have any effect on the 

subject being conceived of as individual; a shift from the individual to the collective view is very well possible, in 

which case the sentence thus becomes: 

� mia anu nahi do-buku m-po-’angga batatana  

person REL NEG 3PL-be.willing PL-TRI-work main.road  

 h[in]uku, nde i-’ewa-o songka-no kompania 

PASS:punish because 3SG-oppose-3SG order-3SG.POS government 

So also: 

� mia anu mem-perei ira-mo si-mo mbo’u 

person REL PL-free 3PL-PERF NEG.IMPV-PERF again 

 i-po-’angga a ng-kapala 

3SG-TRI-work at LG-village.head 

 ‘let the people who are exempted from statute labor also not work for the village head’ 

Whether such constructions (see also the preceding paragraph) can be considered to be ‘good’ Mori is another 

matter. 

256. The collective notion which, speaking in general, is expressed by a Mori substantive, does not hold at the 

boundary of the individual creature or object, the organic or inorganic unity which, as has been shown, can be 

understood as individual or as part of the species, depending on circumstances. The unit itself is further divisible, 

and the substantive which denotes the unit can, in general, also be used of the subparts. In addition to ‘chicken’, 

manu also means ‘chicken meat’, keu means both ‘tree’ and ‘wood’, while taipa can, all according to circumstances, 

be translated as ‘mango(s)’, ‘mango tree(s)’, or ‘wood of a mango tree’, and lansa as ‘langsat(s)’, ‘langsat tree(s)’, or 

‘wood of a langsat tree’. The substantives thus also have a function similar to our mass nouns, but in Mori they do 

not constitute a special word class. The collective notion encompasses, in principle, the entire world of the species in 

all their manifestations.  

This rule can be stated generally, even if it speaks for itself that the customary usage of any word decides in 

which of the theoretically possible meanings it is used, and in which it is not. For example, buaea means only 

‘crocodile’ and not ‘crocodile meat’, because the flesh of that animal is not eaten and thus there exists no inducement 

to employ the word as a mass noun. If one were to speak of crocodile meat, then [p. 239] one would have to make 

                                                           
20 [footnote 1, p. 238] That the plural marker cannot be omitted from a participle (not modified by an object) which is 

subordinate to a plural verb of adjective, has already been mentioned in § 242. 
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use of ihi ‘flesh (of the body)’, and not bau ‘meat (for eating)’. Although ambau can indeed sometimes be translated 

as ‘carabao flesh’, the meat of large animals such as carabaos, deer, wild pigs, dogs, etc. is (unlike, for example, in 

Pamona) expressed by bau ambau, bau rusa, bau bonti, bau dahu, etc. The fruits of the tendemo tree and the bonse 

bush are called only wua ntendemo and wua bonse. The tree called keuno lewe olo, for short lewe olo, is named after 

the leaves, which are used as a vegetable (lewe olo literally means ‘sour leaves’, from lewe ‘leaf’ and olo substantive, 

mo’olo adjective ‘sour’); the fruits of this tree are called wua(no) lewe olo. The areca palm and the areca fruit can 

both be called minama, but the tree is mostly designated using pu’u minama, versus the fruit which is never called 

*wua minama. Furthermore, even ‘mango fruit’ and ‘mango tree’ can be differentiated as wua ntaipa and pu’u 

ntaipa (for the wood, however, only taipa can be used). The term punti means both ‘banana plant’ as well as ‘banana 

fruit’ (although the Upper Mori say wua punsi to designate the fruit, the corresponding construction *wua punti is 

not used in Tinompo), and it is thus to be expected that another word is used for ‘banana stalk as a vegetable’, 

namely tiwo;
21

 the term tiwo can also serve for the banana stalk as such, however the stalk itself is usually called 

wata ntiwo or wata punti. That the existence of a general notion does not exclude the use of particular terms, 

requires no further mention. All this, however, does not repudiate the correctness of the above-formulated principle. 

This last is clearly illustrated by the fact that plural forms of verbs and adjectives can occur even when the 

subject is singular, such as in: 

� (n)-te-be-beta-o-mo raha mami 

PL-NON.AG-REDP-wreck-3SG-PERF house 1PLX.POS 

‘our house is wrecked, ruined in various places’ 

� kae-ku (n)-te-lo-lohui 

hand-1SG.POS PL-NON.AG-REDP-abrade 

‘my arm(s) is/are skinned in various places’ 

� (n)-te-be-beri 

PL-NON.AG-REDP-tear 

‘torn in various places’ 

In these cases, it would appear, only prenasalization is used, thus without me-, which would be the express plural. 

However, one can say men-telolohui kae-ku /PL-abraded hand-1SG.POS/ (where the subject is singular, or at most 

dual). And in cases where prenasalization is not possible, then me- can indeed be used, even when the subject has 

only a singular interpretation, e.g.: 

� (me)-mo-mahaki koroi-ku 

PL-REDP-sick body-1SG.POS 

‘my body has pain in various places’ 

� (me)-meng-ko-kamba koroi-ku 

PL-ADJ-REDP-swelling body-1SG.POS 

‘my body has swellings in various places’ 

In the above examples one would be inclined to find back again the intensifying function of prenasalization 

(from which has emerged the plural denotation), with ntebebeta, etc. to be translated as ‘to a great extent, entirely 

ruined’, etc. But nevertheless this is incorrect; the meaning here is also plural, which is only possible because any 

individual unit also allows itself to be further conceived of as a collection of parts. Compare sentences such as: 

� (me)n-te-pu-pudu-o-mo karu-no raha mami 

PL-NON.AG-REDP-break.through-3SG-PERF post-3SG.POS house 1PLX.POS 

‘the posts of our house have been broken through in various places’ [p. 240]  

                                                           
21 [footnote 1, p. 239] In the Impo dialect, tiwo has taken over the meaning of Tinompo punti, Upper Mori punsi.  
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or in other words, ‘a number of our house posts are broken through’. As appears from the use of the third singular 

pronoun -o, karu here is conceived of in the collective (one could well speak of ‘post-work’), but nonetheless 

remains plural, so that me- is appropriate. A similar case is: 

� (me)-mo-so-sa’o-o-mo balu-balu-no 

PL-ADJ-REDP-bad-3SG-PERF merchandise-3SG.POS 

‘his wares have gone bad’ 

It must further be remarked that the combination of a plural predicate with a singular pronominal subject is 

limited to examples of this very nature, that is, to adjectives with a reduplicated syllable. (See § 114. The derivations 

with mpe- and reduplication of the stem or infix -um- (see §§ 327 and 328) constitute an exception. These 

derivations, however, are a somewhat different case, because here mpe- has developed into its own separate prefix.) 

Other examples include: 

� (meng)-ko-kodei t[in]a’o-do 

PL-REDP-small PASS:set.traps-3PL.POS 

‘their traps are one and all small’ 

� (me)-mo-’o-’are-o-mo korono 

PL-ADJ-REDP-dried.up-3SG-PERF river 

‘there are many rivers turned dry’ 

� (me)-mo-tu-tu’i-o-mo korono 

PL-ADJ-REDP-dry-3SG-PERF river 

‘id.’ 

(Note that it is not possible to say *mengkodei tina’odo, *memotu’iomo korono etc.).  

In the same way that manu as a collective notion says nothing about the number of chickens involved, neither 

does the use of such a word as a mass noun express anything with respect to the quantity involved. In order to further 

define the quantity, one must make use of an expression with a measure word. Concerning substantives occurring as 

classifiers and measure words, see § 280. In actuality, there exists no difference between the categories of classifier 

and measure word, a fact which provides a clear illustration of the essential unity of mass nouns and collectives. 

Compare: 

� pato botoli ambau 

four round.object carabao 

‘four carabao animals’ 

� pato batu ambau 

four piece carabao 

‘four pieces of carabao meat’ 

257. For the sake of completeness I mention here the use which the language makes of the words laro ‘interior, 

inside’ and tonga ‘middle’. In compounds, they are combined with a word which follows it; in general, the first can 

be rendered as ‘ground, piece of ground’, the second as ‘field’. For example: 

� laro watu ‘stony ground’ (lit., ‘that which is located between the stones’) 

� laro eha ‘forest of hazels’ 

� laro rui ‘ground overgrown with thorny canes’ 

� laro mpaka ‘ground overgrown with creeping ferns’ 
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� laro epe ‘swamp, morass’ (whether forming one large wet area, or consisting of alternating wet and dry 

areas) 

� tonga lere ‘cultivated ground’, the same as lere ‘dry field’ (compare melaro-ntonga-lere ‘go to, in, 

through the fields’) 

� tonga nseami ‘stubble field’ 

� tonga mpada ‘grassy plain’ (pada is a cover term for certain grass species) 

These words, which can register a certain expanse, a collective (tonga lere is properly ‘a certain expanse of 

cultivated land’) can, in particular cases, be considered as secondary indicators of the plural, e.g.: 

� melaro-ngkeu ‘overgrown with forest, with trees’ 

� melaro-watu ‘covered with stones’ 

� melaro-’ewo ‘overgrown with grass’ 

� me(n)tonga-mpada ‘entirely overgrown with pada’ 

where these are said not of particular points but of certain expanses. This changes into a somewhat different case in 

laro meene ‘air, atmosphere’ (compare meene ‘daylight, day’) [p. 241] and laro mata ‘face’ (also rupa, laro rupa in 

the same meaning; compare mata ‘eye’), in which the meaning of the compound stem has undergone alteration. That 

tonga can indeed occur with different words appears from a ntonga wongi ‘during the night’.  

Case. 

258. Two cases can be distinguished in Mori, a ‘first’ or ‘general’ case, and a second case, the latter 

corresponding to our genitive and marked in Mori by the suffixes -no or -do (possessive pronouns of the third 

person), attached to the word preceding the genitive and on which it depends. See § 147. 

Apart from compounds (§§ 125 and 126), I know of no genitive relationships which are expressed without the 

use of -no or -do. A case such as: 

� lele mate-n-i Anu 

news dead-3SG.POS-PN What’s-his-name 

‘news of So-and-so’s death’ 

would seem to constitute an exception, since this is not a compound; note, for example, that koa can come between 

the two constituents as in lele koa mateni Anu. However, the exceptional nature is in appearance only. The form is 

poetic, and the omission of -no from lele is also to be considered a peculiarity of poetry; in normal speech one says 

leleno mateni Anu. Furthermore, one should not think of this pattern as any Upper Mori regionalism. So far as is 

presently known to me, the dialects also use a genitive indicator (possessive pronoun) for any non-compounded 

genitive relationship. It is not entirely correct, as was stated by J. Kruyt (1924:173), that all poetry is set in Upper 

Mori dialect. First, there is not just one Upper Mori dialect but several, and second, the idiom of poetry is not 

identical with that of any one of the Upper Mori tribes, but must be considered a mishmash of Upper Mori dialects. 

Poetry makes use of a particular language, the elements of which in the majority have been borrowed from Upper 

Mori, but which subsequently takes in everything that it fancies, and behaves according to its own rules, which are 

not in accordance with those of the language of everyday life.
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CHAPTER TEN. 

PARTICLES. 

——————— 

259. Belonging to the class of particles (in a broad sense) are the adverbs, the conjunctions, the prepositions, 

and the interjections. In Mori, the articles must also be reckoned to be particles. 

Of these five groups of words, in general the Mori interjections require no grammatical treatment, as they differ 

in no single difference from those of other languages. If so desired, one can divide them into various subgroups, but 

such subdividing does not belong to the domain of grammar. One also finds in Mori the phenomenon that sometimes 

sounds occur in interjections which otherwise are not encountered in the language; for certain examples, see § 270. 

The articles and the prepositions are very closely related in Mori, and without doubt are of the same origin, so 

that they can be combined into one group (see § 271). 

ADVERBS. 

260. The number of original adverbs in Mori is not great. Mori locative adverbs such as ‘here’, ‘there’, etc. (in 

this book, considered pronouns) are actually prepositional groups, that is, expressions which consist of a preposition 

plus another—in this case, deictic—element. Other locative adverbs such as ‘far’ originate from adjectives. Some 

temporal adverbs are likewise expressions formed with prepositions, others are identical to the just mentioned 

locative adverbs. That the word for ‘now’ was originally not an adverb appears from §§ 177 and 194 (with the 

accompanying table). The word for ‘just then, a little while ago’, hieno, is clearly to be parsed as the preposition i 

(the h is secondary, see § 77) and eno, compare Pamona ngena.
1
 The form te’ingka ‘soon, next, directly’ is to be 

analyzed as the element te- (future indicator; see § 248), the preposition i(n),
2
 and ka, which denotes a completed 

whole, [p. 243] and thus to be rendered with ‘when the situation is ready, when it is so far’, or something similar 

(compare the meaning of ka in Minangkabau, where it functions as a future particle; compare also Pamona i roo ‘just 

then’ from roo ‘already, finished’). Adverbs of quality were originally entirely lacking, just as in other languages 

which employ the substantive construction (e.g. ‘his leaping was far’). Many adverbs of the Western European 

languages have no direct equivalent in Mori, or are expressed by a word which belongs to another word class. 

Adverbial expressions such as eheano ‘sometimes’ (stem ehe ‘want’, with locative/temporal suffix -a and third 

person singular possessive pronoun -no, thus literally ‘when it wants’) can indeed be taken to be adverbs, but 

nonetheless originally not adverbs. 

Remaining, then, are only a small group of particles, which correspond with (but are fewer in number than) our 

adverbs of modality, degree, and circumstance. That even among these groups there occur a number of forms not 

originally adverbs, however, appears from cases such as tedei ‘a small amount, a little bit’, but also ‘somewhat’; 

tedoa ‘very, terribly’, actually an adjective, but on its way to becoming an adverb; and others. Compare: 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 242] The derivation which Adriani (1931:40) gives for this word is not very convincing. Watu speakers say 

ingoni, which could well be the same word as hieno and i ngena. The last two syllables (*ina or *ani) not improbably originate 

from deictic elements, while the prenasalization (ng) belongs with the preceding preposition i, which in Pamona is usually 

omitted. The spelling i ngena is thus actually less correct, although it is in agreement with present-day language awareness.  

2 [footnote 2, p. 242] The Karunsi’e have te’ungga with u, but they stand alone in this respect; compare Watu, Upper Mori 

te’ingga, Molio’a with others teingga. Presumably the u is to be explained from the influence of the following ngg. 
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� mahaki aku tedei 

sick 1SG somewhat 

‘I am a little bit unwell’ (see § 291) 

� tedoa mompoli-(o) 

very PART:wealthy-3SG 

‘he is very rich’ 

� tedoa-(o)-mo mompoli
3
 

very-3SG-PERF PART:wealthy 

‘he is VERY rich’ 

As for the prenasalization which often occurs in adverbs, it was remarked in § 25 and further in § 141 that this is 

to be explained from the close connection that exists between many adverbs and the words which they modify, so 

that they form a compound therewith (see Adriani 1931:362 ff.). Compare, for example, Mori mbo’u ‘also, again’ 

with Pamona wo’u, Tinompo mpiha ‘throughout’ with Watu piha ‘once’.
4
  

Concerning the ways in which Mori secondary adverbs have been formed, see §§ 133, 138 and 141, and 

Chapter 5.  

261. As far as the placement of adverbs within the sentence is concerned, three cases can be distinguished. 

(a) Words such as butu ‘only, merely’ and da ‘barely, still’ (also used in the sense of ‘yet again, once more’) 

are placed preceding the word which they modify, for example: 

� butu kinaa 

merely cooked.rice 

‘only cooked rice’ 

� da asa tangke lewe-no 

still one stalk leaf-3SG.POS 

‘he still had one leaf’ 

That such words can occur with conjugated forms has already been mentioned in § 219. The form da exhibits the 

peculiarity that in such a case it can either be kept outside the conjugated form (namely, preceding it), or be 

completely incorporated into it, without the form undergoing any alteration. For example: 

� ka da i-hina ( or:    ka    i-da-hina  ) 

and still 3SG-exist  

‘that there still is’   

� ka da i-poturi ( or:    ka    i-da-poturi  ) 

and still 3SG-sleep  

‘that he still sleeps’   

� da i-pe’ana    ( or:    i-da-pe’ana  ) mo’ia mpiha i raha 

still 3SG-have.child  PART:stay throughout at house 

‘while she still had a child, she remained at home throughout’ [p. 244]  

Likewise in the future: 

                                                           
3 [footnote 1, p. 243] Compare the unacceptability of *tedoa mompoliomo; see further § 244. 

4 [from main text, p. 243] Regarding the semantic connection, compare for example Dutch ten enenmale ‘wholly, utterly’ 

versus eenmaal ‘once’.  
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� ka da komiu men-tuwu  ( or:    ka    komiu    da    men-tuwu  ) 

and still 2PL.FUT PL-live 

‘that you all should yet live’ 

� i-m-po-nahu-ako-no koa nde da ta hawe 

2PL-PL-cook-APPL-3SG just because still 3SG.FUT come 

 mong-kaa indi’ai  ( less often:    …nde    ta    da    hawe…  ) 

PART:TRI-eat here 

 ‘cook for him, because he shall yet come here to eat’ 

� da aku koa me’ana? ( or:    aku    koa    da    me’ana?  ) 

still 1SG.FUT just PART:have.child 

‘should I yet have a child?’ 

In the following sentence, previously given in § 219: 

� ka i-’amba i Lure menee, olai ntu’u i-lako,  

and 3SG-then PN Parrot PART:fly.off far truly 3SG-go  

 ka i-’amba metopa 

and 3SG-then PART:perch 

 ‘then Parrot flew off, very far he went, and only then did he alight’ 

one has an example of true incorporation of a non-verbal element into a conjugated form of a verb or adjective, 

which does not apply of the remaining cases mentioned in § 219, because here the verb form consists of a conjugated 

adverb (or adjective, if one will)
5
 after which follows the accompanying verb IN ITS PARTICIPLE FORM, thus acting 

here as a subordinate infinitive. When the accompanying form is an adjective, naturally no formal difference is to be 

seen. 

In Upper Mori the particles koa, po and to can be incorporated into a conjugated verb in the same way as da in 

Tinompo, a fact already mentioned in § 241. 

(b) A second group appears to comprise only the particles mo (to), po and koa, which have already been 

discussed at length in § 244 ff. If one compares the examples given there and in § 150 of future forms accompanied 

by mo, po or koa with constructions such as: 

� ta amba l[um]ako mo-’ala uwoi 

3SG.FUT first PART:go PART:TRI-get water 

‘he must first go fetch water’ 

� ta konde l[um]ako nde omue, do-m-poboi-o mia 

3SG.FUT not.even PART:go PTCL 2SG.INDEP 3PL-PL-call-3SG person 

‘will he by any chance not go, say, while the people call him?’ 

                                                           
5 [footnote 1, p. 244] Most of the adverbs mentioned in § 219 are adjectives in origin. This also applies of butu, compare: 

butu aku mong-kaa 

merely 1SG PART:TRI-eat  

‘I have only but eaten’ 

butu-o koturi-turi 

merely-3SG go.around.sleeping 

‘he does nothing but sleep’ 

That one can only say butu-mo and not *butu-o-mo and the such hangs together with the meaning of this word; compare § 246. 
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� komba da aku hori mbo’u mom-pogau  

by.no.means still 1SG.FUT ever again PART:TRI-do  

 anu nahi moiko 

REL NEG good 

 ‘I will never again do something that’s not good’ 

� ira pada m-pekaria-o oliwi-no ine-do 

3PL.FUT equal PL-take.care.of-3SG advice-3SG.POS mother-3PL.POS 

‘they will all guard their mother’s instructions in their hearts’ 

� mia anu na-m-i mengkaa lara-no subi-do  

person REL NEG-PERF-3SG visible scar-3SG.POS vaccinate-3PL.POS 

 ira wali men-s[in]ubi 

3PL.FUT again PL-PASS:vaccinate 

 ‘those whose scars from vaccination are no longer evident, must be inoculated again’ 

then it should be evident that this category contains many more particles than the above-mentioned trio. Comparison 

with § 219 shows, however, that here one has to do with another case, namely with constructions in which not the 

accompanying participle form or adjective, but rather the words amba, konde, etc. themselves stand in the future, 

upon which the participle form or adjective is then dependent. As has already been remarked in § 219, this applies 

only insofar as the word under consideration can be supplied with a plural marker, e.g.: 

� nahi ira meng-konde m-pom-po(ng)ko-’ala 

NEG 3PL.FUT PL-even PL-TRI-POTENT-get 

‘they will not once be able to catch anything’ 

� ira men-tai me-’ewa, do-me-’uluako ira  

3PL.FUT PL-NEG PL-oppose 3PL-PL-invite 3PL  

 ka do-m-petea 

and 3PL-PL-make.war 

 ‘should they offer no resistance, while they (others) invite them to fight?’ 

� nahi do-meng-komba m-pong-kaa kana ontae 

NEG 3PL-PL-by.any.means PL-TRI-eat like 1PLN.INDEP 

‘they do not eat like us’ 

These examples are intentionally given in order to demonstrate that even the negative particles which belong to this 

group, and similar particles—which according to our linguistic intuition [p. 245] have a true adverbial character—

can be supplied with a plural marker and in this way line up with verbs and adjectives. Whether one may conclude 

from this that these words are all to be considered adjectives remains a question; the constructions under 

consideration could have originated from the loosening up of compounds (§ 219), and also analogy could have come 

into play. In any case the use of the plural marker in such cases is not usual; no plural marker can occur, for example, 

with other of the words mentioned in § 219 such as liu, pada, wali, or hori, which, as far as their meanings are 

concerned, resist even less against a classification as adjectives. If one now places parallel constructions next to here 

such as: 

� liu-mo pingko 

quickly-PERF used.up 

‘it is immediately used up’ 

 liu-o-mo pingko 

quickly-3SG-PERF used.up 

‘id.’ 
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� tedoa-mo mahaki 

very-PERF sick 

‘he is very sick’ 

 tedoa-o-mo mahaki 

very-3SG-PERF sick 

‘he is very sick’, also ‘he has already (now) (become) very sick’ 

then it appears—as was already remarked in § 219—that Mori has, just like Dutch, a number of words which can 

sometimes occur as adjectives, and at other times as adverbs. This is not to say that these words are all without 

exception adjectives in origin. 

On the other hand, koa, mo and po cannot be conjugated, let alone be placed in the future. These are true 

particles. 

(c) The third category of particles (a very good portion of which should be considered interjections) have a 

more free placement. Belonging hereto are certain short words such as da (the same as the da mentioned in 

subsection (a), but in a different function and differently constructed) or da’a, an intensifying particle (with an 

imperative, also mitigating), or an indication that one is citing someone else (in this meaning synonymous with 

kuri’a); mada or mada’a, see § 247; kada or kada’a, used to strengthen affirmations, also used in the sense of 

‘indeed, in spite of that’, and with imperatives sometimes somewhat mitigating; nde or nde’e, an intensifying or 

mitigating particle, with commands equivalent to a friendly urging ‘come on…’ (ilakomo nde Tua! ‘have a good trip, 

Sir!’);
6
 and a number of others. These particles, which in general are placed AFTER the word which they have a 

relationship with, can also once in a while be brought more forward, perhaps in imitation of koa, mo and po, but with 

which, however, they do not entirely line up (compare § 244). In combinations of one of these particles with one of 

the elements koa, mo, or po, by the nature of things the latter must appear first. Examples include: 

� i-lako moturi kada (or:    i-lako    kada    moturi    ) 

2PL-go PART:sleep AFFIRM 

‘just go to sleep, please go to sleep’ 

� i-lako koa moturi kada (or:    i-lako    koa    kada    moturi    ) 

2PL-go just PART:sleep AFFIRM 

‘please go to sleep’ 

� i-lako-mo moturi da’a
7
 (or:    i-lako-mo    da’a    moturi    ) 

2PL-go-PERF PART:sleep INTENS 

‘just go to sleep’, ‘you must go to sleep, he/she/they said’ [p. 246]  

                                                           
6 [from footnote 1, p. 245] See further §§ 183 and 238. Nde’e originates from nde, and can replace the latter in all cases in 

which nde is used as a postposed particle. If nde occurs preceding, then the doublet nde’e is not possible. 

7 [footnote 2, p. 245] In this case (and in general at the end of an imperative clause in which da’a is not equivalent to kuri’a), 

the last a of this word is sustained somewhat longer, while the accent itself is more or less divided across da and ’a. Presumably 

this form—roughly to be transcribed as dá’áa, although the last a is not a full two-syllables long—is a degeneration of da’a‿e, 

where the e (without glottal stop, and enclitic to the preceding word) is the Mori interjection which roughly corresponds with the 

mitigating Indies-Dutch ja that is added to utterances which express an exhortation or intention. Compare: 

to-me-lako-mo‿e 

1PLN-PL-go-COMP:okay? 

‘let’s go, okay?’ 

kami me-lako‿e 

1PLX.FUT PL-go:okay? 

‘we're heading out, okay?’ 
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� aku mo-’angga mbo’u (or:   aku    mbo’u    mo-’angga    ) 

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-work again  

‘I go back to work’ 

� aku l[um]ako ntu’u (or:   aku    ntu’u    l[um]ako    ) 

1SG.FUT PART:go truly  

‘I shall indeed go’ 

In the last two cases, if the first person singular future form aku is replaced by that of the third singular, ta, then the 

particle cannot be placed preceding the participle form (thus one can only say ta mo’angga mbo’u, ta lumako ntu’u). 

This is a clear demonstration of the secondary character of the carrying forward of particles of this category. There 

exists a general inclination toward this alternate construction with fronting (compare similar phenomena mentioned 

in §§ 148 and 151), which tendency can be followed without objection when aku or else some other two- or three-

syllable word is present, on which the particle, as it were, can depend. A single syllable particle (thus itself proclitic) 

such as ta, however, simply offers insufficient support for doing so. The proof of this is found in the fact that when ta 

is strengthened by mo, the alternate construction is indeed possible, e.g.: 

� ta-mo mbo’u mo-’angga 

3SG.FUT-PERF again PART:TRI-work 

In combinations of two particles, both of which belong to this class, only the second can exhibit vowel 

lengthening with glottal insertion (§§ 30 and 80), thus mbo’u da or mbo’u da’a, but only da mbo’u.  

NEGATIVE WORDS. 

262. The negative particles across the various Mori dialects exhibit almost as great a diversity as do the 

pronouns, a phenomenon which has already partly come to light in the treatment of the vetitive in Chapter 8. 

The usual negative particle in Tinompo is nahi, followed by a conjugated form.
8
 With the second singular 

pronoun u- the negative is contracted to nahu- and with i- (both third person singular and second person dual or 

plural) it is contracted to nahi-, e.g.: 

� nah-u-kita-o 

NEG-2SG-see-3SG 

‘have you not seen it?’ 

� nah-i-moiko 

NEG-3SG-good 

‘it is not good’ 

The custom which is also followed in this book of spelling such constructions as two words—e.g. nahu kitao, nahi 

moiko—actually merits no recommendation. Next to nahu kitao, nahi moiko, however, also occur constructions such 

as: 

� nahi u-kita-o 

NEG 2SG-see-3SG 

� nahi i-moiko 

NEG 3SG-good 

with or without a glottal stop separating the two parts. In Moiki and Tiu the usual negative is ahi, thus with omission 

of n. 

                                                           
8 [footnote 1, p. 246] It has already been remarked upon in §§ 150 and 214 that the difference between conjugated and non-

conjugated forms lapses in the future.  
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The form nahi must be a shortening of nahina (originally meaning ‘there is not’, from which the use of a 

conjugated form after nahi is to be explained; compare § 217), a word which still occurs in its full form as a negative 

particle in Bungku, for example: 

� nahina ku-to’ori-o 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG 

‘I do not know it’ [Bungku] 

Next to nahina are also used nahi hina [p. 247] and nahi‿ihina ‘there is not’, which forms must be Neubildungen, 

just as is Landawe (a language of Southeastern Celebes) hi’ina, which perhaps stands for nahihina.
9
 It is peculiar 

that Tiu speakers do not use the form ahina (which does occur in Moiki), but only say ahi hina. Nevertheless this 

does not give reason for considering ahi hina, nahi hina not to be younger than ahina, nahina. 

As far as the derivation of nahina is concerned, one ought to consider Karunsi’e nohina, Watu inohina, which 

can be analyzed i (negative particle) and nohina, third person singular conjugated form of hina ‘there is’. The 

apparent conclusion to be drawn from this, however—namely that na- of Tinompo nahina is the older form of no-, 

the prefixed third person singular pronoun—can hardly be correct, seeing as how Tinompo does not have no- as a 

pronominal prefix, but use in its place i-. We must thus distinguish nahina from (i)nohina, and when one now places 

next to nahina the Tolaki form kioki ‘not’, in which oki must mean ‘there are’ (compare taambo’oki ‘there is not’), 

then it seems to me the most likely hypothesis is that nahina is a contraction of *tahina ihina or some other 

equivalent to Pamona bare’e re’e, in which the first three syllables in and of themselves already had the meaning of 

‘there is not’ (for that matter, Pamona bare’e still has this meaning in some cases), which meaning, however, was 

gradually worn down to ‘not’, and which thus explains the double use of the word for ‘there is’ (Pamona re’e, Mori 

hina) in the expressions for ‘there is not’. That nahina is a shortening of *naihina could derive support from the 

form nehina found in the Waru dialect (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:219). However, this form which they cite appears to 

be in error,
10

 and even if that is not the case, it is still not certain whether ne- here is not the third person singular 

pronoun. Nevertheless, it seems to me—as shall be elucidated further in the following section—that nahina has 

elided an element i- (compare also Tolaki kioki ‘no’; see above), although it remains possible (even if in my opinion 

not very probable) that in olden times no third person singular pronoun was required to occur with this word.
11

 As 

nahina also occurs in Bungku and Moronene, this form must be quite old.  

Other possible derivations of nahina seem too improbable to me to bear mentioning. [p. 248]  

A certain number of particles may be placed between nahi and the accompanying conjugated form, but this is 

exceptional. For example: 

� nahi ntu’u ku-pon-to’ori-ako-mu ba-hapa 

NEG truly 1SG-TRI-know-APPL-2SG if-what 

‘I honestly don’t know what I (shall give) you’ 

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 247] It is also quite possible that the h of hina is secondary. In any case the deictic element i would be 

completely at home as the first syllable of a word which means ‘there are’; the root na also occurs in Acehnese as an independent 

word, in the same meaning.  

10 [footnote 3, p. 247] Following information from Mr. Hendrik van der Klift (pers.comm.), the inhabitants of Watu village 

speak a language which he calls Mopute (after the principal village). This language employs the form nohina. 

11 [footnote 4, p. 247] Specifically, it is not entirely certain that the conjugated forms which occur after the negative particles 

originated from transposed nexus-substantives, thus for example Mori nahi moiko, Bungku nahina i-moiko ‘it is not good’ would 

go back to *nahina moiko-no ‘there is not its goodness’. It is also conceivable that Pamona bare’e madago (in order to render the 

chosen example in Pamona, where no conjugated form is used) is actually something like ‘it is not good, it is in general not 

good’, literally ‘there is not (that which is) good, there is nothing good about it’ (compare Dutch niet ‘not’ which also actually 

means ‘nothing’).  However, in addition to being somewhat contrived, this construction also provides no explanation for the use 

of conjugated forms after the negative. Were the use of conjugated forms after a negative now a fixed, exceptionless rule in Mori, 

one could think here of a general tendency, comparable to that of the Dutch tendency to make the subject follow the predicate 

when some other clause constituent is fronted (for other cases in which a conjugated form is required, see § 217). But following 

the negative word tai spoken of below, one doesn’t use a conjugated form but rather a participle form, or else the usual form of 

an adjective. We thus do better to maintain the explanation given in the main text. 
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263. As negator Upper Mori speakers use ika, aka or ka, also aika; these are also followed by conjugated forms. 

The formative ka is undoubtedly a shortening of koa (see § 241), as appears from aikoa ‘there is not’,
12

 next to 

Upper Mori áio ‘no’. Various interpretations of these words are possible. In my opinion the most likely is that áio is 

to be parsed into a + io
13

 (from ta + io or ta + ia ‘not he, she, it’, compare Sa’dan Toraja tangia or tannia 

(equivalents of Malay bukan), and tae’, which probably goes back to *ta’ia). That aikoa is to be considered a 

shortening of *taikoa, alternatively *taiokoa, *taiakoa (since presumably *tai goes back to *taio or *taia; see 

§ 264); and that the meaning ‘there is’ must be ascribed to the formative koa in this word. This thus supports the 

derivation given for koa in § 195, while at the same time it is in agreement with the restriction given in § 245 that in 

the present-day language koa cannot occur in construction with a non-vetitive negative word. 

Two possible objections against this interpretation are: first, that although a form like koa or kua is found in 

Watu and Karunsi’e in the meaning ‘there is, there are’ (see § 195), none is to be found in Upper Mori; and second, 

that the Watu use i as a negative particle, and which likewise requires a conjugated form to follow, a state of affairs 

which is only satisfactorily explained if—such as with Upper Mori aika, ika and ka (all from aikoa)—the meaning ‘it 

is not’ can be ascribed to i. As far as this second objection is concerned, it seems clear to me that this carries little 

weight. In the first place, if one derives aikoa from *taikoa, *taiokoa, then i must go back to tai, which word 

correctly tends not to be constructed with a conjugated form (see § 264). And when in Karunsi’e one finds 

constructions standing next to each other such as: nokaleu moiko, noleu moiko and nomoiko ‘it is not good’, likewise 

nokaleu hina, noleu hina and nohina ‘there is not’ (see below), then it appears that—in addition to a strong 

inclination to expand the negation with intensifying elements—there is also a tendency [p. 249] toward shortening 

such expressions through the elision of all syllables which can be done without. The result at one extreme is an 

almost annoying cumbersomeness, and at the other an even greater succinctness than exists in Watu. After all, in the 

forms nohina and nomoiko there no longer remains any expression of a particular negative element; nohina and 

nomoiko are simply homophonous with the usual conjugated forms.
14

 It is thus very well possible that Watu i is 

simply a shortening of ika. The similar ways these dialects treat negative clauses which stand in the future (see 

§ 237) also speaks in favor of this analysis.
15

  

At the same time, the just-mentioned Karunsi’e forms allow us not to attach too much weight to the first of the 

two objections mentioned above against the derivation which in my opinion is most probable, which objection is 

namely that no element koa or kua is to be found in Upper Mori in the meaning ‘there is’. The number of 

demonstrative elements is so great that it is very plausible that such a form became lost or remains only in a 

particular function (as shall appear below, a parallel case is to be found in the element leu of nokaleu, etc.). And 

when one sees that next to the forms nokaleu, etc. (in which it is difficult to consider that ka originates from anything 

other than koa, which in Karunsi’e has the form kaa
16

) are also found nokua, etc. in the same meaning, then it is as 

                                                           
12 [footnote 2, p. 248] Ulu Uwoi and Tambee speakers usually say aakoa, a reduced form of aikoa; compare likewise the 

mentioned form aka next to aika ‘not’.  

13 [footnote 3, p. 248] Concerning the placement of stress in aio, see § 165. 

14 [footnote 1, p. 249] The occurrence of which, however, is restricted by certain rules; it is also not surprising, then, that 

from the available data it appears that this kind of shortening is only possible with adjectives. 

15 [footnote 2, p. 249] Another possibility—namely that Watu i and Upper Mori ika, etc. are to be differentiated, in which 

case i must go back to hina or ina, and thus Watu matches up with Tinompo (overall, Watu DOES stand closer to Tinompo than it 

does to Upper Mori), and perhaps Tinompo nahina is the same as Watu inohina (see § 162), namely if one allows that both of 

these forms originate from inahina or hina-hina (wherein the second syllable is viewed as the third person singular pronoun)—

seems improbable to me. If this were true, then one would have to either differentiate Watu i from Karunsi’e nokaleu, etc., 

(which the close relationship of these two dialects dictates against), or else adopt that nokaleu contains an expression for ‘there 

is’ three times over. For as shall appear below, only with difficulty can ka be viewed as having originated from something other 

than kua (= koa). Equating i and nahi would also leave unexplained the different ways in which Watu and Tinompo treat future 

negative clauses. 

16 [footnote 3, p. 249] They also have a particle kua in the sense of Malay coba, e.g.: 

arahakee kua intu tungku aku 

try:3SG say that bite 1SG 

‘go ahead and bite me’ [Karunsi’e] 
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good as certain that the latter is a less elaborated form of the first and therewith thus both the derivation of koa from 

kua as well as the explanation given above of aikoa, aika, ika, etc. stand firm. 

A small objection can still be found in the fact that with these Karunsi’e negative words [p. 250] the conjugating 

prefix is not placed after but rather before them. We must, however, consider this to be a secondary phenomenon,
17

 

as consequence of which the same thing as mentioned in § 219 has occurred, namely that the verb following the 

negative particle has come to stand in its participle form, e.g.: 

� ku-kaleu s[um]ue-e 

1SG-NEG PART:see-3SG 

‘I have not seen it’ [Karunsi’e] 

� mi-kua me-binta-e 

2PL-NEG PL-leave-3SG 

‘you have not left it behind’ [Karunsi’e] 

One probably finds the element leu back in Padoe lau, a constituent of the negative words ilau ‘no’, and alalau, 

ilalau and lalau ‘there is not’. In the shortened form la it is the usual word for ’not’; la is also followed by a 

conjugated form. It appears to me that lau must be explained in entirely the same way as koa, and the derivation 

given for the latter supports this.
18

 Just like kua in Watu and Karunsi’e, so also lau in Pamona and lou in Tinompo 

mean ‘be there below’, which form in Pamona has come to mean ‘there is’ in general. No more than koa in Upper 

Mori does lau presently in Padoe and Karunsi’e still occur in this meaning. Padoe does have the form la’a, but this 

corresponds with Tinompo arau, not with alou (see the tables with § 192 ff.). It still requires mentioning that in 

alalau etc., in which the portion preceding lau follows the given derivation but originally must have meant ‘there is 

not’, no prefixed personal pronoun (no-) is present, which is a point of similarity with Tinompo nahina. It is in 

general not surprising that in an expression such as ‘there is not’, which—although it is in fact composed of more 

than one word—represents a single concept, such an element is felt to be superfluous and is omitted. The expressions 

nahina, alalau, aikoa, etc. then also constitute single units, and their being spelled without any word break is 

completely warranted. Exactly the same phenomenon can be observed in Molongkuni, where the expression ka 

nohina ‘there is not’ can be shortened to kahina (or akahina), which as far as I know is not possible in the other 

Upper Mori dialects. 

The equating of leu with lau is not entirely certain. As a source for leu one could also consider liu, actually (as 

in Pamona among others) ‘pass by’, from which also derives the meaning ‘directly, immediately’, and in reduplicated 

form in Pamona used in the meaning ‘entirely, completely’ (especially with a negative); in the Pu’u-mboto dialect of 

Pamona and in the priestly register and taboo language this word has the form ndeu. Karunsi’e nokaleu, etc. would 

then only consist of a negative (which actually means ‘there is not’) followed by an intensifier, which is more in 

correspondence with what the other Mori dialects exhibit. Compare also Watu ilahi ‘no’, from i and lahi ‘too’, which 

is also employed as an intensifier in other connections (see § 253, also compare Sa’dan Toraja teuing); ilahi thus 

also actually means ‘in general not’. The objection against this interpretation of leu, however, is that liu, [p. 251] in 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

to-pelui kua, ba isema molui 

1PLN-run.fast say if who PART:run.fast 

‘let’s just hold a race, who is the fastest’ [Karunsi’e] 

This, however, is a different word. It also occurs in this meaning in Tinompo and is the same word as kua ‘he, she, etc. says’. 

Moluccan Malay or rather Minahasan Malay kata ‘he says’, etc. exhibits a similar alternation in meaning, e.g. dia ada malu kata! 

‘and sure he was ashamed!’. Thus kua here could be rendered with ‘say,…’. Even Mori kuri’a ‘he says’, etc. can be used in this 

way, e.g.: 

kuri’a-(no) ala-akita balu-balu-mu ka to-kita-o 

he.says-3SG.POS get-APPL:1PLN goods-2SG.POS and 1PLN-see-3SG 

‘come, fetch your wares for us, that we may see them’ 

17 [footnote 1, p. 150] It is well known that parallels for such a fronting of the personal pronouns are not in the least absent. 

18 [footnote 2, p. 150] It was already pointed out in § 195 that Pamona has a particle yau, from lau, which roughly 

corresponds with koa in meaning. 
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so far as I know, is not encountered in Mori in the meaning ‘entirely, completely’. For that matter, a word leu is not 

known to me in Mori either (though it is found in Bungku and Moronene, where it means ‘come, arrive’).  

The third person singular pronoun is so usual after the negative particle, that one can make it a fixed constituent 

of the latter, and thus in place of ka ku-leko /NEG 1SG-go/ one can also say kano ku-leko ‘I don’t go’.  

Concerning future-oriented disclaimers in Upper Mori with kano, see § 237. 

264. TAI. This word must be older than all the other present-day usual negative words, from which tai 

distinguishes itself in that it is not required to be constructed with a conjugated form. The derivation of tai from *taio 

or *taia (see the preceding section) rests less on the forms aio and Sa’dan Toraja tae’ (from *ta’ia) than it does on 

the fact that in tai—in which the first syllable is the well-known negative element ta—the i cannot possibly be 

explained otherwise. If one were to consider this i to be the third person singular element mentioned in § 165, then 

the matter should be very simple. But the objection against this explanation is that tai is common throughout Mori, 

while this i is encountered as a suffix only in Karunsi’e (also in Watu as e), and as a prefix only in the mokole-

dialect. It is difficult to conceive of tai as a separate word, with ta alone constituting the root. Compare in this 

connection the remarks concerning i in § 165. 

The particle tai (in the mokole-dialect also pronounced as tei) occurs only in specific contexts in Tinompo. First, 

it can be used in sentences introduced by ka, e.g.: 

� ka do-men-tai m-pon-tembi nde na-m-i hina 

and 3PL-PL-NEG PL-TRI-carry.on.back because NEG-PERF-3SG exist 

 padenge tembi-a-do 

baggage carry.on.back-NZR-3PL.POS 

 ‘that they not carry (execute no carry-transport) is because there is no more baggage which they must 

transport’ 

� tedei-mo koa ka i-tai lowo i-pepau 

little-PERF just and 3SG-NEG all 3SG-speak 

‘he could barely speak’ 

� ka-si do-tai m-po-naa mia anu mo-’iangako padenge 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 3PL-NEG PL-TRI-store person REL PART:TRI-guard baggage 

‘that in any case (literally ‘not not’) they leave people behind in order to keep an eye out for (possible) 

baggage’ 

In the first two examples one could just as well use nahi (ka nahi dompontembi, ka nahi lowo), but not in the third. 

Second, tai is required whenever a clause with ‘not’ must occur as a substantive construction, and thus a substantive 

derivation must be made of the word for ‘not’, for example: 

� tai-do me-’owahi-o sema’ulu-do, onae-mo ka  

NEG-3PL.POS PL-pay-3SG tax-3PL.POS 3SG.INDEP-PERF and  

 do-mem-p[in]oboi me-laki Dale 

3PL-PL-PASS:call PL-go:to Dale 

 ‘their not paying their tax, that is why they were called to (go to) Dale’ 

Third, tai is used in rhetorical questions such as the following:
19

 

                                                           
19 [footnote 1, p. 251] The following examples are borrowed from two versions of the well-known story of the animals who 

would pass the blame on to each other. 
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� aku tei mon-soru, i Singko kokorakora 

1SG.FUT NEG PART:TRI-burn PN Kite go.around.screeching 

‘should I not burn (fields), while Kite goes around screeching?’
20

 

� aku tai l[um]ense, i Dunggurio  

1SG.FUT NEG PART:shuffle.dance PN Oriole  

 melemba mongkuni 

PART:have.jacket yellow  

 ‘should I not perform the shuffle dance, while Oriole wears a yellow coat?’
21

 [p. 252]  

� aku tai melemba mongkuni, nde i Tehu  

1SG.FUT NEG PART:have.jacket yellow because PN Rat 

 mom-po-pae lumara 

PART:TRI-REDP-drag k.o.rattan 

 ‘should I not wear a yellow jacket, seeing that Rat keeps trailing rattan?’
22

 

Furthermore, there are also substantive constructions in which tai is followed by a possessive pronoun and a 

participle or adjective, with the meaning of a strong negative, e.g.: 

� tai-ku mon-to’ori 

NEG-1SG.POS PART:TRI-know 

‘I know entirely nothing about it’ 

� tai-do-mo men-taha 

NEG-3PL.POS-PERF PL-dare 

‘they absolutely dared not’ 

Finally, one still finds tai in sentences with concessive meaning, which contain the particle po (see § 277), for 

example: 

� ki-men-tai-po m-po-’angga, komba kami men-t[in]orungku 

1PLX-PL-NEG-INCOMP PL-TRI-work by.no.means 1PLX.FUT PL-PASS:imprison 

‘although we do no compulsory labor, we shall nevertheless not be put in prison’ 

In this case, tai can also have the meaning of Malay bukan, e.g.: 

� i-tai-po uai-no anu mate kanatuu,  

3SG-NEG-INCOMP younger.sibling-3SG REL die like.that  

 sine asa-lako-no ta hina mbo’u 

nevertheless one-way-3SG.POS 3SG.FUT exist again 

 ‘even if it is not then his younger brother (or sister, etc.) who dies in that way, nevertheless it shall in any 

case still be someone’ 

                                                           
20 [footnote 2, p. 251] Kites do this particularly in the dry season, the time for burning fields. 

21 [footnote 1, p. 252] In the feast called mompokowurake, the priestesses and the young maidens called wurake wear yellow 

or yellow-trimmed jackets; a part of the feast consists of performing the shuffle dance (lense). See further §§ 67–69 and J. Kruyt 

(1924:30 ff.). 

22 [footnote 2, p. 252] Probably the connection herein is to be sought in that with the mompokowurake the women (at any 

rate, those who take part in the shuffle dance) wear headbands of bamboo (sunda), fringed with long strips of bark cloth which 

often reach to the ground. These trail out behind the wearer when they run. The word lumara refers to the bottom-most part of a 

rattan palm, where the outer sheath (the leaf-sheaths for the branches) is all off; this portion furnishes the strongest rattan.  
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In all of the above examples, tai has the character of a STRONG negative, be it more clear in one case than 

another. Furthermore, when we keep in mind the very last example, in which tai has the meaning of Malay bukan, 

and therewith take into consideration the fact that Mori has no separate word for bukan (see §§ 268 and 269)—rather 

this is expressed by the usual negative word followed (in the third person singular) by a word for ‘it’ (thus literally ‘it 

is not’), which ‘it’ can sometimes also be omitted, and that this last word among others is expressed by the well-

known pronoun ia—then it becomes very well probable that our derivation of tai from *ta ia is correct, and that this 

word thus actually means ‘it is not’. In this meaning it can be used both for bukan (which is actually nothing other 

than a strong negative that implies a contrast with something else) as well as in general for a strong negation.  

265. For ‘not yet’ and ‘no longer’ Tinompo speakers use respectively napo and namo, which—as appears from 

Bungku hinapo and hinamo—could have been shortened from nahinapo and nahinamo, which would then also 

explain the occurrence of conjugated forms with these words (see below, however). As a rule, the pronouns u- and i- 

fuse with namo and napo to yield namu-, nami-, napu- and napi-, for example: 

� na-m-i-hina        /na + mo + i + hina/ 

NEG-PERF-3SG-exist 

‘there is no longer’ 

� na-p-u-’angga-o        /na + po + u + angga + o/ 

NEG-INCOMP-2SG-work-3SG 

‘you have not yet done it’ 

The forms nami and napi are so frequent that they even occur in the place of namo and napo (compare § 31). For 

example: [p. 253]  

� na-pi u-lako ke nae?
23

 

NEG-INCOMP:(3SG) 2SG-go INTERROG 3SG.INDEP 

‘have you still not gone?’ 

� na-mi do-men-tuwu 

NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3PL-PL-live 

‘they are no longer alive’ 

Likewise, constructions also occur in which the third singular pronoun is actually twice present, e.g.: 

� na-pi i-hawe 

NEG-INCOMP:(3SG) 3SG-arrive 

‘he has not yet come’ 

� na-mi i-tuwu 

NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3SG-live 

‘he is no longer alive’ 

The i of napi and nami is thus no longer felt to be a pronoun. The fact that nahi ends with i, has most probably been 

of influence in this regard.  

As an independent answer to a question or observation, one uses naapo for ‘not yet’ and naamo for ‘no longer’. 

From naapo also comes the reduplicated form naa-naapo or naa-naapo lahi, which means ‘still a blink of the eye, 

not yet all the way, almost, nearly’.  

Back in Tiu and Moiki we find again forms without n, thus apo, api, aapo, amo, ami, aamo (compare § 262). 

The forms apo (aapo) and amo (aamo) are also used in Watu and Karunsi’e, while the Upper Mori have (a)mbo 

(aambo) and (a)ndo (aando), the latter of which have originated from *a(a)mpo and *a(a)nto (regarding the 

                                                           
23 [from main text, p. 253] Also napo ulako ke nae? or (with vowel fusion) napu lako ke nae?  
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prenasalization, compare Tae’ tang, Bugis tĕng, next to tĕ’, Makasarese ta, etc. The historical relationship of these 

forms is not entirely clear. The similarity of the Watu forms with those of Tiu and Moiki especially creates 

difficulties in connection with the results reached above that the way in which Watu speakers express the negative is 

probably not to be connected up with Tinompo but rather with Upper Mori. It is naturally possible to separate Watu 

a(a)po and a(a)mo from the similar-sounding Moiki and Tiu words, that is, to consider the Moiki and Tiu forms to 

be shortenings of napo, etc., but the Watu forms as having originated from *tapo, etc.; alternatively, one could also 

invoke the influence of one dialect on another.  However, it is also very well conceivable that in a(a)po, a(a)mo, 

*a(a)mpo and *a(a)nto one has to do with forms which are very much older than the corresponding negative words 

and have not gone through any development process similar to the latter. And when—in conformity with §§ 262 and 

263—we furthermore take apo, *ampo, etc. back to *tapo, etc., we are obliged to seek the explanation for the 

conjugated forms which also occur after these words in Watu and Upper Mori as arising by analogy with the usual 

negative constructions. It then appears that the derivation of napo and namo, etc. given at the beginning of this 

section is not compelled, and the possibility is not excluded that the n of these forms has been added secondarily by 

analogy with nahi, moreover that Moiki and Tiu ahi has lost the n under the influence of the forms apo, amo, etc. 

The Karunsi’e forms have undergone a further shortening, where one can—in combination—use only po and 

mo, thus: 

� po ku-kaleu l[um]ako 

NEG:INCOMP 1SG-NEG PART:go 

‘I have not yet gone’ [Karunsi’e] 

� mo ro-kaleu l[um]ako 

NEG:PERF 3PL-NEG PART:go 

‘they no longer go’ [Karunsi’e] 

� mo no-hina 

NEG:PERF 3SG-exist 

‘there is no longer…’ [Karunsi’e] 

(For the independent expressions ‘not yet’ and ‘no longer’, Karunsi’e speakers likewise say aapo and aamo.) Also in 

Upper Mori the a of ando… and ambo… may fall away, while the Molongkuni can shorten the expressions for ‘there 

is no longer’ and ‘there is not yet’ to, respectively, (a)ndohina and (a)mbohina (compare § 263). 

Just as it is the case with the usual Upper Mori negative particles (see the [p. 254] conclusion of § 263), one can 

incorporate the third singular pronoun -no as a fixed constituent of (a)mbo and (a)ndo, thus next to: 

� (a)-n-do ku-leko 

NEG-LG-PERF 1SG-go 

‘I no longer go’ [Upper Mori] 

� (a)-m-bo no-leko 

NEG-LG-INCOMP 3SG-go 

‘he has not yet gone’ [Upper Mori] 

one can also say: 

� (a)-n-do-no ku-leko 

NEG-LG-PERF-3SG 1SG-go 

‘I no longer go’ [Upper Mori] 

� (a)-m-bo-no no-leko 

NEG-LG-INCOMP-3SG 3SG-go 

‘he has not yet gone’ [Upper Mori] 
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It is possible that Tinompo ampo is the same word as Upper Mori ambo. This form always occurs with a possessive 

pronoun and has the meaning of ‘it need not, forget it, leave it’. For example: 

� ampo-no luwu ongkue 

not.yet-3SG.NEG all 1SG.INDEP 

which means something like ‘I am not interested’ (for example, in answer to the question whether or not one shall go to 

Dale; luwu here is something like ‘all such things, anything similar’). 

� ampo-no luwu kada ongkue ku-pong-kaa 

not.yet-3SG.POS all AFFIRM 1SG.INDEP 1SG-TRI-eat 

‘just let me pass on eating’ 

The vetitive force of ampo in these cases can be considered secondary, compare § 241. Another meaning of ampono, etc. 

(whether or not followed by -po) emerges from the following examples: 

� ampo-ku um-ehe, i-tambo aku 

only.then-1SG.POS PART-want 3SG-remunerate 1SG 

‘not until he paid me was I willing’ 

� ampo-no-po l[um]ako, usa-o-mo24 

only.then-3SG.POS-INCOMP PART:go rain-3SG-PERF 

‘only when it rains now will he go, not until it rains is he leaving’ 

� ampo-ku-(po) moturi, tehine-o-mo wongi 

only.then-1SG.POS-INCOMP PART:sleep long.time-3SG-PERF night 

‘not until deep in the night did I fall asleep’ 

� ampo-no mo-doa ba i-hawe-o-mo anu  

only.then-3SG.POS TRI:PART-count if 3SG-encounter-3SG-PERF REL  

 in-o’aroa-no 

PASS-long.for-3SG.POS 

 ‘he is not content even when he has gotten what he desires’ 

A doublet of ampo is the general Mori word amba, which unites the meanings of ‘first, firstly, then (just then, only 

then), later, next, afterwards’, for example: 

� aku amba mong-kaa ka ku-’amba l[um]ako 

1SG.FUT first PART:TRI-eat and 1SG-then PART:go 

‘I will eat first and then (and afterwards) I will go on my way’ 

� henu amba t[um]embi-’akero na ata-no 

REL first PART:carry.on.back-APPL:3PL CN slave-3SG.POS 

‘the one who (at) first carried for him was his slave’ [Molongkuni] 

� lalu-o-po ka ku-’amba-(po) t[um]iso-ako-mu 

surpass-3SG-INCOMP and 1SG-then-INCOMP PART:show-APPL-2SG 

‘it is better that I show it to you straight-away’ 

� mia anu amba mebangka i tahi mokolili ulu-no 

person REL first PART:use.boat at sea dizzy head-3SG.POS 

‘people who sail on the sea for the first time become seasick’ 

                                                           
24 [from main text, p. 259] Compare: 

ka i-’amba l[um]ako, usa-o-mo 

and 3SG-then PART:go rain-3SG-COMP 

‘before he left, it was already raining’ 
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� mia anu amba hawe a m-pe-rame-rame-a 

person REL first arrive at LG-INTR-REDP-make.merry-NZR 

 i-totowo ira umbu gawe 

3SG-meet 3PL owner feast 

 ‘when people first come to the feast, they go to the feast-giver’ 

� da-’ia-po ka i-’amba me’ana 

be-3SG-INCOMP and 3SG-then PART:have.child 

‘only after that she delivered’ 

� da-’ia-po i-’amba me’ana 

be-3SG-INCOMP 3SG-then PART:have.child 

‘she has/had just delivered’ or ‘she has/had given birth for the first time’ 

� mota’u-ko-mo ntu’u, da-’ia-po ka u-’amba mate25 

old-2SG-PERF truly be-3SG-INCOMP and 2SG-then die 

‘only when you are very old will you die’ 

� tewala ko-mesakiako a ng-kalamboro, ala-o 

when 2SG.FUT-PART:cross.over to LG-people.eater get-3SG 

 emo-o tompa tali-mu a uwoi, ka u-’amba   

dip-3SG tip headcloth-2SG.POS at water and 2SG-then 

 metapisako-no i wawo-no tahi, iao-po   

PART:make.striking.motion.with-3SG at above-3SG.POS sea 3SG-INCOMP  

 ta-mo amba hina sala-mu  

3SG.FUT-PERF then exist way-2SG.POS 

 ‘when you will cross over to the people eater, dip the tip of your headcloth in the water, and strike with it 

afterward on the surface of the sea, then there shall be a way for you’ 

� ba ku-hawe i raha, amba koa mo-’ala uwoi  

if 1SG-arrive at house first just PART:TRI-get water 

 ari ka ku-’amba mo-nahu 

first and 1SG-then PART:TRI-cook 

 ‘when I arrive home it is (I must) first fetch water and immediately after that cook’ 

See also § 214. A reduplicated form, amba-’amba, is also used in the meaning ‘the first’ or ‘for the first time’.  

Presumably amba is not a weakened form of *ampa, but corresponds (except for the nasal) with Ampana owo 

‘recently’, which likely originates from *awa, where wa is the Ampana equivalent of Pamona pa ‘still, just recently’. The 

alternation of p and w is not unusual in Celebic languages, and so one can thus adopt that wa (which also occurs as an 

alternate form in the Pamona priestly register) is an old doublet of pa. The Mori form amba thus probably originates from 

*tang-wa or *tan-wa.  

266. Other expressions for ‘no longer’ are komba da (see § 267), nahi komba da or nahi da komba, and komba 

da ndio, nahi da ndio, komba ndio da, nahi ndio da, etc. (see §§ 182 and 268), which literally mean ‘not still’. 

People also say, pleonastically, nami (komba) da, etc. Compare the following (all in the meaning ‘it is no longer 

far’): 

� (nahi) komba da olai 

NEG by.no.means still far 

� nahi da ndio olai 

NEG still be.here far 

                                                           
25 [from main text, p. 254] Or: …ko-mo amba mate /2SG.FUT-COMP next die/.  
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� komba da ndio olai 

by.no.means still be.here far 

� nahi komba da ndio olai 

NEG by.no.means still be.here far 

� na-m-i (komba) da ndio olai 

NEG-PERF-3SG by.no.means still be.here far 

� na-m-i da olai 

NEG-PERF-3SG still far 

Compare also: [p. 255]  

� lawe-no l[um]ako komba da ongkue t[um]o’ori-o 

since-3SG.POS PART:go by.no.means still 1SG.INDEP PART:know-3SG 

‘seeing that he has gone off, I am no longer responsible for him’ 

� nahi ndi aku da kumisi 

NEG be.here 1SG still district.head 

‘I am no more a district head’ 

� nahi da ndi aku motea mo-’angga? 

NEG still be.here 1SG strong PART:TRI-work 

‘am I perhaps no longer strong (enough) to work?’ 

Komba da is constructed in the same way as komba, when it has the meaning of ‘not’ (see below).  

Another word for ‘still’, mbo’u (‘yet, still more, yet another time, again’), can likewise sometimes be rendered 

as ‘…more’ in connection with a negative word, but this then has the meaning of ‘…otherwise’. For example: 

� nahi komba hapa mbo’u 

NEG by.no.means what again 

‘nothing whatsoever further, nothing more, nothing else’ 

� na-hina mbo’u susua anu pabawai ira 

NEG-exist again different REL prevail.over 3PL 

‘there was no one else more who prevailed over them’ 

267. KOMBA AND KONDE. These two forms are actually not negative words, but to a certain extent they can be 

considered as such, because the accompanying negative word—which these words serve to strengthen—can 

sometimes be omitted. This applies especially of komba.  

The actual meaning of komba (compare ba, §§ 201 and 231) is ‘perhaps’. As such it occurs in Tinompo in 

combination with ba, e.g.: 

� ba komba aku l[um]ako 

if by.some.means 1SG.FUT go 

‘perhaps I shall indeed go’ 
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� lako-mo po’ia-’ia a mia me-sampa arau-do,  

go-PERF stay at person PL-divide.into.pieces that.over.there-3PL.POS 

 ba do-komba men-tia-ko 

if 3PL-by.some.means PL-divide-2SG 

 ‘just go sit with yonder people sitting (squatting) who are busy cutting an animal to pieces, perhaps they 

will give you a piece’ 

It also occurs in future forms, in the same meaning as mansa in the future (§ 282), namely ‘it may sometime be that, 

lest that’, e.g.: 

� to-men-tuturako me-lako, ta komba um-alu kita  

1PLN-PL-do.directly PL-go 3SG.FUT by.some.means PART-strike 1PLN  

 usa te’ingka 

rain near.future 

 ‘let us keep going quickly, the rain might overtake us sometime soon’ 

Collocated with a negative, komba actually has the same meaning, so that nahi komba ondalo in effect means ‘it is 

not deep by any means, not that it would be deep anyway’. In practice this amounts to nahi komba being a somewhat 

stronger negative than nahi, which implies a contrast with an opinion of the speaker himself or another in a 

contradictory sense. In nahi komba, komba can be so closely connected with nahi that the conjugated form which 

must follow after nahi is not derived from komba but rather from the following word, for example: 

� nahi komba do-pekaria-o 

NEG by.any.means 3PL-care.for-3SG 

‘they have not provided for him’ 

� nahi komba i-to’ori-o 

NEG:(3SG) by.any.means 3SG-know-3SG 

‘he knows it not’ 

It also remains possible, however, for a conjugated form of komba to be followed by the participle form of the word 

which the negator modifies. Compare the two examples immediately above with the following: 

� nahi do-komba [m]ekaria-o 

NEG 3PL-by.any.means PART:care.for-3SG 

‘they have not provided for him’ 

� nahi komba t[um]o’ori-o 

NEG:(3SG) by.any.means PART:know-3SG 

‘he does not know it’ 

In the future: 

� nahi komba ta liu mate 

NEG by.any.means 3SG.FUT quickly die 

‘he shall not soon die’ 

� nahi ta komba liu mate 

NEG 3SG.FUT by.any.means quickly die 

‘id.’ 

The expression nahi komba can be further shortened to komba, which then often has no more force than nahi 

alone. In such cases komba is likewise followed by a conjugated form, e.g.: 
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� komba ku-mahaki 

NEG 1SG-sick 

‘I am not sick’ 

except in the third person singular, in which typically no conjugated form of intransitives or adjectives can occur, 

thus: 

� komba mate 

NEG die 

‘he is not dead’ 

� komba hina  

NEG exist 

‘there is not’ 

� komba l[um]ako 

NEG PART:go 

‘he has not gone’ [p. 256]  

For this last one can also say komba l[um]ako-o /NEG PART:go-3SG/, thus with the third person singular pronoun of 

Set I (see §§ 143 and 145), which pattern appears not to be possible in other persons and numbers. If the verb 

following komba is a transitive with definite object, only the conjugated form is used, thus: 

� komba i-pekaria-o 

NEG 3SG-care.for-3SG 

‘he has not provided for him’ 

not *komba mekariao. In addition, future forms and forms with a possessive suffix as treated in § 252 can follow 

after komba, e.g.: 

� komba aku mahaki 

NEG 1SG.FUT sick 

‘I shall not become sick’ 

� komba (da) mahaki-ku 

NEG still sick-1SG.POS 

‘I feel no (more) pain’ 

That komba in this meaning is shortened from nahi komba appears from the conjugated forms which follow after 

it, and especially from a construction such as komba hina, because otherwise one would expect komba hina-o
26

 (see 

§ 145).  

                                                           
26 [footnote 1, p. 256] Followed by kada, muda, or some similar word, this is indeed the case, e.g.: 

komba hina-o kada kimbohu mo-mama 

NEG exist-3SG AFFIRM monitor PART:TRI-chew 

‘there was absolutely no monitor lizard chewing betel’ 

In addition komba hinao and komba hinaopo occur followed by ka, but in this case komba does not have a negative meaning. 

The phrase komba hinao(po) is a fixed expression which can be rendered approximately with ‘how should it be possible?’, ‘I will 

not admit/adopt that…’, e.g.: 

komba hina-o-(po) ka aku mate 

by.no.means exist-3SG-INCOMP and 1SG.FUT die 

‘how could it be possible that I should die?’ 

The expression komba hinaopo da(’a) ka has a lamenting meaning, e.g.: 
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Komba can also be used with the vetitive particle, e.g. (see also § 240): 

� io horo-no si komba te-pore 

CN floor-3SG.POS NEG.IMPV by.any.means VOL-close 

‘don’t let the floor (slats) be placed too close to each other’ 

Concerning komba in the sense of Malay bukan, see § 268.  

Concerning konde ‘even’, it requires only to be mentioned that with negative words it can have a simple 

strengthening force, for example komba ta konde lumako, komba konde ta lumako, etc. ‘he shall by no means go’, 

also: 

� si konde lako 

NEG.IMPV even go 

‘absolutely don’t go’ 

The negator is sometimes omitted with konde, so that this word itself takes on the meaning ‘not even, not at all, 

absolutely not’, e.g.: 

� konde l[um]ako 

not.even PART:go 

‘he is not even to go, he is absolutely not to go’ 

� kana’umpe ke ka u-konde t[um]o’ori-o motae 

how INTERROG and 2SG-not.even PART:know-3SG that 

 ndi aku indi’ai 

be.here 1SG here 

 ‘how did it happen you didn’t even know that I was here?’ 

In relative clauses, only constructions with nahi such as the following appear to be possible: 

� anu nahi komba i-to’ori-o 

REL NEG by.any.means 3SG-know-3SG 

� anu nahi komba do-men-to’ori-o 

REL NEG by.any.means 3PL-PL-know-3SG 

� anu nahi komba do-me-moiko 

REL NEG by.any.means 3PL-PL-good 

(thus not with conjugating of komba), etc., and: 

� anu nahi konde t[um]o’ori-o 

REL NEG even PART:know-3SG 

� anu nahi konde do-men-to’ori-o 

REL NEG even 3PL-PL-know-3SG 

� anu nahi do-konde men-to’ori-o 

REL NEG 3PL-even PL-know-3SG 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

komba hina-o-po da(’a) ka iko l[um]ako 

by.no.means exist-3SG-INCOMP INTENS and 2SG.FUT PART:go 

‘how can it be that you are going?’ (said when you are sorry to see others go, and they or you or both lament that it 

must happen) 
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268. EXPRESSIONS FOR MALAY BUKAN. In order not to negate an entire sentence, but only to deny a single word 

or expression, one uses in the third person singular nahi ia, (sometimes shortened to nahia), (nahi) komba ia (a 

glottal stop is always articulated before the i of ia), or simply (nahi) komba alone, e.g.: 

� nahi ia ata-no anu m-po-weweu tandu  

NEG COP slave-3SG.POS REL PL-TRI-do horn  

 p[in]epeweweu-no 

PASS:request.to.be.made-3SG.POS 

 ‘it was not his slaves who had made horns like he had ordered’ 

� sine tawa-tawa atuu nahi komba ia linili 

but gong that NEG by.any.means COP copper 

‘but the gong was not of copper’ 

� ba nahia ongkue um-engomi-ko 

if NEG:COP 1SG.INDEP PART-shelter-2SG 

‘if I do not protect you’ 

� komba (ia) ongkue 

by.no.means COP 1SG.INDEP 

‘not I’ 

� komba sapi, io ambau 

by.no.means cow CN carabao 

‘not a cow, but a carabao’ [p. 257]  

The form ia can also be omitted after nahi, namely when there is yet another particle following, e.g. (see § 246): 

� nahi‿o linili or: nahi io linili 

NEG:CN copper  NEG CN copper 

‘not copper’ 

� ba na-po
27

 ongkue ela hawe 

if NEG-PERF 1SG,INDEP friend arrive 

‘when for a time I did not come’ 

� ba na-mo koa i Eko mo-’onsoi,   

if NEG-PERF just PN Cook.Pot.Base PART:TRI-obstruct  

 asa-lako-no i-rako aku-mo i Ngeo 

one-go-3SG.POS 3SG-seize 1SG-PERF PN Cat 

 ‘if it had not been for Cook Pot Base alone who blocked the way, I should certainly have been caught by 

Cat’ 

� ba na-mo koa
28

 omiu t[um]ulungi-o, bara’ura  

if NEG-PERF just 2PL.INDEP PART:help-3SG perhaps 

 na-mi ta tuwu 

NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3SG.FUT live 

 ‘if YOU had not helped him, perhaps he would no longer be alive’ 

                                                           
27 [from main text, p. 257] Or: …nahipo… or …nahi iapo… 

28 [from main text, p. 257] Or: …nahimo koa… or …nahi iamo koa… 
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If the subject of bukan is not a third person singular, then by the nature of things ia cannot be used. In that case nahi 

(nahi komba, komba) ndi aku, etc. are used, which are nothing other than usual negative expressions, but which carry 

more emphasis than nahi ku-, etc. For example: 

� nahi ndi kami me-dahu ka i-me-gau kami kanatuu 

NEG be.here 1PLX PL-dog and 2PL-PL-treat 1PLX like.that 

‘we are not dogs, that you should treat us so’ 

� nahi ndi aku mekombe 

NEG be.here 1SG crazy 

‘I am not crazy’ 

This construction also occurs in the third person singular, see § 182. The expressions nahi ndio and nahi ia are not 

entirely equivalent, however, because in ndio (and likewise in ndi aku, etc.) a personal pronoun is still felt to be 

present, and these forms are thus only used when some emphasis falls on the person or thing thereby indicated. 

Similar forms also occur with other negative words, for example: 

� na-mi ia hawe-a  

NEG-PERF:(3SG) COP encounter-NZR 

‘he was no more to be found’ (lit., ‘his place of being found was not’) 

� na-m-i da hawe-a 

NEG-PERF-3SG still encounter-NZR 

‘id.’ 

� si ia anu itu’ai ala-o 

NEG.IMPV COP REL there get-3SG 

‘don’t take it there’ 

� pau-ako-no ka-si ia onae lako i Dale 

tell-APPL-3SG so.that-NEG.IMPV COP 3SG.INDEP go to Dale 

‘tell him that he (himself) must not go to Dale’ 

In the last two examples, both of which express the vetitive, ia can also be omitted. And when nothing else follows 

after the concerned substantive, the use of ia itself is excluded. 

� si onae or: osi’i onae 

NEG.IMPV 3SG.INDEP  NEG.IMPV 3SG.INDEP 

‘let it not be him’ 

� si komba uai-ku 

NEG.IMPV by.any.means younger.sibling-1SG.POS 

‘let it not be my younger brother’ 

‘No longer’ (in the sense of bukan lagi) can also be expressed by komba da (ia) (compare § 266), for example: 

� komba da (ia) (n)-to’ori-a-ku 

NEG still COP LG-know-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘it is no longer my responsibility’ 

In certain fixed expressions, prenasalization can occur with the word following the word for bukan. The cases 

known to me are: 
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� nahi (etc.) (n)-to’ori-a-ku (etc.) 

NEG  LG-know-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘it does not regard me (etc.), it is not my (etc.) responsibility’ 

� nahia (n)-t[in]o’ori-ku (etc.) 

NEG:COP LG-PASS:know-1SG.POS 

‘id.’ 

� nahia (m)-po-’alu-a-ku (etc.) 

NEG:COP LG-TRI-affect-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘it does not regard me (etc.), it’s none of my (etc.) business, it does not concern me (etc.)’ 

� nahia (m)-pe-’alu-a-ku (etc.) 

NEG:COP LG-INTR-affect-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘id.’ 

� nahia (n)-tutu’u-a-no 

NEG:COP LG-true-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is not correct’ 

� nahia (n)-tutu’u-a-no ka ongkue anu t[um]o’ori-o 

NEG:COP LG-true-NZR-3SG.POS and 1SG.INDEP REL PART:know-3SG 

‘in no case do I carry responsibility for it, is there any way I should be required to take responsibility for 

it?’ 

As an answer to a question or remark (bukan!), one uses nahi ia, komba ia, or simply naahi or uuhu ‘(it is) not’.  

Examples such as the following are curious constructions. Here the object of an imperative which occurs in 

combination with a vetitive (see § 238) (in the following examples: ambau and mia) is placed between these two so 

that emphasis falls on it. 

� si lako ambau ala-o 

NEG.IMPV go carabao get-3SG 

‘don’t take the carabao’ 

� si aiwa ambau ala-o 

NEG.IMPV come carabao get-3SG 

‘don’t come fetch the carabao’ 

� si lako mia peroronge-ako-no 

NEG.IMPV go person listen-APPL-3SG 

‘don’t listen to other people’ [p. 258]  

In other words, si here has the meaning of a prohibiting bukan (see above). The verb lako (which scarcely has the 

force of an inchoative particle, see footnote 2, p. 110) can also be omitted in these sentences, or replaced by ia. 

Regarding tai as an equivalent of bukan, see § 264. 

269. As already remarked in § 264, Tinompo possesses no separate form for expressing Malay bukan. At any 

rate ndio and ia mean nothing more than ‘it’ (§§ 162, 181 and 182), and these words can be omitted when nahi is 

followed by another particle or replaced by komba. Compare also § 266. 

Watu has ino, which is to be analyzed as negator i- (see § 263) and the pronoun -no or no-, and which entirely 

lines up with Upper Mori kano. In another part of the Watu language area they use inee, e.g.: 
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� i-nee inaku ue-no 

NEG-this 1SG.INDEP owner-3SG.POS 

‘I am not the owner of it’ [Watu] 

in which nee must be ‘this’ (see § 192, Table 2), and which thus corresponds with Tinompo nahi ndio. Karunsi’e has 

the forms no’ie and noleu ie (compare ia or nahi ia, etc.), the Padoe lano oo, which also means literally ‘not it’. The 

Upper Mori use (i)kano, (i)kano komba or komba alone, thus without any ia; sometimes nggo (§ 195) is also 

employed, e.g.: 

� ka-no nggo tudua 

NEG-3SG then use 

‘not to be taken notice of’ [Impo] 

As a stand-alone expression (bukan!) the Molongkuni have akano (see § 263); the other Upper Mori dialects use, so 

far as is known to me, only (i)kano komba ho’io, komba ho’io, etc. 

270. The words for ‘no’ and ‘not yet!’ etc. are actually interjections. The Tinompo use naahi or uuhu, the latter 

of which is general Mori.
29

 The form uuhu actually is pronounced with a closed mouth entirely through the nose and 

sounds then roughly like a nasal ĕĕhĕ. It stands opposite huu’u ‘yes’ (Watu hoo’o), which can also be reduced to a 

sound represented by hĕĕ’ĕ or ĕĕ’ĕ (likewise entirely through the nose). The interjectional character of this word 

appears clearly from the deviation which it exhibits from the rule given in § 33 that an h cannot be followed by a 

glottal stop. The pronunciation hu’uu (or hĕ’ĕĕ, ĕ’ĕĕ, spoken through the nose) also occurs, with the same meaning 

as Tinompo ho’io or iao, French si (see § 162). Another word for ‘yes’ is humbee. Concerning ho’io, see § 162. 

The forms aio, ilahi and ilau have already been mentioned in § 263. 

ARTICLES AND PREPOSITIONS. 

271. Although the articles and the prepositions in Mori have become differentiated in both form and meaning, 

they are one in origin. They are all (with the exception of la mentioned in § 275) to be traced back to the well-known 

deictic elements i or one of its alternate forms and a (in both cases whether or not closed by a nasal), or to a 

combination thereof. [p. 259]  

272. The article for personal names (and names of animals and things which serve as such) is i. Examples hereof 

are given among other places in § 159. It must still be remarked that in Mori the names of occupations or ranks 

cannot be used as proper names. Expressions such as Pamona i Guru ‘Teacher’, i Mokole ‘Ruler’ etc. are thus 

incorrect in Mori (i Datu ‘Monarch’ and i Tua ‘Sir’ (Malay Tuan) are used once in a while, but then these words are 

considered to be proper names). One can indeed say i kumisi Towi ‘the district head Towi’, i bonto Labonde ‘the 

member of the bonto-noble class Labonde’, etc. and likewise i anse Aiu ‘the Chinese Aui’, etc., in which the name of 

the rank, etc. is placed between the proper name and the accompanying article; nevertheless not all names of 

occupations, etc. can be used in this way (also one does not do it with European family names; compare § 274). 

Kinship terms can well be supplied with i, thus i Ama ‘Father’, i Ue ‘Grandfather, Grandmother’, also ‘My Lord’ 

(spoken by a slave), and ‘the Lord (God)’ (next to Ue Ala, ondae Ue Ala or ondai Ue Ala, ondai Ue; compare 

§ 158). For that matter the article i can occur with these words in Upper Mori even when they are not serving as a 

proper name, for example: 

� songgo i ama-ro mate-’o-to, nggo-to koa 

but PN father-3PL.POS dead-3SG-PERF then-PERF just  

 i ine-ro henu da tuwu  

PN mother-3PL.POS REL still live  

 ‘but their father was dead, it was only their mother who was still yet living’ [Molongkuni] 

                                                           
29 [footnote 1, p. 258] The Karunsi’e have ne’uuhu, literally ‘not this, not it’ (see § 192 ff.), next to uuhu. 
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In Molongkuni the use of i even appears to be obligatory whenever a kinship term is not followed by a genitive 

pronoun. 

The form ai (which is also found in Tinompo) is spoken of toward the end of § 167. 

The article for common nouns in Tinompo is io or o (the first is the more frequently used). The function of this 

word is nothing other than to give some relief to the substantive which follows it, more or less to raise it up out of the 

entirety of the sentence and to give it thereby a certain amount of independence and emphasis, even though only very 

slightly, especially in the mouth of some people who use io with just about every substantive that they utter. Other 

people, on the other hand, make much less use of it, but overall one can say nevertheless that this particle occurs 

frequently in Mori. Often it is nothing more than a stopgap which serves to fill the pause which the speaker needs in 

order to call to mind the word which he will use. (Compare the use of nu in Pamona, which almost completely covers 

that of (i)o; see Adriani 1931:351.) 

When a substantive stands alone, for example as the answer to a question (hapa ke arau? io bange ‘What is that 

there? A monkey.’) the article is usually not omitted. In a case like this a certain emphasis falls on the concerned 

substantive. In general one can say that, when a substantive has stress and this is not expressed by another particle, io 

is always used. This particle is also not omitted when two substantives follow immediately after each other without 

further modification (be it thus a demonstrative, a number or something similar), e.g.: 

� i-kapo-o-mo nggapu io dahu 

3SG-grab-3SG-PERF cat CN dog 

‘the cat grabbed the dog’ 

also ikapoomo io nggapu io dahu, or ikapoomo io nggapu dahu, thus in such cases one uses the article io with at 

least one of the two substantives. (This is a point of difference with Pamona, where nu or prenasalization functions 

especially as a marker of the subject.) As far as I know, apart from these two contexts the use of (i)o is never 

syntactically required. [p. 260]  

Sentences in which the article (i)o occurs are to be found in abundance in this book, so that it is not necessary to 

give any further examples here. 

One can consider the article io to be a feature of general Mori, though it has other forms in Impo and 

Molongkuni subdialects. That o is a shortening of io can be derived from the fact that o does not occur in Watu or 

Upper Mori. This need not conflict with the derivation of io (from i + a) given in § 271. 

The article for common nouns in Impo is a, sometimes na, that of Molongkuni ina, na or a, both with final 

nasal, or said another way: accompanied by prenasalization of the following word, in so far as it lends itself to being 

prenasalized. Examples: 

� a pontu ‘a can’ (Tinompo io pontu) 

� a ngkau ‘wood’ 

� ina eno (Molongkuni) ‘a golden necklace’ 

� ina To Molongkuni ‘the Molongkuni’ 

� na nsuai ‘a cucumber’ 

� na inie-ro 

CN village-3PL.POS 

‘their village’ [Molongkuni] 
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Seeing as how na is clearly a shortening of ina, it is very well possible that a represents a further shortening of (i)na, 

just as o does of io. For that matter a and na are often further reduced in context to simple prenasalization, e.g.: 

� aso ng-koro  

one CN-heron 

‘a heron’ 

� mo’ia-’ia s[um]ikori-o ng-kalamboro isie 

PART:stay PART:await-3SG CN-people.eater that 

‘staying awaiting the people-eater’ [Impo] 

That the demonstratives andio and atuu must often be rendered with a definite article in our language has 

already been remarked upon in § 174. Concerning (a)asa ‘one’ with the force of an indefinite article, see § 282. 

273. Is there any evidence in Mori to indicate that at a former stage it had a postposed article e, known from Bugis 

among other languages (Adriani 1931:352)? This doesn’t appear to me to be at all certain. A word such as limbue ‘large 

whirlpool’ (compare Pamona limbue ‘enclosed space, hollow’) allows itself to be analyzed as the stem limbu ‘round, 

around’ and a suffixed element -e, but the meaning of this word can no longer be derived from the parts of which it is 

composed, so that it is more natural to see in -e a formative element. The same applies to unggoe ‘Jew’s harp’ (Pamona 

dinggoe), at any rate if the derivation—which is nothing more than a hypothesis—given in Adriani (1931:352) is correct. 

Molongkuni pakue, Tinompo paku (Malay, etc. identical) ‘a species of fern’ could possibly be an example, but often there 

occurs an affix or rather a formative element in names of plants, animals, household objects, etc. the function of which is 

rightly that of a classificatory nature (see § 293; the -e of limbue could also be included hereunder). The form wuruke ‘rotten 

egg’, stem wuru (mowuru ‘moldered, rotten, decayed’, Malay buruk) could be considered properly to mean ‘the rotten’, but 

as to this one has the least certainty, especially in light of the fact that mowuru is used only of wood, rattan, roofing thatch, 

and the such. It is true that ue ‘grandfather, grandmother, master, mistress’ (Pamona pue) consists of the known root pu and 

a suffixed element e, and it is also not impossible that the latter is the article e (compare the nearly synonymous ombu 

‘owner’, Pamona tumpu, from the same root or single syllable stem and the honorific prefix tu-), but this e also admits of 

other explanations; one could interpret it for example as originally an interjection, or as originating from a (compare Bugis 

puang) under influence of the circumstance that the word was often used as a vocative or term of address.30 The occurrence 

of the article e in Mori thus appears not to be established. [p. 261]  

274. The proper prepositions of Tinompo are three (or four, if one will) in number, namely: a (with nasal coda, 

in other words accompanied by prenasalization of the word which follows it, assuming that it eligible for such), i and 

ndi. Moreover a compounded form ia also occurs, which has the same usage as a.  

The meaning of these three prepositions is the same. They must, according to circumstances, be translated with 

‘in, with, on, upon, at, to, with respect to, toward, until’, etc., and a few times also by ‘from, off’, the latter however 

only in particular cases (compare § 276), such as in: 

� daa-po do-m-pepusa-ako a bente, meene-o-mo 

still-INCOMP 3PL-PL-withdraw.oneself-APPL at fort bright-3SG-PERF 

‘scarcely had they withdrawn from the fortification than it was day’ 

� ku-’onini-o a meda 

1SG-remove-3SG at table 

‘I’ve taken it off the table’ 

� ku-’ala-o a lamari 

1SG-get-3SG at wardrobe 

‘I’ve fetched it from the wardrobe’ 

                                                           
30 [footnote 2, p. 260] Compare Pamona, Mori ine ‘mother’, Malayo-Polynesian ina. Adriani (1931:55) explains the final 

vowel of Pamona ine by analogy from the co-form nene, but the latter is not found in Mori. That one probably has to dismiss the 

possibility of a regular sound change of a to e in Mori (see § 38) is shown by the Mori word naina ‘aunt’ and the like-sounding 

Pamona form (ine) where the change of a to e is irregular. 
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� mo-’inu a n-tonde 

PART:TRI-drink at LG-glass 

‘drink from a glass’ 

� mong-kaa a sempe 

PART:TRI-eat at plate 

‘eat from a plate’ 

� mon-tambu uwoi a ng-kineke
31

 

PART:TRI-draw water at LG-well 

‘draw water from the well’ 

� ku-lohu-o a n-tonisu-ku 

1SG-take.off-3SG at LG-finger-1SG.POS 

‘I took it off my finger’ (a ring, for example) 

� tedonta a minama 

fallen at areca.palm 

‘fallen from an areca palm’ 

In the majority of these cases however the use of ‘off’ and ‘from’ in English is merely a matter of language parlance, 

compare French: prendre sur la table, dans l’armoire, boire dans un verre, manger dans une assiette, puiser dans 

un puits, etc. So also one can translate: 

� s[um]aari ira mia i raha-do 

PART:chase.away 3PL person at house-3PL.POS 

as ‘chase away the people from their house’, but the actual meaning is ‘chase away the people located in their house’. 

The form a (or ia) is the general and most used preposition, which is replaced by i or ndi only in certain cases. 

Of these two, ndi is used exclusively: 

(a) with personal pronouns and what corresponds to such (see §§ 152, 200 and 207)
32

 and with proper names of 

people and of animals or (in stories) of personified objects, etc., in other words with proper names which take the 

article i, which i however is assimilated into the i of ndi, for example:  

� ndi Lagiwa 

at Deer 

‘with the Deer’ (as proper name, in a story) 

� ana-no ndi Wetolina 

child-3SG.POS at Wetolina 

‘his child with Wetolina’ 

                                                           
31 [from main text, p. 261] Also mo’ala uwoi a ngkineke ‘fetch water from the well’. 

32 [footnote 1, p. 261] With anu (that is to say in a relative clause; see footnote 2, p. 162) only a is used, not ndi, for example: 

mansa-do me-hawe nana’ote andio a anu m-pedolo 

at.once-3PL.POS PL-arrive children this at REL PL-bathe 

‘when the children had come to the ones bathing’ 

a anu m-pon-to’ori m-pon-seu na-hina l[um]aloi-o 

at REL PL-TRI-know PL-TRI-sew NEG-exist PART:surpass-3SG 

‘among the ones who can sew, there is no one who surpasses her’ 
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(b) with common nouns which denote family relationships, in which case however a can also be used, for 

example: 

� ndi ine-no  

at mother-3SG.POS 

‘with etc. his mother’ 

� ndi ana-ku 

at child-1SG.POS 

‘with my child’ [p. 262]  

If the concerned word serves as a proper name, then naturally only ndi is possible, for example ndi Ine ‘with 

Mother’.  

No a can be used with personal pronouns (including isema ‘who?’) or proper names (including i Anu ‘What’s-

his-name’), conversely neither can ndi be used with common nouns, except for the cases just mentioned. One can 

thus only say: 

� aku l[um]ako a n-sina 

1SG.FUT PART:go at LG-Chinese 

‘I’m going to the Chinese’ (‘chinese’ with a small ‘c’ would be more correct) 

� doito a n-tua 

afraid at LG-tuan 

‘afraid of the tuan’ 

(tua is used as a common noun for designating Europeans and those placed on a par therewith, such as teachers and 

various officials of foreign nationality), etc. and not for example *aku lumako ndi Tua. If one is speaking politely, 

then one says ndi ondae Tua ‘to my Lord’; see § 158. If a proper name follows a common noun functioning as 

apposition, then indeed use is made of ndi, for example: 

� ndi anse Aiu 

at Chinese Aiu 

‘with the Chinese Aiu’ 

� ndi tua Kurui(ti) 

at tuan Kruyt 

‘with Tuan Kruyt’ 

� ndi tua Molua Rea 

at tuan Pour.forth Blood 

‘with Tuan Blood-Spewer’ (missionary H. G. van Eelen) 

It is more difficult to define the difference between a and i. As has already been said, a is the general 

preposition, which is always used with common nouns which denote people, animals, plants or (moving) objects, for 

example: 

� a mpido ‘in the bottle (pido), in a bottle, in (the) bottles’ 

� a benu ‘to the coconut tree, to the coconut trees, at the coconut trees, etc.’ 

� a bonti ‘with the wild pigs’ 

The word koroi, which has i in expressions such as the following, is a negligible exception: 
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� ana i koroi-no 

child at body-3SG.POS 

‘a child (out) of his body’, ‘an actual child of his’ 

� sangka i koroi-ku 

thing at body-1SG.POS 

‘my own apparel’ 

Compare: 

� sangka a ng-koroi-ku 

thing at LG-body-1SG.POS 

‘the clothes which I am wearing on my body’ 

The preposition i is used only to designate places and times
33

 which are conceived of as a (individuated) unit. If 

this is not the case, if the concerned locative or temporal is conceived of as a whole composed of parts, as a place-

complex or a time interval of a certain duration, then one uses a. The following examples of locatives with i and a 

(temporal expressions come up for discussion below) illustrate this rule: 

� i bolongko, a bolongko ‘in a, the room’ 

� i raha ‘at home’, versus a raha ‘in the house, on the house’, also ‘at home’ 

� rau a raha mami 

be.over.there at house 1PLX.POS 

‘it is on our house’ (said of a bird) 

� kita m-pong-kaa a raha 

1PLN.FUT PL-TRI-eat at house 

‘we will eat at home’ (thus on the floor of the house, not on the ground, not outside) 

The synonym rodoha is handled the same way as raha. [p. 263]  

� l[um]ako i uwoi 

PART:go at water 

‘go to the water’ (that is, to the river, the spring, etc.) 

� l[um]ako a uwoi 

PART:go at water 

‘venture into water’ 

� mentoa a uwoi 

PART:jump at water 

‘jump into water’ 

� bou s[um]owe a uwoi 

fish PART:swim at water 

‘the fish swim in the water’ 

� s[um]owe i uwoi 

PART:swim at water 

‘swim in the river, etc.’ (by the nature of things this cannot be said of fish) 

                                                           
33 [footnote 2, p. 262] See below concerning certain words which connect up with this. 
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� i wita andio 

at earth this 

‘in this land’ 

� a wita andio 

at earth this 

‘in this place, on this spot’ 

� a wita andio nahi moiko to-pom-paho-ari-o osole 

at earth this NEG good 1PLN-TRI-plant-LOC-3SG corn 

‘this ground is not good for planting corn on’ 

� a wita mami nahi ta tuwu keu andio 

at earth 1PLX.POS NEG 3SG.FUT live wood this 

‘these trees would not grow well on our soil’ 

� kita m-pong-kaa i  (or  a) wita 

1PLN.FUT PL-TRI-eat at earth 

‘we will eat on the ground’ 

� i torukuno andio hina-o bensi 

at mountain this exist-3SG anoa 

‘there are anoa on this mountain (conceived of as an entirety)’ 

� a n-torukuno andio hina-o bensi 

at LG-mountain this exist-3SG anoa 

‘id.’, but more specific: on the upper portion of the mountain, on the mountain proper, there where the 

slopes (pa’ano) begin to be steeper
34

 

� a n-torukuno 

at LG-mountain 

‘on the mountain’ (in general) 

� manu momua a mbumbunge 

chicken PART:perch at roof.ridge 

‘the chicken is perched on the ridge of the roof’ 

� mia moturi i mbumbunge 

person PART:sleep at roof.ridge 

‘people who sleep in the ridge’ (that is to say, in a small loft under the ridge, which is often installed there 

for young men to sleep on) 

� i inia-do To Mori 

at village-3PL.POS People Mori 

‘in the villages of the (Upper) Mori’ 

� a inia-do To Mori (onae) andio anu tekosi 

at village-3PL.POS People Mori  3SG.INDEP this REL pretty 

‘among the villages of the Mori this is the prettiest’ (in this meaning one uses by the nature of things only 

a or ia) 

                                                           
34 [footnote 1, p. 263] One should remember herewith the actual meaning of torukuno, that it is derived from toruku ‘the 

middle of the back (which with animals forms a ridge or eminence)’, literally ‘knobby, spined’ (Adriani 1931:228); wuku ntoruku 

is ‘backbone’, wita mentoruku is a ‘hunched, mountainous land’ (versus wita metamungku ‘hilly, rolling land’).  
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� mebinta i  (or  a) inia 

PART:leave at village 

‘leave the village’ 

� mo’ia a inia-do mia 

PART:live at village-3PL.POS person 

‘live in foreign parts (outside, abroad)’
35

 

� ia n-sala i tonga-lere ku-tepo-hawe-ako-no 

at LG-way at middle-field 1SG-RECIP-meet-APPL-3SG 

‘I met him on the way to the field’ 

� aku l[um]ako a n-tonga-lere 

1SG.FUT PART:go at LG-middle-field 

‘I will set off
36

 into the field (between the plants)’ 

One can also say i tonga-lere for example when one is located in the field hut or on the way there. 

From the description of the difference between a and i given above, it does not follow that if a word which 

designates a place is constructed with a, the extent thereof should always be greater [p. 264] than when the same 

word has i preceding. Rather the reverse is often the case, such as has already emerged from the examples above with 

wita. Other examples of cases in which a denotes a more restricted location than i are: 

� i wawo-no torukuno 

at upper.surface-3SG.POS mountain 

‘up on the mountain, on the upper part of the mountain’ 

� a wawo-no torukuno 

at upper.surface-3SG.POS mountain 

‘on the top of the mountain’ (thus ‘up on the mountain’ in a narrower sense) 

� lere mami i pu’u-no torukuno 

field 1PLX.POS at base-3SG.POS mountain 

‘our field lies (in the area) at the foot of the mountain(s)’ 

� lere mami a m-pu’u-no torukuno 

field 1PLX.POS at LG-base-3SG.POS mountain 

‘our field lies (in a place) at the foot of the mountain’ 

The place or spot likened to be an individuated, single unity standing out from its surroundings is often of very great 

extent. 

It goes without saying that the number of words which can take both i and a preceding are relatively few. With 

most words just one preposition is possible. Proper names of places always take i (this does not apply however to 

names of rivers, thus i Tambalako or a nTambalako, compare a ngkorono ‘in the river’ where no i is possible). An i 

also occurs in indi’ai ‘here’, itu’ai, ira’ai, etc. ‘there’, isua ‘where?’, etc. Words such as luwu ‘all’ (see § 291), sala 

‘way, path’, tobu ‘forest’ and tonga-mpada ‘grassy plain’ always take a, pa’ano ‘mountain slope’ on the other hand 

always i. Also the derivations with the suffix -a (in so far as they are felt to be such) mostly take the preposition a, 

but not in: 

                                                           
35 [from main text, p. 263] Otherwise only mo’ia i inia. 

36 [footnote 2, p. 263] Aku lumako may also said by someone who is already on the way, namely to express that he WILL 

VENTURE TO a certain place. 
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� i saba-a-no oleo 

at appear-NZR-3SG.POS sun 

‘in, to the east’ 

� i soo-ka-no oleo 

at set-NZR-3SG.POS sun 

‘in, to the west’ 

� i tompa-a-no wawo n-tolino 

at extremity-NZR-3SG.POS upper.surface LG-visible.world 

‘at the end of the world’ 

compare: 

� i wita andio 

at earth this 

‘in this land’ 

� i pe-rame-rame-a
37

 

at INTR-REDP-make.merry-NZR 

‘to the feast’ 

If however an -a form serves as a modifier of a substantive, then the use of a is not necessary, for example: 

� a   (or  i) raha matea 

at house death 

‘at the death house’ 

� i   (or  a) oleo lakoa-ku 

at day departure-1SG.POS 

‘on the day of my departure’ 

Also temporal expressions can occur in two ways: as a point in time (with which the duration remains outside of 

consideration), and as a space of time.  In the first case it is usually used without preposition, for example: 

� aku l[um]ako oleo minggu 

1SG.FUT PART:go day Sunday 

‘I will go Sunday, I will go on a Sunday’ 

� wongi koa andio ka do-m-polai 

night just this and 3PL-PL-flee 

‘that same night they fled’ 

� pom-pu’u-a-no 

TRI-begin-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘in the beginning’ 

� oleo ka wongi
38

 

day and night 

‘by day and by night’ 

                                                           
37 [from main text, p. 264] But mostly a mperame-ramea… 

38 [from main text, p. 264] Or meene ka wongi in the same meaning. 
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In similar cases however once in a while i is employed. If the temporal modifier is conceived of as a space of time, 

and ‘on’ or ‘in’ thus has the sense of ‘during’, then one uses a, for example: 

� mo-’angga a oleo minggu 

PART:TRI-work at day Sunday 

‘work on Sunday’ 

� a oleo mata-no pe-rame-rame-a 

at day main-3SG.POS INTR-REDP-make.merry-NZR 

‘on the principle day of the feast’ 

In these cases however on can also use i (see above).
39

 With wula ‘month’ and ta’u ‘year’ i is never used, e.g.: 

� a wula andio ramai
40

 ta hina hapa-hapa anu gagi 

at month this come.hither 3SG.FUT exist REDP-what REL become 

‘in the coming month something shall happen’ 

� wula andio ramai kita m-pelimba 

month this come.hither 1PLN.FUT PL-move 

‘we will move this coming month’ [p. 265]  

Certain other words which are always constructed with i, such as aroa ‘heart, spirit, insides’, sikola ‘attendance 

at school, class’ (abstract of sikola ‘attend school, receive instruction’; i sikola is thus to be taken as ‘at school, in 

class’, not ‘to the school building’) connect up, as far as their meaning is concerned, with the denotation of place and 

time as an individuated unity, even if they are not to be strictly considered as such. 

That the Dutch often uses a preposition where none is applied in Mori, scarcely requires anything further to be 

said. Compare: 

� mangkilo-o-mo langi ana-no i Wula 

glitter-3SG-PERF sky child-3SG.POS PN Moon 

‘the sky shines from (with) Moon’s children (that is, the stars)’ 

� mosa’o aroa-ku w[in]eweu-no 

ugly heart-1SG.POS PASS:do-3SG.POS 

‘I was angry about what he had done’ 

� doi i-’asa-o ohia 

money 3SG-sell-3SG salt 

‘he spent (lit., sold) the money on salt’ 

� u-te’ala-po melempa, nahi komba iko hawe 

2SG-quick-INCOMP PART:walk NEG by.any.means 2SG.FUT arrive 

 asa langku inso i Dale hawe i Tinompo 

one hour from at Dale arrive at Tinompo 

 ‘even if you travel fast, you cannot make it from Dale to Tinompo in an hour’ 

275. Molio’a speakers among others use in place of ndi the unprenasalized form ri, while Watu speakers use nde 

(followed by the article, e.g. nde ihiro ‘to them’). The Ulu Uwoi use in place of a the preposition la, known from 

among other places in Sumbanese (this form is not accompanied by prenasalization of the following word). 

Following information provided by J. Ritsema, the preposition la also occurs in Tambee, and here and in Ulu Uwoi 

                                                           
39 [footnote 1, p. 264] For ‘work by day’ one can only say mo’angga i oleo (mo’angga a oleo means ‘work in the sun’).  

40 [from main text, p. 264] Also i laro-no wula andio ramai… ‘(at) inside the coming month…’.   
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la is also used in the sense of the Tinompo article io, from which clearly appears the unity of the articles and the 

prepositions (§ 271). The form ia appears not to occur in Watu. The form ai (which also occurs in Bungku) has 

already been spoken of in § 167. Other dialectal differences are not known to me. 

Various derivations are formed from the locative prepositional elements (e.g. mo’ia ‘live’), the treatment of 

which does not belong at home in the grammar.  

276. The prepositions i and a (ia) can be combined with words such as laro ‘interior’, hori ‘side’, wawo ‘upper 

surface’, aro ‘front side’, toto ‘underside’ and the like, whereby expressions such as our prepositions ‘in, inside’, 

‘next to’, ‘on, above’, ‘in front of’, ‘under’, etc. originate, but which are not properly to be considered prepositions.  

These expressions can be constructed in two ways: the words laro, etc. can either be compounded with the 

following substantive, or else stand in genitive relationship with it. In the first case there is a perceptible tendency to 

allow the choice of the preposition (i or a) to depend on the following substantive (from which the prepositional 

character of the expressions under consideration clearly appears). So for example one usually speaks of: 

� a laro burua (compound) 

at interior bureau 

‘in the bureau’ 

but: 

� i laro-no burua (genitive relationship) 

at interior-3SG.POS bureau 

‘in the bureau’ 

(as laro itself is usually accompanied by i). Nevertheless this is not a fixed rule. Other examples: 

� a   (or  i) hori-no ta’i ambau atuu 

at side-3SG.POS feces carabao that 

‘next to that carabao manure’ 

� ia hori-(no) wuwu 

at side-3SG.POS trap 

‘next to the trap’ 

(This word, however, does not entirely line up with the other forms mentioned above, because when there is a 

modifier following the second element, hori cannot be compounded with it, thus: a horino wuwuno ‘next to his trap’, 

but not *a hori wuwuno.)  

� a m-puu
41

 ensa 

at LG-vicinity ladder 

‘in the vicinity of, near (the foot of) the ladder’ [p. 266]  

� a m-puu ng-karu-mu 

at LG-vicinity LG-foot-2SG.POS 

‘near your foot’ 

� a  m-puu raha 

at LG-vicinity house 

‘on the premises’ 

                                                           
41 [footnote 1, p. 266] Note that puu is not the same as pu’u (Malay pohon) ‘bottom, base, trunk (of plants, etc.), origin’, etc. 

The meaning of puu is ‘the surroundings of something, the space around (the base of) something’, usually on the ground but this 

is not necessary.  
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This last can also be expressed as i puu raha. 

Also an expression such as inso (or te’inso) a, i, ndi ‘from, off of, of’, etc. (see §§ 148 and 218) can be 

considered a secondary preposition, as in: 

� olai ntu’u do-me-lako inso
42

 a bangka-do 

far truly 3PL-PL-go be.from at boat-3PL.POS 

‘they went very far away from their boat’ 

The forms inso and te’inso are actually adjectives with the meaning ‘originating from’, for example: 

� inso-ko isua? 

be.from-2SG where 

‘where do you come from?’ 

� isua u-te’inso? 

where 2SG-be.from 

‘where do you come from?’ 

CONJUNCTIONS. 

277. A summary of the conjunctions present in the language belongs no more at home in the grammar than a full 

treatment of all adverbs, prepositions, or interjections. It must be pointed out that of the conjunctions which Mori has 

at its disposal, none of them are original in this function (see for example §§ 183 and 214) and that some 

conjunctions also have the function of adverbs or adjectives, for example ke (see p. 201, note 2), mansa (see §§ 148 

and 282), sine ‘but, nevertheless’, kana ‘like, as’ (see § 145, fifth example). It is then also not surprising that 

sentences which belong together in one way or another are often placed next to each other without conjunction, such 

as also occurs in our language for that matter. Cases of this nature have already been mentioned in the conclusion of 

§ 215. Other examples are: 

� te’ingka mansa kita mate, nahi to-ranta k[um]aa-no 

near.future once 1PLN.FUT dead NEG 1PLN-reach PART:eat-3SG 

‘when once we might soon be dead, we should not even have eaten it up’ 

� i-hawe-o uwoi sampe i-potae ba io tahi 

3SG-encounter-3SG water stagnant 3SG-say if CN sea 

‘when he came across a puddle, he thought that it was the sea’ 

� ongkue, Ue, mosa’o ure-ku nahi komba aku  

1SG.INDEP Grandmother bad lines-1SG.POS NEG by.any.means 1SG.FUT  

 tekuda, moiko ure-ku nahi komba aku tekuda 

angry good lines-1SG.POS NEG by.any.means 1SG.FUT angry 

 ‘As for me, Grandmother, be the lines of the palms of my hands not good, I will not be angry; be they 

good, I will not be angry’ 

� kita mo-wangu raha anu tekosi, nahi kita  

1PLN.FUT PART:TRI-erect house REL beautiful NEG 1PLN.FUT  

 mom-poko-wangu 

PART:TRI-POTENT-erect 

 ‘even if we (I) were to build a nice house, we (I) wouldn’t be able to’ 

                                                           
42 [from main text, p. 266] Less used: me’inso. 
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� te-pendua koa kada ongkue ku-soso-o, konaanomo 

VOL-twice just AFFIRM 1SG.INDEP 1SG-suck-3SG it.is.enough 

‘if I just took two drags from it, it would satisfy me’ 

� l[um]ako um-oho-o manu-no, nahi poko-’oho-o 

PART:go PART-snare-3SG chicken-3SG.POS NEG POTENT-snare-3SG 

‘he went up to catch his chicken with a noose, but he didn’t succeed’
43

 

� mepau-ako ira manu-do do-m-ponako-o mia 

PART:talk-APPL 3PL chicken-3PL.POS 3PL-PL-steal-3SG person  

‘they talked about it that their chickens had been stolen by others’ 

More examples are to be found in § 157. [p. 267]  

In the following example: 

� sine nahi to’ori-o Datu andio ka i-mate boe, 

but NEG know-3SG Monarch this and 3SG-dead domesticated.pig 

 i-paka-ako-no ondo 

3SG-feed-APPL-3SG bitter.yam 

 ‘the Monarch did not know that the reason the pigs were dead was that they had been given ondo-tubers 

to eat’ 

the conjunction ‘that’ (motae or nine) has been omitted from the beginning of the complement clause because of the 

influence of ka, which actually introduces a subordinate clause belonging back with the complement clause. In 

dependent questions which present an alternative, the introductory interrogative particle ba or ke can be omitted 

under the influence of the following ke ‘or, instead’, for example: 

� i-pesikeno-ako-no langkai ke kodei raha mami 

3SG-ask-APPL-3SG big or small house 1PLX.POS 

‘he asked whether our house was big or small’ 

� mentee ke nahi, nahia n-to’ori-a-to ntada 

right or NEG NEG:COP LG-know-NZR-1PLN.POS 1PLN.ADD 

‘whether it is true or not, that is not our business’ 

The same applies when ke … ke occurs in the sense of ‘be it … or’, for example: 

� (ke) uusa ke nahi usa, asa-lako-no kita me-lako oleo andio 

if rain if NEG rain one-go-3SG.POS 1PLN.FUT PL-go day this 

‘be it raining or not, in either case we shall leave today’ 

Also subordinate sentences without conjunctions could have originated through transposition of substantive 

constructions (compare the conditional subordinate clauses of Dutch which are not distinguished by a conjunction 

but only by a change in word order). For examples, see Chapter 5. When such a form (followed by mo or po; see 

§§ 238 and 246) occurs in concessive meaning, one probably has to suppose an original imperative (see § 239), for 

example: 

� i-hadio-mo oli-no, asa-lako-no ku um-owahi-o 

3SG-many-PERF price-3SG.POS one-go-3SG.POS 1SG.FUT PART.pay-3SG 

‘let the price be high, the price may be high, undoubtedly I shall pay for him’ 

                                                           
43 [footnote 2, p. 266] On the other hand Mori sometimes uses sine ‘but’ where we would not; see for example § 253, second 

example. The reason for the double use of sine in this case could well be that in actuality there exists no word ‘and’ for the 

coupling of two sentences to each other in a true coordinate relationship. 
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� i-hadio-po oli-no, asa-lako-no ku um-owahi-o 

3SG-many-INCOMP price-3SG.POS one-go-3SG.POS 1SG.FUT PART-pay-3SG 

‘even though the price is still high, undoubtedly I shall pay for him’ 

� u-pe-pande-pande-ako-po sine lano nahi ko-pande 

2SG-INTR-REDP-clever-APPL-INCOMP nevertheless of.course NEG 2SG.FUT-clever 

‘even though you also do your best, nevertheless you shall not be capable’ 

� i-mahaki-mo, nahi ku-dampangi-o 

3SG-sick-PERF NEG 1SG-go.side.by.side-3SG 

‘let the pain be, it doesn’t bother me’ 

� i-mentee-po, i-tai-po mentee, nahia n-to’ori-a-to 

3SG-right-INCOMP 3SG-NEG-INCOMP right NEG:COP LG-know-NZR-1PLN.POS 

‘it may be correct, it may not be correct (it may or may not be correct), that is none of our business’ 

� i-molue-po
44

 tonga-lere-do sine na-p-i molue ntu’u 

3SG-broad-INCOMP middle-field-3PL.POS nevertheless NEG-INCOMP-3SG broad truly 

‘even if their field is broad, nevertheless it is still not truly expansive’ 

The same intent can be achieved through reduplication of the unconjugated predicate followed by koa ‘rather’, thus: 

� molu-molue koa tonga-lere-do,
45

 (sine) na-p-i molue ntu’u 

REDP-broad rather middle-field-3PL.POS nevertheless NEG-INCOMP-3SG broad truly 

‘even though their field is broad, (nonetheless) it is still not truly expansive’ 

� langka-langkai koa Dale, (sine) langkai-po Poso 

REDP-big rather Dale nevertheless big-INCOMP Poso 

‘even though Dale is indeed large, (nevertheless) Poso is larger still’ 

� moi-moiko koa i Dunggurio, (sine) moiko lahi  

REDP-pretty rather PN Oriole nevertheless pretty exceed 

 i Keli 

PN Parrot 

 ‘even though Oriole is handsome, Parrot is (nevertheless) more handsome still’

                                                           
44 [from main text, p. 267] Or: imolu-moluepo… 

45 [from main text, p. 267] Compare molue koa tonga-leredo… ‘their field is indeed great, but…’. 
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[p. 268]  

CHAPTER ELEVEN. 

THE NUMERALS. 

——————— 

CARDINAL NUMBERS. 

278. The independent forms of the cardinal numbers are: aasa, orua, otolu, opaa, olima, onoo, opitu, oalu, osio, 

hopulu (1–10); hopulu ka aasa, hopulu ka orua, etc. (11, 12, etc.); rua pulu, tolu pulu, pato pulu, lima pulu, nomo 

pulu, pitu pulu, halu pulu, sio pulu (20–90); asa etu, rua etu, tolu etu, pato etu, etc. (100, 200, 300, 400, etc.); asa 

nsowu, rua nsowu, etc. (1000, 2000, etc.); asa riwu, rua riwu, etc. (10,000, 20,000, etc.). The numbers asa madala, 

rua madala, asa etu madala, etc. do not denote any particular number; they are used of quantities which are so great 

that they can no longer be imagined (one can still work with sio riwu 90,000, but not with six figure numbers). For 

an unusually large quantity one can use further expressions such as asa lewe ngkeu, asa ntapu lewe, something like 

‘all the leaves there are in the world’, and asa laro meene ‘the atmosphere full’, thus ‘innumerably many’ (one can 

also say rua lewe ngkeu, rua ntapu lewe, etc.). The actual meaning of asa ntapu lewe is presumably ‘a section of 

leaves, as many leaves as there would go in a section of roof thatch’, because raha tolu tapu (etc.) is a house of 

which the long side of the roof is three (etc.) sections of thatch long (the size of a house is thus expressed in the 

number of layers of roofing material which are required for it).
1
 The Molongkuni also say aso ntutu lewe, compare 

Tinompo asa ntutu horo ‘a section of floor covering, a portion of the floor bordered by one or more walls and one or 

more lando (floor beams)’. In Watu the forms are given as aso linewe lewe and aso wawo one (the latter meaning ‘as 

much sand as there is in the world’).  

With numbers which consist of more than one term, the order is always descending, in other words tens precede 

units, hundreds precede tens, etc., for example: 

� rua n-sowu ka rua etu ka rua pulu ka orua 

two LG-1000 and two 100 and two 10 and two 

‘two thousand, two hundred twenty-two’ 

The conjunction ka is never omitted in such cases. 

Sometimes the full forms of the cardinal numbers are employed in combination with measure words and so-

called classifiers, but mostly one uses in this case the shorter forms asa, rua, tolu, pato, lima, nomo, pitu, halu, sio, 

pulu (thus in pulu the entire syllable ho- is omitted, however it does not stand in a line with the o- of orua, etc., 

rather it originates from sa-), which [p. 269] are compounded with the following word. Above ten one says hopulu 

ka asa, hopulu ka rua, etc. or else one inserts the substantive between the parts of the numeral, for example: 

� pulu n-ta’u ka (a)asa 

ten LG-year and one 

‘eleven years’ 

Also in fast counting the o-onset of the numerals two through nine and the ho- of hopulu fall away, thus: asa rua 

tolu paa lima noo pitu alu sio pulu. As this series of words is pronounced as one aggregate, there arises of its own 

accord a bilabial glide -w- between pitu and alu. From pulu one goes back to counting again asa rua … sio pulu 

ruapulu (thus first once again the word for ten, and immediately thereafter that for twenty) asa rua, etc. 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 268] In the Watu dialect tapu means instead ‘extremity, edge, tip’, the same as Tinompo tompa. 
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279. A cardinal number is usually placed before the word which it modifies, for example: 

� opaa ambau 

four carabao 

‘four carabaos’ 

The stress falls then on the number and one can—especially in connection with the personal pronoun which under 

certain circumstances must be used with such a numeral (see § 146)—consider the substantive to be a refinement to 

the numeral. If the substantive precedes, then the relationship is reversed and the stress no longer falls on the numeral 

but on the thing counted, for example: 

� ambau opaa 

carabao four 

‘four carabaos’ 

� mia opaa ira 

person four 3PL 

‘four people’ 

It is not impossible that this construction is secondary.
2
  

As has already been mentioned in § 219, the full form of the cardinal numbers can be preceded by the plural 

prefix me-, for example: 

� ranta ka do-me-’opitu ana-no 

until and 3PL-PL-seven child-3SG.POS 

‘until her children were seven’ (until she had seven children) 

� mia me-’olima ira andio 

person PL-five 3PL this 

‘these five men’ 

This is also possible with the interrogative cardinal number opia ‘how many?’. 

In the following section it is discussed that compounds consisting of a cardinal number with a measure word, 

etc. in general fill the same syntactic slot as do independent cardinal numbers. Usually, however, they stand after the 

word which they modify, and in certain cases this is the only possible placement. Where the motivation for it exists, 

the plural prefix me- can be attached to these compounds, for example: 

� ambau me-pato bawaa ira 

carabao PL-four herd 3PL 

‘four herds of carabao’ 

280. Classifiers or numeral auxiliaries are indicators of general notions (such as English ‘piece’) under which 

the things to be counted are taken together according to their form or nature and in this way are divided into a 

number of classes for the purpose of counting. Measure words indicate the quantity of aggregates which, whether 

they naturally compose a unit or not, are considered by the speaker from the viewpoint of their collectivity. Both 

groups of words in actuality compose only one category, because one can say of both that they have the function of 

separating off one or more units from an aggregate thought of as a mass or collectivity, and to denote them as such 

                                                           
2 [from main text, p. 269] Confer the next to last paragraph of § 151. Also analogy could have been at work here, seeing that 

adjectives and other modifiers tend to come after the modified word. It is curious in this connection that mia hadio—the Mori 

equivalent of Malay orang banyak—means not only ‘the people, the masses’ (versus ueto ‘the nobility’), but can also mean the 

same as hadio mia ‘many people’.  
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[p. 270] (cf. § 255 ff.). They are thus also constructed in the same way, and a distinction is not always to be drawn 

between them. 

Examples of classifiers are: 

(a) tangke ‘thick, inflexible stem’, as a measure word used of things which are located on such a stem, such as 

osole asa tangke ‘a stem of corn’, in other words one or more corn cobs with a piece of stem still attached from 

which the husk has been removed. But tangke is also a classifier for flat, thin, flexible objects, for example: 

� tambata pato tangke 

k.o.white.toadstool four flat.flexible.object 

‘four small white toadstools (with or without stems)’ 

� asa tangke lewe ng-keu
3
 

one flat.flexible.object leaf LG-wood 

‘a (tree) leaf’ 

� wunta rua tangke 

paper two flat.flexible.object 

‘two sheets of paper’ 

� ompeo asa tangke 

mat one flat.flexible.object 

‘a mat’ 

Perhaps in this case one has to do with homonyms, compare Pamona tangke ‘stem’ next to take, a classifier for 

things which have the form of a thin, flexible layer. Compare also tonggi ‘thin, flexible stem’, used as a measure 

word for counting bunches which hang from a tonggi, for example taipa asa ntonggi ‘a cluster of mangoes’.  

(b) lewe ‘leaf’, for flat, hard objects, for example: 

� dopi asa lewe 

plank one leaf 

‘a plank’ 

� rupia rua lewe 

guilder two leaf 

‘two guilders’ 

� aku mo-’ema doi see te-lima lewe
4
 

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-request money cent VOL-five leaf 

‘I will ask for five cents’ 

(c) wuku ‘pit, seed’, for kernels and the such, for example: 

� osole asa wuku 

corn one seed 

‘a kernel of corn’ 

� uho asa wuku 

periwinkle one seed 

‘a periwinkle’ 

                                                           
3 [from main text, p. 270] Also lewe (ngkeu) asa tangke. 

4 [from main text, p. 270] Also …te’olima lewe. 
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In Padoe they also say lemo aso wuku ‘a citrus’, pusi rua wuku ‘two bananas’.  

(d) ihi ‘contents, flesh’, for rings, armlets, coconuts, citrus fruit, etc. (less used in Tinompo). 

(e) mata ‘the point’, for sharp weapons and certain bladed tools (axes, knives, spring lances, caltrops, etc.). Also 

certain traps are counted with mata, such as the lakansia and tanggala, both of which are set up in fast-flowing water 

and supplied with a fence to insure that fish swim into them. 

(f) botoli (cf. § 97), for round or oval objects, or also animals, for example: 

� sumpere rua botoli 

pumpkin two round.object 

‘two pumpkins’ 

With animals as such no classifier is used, for example opaa (ira) ambau ‘four carabaos’. If one says pato botoli 

ambau, then one is looking at them as animals for slaughter, or at any rate carabaos considered from the viewpoint of 

their meat. Both pato ambau and pato wata ambau (where wata means ‘trunk’, compare Malay batang) also mean 

‘four carabaos’ as indicating a value, also in the specification of a fine or penalty (in which case the value is often 

established at a fictive, sometimes very low value, and certainly below the real value). The expression bou lima laba 

(compare molaba ‘large, big in its class’) is not ‘five pike fish’ but rather ‘five pieces of pike fish’, thus likewise 

denoting a certain quantity of food. The same applies with masapi asa ngkeu ‘an eel’.  

(g) keu ‘wood, tree’, which is used for trees, stalks, stems, hairs, etc. and also for animals and objects which 

have the form of a snake, for example: 

� pae pitu ng-keu 

field.rice seven LG-wood 

‘seven stalks of rice’ 

� lidi asa ng-keu 

midrib one LG-wood 

‘one palm leaflet midrib’ 

� wua ng-kotuo rua ng-keu 

fruit LG-betel.pepper two LG-wood 

‘two betel pepper fruits’ [p. 271]  

� enu asa ng-keu 

necklace one LG-wood 

‘a golden necklace’ 

� wulaa asa ng-keu
5
 

gold one LG-wood 

‘id.’ 

� to’o-to’o asa ng-keu 

necklace one LG-wood 

‘id.’ [Sampalowo] 

� asa ng-keu sala andio ramai 

one LG-wood way this come.hither 

‘the entire way (across) toward here’ 

                                                           
5 [footnote 1, p. 271] Glossed incorrectly in J. Kruyt (1919:334).  
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Scarcely to be named in this connection is ule asa leko ‘a snake which lies rolled up’ (meleko means ‘roll oneself 

up’, leko is thus a measure word for ‘roll’); ule asa howu has the same meaning (howu means ‘hoop’). 

In some cases no numeral auxiliary is used where it should well be expected, for example asa luria ‘a durian 

fruit’ (‘a durian tree’ should be asa ngkeu luria or asa mpu’u luria; in the sense of ‘durian wood’ a measure word 

must accompany luria); compare also: 

� aasa wulaa bobotoli 

one gold round 

‘a round piece of gold’
6
 

Sometimes one can just as well make use of a numeral auxiliary as the full form of the numeral, for example: 

� aasa ompeo 

one mat 

‘a mat’ 

� asa tangke ompeo 

one flat.flexible.object mat 

‘a mat’ 

� ato aasa 

roof.thatch one 

‘a panel of roofing thatch’ 

� ato asa tangke 

roof.thatch one flat.flexible.object 

‘a panel of roofing thatch’ 

That a distinction is not always to be made between measure words and classifiers appears from words such as pu’u 

(Malay pohon), for example: 

� towu asa m-pu’u
7
 

sugarcane one LG-base 

‘a stool of sugarcane’ 

� uwi asa m-pu’u 

tuber one LG-base 

‘one tuber plant’, or ‘the entirety of the tubers which are on one tuber plant’ 

� rombia asa m-pu’u 

sago.palm one LG-base 

‘a stool of sago palm’ 

versus keu asa mpu’u, asa mpu’u keu ‘a tree’, konau asa mpu’u (or konau asa ngkeu) ‘an aren palm’. 

Examples of measure words are especially to be found under the stems of verbs which in general have the 

meaning ‘a certain substance or quantity divided in parts or collected together into one or more greater units’, such 

as: 

(a) mobontu ‘bind together (of a large number of objects), bundle’, thus asa bontu ‘a bundle’, for example of 

firewood;  

                                                           
6 [from main text, p. 271] Also wulaa asa botoli. 

7 [from main text, p. 271] Versus towu asa ngkeu ‘a stalk of sugarcane’. 
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(b) moboro ‘collect, join (a large number of objects) into a bunch or bundle (whether or not by binding, thus 

broader in meaning than mobontu)’, thus asa boro ‘a bundle, a bunch’ 

(c) mowutu ‘bind’ (said of something that is bound together with something else into a solid whole), thus asa 

wutu ‘a bunch, a bundle’, especially of wood or bamboo. 

(d) moberi ‘tear, rend’, thus sawu pato beri or sawu opaa beri ‘four small pieces of fabric (whether or not 

obtained by tearing, etc.), four pieces of fabric’; beri is also used for pieces of paper and the like. 

(e) mompole ‘chop or cut through transversely’, thus asa mpole ‘a piece originating in this way’ (compare asa 

mpole hulu ‘a piece of resin’, which of course does not originate in this way, but which has this form). 

(f) mompudu ‘break through’, thus asa mpudu keu ‘a broken off piece of wood’ 

(g) mobansi ‘cut through, etc. lengthwise, split’, thus asa bansi ‘a half’ e.g. of a papaya. 

(h) montongo ‘wrap up, pack in’, thus for example kinaa asa ntongo ‘a packet of cooked rice’. 

(i) moraku ‘with one’s full hand grasp into something’, thus for example inisa asa raku ‘a handful of pestled 

rice’ 

Other examples of measure words and other words occurring as such are: [p. 272]  

� asa n-taroa 

one LG-pair 

‘a pair, a set (of two)’ 

� ampa tolu m-pewowa
8
 

stake three LG-opening 

‘three sets of sharpened bamboo stakes installed along a path’ 

� lada asa n-toliti 

Spanish.pepper one LG-wrapper 

‘a sprig of Spanish pepper’ 

� rombia asa wita 

sago.palm one earth 

‘a trunk of the sago palm’ 

� pato n-s[in]ule 

four LG-PASS:go.and.return.regularly 

‘four times there and back’ 

� pato n-s[in]ule koa hieno ku-lako 

four LG-PASS:go.and.return.regularly just near.past 1SG-go   

 mon-tembi 

PART:TRI-carry.on.back 

 ‘I have just now gone only four times to transport carry-loads’ (I am thus not yet finished) 

From the stem bali, literally ‘side’,
9
 come examples such as the following. In this meaning bali is only used with asa 

‘one’ or rua ‘two’, and always with prenasalization: 

                                                           
8 [from main text, p. 272] From pewowa ‘(opening of) a door or barrier’. When bamboo stakes are set, a barrier is placed 

preceding the pointed bamboos so that the way is cut off, so that any wild animal must spring directly on the stakes.  
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� karu-ku asa mbali
10

 

leg-1SG.POS one side 

‘my one leg’ 

� kae-ku rua mbali 

hand-1SG.POS two side 

‘both my arms’ 

� b[in]uri rua mbali 

PASS:write two side 

‘written on both sides’ 

Further are names of linear measures, weights, and the such, for example: 

� asa sampanggae
11

 

one finger.length 

‘a distance from the tip of the index finger to where the thumb begins’  

� asa otuwe 

one span 

‘a span’ (measured between thumb and middle finger) 

� lauro nomo ropa 

rattan six fathom 

‘a piece of rattan six fathoms long’ 

� balo pato laa 

bamboo four segment 

‘a bamboo piece of four segments’ 

� asa m-po’aha-(a) 

one LG-carry.on.shoulder-NZR 

‘a carry-load (of what one carries on the shoulder)’ 

� asa n-su’u-a 

one LG-carry.on.head-NZR 

‘a carry-load (of what one carries on the head)’ 

� asa n-tembi-a 

one LG-carry.on.back-NZR 

‘a carry-load (of what one carries on the back)’ 

These last three can also be expressed, respectively, as asa mpino’aha, asa nsinu’u, and asa ntinemba. The 

borrowed words kati (about one and a half pounds) and pikulu (Malay pikul, equivalent to 136 pounds) are used with 

the full forms of the numerals, thus onoo kati ‘six catty’, opaa pikulu ‘four picul’, etc. See also § 381. 

It must be remarked that the names of receptacles are not constructed as measure words, but rather take the full 

forms of the cardinal numbers (and, by the nature of things, not forming a compound therewith), with the meaning 

‘so-and-so much of the objects full’, e.g.: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 272] The adjective bali means ‘changed, change’. Note that ‘on both sides’ can also be expressed by 

patimbali or mompombali, e.g. kae-ku patimbali or kae-ku mompombali ‘both my arms’.  

10 [from main text, p. 272] Also: karu asa-mbali-ku, with karu asambali treated as a compound.  

11 [from main text, p. 272] Compare sampa ‘branch’, kae ‘hand’. 
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� pongasi onoo pido 

rice.wine six bottle 

‘six bottles of rice wine’ 

� uwoi opaa banga
12

 

water four coconut.shell 

‘four coconut shells of water’ 

� uwoi opaa ahi
13

 

water four bamboo.water.container 

‘four bamboo tubes of water’ 

So also next to pato nta’u ‘four years’ the Mori do not say *pato wula or *pato minggu, etc., but rather opaa wula 

‘four months’, opaa minggu (or opaa menggu) ‘four weeks’, etc. It also deserves mention (though it speaks for 

itself) that some words have another meaning as measure words or classifiers than is otherwise the case, for example 

oalu sala ‘eight ways, eight paths’ versus oalu nsala, halu nsala ‘eight methods, eight manners’, compare also onoo 

tia ‘six parts which are owed to someone or intended for someone, six shares or portions’ versus onoo ntia or nomo 

ntia ‘six parts (divisions, pieces)’. 

That compounds consisting of a numeral plus measure word or classifier [p. 273] are treated entirely as 

numerals themselves appears clearly from the fact that they sometimes occur in combination with a Set I personal 

pronoun (§ 146), for example: 

� ambau pato bawaa ira 

carabao four herd 3PL 

‘four herds of carabao’ 

� me-lako ira-mo ba opia mia
14

 ira 

PL-go 3PL-PERF if how.many person 3PL 

‘they went on their way amounting to so many in number’ 

The numerals pulu ‘ten’, etu ‘hundred’, sowu ‘thousand’ and riwu ‘ten thousand’ also belong to the measure 

words. The first of these, pulu, has the peculiarity that it is not prenasalized. 

281. Mori speakers employ a separate derivation in order to indicate a certain number of nights, from three to 

nine nights, which is formed by adding i- to the forms of cardinal numbers used in compounds, thus itolu, ipato, 

ilima, inomo, ipitu, ialu (without h; compare §§ 77 and 283) and isio ‘three, four, etc. nights’ (the same as tolu 

wongi, pato wongi, etc.). Likewise ipia ‘how many nights?’ (the same as pia wongi) can be formed from the 

interrogative numeral pia ‘how many’. Corresponding forms for ‘one night’ or ‘two nights’, however, do not exist, 

and in this case one must say, respectively, asa wongi or rua wongi. For ‘ten, twenty, thirty, etc. nights’ a form with 

the suffix -a is used, that is, pulu’a, ruapulu’a, tolupulu’a, etc. (the same as pulu wongi, etc.). Combined with 

another form: pulu’a ka rua wongi ‘twelve nights’, pulu’a ka itolu ‘thirteen nights’, etc.  

                                                           
12 [from main text, p. 272] Also opaa banga uwoi.  

13 [from main text, p. 272] Also opaa ahi uwoi. 

14 [footnote 1, p. 273] The form mia occurs here as a numeral auxiliary, but without a corresponding substantive (which is 

not necessary), because mia can only be used of humans or personified referents. In its function as a numeral auxiliary it can be 

rendered as ‘individuals’, ‘persons’, ‘men’, ‘man’, with the understanding that it is used not only with men but also of women 

and children. It would appear that the use of mia as a numeral auxiliary with a substantive other than mia—such as in wali-no 

asa mia /friend-3SG.POS one person/ ‘a companion of his’—is not true Mori. One can indeed say mia asa mia ‘a person’ (but not 

*asa mia mia), asa mia mia pande ‘a clever, capable person’, etc. and likewise walino asa mia (not *asa mia walino) in the 

sense of ‘another companion of his’.  
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The forms with i- and -a can—just like with asa wongi and rua wongi, etc.—be combined with a Set I personal 

pronoun, or occur in the future; in this case they can also take the plural subject prefix me-. Examples of these forms 

are: 

� ipato-po ka ku-lako 

four.nights-INCOMP and 1SG-go 

‘after four nights I will go’ 

� aku l[um]ako ipato 

1SG.FUT PART:go four.nights 

‘I will remain away for four nights’ 

� (ta) ipato ba ku-lako 

3SG.FUT four.nights if 1SG-go 

‘I will remain away for four nights’ (lit., ‘it will be four nights if I go’) 

� saba itolu 

appear three.nights 

‘three nights old’ (of the moon)
15

 

� (me)-’ipia komiu-mo? (mem)-pulu’a kami-mo 

PL-how.many 2PL-PERF PL-ten.nights 1PLX-PERF 

‘How many nights have you all been away from home? Ten nights already.’ 

� kami me-’ipato ba ki-me-lako 

1PLX PL-four.nights if 1PLX-PL-go 

‘we will be away four nights’ [p. 274]  

� da isio do-m-pe’ula a bangka-do mia otolu ira  

still nine.nights 3PL-PL-get.on at boat-3PL.POS person three 3PL  

 andio, wela-o-mo me-woli-wolili bangka-do, pulu’a ka  

this continuous-3SG-PERF PART:INTR-REDP-spin boat-3PL.POS ten.nights and  

 ialu, me-rodo-rodo-o-mo mbo’u bangka-do 

eight.nights PART:INTR-REDP-quiet-3SG-PERF again boat-3PL.POS 

 ‘when these three people had been on board their boat for just nine days, it began to spin around 

continually, after eighteen days the weather calmed down again’ 

� me-rua-wongi ira-mo 

PL-two-night 3PL-PERF 

‘they are already two nights (arrived, on the way, etc.)’ 

� da (me)-’asa-wongi ira 

still PL-one-night 3PL 

‘they are just one night (arrived, etc.)’ 

                                                           
15 [footnote 2, p. 273] Perhaps the absence of a form with i- for ‘one night’ or ‘two nights’ is related to the fact that one only 

sees the crescent of the new moon when it is three nights old. An expression such as saba rua wongi thus is also not said. The 

forms with i- and -a would then perhaps actually be expressions for the days of the month (in other words indicating the number 

of nights since the passing of the new moon). One can also say, however, patopulu’a ‘forty nights’, etc., and although one can 

indeed say orua wula (seldom rua wula) for a time period of sixty days, nonetheless nomopulu’a is more usual. Forms such as 

*etu’a (and higher), however, are not found.  
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� (me)-’inomo ira 

PL-six.nights 3PL 

‘they are six nights (arrived, etc.)’ 

Constructions such as inomo ira do-lako /six.nights 3PL 3PL-go/ and me-’inomo ira do-me-lako /PL-six.nights 3PL 

3PL-PL-go/ are also possible. 

Verbs can be further derived from the i- and -a forms using the prefix mo-, which then mean ‘say that it lasts yet 

three, etc. days’, for example: 

� indiawi m-po-’ipato kita, oleo andio m-po-’itolu kita-mo 

yesterday PL-say-four.nights 1PLN day this PL-say-three.nights 1PLN-PERF 

‘yesterday we said: in four days; today we say: in three days’ 

� tisomo kita-mo m-po-’ilima 

tomorrow 1PLN.FUT-PERF PL-say-five.nights 

‘tomorrow we shall be able to say that it lasts yet five days’ 

282. AASA. This word merits special attention, among other things because in addition to its function as a 

numeral, it also occurs in various other functions. 

When no special emphasis falls on aasa, it is pronounced with a short vowel, asa. That little objection is to be 

raised against the spelling asa (see § 31) can be derived from the fact that the reduplicated form of the word for ‘one, 

a’ can be either aa-’aasa or asa-’asa; in fact with a possessive pronoun only the latter is possible, e.g. asa-’asa-ku 

‘only me alone, only me by myself’. Compare also: 

� ba asa-’asa-ku a n-sala 

if REDP-one-1SG.POS at LG-road 

‘when I am alone on the way’ 

� hawe ira asa-’asa-do 

arrive 3PL REDP-one-3PL.POS 

‘His Grace has come alone’ 

Also the distributive numeral nte’o’asa ‘each time one’ (§ 288) has only one a preceding the s. Whenever aasa is 

followed by mo, po or koa (see § 244 ff.) it is always shortened to asa, even when stressed.  

That the form asa occurs in compounds, and not sa, is certainly not original. A remnant of the original situation 

has been preserved in hopulu ‘ten’, from sapulu. When in the present language either asa or sa can occur in the same 

construction (such as when (a)sa serves as a conjunction; see further below in this section), it is not always clear 

whether one should consider sa to be an older form, or a shorting of asa. An example is asa wukua or sawukua 

(from wuku ‘bone, seed, pit’) constructed with a possessive pronoun in the meaning ‘a little bit’, or ‘scarcely, barely’, 

for example: 

� (a)sawukua-ku koa mong-kaa 

little.bit-1SG.POS just PART:TRI-eat 

‘I have just eaten a little bit’ 

� (a)sawukua-ku mong-kaa, hawe-o-mo 

little.bit-1SG.POS PART:TRI-eat arrive-3SG-PERF 

‘scarcely had I begun to eat, than he came’ 
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� (a)sawukua-no mengkaa-o-mo inia, m-po’ia ira-mo  

little.bit-3SG.POS bright-3SG-PERF village PL-stay 3PL-PERF  

 m-pokowongi-o 

PL-wait.until.night-3SG 

 ‘barely was the village visible, than they stopped in order to wait for the night’ 

Sometimes asa must be translated by ‘the same’, for example: [p. 275]  

� potae-do ba do-me-mate, ka i-’asa koa mate-a-do 

say-3PL.POS if 3PL-PL-die and 3SG-one just die-NZR-3PL.POS 

‘their intention was that, if they should die, they die in one and the same place’ (lit., ‘that their place of 

dying should be one and the same’) 

Correlatively: 

� asa pentoro-a-no, asa poturi-a-no 

one sit-NZR-3SG.POS one sleep-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘in the same place where he sat, he fell asleep’ 

In compounds of the verb me’asa ‘be one, be together’ with a (if possible, prenasalized) substantive,
16

 asa must 

also be translated this way, for example (see also § 315): 

� me’asa-nee ‘have the same name’ 

� me’asa-n-tinuwu ‘be of the same lifetime’ 

� me’asa-n-sala ira 

PART:be.one-LG-way 3PL 

‘they follow the same path, way’ (also figuratively) 

Another facet of the meaning of asa (in this case, compounded with the word which it modifies) is ‘entirely, 

completely’. Example hereof are: 

� asa wawo n-tolino andio 

one above LG-visible.world this 

‘this entire world’ 

� mahaki aku asa ng-koroi 

sick 1SG one LG-body 

‘I have pain over my entire body’ 

� mia asa inia andio
17

 

person one village this 

‘the people of this entire village’ (lit., ‘people amounting to the entire village’) 

� me-’upu ira-mo asa raha 

PL-consumed 3PL-PERF one house 

‘they died to the last one, the whole house (all those who were in the house)’ 

                                                           
16 [footnote 1, p. 275] On occasion, sa (with prenasalization) also occurs with a following substantive in the sense of ‘co-, 

fellow’, but this is attributable to borrowing, perhaps from Bungku, e.g.: sa-n-sina-no ‘his fellow Chinese’ (Moluccan Malay dia 

punya sacina); sa-manado-no ‘his fellow Manadoese’. The usual formation is with pe’asa; see § 315.  

17 [from main text, p. 275] One can also say mia asa inia andiodo. 
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� asa n-taku ulu 

one LG-shell head 

‘the entire cranium’ 

In compound with a verbal noun or substantive form of an adjective, followed by a possessive pronoun, asa 

must—if the concerned expression is the predicate of the clause—be translated with ‘excluding, nothing other than, 

always just’, for example: 

� mia atuu moro mekombe, nde asa m-pepau-no-mo  

person that perhaps crazy because one LG-speak-3SG.POS-PERF 

 koa asa oleo andio 

just one day this 

 ‘the man appeared crazy, because all day long he did nothing other than talk continually’ (wherein -mo 

koa is rendered as ‘always’) 

� ba i-’asa morini-no-(mo koa) 

if 3SG-one cold-3SG.POS-PERF just 

‘if it was just cold all the time’ 

� asa m-po-’angga-ku-mo koa 

one LG-TRI-work-1SG.POS-PERF just 

‘I do nothing except just work’ 

Often (a)asa has nothing more than the force of an indefinite article (‘a, an’), for example: 

� me’ana ira, aasa beine 

PART:have.child 3PL one female 

‘they had a child, a girl’ 

� hina-o asa tehu, ana-no opitu ira 

exist-3SG one rat child-3SG.POS seven 3PL 

‘there was once a rat, with seven children’ 

It hardly requires mentioning that by a long way aasa is not used in all cases in which an indefinite article is 

employed in our language, but only when one would make the hearer understand that the number of persons or things 

in question does not amount to more than one.  

Besides the meaning ‘one’, (a)asa can also have a meaning of ‘other’, for which nevertheless susua ‘otherwise’ 

can also be said, without this necessarily implying any difference in a real sense. Examples of this meaning are: 

� ana-no maate, ana-no aasa da tuwu-o 

child-3SG.POS die child-3SG.POS one still live-3SG 

‘her (one) child is dead, (but) her other child is still alive’ 

� sumpere aasa, aasa wuku-no, aasa otolu wuku-no 

pumpkin one one seed-3SG.POS one three seed-3SG.POS 

‘the one pumpkin has one seed, the other three seeds’ 

� asa mbo’u do-me-nee-ako ira 

one again 3PL-PL-name-APPL 3PL 

‘they gave them yet another name’ 

� asa-mbali 

one-side 

‘the other side’ (see § 280) 
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� mia asa-mbali 

person one-side 

‘the opposition’ 

� i asa-mbali-no 

at one-side-3SG.POS 

‘on the other side of it’ 

� asa-towa 

one-shore 

‘the one shore, the other shore’ 

� i asa-towa-no (tahi) 

at one-shore-3SG.POS  sea 

‘on the other side (of the sea)’ 

The meaning ‘other’ is registered more clearly by the use of -no; see § 148. [p. 276]  

This aim can also be achieved through the use of mbo’u ‘also, still, again’: 

� anu aasa, asa-’asa
18

 wuku-no, anu aasa mbo’u, otolu wuku-no 

REL one REDP-one seed-3SG.POS REL one again three see-3SG.POS 

‘the one has but one seed, the other has three seeds’ 

� ana-n-i Anu biibi, aasa mbo’u medele 

child-3SG.POS-PN What’s-his-name feverish one again have.frambesia 

‘a child of So-and-so has fever, another (or, if the concerned only has two children: the other) suffers 

from frambesia’ 

The phrase (a)asa mbo’u is often used in the sense of ‘(there is) yet another thing, point, reason, etc., (there is) yet 

something, moreover, in addition, …’.  

In the same way, aasa or anu aasa is sometimes to be rendered with ‘the third, the fourth’, etc., namely when 

more than two persons or things are spoken of, which are mentioned one by one, without the speaker setting them 

forth in any particular ordinal order with respect to each other. For example: 

� ndio-mo otolu pido, anu aasa langkai, anu aasa mbo’u  

be.here-PERF three bottle REL one big REL one again 

 langkai hala, ka anu  (a)asa mbo’u kodei
19

 

big fault and REL one again small 

 ‘here are three bottles, the one is big, the other medium-sized, the third small’ 

Sometimes aasa also has the meaning of ‘each, every’, which must emerge from context, for example: 

� aasa h[in]awe-do, do-rako-o 

one PASS:encounter-3PL.POS 3PL-grasp-3SG 

‘everything they encountered, they grabbed’ 

� asa mia asa inia lako-a-do 

one person one village go-NZR-3PL.POS 

‘each one went to another (different) village’ 

                                                           
18 [from main text, p. 276] Or: aa-’aasa. 

19 [from main text, p. 276] Or: …aasa langkai, aasa hala, aasa kodei.  
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� asa wunta orua rupia oli-no 

one book two guilder price-3SG.POS 

‘each book costs two guilders’ 

� i laro-no asa n-ta’u orua ana beine 

at inside-3SG.POS one year two child female 

‘two young girls every year’ 

� asa (m)-poturi-a-no mo’ipi 

one LG-sleep-NZR-3SG.POS PART:dream 

‘every time that he slept, he dreamt’ 

� asa (m)-pentoro-a-no moturi 

one LG-sit-NZR-3SG.POS PART:sleep 

‘every time that he sat down, he fell asleep’ 

� asa (m)-pong-kaa-nga-no itu’ai-mo i-po’ia 

one LG-TRI-eat-NZR-3SG.POS there-PERF 3SG-stay 

‘in each place that he ate, there he remained’ 

In sentences such as the last three, asa can either be placed in compound relationship with the accompanying word or 

not. The expression sa-mia-no or asa mia-no ‘everyone’ can also be mentioned in this connection (see § 206). 

Examples hereof are: 

� sa-mia-no koa (ta) mong-kaa mo’ahi 

one-person-3SG.POS just 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-eat delicious 

‘everyone will eat scrumptiously’ 

� sa-mia-no koa (ta) mom-poko-lako aroa-no 

one-person-3SG.POS just 3SG.FUT PART:TRI-CAUS-go insides-3SG.POS 

‘everyone can use their intellect’ (e.g. said to someone who has said to another that he cannot figure out a 

given riddle and thus there is nothing more to think about) 

Furthermore, asa or sa is also employed as a conjunction, with the meaning ‘with that, as soon as, immediately 

after that, then’. In this case it first of all occurs in construction with a nexus-substantive followed by a possessive 

pronoun; with a possessive suffix and a participle form or adjective; with the third singular possessive suffix -no and 

a conjugated form or with a conjugated form alone; and lastly, with a verb or adjective followed by a Set I pronoun 

(of those referred to in § 143b). Besides asa and sa, a third form with the same meaning is the ma-derivation mansa 

(in Upper Mori mense, in Molongkuni mensa), which is constructed either with a possessive suffix and a verbal 

participle or adjective, or else—once in a while—with -no and a conjugated form. Examples include (see also §§ 148 

and 215): 

� (a)sa-do h[um]awe-o, do-rako-o 

one-3PL.POS PART:encounter-3SG 3PL-grasp-3SG 

‘as soon as they found him, they seized him’ 

(As per above, also: (a)sa do-hawe-o, do-rako-o; (a)sano do-hawe-o, do-rako-o; mansa-do h[um]awe-o, do-rako-o; 

and mansano do-hawe-o, do-rako-o, the last infrequent.) [p. 277]  

� sa pewua-no andio 

one get.fruit-3SG.POS this 

‘when they had then brought fruit’ 
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� sa hawe-no kandawari andio, me’ula-o-mo i Sinongi; 

one arive-3SG.POS carry.basket this PART:get.on-3SG-PERF PN Sinongi 

 sa umari-no me’ula, do-m-po-tii-o-mo kandawari  

one finish-3SG.POS PART:get.on 3PL-PL-CAUS-descend-3SG-PERF carry.basket  

 ka do-me-lako 

and 3PL-PL-go 

 ‘when the carry basket had arrived, Sinongi got in; as soon as she had entered, they lowered the basket 

and went on their way’ 

� (a)sa me-’umari-do m-pedolo
20

 

one PL-finish-3PL.POS PL-bathe 

‘after they had finished bathing’ 

� sa m-petii-do a winke, tii-o-mo usa marombo 

one PL-descend-3PL.POS to bank descend-3SG-PERF rain dense 

‘when they had gone down to the shore, there fell a heavy rain’ 

� sa motaha-o-mo punti 

one ripe-3SG-PERF banana 

‘as soon as the bananas were ripe’ 

                                                           
20 [footnote 1, p. 277] That a plural marker occurs in these forms—which apart from this context cannot occur with nexus-

substantives—hangs together with the fact that, as far as the meaning is concerned, they line up entirely with the indicatives. In 

expressions such as mansado me’umari ‘when they had finished’, mansado mpetii ‘when they had gone down’, the forms 

me’umari and mpetii are thus incorporated in their entirety in the substantive construction, which is actually nothing other than a 

particular case of the general inclination to invariance which is to be observed with verbs and adjectives (see for example §§ 249 

and 252). 

Also in the substantive constructions mentioned in § 218, which describe the circumstances under which or as the result of 

which something takes place, and likewise in nexus-substantives which depend on -ako (in reason-giving meaning), can similarly 

appear as plural forms, for example: 

me-’umari-do m-pong-kaa onae-mo ka do-m-pe-pau-pau 

PL-finish-3PL.POS PL-TRI-eat 3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-PL-INTR-REDP-talk 

‘when they had finished eating, they went for a chat’ 

me-hawe-do koa m-pewinso 

PL-arrive-3PL.POS just PL-enter 

‘when they arrived, they immediately went inside’ 

me-lako-do andio, me-hawe ira-mo iwali t[um]olahi ira anu m-po’ia-’ia 

PL-go-3PL.POS this PL-arrive 3PL-PERF enemy PART:attack 3PL REL PL-stay 

‘when they had gone, there came enemies who made an attack on those who remained’ 

mem-po’ia-do i raha andio… 

PL-stay-3PL.POS at house this 

‘when they were thus staying at home’ 

(apparently forms such as *m-po’ia-do cannot be used yet) 

me-monge-monge-do andio (onae-mo) do-n-tenangi-ako 

PL-stupid-3PL.POS this 3SG.INDEP-PERF 3PL-PL-defeated-APPL 

‘because they were so stupid, (therefore) they were defeated’ 

mem-pompoli-do do-mem-poponangi-ako 

PL-wealthy-3PL.POS 3PL-PL-prevail-APPL 

‘by their riches they won it’ 

For an example with ko-, see § 345.  
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� sa-no r[um]onge-o mia andio motae mepau tokoa  

one-3SG.POS PART:hear-3SG person this that PART:talk in.reality  

 bou in-ala-no atuu 

fish PASS-get-3SG.POS that 

 ‘barely had the man heard that the fish which he had caught spoke…’  

That sa, asa, mansa followed by a possessive pronoun can also be constructed with ka, appears from examples 

such as: 

� (a)sa-no (or: mansa-no) ka do-hawe Tua (m)-Pandita, 

one-3SG.POS   and 3PL-arive Tuan LG-Pastor  

 onae-mo ka do-tekuda 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-angry 

 ‘when the Missionary arrived, he became angry’ 

Less often one encounters sa-do ka…, asa-do ka…, mansa-do ka…, etc.; we also see here the phenomenon that the 

pronoun of the third person singular takes the place of the other persons and numbers, when it is expressed elsewhere 

in the sentence.  

Also, future forms can follow sa, asa, mansa, with which again either the corresponding possessive suffix, or 

that of the third person singular, can be employed. For example: 

� sa-do ira m-pon-siwu,  

one-3PL.POS 3PL.FUT PL-TRI-make.sago.porridge.of  

 do-me-dudungku-ako-no-mo na-hina bolusa-do 

3PL-PL-have.difficulty-APPL-3SG-PERF NEG-exist trough-3PL.POS 

 ‘when they were to make sago porridge, they ran into trouble because they had no trough’ 

This can also be expressed by using asado ira…, mansado ira…, alternatively sano ira…, asano ira…, 

mansano ira…, etc. The expression mansano or mansano koa, occurring separately, is used in the sense of our 

‘thus’, for example: 

� mansa-no, nahi ko-l[um]ako 

at.once-3SG.POS NEG 2SG.FUT-PART:go 

‘therefore, you do not go along’ [p. 278]  

The form mansa can also be used without any suffix,
21

 and then likewise expresses simultaneity: ‘straightaway, 

immediately, next’,
22

 also ‘all at once, suddenly, just like that’, and also ‘entirely, utterly, completely’; in this last 

meaning mansa mostly must remain untranslated. Examples of the meaning ‘immediately, following, all at once’ are: 

� mong-kaa, mansa-(o) moturi 

PART:TRI-eat at.once-3SG PART:sleep 

‘he ate and fell asleep while thus occupied’ 

� mansa hawe asa mia 

at.once arrive one person 

‘suddenly someone came’ 

                                                           
21 [footnote 1, p. 278] In this case, Impo speakers among others use mansa (otherwise mense-), and the Molongkuni use 

masa (otherwise mensa-).  

22 [footnote 2, p. 278] Compare Pamona liu which has come to have the same meaning, but from a source meaning of ‘pass 

by, pass through’.  
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� i-landaki-o ana-ku, mansa ma(a)te 

3SG-tread.on-3SG child-1SG.POS at.once die 

‘he stepped on my children, and immediately they died’ (or: ‘…and thereupon, and thereby they died’) 

� nahi konde mewowolo-o ka i-mansa mepau 

NEG even think-3SG and 3SG-at.once PART:speak 

‘he does not even think it over, and at once he (just) starts talking’ 

� mansa l[um]ako 

at.once PART:go 

‘all at once he left’ (without so much as saying anything) 

� mansa mentoro 

at.once PART:sit 

‘just like that he sat down’ (incautiously, for example) 

The meaning ‘entirely, completely’ occurs in contexts such as: 

� mansa-mo koa omue nde, Onitu 

one-PERF just 2SG.INDEP PTCL Ghost 

‘I leave it entirely up to you, Ghost’ (lit., ‘entirely (mansa) merely (-mo koa) you, Ghost’) 

� mansa omiu, Ue, t[um]o’ori-o 

one 2PL.INDEP Lord PART:know-3SG 

‘it is entirely up to you, Lord, to determine it’ 

Mansa is also used to strengthen expressions which are to be rendered with emphasis on sight or sound, for example: 

� mansa (ng)kanggidi-nggidi 

at.once sparkle 

‘glittering, sparkling’ 

� mansa ngingii unto-ku 

at.once ring brain-1SG.POS 

‘my head is ringing’ (from being knocked hard) 

� mansa ruruntu 

at.once rumble 

(said of a dull rumbling sound, such as a rice mortar or tree trunk rolling down) 

Connecting up with these functions of mansa is its use as a strengthening element in sentences with consecutive 

force. In this case mansa can be rendered with ‘it was immediately, thereafter…, with the result that…’, but it is 

better to omit it in the translation, because otherwise it attracts to much attention. Examples are: 

� do-tekuda-akune Tua ka ku-mansa aiwa 

3PL-angry-APPL:1SG Tuan and 1SG-at.once come 

‘the Tuan was angry with me, and therefore I have come here’ 

� gaagi mansa ira-mo mo’ia oru-’orua ira i inia 

therefore at.once 3PL-PERF PART:stay REDP-two 3PL at village 

‘so they remained then the two of them in the village’ 

� gaagi mansa-mo omami men-susuru-o  

therefore at.once-PERF 1PLX.INDEP PL-bear.responsibility.for-3SG 

‘so doing we got (get) the blame for it’ 
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� ku-to’ori-o koa ngkuda nine mia koa anu  

1SG-know-3SG just 1SG.ADD that person just REL 

 p[in]e’ana-ako-ku, ka i-mansa sangkarupa andio  

PASS:have.children-APPL-1SG.POS and 3SG-at.once object this  

 io ana-ku 

CN child-1SG.POS 

 ‘I know despite the fact that I brought human beings into the world, that my children are now various 

objects’ (‘…and nevertheless are my children…’) 

Mansa also occurs to strengthen kasi ‘so that … not, lest’, for example: 

� wee-ako-no ka-si mansa mengese 

give-APPL-3SG so.that-NEG.IMPV once PART:cry 

‘give it to him so that he doesn’t cry’ 

� ka-si to-mansa… 

so.that-NEG.IMPV 1PLN-once 

‘so that we not…’ 

Next to this stands mansa in the future, e.g. aku mansa, ta mansa, etc. followed by a participle form or adjective—or 

also mansa alone, followed by a future form—in roughly the same meaning (‘it might once be that…’, in other words 

‘so that … not’). Examples hereof are: [p. 279]  

� doito aku ta mansa um-ala-o doi-ku andio
23

 

afraid 1SG 3SG.FUT once PART-get-3SG money-1SG.POS this 

‘I am afraid (that) he might sometime take these coins of mine’ 

� ndi aku-mo koa mong-kaa, aku mansa
24

 mokoninggo  

be.here 1SG-PERF just PART:TRI-eat 1SG.FUT once feel.hungry  

 a n-sala 

at LG-way 

 ‘let me eat something first, otherwise I might get hungry on the way’ 

� lako po’ema-akita ohia ndi ondae Tua, 

go TRI-request-APPL:1PLN salt at 3PL.INDEP Tuan 

 mansa ta pingko te’ingka 

once 3SG.FUT used.up near.future 

 ‘go ask the Tuan for salt for us, it might presently be used up sometime’ 

When the clause with mansa is a component of a compounded sentence, if the meaning is clear then the 

indication of the future can also be omitted. In effect this means only mansa is employed, not in the future and not 

followed by a future form. For example: 

                                                           
23 [from main text, p. 279] Also: 

doito aku ka-si mansa um-ala-o… 

afraid 1SG so.that-NEG.IMPV once PART-get-3SG 

etc., or: 

doito aku ta (komba) um-ala-o… 

afraid 1SG 3SG.FUT by.some.means PART-get-3SG 

24 [from main text, p. 279] Or: mansa aku… 
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� mansa mate, na-hina anu k[um]aburu-o 

once die NEG-exist REL PART:bury-3SG 

‘once he is dead, there is no one to bury him’ 

� te’ingka mansa kita mate, nahi to-ranta k[um]aa-no 

near.future once 1PLN.FUT die NEG 1PLN-reach PART:eat-3SG 

‘when once we might soon be dead, we should not even have eaten it up’ 

In the immediately preceding example, one can only tell by accent that kita belongs with mansa and not with mate.  

In Karunsi’e osi’i mansa is also used in this meaning, e.g. osi’i mansa no-leko /NEG.IMPV once 3SG-go/ ‘so that 

he not go’. This is not possible in Tinompo. 

That an expression such as asa beine atuu must, under certain circumstances, be translated as ‘one of the 

women’—which can also be expressed by aasa a beine or aasa ia beine—follows from § 221 and constitutes no 

peculiarity of (a)asa. Another example is: 

� po-wawa-akune ari te-’asa m-pole keu atuu indi’ai 

TRI-bring-APPL:1SG first VOL-one LG-cut wood that here 

‘bring me just one piece of that wood here’ 

The above-mentioned asa-’asa ‘only one’ can sometimes be translated with ‘sole’, for example: 

� ana-ku asa-’asa 

child-1SG.POS REDP-one 

‘my sole child’ 

Compare: 

� ana-ku asa-’asa-ku 

child-1SG.POS REDP-one-1SG.POS 

‘a child of mine alone’ 

283. DERIVATION AND DIALECTAL FORMS OF THE CARDINAL NUMBERS. The stems of the Mori numerals are, in 

general, amply attested in related languages. The form sowu ‘thousand’ is an alternate word, compare howu ‘heap, 

pile’ and Pamona sowu2 (Adriani 1928:s.v.). Concerning madala ‘ten thousand’, see Adriani and Kruyt (1914:283–

284).  

Concerning the first a of aasa the question can be asked whether one has to do here with lengthening (see § 18) 

or with an older form of the prefix, respectively the reduplicative syllable o- (as in orua ‘two’, otolu ‘three’, etc.), 

compare Tolaki oaso ‘one’. If the latter assumption is correct, then the knowledge of its character must have been 

lost long ago, so that the change into o did not take place. That present-day speakers hear in the aa of aasa nothing 

other than a lengthened a, appears from what is stated in the second paragraph of § 282. On the other hand, that a 

form with aa can also occur in conjugated form (e.g. ka i-’aasa) carries little weight. When the word stands at the 

end of a sentence, a long aa is always heard, thus hopulu ka (a)asa kami, but hopulu kami ka aasa ‘we with our 

eleven’. In that case, however, it always attracts emphasis. 

Although it cannot be taken as correct to say that the Mori languages reduplicate non-compounded numerals 

(Adriani 1931:324), it is nevertheless certain [p. 280] that the syllable o- of orua, otolu, etc. originates from a 

reduplicated syllable (with the vowel -a).
25

 Herewith analogy can have come into play; we see it with oalu ‘eight’ 

                                                           
25 [footnote 1, p. 280] Compare the parallels in Pamona and other languages of the Celebes (Adriani 1931:304 ff.). Compare 

also (a) Tolaki dadio ‘many’ next to Mori adio, hadio ‘many’; (b) Upper Mori popio ‘how many’ versus Watu, Karunsi’e and 

Padoe opio, Tinompo opia; and (c) the forms given for Molongkuni kapopisu (next to ka’opisu, ko’opisu) ‘seventh’, next to 

opisu ‘seven’, Tinompo opitu ‘seven’.  
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(which has further lost an h- through the influence of other forms with o-), with opaa ‘four’ and onoo ‘six’, when 

these correspond with Tontemboan ĕpat and ĕnĕm, etc., and do not originate from reduplicated forms (compare 

Upper Mori oompa and oono), and also with another numeral which very early lost the initial consonant, compare 

Tinompo olima ‘five’ with Pamona and various Kaili dialects alima (from lalima). In any case, it is clear that the 

numerals commencing with o- at present belong to a single system. That the o of oalu has another origin has already 

been remarked upon in § 77. The origin of hopulu is from sapulu.  

For the forms pato and nomo, compare Old Javanese patang and nĕmang, not to be divided into pat-ang and 

nĕm-ang, but rather pata-ng and nĕma-ng.
26

 Concerning halu, see § 77.  

Little remains to be said concerning dialectal forms. The forms a(a)so ‘one’ and oruo ‘two’ (in compounds, 

rua-) are found in Upper Mori as well as Watu and Karunsi’e, the form olimo ‘five’ (in compounds lima-) only in 

Upper Mori. For opaa ‘four’ and onoo ‘six’, Upper Mori has, respectively, oompa and oono, the stems here 

corresponding with Malay ĕmpat and ĕnĕm. In compounds the Upper Mori still have noma-, in Ulu Uwoi and 

elsewhere replaced by ono-, compare Pamona ono, and New Javanese nĕm next to Old Javanese nĕmang. For 

‘seven’ the Upper Mori say opisu, pisu-, for ‘eight’ hoalu, for ‘ten’, ‘twenty’, etc. hopulo, rua mpulo, etc. for 

‘ninety’ sia mpulo (but otherwise in compounds sio).  

The Molongkuni have an alternate term for ‘four’, namely otibe, which is also mentioned by Adriani 

(1931:325). There is no corresponding form tibe occurring in compounds, however. One uses only pato or otibe.  

In their numerals, Watu and Karunsi’e exhibit very little difference from Tinompo; compare § 216. 

Padoe numerals are more related to those of Tinompo, etc. than to those of Upper Mori. Possibly one must think 

of borrowing with this dialect, as here one finds hopulo ‘ten’ (with final o) and ruapulu ‘twenty’ with final u, and the 

Upper Mori forms aaso, oruo and olimo next to the Tinompo forms opaa, onoo and opitu. [p. 281]  

The forms itolu, etc. have possibly originated from itolu wongi, etc. This, however, is not probable, as similar 

forms are also given for Sigi: itolu ‘three days ago’, ipata ‘four days ago’, next to ipua ‘the day before yesterday’ 

(Adriani 1928:s.v.), compare also Napu naipata, Sigi neipata ‘after four nights’, next to Napu naipua, naitalu, Sigi 

neipua, neitolu (Adriani 1931:381). Peculiarly, some i- forms of Upper Mori, namely ilima ‘five nights’ (Padoe and 

Tambe’e ilime), and ipitu ‘seven nights’, do not agree with the corresponding cardinal numbers. For ‘ten nights’ the 

Upper Mori say pulo’a, the Watu ipulu’a (with two affixes) or pulu’a.  

In compounds with a numeral, Watu, Karunsi’e and Moiki speakers use alo for ‘night’, thus aso alo (Moiki asa 

alo) ‘one night’, rua alo ‘two nights’, etc. The form alo apparently originally meant ‘day’ (Brandstetter 1908:4).  

Concerning etu it can yet be remarked that from this stem is derived the word pe’etu ‘family, family member’ 

(and from this mepe’etu ‘be family to each other, be related’, etc.).  

FRACTIONS. 

284. Fractions in Mori are expressed in a very plain way. At any rate, asa (n)tia orua, rua ntia opitu (or orua tia 

opitu) can have—in conformity with § 221—the meaning of ‘one of two parts’, ‘two of seven parts’, which amounts 

to the same thing as ‘a half’, ‘two sevenths’. Whether or not tia stands in compound relationship with the preceding 

numeral makes very little difference in terms of the meaning. Examples are: 

                                                           
26 [footnote 2, p. 280] Compare Adriani (1931:325). The derivation given there, however, seems unlikely to me. What 

objection is there against considering pata and nĕma to be the original forms of the numerals ‘four’ and ‘six’? Compare Mori asa 

mpato ‘a quarter, a fourth part’ (of a slaughtered animal), e.g. ambau asa mpato, asa mpato ambau ‘a fourth of a carabao’, ipato 

‘four nights’ and inomo ‘six nights’ (see § 281 and below), Napu naipata, Sigi neipata ‘after four nights’, and the iterative 

numerals pepanto and penomo (§§ 286–287).  
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� mia anu l[um]ako mon-saku a n-tambunga-do mokole 

person REL PART:go PART:TRI-chip.sago at LG-royal.land-3PL.POS ruler 

 asa n-tia otolu tia-do mokole, rua n-tia otolu 

one LG-divide three divide-3PL.POS ruler two LG-divide three 

 tia-no mia mon-saku 

divide-3SG.POS person PART:TRI-chip.sago 

 ‘whenever one goes sago chopping in the sago grove of the mokole, one third is for the mokole, two thirds 

for the one who chops sago’ 

� rua n-tia olima (a) mia i inia andio ira  

two LG-divide five at person at village this 3PL.FUT 

 m-pete’ia tolu n-tia olima ira me-lako m-po-’ungke 

PL-keep.watch three LG-divide five 3PL.FUT PL-go PL-TRI-seek 

 sema’ulu-do 

tax-3PL.POS 

 ‘two fifths of the people in this village shall keep watch, three fifths shall look for (money for) their taxes’ 

Whenever the intention is clear from the context or the situation, one of the numerals (the ‘numerator’ or the 

‘denominator’ of the fraction) can be omitted, e.g.: 

� tia asa in-ala-ku, tia orua in-ala-no 

divide one PASS-get-1SG.POS divide two PASS-get-3SG.POS 

‘I got one third, he two thirds’ 

� na-p-i konde tia orua sala-no, mekule-o-mo 

NEG:INCOMP-3SG even divide two way-3SG.POS PART:return-3SG-PERF 

‘his way was not even divided in two (half finished), when he already returned’, in other words ‘when he 

had not yet gone halfway, he had already returned’ 

� tia asa-no aku um-ala-o bou andio 

divide one-3SG.POS 1SG.FUT PART-get-3SG fish this 

‘I will take a portion of this (these) fish’ (it must appear from context how great a portion it is) 

For ‘one half’ one can sometimes use the expressions porontonga and entonga (stem tonga ‘middle’), but these 

actually mean ‘at, up to the middle, at one half, halfway’ (compare Pamona parantongo ‘the middle’; entonga could 

have originated from intonga, with preposition i). For example: 

� porontonga-o-mo ku-buri-o 

halfway-3SG-PERF 1SG-write-3SG 

‘I have covered it halfway with writing’ 

� porontonga-o-mo ihi-no 

halfway-3SG-PERF contents-3SG.POS 

‘the contents are already at one-half, it is half filled’ [p. 282]  

� pongasi andio porontonga-o-mo pido 

rice.wine this halfway-3SG-PERF bottle 

‘the bottle of rice wine is already half gone’ 

� porontonga sala mekule aku 

halfway way PART:return 1SG 

‘I have returned halfway’ 
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� porontonga     (or:  entonga) wongi 

halfway night 

‘in the middle of the night’ (from 9 PM to 3 AM) 

� porontonga oleo 

halfway day 

‘in the middle of the day’ (from 10 AM to 2 PM) 

� entonga-o-mo 

halfway-3SG-PERF 

‘it is already half finished’ 

Connecting up herewith are the cases in which entonga and porontonga can be rendered with ‘half’, e.g.: 

� pingko-o-mo entonga     (or:  porontonga) pido 

used.up-3SG-PERF halfway bottle 

‘half the bottle is used up’ 

� pongasi porontonga     (or:  entonga) pido 

rice.wine half bottle 

‘half a bottle of rice wine’ 

� entonga timboka 

half bowl 

‘half a bowlful’ 

The form entonga is principally used of receptacles with reference to their contents (the night (wongi) can also 

metaphorically be conceived of similarly), porontonga of a way (porontonga sala ‘half the way’). 

Properly speaking, these two words are not equivalents of ‘one half’. In order to indicate half of an object one 

must use asa with some verbal stem, as indicated in § 280. These expressions, however, are under no requirement to 

mean exactly half, e.g.: 

� kinaa boe asa bansi 

papaya -- one cut.lengthwise 

‘half a papaya, a portion of papaya’ 

� asa hila ambau 

one cut carabao 

‘half a carabao’ (neither more nor less; mohila can mean to cut in two or more pieces) 

� asa m-pole oleo 

one LG-cut day 

‘half a day, part of a day’ 

For pato ‘quarter’, see footnote 2, p. 280.  

ORDINAL NUMBERS. 

285. Ordinal numbers are derived from both the full and the compound forms of the cardinal numbers by 

prefixing ko- (Molongkuni in part still ka-), for example ko’opaa ‘fourth’, ko-pato-’oleo-no ‘the fourth day’, ko-

hopulu ka (a)asa ‘eleventh’, ko’opia, kopia- ‘how manieth’. 
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The ordinal numbers are often modified, whether by -no (never by -do) ‘of it’, by anu, or by both together. The 

suffix no is always used when the base of the ko- derivation is a numeral compounded with a measure term or 

classifier.  

For ordinal numbers which indicate a sequencing in time, in the sense of the second coming in the place of the 

first (etc.), separate forms are used, derived in the same way from the iterative numerals (see § 286). However, a 

peculiarity is that the words for ‘second’ and ‘third’ can receive prenasalization, thus ko(m)penduano ‘the second 

time’, ko(m)pentoluno ‘the third time’, but kopelimano the fifth time’, kopempiano ‘the however manieth time’, etc. 

Also -no is always employed with these forms. 

Examples of ordinal numbers in context are: 

� wunta anu ki-m-po-reke-ako kanandio andio wunta 

book REL PLX-PL-TRI-calculate-APPL like.this this book 

 po-reke anu ko-’otolu 

TRI-calculate REL ORD-three 

 ‘the book from which we are now calculating is the third arithmetic book’ 

� lere mami (anu) ko-’orua itahai nahi me’ihi 

field 1PLX.POS  REL ORD-two up.there NEG have.contents 

‘our second plot up there has no fruit’ 

� anu ko-’otolu-no, onae l[um]ako i Malili 

REL ORD-three-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP PART:go to Malili 

‘the third (of the concerned group of people, hence -no), he must go to Malili’ [p. 283]  

� tembio ka na-p-i hawe (anu) ko-’olima-no
27

 

why and NEG-INCOMP-3SG arrive  REL ORD-five-3SG.POS 

‘why has the fifth not yet come?’ 

� ko-’olima-no raha,
28

 onae-mo raha-do Tua Guru 

ORD-five-3SG.POS house 3SG.INDEP-PERF house-3PL.POS Tuan Teacher 

‘the fifth house is that of the Schoolmaster’ 

� raha-ku kom-pendua-no 

house-1SG.POS ORD-twice-3SG.POS 

‘my second house’ (namely in the sense that one has demolished the first and built a second, not when 

one has left one house to go live in another) 

� lako mami kom-pendua-no na-mi hadio  

go 1PLX.POS ORD-twice-3SG.POS NEG-PERF:(3SG) many  

 ki-m-pom-poko-’ala bou 

1PLX-PL-TRI-POTENT-get fish 

 ‘when we went the second time, we did not catch many more fish’ 

That (a)asa is sometimes used to mean ‘second’, ‘third’, etc. emerges in § 282.  

                                                           
27 [from main text, p. 283] Also …anu ko’olima. Compare, however: 

Tua m-Petoro anu ko-pe-lima-no 

Tuan LG-Administrator REL ORD-ITER-five-3SG.POS 

‘the fifth administrator’ 

28 [from main text, p. 283] Also raha (anu) ko’olima…  
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ITERATIVE NUMERALS. 

286. The forms for ‘once’, ‘twice’, etc. run as follows: pohona, pendua, pentolu, pempaa or pepanto, pelima, 

penomo, pepintu (also pepitu),
29

 pealu, pensio, pempulu, pempulu ka (a)asa, etc.; also pempia ‘how many times’ 

connects up herewith. The form pohona is not just a numeral, ‘once’, but also has the meaning ‘at once, at one time’, 

e.g.: 

� i-winso-o luwu a nganga-no poho-pohona 

3SG-enter-3SG all at mouth-3SG.POS REDP-once 

‘he stuffed them all in his mouth at one time’ 

Different people gave me the words for ‘twenty times’ etc. in various ways. In practice they are seldom 

encountered; presumably they have entered the language under the influence of education. According to some, one 

must say peruapulu, pe(n)tolupulu, pepatopulu, pelimapulu, penomopulu, pepi(n)tupulu, pehalupulu, pesiopulu, 

pe’asa’etu, etc., following others rua pempulu, tolu pempulu, etc. The latter forms, however, are to be frowned 

upon.
30

  

Iterative numerals can be separated from the word with which they belong by kana ‘like’, but this is not 

required, e.g.: 

� pe-lima (kana) pe-sumpe-mu atuu 

ITER-five  like INTR-kick-2SG.POS that 

‘five times (as hard as) that kick of yours’ 

� ongkue tedoa aku mokora, pem-paa (kana) mokora-no 

1SG.INDEP very 1SG strong ITER-four  like strong-3SG.POS 

‘I am unusually strong, four times as strong as he is’ 

For multiplication of numbers, one uses an iterative numeral followed by the conjugated form of a regular or a 

distributive numeral, for example: 

� pem-pulu i-’orua 

ITER-ten 3SG-two 

‘ten times two’ 

� pendua i-ho-pulu 

twice 3SG-one-ten 

‘two times ten’ 

� pen-tolu i-nte-’o-’opaa 

ITER-three 3SG-DISTR-REDP-four 

‘three times four’ 

That here i is the personal pronoun and not the preposition, appears from the dialects, for example Padoe: [p. 284]  

� menggo-’otolu no-’opaa 

ITER-three 3SG-four 

‘three times four’ [Padoe] 

                                                           
29 [footnote 1, p. 283] The form pempitu mentioned by J. Kruyt (1919b:340) appears not to occur in Tinompo or Sampalowo. 

It is rightly to be given as Karunsi’e. 

30 [footnote 2, p. 283] According to J. Kruyt (1919b:341), one can indeed say rua pempulu, but not tolu pempulu, etc., in my 

opinion a clear demonstration of the artificial character of these forms. The form penduapulu likewise given by him is disavowed 

by persons who use pentolupulu, pepintupulu, and pepantopulu, in which the prenasalization has originated in the same way as 

in penduapulu (by analogy with the forms less than ten). 
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Dialectally one also finds other constructions, for example Molongkuni otolu menggo’otibe and Molio’a menggotolu 

nteo’oompa, also both meaning ‘three times four’. 

There exists no general word for ‘time, turn’; the iterative numerals render it superfluous. There are indeed 

special words such as sinule or pali ‘wind around, turn around, out and back, etc.’.
31

 Compare for example: 

� lako-ku asa m-pali 

go-1SG.POS one LG-go.around 

‘then I went another time (and returned)’ 

� pau asa m-pali 

speak one LG-go.around 

‘one word’ 

both from the stem pali, which in general means ‘go around somewhere’ (for examples of sinule, see § 280). Ordinal 

numbers derived from iterative numerals have already been spoken of in the preceding section. No derivation exists 

of pohona meaning ‘the first time’. To express this notion one uses amba or amba-’amba ‘the first, for the first 

time’; see § 265. 

287. The iterative numerals from two to ten, and that for ‘how many times’, are derived from the cardinal 

numbers which occur in compounds, with the addition of pe- and prenasalization.
32

 Therewith there occur certain 

irregularities: in pepanto ‘four times’ and pepintu ‘seven times’ the prenasalization has shifted to the following 

syllable; and in pendua the nd originated from a prenasalized r, a pattern which at present no longer occurs (see 

§ 19). Next to pepanto occurs the (presumably younger) form pempaa (compare Karunsi’e pempaa ‘four times’ and 

penoo ‘six times’, versus Watu pepanto ‘four times’ and penomo ‘six times’). The absence of h in pealu ‘eight times’ 

requires no appeal to sound weakening; this appears from the remarks in § 77 concerning the h of hoalu and halu.  

The prefix pe- originates from pi-; see § 295. Compare also the forms piha, pihe ‘once’ mentioned below, along 

with Javanese ping.
33

 

For ‘once’ Watu and Karunsi’e have pi(i)ha, Upper Mori (and also Padoe and Tiu) piihe, lengthened form of 

pihe, corresponding with Javanese pisan, from the root sa ‘one’. The difference between piihe and pihe is that the 

latter is used adverbially in the sense of ‘continually, all the time, customarily’, for which Tinompo speakers also use 

mpiha (thus with prenasalization; apart from this, piha is not used in Tinompo). For example: 

� wongi mpiha 

night continually 

‘just night all the time’  

� kana koa mpiha 

like just continually 

‘as usual’ 

� l[um]eko aku pihe
34

 

PART:go 1SG continually 

‘I am going out all the time’, also ‘ I have gone away never to return’ [Upper Mori] 

                                                           
31 [from main text, p. 284] In Pamona pali does mean ‘time, turn’ in general.  

32 [footnote 1, p. 284] The prenasalization belongs with the prefix (H. Kern 1918–1920:226) 

33 [footnote 2, p. 284] According to Kiliaan (1919:190), a shortening of kaping. Javanese pindo, however, corresponds 

entirely with Mori pendua and Makasarese pinruang (save for the nasal coda of the latter). Compare also Buginese wekadua, etc.  

34 [from main text, p. 284] In Tinompo lumako aku mpiha. 
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Compare this last to: 

� l[um]eko aku piihe
35

 

PART:go 1SG once 

‘I have gone one time, I go once, I went once upon a time’ [Upper Mori] 

The two last examples correspond, respectively, to Tinompo lumako aku mpiha and lumako aku pohona. For ‘only 

once’ one does not say pii-piihe but rather pihe-pihe, for ‘once each time’ (see § 288), ntepipihe. In Molio’a one 

finds further mempihe, mempiheno, mempihe-pihe, mempihe-piheno, pihe-piheno ‘all, one and all, everyone’. 

[p. 285]  

The word pohona is a deviant form, presumably to be derived from the root sa
36

 (preserved as ho in the second 

syllable; na is probably the old form of the third person singular possessive pronoun). But then pohona would not be 

formed with the prefix pe-, unless one assumes vowel assimilation.  

Of the remaining dialectal differences, only the Upper Mori forms with menggo- need be mentioned. The prefix 

menggo- is followed by the full form of the cardinal numbers; however, the first syllable, either o or ho, is often 

omitted, thus: menggo(’o)ruo, menggo(’o)tolu, menggo’(o)ompa (Molio’a among others menggoompa), 

menggo(’o)limo, menggo’(o)ono (Molio’a among others menggoono), menggo(ho)alu, menggo(ho)pulo, etc., also 

menggo(po)pio ‘how many times’. The prefix menggo- can go back to meka-, compare Bugis weka- and 

Tontemboan maka- (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:62–63, 111).  

DISTRIBUTIVE NUMERALS AND THE LIKE. 

288. Distributive numerals are formed by prefixing either te- or nte- before a cardinal number (either 

independent or compounding) with one syllable reduplication, thus (n)te’o’asa (not with aa), (n)te’o’orua, 

(n)te’o’otolu, (n)tehohopulu, (n)tehohopulu ka aasa, (n)teruruapulu, (n)tehohalupulu, (n)te’o’asa’etu, (n)te’o’opia, 

etc. ‘each time one, two, three, ten, eleven, twenty, thirty, one hundred, how many, etc., everyone one, two, etc.’. 

Similar forms are likewise derived from iterative or certain indefinite numerals, for example (n)tepopohona ‘each 

time one time, each time once, off and on, now and then’, (n)tededei, also (n)tetetedei ‘each time, everyone a little bit 

(tedei)’.  

The same derivations exist for the words for ‘long (of time)’ and ‘short (of time)’, thus (n)tetetehine ‘each time 

long’, (n)tesasarai
37

 ‘each time short’ (also (n)tesosarai, (n)tesara-sarai). The forms tehine and sarai can, in a 

certain sense, be reckoned among the indefinite numerals in that—as far as their meaning is concerned—they line up 

with expressions such as asa nta’u ‘a year’, asa mpiniro ‘an eyeblink’, asa mpomamaa ‘the time needed to chew a 

betel quid, about five minutes’ (compare momama ‘chew betel’), asa mponahua ‘the time it takes to cook a pot of 

rice, about fifteen to twenty-five minutes’ (compare monahu ‘cook, boil’), which in their entirety must be reckoned 

among the numerals (see § 280). Expressions such as (n)te’o’ondaudo ‘each of them gets a long (ondau) piece’ and 

(n)te’o’owowado ‘each of them gets a short (owowa) piece’ can be formed by analogy to the distributive numerals; 

[p. 286] as far as the meaning is concerned, ‘a long piece’ corresponds in every way with ‘many’ in (n)tehohadio 

‘each one, each time many’, etc. Example are: 

� nte-pi-pitu oleo pohona 

DISTR-REDP-seven day once 

‘once every seven days’ 

                                                           
35 [from main text, p. 284] Also piihe kuleko.  

36 [footnote 1, p. 285] The derivation given by Adriani (Van Eelen & Ritsema 1918–1919:280) requires too many secondary 

assumptions to be deemed probable.  

37 [footnote 3, p. 285] The a of the reduplicated syllable is irregular. Although the word for ‘one’ in compounds at present is 

asa and the form sa occurs only exceptionally (see § 282), and speakers appear not to perceive the word sarai as consisting of 

‘one rai’, nevertheless it seems very probable to me that this deviation is to be ascribed to the influence of the element sa ‘one’, 

with which the first syllable of sarai is homophonous. For the derivation of this word, see under sara2 (Adriani 1928:s.v.) 
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� (n)te-ru-rua-pulu kati (ba) i-wela mo-wawa 

DISTR-REDP-two-ten catty  if 3SG-regularly PART:TRI-carry 

‘he usually took twenty catty at a time’, ‘he must take twenty catty each time’ 

� nte-po-pohona olai do-me-lako m-pekikinaa pinotuwu anu 

DISTR-REDP-once far 3PL-PL-go PL-graze domesticated.animal REL 

 p[in]akambi-no, onae koa ka i-nte-te-tehine  

PASS:tend.livestock-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP just and 3SG-DISTR-REDP-long.time 

 ka i-’amba mekule i Musa a m-poni-no 

and 3SG-then PART:return PN Moses to LG-parent.in.law-3SG.POS 

 ‘sometimes the cattle that he tended went far from home while grazing, therefore then each time it took 

long before Moses returned to his father-in-law’ 

A possessive pronoun can be added after a distributive numeral (or after the chief constituent thereof), which 

then makes reference to the persons, etc. who each have or get a certain number of objects, etc., and thus in the 

translation must be rendered, according to circumstances, ‘(each) of us, them, etc.’ or with ‘for (each of) us, etc.’. 

Examples hereof are: 

� pohona do-lako mom-paho punti i Bange  

once 3PL-go PART:TRI-plant banana PN Monkey  

 ka i Re’a, (n)te-’o-’asa-do 

and PN Turtle DISTR-REDP-one-3PL.POS 

 ‘once Monkey and Turtle went to plant bananas, each of them one’ 

� l[um]ako ira mo-rorako, sine (n)te-’o-’asa-do koa  

PART:go 3PL PART:TRI-fish.by.hand but DISTR-REDP-one-3PL.POS just 

 ana m-po’anda 

child LG-climbing.perch 

 ‘they went out to catch fish, but each one (got) only one young perch’ 

� nte-ho-hopulu mami ka olima koa ki-m-petia-o 

DISTR-REDP-ten 1PLX.POS and five just 1PLX-PL-divide.with.each.other-3SG 

‘each of us (got) only fifteen when we divided it amongst ourselves’ 

� (n)te-’o-’orua mami koa timboka ohia gadi mami  

DISTR-REDP-two 1PLX.POS just bowl salt pay 1PLX.POS 

 l[um]ako um-ala ira  

PART:go PART-get 3PL 

 ‘our pay for carrying His Grace was only two small bowls of salt for each of us’ 

� nte-’o-’asa-do luwu mata manu
38

 

DISTR-REDP-one-3PL.POS all eye chicken 

‘everyone one a ten cent piece each’ 

                                                           
38 [from main text, p. 286] This can alternatively be expressed as nte’o’asa mata manudo luwu (in which case asa mata manu 

is treated as a compound), compare also nte’o’asa mia asa mata manu ‘each time one person, one ten cent piece’, nte’o’asa mata 

manu asa mia ‘each time one ten cent piece for one person’. 
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� luwu-luwu miu m-pepaekompo m-pe’enu  

REDP-all 2PL.POS PL-be.siblings PL-wear.necklace  

 nte-ru-rua-m-pali miu 

DISTR-REDP-two-LG-go.aound 2PL.POS 

 ‘you all, brothers and sisters, wear a necklace which is wound twice around the neck of each of you’ (a 

riddle, the answer of which is te’u, bundles of harvested rice, each of which is bound with a piece of 

rattan) 

� lako kami m-pon-saku, sine nahi me’ihi rombia,  

go 1PLX PL-TRI-chip.sago but NEG have.contents sago 

 gaagi nte-de-dei mami koa 

therefore DISTR-REDP-little 1PLX.POS just 

 ‘we went to chip sago, but the sago palms didn’t have much pith, so that we each only got a little’ 

Sometimes (n)te’o’asa is to be translated by ‘some’, for example: 

� i olo-’olo-no inahu raane hina-o inahu  

at REDP-between.space-3SG.POS vegetable go.thither.level exist-3SG vegetable  

 eu (n)te-’o-’asa 

spinach DISTR-REDP-one 

 ‘yonder between the beans is also some spinach’ 

It is not improbable that the forms with te- originally were only used when the concerned persons, etc. did not 

number more than two, and those with nte- when amounting to three or more. At any rate, however, this much is 

certain: in Tinompo I have found no trace of any such distinction; as far as I have been able to keep an eye on things, 

the forms with nte- and te- are entirely interchangeable, both for two as well as for three or more persons, things, etc. 

[p. 287] In Watu and Upper Mori, it appears that only forms with prenasalization are used.  

INTERROGATIVE AND INDEFINITE NUMERALS. 

289. The full form of the word for ‘how many’ is opia (Watu, Karunsi’e and Padoe opio, Upper Mori popio; see 

§ 210), while the short form universally occurring in compounds is pia, for example pia n-ta’u /how.many LG-year/ 

‘how many years’, pia wongi u-lako? /how.many night 2SG-go/ ‘how many nights have you been on the way? In 

keeping with what was remarked in § 278, one can also say opia nta’u. Derivations such as ipia ‘how many nights’, 

(n)te’o’opia ‘each time, everyone how many’ (in compounds usually (n)tepipia) have already been mentioned above. 

The question ‘how many children do you have?’ can be rendered in various ways: by opia ana-mu?, by opia ira 

ana-mu? (which implies that the speaker knows or thinks there are two or more), by me’opia ira ana-mu? (if the 

speaker knows or believes there are more than two), or by one of these expressions with the interrogative particle ke, 

thus opia ke ana-mu?, opia ira ke ana-mu?, me’opia ira ke ana-mu? In subordinate questions ‘how many’ is always 

expressed with the help of ba or ke, thus ba opia or ke opia, sometimes also ba opia ke (see § 201). The 

constructions with ba can also be used when making observations (see § 201, second paragraph).  

� indi’ai ba opia mia anu mahaki mata 

here if how.many person REL sick eye 

‘there are perhaps a number of people here with eye diseases’ 

� ngara ba opia ira 

horse if how.many 3PL 

‘however many horses’ 
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� indi’ai ba pia mia-mo anu molai 

here if how.many person-PERF REL PART:flee 

‘here are I-don’t-know-how-many people who have fled (from the village)’ 

When the number of concerned individuals is large, one can use opia preceded by nte- (compare § 248), without 

apparently causing any further modification to the meaning, e.g.: nte’opia komiu? ‘how many of you are there?’. 

Reduplicated forms of opia and pia- (respectively opi-’opia, pia-pia-) can be used to mean ‘how few’ (compare 

§ 119), for example pia-pia nta’u ‘how few years?’.  

Another word, which sometimes can be translated ‘how many’—but which properly speaking does not question 

quantity or number—is asa-hapa, literally ‘one what’, but having the force of ‘how big, how far, to what extent?’. 

For example: 

� asa-hapa-mo anu umari-o-mo b[in]onde-mu? 

one-what-PERF REL finish-3SG-PERF PASS:weed-2SG.POS 

‘how great is the stretch that you have already weeded?’, ‘what you have weeded reaches to what 

extent?’, ‘how much have you already weeded?’
39

 

� asa-hapa-mo mokora-mu, ko-liu moko-nangi-o  

one-what-PERF strong-2SG.POS 2SG.FUT-quickly PART:POTENT-defeat-3SG  

 i Anu? 

PN What’s-his-name 

 ‘how great is your power, that you should defeat So-and-so?’ 

� nahi asa-hapa 

NEG one-what 

‘not much, only a little bit’ 

� asa-hapa mia w[in]awa-mu, ka iko taha um-ewai aku! 

one-what person PASS:bring-2SG.POS and 2SG.FUT dare PART-oppose 1SG 

‘how many people have you brought with you, that you should dare to withstand me?! (in other words: 

‘you have brought far too few people with you…’) 

Asa-hapa is used only when a great quantity is spoken of (the last example, of course, makes use of irony). 

Corresponding to asa-hapa, Watu has asa-hapo, Impo asa-pio, Molongkuni aso-mbio.  

290. In the third paragraph of § 201, it was stated that ba serves to [p. 288] make interrogative numerals 

indefinite. That statement, however, was only partly correct; ‘however many’ can only be expressed with the help of 

mau, maupo or a form with po or mo such as mentioned in the conclusion of § 277, thus: 

� maupo opia u-po-’ema, asa-lako-no ku-mo-wee-ko
40

 

even.though how.many 2SG-TRI-request one-go-3SG.POS 1SG.FUT-PART:TRI-give-2SG 

‘although you ask however many of them, I shall certainly give them to you’ 

                                                           
39 [from main text, p. 287] Answer, for example: mingki-o-mo entonga /want-3SG-PERF halfway/ ‘almost half’.  

40 [footnote 1, p. 288] Following our language usage, one would expect a transitive DEFINITE object form, thus aku wee-ko, 

but according to the Mori conception the object of ‘give’ in this case is indefinite, because that of ‘ask’ also is. Compare: 

mau-po hapa u-po-’ema, aku (mo)-wee-ko 

though-INCOMP what 2SG-TRI-request 1SG.FUT PART:TRI-give-2SG 

‘although you ask whatever, I will give it to you’ 
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which can also be expressed equivalently by: i’opiapo…, maupo i’opia…, mau opia… (but not *mau i’opia…).
41

 

Compare also: 

� i-’opia-mo in-ema-no, aku wee-o 

3SG-how.many-PERF PASS-request-3SG.POS 1SG.FUT give-3SG 

‘however much he asks for, I shall give it to him’ 

� maupo i-’asa-hapa in-ema-mu,
42

 aku wee-ko 

even.though 3SG-one-what PASS-request-2SG.POS 1SG.FUT give-2SG 

‘even if you still ask for so much, I shall give it to you’ 

The expression ba te’opia (where the interrogative numeral is preceded by te-) can indeed be used in the sense of 

‘how many it may be, a certain number, some’, and thus act as the equivalent of certain indefinite numerals in Dutch. 

However, here one actually has to do with a case similar to that mentioned at the conclusion of the second paragraph 

of § 201, and its function as an indefinite number is secondary. Nevertheless, ba te’opia corresponds entirely with 

our ‘some’ (Dutch enige), which is not the case when te- is omitted; see § 289. Examples are: 

� ba te-’opia mia 

if VOL-how.many person 

‘how many people there may be, a certain number of people’ 

� hieno ku-tepo-towo-ako ira m-po-wawa padenge, 

near.past 1SG-RECIP-meet-APPL 3PL PL-TRI-bring baggage  

 ba te-’opia bandala w[in]awa-do 

if VOL-how.many case PASS:bring-3PL.POS 

 ‘just now I met some people transporting baggage, and carrying a certain number of crates’ 

� ba (n)-te-’opia ira mia me-lako m-pelauro 

if PL-VOL-how.many 3PL person PL-go PL-seek.rattan 

‘some people have gone to seek rattan’ (lit., ‘how many the people may be who have gone rattan-

seeking’) 

It appears that ba cannot be used with asa-hapa; see below. 

In place of ba te’opia, etc., a future form of te’opia can also be used, or such a form in combination with ba, 

e.g.: 

� (ba) ta te-’opia raku hieno ku-wee ira
43

 

 if 3SG.FUT VOL-how.many handful near.past 1SG-give 3PL 

‘I-know-not-how-many handfuls I just gave them’ 

� (ba) ira n-te-’opia (ira) hieno mia  

 if 3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many  3PL near.past person  

 l[um]ako m-po-rorako 

PART:go PL-TRI-fish.by.hand 

 ‘a certain number of people (more than two) have just now gone to fish by hand’ 

                                                           
41 [footnote 2, p. 288] One can also say: opia opia u-po-’ema… or opia opia in-ema-mu…, etc. However, this is not true 

Mori but borrowed from Bungku.  

42 [from main text, p. 288] Alternatively: i-’asa-hapa-po in-ema-mu… 

43 [from main text, p. 288] Also ku-po-wee ira can also be used, in which case the meaning is: of a greater quantity of the 

concerned stuff, e.g. rice.  
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� (ba) ira n-te-’opia-ako (ira) 

 if 3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many-APPL  3PL 

‘a certain number, some’ (see § 345) 

The future forms of te’opia occurring in these expressions actually mean ‘how many approximately, ± how 

many’. Similar expressions are also formed from regular numbers (using te-), and can in that case likewise be 

preceded by ba, for example: 

� (ba) ta te-pato bangka 

 if 3SG.FUT VOL-four boat 

‘approximately four boatloads’ 

� (ba) ira n-te-’opaa (ira) 

 if 3PL.FUT PL-VOL-four  3PL 

‘about four (individuals)’ [p. 289]  

� moro
44

 ta te-pulu’a ki-m-perato ndi-tahane 

perhaps 3SG.FUT VOL-ten.nights 1PLX-PL-overnight here-go.thither.upward 

 ka ki-’amba me-hawe-ako 

and 1PLX-then PL-arrive-APPL 

 ‘we stayed overnight roughly ten nights in the uplands before arriving’ 

� ta te-’asa-hapa  

3SG.FUT VOL-one-what 

‘roughly how many?’ (of a great quantity) 

� ira n-te-’asa-hapa 

3PL.FUT PL-VOL-one-what 

‘roughly how many?’ (of a multitude of people) 

� ira n-te-’asa-hapa mia hawe a m-pe-rame-rame-a 

3PL.FUT PL-VOL-one-what person arrive at LG-INTR-REDP-make.merry-NZR 

‘how great is the number approximately of them who have come to the feast?’ 

When ta te’opia, ira nte’opia etc. occur in this meaning (thus in a true interrogative sentence), ba naturally cannot be 

used (see § 201), thus: 

� ira n-te-’opia mia anu ira me-lako? 

3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many person REL 3PL.FUT PL-go 

‘approximately how many are the people who are going?’ 

� ira n-te-’opia (ira) anu ira me-lako? 

3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many  3PL REL 3PL.FUT PL-go 

‘roughly how many will go?’ 

� ira n-te-’opia (ira) anu me-lako? 

3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many  3PL REL PL-go 

‘roughly how many are going?’ (or: ‘…will go?’) 

Sometimes these forms occur with ba and te- alone, which perhaps is the result of shortening, for example: 

                                                           
44 [from main text, p. 289] Here moro ‘perhaps’ strengthens the meaning of ‘approximately’.  
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� bange ba te-’asa-n-sowu 

monkey if VOL-one-LG-thousand 

‘about a thousand monkeys’ 

� bange ba n-te-’asa-n-sowu ira 

monkey if PL-VOL-one-LG-thousand 3PL 

‘id.’ 

� bange ira n-te-’asa-n-sowu 

monkey 3PL.FUT PL-VOL-one-LG-thousand 

‘id.’ 

� sine ka i-hina koa wali mami ba (n)-te-ho-pulu ira, 

but and 3SG-exist just friend 1PLX.POS if PL-VOL-one-ten 3PL 

 te-’orua ira beine 

VOL-two 3PL female 

 ‘but let there be approximately ten companions of ours, of which two must be females’ 

� me-tena Tua m-Petoro ka i-d[in]oa mia  

PART:INTR-order Tuan LG-Administrator and 3SG-PASS:count person  

 i Tinompo ba ira n-te-’opia 

at Tinompo if 3PL.FUT PL-VOL-how.many 

 ‘the Administrator has given orders that the people of Tinompo must be counted, how many there are’ 

In this last example, in which ba introduces a subordinate interrogative clause, the future form does NOT lend an 

indefinite meaning. One could let this come out by translating ‘how many there should be’, or ‘…should turn out to 

be’. 

291. Other indefinite numbers or numeric expressions which require mentioning are: 

(a) hadio or adio ‘many’, also mehadio, me’adio (plural forms). This word is constructed entirely as a numeral, 

for example: 

� hadio kami ntu’u anu men-terumpa 

many 1PLX truly REL PL-topple 

‘very many of us have fallen’ 

� mia me-hadio ira anu me-lako 

person PL-many 3PL REL PL-go 

‘many people have gone’ 

It can, however, also occur as a regular adjective, such as in mia hadio ‘the throng, the people’ (versus the nobility), 

also ‘the Pleiades’ (see § 251), ngara hadio ‘the horses (of the village) as a herd or band’. As a nexus substantive 

this word is to be rendered as ‘quantity, amount, sum’, for example: 

� opia hadio-no mia anu aiwa? 

how.many many-3SG.POS person REL come 

‘how great is the number of people who have come?’ 

� kanandio hadio-no tinado-mu 

like.this many-3SG.POS debt-2SG.POS 

‘so much is the sum of your debt’ 
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For the derivation of this term, see §§ 77 and 362; the Padoe use orao, which perhaps can be connected with 

Tinompo rau ‘be over there’ (see however § 263). 

(b) mare’e ‘numerous, in great number, very many’ (stronger than hadio), for example: 

� io epe arau mare’e lauro (or:   lauro  mare’e) 

CN swamp that.over.there numerous rattan 

‘very much rattan grows in yonder swamp’ 

� tedoa mare’e da mia anu hawe me-’oli oleo andio 

very numerous INTENS person REL arrive PART:INTR-buy day this 

‘very numerous are the people who have come today to make purchases’ 

For the derivation of mare’e, see § 39. 

(c) tedei ‘little, a little’, for example: 

� da olai tedei 

still far little 

‘it is still a little further’ 

� mansa-no hawe da i Hoti a m-pon-saku-a-no, 

at.once-3SG.POS arrive INTENS PN Hoti at LG-TRI-chip.sago-NZR-3SG.POS 

 ka i-kita-o rombia s[in]aku-no andio, tedei-mo koa 

and 3SG-see-3SG sago PASS:chip.sago-3SG.POS this little-PERF just 

 ‘when Hoti arrived at his sago chipping place, and saw the sago which he had chipped (prepared), there 

was only a little left’ [p. 290]  

In this case one could also say tedei-o-mo koa /little-3SG-PERF just/;
45

 for people n-tedei ira-mo koa /PL-little 

3PL-PERF just/ ‘they were just a few’.
46

  

                                                           
45 [footnote 1, p. 290] For hadio ‘many’, only the form hadio-o-mo is used, not hadio-mo.  

46 [footnote 2, p. 290] The expressions tedeimo koa or tedeipo also mean ‘almost’, and are then followed by a clause 

introduced by ka, or by a conjugated form. For example: 

tedei-po (or:  tedei-mo   koa  ) (ka) i-halu-pulu 

little-INCOMP  and 3SG-eight-ten 

‘almost eighty’ (lit. ‘yet a little more, and then it is eighty’) 

tedei-po (or:  tedei-mo   koa  ) ka i-’asa-n-ta’u 

little-INCOMP  and 3SG-one-LG-year 

‘almost a year’ 

tedei-po (or:  tedei-mo   koa  ) (ka) i-lako 

little-INCOMP  and 3SG-go 

‘he almost went’ 

tedei-po (or:  tedei-mo   koa  ) ka i-lako 

little-INCOMP  and 3SG-go 

‘he nearly must go’ 

More often, however, this last meaning is expressed by: 

tedei-po (or:  tedei-mo   koa  ) (ka) i-’amba l[um]ako 

little-INCOMP  and 3SG-then PART:go 

The forms tedeipo and tedeimo can also be constructed with a Set I pronoun (§ 142), thus: 
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The diminutive form of tedei is tede-tedei ‘only a little’. The form dei-dei also occurs; however this form can 

only be used predicatively, not attributively. For example: 

� dei-dei oli-no 

REDP-little buy-3SG.POS 

‘the price is only a little’ 

� dei-dei ira-mo
47

 koa anu m-pekule 

REDP-little 3PL-PERF just REL PL-return 

‘only a very few returned’ 

The stem dei is also known in Pamona among other places. From this stem are also derived Tinompo kodei, 

Watu nggedei, and Padoe deiki, all meaning ‘small’. For ‘few’ Upper Mori speakers use te’esi (Molio’a teesi). 

(d) luwu, Upper Mori lowo ‘all, everybody, everything, in its entirety’. This word cannot be used attributively. 

In sentences such as the following, luwu modifies that which precedes it, not that which follows it: 

� me-mahaki ira luwu mia 

PL-sick 3PL all person 

‘the people are all sick’ 

� merege luwu koroi-no 

muddy all body-3SG.POS 

‘his body was completely muddied’ 

� i-ponako-o-mo luwu i Anu manu 

3SG-steal-3SG-PERF all PN What’s-his-name chicken 

‘So-and-so has stolen the chickens one and all’ 

� mia luwu anu mem-pande
48

 

person all REL PL-clever 

‘one and all clever, able people’ 

In order to bring about a connection with the latter, and thus to render it with our attributive ‘all, all of’, one must use 

luwu substantively and follow it with a genitive pronoun. For example: 

� luwu-no mia 

all-3SG.POS person 

‘all persons’ (lit., ‘the entirety of the people’) 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

tedei-(ko)-po u-masala 

little-2SG-INCOMP 2SG-have.accident 

‘you almost had an accident’ 

tedei-(ko)-mo koa u-masala 

little-2SG-PERF just 2SG-have.accident 

‘id.’ 

tedei-ko-po i-rako-ko 

little-2SG-INCOMP 3SG-grab-2SG 

‘he nearly grabbed you’ 

47 [from main text, p. 290] Also with plural subject marker: me-dei-dei ira-mo…, n-tede-tedei ira-mo… 

48 [from main text, p. 291] Also mia anu mempande luwu. 
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� luwu-do mia 

all-3PL.POS person 

‘id.’ 

� luwu-no kinaa 

all-3SG.POS cooked.rice 

‘all the rice’ 

These can also be expressed with reduplication, i.e. luwu-luwuno mia, luwu-luwuno kinaa. Likewise: 

� (luwu)-luwu miu 

REDP-all 2PL.POS 

‘you all’ 

� luwu-to mia 

all-1PLN.POS person 

‘all us people’ 

� (luwu)-luwu-no 

REDP-all-3SG.POS 

‘all of it’ 

In the following examples, luwu can be rendered as ‘total’ or ‘number’ (see above under hadio): 

� opia luwu-no mia anu aiwa? 

how.many all-3SG.POS person REL come 

‘what is the total number of people who have come?’ 

� luwu-no oalu pa’ulua-no 

all-3SG.POS eight pillow-3SG.POS 

‘in total its cushions (the cushions for it) are eight’ 

Sometimes luwu can also be translated by ‘each, every’, for example: 

� io kae-ku ka karu-ku saru ulu-ku oalu  

CN hand-1SG.POS and foot-1SG.POS with head-1SG.POS eight  

 luwu pa’ulua-no 

all pillow-3SG 

 ‘my arms and my legs and my head must each have eight cushions’ 

� umari-no ku-tia-ako ira, olima luwu 

finish-3SG.POS 1SG-divide-APPL 3PL five all 

‘I have already divided them among them, everyone five (five per person)’ 

(e) sompo or sompo-sompo ‘every’, is placed before the word which it modifies, for example: 

� (sompo)-sompo oleo 

REDP-every day 

‘every day’ 

� sompo ta’u 

every year 

‘every year’ 
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� sompo raha hina-o luwu mia 

every house exist-3SG all people 

‘people are in every house’ 

These can also be expressed using asa, e.g. sompo asa ta’u, sompo asa raha…  

The word sompo also means ‘enough, sufficient, complete, fully’, as in: 

� sompo-o-mo pitu n-ta’u 

complete-3SG-PERF seven year 

‘seven years were full’ [p. 291]  

� nahi sompo ho-pulu 

NEG complete one-ten 

‘not completely ten, less than ten’
49

 

It can also be used in the sense of ‘over the entire surface, everywhere’, e.g.: 

� sompo-o-mo i-p[in]aho 

complete-3SG-PERF 3SG-PASS:plant 

‘it is planted over its entire surface’ 

� sompo-o-mo wawo n-tolino andio i-’ihii-o wita 

complete-3SG-PERF above LG-visible.world this 3SG-fill-3SG earth 

‘the world became everywhere filled with earth’ 

� sompo-sompo laro awu alou mobaho 

REDP-complete inside ash that.down.there wet 

‘that kitchen down there is wet everywhere’ 

For the derivation of sompo, see sompo3 (Adriani 1928:s.v.). Upper Mori has sombo.  

(f) singge or sisingge ‘each by itself, everyone separately’ (singge also means ‘other’, sisingge also means 

‘other’ or ‘different, various’)—which can also occur independently—is constructed in the same way as sompo, but 

distinguishes itself therefrom in that sompo views the concerned persons or things as a whole. Examples: 

� singge raha mon-teo inisa a m-pogawea 

each house PART:TRI-bring pestled.rice to LG-feast 

‘each household brings rice with them to the feast’ 

� singge mo-’ungke lako-a-no 

each PART:TRI-seek go-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘each one seeks his own way’ 

                                                           
49 [footnote 1, p. 291] For ‘more than’ one uses torea (Pamona identical) ‘having an excess’, also ‘surplus, remainder’, for 

example torea hopulu, hopulu torea ‘more than ten’. Compare also: 

torea-o-mo pulu n-ta’u ka opaa 

in.excess-3SG-PERF ten LG-year and four 

‘already more than fourteen years’ 

torea kita-mo mia anu kita lako m-po-’ala padenge 

in.excess 1PLN-PERF person REL 1PLN.FUT go PL-TRI-get baggage 

‘we who are to go fetch baggage are already too many (more than is necessary)’ 
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� sisingge mo-’u’ungke-ako 

each PART:TRI-seek.about-APPL 

‘each one seeks a means for himself’ 

(g) mehano (always with -no) ‘some, some of, a portion of’, for example: 

� meha-no mia 

portion-3SG.POS person 

‘some people’ 

� mia meha-no 

person portion-3SG.POS 

‘some people’ 

� io wali-do meha-no nahi do-me-behe 

CN friend-3PL.POS portion-3SG.POS NEG 3PL-PL-want 

‘some of their friends would not’ 

� meha-no anu da m-po’ia i Wawontuko 

portion-3SG.POS REL still PL-stay at Wawontuko 

‘there were some who still stayed at Wawontuko’ 

� m-po-’ala kami bonti indiawi, meha-no ku-wee-ako ira 

PL-TRI-catch 1PLX wild.pig yesterday portion-3SG.POS 1SG-give-APPL 3PL 

 kumisi, meha-no ku-wee-ako ira kapala 

district.head portion-3SG.POS 1SG-give-APPL 3PL village.head 

 ‘we caught a wild pig yesterday, a part of which I gave to the district head, and another part to the village 

head’ 

Under other circumstances mehano or anu mehano can be translated with ‘the other part’ or ‘the others’.
50

 Note the 

construction in: 

� hapa mbo’u meha-no w[in]awa miu? 

what again portion-3SG.POS PASS:bring 2PL.POS 

‘what else more have you brought with you?’ (‘what does it consist of for yet another portion of that 

which you have brought with you?’)
51

 

Meha originates from mesa, which stem contains the root sa and is widespread in the meaning ‘one’ (Mandar mesa, 

Tae’ misa’, mesa’, Chamorro, Iloko maysa, etc.). The Upper Mori use waali, lengthened form of wali ‘companion, 

what belongs with something or someone else’. 

In addition to the above-mentioned forms, other expressions can also be brought in hereunder, including 

formations such as mepulu-pulu, puluno, mapapulu-pulu, mopapulu-pulu ‘by tens’, me’etu-’etu, etuno, 

mapa’etu-’etu, mopa’etu-’etu, also mape’etu-’etu (with vowel assimilation) ‘by hundreds’, mensowu-sowu, sowuno, 

mapasowu-sowu, etc. ‘by thousands’. For example: 

� pulu-no koa mia anu hawe 

ten-3SG.POS just person REL come 

‘tens of people have come’ 

                                                           
50 [footnote 2, p. 291] Such as in the sentence translated in J. Kruyt (1924:129, lines 17–20), in which anu mehano (in the 

translation rendered by ‘some of them’, whereby the intention is left unclear) refers not to Datu and his wife but rather to the 

people mentioned in lines 10 ff.   

51 [footnote 3, p. 291] Though not mentioned by Adriani (1928, 1931), Pamona sa’e can be used in the same way.   
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� etu-no koa bou in-ala-do 

hundred-3SG.POS just fish PASS-catch-3PL.POS 

‘they have caught hundreds of fish’ [p. 292]  

The expressions i etuno, i sowuno, i riwuno, and pulu-puluno, etu-’etuno, etc. can also be used. Padoe speakers give 

the forms ma’etu, mo’etu, ma’etu-’etu, mo’etu-’etu (sometimes mombo’etu-’etu; compare Tambee mompapulu-pulu, 

mompa’etu-’etu), masowu-sowu, mosowu-sowu, mariwu-riwu, moriwu-riwu, next to pulu-puluno, etu-’etuno, etc.  

Expressions such as tompa hina-a-no /limit exist-NZR-3SG.POS/ ‘as many as there are, whatever there is’ (also 

tompaa(no) hinaano, anu hinano) cannot be considered indefinite numerals, compare: 

� tompa in-ehe-do 

limit PASS-want-3PL.POS 

‘whatever they wanted’ 

� tompa-a miu 

limit-NZR 2PL.POS 

‘you all’ 

� tompa-a-no palili 

limit-NZR-3SG.POS subject 

‘all citizens, all subjects’ 

� tompa-a-no wuku-no 

limit-NZR-3SG.POS bone-3SG.POS 

‘according to the extent of his power, with all his might’ 

� tompa po-nangi-a-mu 

limit TRI-defeat-NZR-2SG.POS 

‘as much as you can’ 

� tompa n[in]angi-mu 

limit PASS:defeat-2SG.POS 

‘id.’ 

Even less so is the word pada ‘equally, both, the one as well as the other, one and all’ to be considered an indefinite 

numeral; see §§ 219 and 261. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE. 

PREFIXES, INFIXES, AND SUFFIXES. 

——————— 

292. Whenever one speaks about prefixes, infixes and suffixes, usually one is referring only to the grammatical 

elements which can be attached to various stems, in the first place those used in verb formation, but rightly also those 

used for other purposes. In a wider sense some particles and certain forms of the personal pronouns (for example the 

possessive pronouns) are included as affixes, but the treatment of these belong more at home in other associations. 

The attached particles are usually divided into ‘living’ and ‘dead’, whereby one then tends to reckon the 

elements with which no new formations are formed anymore to be dead. This appears less correct; so long as the 

language still feels a certain meaning to be present in such an affix, one can rightly consider it ‘archaic’ or ‘obsolete’, 

but nevertheless difficult to define it as ‘dead’. One can rightly speak of a dead element when indeed the stem is still 

felt as such, but from the standpoint of the living language generally no meaning can anymore be attributed to the 

affix. 

In that which follows, principle attention shall be paid to the living affixes of Mori; dead elements shall thus 

only be treated when it is possible to ascribe a certain function to them in the living language.  

293. Next to the prefixes, infixes and suffixes stand a large group of formative elements which (speaking in 

general) resemble the affixes in form and thereby perhaps are also one in origin, but which nevertheless have clearly 

taken on another character, although in many cases there may be doubt as to which of the two groups one should 

assign a specific element which does not belong to the word stem. Of these elements (which a broadly based 

comparative language study requires) it can be said at present that their function is probably dependent on the 

impression, primarily the visual impression, which the objects and the actions—indicated respectively by the 

supplied substantives and verbs—have made on the speakers of the language.
1
 In other words the function of these 

elements is to be sought in the sphere of the classificatory. One can form some notions of the [p. 294] ways in which 

the classification has gone about its work if one considers the known fact that the names of plants and animals are 

very often supplied with the element ta- (to-, tĕ-). 

An example of such an element of which the function can be somewhat estimated in Mori is perhaps kala-, whose 

special usage seems to be that of creating the impression of a ‘pair’ or ‘fork’, for example kala’uma ‘a kind of crab’ 

(compare Malay umang); mo(ng)kalampasi ‘have something between the teeth’ (stem unknown); kalabinti, kolobinti ‘a kind 

of squirrel’; kalabanti ‘a transport apparatus which is carried on the back with bands over the shoulders and forehead’;2 

compare also Malay kala ‘scorpion’, Pamona kala ‘space between the teeth’, Mori kala-kala ‘ant species’.  

The treatment of the elements alluded to here does not belong to the domain of grammar. Therefore it will 

suffice to give a number of clear examples (they are not always entirely clear-cut), especially in order to show that 

not only do ka- and ta- and their variant forms (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:99) belong at home in this 

category, but so do a number of other affixes. 

� morompa ‘species of tall grass’, compare Javanese, Sundanese jampang 

                                                           
1 [footnote 1, p. 293] Compare the remarkable parallels from other language families in Lévy-Bruhl (1922:167 ff.). 

2 [from main text, p. 294] Compare Pamona banti (Adriani 1928:50). 
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� masapi ‘eel’, compare Malay, etc. sapi ‘cow’
3
 

� ka’apa ‘a false (mo’apa) candlenut, one without nutmeat’ 

� kasedu ‘a candlenut in which the nutmeat has already shriveled so that it rattles (sedu) when one shakes 

it’ 

� kaangga ‘spider’, stem angga ‘seize, grasp’; compare Pamona angga (Adriani 1928:18) 

� kolele ‘kind of crab’, stem lele ‘creep, crawl’ 

� konsiu ‘a tree with a sweet (mesiu) fruit’ 

� pahule (Watu dialect) ‘whirlwind’, stem hule ‘spin, twist’ 

� pinda’a ‘the month in which one stamps out sago pith’, stem la’a (Upper Mori) ‘step on’ 

� to’aa ‘a small round hole in the ground, used in certain children’s games’, stem aa ‘hole, opening’ 

� ambipi ‘cockroach’, Ampana pipi, cf. mapipi ‘flat’ 

� lompiu ‘whirlwind’, stem piu ‘twine, plait strands’ 

� intowu, from ?*lintowu; compare Sangirese lintowu ‘glagah-cane’,
4
 which is very similar to towu 

‘sugarcane’ (cf. Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:131) 

� bolili ‘hair whorl’, stem lili ‘spin, twist’ 

� bokuku ‘a small animal that rolls itself up upon contact’, stem kuku ‘close shut, close on each other’ 

� wonggili ‘a kind of lizard’, stem nggili ‘floating flat on the surface’, compare nggili-nggili oleo ‘a shiny 

beetle’ also Pamona nggili (Adriani 1928:470) 

� solimbu ‘man’s sarong’, stem limbu ‘surround, encircle’ [p. 295]  

THE PREFIXES. 

The verb prefix mo-, po-. 

294. Mo- (originally from ma-), is primarily the prefix of the participle form with indefinite object of all 

transitive stems, whether primary or secondary (see §§ 221 and 224). It is accompanied by prenasalization of a stem-

initial p, t, k or s (with the exceptions mentioned in § 28). In cases such as mondue ‘hang up’ (see §§ 64 and 67), the 

prenasalization belongs to the secondary stem. 

When one has to do with a secondary stem that begins with a prefix, the first consonant of which can be 

prenasalized, then the prenasalization is usually preserved, even though a prenasalized consonant occurs later in the 

word. 

                                                           
3 [footnote 2, p. 294] Compare Mori ambau ‘carabao’, Malay kerbau ‘id.’, stem bau, in Mori ‘meat dish’, in Pamona ‘fish’ 

(next to bou ‘a fish species’, in Mori also ‘fish’ in general), in Malay baung. In Uma binau is ‘sago’; the Da’a use bau for 

‘carabao’, but this is presumably a borrowed word.  

4 [Translator’s note: Malay gelagah ‘wild sugarcane’.] 
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In keeping with the custom adopted for related languages (in so far as they are in possession of similar forms), 

transitive verbs in this book are always cited in their mo-form; only when such a verb cannot be constructed with an 

indefinite object is the participle form with definite object used (see § 222 ff.), with which then -o ‘3SG’ occurs as 

representative of the entire relevant personal pronoun set (see § 151). 

295. Such as was already noted as far back as § 22, the original value of this form is a true intransitive. At 

present there are still many intransitives formed this way, even though at the same time most such formations serve 

as transitives with indefinite objects (thus are derived from stems which express a transitive notion), e.g. mongkaa 

‘eat’, mo’inu ‘drink’, monsaira ‘weed’, mo’opoti ‘brood, incubate’, mowemba ‘hunt, chase’, mohopa ‘bark, bark at’, 

etc. The form mo’ia ‘live, reside’ is only used intransitively, but it appears from inia ‘village’, lit. ‘that which is 

resided in’, that it formerly was also used transitively; molai means both ‘pass by’ as well as ‘let stand, spare’ (e.g. a 

tree on a piece of arable land), but these are probably different words, because the explanation of the transitive molai 

as ‘go away from, separate oneself from’ has become somewhat distorted (if this is correct, then nevertheless in each 

case the intransitive meaning is original, cf. Pamona malai, Sa’dan Toraja mallai, etc.). Examples of true 

intransitives with mo- are: mombalo ‘excise repayment, take revenge’; the forms mentioned in § 27 in which the 

initial stem consonant has become a nasal (which are all intransitive except the dialectal momau and the causative 

mompomule); and certain of the derivations to be mentioned in § 296. 

It also often occurs that the mo-form of a certain transitive cannot occur in intransitive meaning, but instead the 

form with me- (the usual intransitive prefix in Mori) is used, for example mongkiki ‘bite’, mekiki, ‘id.’ (intr.); 

mo’ungke ‘search’, me’ungke ‘id.’ (intr.), ‘search about’; mongkeke ‘dig (for), dig at, dig up’, mekeke ‘dig’; [p. 296] 

etc. Sometimes there is a difference between the intransitive with mo- and that with me-, for example mongkaa ‘eat’, 

mekaa ‘eat away, attack, lick up (as of fire, or of wild pigs in a garden)’, etc.  

There are also intransitive mo-forms which do not occur with prenasalization of the stem (if the stem does not 

begin with a prenasalizable consonant, then naturally no difference is to be seen), such as moturi ‘sleep’, mosule 

‘regularly go back and forth’, motilalo ‘pass by (without staying or spending the night)’; motingkaumba ‘run on 

hands and feet’ (that the last two examples have a constituent prefix is beside the point). These forms derive from an 

earlier stage of the language.  

Following Dr. Adriani (1931:160), Pamona mo- is the same as Philippine mag-, etc., the known intransitive prefix with 

the guttural trill as coda, but this can only be correct for a number of cases in which mo- occurs, as mag- and cognate forms 

tend not to be followed by prenasalization of the stem. A fortiori this applies with respect to the forms with intransitive ma- 

(ma-II) which Dr. Adriani has equated with mo-, but which occurs almost exclusively, if not solely, with intensive or 

virtual-intensive stems.5 Also in a word such as moturu ‘lie’ (cognate with Mori moturi) one is not dealing with the closed 

form of the prefix in question, witness Tagalog matulog, Mongondow mosiug, etc.  

In Mori there are no forms known in which mo- derives with certainty from a prefix ending with the R-G-H sound (the 

above-mentioned molai for example is cognate with Mongondow molaguy and Tiruray malaguy). It appears improbable to 

me that this is it. Rather it is to be claimed that this prefix became *may- in Mori (see § 90 ff.) and thence me-, so that the 

latter reflects not just mi- (Adriani 1931:81); the great diversity of the functions of me- (especially with substantives), 

supports this hypothesis.6 Furthermore in many me- derivations (especially of verbal stems) one must suppose an expansion 

of the range of this prefix at the expense of mo-, which phenomenon is also to be observed in the Kaili-Pamona languages 

and is to be ascribed to the fact that, by the development of ma- into mo-7 and the development of the transitive with 

indefinite object (which actually are intransitives) to transitive with direct object, the prefix mo- has been felt to be less and 

less ‘intransitive’, so that when one would use a clearly intransitive form one reaches for me- (with which this ambiguity 

does not exist). For that matter in Mori intransitive mo- forms which derive from transitive verb stems are always 

accompanied by prenasalization of [p. 297] a prenasalizable initial consonant, which is not the case in Pamona (there the 

loss of prenasalization imparts an intransitive character to the concerned form). 

                                                           
5 [footnote 2, p. 296] See Adriani (1931) § 93; the explanation of the prefix in the forms patuju and patoto on page 187 is 

uncertain. 

6 [footnote 4, p. 296] That the causative form of intransitives with me- have the prefix mompopo-, requires no objection to be 

raised, because mompopo- is the usual causative prefix of all verbs, transitive as well as intransitive, whether formed with mo- or 

me- (but not -um-). 

7 [footnote 5, p. 296] This is also found in Pamona, e.g. in mopepate ‘kill’, the same as mampepate (both with definite 

object), mompelima ‘steal’ next to mampelima ‘id.’. This phenomenon, however, is not mentioned in Adriani (1931). 
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296. The stem to which mo- is prefixed is not always a verb stem. There is also a category of mo- forms in which 

the prefix is followed by a substantive. These forms are always intransitive; of the transitive verbs which are derived 

from substantives the stem is verbal, as can clearly be observed from this, that the meanings which one can ascribe to 

these derivations are not especially particular to the mo- form, but likewise can be ascribed to the conjugated form, 

the imperative, the mepe- derivations, etc., in short to all the forms which are made from such a stem, in which the 

affix has no influence on the meaning of the stem itself, so that the meaning of the stem and the meaning of the affix 

stand independent of one another. Thus in actuality with these transitive stems it is not the prefix mo- but the stem 

itself which can have the meanings described below, and it is only the custom of citing each verb in its (active) 

participle form which has led to them being treated in this connection.
8
  

Of the verbs derived from substantives with mo-, the meaning can be rendered as ‘make, place, bring in X’ if 

intransitive, and (with the reservations stated above) if transitive as ‘employ, use, place X on the object, supply the 

object with X’ or ‘make X from or out of the object, make the object into X’. These meanings occur in a number of 

shades in keeping with the nature of the stem, such as appears from the following examples: 

� mohoro ‘supply with a horo (floor) (e.g. a house); put in a floor’ 

� morere ‘supply with a wall, walls; put in a wall, walls’ 

� mo’ato ‘supply with ato (roofing material)’, roof, put in ato’ 

� binente-watu-limbu (the passive of a compound consisting of three members: fort-stone-surround) 

‘supplied all around with a stone fort’ 

� molampi ‘to saddle’ (from lampi ‘saddle’) 

� mo’ensea ‘supply with ensea (lime), to lime’, also ‘chew betel’ (lit. ‘to place lime’, namely on the betel 

quid) 

� linada ‘supplied with lada (Spanish pepper), rubbed with lada, etc.’ 

� inohia ‘salted’ (from ohia ‘salt’) 

� mongkapo ‘grip or grab with the claws (kapo)’ 

� montandu ‘butt with the horns (tandu)’ 

� motungku ‘peck, bite with the beak, mouth of a snake’ 

� mo’uase, dial. mondamu ‘chop with an axe (uase, ndamu)’ 

� mongkambu ‘to comb’ (from kambu ‘comb’) 

� bou b[in]uani-ku  

fish PASS:k.o.net-1SG.POS 

‘fish caught by me with a buani (small net)’ 

� mosarampa bou ‘stab (at) fish with a sarampa (an instrument with two, three or four barbed points)’ 

� mo(ng)kansai ‘throw (at) with a kansai (lance)’ 

                                                           
8 [footnote 1, p. 297] What is said here concerning denominative transitives also applies to all other transitive derivations 

which are mentioned in the rest of this chapter.  
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� mosumpi ‘shoot (at) with a blowgun’
9
 [p. 298]  

� mongkandawari ‘transport in a kandawari (large carry apparatus)’ 

� mongkati ‘carry in a kati (carry basket)’ 

� montembi ‘carry on the back with the help of one or more carry straps (tembi)’ 

� modopi ‘cut planks (dopi)’ (intr.); ‘make planks out of, cut into planks’ (trans.) 

� mo’ula ‘make an ula (a line such as for tying or leading a carabao)’ (intr.); ‘do this out of one or another 

of various materials (rattan, sugar-palm fiber)’ (trans.) 

� mobalaba ‘make a balaba (a kind of coarse mat)’ (in Padoe, balaba is a kind of basket made from sago 

leaves, and mobalaba means ‘put (sago, salt, etc.) in a balaba, fill a balaba’) 

� mobalase ‘make a balase (a kind of woven basket)’ (in Padoe, mobalase means ‘put something in a 

balase basket’) 

� mompongasi ‘make pongasi (an intoxicating drink made from rice)’ 

� monsa’u ‘measure (rice, salt, etc.) in a sa’u (a small basket used as a measure of volume)’, also ‘measure 

out little by little, give or take little by little (of food, also of what one says)’ 

� monsalembu ‘place in the salembu (the sack-forming portion of the sarong, in front of the belly)’ 

� mo’eu ‘replace, exchange’ (from eu ‘replacement, that which comes in the place of something else)’ 

� mo’inombo ‘keep a period of mourning (inombo)’ 

� montambo ‘recompense, give tambo (wages, compensation) to’ 

� mohio-hio ‘say hio-hio’ (e.g. when people are about to jointly lift up a heavy load)
10

 

In some cases the meaning is ‘remove of X’, such as in mongkaransa ‘remove the scales (karansa), scale a fish’; 

mompadole ‘take the pith (padole) from a plant’; monsu’ului ‘castrate’ (su’ului = ‘egg, testicle’). From uo ‘breast, 

udder’ comes mo’uo ‘suck mother’s milk’ (either intransitive or transitive with the milk as object).  

In some of the examples above the original nominal character of the stem is not entirely certain. Thus the stem 

tembi is found in Pamona as ‘lift up’, and it is possible that this was also the original meaning of montembi in Mori 

(‘supply with carry straps’ is not montembi but rather montembisi), and tembi must have become viewed as a nomen 

instrumenti, ‘that with which (the load on one’s back) is lifted up or carried’. That tembi is also the name of a tree, 

the bark of which among other things is made into carry straps, can be explained in that the name of the product has 

been carried over to the tree from which it originates.  

Forms of this nature from adjective stems are not known. The verb mongkula ‘warm up, cook’ is not derived 

from mokula ‘warm’ but rather from kula, which is not known to me in Mori but which in related languages means 

‘ginger’ (thus presumably originally ‘heat, hotness’). Likewise mobaho does not mean ‘make wet (mobaho)’, but 

rather ‘dowse with water’, cf. Bungku baho ‘water’. [p. 299]  

                                                           
9 [footnote 1, p. 298] Mo’ampa is not ‘capture with ampa’s (sharpened bamboo stakes which one sets in the ground) but 

rather ‘supply with ampa’s (e.g. a path)’; mo’ampa rusa is ‘set up long ampa’s (used for capturing deer)’; mobotika bonti is ‘set 

up one or more botika bonti (spring lances for wild pigs, which are placed close to the ground)’.  

10 [footnote 2, p. 298] In this meaning, though, one usually uses the prefix me- (see § 319). 
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297. A group of denominatives deserves special mention. These are formed with reduplication of the stem and 

mean ‘have the object to the side of X’, such as mobubungku ‘have behind oneself, have one’s back turned toward’ 

(from bungku ‘back, backside’); mo’o’aro ‘have in front of oneself’, also just mo’aro (from aro ‘front side’); 

mohohori ‘have s.th. to one’s side’. Compare also: 

� ku-ko-koana-o 

1SG-REDP-right-3SG 

‘I have it at my right-hand side’ 

� to-mo-manggali-o 

1PLN-REDP-left-3SG 

‘We have it at our left-hand side’ 

Concerning the po- with which verbal nouns are formed and which corresponds to mo-, see Chapter 7. In the 

following sections this observation shall not be repeated again at every turn. 

The adjectival prefix ma-, mo-. 

298. The well-known adjectival prefix ma- has in most cases become mo- in Mori. Sometimes ma- and mo- are 

both found preceding the same stem, whether without any difference in meaning, such as in mantuwu and montuwu 

‘vigorous, not quickly dying’ (such as an eel, also said of a top which remains spinning a long time), or with a 

meaning difference, such as in moroso ‘strong’ next to maroso ‘powerful, and therefore fast’ (as of the breath with 

which one blows, of the going of a horse, car, the wind, etc.; people also say sumpi maroso ‘a blowgun, the darts 

shot from which are powerful, thus fast and therefore fly far’). An example of an adjective which can occur both with 

and without the prefix is kendo or mokendo ‘tired, be tired of something, have enough of something’.  

Concerning the prenasalization which sometimes accompanies this prefix, see § 20 ff. Of the intensive ma- and 

mo- derivations mentioned in § 21, there are a number of which the stem is adjectival, and which have the meaning 

‘characterized in strong measure by the quality indicated by the stem’, for example: 

� mongkona ‘continually’ (compare kona ‘touch’) (as of a trap which continuously captures) 

� mantuwu, montuwu (see above) 

� mansaki or monsaki ‘easily combustible’ (saki means ‘cross over (as of fire), burn’) 

Concerning forms in which the initial stem consonant has become a nasal, see § 27. 

The adjectives which are derived by prefixing ma- or mo- to independent nouns constitute a special category. In 

general the meaning of these derivations is ‘have the character of, typified by that which is denoted by the stem’. 

Examples are: 

� morini ‘cold (of objects)’, stem rini which in Impo and Molongkuni means ‘perspiration’ (Pamona ini). 

Compare also Pamona rini ‘dew’, Togian maringi ‘moist, wet’, Malay dingin 

� mota’u ‘old, aged’, stem ta’u ‘year’ 

� mahaki ‘sick’, stem haki ‘illness’ 

� moseko ‘overgrown with weeds (seko)’ 

Also motea ‘hard, strong’ belongs herewith, however the stem tea (Malay teras ‘heartwood’) by itself is not known 

in Mori. That mopuli doesn’t mean just ‘have something in one’s eye’, but also ‘something/particle [p. 300] in the 

eye’ shall rightly be secondary, compare Sangirese pul�ing, Pampangan, Iloko, Bikol, Bisaya puling, Tagalog poing, 

but Pamona ampuli (sometimes also impuli) (Adriani 1928:14). One may thus consider that for ‘stuff in the eye’ the 

Mori must have originally said puli, and that the form mopuli in this meaning must be explained either from a nexus-
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substantive, or (more likely still) as originally having meant ‘portion (of the eye or body) where some stuff has come 

in’ (see § 231). A similar case is mobela ‘wounded’, stem bela ‘wound (trauma)’ (Pamona wela), but in this latter 

meaning at present mobela is also usually said, which can easily be explained from constructions such as: 

� langkai mobela-no 

great wounded-3SG.POS 

originally meaning ‘his woundedness is great’ or ‘the part of his body that is wounded is great’ (bela is usually 

adjectival, in the sense of ‘producing or causing a wound’). 

Substantives which are derived from other substantives with an element ma- or mo-, such as marangka ‘great 

male deer with thickly-branched antlers’ (compare rangka ‘branch, twig’) could in origin have been adjectives 

formed in this way; cf. however § 293. 

299. In a number of languages ma- is also added before transitive verbal stems, in the meaning of the passive 

past participle or a nuance thereof. Examples of this nature are also to be given from Mori, for example: 

� madii ‘drawn out, protracted’ (as of a proceeding, or of a neck; also said of something which is delayed 

again and again), also ‘stretched taut’ (as of a rope); compare modii ‘pull on, stretch taut’ 

� madindi ‘stretched tight’; compare modindi ‘stretch tight’ 

� mololo ‘flooded, inundated’ compare transitive mololo ‘flood, inundate’ 

� ma’anggapi ‘become unusable from being handled too much’ (of food), with mo’anggapi 

but these words allow themselves to be better considered as regular adjectives (statives) rather than as past 

participles of corresponding transitives, compare molike ‘awake, alert’, and as a transitive ‘awaken’. In any case in 

present-day Mori there is no talk of a regular formation of the passive past participle with the help of ma- or mo- (in 

the languages in which it does indeed occur as such, this must rest on a secondary development of the function of 

ma-). 

300. Verbs with ma- are not known to me in Tinompo. Borrowed words such as mangaku ‘admit’ (from Malay) 

or masima ‘ask permission to come in or go out’ (from Bugis) are entirely treated as adjectives. Even the reciprocal 

forms with mape- and mambe- (and likewise with mombe-), which nevertheless clearly have a verbal character, do 

not form their nexus-substantives with pa- (respectively po-), rightly a demonstration that the prefix pa- as a 

formative of verbal nouns has entirely been lost in Tinompo. 

Only one verb with ma- is known to me in Mori, namely the Upper Mori intransitive form mandiu (verbal noun 

pandiu) ‘bathe’ (Pamona also intransitive mandiu ‘bathe’), a survivor from a former period of the language. The 

stem riu is no longer felt in this item, because for the transitive the Upper Mori use mompandiu (compare Pamona 

transitive mariu ‘bathe’). [p. 301]  

The nominal prefix pa- (po-). 

301. Next to the po- (pa-) which occurs in verbal substantives stands a prefix pa- (po-), of which only a few 

examples can be given:  

� paropu ’exterminator, decimator’, also ‘finisher’ (for example a dog which eats up everything that comes 

within reach; also said of someone who wins over all others in the playing of war); compare moropu 

‘exterminate, decimate’ 

� pa’eda ‘someone who is mo’eda, prior to (the last)’ (as when playing marbles or with candlenuts) 

� pabeta ‘winner’ (in a game in which one receives money) 
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� popadoke (rightly for *papadoke; see the conclusion of § 106) ‘someone who among all others is the 

bass’ (for example in singing) 

Presumably here one is dealing with forms which have been borrowed from Bugis (concerning pabeta it is 

certain that it doesn’t mean ‘someone who wins money’ but rather ‘winner’ in a specific case), or which have been 

constructed by analogy with such words. Nevertheless pa- may sometimes be original, as the Mori also have words 

such as pakuli ‘medicine, magic charm or potion’ (from the stem no longer present in Mori kuli ‘cold’), which can 

best be explained as ‘made cooler, colder’, and which could have been formed using the same (by the present time 

entirely obsolete) prefix pa-, which pa- then must have been the same as that treated at the beginning of § 227. This 

word however did not first arise in Mori. Another example of the same nature is polonto (noun) ‘float’ (Pamona 

palonto; compare Mori lonto ‘float, drift’), which however can also be considered as formed with the causative po- 

(compare Mori mompolonto ‘make, let float’). 

A truly Mori formation appears to be that with pake-; see § 354. 

The causative prefix pa-, po-. 

302. In by far and away the most cases, the well-known causative prefix in Mori is sounded with the vowel o. 

The form pa- belongs to an older period of the language. Some examples with pa- are: 

� mompanee ‘let fly’ (of something which cannot fly by itself, for example to let a straw be carried off by 

the wind), versus momponee ‘make fly, let fly’ (for example as of a bird, also used of the release of a 

kite) 

� mompadungku or mompodungku ‘connect, join up with something’ (for example a cupboard on the wall; 

in the meaning ‘make reach up to something which is higher’ one especially uses mompodungku); 

compare dungku ‘reach to’ (of long objects) 

� mompangkundu ‘make something bump something else so that the sound ngkundu is emitted’ 

� mompalindo ‘quiet, calm (someone) down’, also ‘play with (a child)’ and mepalindo ‘play’, from lindo 

which is no longer known in Mori, but in Pamona means ‘still, calm, quiet’ 

In many cases it is not certain whether pa- is the causative prefix or another element. Concerning the form mompasi-, 

see § 344. 

303. The causative po- often occurs in the combinations mompoko- and mompopo-, respectively derived from 

adjectives and the such and from verbs (except intransitives with -um-). In addition one also finds a large group of 

words [p. 302] in which po- is added immediately preceding the stem, but new forms of this sort are in all probability 

no longer being created. A number of examples are:
11

 

� mompolempa ‘make walk, make go’ (for example a child that still cannot walk, so that one helps him 

therewith), ‘let walk’ (in these two meanings also mompopolempa), also ‘walk with, transport walking’ 

(such as a letter as in mompolempa wunta)
12

 

� momponee, also mompoponee, see § 302 

� mompuai (see § 48) ‘set, lay in the sun, expose to the sun’, stem ai, Malay hari, compare Mori mo’ai 

‘burning, burning hot, scorched’, mompokomo’ai or mompoko’ai ‘make burn, etc.’ 

                                                           
11 [footnote 1, p. 302] For other forms with mompo-, see § 342. 

12 [footnote 2, p. 302] In this meaning never mompopolempa, which thus covers a more limited range than mompolempa. It 

is, speaking now in general, unlikely that forms with mompo- originated through shortening of mompopo- or mompoko- forms 

(cf. Adriani 1931:210).  
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� mompokule ‘make return (mekule), send back, bring back, give back’ 

� mompo’uo ‘breastfeed’, compare mo’uo ‘suckle, suck breast milk’ 

� mompolungku ‘bring to a lying position’ for example when wrestling, versus mompopolungku ‘make lie 

on one’s belly with the forelegs under the body (melungku)’ for example a carabao, by commanding to 

that effect 

� mompotoro ‘appoint’ (to a position, potoro), also ‘set’ (for example of water over the fire in order to 

warm it, and especially of palm wine in order to distill arrack therefrom, next to mompontoro ‘make sit, 

sit (someone) down’ with prenasalization, compare mentoro ‘sit’, stem toro ‘stop!’ (to a carabao) 

� mo(m)pongkena also mompopongkena ‘make alike (mengkena), compare’ 

� mompotuwu ‘make live (tuwu), look after, maintain, raise, keep (of animals), prepare, sustain (of fire), let 

live, give life to, etc. etc.’ 

Whenever mompo- and mompoko- derivations of adjective stems occur next to each other, there is, unlike in 

Pamona, always a difference in meaning between the two forms. The former must be considered the more original 

causative formations. They constitute a conceptual unity, while the mompoko- forms mean ‘make it so that the object 

is or becomes what the adjective indicates’. Thus next to each other stand forms such as: 

� momposaba ‘bring to light, display, show’, versus: 

 mompokosaba ‘make it become visible’ 

� mompotundu ‘make sink, let sink’, versus: 

 mompokotundu ‘make, bring it about that (something) sinks’ 

� mompolonto ‘make, let float’, versus: 

 mompokolonto ‘make it so that it floats’ 

� momposaki ‘bring over, make go over (for example of sickness), set, kindle (of fire), fan, strengthen (of 

fire)’ (compare saki ‘changed into something else, arrived on the other side, burn robustly’), versus: 

 mompokosaki ‘make, bring it about that (the fire) burns well’ 

� mompotii ‘bring to below, make descend’ (from tii ‘descended’) versus: 

 mompokotii ‘make that it becomes/is descended (done)’, said of coconut oil preparation when the dregs 

fall to the bottom [p. 303]  

So also from the numeral asa ‘one’ are derived both mompo’asa ‘bring together, unify, make the same’ and 

mompoko’asa ‘make it that it becomes one (and not two or more)’, for example: 

� to-poko-’asa-o-mo koa ba to-bontu-o  

1PLN-CAUS-one-3SG-PERF only if 1PLN-bundle-3SG 

‘we made just one bundle of it, we made it into just one (bundle) as we bundled it’ 

304. The prefix mompoko- (not to be confused with the potential prefix mentioned in § 352) is the regular 

causative prefix with adjectives, which nevertheless is not to say that such a derivation can be formed from every 

adjective. When the adjective begins with te-, prenasalization of the t may occur. In the following examples a certain 

nuance of the causative meaning is represented which has not come to attention in the preceding paragraphs. 
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� mompokokodei ‘make small (kodei), belittle’ 

� mompokobebe ‘make a fool of’, compare bebe ‘dumb, stupid’ 

� mompokomonge-monge ‘make a fool of’, compare monge-monge ‘dumb, stupid’ 

� moko’usa-o ‘let it rain’, also ‘wait until it rains’, compare mo’ala usa ‘beget, cause rain’, literally ‘fetch 

rain’, for example by bathing a cat or laughing uproariously 

� mokowongi-o ‘wait until it becomes dark’ (from wongi ‘night’) 

� mompoko(n)tenangi ‘make defeated (tenangi), win conquer’ 

� mompoko(n)teriso ‘cause to deliberate (teriso), make hold a meeting’ 

� mompoko(n)tetoro ‘cause to stop’ 

� mompoko(n)tehala ‘declare guilty’ 

� mompoko’ari ‘finish, complete’ 

Prenasalization of the stem also occurs in: 

� mompokonsala ‘cause to make an error, make at fault, make err, declare at fault or in error (sala)’ 

� mompoko(n)se’elu ‘make go before, make go in front’ 

In many cases the prefix mo- of the adjective can be omitted, for example: 

� mompoko(mo)lore ‘make slick, slippery’ 

� mompoko(mo)lori ‘make slick, smooth, even’ 

� mompoko(mo)taha ‘let become ripe, wait until it becomes ripe’ 

� mompoko(mo)roso ‘make strong, solid’ 

� mompoko(mo)tu’i ‘make dry, let become dry’ 

Sometimes a small difference in meaning accrues, as in mompokomoleo ‘make, take care so that something becomes 

straight’, versus mompokoleo ‘(endeavor to) make straight’ (for example by pulling or bending, or of an arm or leg 

by stretching it out’. Only mepokoleo is encountered as a reflexive form, ‘make oneself straight, rise, stretch oneself 

out’. The omission of -mo- however is not possible in all cases, for example not in: 

� mokomolusa-o oleo ‘wait until the sun (oleo) is mild (molusa)’  

� mompokomokula ‘warm up’ 

In mompokoko’ii ‘make ashamed, insult’, compare mo(ng)koko’ii ‘ashamed’, a syllable ko has been omitted as well.  

Examples of mompoko- derivations of numerals are mompoko’asa (see § 303), mompokompendua ‘do for the 

second time’, etc.  

There are also a number of mompoko-derivations of intransitives, which come in the place of expected 

mompopo-forms, or occur in addition, and which must be considered to be more recent formations. A reason can 
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always be given for the occurrence of these forms (whether meaning differentiation or a need for clarity). [p. 304] 

Also prenasalization of the initial consonant of the (secondary) stem occurs with these forms. Examples are: 

� mompokompenaa-naa ‘make stop’, from menaa-naa ‘stop, rest’; compare mompoponaa-naa ‘store 

continually, keep continually stowed away’ (§ 308) 

� mompokompepau ‘cause to speak, make so that it speaks, endow with the power of speech, allow 

someone the opportunity to speak’, compare mompopopau ‘say accidentally’, also the same as 

mompopau ‘relate, tell’ 

� mompokompe’asa ‘make live together, command to live together’, compare mompo’asa and 

mompoko’asa (§ 303) 

� mompokompekule ‘make return’ (used only of people; if one uses mompokule of people, then it is as 

though they were sent back), from mekule ‘return’ 

In mompokompe’aroa (a new word) ‘be kind to’ (mompopo’aroa is not used) the reason for the occurrence of 

mompoko- can be attributed to the fact that me’aroa ‘good-hearted, genial’ is felt to be an adjective, although in form 

it accords with the verbs. Likewise for ‘make sleep (moturi)’ one also uses mompokonturi (next to mompopoturi 

which means both ‘make sleep’ as well as ‘lay down’, while mompoturi only has the latter meaning). For ‘make rich’ 

one says mompokompompoli or mompokomompoli even though mompoli (literally ‘having ability’) is for that matter 

treated entirely as a verb. 

Of intransitives with -um-, only one causative derivation is known to me, namely mompokolako ‘convey’ (of a 

message), ‘finish up, make disappear’ (of money), ‘make it work’ (of the aroa, the spirit). In addition mompoko’ai or 

mompoko’umai ‘make something get a crack’ is to be mentioned, from the adjective umai ‘cracked, burst’. 

305. The form with mompopo- (not to be confused with the two elements spoken of in § 308 ff., nor with the 

reduplicated form of mompo-, whether this po- is of a causative or some other nature), is the regular causative 

derivation of all verbs, transitive as well as intransitive (assuming not formed with the infix -um-). Also if an 

intransitive has the prefix me-, pe-, this disappears in the causative form, in order to be replaced by po-. This 

phenomenon has no explanation other than the spreading of the domain of mompopo- at the expense of mompope- or 

an older form thereof, in that it is quite possible in a number of cases that me- has replaced an older mo-, but 

moreover mompopo- derivations occur of intransitives with me- in which this prefix must have been original, as 

appears from Pamona. For example: 

� mompoposawi ‘set astride on something’, with mesawi ‘go sit on something in this manner’, Pamona 

identical 

� mompopo’umbele ‘let bathe in a puddle’, with me’umbele ‘bathe in a puddle’, compare Pamona metomba 

(Adriani 1928:887–888) 

A further peculiarity of mompopo- is that it is not accompanied by prenasalization of the initial stem consonant, 

which as a rule is certainly the case with mo- wherever prenasalization is possible. The corresponding forms in 

Pamona (those with mampapa-) exhibit the same phenomenon, from which it appears that these formations must be 

very old; compare also § 232. 

Examples have already been given above of mompopo-derivations of intransitives. Here following are still a few 

more: [p. 305]  

� mompopolemba ‘put a jacket (lemba) on someone’ 

� mompopoboo-boo ‘supply with a belt (boo-boo), put a belt on someone’ 

� mompoposangka ‘put clothes on someone, supply someone with clothes (sangka) or dress them’ 
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� mompopongara ‘set on a horse (ngara)’ 

� mompopokalasipeda ‘set on a bicycle (and let ride)’ 

� mompoposambora ‘get engaged’, compare mesambora ‘be engaged to each other’ 

� mompopowowali, sometimes mompopowali ‘bring together’, compare mewowali ‘be, live, etc. together’ 

� mompopohopa ‘make, let bark (mohopa)’ 

� mompopo’inu ‘let drink’ 

� mompopotembi ‘make carry on the back, help someone to take a load on his or her back’ (by placing it on 

that person’s back) 

The verb mompopolai ‘make space for someone’ has an unusual meaning, compare molai ‘flee, go to the side’.  

The meaning of these forms is especially that of ‘let perform the action’, whether by placing the object in place 

or position to that end, or in addition offering a helpful hand. The meaning nuance ‘command to perform the action’ 

occurs relatively rarely in Mori; two such mompopo-forms which exhibit this sense are mompopodede and 

mompopolungku mentioned in § 303. 

Similar forms also occur of transitives, for example mompopo’inu uwoi ‘let drink water’, mopokita-o ‘let see it’, 

moporonge-o ‘let hear it’. but usually these have the suffix -ako followed by cross-referencing of the person, etc. 

through whom one makes or allows the action to be performed, while the object itself remains the direct object, for 

example: 

� ka ku-’amba ngkuda te’ingka mopo-kita-ako-mu kilowu-ku  

and 1SG-then 1SG.ADD near.future CAUS-see-APPL-2SG thunderstone-1SG.POS 

‘then after that I shall also next show to you my thunderstone’ 

� nahi moiko ba to-pom-popo-’inu-ako-no ngara uwoi
13

 

NEG good if 1PLN-TRI-CAUS-drink-APPL-3SG horse water 

 ba da-’ia-p-i hawe inso melempa olai 

if be-3SG-INCOMP-3SG arrive from PART:walk far 

 ‘it’s not good to let a horse drink water, if it has just arrived from a far journey’ 

mapa-, mopa-. 

306. This prefix contains the plural element pa- which also occurs in Pamona and which thus must already be 

very old.
14

 [p. 306]  

                                                           
13 [from main text, p. 305] Or ba topompo’inuako uwoi ngara… 

14 [footnote 1, p. 305] Adriani (1931:127 ff.) clarifies this element as the causative pa-, but this explanation is very 

unsatisfactory. The same applies to the distinction which Adriani makes between pate-, pato-, tepa-, tepapo-, papo- on the one 

hand and mopa-, popa- on the other, the latter of which he considered (1931:188 ff.) to be formed from the intransitive pa- (the 

nominal form of Pamona ma-, Mori mo-). In Eelen and Ritsema (1918–1919:293) the second syllable of Mori mapa-, which 

clearly corresponds to Pamona mopa-, is given as the causative prefix, but what is said there is untenable. If one starts from the 

intransitive meaning of pa-, as in § 197 of Adriani (1931), then the plural force can well be explained (cf. also § 232 ff.) That the 

forms with mapa- are not substantives but rather adjectives is in keeping with this explanation. However one must not lose sight 

of the fact that pa- is a plural morpheme in its own right, which also occurs in cases in which an intransitive prefix is placed 

preceding. Compare also § 225. 
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The prefix mapa- is primarily added before transitive verb stems, whether or not these are doubled, with the 

meaning ‘often having undergone the action indicated by the stem, many times …-ed’ for example: 

� mapa’angga-’angga or mapa’angga ‘worked repeatedly’ 

� mapa’anggapi or mapa’angga-’anggapi ‘id.’, and ‘handled, touched often’ 

� mapakuru-kuru, mapakuru ‘often folded’ 

� mapabatu-batu, mapabatu ‘often chopped’ 

Also mopa- is sometimes employed in place of mapa- (mopa’angga, mopa’anggapi, mopakuru-kuru, 

mopabatu-batu).  

These forms are also encountered with substantives, indeed in two nuances of meaning: that of ‘many …’ in the 

sense of ‘various …’ (namely of different nature or character, not of outward appearance) and in the sense of ‘the 

extent of many …, many … full’. Thus mapabangka-bangka, mopabangka-bangka can mean ‘(there were) various 

kinds of boats (bangka)’ as well as ‘many boats full’, for example: 

� mopa-bangka-bangka balu-balu me-w[in]awa-do  

MULTIPLE-REDP-boat merchandise PL-PASS:bring-3PL.POS 

‘many boats full (many boatfuls) was the merchandise which they brought with them’ 

Other examples are: 

� mapabatu-batu, mapabatu (mopabatu-batu, mopabatu) ‘many pieces’ (of meat for example) 

� mapabasu-basu, mopabasu-basu ‘many carry baskets (basu) full’ 

� mapamia-mia, mopamia-mia ‘(there were) various kinds of people’
15

 

� mapanggasi-nggasi, mopanggasi-nggasi ‘(there were) all kinds of tarsiers’ 

� maparodoha, maparaha, maparaha-raha (moparodoha, etc.) ‘(there were) all sorts of houses’ (which the 

inhabitants erected) 

� mapa-haki-o-mo
16

 anu um-alu aku  

MULTIPLE-sick-3SG-PERF REL PART-strike 1SG 

‘all kinds of sicknesses are affecting me, already many are the sicknesses which affect me’ 

Usually the stem is reduplicated, except if the word is followed by -o-mo then it is usually not reduplicated.  

As emerges from various examples these mapa-forms are indeed adjectives, which, in keeping with the meaning, 

is also not surprising (compare § 250). 

Also mapa- forms of numerals are encountered, for example mapapulu-pulu ‘by tens’; see § 291.  

                                                           
15 [from main text, p. 306] This can also be said for example when one has had a less-than-pleasant experience with someone, 

as in: 

mapa-mia-mia-o-mo t[in]o’ori-ku i wawo n-tolino andio 

MULTIPLE-person-person-3SG-PERF PASS:know-1SG.POS at above LG-visible.world this 

‘I am acquainted with people of all strains of creeds in this world’ 

16 [from main text, p. 306] Also mapahaki-haki, mopahaki-haki, mopahaki.  
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mpa-. 

307. The meaning of this prefix, which is always accompanied by two-syllable reduplication and (when 

possible) prenasalization of the stem, and with which probably no new forms are presently being created, means in 

general ‘exhibiting in great number that which is indicated by the stem’ if it is a substantive, and ‘continually 

performing the action or found in the state which is expressed by the stem’ if otherwise. Examples are: 

� mpawuku-wuku ‘with many knobs, nodes (wuku)’ (also mpewuku-wuku, makawuku-wuku, makuwuku)  

� mpa’ihi-’ihi ‘fleshy, meaty, full of muscle (ihi)’, also said of something which has comparably compact 

contents, for example a sandbag [p. 307]  

� mpalara-lara ‘full of scars (lara)’ 

� mpangkuru-ngkuru ‘with many folds (kuru)’ 

� mpa’odo-’odo ‘all the time in a stooped position’; also ko’odo-’odo 

� mpandue-ndue ‘all the time hanging down (through weakness or sleepiness)’, (as of the head of a person, 

part of a plant, etc.); also ngkandue-ndue or kandue-ndue 

� mpabangku-bangku ‘continually falling down’; also kobangku-bangku 

� mpanggere-nggere ‘walking with one’s legs apart’; also konggere-nggere 

� mpansembe-nsembe ‘continually shaking up and down’ (as of a shock of hair and the such); stem 

unknown 

The meaning of mparangka-rangka deviates somewhat: ‘leafless (said of a tree)’, also ‘lean, gaunt’ (compare rangka 

‘twig’). When mpahowu-howu is used in the sense of ‘in a heap’ or ‘heaped up’ the chaotic, unintended nature of it 

is thereby expressed (for example of carabao dung which forms a heap or of rice which is not neatly placed in one or 

more piles but is thrown in a heap). 

As one can see, the function of mpa- corresponds in part with that of mpe-, and in part with that of ko-, ngko-, 

ka-, ngka-. This makes one suspect that here we are dealing with some element other than the plural element 

mentioned in the preceding section (the plural force is already expressed through prenasalization), although the latter 

could in origin go back to the same as the prefix under consideration here, if the derivation from the intransitive pa- 

is correct. The mpa- forms which are derived from intransitives can make one think that with this prefix one does not 

have to do with the intransitive prefix but rather the adjectival ma-. Although it is true that no pa- occurs next to ma-, 

one could suppose that mpa- originated by analogy with mpe-, or else explain mp from the pressure to create an 

intensive form from the unprenasalizable m.  

mompopo-. 

308. Besides the causative mompopo- there are yet two other prefixes of this form, of which the one, which is 

accompanied by two-syllable reduplication, can be explained in the same way as mapa- and mpa-. The meaning of 

these mompopo- forms is ‘continually, repeatedly, again and again do that which is indicated by the verbal stem 

following the prefix’. Examples are: 

� ku-popo-sodo-sodoli-o  

1SG-REPT-REDP-stab-3SG 

‘I stab continually in it, I stab it continually’ 
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� ku-popo-kaa-kaa-no  

1SG-REPT-REDP-eat-3SG 

‘I eat it in little pieces, I eat of it regularly’
17

 

� ku-popo-naa-naa-o lemba-ku 

1SG-REPT-REDP-store-3SG jacket-1SG.POS 

‘I store my jacket continually (always keep it in storage)’ [p. 308]  

� nahi moiko ba to-pom-popo-nee-nee nee-do mia mota’u 

NEG good if 1PLN-TRI-REPT-REDP-name name-3PL.POS person old 

‘it is not good to constantly mention the name of old people’ 

Sometimes the force of -popo- has become lost, as for example in mompopo’ala-’alaako, the same as mo’ala-

’alaako ‘choose sides with’. 

309. The other mompopo-, which likewise can occur with all kinds of transitive stems, is not known to me 

elsewhere. It has the meaning of ‘unintentionally’ and therefrom sometimes also that of ‘by accident, by mistake’, for 

example: 

� mompopopau ‘let a word slip out’ 

� ku-popo-naa-o a ng-kadu-ku 

1SG-ACCID-store-3SG at LG-betel.pouch-1SG.POS 

‘I placed it unintentionally, by accident in my betel pouch’ 

� ku-popo-ronge-o 

1SG-ACCID-hear-3SG 

‘I heard it unintentionally (by chance)’ 

Compare the related in meaning mompasi- (§ 344). 

That the definite object form of this prefix is mopo-…-o, constitutes no argument against the form originally 

being -popo-; see § 223. 

popo-. 

310. A nominal prefix popo- which joins up in meaning with the forms mentioned in §§ 227 and 301, occurs in 

poponangi (stem nangi) ‘victor’ and in popolalu (stem lalu) ‘the most, the greatest’, see § 253. 

me-, pe-. 

311. Without a doubt this element can be considered the most important prefix in Mori. The derivation of me- 

has already been spoken of in § 295, where it was argued that perhaps more than one prefix had fallen together in 

me-, but that in any case the domain of me- has also expanded at the expense of mo-. In many cases me- at present 

                                                           
17 [footnote 1, p. 307] In this case one need not think of indefiniteness of the object. Also even though the foodstuff indicated 

by -(n)o may not be entirely eaten up, it remains nevertheless in its entirety the object of mompopokaa-kaa. For that matter 

mongkaa does not always mean ‘eat up’ but also ‘eat of, eat at, attack with the teeth’, also ‘bite (of a dog or mosquito)’ (the 

example given previously in § 211 is thus less well chosen). If one says: 

i-kaa-no-mo kinaa-no 

3SG-eat-3SG-PERF cooked.rice-3SG.POS 

‘he has eaten up his rice’ 

this is not intended to exclude the possibility that there may have been a small bit of rice remaining which, however, is not taken 

into consideration. The same applies mutatis mutandis to mo’inu ‘drink’.  
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has no other function than that of a true intransitive, while originally—as appears from related languages—it must 

have had a more special meaning which in general can be described as intentional and intensive.  

The prefix me- is added to the stem in two ways: without and with prenasalization of the initial stem consonant 

(in so far as it is prenasalizable). In the latter case, as a rule the form has an intensive or plural meaning which the 

forms without prenasalization of the stem do not possess. The functions of me- in the two cases have fallen far 

enough apart to justify a splitting of this prefix in two. I designate the me- which is not accompanied by 

prenasalization as I me-, the other as II me-.
18

 

As exceptions to the rule, a number of stems with verbal meaning are to be considered derived me-forms, which 

exhibit prenasalization [p. 309] of the initial stem consonant but nevertheless are not to be classified under II me-. As 

emerges in § 19 ff., there are various possible explanations for the prenasalization (among which must be considered 

the working of analogy). But whatever its origin might have been in any particular case, in the present-day language 

it has become entirely meaningless, and the words which exhibit such a prenasalization do not distinguish themselves 

at all from the others to be mentioned in the following section. 

I me-. 

312. Primarily me- is the usual prefix of intransitive verbs of stems with verbal meaning, such as: 

� melempa ‘go’  

� mekule ‘return’  

� menee ‘fly, fly away’ 

� melonso ‘jump’ 

� melinti ‘sit with one’s legs stretched out’ 

� medengke ‘stand (up) on one’s toes’ 

� mengese, mebee ‘cry’ 

� me’opo ‘lie (down) on one’s belly’ 

� me’ara’arai, me’o’arai ‘slowly, softly (do something)’, also ‘attempt’,  

etc., etc., often next to transitives with mo- (see § 295), for example:  

� meruru ‘keep a collection’ 

� metonda ‘follow’ 

� melanda ‘step on something, set one’s foot on something’ 

� medundu ‘grub, root’ 

� mehapu ‘deny’ 

                                                           
18 [footnote 1, p. 308] These Roman numerals, which are also used with the suffix -ako, thus do not serve to differentiate the 

various elements of the same form from each other (compare Adriani 1931 who does use them this way). The border between two 

elements of the same form versus two different forms, however, cannot always be determined, because what is one in origin can 

become differentiated into two independent affixes, such as has become the case with Pamona -ka and -aka (see § 388). 
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� mesikori ‘wait’ 

� mepusu ‘close one’s eyes’ 

� menggere ‘growl’ (of a dog) (monggere ‘growl at’) 

� mepo’uo ‘nurse, give the breast’ 

etc. The meaning of the intransitive me-form, however, does not always connect up with that of the mo-form, for 

example melulu ‘run hard’ next to molulu ‘sit behind’. 

The following are formed with prenasalization of the stem: mentombu, menso’a ‘look up’, mensiro ‘look down’ 

(Pamona mentiro)—no mo-forms are derived from these stems—also mengkita ‘look’, compare mongkita ‘see’, etc. 

(for examples see § 21).  

Some me-verbs are derived from stems which are also used as nouns, but they do not thereby necessarily belong 

under one of the headings mentioned in § 317 ff. The verbs metandu ‘butt with the horns’ and mekasi ‘pinch with the 

pinchers’ are derived from the denominative verbal stems tandu and kasi (see § 296) and belong with the transitive 

verbs montandu and mongkasi; only when metandu and mekasi are used in the sense of ‘having horns’ or 

respectively ‘having pinchers’ do they belong at home under § 317. The meanings ‘pushy’ and ‘disposed to pinching, 

given to pinching’ which these words can also have follow directly from the intransitive meanings ‘push, butt’ and 

‘pinch’.  

When the stem of a me-form expresses a transitive concept, such a form can sometimes be joined with a 

substantive, which indicates the object on which the action directs itself and functions as further specification, for 

example: 

� mekaa punti ‘eat many bananas’ 

� meteo wua lansa ‘transport langsat fruit’ 

(see also §§ 315 and 342 ff.; similar constructions also occur in Pamona). Sometimes similar expressions occur as 

[p. 310] compounds and it must be adopted that originally this was always the case. That it is at present otherwise 

shows that these constructions are going the same way as what happened previously to the intransitive forms with 

mo-. This is not at all strange (see §§ 135 and 221, and compare § 234).  

313. The true intransitive meaning of me- links up directly with that of the reflexive, that of ‘do to oneself that 

which is expressed by the stem’. Examples are: 

� mewo’ohi ‘wash oneself’, compare mowo’ohi ‘wash’ 

� melombo ‘bathe with clothes on’, compare molombo ‘wash clothes’ 

� mepumpu ‘come together, assemble’, compare mopumpu ‘collect, gather’ 

� melulu ‘move oneself’, compare molulu ‘move’ 

� mehela, mesalo ‘mix together, blend together’, compare mohela, monsalo ‘mix’ 

� mekaru ‘scratch oneself’ 

� mekapoli ‘scratch oneself with the claws’ 

� mewuni ‘hide oneself’ 

� mehonda ‘lean’, compare mohonda ‘set something against something else’ 
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� mepotola ‘pull oneself free, withdraw oneself (from an undertaking and the such)’, also ‘let loose of what 

one has hold of’, compare mompotola ‘make, set free’ 

The word me’ini is no reflexive. Constructed with a preposition, as circumstances may require it must be translated 

‘hold fast to’ or ‘take hold of, hold onto something’, in which one cannot say that the action of mo’ini (‘grasping, 

holding onto’) has the person doing it as the object. One can rightly consider mesangka ‘catch hold of oneself, try to 

catch oneself’ (as one is about to fall) to be a reflexive verb, compare mosangka ‘grip, catch’ (with the flat of the 

hand, of something that is falling or flying through the air), also ‘receive’. The same applies to mewinso ‘go inside’ 

(versus mowinso ‘bring inside put in somewhere’), melike ‘awaken, become awake’ (versus molike ‘waken 

someone’), mewangu ‘stand up, awaken’ (versus mowangu ‘waken, set upright’) and the such. 

Apart from the prefix me-, many reflexives also contain the suffix -ako. See § 398 concerning these forms. 

If a transitive form does not occur next to a me- form, then one cannot in fact speak of a reflexive, even is the 

derivation points in that direction. For example mesawirako ‘bring oneself up on something’ is a reflexive of 

mosawirako, but mesawi ‘mount, set oneself on something on which one sits straddling, sit, ride (in this manner)’, 

also ‘rise’ (said of rising water) is only an intransitive me-derivation of the stem sawi ‘be above, up on something’. 

314. In certain cases the forms with me- can also mean ‘allow what is expressed by the stem to be done to 

oneself’. Examples hereof are: 

� me’andu ‘let oneself be massaged’ 

� meburi ‘enroll oneself, let oneself be registered’, compare moburi ‘write’ 

� me’aha ‘allow one’s teeth to be shortened (or to have been shortened)’ 

� mebaho ‘allow oneself to be treated medically with healing water, let oneself be baptized’ 

This meaning can of itself develop into a true passive: if one speaks of a stillborn child, then mebaho cannot be 

translated as ‘let oneself be baptized’ but the [p. 311] meaning can only be ‘be baptized’. Other examples:  

� mekeru ‘(let oneself) be shaved’, also ‘shave oneself’ 

� mebaba ‘be carried on the back with the help of a cloth’ (said of a child); the form corresponding with 

mobaba is metebaba 

� mepakuli ‘(let oneself) be treated with medicine’; this form can also occur as a me-derivation of the 

substantive pakuli in which case the meaning is properly ‘use medicine’ 

� mesoe ‘swing, rock oneself, (let oneself) be swung, rocked’; also in this case mesoe could have originated 

from the substantive soe ‘swing, cradle’ 

315. When the nature of the stem entails it, the intransitive meaning of me- can develop into that of ‘together and 

with respect to each other perform the action’ or in the true reciprocal meaning of ‘make each other undergo the 

action which is expressed by the stem’. 

Examples of the first meaning nuance, which mostly occur with denominatives, are: 

� metea ‘fight’ (said of one of the two parties as well as in the sense of ‘fight together’) 

� mekombia ‘take or have a spouse (kombia), marry, be married’ (of one of the two parties or of both 

together) 
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� metobosi, metobo-tobosi ‘exchange with each other, make a trade (barter) with each other’
19

 (compare 

montobosi ‘exchange something’; with two-syllable reduplication in keeping with § 109) 

� mesimpi ‘lengthen each other’ in the sense of ‘constitute each other’s lengthening piece’, compare 

mosimpi ‘set a piece, etc. on something (for example on a piece of fabric) or lay next to something, in 

order to thereby make it broader or longer’ 

� mesombu ‘id.’ (of things which are knotted to each other, for example rope and the such) 

� mesumpa ‘id.’ (of long, rod or staff-like objects, in Sampalowo also said of rope) 

� metimba ‘counterbalance each other, evenly weighted’ 

� mesongka ‘evenly long’ 

� mepulu ‘stick fast to each other’ 

� me’iwali ‘make war with each other, stand in the relationship of enemy (iwali) to each other’ 

� mepe’etu ‘be family of each other’ (see § 283) 

� mepoteha ‘stand in the relationship of poteha (cousin, second cousin, etc.) to each other’ 

� mesambe’e, mesambe-sambe’e ‘be friends (sambe’e) with each other’ 

� mepaekompo ‘be brother(s) and/or sister(s)’ 

� mebobaisa ‘stand in relationship of baisa (husband, alternatively wife, of a sister or brother of the 

husband or wife) to each other’ 

� mehori, mehori-hori ‘be (stand, sit, etc.) next to each other’ 

� meraka, meraka-raka ‘id.’, compare raka-no ‘the one standing next to him or her’, also asa raka ‘a row’ 

� merumbe (properly not Tinompo) ‘id.’ (Impo rumbe-no is the same as Tinompo raka-no) 

Further are compound expressions with me’asa ‘be the same’ (also ‘be together, live together, etc.’), for example: 

� me’asa-ntinuwu ‘be of (approximately) the same age’ 

� me’asa-nsala ‘follow the same path’ 

� me’asa-lere ‘garden together’ (of a dry rice field, lere) 

� me’asa-n-te’ahu ira do-langkai 

PART:be.one-LG-sufficient.in.measure 3PL 3PL-big 

‘during growing up, they reached the marriageable (te’ahu) stage of life’ 

                                                           
19 [from main text, p. 311] As in: 

me-tobosi ira lemba-do 

RECIP-exchange 3PL jacket-3PL.POS 

‘they exchanged their jackets with each other’ 

the same as do-potobosi-o lemba-do (see § 342). 
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� pe’asa-mokole-ku
20

 

be.one-ruler-1SG.POS 

‘someone who is of the ruling class just as I am’ [p. 312]  

� pe’asa-manu-no  

be.one-chicken-3SG.POS 

‘his, her fellow chicken’ 

� ba to-po-rako io pe’asa-n-tama-to  

if 1PLN-TRI-catch CN be.one-LG-brave-1PLN.POS 

‘if we seize a fellow-warrior (someone who is as brave as we are)’ 

� pe’asa-mia ‘fellow person’ 

Also with menggoe (compare monggoe ‘bind to each other along their length’), for example: 

� menggoe-mpa’ulua ‘lie together on one head cushion’ (literally ‘be associated with each other concerning 

or via the head cushion’) 

� menggoe-hawu ‘use one sarong together’ 

� menggoe-’inia kami ‘our villages border on each other’ 

For transitive forms with me’asa-…-o, mompe’asa-..., see § 333. 

No mutual relationship is expressed by the root word of me’u’uai ‘stand in relationship of younger (and older) 

brother(s) and/or sister(s), etc.’ (from uai ‘younger brother or sister, niece, nephew, etc.); me’ue ‘possess, own’, 

literally ‘stand in the relationship of lord, owner (and owned) to’, also in the sense of ‘have a lord, owner’ (for 

example a dog), ‘be submissive’;
21

 me’umbu ‘possess’, with indefinite object as in me’umbu lere ‘have a dry rice 

field’
22

 (from umbu ‘owner’). 

Forms with me- and one-syllable reduplication can be derived from some kinship terms and the such, and which 

are used attributively with a general substantive such as mia ‘person’ in order to indicate a group of two or more 

persons (also animals), for example: 

� mia me’o’ana ‘a father or mother with his or her child or with a child of him or her’ 

� mia mpe’o’ana ‘a father or mother with two or more children, or an older couple with one or more 

children’ 

                                                           
20 [footnote 1, p. 311] See § 229; for this and the following examples a corresponding me- form does not occur. 

21 [from main text, p. 312] For example: 

isema anu me’ue rombia andio? 

who REL PART:own sago.palm this 

‘who is the owner of this sago palm?’ 

me’ue a Kompania 

PART:submissive to Company 

‘submissive to the Company’ 

Compare also me’ueo (§ 330). 

22 [from main text, p. 312] In Molongkuni also with definite object, for example: 

me’umbu rodoha nie 

PART:own house this 

‘own this house’ 
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� nggapu mpe’o’ana ‘a cat with young’ 

� mia me’u’uai ‘an older and a younger brother or sister (niece, nephew, etc.)’ 

� mia mpe’u’uai ‘three or more children from the same family (nieces, nephews, etc.)’ 

� mia mepopoteha ‘two cousins, second cousins, etc.’ 

� mokole mekokombia ‘a royal couple’ (in other words a member of the royal family with his wife) 

� mia mesosambe’e ‘two friends’ 

These words usually cannot be used predicatively; ‘to get married, marry each other’ (of two persons) is mekombia 

and not mekokombia; mekokombia can even be said for example of the inhabitants of two villages who regularly 

marry back and forth with each other. 

Such as from some of the given examples, it appears that the verb, if it is transitive, can be linked directly with 

its object, without any pronominal indication thereof even when it is definite, and without the occurrence of the 

prefix mo- when it is indefinite. The actual meaning of, say, metobosi ira lembado is ‘they mutually perform the 

action of exchanging with respect to their jackets’ in which thus lembado ‘their jackets’ further defines metobosi, but 

this does not obviate that lembado can still [p. 313] be considered the object of metobosi in the full sense of this 

word, so that here one can speak of an exception to the rules given in § 221 (compare also the conclusion of § 312). 

In me’ue and me’umbu the thing which is possessed is properly a co-subject of the mutual situation, but in these 

cases must be considered in present-day Mori to be an object, just as in our own language. 

The me-derivations of stems which in one or another way have the meaning of ‘divide’ also belong to this group 

of verbs, for example: 

� metia ‘divide with one another’ (so that each receives his share) 

� mepole ‘id.’ (when a long object is cut, chopped or broken up transversely) 

Usually one encounters the transitive derivations of these forms with me-…-o and mompe-…, which are treated in 

§ 332. Nevertheless, even when an object occurs with these me-forms, the above mentioned construction is possible, 

for example: 

� metia ira punti  

PART:divide.with.each.other 3PL banana 

‘they divided a banana among themselves’ 

the same as mompetia ira punti.  

316. Examples of the true reciprocal meaning, which is usually accompanied by reduplication of the stem, are as 

follows: 

� metonda ‘go after each other’, compare montonda ‘follow’ 

� mekai ‘take or hold each other by the hand’, literally ‘hook up with one another’, compare mongkai 

‘hook, pull off or away with a hook’, also coarse for ‘take with the hand’ 

� mebubungku ‘turn backs toward one another’, from bungku ‘back’ (compare mobubungku § 297) 

� me’o’aro, sometimes me’aro ‘face each other, be opposite one another’ 

� mekokara ‘bite each other’, compare mongkara ‘bite’ 
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� metotobo ‘stab each other with a pointed weapon’ 

� mewuwuno ‘throw at each other with something’ 

� mesusumpe ‘kick each other’ 

� mekopu-kopui ‘embrace each other’ 

� mekutu-kutui ‘delouse each other’ 

� megogaupi ‘deceive each other’ 

� merorontu ‘try to trick each other out of something’ 

� merako-rako, merorako ‘(try to) grab or take hold of one another’ 

If the me-form has an object, on account of the stem having two objects, then this is constructed in the manner 

described in the preceding section, for example: 

� to-pe-lua-lua-ako kilowu-to  

1PLN-INTR-REDP-pour.out-APPL thunderstone-1PLN.POS 

‘let us spew out our thunderstones for each other’ 

� me-posa-posaba-ako ira ihi-no laro raha-do  

PART:INTR-REDP-display-APPL 3PL content-3SG.POS inside house-3PL.POS 

‘they have let each other see what there is in their house’ 

In each separate case language usage must spell out which of the theoretically possible forms with me- are in use 

and which of them possess a reciprocal meaning. Next to mewuwuno for example occurs mewuno-wuno which has 

the meaning ‘repeatedly, continually throw (at some target)’, while next to megogaupi occurs megau-gaupi, a 

mitigation of megaupi ‘deceive’, etc. 

317. When the prefix me- is added before a substantive, the meanings which it can have are very numerous. 

Certain examples, in which the me-form has a reciprocal meaning, have already been mentioned in § 315.  

The meaning of many me-forms derived from substantives can in general be described as ‘do what one does or 

tends to do with the thing indicated by the stem’. What this is depends on the nature of the substantive. [p. 314] The 

following examples amply bring this to the fore:  

� mehawu ‘wear a sarong’ 

� mekembi ‘wear a loincloth’ 

� mesaluara ‘have a pair of trousers on’ 

� mesau ‘have a sunhat on’ 

� metuko ‘walk with a cane’ 

� mesinsi ‘wear a ring’ 

� mekambu ‘use a comb, comb oneself’ 

� megansi ‘play with a top’ 

� mesingkala ‘beat, drum on a drum’ 
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� me’uase ‘use an axe, chop with an axe’ 

� memata ‘use one’s eyes, look’ 

� mengara ‘sit, ride on a horse’ 

� mekandawari ‘carry a large transport contrivance’ 

� melere ‘set out a dry rice field, work, farm in a dry field’ 

� mepinopaho ‘have, plant all sorts of plantings’ 

� meraha ‘have, build a house’ 

� metangoa ‘set up, use a temporary hut’ 

� mewala ‘make a fence, enclosure’ 

� me’ohia ‘make salt (by distilling the liquid)’ 

� mewuwu ‘set a trap, traps’ 

� mebotika ‘set up a spring lance’ 

� metamu ‘stoke a smoking fire (tamu) with bark or something similar, in order to drive away small insects 

with the smoke’ 

� metuna ‘sing the song called tuna (or petuna)’
23

 

� me’uni ‘give a sound, resound’ (only of inanimate things) 

� metadea ‘speak an imprecation’ 

� me’oliwi ‘give instruction’ 

� mesingguru ‘propound a riddle, riddles’ 

� me’ana ‘get, have a child, young, children’ 

� mesu’ului ‘have, lay an egg or eggs’ 

� melahumoa ‘call on the lahumoa (the godlike beings of the Mori), adhere to pagan beliefs and practices’ 

These forms are also encountered in impersonal verbs: me’angi ‘be blowing (said of the wind)’, mekinsa ‘be 

lightning’ (compare kinsa ‘lightning’). 

The forms with me- can also mean simply ‘have, possess that which is expressed by the stem’ for example: 

� mekae ‘having arms’ 

                                                           
23 [footnote 1, p. 314] See J. Kruyt (1924:179 ff.). Apart from me-forms people often use derivations with the prefix mo- for 

the singing of songs, for example modeekuli (in J. Kruyt 1924:178 spelled modeikuli) and mompande-pande, sing certain songs 

in which respectively the words deekuli and pande-pande occur repeatedly. The stem of mowadi (‘sing the song called powadi’) 

(J. Kruyt 1924:175 ff.) is not in use.  
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� mekaru ‘having legs, feet’ 

� metandu or mentandu ‘having horns’
24

 

� mebangka ‘travel in a boat’ as well as ‘own a boat’ 

� mebose ‘paddle, row’ also ‘own one or more paddles’ 

� mekanta ‘wear, carry a shield’, also ‘own a shield’ as well as ‘use a shield’ 

� mekansai ‘carry a lance’, ‘own a lance’, ‘use a lance, throw at with a lance’ 

� mewunta ‘having books’ 

� mengara in addition to ‘sit, ride on a horse’ can also mean ‘own a horse’ 

� mehawu lipa sabe ‘own a silk sarong’ 

� megansi mala ‘own a copper toy top’ 

etc., etc. Likewise mesambe’e ‘have a friend’ (compare § 315), etc. 

Some of the above mentioned forms, such as me’uase, mekandawari, me’oliwi, mekansai can in this last 

meaning very well be considered to be derivations of verbal stems, thus as intransitives of the corresponding 

transitives with mo- (compare § 296). When such a mo-form is not encountered, there is less to recommend this 

interpretation. [p. 315]  

The following directly link up with the me-derivations of substantives referred to above: (a) the forms with pe-, 

mentioned in § 323; (b) the forms with mompe-, mentioned in § 330; and (c) the me-…-ako derivations treated in 

§ 393. Although these last two often get translated in the same way, they are nevertheless not synonymous. 

318. When me- is followed by a substantive which denotes or can denote a certain unity into which a quantity of 

some stuff or things can be united, or in which a number of things of the same kind can exist in nature, then me- is to 

be translated with ‘in, on, with’, for example: 

� pae mete’u ‘rice in a bundle, in bundles’ 

� osole mepanggo ‘ears of corn in a bundle, bunch (bound together); compare also osole mentaku ‘corn on 

the cob’, literally ‘corn still attached to the cob’ 

� bou meduhu ‘fish on a stick or piece of bamboo’; compare bou asa duhu ‘a bunch of ten small fish, 

bound to each other with a piece of rattan or bamboo (compare moduhu ‘stick through’) 

� meti mekalo ‘oysters on a line (of rattan) which forms a ring’ 

� keu metobu ‘trees in a grove, in a group’; compare metobu-tobu ‘in groves, in groups, in bunches, 

appearing in places’ (for example grass or rice which has not turned out well) 

So also in expressions such as megiu-giu, merupa-rupa (or in the plural mpegiu-giu, mperupa-rupa) ‘of all kinds, in 

different shapes and sizes’, mepulu-pulu ‘in numbers of ten’, me’etu-’etu ‘by hundreds’, mensowu-nsowu (with 

prenasalization) ‘by thousands’, etc. which are only encountered with two-syllable reduplication. For more examples, 

see me-…-… in § 327.  

                                                           
24 [footnote 2, p. 314] With II me-, see § 325. 
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319. Furthermore the me-forms which indicate the making of a certain sound, or the uttering of a certain word—

which is denoted by the stem—can be brought under the large group of me-derivations mentioned in § 317. In 

Pamona one sometimes uses mo- in this case (as in the instances treated above), but usually likewise me- (an 

example with mo- in Mori is given in § 296). In general in the meaning ‘make, produce what is denoted by the stem’ 

the prefixes mo- and me- stand next to each other, such as appears from the examples. The basis (the source 

meaning) however is different in the two cases, and examples in which mo- as well as me- can be used are not known 

to me. The occurrence of mo-, alternatively me-, remains fixed in each separate case.  

The examples known to me belong to two groups; in the first group are forms which have an interjection as the 

stem, and the second a kinship term. Some examples are: 

� mehu’u, mehumbee ‘say yes’ 

� me’uhu ‘say no’ 

� me’anai, me’adede, me’adidi, me’adodo, me’adudu ‘say ow!’ 

� me’ama, me’ine, me’ue, memaama, menaina ndi (a, ia) ‘say father, mother, grandparent, uncle, aunt to’ 

320. A meaning of me- which this prefix also has in Pamona is that of ‘make one’s way toward, go in the 

direction of, move in, through, over, etc., that which is denoted by the stem’. Examples are: 

� mekoana ‘go to the right, set off rightwards’ 

� memanggali ‘go to the left, set off leftwards’ [p. 316]  

� melaro-’ewo ‘go through the grass’ 

� melaro-ngkeu ‘make one’s way to and fro in the forest’ 

� olo-’oloo me-tobu ka i-pe-tonga-m-pada  

REDP-often PART:INTR-grove and 3SG-INTR-middle-LG-grassy.plain 

‘sometimes she leaped through the forest, and then back through the grassy plain’  

� me-laro-n-tonga-lere  

PART:INTR-inside-LG-middle-field 

‘go to the field, walk in the field’ 

� metorukuno ‘traverse mountainous terrain’ 

� manu meraha ‘a chicken that keeps coming into the house’ 

� mesinggeraha literally ‘proceed to another house’, in other words ‘pay a visit’ 

� mesi’e ‘take rice from the rice barn (si’e)’ 

Also mepuu-nahu ‘go to the kitchen’ or ‘stay in the kitchen’ is to be mentioned herewith, likewise melowo ‘catch fish 

in very shallow water’ (in general), from lowo ‘puddle; shallow, marshy sea’. In forms such as:  

� me’usa-’usa ‘stand, walk, etc. in the rain’ 

� me’ole-’oleo ‘stand, walk, etc. in the sun’ 

� mewongi-wongi ‘walk, situate oneself in the dark’ 

� me’angi-’angi ‘stand, sit, etc. in the wind’ 
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(all with intention), me- corresponds back to Pamona mo-.  

When the stem indicates a category of living beings, a substance or something similar, then these forms mean 

‘set out for, go seek, go get what is denoted by the stem’, for example: 

� me’ewo ‘get, collect grass’ 

� melauro ‘get, collect rattan’ 

� mehulu ‘seek resin’ 

� me’uho ‘seek periwinkles’ 

� merobu ‘go out for young bamboo shoots’ 

� mepaku ‘seek ferns’ 

� mebeine ‘go out for a woman, women’ 

� me’ana-beine ‘go to the girls’ 

� mekikinaa ‘graze’ (formed with reduplication from kinaa, by which is designated the principle food of 

people, viz. cooked rice, and animals) 

� ba kanatuu, lako-mo pe-lewe, pe-balo, po-’isa  

if like.that go-PERF INTR-leaf INTR-bamboo TRI-pestle 

‘if t is so, then go take leaves, take bamboo, and pound’ 

� i-hawe ira-mo bange m-pe-wua-ng-keu  

3SG-encounter 3PL-PERF monkey PL-INTR-fruit-LG-tree 

‘he met monkeys who were hunting tree fruit’ 

It speaks for itself that the language user must learn from which substantives similar forms can be derived and in 

which meaning. For example mekeu cannot be said in the sense of ‘fetch wood’, but rather mompudu (literally ‘break 

off’); mekeu can, however, be used for the collecting of wood for a coffin (the same as mepole bangka ‘fetch a 

coffin’). For the ‘catching’ of animals with the help of some instrument, the me-forms cannot be employed. 

321. In present-day Mori me- appears not to occur in the meaning ‘similar to…’, a very significant meaning of 

me- in Pamona (Adriani 1931:162). However it is possible that it originally had this function in adjectives such as: 

� melewe ‘broad’, compare lewe ‘leaf’ 

� melembo ‘flat, level’, compare lembo ‘plain’ 

� mesiu ‘sweet’, compare siu ‘honey’
25

 

322. A number of words with me- belong to the adjectives, while in the same meaning some can be verbs as well 

as adjectives, from which it appears that me- was originally not an adjectival prefix. Some examples have already 

been mentioned in the preceding section. Others are: 

� mewalo ‘thick, fat, prospering’ 

                                                           
25 [from main text, p. 316] In the Impo dialect mesiu also means ‘delicious’, and in order to specify ‘sweet’ they use mesiu-

ntowu, literally ‘delicious like sugarcane’. Compare Tinompo mo’ahi ‘delicious’ (originally meaning ‘salty’), mo’ahi-ntowu 

‘sweet’. 
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� melaho ‘sultry, warm’ 

� melongku ‘bent’ 

� mepulu ‘sticky’ 

� mentee ‘correct’ 

� me’ura ‘lucky’ 

� melanga [p. 317] ‘burning, shining bright’ 

The forms megopa ‘square’, medure ‘striped’ (of fabric), mesongka ‘evenly long’, etc. can be used as adjectives as 

well as verbs (compare metimba ‘evenly weighted’ which is only a verb). Some of these examples perhaps have 

II me-. See also § 325.  

I pe-. 

323. The forms with pe- are the verbal nouns which correspond with me-, in so far as these are not adjectives, 

and as such have already been treated in Chapter 7. In one function, however, namely that of ‘that which is used as, 

which serves as, which functions the same as that which is denoted by the stem’, this prefix deserves special mention, 

because the forms derived thereby are, to be sure, properly nomina instrumenti (§ 228) alongside the me-forms 

treated in § 317 (‘have, use that which is denoted by the stem’), such as clearly emerges from an example such as: 

� kambu pe-kambu-no beine andio  

comb INTR-comb-3SG.POS woman this 

‘the comb with which the woman had combed herself’ 

But pe- in this function has developed into a self-standing element. Such pe-forms are not felt to be verbal nouns and 

they do not necessarily make mental reference to corresponding me-verbs. Some examples are: 

� pesau ‘that which serves as a sunhat (sau)’ 

� peboo-boo ‘that which one uses as a belt (boo-boo)’ 

� pehawu-no ‘that which is used by her as a sarong, her serving-as-sarong thing’ 

� pekuro ‘that which is used as a cook pot’ 

� pesipi ‘that which serves as tongs’ 

� pekadera, pegadera ‘that which serves as a stool’ 

� i-m-po-longko kuli-ng-keu pe-sau miu 

2PL-PL-TRI-remove.surface.layer skin-LG-tree INTR-sunhat 2PL.POS 

‘take bark off the tree in order to use as your sunhat’ 

� ba-hapa pe-boo-boo-mu tedoa moiko atuu  

INDEF-what INTR-belt-2SG.POS very good that 

‘what a splendid waistband you have there!’ 

The pe-form often has the co-meaning of ‘surrogate for that which denoted by the stem’ (a pekadera for example can 

be a box on which one sits, a pekuro can be a tin which one uses to cook in while traveling, etc.), but this is not as 

such implied in the form nor is it necessary (see the example given above).  
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Corresponding to substantives with pe- are verbs with me-…-ako ‘use as…’; see § 393.  

324. There are also some adjectives with pe-, such as pe’o’ole, the same as the verb me’o’ole ‘have regret’, and 

pewela, the same as the verb mewela ‘again and again (do something)’. Presumably these forms are to be explained 

in the same way as the forms mentioned in § 322, with the difference that here it was not the participle form but 

rather that of the verbal noun (which also occurs in conjugated forms) which petrified as an adjective. 

II me-. 

325. The me- which is always accompanied by prenasalization (to the extent that prenasalization is possible) is 

primarily followed by substantives in the meaning of ‘supply with that which is denoted by the stem’, often in an 

adverse sense (‘beset with…’). The following can all be verbal or adjectival: 

� mengkutu ‘where there are lice, lousy’ [p. 318]  

� mengkumbi ‘scabby, suffering from scabies, etc.’ 

� medele ‘suffering from yaws’ 

� mempiho ‘suffering from a kind of small skin ulceration’ 

� me’ule ‘be full of worms’ 

� melara ‘having one or more scars’ 

� me’ongo ‘beset with rice bugs (Malay walang sangit)’, (said of rice plants) 

� merege ‘muddy’ 

� me’ahu ‘smoky’ 

� menseko ‘overgrown with weeds’ (moseko and meseko are also encountered) 

� medomu ‘with rain clouds’ 

� mengkai ‘supplied with a hook’ 

� meluntu ‘where there are deep places’ (of a river) 

� mentehu ‘where there are mice’ (for example a rice barn) 

� mensisi (mostly adjectival) ‘having blooms’ 

The forms menseru ‘cloudy’ and mewoo ‘stinky’ are known to me only as adjectives. In certain cases one may not be 

able to decide whether one is dealing with I or II me-, for example with mensisi (although this exhibits 

prenasalization), for which the Pamona say mosese, and next to which stands the Mori form mewua (mostly verbal) 

‘bearing fruit’ which certainly belongs at home under I me-. Seeing that I me- and II me- are not two different 

prefixes, settling this question is of little importance.  

That from body part terms one also encounters, in addition to derivations with I me-, forms such as mensengu 

‘having a stinger’, mengkasi ‘having pinchers’, and mentandu ‘having horns’ (see § 317) can easily be explained, as 

here the body parts can be considered as instruments or weapons with which the concerned animal is supplied or 

endowed with; it may also be that a need for differentiation has been at play (mesengu, mekasi, metandu ‘attack, 

stick, etc. with the stinger, etc.’). 
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Although Pamona ke- corresponds to Mori me- in this meaning, there are however certain Pamona forms with 

me- of the same nature (Adriani 1931:165, 166).  

326. In its other function of plural marker, II me- does not form participles of verbs or adjectives, but occurs as 

an unchanging prefix with which all kinds of predicate words become expanded in order to make them plural. In 

which way and under which circumstances this occurs, and how the term “plural” is to be conceived of in Mori, has 

been investigated elsewhere in great detail, while it was already pointed out in § 225 concerning the Sangirese plural 

marking with mĕ- and prenasalization which almost entirely corresponds to the Mori.  

That the plural meaning of me- (Sangirese mĕ-) is to be explained from the intensive, does not need further 

mention. Intensity and plurality are in fact one, and it is also thus not surprising for example that in Pamona, a 

language which otherwise allows no plural marking with me-, does have forms such as mempate ‘die in great 

number’ and mentuwu ‘very vigorous’, which point in the direction of the Mori plural forms. These two words, the 

first of which in Mori means ‘deadly’, while the second is the plural form of tuwu ‘living’, are to be explained as 

‘wherein there is much death, respectively life’. Possibly the plural formation with me- thus first arose with 

adjectives. See further § 225. 

Concerning pe- in multiplication of numerals see §§ 286 and 287. [p. 319]  

mpe-. 

327. The prefix mpe- is the plural or manifold form of me- (in so far as me- does not constitute part of an 

adjective), and as such has been spoken of elsewhere. There are however some forms with mpe-, added before a 

reduplicated substantive, which deserve special mention: 

� mpewuku-wuku ‘with many knobs’ 

� mpebolo-bolo ‘with many holes, gaps’ (for example a wall) 

� mpewuwu-wuwu (Impo) ‘with many small holes or tears’ (for example a shirt); a substantive wuwu 

appears not to occur in this meaning, only a verb mowuwu ‘make a small hole or holes in something’ 

� mpenggowu-nggowu ‘with many dense parts growing next to each other’ (of grass, for example); from 

the stem nggowu-nggowu which only occurs in reduplicated form 

� mpelobo-lobo ‘with many small bulges’ (as from mosquito bites, etc.) 

Just as with the plural forms with reduplication of the stem mentioned in § 256, these stems are used of a singular 

subject (or one which is conceived of as a collectivity of subparts), for example: 

� mpe-wuku-wuku koroi-no  

PLURAL-REDP-knob body-3SG.POS 

‘his body exhibits a great number of knobs’ 

The two types are differentiated, however, in that in the present case one can speak of a separate prefix mpe-; one is 

also not dealing here with a fixed formation (except in one special case; see below), but rather one which can be used 

productively with all kinds of specific stems. Other substantives take instead mpa-, while there are also those which 

may be formed with either mpa- or mpe- (see § 307). 

The case referred to above is constituted by a category of mpe- forms with word repetition which is used to 

express what one sees in front of his eyes (whether or not the object actually exists); me- with word repetition is also 

used in the same meaning (see § 318). Examples: 
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� mpe-lembo-lembo ku-kita-o
26

 

RESEMB-REDP-plain 1SG-see-3SG 

‘I see in front of my eyes that the (landscape) is rich in plains (lembo)’ 

� mpe-nggio-nggio ku-pengkita 

RESEMB-REDP-firefly 1SG-see 

‘I see fireflies (stars) in front of my eyes’ (for example as when one bumps their head) 

� mpe-mia-mia ku-pengkita 

RESEMB-REDP-person 1SG-see 

‘I see (as it were) a multitude of people before my eyes’ 

� mpe-raha-raha ku-pengkita 

RESEMB-REDP-house 1SG-see 

‘I see (as it were) a multitude of houses before my eyes’ 

� mpe-gawu-gawu ba i-pengkita 

RESEMB-REDP-mist if 3SG-see 

‘it is hazy whenever he looks’ (that is to say, he cannot see well; see the end of § 93) 

� mpe-’api-’api mata-no 

RESEMB-REDP-fire eye-3SG.POS 

‘his eyes are shooting sparks’ 

Expressions such as these can be formed from all kinds of words; they are not restricted to derivations from 

substantives, compare for example m(p)ewoli-wolili kupengkita ‘it is as if everything is spinning before my eyes’.  

me-…-um-, mpe-…-um-. 

328. Like tuma- or suma- (see § 361), me-…-um- sometimes also occurs in plural meaning. This can be 

expressed even more clearly by using mpe- in place of me- (compare § 327). Some examples are: 

� melumonto, mpelumonto, the same as tumalonto (see § 361) 

� merumodi or mperumodi the same as mperodi-rodi ‘with small rises, bumps (rodi)’; compare rumodi, 

said of corn, the kernels of which are just beginning to form 

� mesumu-sumule (stem sule; see § 295) ‘continually in great number go back and forth, [p. 320] one 

portion in one direction, another portion in the opposite direction’ (such as ants) 

The plural meaning lies in me-, while -um- expresses a situation which exists over a certain extent. 

mompe-. 

329. The forms with mompe- are, speaking in general, the transitive derivations of the forms with me-, assuming 

the meaning of the latter allows a transitive to be derived from it and the form with mo- alone does not already fulfill 

this function. The following are some examples, including some for which a corresponding me- form is not in use: 

� mompelaro (cf. § 320), ‘venture between, move between’, for example between a group of people or 

between the crops of field in order to inspect them, also with a throw
27

 

                                                           
26 [from main text, p. 319] Also melembo-lembo, menggio-nggio, memia-mia, etc. in the same meaning throughout these 

examples.   

27 [from main text, p. 320] As for example when throwing a projectile into the midst of a flock of birds: 
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� mompetonga ‘find oneself in, move in the midst of something’ 

� mansa-do metonga-o tahi molue atuu  

at.once-3PL.POS PART:be.in.midst-3SG sea broad that 

‘when they were in the middle of that great sea’ 

� mompetuu dahu ‘call a dog (dahu) with tuu, tuu’, compare montuu ‘call out tuu in the ear’ (to a priestess, 

in order to awake her from the stupor which she tends to be in after the course of her work) 

� mompengguru nggapu ‘call a cat (nggapu) with the sound ngguru or nggurrrrr’ 

� mompekota-kota ‘say to someone that they are lying’, compare kota-mu ‘you’re lying, that’s a lie!’ 

� meronga-o ‘together with him’ (cf. § 315) 

� mompetea ‘remain strong, exert’, also ‘suppress, endure’ (lust, rage, pain, etc.) and intransitive ‘exert 

oneself, keep oneself tough’, compare metea ‘fight’, motea ‘strong, hard’ 

� mompehori-hori ‘place on its side’ (cf. mehori-hori § 315) 

� mompeteo ‘transport, convey in parts’, transitive of meteo, next to monteo ‘bring, escort’ 

It should be possible to explain the plural meaning of mompe- in mompeteo according to § 232, but seeing that it is 

also characteristic of me-forms, it seems better to me to adopt that meteo and the form mompeteo derived from it 

have preserved the original meaning of the stem teo (compare Adriani 1928:831) while it has become lost in monteo.  

All the same, it is remote that a mompe-transitive can be derived from all the forms with me- which satisfy the 

above two conditions. Only the following groups of mompe-forms can be mentioned as regular formations of this 

nature:  

(a) those with the meaning ‘have as…, use as…’. These forms can—in contrast to those with me-…-ako (see 

§ 393)—only be employed when the object is a person or thing which is, or in reality fulfills the function of that 

which is denoted by the stem, and further are also in limited use; see § 330.  

(b) the mompe-forms mentioned in the last paragraph of § 315, which have in common the meaning ‘divide 

together’; see § 332. 

(c) the mompe-forms derived from corresponding II me-forms with [p. 321] prenasalization of the stem, which 

have the meaning of ‘supply something with that which is denoted by the stem’; see § 336. 

The prefix mompe- also occurs further as a fixed formative in derivations of which the meaning, as far as the prefix 

is concerned, joins up well with one of the meanings of me-, but which nevertheless have no me-forms next to them.  

In some transitives derived from me-forms, the prefix mompe- is accompanied by the suffix -i; see § 372. For a 

peculiar meaning of the combination mompe-…-i, see § 377. For forms with mompe-…-ako, see § 400.  

330. The following are examples of the function of mompe-, me-…-o mentioned in subparagraph (a) of the 

preceding section: 

� mompe’ama ‘have as father’ 

� mompe’aka ‘have as older sibling, older cousin’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

ku-pelaro ira manu-manu 

1SG-throw.between 3PL  bird 
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� mompe’ana ‘have as children, acknowledge, receive as one’s child’ 

� mompe’ata ‘have, make, take as a slave’ 

� mompe’ana’ue ‘have as grandchildren’ 

� mompe’ue ‘have as grandfather or grandmother’, also ‘have as grandchild’ 

� mompelemba ‘have as a jacket’ 

� mompehawu ‘wear as a sarong’ 

� mompekambu ‘use as comb’ 

� mompebangka ‘use as boat’ 

The stems of these examples can be categorized as either the names of family relationships and the such, or else 

the names of articles of clothing and other paraphernalia. In keeping with what was said in § 315, one can consider 

that the meaning of mompe-forms of this first category is actually ‘stand in the relationship of (child and) father’, etc. 

(me’ama in the sense of ‘have a father’ then does not exist), such as still emerges clearly in some cases, e.g. 

mompe’ue ‘possess, own’ (next to me’ue, see § 315), which—if the meaning of these forms was really ‘have as what 

is denoted by the stem’—would have to mean ‘have as owner, lord’. It is true that at present me’ama has the meaning 

‘say father’, me’aka ‘say aka (older sibling or cousin)’, also ‘have an aka’, etc., but it is very well possible that this is 

secondary. The verb me’ana (see § 317) expresses a good deal more than simply a family relationship, although one 

can say that the meaning ‘stand in the relationship of parent and child to one or more persons’ is also implied by it. 

Next to mompe’ata stands me’ata ‘keep slaves’, which as a matter of necessity does not allude to a reciprocal 

relationship.  

The verb mompe’umbu (from umbu ‘owner’) has a peculiar meaning; in Tinompo it does not mean ‘own, 

possess’, but rather ‘name oneself as owner’, in contradistinction to the above-mentioned mompe’ue. It is not certain 

whether one can derive this meaning—which one might take as conative, but which one could also consider to reflect 

the function of me- mentioned in § 319, namely that of ‘say, speak out the word which occurs as the stem’—from the 

meaning of ‘possess’, but this does seem possible because the IN transitive, speaking in general, can also have a 

conative meaning (that is, it can indicate not only the performance of the action of the stem, but also the attempt to 

perform that action), and especially because the [p. 322] Molongkuni use the word both in the sense of ‘own’ as well 

as that of ‘name oneself as owner’, and also Tinompo me’umbu has the former meaning (see § 315). Nevertheless, 

Pamona distinguishes the forms mampotumpu ‘possess, own’ and mampetumbu ‘appoint oneself as owner of 

something’, which according to Adriani (1928:868) also has the meaning ‘ask to have something, see to taking 

possession of something’ (with ‘striving’ pe-), so that it is also possible that in Mori two different words have fallen 

together (Pamona has no cognate corresponding to Mori mompe’ue). 

Concerning the second category of mompe-forms, namely those which have as their stem the name of an article 

of clothing (sometimes also some other paraphernalia), derivations of this kind apparently occur only infrequently; 

the more usual formation is with me-…-ako, see § 393. The language learner must learn which words can take 

mompe- in this meaning. These mompe-forms connect up entirely with the me-forms mentioned in § 317; a 

derivation such as mompelemba can be explained without difficulty as being from the verbal noun pelemba ‘what 

serves as lemba’: 

� lemba andio ku-pelemba-o  

jacket this 1SG-have.jacket-3SG 

‘I jacketed myself with this jacket’ 

the same as lemba andio pelemba-ku; compare §§ 211 and 234.  

That the meaning of the me-…-ako derivations is actually something other than that of these mompe-forms is 

brought to light in § 393. In the translation, however, as a rule no difference is to be made, and the difference thus 
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only comes out when the object of the form is an item which functions as the surrogate of that which is denoted by 

the stem (be it because one has nothing better, or by way of playing, or whatever reason), in which case only 

me-…-ako and not mompe- can be used. But it doesn’t follow from this that the object of a mompe-form is always in 

reality that which is denoted by the stem, compare: 

� gaagi i-po-mama andio, mewoi-o-mo, moturi-o-mo, 

thus 3SG-TRI-chew.betel this intoxicated-3SG-PERF PART:sleep-3SG-PERF 

 na-m-i pelemba-o popala pe-sarungka-a-no andio 

NEG-PERF-3SG have.jacket-3SG cutting.board INTR-sheath-NZR-3SG.POS this 

 ‘because she chewed betel-nut thus, she became intoxicated and fell asleep, without putting on anymore 

the popala
28

 which she was in the habit of wrapping herself in’ 

331. Immediately connecting up with the last-mentioned category of mompe-derivations are those in which the 

prefix is placed before an adjective with the meaning ‘feel to be, find, esteem as what the stem denotes, get the 

impression from the object of that which is expressed by the stem’, also used intransitively of such a sense or 

perception on oneself, without thinking about any cause. For example: 

� mompemoiko ‘esteem good’ 

� mompementee ‘esteem correct, feel to be correct’ 

� mompemosa’o ‘find bad’ 

� mompemo’ahi ‘find tasty’
29

 

� mompemarasai ‘have a rough time of it, find difficult’, also ‘have a hard time because of something’ as in 

ku-pemarasai-ko ‘you make it difficult for me, I am having a rough time of it because of your being here’ 

� mompemahaki ‘suffer pain (somewhere)’ 

� ku-pemahaki-o toniso-ku 

1SG-have.pain-3SG finger-1SG.POS 

‘I have pain in my finger’ [p. 323]  

� mom-pemahaki aku a n-toniso-ku  

PART:TRI-have.pain 1SG at LG-finger-1SG.POS 

‘id.’ 

� mompemoko’oleo ‘find that the sun is shining fierce, be bothered by the sun’s heat’ 

� mompemokokato ‘have itching’, compare mokokato ‘be itching’ 

� mompemoko’ahu, the same as moko’ahu ‘have trouble with smoke in the eyes’ 

For mompe- forms with reduplicated adjective stems, see § 335. 

                                                           
28 [footnote 1, p. 322] A popala is a low bench or piece of plank, used for sitting on or as a chopping board. [Translator’s 

note: How one could wrap oneself in a ‘plank’ is not made clear.] 

29 [from main text, p. 322] As intransitive ‘feast’, as in: 

tedoa ira m-pom-pemo’ahi ana-no tehu andio 

very 3PL PL-TRI-esteem.delicious child-3SG.POS rat this 

‘the rat’s young feasted very well’ 
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332. The forms with mompe- which have in common the meaning ‘share something together’ have already been 

mentioned in § 315. Some examples are: 

� mompehila ‘share something together by dividing an object (for example a carabao) into two halves, also 

‘possess together’; compare mohila ‘cut in two or more pieces’ 

� mompepudu ‘id. by breaking the object through’ 

� mompeberi ‘id. by tearing the object through’ 

� i-’ala-ako ira sangka-no ka do-petia-o  

3SG-get-APPL 3PL thing-3SG.POS and 3PL-divide.with.each.other-3SG 

‘he fetched his weapons for them both and they divided them between themselves’ 

� lalu-o-po sara’u andio to-pepole-o-mo  

surpass-3SG-INCOMP hand.trap this 1PLN-cut.through.transversely.and.share-3SG-PERF 

‘let’s chop through this hand trap cross-wise and each take a piece’ 

Two other forms which can also be mentioned herewith are momperiso ‘possess together’, next to meriso ‘do 

something together’, especially ‘eat together from one plate, etc.’, and mompekoe or mompenggoe ‘carry something 

together (of two or more persons)’ (the first especially of large, heavy objects, and usually only of carrying on the 

shoulders), compare menggoe § 315. 

333. These forms connect back up with the mompe-derivations of numerals which mean ‘divide in so many parts 

as indicated by the stem’, for example mompe’orua ‘divide in two’. These forms are not causatives. The causative 

derivations of orua are mompo’orua ‘make into two, cause to become two’ and mompoko’orua ‘make that it 

becomes two’. The explanation of the form mompe’orua is to be traced back to a non-existent *me’orua ‘mutually, 

together and in reciprocal relationship be two; a single form which consists of two parts’, and further to the 

mompe-derivations mentioned in the preceding section, in which the reciprocal relationship concerns not the object 

but rather the subject. This last is also the case with mompe’asa ‘do together with’, e.g.: 

� to-pe’asa-o-mo ari kinaa andio  

1PLN-be.one-3SG-PERF first cooked.rice this 

‘let’s do something together with this rice’ 

which also has, however, when compounded with verbal stems, the meaning ‘in one performance make undergo the 

treatment which is denoted by such a verb stem’, for example: 

� mompe’asa’inu ‘drink up at one time’ 

� mompe’asampo’aha ‘simultaneously with each other carry on the shoulders’ 

� keu-no luria i-pe’asa-bansi-o  

wood-3SG.POS durian 3SG-be.one-split-3SG 

‘he split a (whole) durian tree in one stroke’ 

� kinaa asa sempe i-pe’asa-winso-o a nganga-no  

cooked.rice one plate 3SG-be.one-enter-3SG at mouth-3SG.POS 

‘in a single bite he stuffed an entire plate of rice in his mouth’ 
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� hawe-no i wita um-ala-o minama asa m-pa’a, 

arrive-3SG.POS at earth PART-get-3SG areca.nut one LG-cluster 

 kotuo asa m-pu’u ka i-pe’asa-mama-o  

betel one LG-trunk and 3SG-be.one-chew-3SG 

 ‘when her arrived on the ground he took a cluster of areca nuts and an entire betel tree, and he made one 

quid of it (he stuffed it all at one time in his mouth)’ 

These forms are usually used of actions which are not usually encountered in ordinary life. Also mompepohona ‘do 

once (pohona)’ is also in use, for example: 

� inisa asa timboka i-pepohona-o n[um]ahu-o  

pestled.rice one catty 3SG-do.once-3SG PART:cook-3SG 

‘he cooked a catty (unit of measure) of rice at one time’ 

� keu-no luria i-pepohona-o bansi-o  

wood-3SG.POS durian 3SG-do.once-3SG split-3SG 

‘he split a (whole) durian tree at one time (whether in one stroke or in one operation, thus after each 

other)’ [p. 324]  

The prefix also has reciprocal force (connected with the meaning of the stem) in mompesusua ‘treat differently, treat 

preferentially’, also ‘give another place’,
30

 and likewise in mompesaru ‘borrow from each other (of things which pass 

from hand to hand)’, compare monsaru ‘lend’.  

334. Just as is the case with Pamona mampe-, the Mori prefix mompe- can be added to all sorts of transitive verb 

stems in the meaning ‘attempt to do, somewhat do what the stem expresses’. Often these words are accompanied by 

reduplication which includes the prefix pe- (me-). Examples are: 

� mompetembi, mompete-petembi ‘try to carry on one’s back’ 

� mompekaa, mompeka-pekaa ‘attempt to eat of, eat a bit of, taste’ 

� mompelowo, mompelo-pelowo rombia ‘by way of trial poke a small hole in a sago palm’ (in order to see 

if it is ready to be chopped) 

� wee aku-mo sinsi-mu atuu, ka ku-pe’a-pe-’asa-akita  

give 1SG-PERF ring-2SG.POS that and 1SG-REDP-ATTEMPT-sell-APPL:1PLN 

‘give me that ring of yours and I will try to sell it for us’ 

� i-pe’o-pe-’oso ira kuli-no uho, na-m-i  

3SG-REDP-ATTEMPT-suck 3PL shell-3SG.POS periwinkle NEG-PERF-3SG  

 hina ihi-no  

exist content-3SG.POS 

 ‘he sucked a bit on the shells of the periwinkles, but there was no longer any contents inside’ 

With intransitives a form with only reduplication is used, thus without the addition of a conative prefix; see § 111. 

                                                           
30 [from main text, p. 324] Compare: 

p[in]esusua po’ia-nga-no 

PASS:give.another.place live-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘another (of the other set aside) living places was given him’ 
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335. The prefix mompe- also occurs in the meaning ‘exhibit similarity with, present oneself as’ (see Adriani 

1931:169–170), but in this function, it would seem, it is already as limited in application as the corresponding me- 

(§ 321). It is only known to me in: 

(a) forms which mean ‘speak the language of the people named by the stem’ (cf. Adriani 1931:170), and 

(b) forms with reduplication of the stem with the meaning ‘do as if one is doing what is denoted by the stem’.  

Examples of this first category are:  

� mompetopadoe ‘speak the language of the To Padoe’ 

� mompeta’ulore ‘speak Pamona’
31

  

� mompebogisi ‘speak Bugis’ 

� mompewalanda ‘speak Dutch’ 

Connecting herewith are the expressions mompetama and mompebeine, which mean ‘sing with respectively a low, 

high voice, sing respectively the men’s, women’s part’ (when [p. 325] for the performance of a song exclusively men 

or women are available so that one or more men must take over the women’s part or the reverse). In the same 

meaning also: mepau-ntopadoe, mepau-walanda, mepau-maláiu ‘speak respectively the Padoe, Dutch, Malay 

language, speak Padoe, Dutch, Malay’, etc. 

The following are examples of the second category, meaning ‘do as if one is doing what is denoted by the stem’. 

Usually the stem is an adjective or a substantive: 

� mompekae-kaea ‘make as if one is rich’ 

� mompe’ana-’ana ‘behave as, make like a child’ 

� mompemota-mota’u ‘make as if one is an adult’ 

� mompemia-mia ‘do as if one is a stranger (mia)’ 

� mompemoke-mokendo ‘make as if one is tired’ 

� mompelangka-langkai ‘make as if one is great (langkai), exalt oneself’ 

� mompe-nora-nora
32

 kombia-no mandoro,  

PART:PRETENSE-REDP-female.teacher spouse-3SG.POS sub.village.head  

 mompe-langka-langkai  

PART:PRETENSE-REDP-great 

 ‘the wife of the sub-head of the village made as if she were a teacher, she fancied herself’ 

                                                           
31 [footnote 3, p. 324] The appellation ta’u lore, as the Mori call the Pamona, is a refashioning of Pamona tau lore ‘people of 

the highlands’. The actual meaning of this expression is not known in Mori, as appears from the corruption of tau to ta’u. The 

word tau still occurs in Mori only in the contracted from to, in names of peoples (To Watu ‘the Watuese’, To Padoe ‘the Padoe’, 

To Mori ‘the Upper Mori’, etc.) and in certain other cases, but it is questionable whether it still carries the force of its proper 

meaning, compare mia nTo Watu ‘a Watuese’, etc. Names of peoples can also denote the land where the concerned people live, 

for example: aku lumako i To Bungku ‘I’m going to Bungku’, aku lumako a nTo Watu ‘I’m going to Watu’, aku lumako i Ta’u 

lore ‘I’m going to Pamona’, etc. (compare § 274 regarding the different prepositions used here). 

32 [from main text, p. 325] From Moluccan Malay nyora.  
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� mompetuwu-tuwu, the same as mompelangka-langkai; from the stem tuwu ‘top, upper part’ 

� mompe’anu-’anu ‘id.’ (in which langkai is replaced by anu ‘whatcha-ma-call-it’) 

� mompeta’i-ta’i ‘id.’ (in which langkai is replaced by ta’i ‘excrement’) 

Verb stems forfeit herewith their prefix, for example: 

� mompegau-gaupi ‘joke’ (by way of pleasantry, without having the intention of cheating on others), 

compare megaupi ‘lie, deceive’ 

� mompengese-ngese, mompebee-bee ‘make as if one is crying, feign to cry’ 

The verb mompetama-tama has a particular meaning, literally ‘make as if one is a (good-looking) man’, compare 

mompemonta-montama ‘make as if one is handsome’ (of a man), said of a man who goes walking gracefully, etc. in 

order to draw attention, likewise mompebei-beine ‘id.’ of a woman. 

Once in a while forms are encountered in this last meaning without reduplication, for example mompemota’u 

‘act like someone who is elderly’ (in contradistinction to mompemota-mota’u which has an unfavorable 

connotation). Compare also melempa mompenora ‘walk as a woman teacher’ (simple shortening of mompenora-

nora).  

336. Finally mention must be made of the mompe-forms in which the prefix is accompanied by prenasalization 

of the stem, in which case it corresponds to II me- (§ 325). The meaning is ‘supply the object with that which is 

denoted by the stem’. Examples: 

� mompe’aa ‘make a hole or holes in something’ 

� mompengkai ‘supply with a hook’ 

� mompe’olo ‘make with (one or more) interstices or intervals’ 

� mompe’ato ‘supply with roofing material, install roofing material’ 

� pinemata ‘supplied with small triangles’ (of fabric) 

� mompe’uwoi ‘cook with water (of rice), make rice porridge’ (rice porridge is called pine’uwoi) 

� mompehala ‘impose a fine’ (from hala ‘fine’; mehala does not occur) 

Also mompe’uni ‘erect, stand up’ (of a top) can be mentioned herewith (compare me’uni ‘stand, spin’, said of a top, 

apparently meaning ‘give a sound’), and further mompe’usa-’usa ‘expose to the rain’ (next to me’usa-’usa ‘walk, 

etc. in the rain’), mompe’angi ‘expose to the wind’ (next to me’angi ‘there is wind’, me’angi-’angi ‘stand, sit, etc. in 

the wind), and others. [p. 326]  

mepe-, mompepe- (mepe-…-o). 

337. These two prefixes, which are added before various transitive stems, and which are encountered elsewhere 

in the Mori and Butonese language groups, mean first of all ‘seek to undergo the action denoted by the stem, seek to 

be …-ed by the person toward whom one directs the search’, and secondly ‘seek to make the object undergo the 

action denoted by the stem’, or intransitively, ‘seek to perform the action denoted by the stem’. The striving meaning 

of me-, pe- (Adriani 1931:233) appears clearly herein. 
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Of the forms with mepe-, only those with mepe-…-o are to be distinguished, which entirely according to rule 

(§ 223) stand next to mompepe-forms and are used whenever the object is definite. The person toward whom the 

search is directed is introduced by a preposition (a or ndi). Examples of mepe- are: 

� mepepotuwu ‘ask to be left alive’ 

� onae-mo ka i-lako i  Lakawa mo-wawa ata ka 

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-go PN Lakawa PART:TRI-bring slave and 

 sangka wulaa, ta lako mepe-po-tuwu a mokole 

thing gold 3SG.FUT go PART:REQUEST-CAUS-live at ruler 

 ‘then Lakawa went bringing slaves and objects of gold, in order to (go) ask his life of the ruler’ 

� mepetulungi ‘ask to be helped’ 

� kami aiwa mepe-tulungi ndi omue  

1PLX.FUT come PART:REQUEST-help at 2SG.INDEP 

‘we come to ask your help’ 

� ka i-peraaliki i Bange mepe-’ala  

and 3SG-yell PN Monkey PART:REQUEST-get 

‘and Monkey yelled could he be carried away?’ 

� mepepehohawa (often shortened to mepehohawa) ‘ask for compassion’; compare mompehohawa ‘have 

compassion on’ 

The verb mepe’unde ‘ask to be praised’ has an exceptional meaning in that it is also used in the sense of ‘jest, joke’ 

or in that of ‘be difficult’ (such as a child that screams continuously, etc.), compare Pamona mekiunde ‘seek to draw 

attention, carry on’. 

Examples of mompepe- (mepe-…-o) are: 

� onae-mo ka i-pom-pepe-’ena wuwu ndi ama-no  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3SG-TRI-REQUEST-weave trap at father-3SG.POS 

‘after that he asked his father to weave him a trap’ 

� mon-tuturako tama andio mewuatako, ka i-pom-pepe-nahu 

PART:TRIdo.quickly man this PART:ascend and 3SG-TRI-REQUEST-cook 

 a beine anu mo’ia a raha andio 

at woman REL PART:live at house this 

 ‘the man climbed directly in the house, and asked the woman who lived in the house to cook (for him)’ 

� i-’ala-o-mo ana-no baba-o ka do-lako a  

3SG-get-3SG-PERF child-3SG.POS carry.in.sarong-3SG and 3PL-go at 

 boloki mom-pepe-tiso sala-do l[um]aki langi 

old.woman PART:TRI-REQUEST-show way-3PL.POS PART:go:at dome.of.sky 

 ‘he took his child in a cloth on his back, and they went down to the old woman, in order to ask her to 

show them a way which would lead them to the heavens’ 

� omue koa da’a mepe-’ala ira ana-mu 

2SG.INDEP just INTENS PART:REQUEST-get 3PL child-2SG.POS 

‘you yourself had your children be taken away’ 
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� tehine mo-liwo-o-mo ta l[um]ako  

long.time PART:TRI-prepare.to.travel-3SG-PERF 3SG.FUT PART:go  

 mepe-labu-o koroi-no a m-paa-paa 

PART:REQUEST-iron-3SG body-3SG.POS at LG-crow 

 ‘then he readied himself to go ask the crows to armor his body (to let his body be armored by the crows)’ 

That words such as mompepekaa ‘awaken from sleep’ (the same as mekaangako) and mompepentee ‘look at, inspect 

well’ (mentee ‘correct’) do not belong to this category of forms, naturally requires some further explanation. In this respect, 

mompepentee does not contain a prefix mompepe-, but most likely is to be parsed as mompe- and pentee (the latter is not 

encountered in the present language, but must have occurred at the time when mentee was still a verb), and it is very well 

[p. 327] possible that the same applies mutatis mutandis to mompepekaa (mompepekaa could stand for *mompepengkaa, 

compare mengkaa ‘clear, visible’). 

te-. 

338. The well-known prefix te- (see Adriani 1931:223) occurs in Mori in the same function as in related 

languages, namely in ‘accidental’ forms of intransitive and passive nature. When the root word is a transitive verb 

stem, the te-form usually has a passive meaning, but this is not necessary. The term ‘accidental’ should not be 

interpreted too literally, as the te-forms can also be used when in fact the agent is known but it plays no role 

conceptually, and the situation or the happening expressed by the te-form is considered on its own terms. In the 

following examples the prefix is placed immediately preceding a primary or secondary stem: 

� tenangi ‘defeated’
33

 

� tewuni ‘hidden, concealed’
34

 

� tepudu ‘broken through, broken off, break through, break off’ 

� tetadi ‘gotten away, missing, disappeared, lost’ 

� tepumpu ‘collected’ 

� terawo ‘scattered, from each other’ 

� tebesi ‘slipped off’ (of something elastic) 

� telompa ‘gotten a hole, punctured, leaky’ 

� tedonta ‘fallen to below’ 

� tebangku ‘fallen over’, compare mobangku ‘knock down’ 

� terumpa ‘fallen headlong against the ground’, compare morumpa ‘run up against’ 

� telendo ‘slip and fall down full length’, compare molendo ‘lay out at full length’ 

                                                           
33 [from main text, p. 327] Thus no agent is thought of, for example: 

isema anu moturi se’elu, onae anu tenangi 

who REL PART:sleep first 3SG.INDEP REL defeated 

‘whoever sleeps first, he has lost’ 

34 [from main text, p. 327] With no agent as above, for example: 

nahi ku-hori h[um]awe-o wunta-ku, nde tewuni a laro burua 

NEG 1SG-ever PART:encounter-3SG book-1SG.POS because hidden at inside chest 

‘I never could find my book, as it had gotten put away in the chest’ 
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� tepontoa ‘fall down by accident’, compare mompontoa ‘make fall down, crash into something’, mentoa 

‘spring down’ 

� telalo ‘come past, overtake’, compare molalo ‘pass by something’ 

� te’ala ‘taken, sold; quick’, also ‘able to’ (of actions such as running, climbing and the like), with mo’ala 

‘take’ 

� te’ule ‘multiply, increase, have or beget many descendants’, compare mo’ule ‘bring forth descendants’ 

� tetoro ‘stop along the way’ 

� telembui ‘come after, move after, remain after’, next to lembui ‘come after’ 

� tedungku ‘at the end of one’s wits’, dungku, dudungku ‘id.’ 

� te’ata ‘be a slave (ata)’ 

� te’aka ‘older in years, more advanced in knowledge’, compare aka ‘older sibling, cousin, etc.’ 

� te’uai ‘younger in years, less advanced in knowledge’, compare uai ‘younger sibling, cousin, etc.’ 

The last two examples can be taken as ‘become (as it were) aka, uai’. 

� te’awu ‘in powdered form, fine’ (‘become as ash or dust’ as it were) 

� teta’i ‘defecate’, compare ta’i ‘excrement’ 

� tewita ‘id.’ (a euphemism, in which ta’i is replaced by wita ‘earth, ground’) 

� te’eme ‘urinate’, compare eme ‘urine’ 

� tegoo ‘belch’ 

� tebuu ‘fart’ 

� telua ‘vomit’ 

� tekuda ‘angry’ 

� tekewoi ‘have affection (only of parents to children and the reverse), have longing’ 

� tegaga ‘go speak loudly’ 

� tededengke ‘shriek’ 

This last has [p. 328] reduplication, compare mompodengke ‘make shriek’ and Pamona jingki. 

Some cases in which the stem exhibits prenasalization are mentioned in § 21. As a rule this prenasalization will 

have been borrowed from other forms based on the same stem, for example tengkuru ‘wrinkled’, which may have 

assimilated to mengkuru ‘wrinkle oneself’ (compare Pamona where these forms run respectively tekuru and 

mengkuru), because as an accidental passive tengkuru is felt to be the counterpart of this latter and not the accidental 

passive of mongkuru ‘pull in pleats or wrinkles’. (It is a common phenomenon in Mori that derivations of the same 

stem connect up with each other in form.) One finds differentiation of meaning in tepae ‘pulled’ next to tempae 

‘subsided, fallen’ (said of high water that has become, as it were, ‘pulled backed’ to its proper level). 
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Just as in related languages the te- forms whose natures lend themselves thereto (especially the past passive 

participles) can also have a potential meaning, especially in connection with a negative word. Some examples hereof 

are: 

� na-m-i te-to’ori doa-no  

NEG-PERF-3SG NON.AG-know number-3SG.POS 

‘their number could be determined no more’ 

� na-m-i te-’ula a n-sa’u 

NEG-PERF-3SG NON.AG-load at LG-basket 

‘it could no longer go in the basket, it was too big for the basket’ 

� nahi tehine bangka andio me-rodo-rodo-o-mo; 

NEG long.time boat this PART:INTR-REDP-quiet-3SG-PERF 

 ka do-me-lelua-o, nahi te-lelu 

and 3PL-PL-move-3SG NEG NON.AG-move 

 ‘after a little while the boat lay still; then they tried to move it, (but) it was not to be moved’ 

� na-m-i te-patudu palili-do  

NEG-PERF-3SG NON.AG-instruct subject-3PL.POS 

‘their subjects were no more to be reproved, they would no longer let themselves be reproved’ 

� nahi te-pongko-’ala 

NEG NON.AG-POTENT-get 

‘it is not to be gotten, not to be gotten hold of’ 

� nahi te-lako  

NEG NON.AG-go 

‘it is not to be gotten from its place’ 

Compare § 352. The potential meaning of te’ala has already been mentioned above. 

339. Besides preceding stems, te- is also added to verbal nouns, such as in: 

� tepentoro ‘come to sit’ 

� tepoturi ‘come to lie down’, next to tekoturi ‘fall asleep’ 

� tepe’opo or tempe’opo ‘come to lie prone’ (also tinti’opo, in which ti-, the older form of te-, apparently 

occurs) 

� tepenganga ‘spontaneously open one’s mouth’ 

� tepentade ‘come to stand’, and ‘able to stand’ 

It appears that one cannot speak of a fixed formative in Mori as one can in Pamona (Adriani 1931:224–225). 

This does, however, apply to the prefix tepe-, which is added before substantives in the sense of ‘become as, 

change into that which is denoted by the stem’. Just as in the cases just mentioned above, one must also be dealing 

here with more recent formations, compare te’ata and other examples in § 338. Nevertheless the origin of this prefix 

is not entirely clear. It cannot be derived from forms such as those mentioned above (tepentoro, tepenganga and the 

like), so that it must be explained from one of the functions of me-, pe- or mompe-, in the course of which one might 

consider §§ 318, 321, 323 and 333. Examples are: 

� tepe’awu ‘turned into ash or dust’, [p. 329] also the same as te’awu ‘powdery, fine’ 
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� tepemia ‘changed into a person’ 

� tepe’uwoi ‘changed into liquid’ 

� tepe’upe ‘turned into waste’, also the same as ma’upe ‘trampled, crushed, destroyed’ (in that sense) (for 

example fruit, an insect, rice crops) 

� mensa-ro hawe i rodoha mokokato-’o-to lowo koroi-no 

at.once-3PL.POS arrive at house itchy-3SG-PERF all body-3SG.POS 

 ana-’ana tuama nie, ranta ka no-tepe’ule 

child-child male this until and 3SG-become.snake 

 ‘when they had come home, the youth’s entire body became itchy, until he turned into a snake’ [Upper 

Mori] 

340. Concerning the meaning ‘approximately’ which can be characteristic of te- in connection with numerals, 

see § 290; concerning the function of te- in distributive numerals see § 288. Both functions of te-, which are also 

encountered elsewhere, are easily explained from the meaning ‘become as…, get as…’ of this prefix. The same 

applies of another, very significant function which te- can have in Mori, namely that of modal particle, which is 

spoken of in detail in § 248. 

It goes without saying that te-forms can also occur as bases for new derivations, but as far as I know this has not 

occasioned the arising of new prefixes. Thus for example in the form monte’ia ‘tend, watch over’ one cannot speak 

of a prefix monte- but rather the word is derived from te’ia (as in te’ia i raha ‘remain at home all the time, never 

leave the house’) and is not felt to have originated from monte- and ia. Perhaps there is a prefix mete- encountered in 

words such as: 

� mete’ema ‘wait’, compare mo’e’ema ‘wait for, await’ 

� mete’ia ‘keep watch, guard a child’ (compare however the just-mentioned monte’ia, next to which also 

occurs mopete’ia) 

� metebaba, intransitive next to mobaba ‘carry in a cloth on the back’, compare mebaba § 314 

� metenunu ‘obedient, docile’ (the stem nunu is a doublet of lulu, of which the original meaning is ‘follow’) 

� mete’uu, said of a child who will not leave its mother, stem uu in Tinompo ‘imitate’, in Molongkuni 

‘follow’ 

Perhaps a common element is to be noted in the meanings of these, but it is still not clear what signification mete- 

should have, and it is then very well possible that these forms should be parsed me- + te-… 

Examples of ti-, the old form of te-, are indeed to be given also in combination with other elements, but with that 

the boundaries set out in § 292 should be exceeded (see however § 248). 

The reciprocal prefixes tepo-, mepo- mompo-, mape-, mambe- mombe-. 

341. The prefixes tepo-, mepo- and mompo- —concerning their origin, see § 233—are systematically related in 

the same way that te-, me- and mo- stand next to each other. The first to be treated is tepo-, which of the three is the 

most often encountered and can be designated the regular reciprocal prefix of Mori, with the understanding that by 

the nature of things it can only occur if the reciprocal relationship is of an ‘accidental’ nature. [p. 330]  

That po- belongs with te- and not with that which follows after it appears very clearly from this, that (a) tepo- 

can also be followed by nominal stems, and (b) it is not accompanied by prenasalization of the stem. Examples of 

this prefix are: 
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� tepolalo ‘pass (molalo) each other’ 

� tepohawe ‘encounter each other, meet together, run into each other’, compare mohawe ‘encounter’ (this 

form could also be derived from intransitive hawe ‘arrive’) 

� tepotowo ‘meet each other’, next to which occur both towo ‘arrive’ and montotowo ‘go to meet’, but not 

*montowo 

� tepodapa ‘advance against each other’, also ‘meet each other’ 

� teporonge ‘(able to) hear each other’ 

� nahi do-tepo-kita  

NEG 3PL-RECIP-see 

‘they couldn’t see each other’ 

� onae-mo pu’u-no ka nahi do-n-tepo-kakahani 

3SG.INDEP-PERF basis-3SG.POS and NEG 3PL-PL-RECIP-esteem.nice 

 nggapu te tehu 

cat and rat 

 ‘that’s the reason why cats and rats aren’t willing to acknowledge each other’ 

� teposua ‘divorced from each other’ (of married couples) 

� tepo’olai ‘be far off from each other’ 

� tepo’ompeda ‘be close by each other’ 

� tepo’aro ‘with the front side towards each other’ 

� tepobungku ‘with backs toward each other’ (compare the forms with reduplication mentioned in § 297; 

next to mo’o’aro however mo’aro also occurs) 

� tepokaru ‘with the feet near to each other or adjacent against each other’ 

� tepo’ulu ‘id. with each other’s heads’ 

For other examples see §§ 229 and 342. 

342. The meaning of the infrequently occurring mepo- is the same as that of tepo- except for the ‘accidental’ 

element (in the above-defined sense of this word). Next to the forms mentioned in § 315—metobosi, mesimpi, 

mesombu, mesumpa—also occur mepotobosi, meposimpi, meposombu and meposumpa. Other examples: 

� mepopangku ‘push against each other’ (mostly though one uses tepopangku) 

� mepokomu (next to tepokomu) ‘join up with each other’ 

� meposongka ‘measure one’s selves against each other’ (of people who are comparable in height), 

compare mosongka ‘measure’ 

Next to forms with mepo- and tepo- stand back again transitives with mompo-, with which the reciprocal 

meaning naturally makes reference to the object. Examples: 

� momposimpi, momposombu, momposumpa ‘extend with each other’ (in the manner described in § 315) 
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� mompotobosi, mompo’eu ‘exchange with each other’ 

� mompopangku, mopopangku ‘(make) push against each other’ 

� mompo’api ‘lay on each other’, compare mo’api ‘stack up, pile up’, from api ‘layer’ 

� ku-po-komu ira kuli meti  

1SG-RECIP-join.up 3PL shell oyster 

‘I closed the oyster shells on each other’ 

The forms with mepo- and tepo- which are transitive can—without change in form—be associated with a 

modifier which functions as object, thus: 

� mepo-tobosi (  or: mepo-’eu  ) ira lemba-do 

PART:RECIP-exhange    3PL jacket-3PL.POS 

‘they exchanged their jackets with each other, they changed jackets’ 

Naturally tepotobosi and tepo’eu can belong with mompotobosi and mompo’eu as accidental passive participle, thus: 

tepotobosi or tepo’eu lemba mami ‘our jackets accidentally got exchanged with each other’, likewise teposombu 

iramo ikino ‘their tails accidentally (got) connected with each other’. [p. 331]  

The reciprocal forms with mepo- and mompo- must not be confused with the cases treated in § 232, nor with the 

causatives with mompo- (§ 303), next to which stand correspondingly intransitive or reflexive forms with mepo-. In some 

cases there may be doubt whether one has to do with the reciprocal or the causative po-, for example in: 

� mompotonda ‘make follow after each other, make go after each other’ which stands next to mepotonda or 

metonda ‘go after each other, follow after each other’ (just as momposimpi stands next to meposimpi or 

mesimpi, etc.); mepotonda and metonda also mean just ‘follow’ 

� mompodede ‘set in a row (dede), rows’, said only of people, causative next to medede, next to which mepodede 

also occurs (compare Pamona madede, mampadede, mampapodede) 

� mompokuku ‘make join to each other’, compare mepokuku, tepokuku ‘join on each other’ (of edges or 

extremities, for example of an armband), which belong with kuku ‘close, narrow, without an opening’ 

One could say that in these cases po- simultaneously fulfills both functions (compare Molongkuni mompokuku ‘stop up, 

close up’, of chinks, crevices, and the like), provided one keeps in consideration the nature of the root word. 

The reciprocal forms with mompo- must also not be confused with mompe-derivations such as mompesaru (§ 333) 

which straightforwardly correspond with a group of forms with me- and of which the reciprocal meaning makes reference 

not to the object but to the subject. In both of these cases Pamona uses mampo-. From this form, which cannot be causative, 

it appears that the above given explanation of mompo- is correct and thus in cases such as momposimpi one need not think 

of the causative prefix po-.  

343. The prefixes mambe- and mombe- are variants of mape-, as mombe- originated from mambe-, which itself 

goes back to *mampe- (see Adriani 1931:223). Because the forms mape- and mambe- cannot be anything other than 

adjectives (§ 300), it is not surprising that this also applies to mombe-. The meaning of these three prefixes is entirely 

the same, but mape- and mombe- are not often encountered. Usually one uses mambe-, which however is not as 

frequently encountered as tepo-. Often it occurs in words which involve the heart, and in poetry (tepo- is seldom used 

in poetry). Examples of mambe-, mombe- and mape- are: 

� mambe’o’alia, mape’o’alia, mombe’o’alia ‘be ill-disposed toward one another’ 

� mambe’olai, mape’olai, mombe’olai, ‘be far from each other’ (mostly used in poetry) 

� mambe’i’ini ‘hold fast to each other’ 
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� mambepengesei ‘weep for each other’ 

� mambekolupe ‘forget each other’ 

� mapetulungi, mapetulu-tulungi ‘help each other’ 

� mambelulu, mombelulu ‘imitate each other’ 

� mambetowoki ‘try to meet each other, go to meet each other’, compare montowoki ‘detain someone who 

is on their way’ 

� mambesesepi ‘hit each other with a flexible object’ 

� na-mi do-poturi nde mambe-’oliwi ira  

NEG-PERF:(3SG) 3PL-sleep because RECIP-advise 3PL 

‘they didn’t sleep any more because they had made agreements with each other’ 

Some of these examples exhibit one or two-syllable reduplication (§ 109). 

When these forms are derived from a verb stem which contains the prefix pe-, this prefix is often omitted, for 

example: 

� mambehohawa, mapehohawa, mombehohawa ‘have pity on each other, feel kindly disposed toward each 

other’, next to mompehohawa 

� mambekokono ‘be in love with each other’, [p. 332] next to mompekokono 

� mombe(pe)sosoo ‘continually feel ill-disposed toward each other, always think about each other in such a 

manner’, next to mompesosoo 

Examples of mambe-derivations of transitive verb stems, which do not have the true reciprocal meaning of 

‘make each other undergo the action’ (§ 315) are mamberonge ‘hear from each other’ and mambesaru ‘lend to each 

other’, for example: 

� me-mambe-ronge ira-mo m-pe-’ungke-’ungke ira-mo,   

PL-RECIP-hear 3PL-PERF PL-INTR-REDP-seek 3PL-PERF   

 ranta ka do-tepo-hawe 

until and 3PL-RECIP-encounter 

 ‘they heard each other, and went toward each other to seek each other, until they had found each other’ 

� mambe-saru ira lemba-do  

RECIP-lend 3PL jacket-3PL.POS 

‘they lent their jackets to each other’ 

The reciprocal prefix si-; mompasi-. 

344. The well known element si- is, as far as is known to me, still living in Mori only in the combination 

mompasi-, which has the meaning of ‘unintentionally, accidentally make the object also undergo the action which is 

expressed by the stem, and which actually directs itself on another object’ (compare the forms with mompopo- 

mentioned in § 309, which do not have the meaning component ‘together with something else’). The compound 

prefix pasi- (mampasi-, etc.) also occurs in Pamona in approximately the same meaning, see Adriani (1931:266–

268). Examples of mompasi- forms are: 

� mompasiwawa ‘bring along something accidentally together with something else’ 
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� mompasi’inu ‘swallow something else while drinking’ (e.g. an insect) 

� nahi ku-pokoto’ori-o ku-pasi-’ala-o wunta-do tua 

NEG 1SG-think.about-3SG 1SG-ACCID-get-3SG letter-3PL.POS tuan 

‘without realizing it I also took the tuan’s book’ 

� ba i-kaa-no-mo bau andio ka i-pasi-kaa-no mbo’u ipo 

if 3SG-eat-3SG-PERF meat this and 3SG-ACCID-eat-3SG still poison 

 andio, nahi tehine maate 

this NEG long.time die 

 ‘if he eats up that meat and at the same time ingests that poison, in a short while he will die’ 

In mompasimpewowolo ‘by thinking about something else think of something, by association of thought come to 

think of something’, the stem exhibits prenasalization, presumably in connection with the fact that pe- is a prefix.  

The form pasi ‘with, and’ which is usual in the interior (Molio’a, etc.) can be explained as the prefix pasi- in 

independent form (compare the constructions with adverbs such as wela, amba, etc. which are treated in § 219). The 

original meaning must then be ‘also, in addition’, compare Tinompo saru ‘also, with’, Pamona pai ‘id.’.  

That si- is no longer felt to be in its original meaning appears from a form such as teposisala ‘differ from each 

other, such that the subjects do not go well with each other; be at odds with each other, quarrel’, in which tepo- is 

actually redundant but nevertheless always appears to be used
35

 (teposala also occurs, but its connotation is less 

strong). Other examples are: 

� sibali, the same as teposisala 

� sipada ‘resemble each other (in some characteristic)’ (perhaps from Bugis), stem pada ‘equally, both, all’ 

� sisingge or teposisingge [p. 333] ‘differ from each other (but nevertheless bear with each other)’ (unless it 

is formed with reduplication, compare § 118); sisingge is also used in the sense of singge ‘otherwise’ 

The form sintuwu ‘live in good understanding’ has been borrowed from Pamona. Regarding the prefix sa-, see § 282.  

ko- (ngko-, nggo-, ka-, ngka-). 

345. The prefix ka-, ko- has already been mentioned in § 214 ff., under the discussion of the origin and meaning 

of the conjunction ka (see also § 247), while in § 216 it was observed that not only does ko- correspond to 

Tontemboan ka- but also to kĕ-. This latter is the case when ko- occurs in the meanings described in this section 

(which indeed is the most common use of this prefix when it is not accompanied by reduplication of the stem), 

although not all of these meanings have been reported for Tontemboan. 

In the meaning ‘just now, with that, as soon as, scarcely…’ ko- is added before nexus substantives of various 

natures followed by a possessive pronoun, such as appears from the following examples: 

� (da) ko-hawe-ku  

still at-arrive-1SG.POS 

‘I have just come’ 

� mia anu ko-hawe-no  

person REL at-arrive-3SG.POS 

‘someone who has just come’ 

                                                           
35 [footnote 1, p. 332] Except in sisalaa, the same as teposisalaa ‘the point or respect in which (people) differ’. 
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� ko-te’inso-mu isua?  

at-be.from-2SG.POS where 

‘where have you come from just now?’ 

� (da) ko-hina-no  

still at-be.born-3SG.POS 

‘it is just born’ 

� (da) ko-tuwu-no  

still at-alive-3SG.POS 

‘id.’, also ‘he has just revived’ (from a faint) 

� mia ko-m-pekule-do
36

 inso m-pominggu  

person at-PL-return-3PL.POS from PL-attend.church 

‘people who have just come back from church’ 

� ko-pe’ula-do-mo ka do-men-somba  

at-get.on-3PL.POS-PERF and 3PL-PL-sail 

‘as soon as they had boarded, they went under sail’ 

� ko-sandu-no ka i-siwu-o  

at-scoop-3SG.POS and 3SG-make.sago.porridge.of-3SG 

‘as soon as it (the sago) was scooped from the sedimentation tray, he made sago porridge out of it’ 

� ko-’umari-no koa mong-kaa ka i-lako mo’itu-’itu  

at-finish-3SG.POS just PART:TRI-eat and 3SG-go PART:walk.around 

‘as soon as he had finished eating, he went walking around’ 

� ko-hawe-no koa ndi ine-no, i-pau-ako-no-mo  

at-arrive-3SG.POS just at mother-3SG.POS 3SG-speak.-APPL-3SG-PERF  

 ine-no  

mother-3SG.POS 

 ‘as soon as he had come to his mother, he spoke to her’ 

� ko-hawe-no koa i Bange t[um]andapi-o punti   

at-arrive-3SG.POS just PN Monkey PART:sit.over-3SG banana  

 p[in]aho-no 

PASS:plant-3SG.POS 

 ‘upon arriving Monkey set himself down above the banana plant which he had planted’ 

� ko-pewangu-do me-’ema-o io keu a m-puu  

at-stand.up-3PL.POS PL-ask.for-3SG CN wood at LG-vicinity  

 raha-no boloki andio 

house-3SG.POS old.woman this 

 ‘as soon as they had stood up, they asked for the tree which stood on the premises of the old woman’s 

house’ 

These forms can be made more emphatic by reduplicating the stem, for example: 

� kopento-pentoano ‘just at the very moment he had jumped to the ground’ 

                                                           
36 [footnote 1, p. 333] See footnote 1, p. 277. 
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� kopeti-petiino ‘exactly when he had come down’ 

� kohawe-haweno ‘at the very same moment he arrived’ 

Another aspect of the same meaning of ko-, which occurs when the constituent introduced by ko- follows rather 

than precedes the main clause, is that of ‘together with that, immediately, in connection therewith’, after which then 

mostly an action or state follows which is more important than the preceding, thus forming a progression therewith. 

In such cases the head word of the predicate also occurs as a nexus-substantive, followed by the subject in the form 

of a possessive [p. 334] pronoun. The existence of a preceding sentence constituent is not necessary. Examples: 

� aku lako mo-’ala pakuli, ko-lako-ku mo-’oli ohia  

1SG.FUT go PART:TRI-get medicine at-go-1SG.POS PART:TRI-buy salt 

‘I’m going to get medicine, and after that directly to buy salt’ 

� ko-lako-mu isua atuu? ko-lako-ku i Dale  

at-go-2SG.POS where that at-go-1SG.POS to Dale 

‘where do you go next?’ (thus after first having to do something else) ‘to Dale’ 

� mokokoseo aku, ko-lako-ku-mo mahaki  

shiver 1SG at-go-1SG.POS-PERF sick 

‘I got cold shivers, and thereafter I got sick’ (‘...went over to being sick’ as it were) 

� aku lako i tonga-lere, ko-poturi-ku ira’ai  

1SG.FUT go to middle-field at-sleep-1SG.POS over.there 

‘I’m going to the field and will remain there sleeping (after first having to do what I must do there)’ 

� aiwa me-singge-raha ko-po’ia-no-mo  

arrive PART:INTR-other-house at-live-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘he came to visit and ended up staying (he established himself at that place)’  

or ‘he came visiting and stayed on (did not want to leave)’ 

In some cases ko- has the meaning ‘all the time, throughout’, which connects back with what we have just seen; thus 

for example in: 

� ko-lako-ku-mo morungku  

at-go-1SG.POS-PERF thin 

‘I am just gaunt all the time’ (namely after first having become gaunt) 

� ko-morungku-ku-mo  

at-thin-1SG.POS-PERF 

‘id.’ 

� onae-mo ka do-pe’u’ua, ko-lako-do-mo teposisala  

3SG.INDEP-PERF and 3PL-quarrel at-go-3PL.POS-PERF be.at.odds 

‘then they got into a quarrel, and lived ever after in contention with each other’ 

� ko-lako-no-mo  

at-go-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘he is always going off’ 

� l[um]ako ng-ko-lako-no 

PART:go LG-at-go-3SG.POS 

‘id.’ 
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� l[um]aki uwoi, ko-lako-no-mo  

PART:go:to water at-go-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘he went to the water and never more came back’ 

The meaning ‘all the time, forever’ which ko- has in these examples is connected with the nature of the stem and is 

thus not characteristic of ko- in general.  

Both sentence constituents may be introduced by ko- in correlative use, in order to fully stress the simultaneity 

of the two events, for example: 

� ko-hawe-no-mo ko-poturi-no-mo  

at-arrive-3SG.POS-PERF at-sleep-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘as soon as he arrived, he immediately went to sleep’ 

� ko-motaha-no ko-kaa-no  

at-ready-3SG.POS at-eat-3SG.POS 

‘as soon as it was ready, at once it was eaten up’ 

� ko-mate-no ko-tano-no  

at-dead-3SG.POS at-bury-3SG.POS 

‘as soon as he was dead, he was buried’ 

No reduplication can occur with these constructions. 

346. When ko- is followed by a prenasalized nexus-substantive and a possessive pronoun, it implies ‘at the 

stage, or finding oneself in the state, at which one does or becomes what is expressed by the stem’. Just as in the 

cases treated above, when used predicatively the subject can only be expressed by the attached possessive pronoun, 

while when used attributively it remains untranslated in English. In these forms ko- corresponds to Tontemboan ka- 

(see Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:101–102). Examples: 

� mia kon-te’ili-no
37

 

person at.stage.of-develop-3SG.POS 

‘someone who is in a growth period’ 

� nana’ote kom-pe’opo-no
38

 

child at.stage.of-lie.prone-3SG.POS 

‘a child who is at the stage of lying on the belly’ 

� ka i-poboi ira ana beine anu da  

and 3SG-call 3PL child female REL still  

 kon-te’ahu-do ka do-’aiwa m-po’uo-o 

at.stage.of-sufficient.in.measure-3PL.POS and 3PL-come PL-breastfeed-3SG 

 ‘then he let the young women come who were still marriageable in order to (come) suckle it’ [p. 335]  

� ko-motaha-no wua lansa  

at.stage.of-ripe-3SG.POS fruit langsat 

‘the langsat fruits are at the stage of being ripe’ 

                                                           
37 [from main text, p. 334] Compare kinaa kote’ilino ‘rice which is just beginning to expand (during cooking)’, without 

prenasalization.  

38 [from main text, p. 334] Compare kope’opono mengese ‘as soon as he laid down on his belly he cried’, without 

prenasalization. 
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� kon-te’ahu-no-mo mangalitau,  

at.stage.of-sufficient.in.measure-3SG.POS-PERF youth  

 kon-te’ahu-no ana beine 

at.stage.of-sufficient.in.measure-3SG.POS child female 

 ‘the young people, the young girls are (at present) at the stage, are of age to be married (there are thus 

many young people who have reached this age)’, or ‘the young people, etc. have just come to that stage’
39

 

Prenasalization is omitted in benu koseduno ‘coconuts which are at the stage that they are sedu’, that is to say so old 

that when one shakes (monsedu) them, the water inside is heard sloshing (sedu). See also § 349. 

347. A common construction (compare Adriani 1931:201–202) is that in which ko- is placed before a stem with 

reduplication, which stem in Mori exhibits prenasalization only in exceptional circumstances. The meaning in 

general is ‘continually, all the while doing that which (or being in the state which) is denoted by the stem’, or only 

‘(during a certain time) being in a particular condition’, also as well ‘more or less perform the activity, without 

giving it proper consideration, without it having utility, etc.’. Examples are: 

� kokora-kora ‘shout the war cry (kumora) continually’ 

� kongese-ngese ‘cry (mengese) all the time’, also ‘feign crying’ (the same as mompengese-ngese) 

� kogoo-goo ‘burping (tegoo) all the time’ 

� ko’usa-’usa ‘raining all the time’ 

� komaha-mahaki ‘sick all the time’ 

� kongai-ngai ‘always chewing, be chewing’ 

� ko’ia-’ia ‘remain sitting still without speaking’ 

� kolako-lako ‘go continually, be going, continually go, just go without utility or purpose’
40

 

� kolambe-lambe ‘naked’ 

� kohali-hali ‘surprised’ 

For both of these last two words, there is no other form based on the same stem in a related meaning, so that here the 

peculiar character of the derivation with ko- and reduplication has been lost. Further examples: 

� kopau-pau ‘speak all the time, more or less speak, speak that which has no usefulness’ 

� kosike-sikeno ‘more or less question’ (for example an unknown, even if one just does this one time), also 

‘ask impolite or improper questions’ 

� ko’ala-’ala said of someone who takes away that which doesn’t belong to him (whether repeatedly or 

only once) 

� kope’u-pe’umbu ‘set oneself forth (repeatedly) as the owner of something’; compare § 330 

                                                           
39 [from main text, p. 335] This last is properly kote’ahunomo mangalitau, etc., but the form with prenasalization is also used 

in this case in the meaning of that with ko- only.  

40 [from main text, p. 335] Compare mongkaa ngkolako-lako ‘go eating, eat while walking’ 
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� kokombe-kombe said of someone who gives no consideration to people or circumstances when he has 

something in his head, ‘speak or act impolitely’ 

� i-hawe-o-mo nana’ote andio kimbohu ko-’opo-’opo  

3SG-encounter-3SG-PERF child this monitor DIFFUSE-REDP-lie.prone 

 a wiwi ng-korono 

at edge LG-river 

 ‘the youth encountered a monitor lizard who was lying around on his stomach along the river bank’ 

� u-ko-’aro-’aroa ke nahi ku-kita-ko  

2SG-DIFFUSE-REDP-think if NEG 1SG-see-2SG 

‘did you think sometimes that I didn’t see you?’ 

That prenasalization occurs in kontade-tade ‘standing’ and kontoro-toro ‘sitting’ is connected to the fact that 

[p. 336] prenasalization is also encountered in mentade ‘stand, stand up’ and mentoro ‘sit, sit down’. In konsui-nsui 

‘give out a sound all the time’, the second element also has prenasalization (compare Molongkuni tensui ‘answer’).  

The forms ngko-, ka- and ngka- also occur in this function of ko- (the prenasalization has a plural force; 

compare §§ 307 and 327), such as in: 

� ka’iti-’iti, ngka’iti-’iti, ngko’iti-’iti, the same as ko’iti-’iti ‘drip all the time’ 

� kandue-ndue, ngkandue-ndue, kondue-ndue, ngkondue-ndue ‘hang flaccidly’ (all the time), the same as 

mpandue-ndue 

� kandoe-ndoe, ngkandoe-ndoe, kondoe-ndoe, ngkondoe-ndoe ‘hanging’, next to mpandoe-ndoe 

� ngkoturi-turi, the same as koturi-turi ‘lie sleeping, sleep all along’ 

� ngkawaa-waa (less often ko-, ngko-, kawaa-waa) ‘continually just flowing’ 

� (ng)kalami-lami ‘move the mouth as if eating’ 

but new derivations of this nature are no longer made. 

Voicing of ngk occurs in poetic forms, such as in tuwu nggolai-lai ‘alone, isolated’, such as a tree in a field, or 

young people who are unmarried, even though all of their peers are already married; the usual is kolai-lai or tuwu 

kolai-lai.  

The word kongko connects up with this function of ko-. The form kongko can be explained as reduplication of ko- and 

has the meaning ‘remain, remaining, still, always be’, in the last case constructed with a possessive suffix (see § 148), for 

example: 

� butu-mo koa totoka anu otolu ira andio kongko molike  

only-PERF just guest REL three 3PL this remain awake 

‘only just three guests still remain awake’ 

� ba i-kongko ana-no oleo  

if 3SG-remain child-3SG.POS sun 

‘if the children of the sun remain existing’ 

� anu da koongko ngisi-no  

REL still remain tooth-3SG.POS 

‘who still had teeth’ 
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� kongko-no (ng)ko-turi-turi  

remain-3SG.POS DIFFUSE-REDP-sleep 

‘he still yet lies sleeping’ 

� kongko-ku mahaki  

remain-1SG.POS sick 

‘I am still sick’ 

� kongko aku mahaki  

remain 1SG sick 

‘I am sick all the time’ 

� ba kongko-mu mahaki  

if remain-2SG.POS sick 

‘if you are still sick’ 

� ba u-kongko mahaki41 

if 2SG-remain sick  

‘if you are always, continually sick’ 

� ba kongko-no mahaki-mu42  

if remain-3SG.POS sick-2SG.POS 

‘if you still have pain’ 

� mia atuu kongko-do i raha 

person that remain-3PL.POS at home 

‘those people continually remain at home, they are always home’ 

� ba i-kongko-mu  

if 3SG-remain-2SG.POS 

‘if you were always here’ 

The stem kongko also means ‘with … and all, together with’, for example: 

� kongko lemba  

with jacket 

‘with jacket and all, with a jacket on’ 

� wawa-akune kongko pu’u  

bring-APPL:1SG with base 

‘bring me it with the lowermost portion on it’ 

This meaning connects up with the meaning of ko- mentioned below in § 350; see also § 353. In Upper Mori, kongko occurs 

in the sense of ‘terribly, very’; it thus is placed after the word which it modifies. 

348. The prefix ko- placed before a reduplicated nexus substantive, followed by a possessive pronoun, indicates 

that the longer the elapsed time the more the subject (expressed by the possessive pronoun) exhibits the 

characteristic, comes to be in the condition, etc. which is expressed by the stem,
43

 for example: 

� ko-maha-mahaki-ku  

PROPORTN-REDP-sick-1SG.POS 

‘the longer the more sick I became’ 

                                                           
41 [from main text, p. 336] Also ba ikongkomu mahaki in the same meaning. 

42 [from main text, p. 336] Compare ba ikongko(no) mahakimu ‘if you always have pain, if you are still sick at present’. 

43 [footnote 1, p. 336] Compare these Mori forms to the Tontemboan forms with maka- (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 

1908:107–108), and the Pamona forms with kako- and reduplication (Adriani 1931:243–245).  
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� ko-maha-mahaki-no  

PROPORTN-REDP-sick-3SG.POS 

‘the longer the more it caused pain’ 

� ko-’uma-’umangi-no  

PROPORTN-REDP-be.wind-3SG.POS 

‘the longer the harder it (the wind) blew’ 

� ko-teku-tekuda-no-mo 

PROPORTN-REDP-angry-3SG.POS-PERF 

‘the longer the more angry he became’ 

� ko-pompo-pompoli-no-mo mia  

PROPORTN-REDP-wealthy-3SG.POS-PERF person 

‘the longer the more prosperous the people became, the longer the more well-to-do they came to be’ 

Correlatively constructed: 

� ko-tehi-tehine-no ko-mewa-mewalo-no  

PROPORTN-REDP-long.time-3SG.POS PROPORTN-REDP-stout-3SG.POS 

‘the longer the more stout he became’ [p. 337]  

� ko-lako-lako mami ko-mee-meene-no  

PROPORTN-REDP-go 1PLX.POS PROPORTN-REDP-bright-3SG.POS 

‘the further we went, the brighter it became’ 

� ko-lako-lako mami ko-’ompe-’ompeda-no inia 

PROPORTN-REDP-go 1PLX.POS PROPORTN-REDP-close-3SG.POS village 

‘the further we went, the closer the village got’ 

349. THE CONFIX KO-…-A. The prefix ko- often occurs in company with the suffix -a. Of the various meanings 

which this affix combination had in Mori—it goes back to ka-…-an—there is as far as is known to me only one 

function still living (which joins up with the function of ko- treated in § 346), namely that of ‘period or season in 

which a particular action is performed or a certain state is prevalent’ (compare Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 

1908:105). Save for one or two exceptions, in this meaning the prefix ko- is accompanied by prenasalization of the 

stem, provided this is possible. Examples are: 

� kompo’imoa ‘the period of chopping down small trees and cutting grass’ (the first stage in preparing a 

garden plot) 

� komponsorua ‘the period of burning the chopped wood, etc. (in the garden plot)’ 

� ko(m)pompahoa ‘planting season’ 

� kolongaa(no) ‘the period of blooming (longa) (of the rice)’ 

� konsowia ‘harvest time’, compare sumowi ‘harvest’ 

� kompe’opoa (with possessive pronoun) ‘the period that a small child lies on the stomach (me’opo)’ 

� ko(m)pontuwaa ‘the time during which one fishes with fish poison’ 

� kosedua(no) (without prenasalization of the stem) ‘the period in which the coconuts of a certain cluster 

are all sedu’ (see § 346) 
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� ko(m)pewua-lansaa ‘the season in which one plucks the ripe langsats’, compare mewua-lansa ‘set out for 

langsat fruit, pick langsat fruits from the tree’ 

� komotahaa(no) ‘the season during which a particular fruit is ripe’ 

� kolambaano ‘the time when the lamba peas are swelling (thus nearly ripe)’ 

When a mo-form with indefinite object forms the basis of a ko-…-a derivation, the object of the form with ko-…-a is 

constructed in the same way as with the form with mo-, for example: 

� komponsesea tambako ‘the season during which tobacco is cut’, compare monsese ‘cut, carve, slice’ 

In order to indicate that a person, crops, etc. are to be found in such a stage, one uses a construction with the 

possessive pronoun and without preposition, thus: 

� nana’ote kompe’opoano, the same as nana’ote kompe’opono (see § 346) 

� mia konte’iliano, the same as mia konte’ilino (see § 346) 

� mia kom-po-bonde-a-no  

person at.stage.of-TRI-weed-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘one who is in the period of weeding (a garden)’ 

� mia kon-te’ahu-a-no  

person at.stage.of-sufficient.in.measure-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘someone who is of marriageable age’ 

� da kon-tuwu-a-ku
44

 

still at.stage.of-living-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘I am still in the strength of my life’ 

� ko-motaha-a-no wua lansa  

at.stage.of-ripe-NZR-3SG.POS fruit langsat 

‘the langsats are at a ripe stage’ 

These substantive constructions connect up entirely with those mentioned in § 346. If the stem is a verb (or as far as 

the meaning is concerned corresponding to such), no difference between the two formations is to be observed. 

[p. 338]  

Also belonging with the expressions referred to above is kontongaa, literally ‘the time in which one finds 

oneself in the middle of something’, which is constructed with a possessive pronoun in the meaning ‘be busy with’, 

or also ‘while…’. For example: 

� kontongaa-ku mong-kaa  

be.busy.with-1SG.POS PART:TRI-eat 

‘I was busy eating’, or ‘while I ate…’ 

� kontongaa-no andio  

be.busy.with-3SG.POS this 

‘while this was so, meanwhile…’ 

These may also be constructed with conjugated forms, for example: 

                                                           
44 [from main text, p. 337] Also da kontuwuku. When occurring without possessive pronoun only kontuwua ‘the period in 

which the life is strongest’, etc., thus with -a.  
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� kontongaa-no do-me-mapari andio  

be.busy.with-3SG.POS 3PL-PL-have.difficulty this 

‘while they were thus in trouble…’ 

As one can see, -no can also occur when the subject is not third person singular, in which case another subject 

agreement marker, namely that of the conjugated form, is necessary; compare § 148. 

The confix ko-…-a indicates neither time nor place (cf. Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:105) in cases such as 

kowohia ‘the upper portion of the lower arm, the thick portion of it’ (compare mowohi ‘satisfied’), kontuwu’a 

‘divining object’
45

 (especially four blades of sword grass which after being conjured over, etc., are knotted in a 

certain way and then pulled apart; if the two halves separate then the meaning is favorable, and the reverse; compare 

stem tuwu ‘living, alive’), and others. However, these formations belong to an earlier stage of the language. The form 

kolingaa ‘clean, made clean’ (for example a piece of ground that has been cleared of weeds) is a true adjective. The 

original meaning was probably ‘place to which care has been devoted’, compare the Ampana dialect of Pamona 

kalingaa ‘garden plot’. The stem linga is known in Mori only from derived stems in which the original meaning has 

become altered; see the entry lingaa (Adriani 1928:s.v.).  

Concerning ka-…-sa, see § 386. 

350. Concerning the element ko- (ka-) in ordinal numbers, see § 285; concerning the directional ko- (ngko-), see 

§§ 187 and 196. There are also some regular adjectives which are formed with ko-,
46

 for example:  

� kodei ‘small’ (stem dei; see § 291) 

� kolangu ‘poisonous’ (Pamona kayangu), in Upper Mori meaning ‘drunken, dizzy’ (Tinompo molangu)  

But here in Mori one cannot speak of a definite formation (compare § 362 in this connection). It is also well possible 

that in these two cases ko- has the meaning ‘supplied with, beset with’ (compare Watu nggedei, the same as Tinompo 

kodei). To be sure Pamona has the form kayangu (with ka-), but the meaning ‘beset with, suffering from’ must be 

ascribed not only to ko- and ke- but also to ka-.
47

 That ko- also occurs in this meaning in Mori appears from 

examples such as rombia ngkorui ‘thorny sago palm’ (compare rui ‘thorn’) and kulai (from *kolai; see Adriani 

1931:245) ‘tall (of a tree, which sticks out above other trees), a huge tree’, [p. 339] stem lai ‘tall, top end sticking 

out’, said of bamboo, also ‘a stalk of bamboo sticking out above the others’; compare melai ‘long’ (said of an 

ascent), also ‘long-lived’), and further from the prefixes moko-, etc. which are described in the following section. 

Incidentally, they further point to some words which are constructed from ka- and another prefix, both elements of 

which have together become free from the forms which they initially constituted a part of, namely:  

� sangka ‘entirely present, complete’, also ‘things, stuff, goods’ (a general word used for clothes, weapons, tools, 

gear, ornamentation, etc.), from sa- and ka- ‘become entirely ka-, come to completeness’, or ‘the entire ka-, the 

entire lot’ (cf. the last paragraph of § 108) 

� maka or mangka ‘if, in case, (only) when’, sufficiently known in other meanings from related languages 

and perhaps also: 

� konde ‘even’ (which must have originated from *konte and must contain the prefix te- ‘gotten as far as’) 

Compare sako, sakono, seko, sekono, Pamona sako, sangko ‘even’, Napu hangko ‘from, since, up until’, Old Javanese saka 

and sangka. The stem of mengkaa ‘(clearly) visible’ is perhaps the prefix ka- (with lengthening of the monosyllable) in 

                                                           
45 [footnote 2, p. 338] The form konta wu’a given in Adriani and Kruyt (1912a:419) is incorrect. 

46 [footnote 4, p. 338] Compare the adjectives with ka- in Sa’dan Toraja (Van de Loosdrecht, Adriani & Van der Veen 

1916:272) and the Badaic languages (Adriani & Kruyt 1914:131).  

47 [from main text, p. 338] Indeed Adriani himself (1931:243) equates the Pamona prefixes ka- and ko-. Compare the prefix 

maka- which occurs, for example, in Pamona makakata ‘itchy’ (Adriani 1928:265).  
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independent form,48 which the derivations mekaangako and mompepekaa ‘become awake’, properly ‘come to clarity’, must 

go back to. Mention has already been made of kongko in § 347, and of te’ingka in § 260; concerning sankadio ‘unless, first 

if’, see Adriani (1931:94, 399–400),49 also the entry for sangadi in Adriani (1928:s.v.). 

maka-, maku- (maki-), moku-, moko-, mo(ng)koko-. 

351. The source meaning of these prefixes has already been mentioned in the preceding section. All derivations 

with these prefixes are adjectives. Examples of maka-, maku- (maki-) and moku-: 

� maka’ali, the same as mohali ‘impressive, imposing’ (for example of an appearance, compare 

maka’ali-ku or mohali-ku ‘I was impressed, timid, surprised, at a loss, etc.’) ‘earnest, serious’ (for 

example of a sickness which wasn’t at first, or of bantering which changes into discord), ‘animated, 

spirited, vehement’ (for example of a discussion),
50

 also said of a person who is in an earnest state, who is 

‘into it’, occupied by alternating thoughts or something similar and becoming absorbed by them, 

furthermore ‘entertain doubts, not be at rest about something’ (with a possessive pronoun, thus maka’ali-

ku or mohali-ku ‘I have doubts about it, I am unsettled concerning it’), also ‘late’ (maka’ali-o-mo or 

mohali-o-mo oleo ‘it is already late in the day (can be said about any hour of the day), thus literally ‘far 

gone’ or something similar) 

� makawuku, makuwuku or mokuwuku, the same as mpawuku-wuku, mpewuku-wuku ‘with many knobs or 

bumps’ 

� makalimba, makulimba, mokulimba ‘often moved’ 

� makantimba, makuntimba, mokuntimba, said of someone who relates, says a lot (compare montimba 

‘elaborate, say much’) also ‘requiring a lot’ whether of a person or for example a feast where much is 

required 

� makulara ‘with many scars’ 

� makungkuru ‘with many creases’ 

� makusasa ‘with many hacks, where something has often been cut into’ 

� makuberi ‘with many tears or rips’ 

� makulompa ‘with many holes’ [p. 340]  

� maku’angga ‘often taken up, often worked’ 

� makurungku, mokurungku ‘continually sick’, compare merurungku ‘sickly, having a chronic complaint’, 

morungku ‘thin, scrawny’ 

� makuntuda, makintuda, mokuntuda ‘in many layers (tuda)’ 

� makurambu, mokurambu ‘unraveled, frayed’ 

                                                           
48 [from main text, p. 339] Compare Pamona kaa1 (Adriani 1928:229–230). 

49 [footnote 1, p. 339] The derivation given in Adriani (1931:94) for Mori sani ‘once in a while, now and again, often’ is 

uncertain; compare insani ‘in olden times’ (mia insani ‘ancestors’, etc.).  

50 [from main text, p. 339] As for example: 

maka’ali-o-mo (  or:   mohali-o-mo   ) pepau-do 

animated-3SG-PERF  discussion-3PL.POS 

‘their discussion was animated, spirited, vehement’ 
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� mokumpau (also mokompau) ‘be the subject of many discussions’, also ‘loquacious’ 

Some of these examples exhibit prenasalization of the stem. 

Examples of moko-, mo(ng)koko- are: 

� mokokato ‘itch, suffer from itching’ (the stem kato, Pamona kata, appears to no longer occur by itself) 

� mokoranga ‘be thirsty’, compare moranga ‘dried up, withered’ 

� moko’ahu ‘suffer from smoke in the eyes’ 

� mokoburu ‘provoking dislike, disgust’, compare Malay buruk 

� mokolili ‘dizzy, giddy’, compare lili ‘spin’ 

� moko’oleo ‘feel the sunshine’, compare oleo ‘sun’ (compare also usa moko’oleo ‘rain with sunshine’) 

� moko’iso or mo(ng)koko’iso ‘perspire’, compare ko’iso ‘perspiration’, but the stem is iso as emerges from 

ma’iso ‘stuffy, stifling’ 

� mo(ng)kokoturi ‘sleepy’ 

� mo(ng)kokolaro ‘poor, pitiful, lamentable’, literally ‘pulling on the heart’ or something similar; compare 

laro ‘interior’; mo(ng)kokolaro-ku can mean either ‘I feel pity (for it)’ or ‘I feel myself pitiable’ 

� mo(ng)kokongiri ‘gruesome’, compare mongiri ‘too fatty’ (of foods) 

� mo(ng)koko’ii ‘ashamed’, compare ko’ii-’ii ‘put on a stupid-smirking face’ for example as when one 

doesn’t understand something 

� mo(ng)koko’awa ‘laughable, ridiculous’, compare mo’o’awati ‘laugh at’ 

� mo(ng)kokodoito ‘intimidating, frightful’, compare doito ‘afraid’ 

Standing opposite mokoseo ‘have, catch a cold’ is mo(ng)kokoseo ‘get cold shivers’ (as a symptom of a disease). The 

prefix moko- occurs regularly with prenasalized nexus-substantives which denote a bodily action, in the sense of ‘feel 

the urge, need to do it’, for example: 

� mokonte’eme ‘feel the pressure to urinate’ 

� mokonteta’i ‘need to poop’ 

� mokontebuu ‘need to pass gas’ 

� mokontelua ‘need to vomit’ 

� mokompo’inu uwoi, also mo(ng)koko’inu uwoi ‘have a need to drink’ (uwoi ‘water’ must be used with 

this verb, as mo’inu without modification is used for the drinking of strong drink) 

� mokompengingisi-ku ‘I must laugh’ (with possessive suffix, perhaps by analogy with the more usual 

mo(ng)koko’awa-ku) 

As appears from these examples, the difference between forms with maka-, maku-, moku- on the one hand and 

those with moko-, mo(ng)koko- on the other is that in general the former usually mean ‘with a lot, a lot of what is 

denoted by the stem’, while the later usually mean ‘suffer from, endure what is denoted by the stem’. In other words 
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the first make reference, generally speaking, to objective qualities, but the latter to feelings or sensations. It should 

not be surprising, especially in connection with § 252, that the meanings of forms of the second category have 

sometimes developed into that of ‘provoke, arouse the feeling or sensation which is expressed by the stem’. [p. 341]  

The potential prefix moko-, mompoko- (moko-…-o). 

352. Speaking in general, the IN verb, in so far as it denotes a transitive concept, expresses only that the subject 

performs or goes to perform the action, but not whether it succeeds in its intention. In principle a conative element is 

present in every transitive verb, which however shows up more clearly in some cases than in others. It is very clear in 

verbs which indicate a body motion and which is directed toward an object, such as for example the Mori verb 

morako, the actual meaning of which is not ‘grasp’ but rather ‘grasp at, make a grab at’ (although it often must be 

translated as ‘grasp’). But this phenomenon also appears in other cases. 

Now in order to indicate that the subject has succeeded, or can succeed, in the performance of the action, Mori 

has at its disposal a separate form, which is also known from the Philippine and Minahasan languages, namely the 

prefix moko-, mompoko- (from maka-, etc.). These forms nevertheless are not limited to words which denote an 

action, but can also mean that the subject can reach or remain in a certain state or quality. The prefix mompoko- 

(with definite object: moko-…-o) is added before various transitive stems, in order to indicate that the subject can 

make the object undergo the action or has succeeded in doing so; it must not be confused with the causative 

mompoko- which has been treated in § 304. If the stem contains a prefix or an element felt to be such, then mostly 

prenasalization thereof takes place. The prefix moko- (not to be confused with the form mentioned in the preceding 

section) is placed before the prenasalized verbal noun of intransitives and before adjectives.  

Examples of these forms, which by the nature of things are often encountered in negative contexts, are: 

� mokompelonso ‘able to jump’ 

� mokompongkaa ‘able to eat’ 

� mokolako ‘able to go’ 

� nahi do-m-poko-sangki  

NEG 3PL-PL-POTENT-answer 

‘they were not able to answer’ 

� asa-mo koa anu da mokom-polai  

one-PERF just REL still PART:POTENT-flee 

‘yet there was only one who still succeeded in escaping’ 

� nahi poko-(mo)-moiko ntu’u tampi t[in]aha-ku andio  

NEG POTENT-REDP-good truly sheath PASS:carve-1SG.POS this 

‘the sheath which I am busy cutting here cannot become really good’ 

� nah-u poko-molike saru ongkue?  

NEG-2SG POTENT-awake with 1SG.INDEP 

‘can’t you stay awake with me?’ 

� nahi ku-poko(m)-pensua-ako-no  

NEG 1SG-POTENT-separate-APPL-3SG 

‘I can’t separate myself from him (her, it)’ 

� nahi ku-poko(m)-po’aha-o  

NEG 1SG-POTENT-carry.on.shoulder-3SG 

‘I can’t carry it on my shoulder’ 
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� papo-papodi Ue nah-u poko-luda-o  

copper.lime.box Grandmother NEG-2SG POTENT-open-3SG 

‘Grandmother’s copper lime box you cannot open up’
51

 

� nahi ku-poko(m)-pelonsoki-o  

NEG 1SG-POTENT-jump.over-3SG 

‘I have not succeeded in jumping over it’ 

� do-pokom-pepate ira-mo luwu ka do-’amba mekule  

3PL-POTENT-kill 3PL-PERF all and 3PL-then PART:return  

 i raha-do 

at house-3PL.POS 

 ‘they succeeded in killing all of them, and then they returned to their houses’ 

The derivation mompoko’ala, also mo(m)pongko’ala (from mo’ala ‘take, fetch, get’) has the meaning ‘get hold of, 

lay one’s hands on, succeed in’, for example: 

� bonti anu p[in]ongko-’ala-do  

wild.pig REL PASS:POTENT-get-3PL.POS 

‘the wild pig which they had captured’ [p. 342]  

� nahi ku-pongko-’ala-o mom-paho olo-no minggu andio  

NEG 1SG-POTENT-get-3SG PART:TRI-plant space.between-3SG.POS week this 

‘I never managed to plant this week’ 

The form mompokoto’ori has a peculiar meaning, ‘observe, think about’, also ‘know’, the same as monto’ori.  

Transitives with indefinite objects can sometimes be constructed as intransitives, when the object and the verb 

together constitute a conceptual unity. Compare for example (without appreciable difference in meaning): 

� nahi ku-pokom-po-’ala uwoi 

NEG 1SG-POTENT-TRI-get water 

‘I cannot fetch water’ 

� nahi ku-pom-poko-’ala uwoi 

NEG 1SG-TRI-POTENT-get water 

‘I can fetch no water’ 

Also with mo-forms without any object—thus serving as true intransitives—one can well use forms with 

mompoko-, for example: 

� nahi ku-pom-poko-pusu  

NEG 1SG-TRI-POTENT-close.eyes 

‘I cannot sleep’ 

the same as nahi kupokompompusu, from mompusu ‘close the eyes’ (transitive and intransitive), ‘sleep’. Furthermore 

mompoko- can also be used with intransitives with me- and -um-, with the verbal noun as the base, for example: 

� mompokompelempa, the same as mokompelempa ‘able to go’ 

� mompokompepau, the same as mokompepau ‘able to speak’ 

                                                           
51 [from main text, p. 341] Also …nahu poko’ungkahio. This is a riddle of the knee; the kneecap is compared to the lid of the 

box. 
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� mompokolako, the same as mokolako ‘able to go’ 

Because from related languages one can conclude that mompoko- is younger than moko-, all such formations must be 

ascribed to analogy with transitive verbs. 

If two poko- prefixes should occur together, one potential, the other causative, one must be left out, for example: 

� nahi ku-poko-gagi-o luwu anggaa-ku 

NEG 1SG-CAUS-become-3SG all work-1SG.POS 

‘I could not finish all my work’ 

which naturally can also mean ‘I have not finished all my work’, from mompokogagi ‘cause to happen, bring about, 

make’. 

ke- (ki-), pake-. 

353. Next to ko- stands ke- (from ki-), which is much less used in Mori than in Pamona (see Adriani 1931:248). 

It is still living in forms such as: 

� mon-tele-ng-ke-wuku  

PART:TRI-swallow-LG-INCL-bone 

‘swallow bones and all’ 

� i-kaa-ng-ke-kuli-o  

3SG-eat-LG-INCL-skin-3SG 

‘he ate it up skin and all’ 

� i-tele-ng-ke-(bo)botoli-o  

3SG-swallow-LG-INCL-round-3SG 

‘he swallowed it in its entirety’ (literally, ‘…in its roundness’, see § 97) 

� benu ng-ke-kuli  

coconut LG-INCL-skin 

‘coconuts with the fibrous husk still on’ 

� mesiu kongko bungka i Lembo, to-kaa-ng-ke-’elo-o,  

delicious always crab at Lembo 1PLN-eat-LG-INCL-nose-3SG 

 to-kaa-ng-ke-tai-o 

1PLN-eat-LG-INCL-entrail-3SG 

 ‘the crabs at Lembo (the Plain) are very delicious; one eats them up tails [sic] and entrails and all’ 

[Mosilu] 

The word kengke, the same as kongko (§ 347), connects up with these forms in the sense of ‘together with, 

with … and all’, for example kengke lemba ‘with jacket and all’, kengke wuku ‘with bones and all’, and in kengke-

hori, the same as kongko-hori ‘lie on the side’, which supports the derivation of kongko given above.
52

 

The identification of ke- with ko- also emerges from comparing Watu nggedei ‘small’, Tinompo kodei ‘small’, 

and from the prefix maki-, the same as maku- (§ 351). [p. 343]  

                                                           
52 [footnote 2, p. 342] Compare Pamona ngke- with or without reduplication of the stem (Adriani 1931:247).  
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The prefix ke- also has an accidental passive meaning,
53

 for example in kenangi or kenangia, the same as 

tenangi ‘defeated’. In tekewolo ‘feel longing, be or become homesick’—compare mompewowolo ‘reflect (about)’—

the prefixes te- and ke- appear together.  

Some examples are rightly to be given of meki-, mompeki- (cf. Adriani 1931:231 ff.), e.g.: 

� meki’ue, dialectally also meke’ue, ‘be subordinate, render homage’ 

� mompeki’ule, in Tinompo the same as mo’ule ‘bring forth descendants’, in Karunsi’e still ‘multiply one’s 

selves’ (which is what the original meaning must have indeed been) 

but one cannot speak of a regular formation here in Mori. The function which this prefix has in other languages is filled by 

Mori mepe- and mompepe-.  

354. The forms with pake-, already noted in §301, merit special mention. These have the meaning of ‘one who 

regularly, characteristically, or as a fixed task performs the action which is expressed by the stem, or is proficient at 

doing so’. They are stronger than the forms with ba- or mara- which are treated in the following section. The prefix 

is added before the verb stem, which as a rule is prenasalized. For example: 

� pake(n)sari ‘toddy tapper’, both in the sense of ‘one who regularly taps palm toddy’ as well as ‘one who 

is proficient at tapping palm toddy’ 

� pakempalindo ‘one who is good at singing choruses (mepalindo)’ 

� pake’ulasi ‘one who regularly sets snares, a snare-setter’ 

� pakempau ‘someone who is proficient at speaking, a good speaker’ 

� pakewemba ‘hunter’ 

� pakemparago ‘carabao catcher’ 

� pake’inu ‘drinker’ 

These forms are adjectives, so that one can say for example tedoa pakemparago ‘he is very proficient at carabao-

catching’. 

Save for the p of the first syllable—concerning which the remarks made in § 227 are applicable—in all 

probability this prefix is to be explained as the prefix encountered in other languages as maki-, which alternates with 

mĕki-. The meaning does not resist against making this equivalence, compare forms such as Tagalog makilaláki ‘act 

like a man’, makihari ‘act like a king’ (Blake 1925:256), compare also Iloko makipumaspasiarda ‘they want to take 

a walk’, makikumita’ak ti Manila ‘I am desirous of seeing Manila’, etc. (Swift 1909:92). Forms such as these lend no 

support to Adriani’s contention (1931:234) that ki- expresses a notion of participation.  

ba- (bara-), mara-. 

355. The meaning of these prefixes is ‘again and again, always just doing, having the habit of doing what is 

denoted by the stem’ (often in an unfavorable sense). The most commonly used is mara-; there are no longer any 

new derivations being formed with ba- (in Pamona the only prefix with this meaning), while bara- is only known to 

me from Padoe.  

                                                           
53 [footnote 1, p. 343] Compare Adriani’s remarks (1931:243) regarding Pamona ko-.  
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The prefix ba- is placed before the root, mara- mostly before the nexus-substantive of the concerned verb or 

adjective, sometimes also before the root. In [p. 344] either case the initial consonant is prenasalized, if possible. 

Examples of forms originating in this way (all adjectives) are: 

� ba’ema, marampo’ema (Padoe bara’ema) ‘inquisitive’ 

� bansinggeraha, marampesinggeraha ‘one who always just goes visiting’ 

� bangkuahako ‘one who has the habit of continually making remarks’ 

� bantata ‘id.’ 

� ba-sangka-ko ntu’u, kana-ko ntu’u io bange  

HABIT-catch-2SG truly like-2SG truly CN monkey 

‘you are a real catcher, you are just like a monkey’ 

� bansaru, mara(m)ponsaru ‘one who always borrows’ 

� marampoturi ‘sleepyhead’ 

� ba’eme, marante’eme ‘weak-bladdered’ 

� ba’inu, marampo’inu ‘one who drinks a lot’ 

� maramponako ‘one always stealing, thievish’ 

� maramo’ipi ‘often dream’ (mo’ipi is an adjective) 

� marasangki ‘one who (unasked) always gives answers’ 

� bangisi, marangisi, marampengingisi ‘laughing easily’ (with mengingisi) 

� maranganga ‘one who at once raises his voice’ 

� marampau ‘talkative’, also ‘boastful’, versus marampepau ‘chat continuously’ 

The form mara’unde has a peculiar meaning, ‘vexatious, bad for others’, compare mepe’unde in § 337. 

The prefixes bara- and mara- belong to a category of two-syllable prefixes with r or l in the second syllable, 

which Adriani has spoken about (1931:238–239) and of which in Mori only polo-, moro- (molo-, malu-) and tara- 

also qualify for treatment.  

polo-. 

356. This prefix is added before onomatopoetic words, and indicates that the sound expressed by the root 

suddenly makes itself heard, and immediately stops again after that. These polo-forms can also be constructed with 

that which makes the sound as subject, but nevertheless does not indicate that the sound is PRODUCED by that subject. 

Examples: 

� polongkuti (with prenasalization of the stem) ‘it clicks, gives a clicking, pinking sound (kuti)’, for 

example of a falling stone 

� polokere ‘it rustles’, also for example with the paper as subject 

� poloruntu, said of a dull sound, such as a heavy object that falls 
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� polongkundu, or polongkunde (stem ngkundu, ngkunde), said of the sound of a plank that falls, also of 

the rapping of the oars against a boat, etc. 

� polokesi ‘it misfires’, such as when an axe comes down on a stone 

� polombuu said of the dull sound of a coconut which falls on the ground; if it falls down on the floor then 

one says polorundu (from the stem rundu ‘thunder’) 

� polonsuu ‘of the sound of a plop’ 

� polotumpe ‘id.’ 

� polokele ‘it chinks, tinkles’, for example said of the sound of a plate breaking 

� mansa polokele sempe i-dunsi-o kuro 

at.once chinking.sound plate 3SG-press.down.on-3SG cook.pot 

‘the plate shattered (made a shattering sound) when the cook pot came down on it’ 

� mansa polo’oto ku-tupeki-o mia arau  

at.once guttural.sound 1SG-hit.with.fist-3SG person that.over.there  

 a bungku-no  

at back-3SG.POS 

 ‘a deep nose-throat sound was heard (or: he uttered…), then I gave that man a fist-blow on his back’ 

� mansa polopeha ku-ronge-o  

at.once smashing.sound 1SG-hear-3SG 

‘I heard a sound as if (one of the tops) was broken’ (as a result of one top being thrown powerfully 

against the others) [p. 345]  

As appears from the last example, the stem itself need not always mirror a sound (compare tepeha ‘broken’; however 

one can also say peha-peha unino ‘the sound (uni) sounds out broken’, e.g. of a top which one strikes with another 

top).  

moro- (molo-, malu-). 

357. These prefixes have a de-intensifying meaning, namely that of ‘somewhat exhibiting the quality which the 

corresponding adjective denotes, …-ish’. The prefix moro- is added to the prenasalized stem of a number of 

adjectives (almost exclusively color terms), for example: 

� morompute ‘a bit white (mopute), whitish’ 

� moro’ito ‘a bit black (mo’ito), blackish’ 

� morontaha ‘reddish, light red’ (besides ‘red’, motaha also means ‘ripe’ and ‘done’, but this does not 

apply of morontaha) 

� morongkuni ‘yellowish’ 

� morodolo (Upper Mori) ‘reddish, light red’, compare modolo (Upper Mori) ‘red’ 

� moro’ahi ‘somewhat salty’ 
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Examples of molo- and malu- are: 

� molowilo ‘somewhat sallow, gray (mowilo)’ 

� malumonge ‘a bit stupid (monge-monge)’, also ‘dumb with astonishment’ 

� maluntewe ‘a bit faint (motewe)’, said of the way in which someone carries himself, thus used in a 

figurative sense 

tara-. 

358. One can speak of a still-living prefix in:  

� tarasampa (also mentarasampa) ‘having many branches’ 

� tarawuku (also mentarawuku) ‘having many knots’ 

both said of trees; compare the meaning of tara- in Pamona (Adriani 1931:248–249) and taha- in Sangir (Adriani 

1893:75 ff.). It also occurs in verbs, for example montarambepe, the same as mombepe-bepe ‘shiver, tremble’, and 

montarangkaku ‘grab, clutch something quickly’ (the stem kaku, which in Pamona means ‘grasp with the full hand’, 

appears no longer to occur in Mori), but in these cases it is entirely dead. See also § 361. 

la-. 

359. A living prefix la- occurs in words such as:  

� la’apa (Sampalowo; in Tinompo ka’apa) ‘a candlenut which does not have any meat, a false-candlenut’, 

compare mo’apa ‘without meat, empty’ 

� laside or lasi-laside ‘a small remaining candlenut’, compare Sampalowo otede, ote-’otede, oti-’otidi 

‘small’ 

� lakuni ‘a ripe candlenut’, compare mongkuni ‘yellow’ 

� langgori ‘a fallen off candlenut, the white pod of which has become free in places’, compare monggori 

‘spotted, speckled’ 

in which la- is an element of the kind described in § 293, and perhaps to be equated with the article la- mentioned 

below (see however Adriani 1931:261–262). In the words labee, langese, langere ‘cry-baby’, langisi ‘laughing 

easily’, lata’i ‘given to defecating’, la’eme ‘given to urinating’, in which the meaning of la- corresponds to that of 

ba- or mara-, certainly these are one and the same element. [p. 346]  

The la- which is often encountered in men’s names must have been borrowed from Bugis,
54

 where it is not—as 

has usually been adopted—the well known honorific particle (indeed the l argues against this), but rather without 

doubt it is a shortening from laso or laco ‘penis’. In Tinompo it is not only this element and the corresponding 

                                                           
54 [footnote 1, p. 346] One also finds men’s names with lahu- (see § 78), such as Lahumode, Lahuntanggi, but these are 

limited to certain locales (Watu, Padoe, etc.). 
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formative we- found in women’s names
55

 which have been borrowed from Bugis, but also most proper names 

themselves, though often in quite corrupted form.  

ta-. 

360. A living prefix ta- does not occur in Tinompo, but it does in other Mori dialects. It must be a shortening of 

tahu, which is also used in Tinompo and in compounds is placed with the names of utensils, tools, etc. in order to 

denote an old, worn-out, sometimes still usable, sometimes kaput, no longer usable token thereof, for example: 

� tahu lemba ‘an old, worn-out jacket’ 

� tahu ngkuro ‘an old cook pot, a kaput cook pot’ 

� tahu nsala ‘an old, no longer maintained path’ 

� tahu mia ‘a good-for-nothing individual’ 

etc. That this tahu is not a prefix appears from the fact that it can also be suffixed with third singular -no (as in 

tahu-no-mo koa ‘already just a tatter’). The prefix ta- has precisely the same meaning in the dialects, thus Upper 

Mori talemba, takuro, tamia, also: 

� taboru ‘an old, worn-out rain mat’ 

� ta’ato ‘worn-out roofing’ 

� talabu ‘an old chopping knife’ 

� taninahu (Impo, Molongkuni) ‘cooked rice gone bad’ 

� tawuantiwo (Impo) ‘rotten banana’ 

� talambu (Watu) ‘an old, worn-out jacket’ 

� tawea (Watu) ‘bad pestled rice’ 

Often such expressions are used in anger. 

Once in a while one also finds similar forms in Tinompo, but these have been borrowed, e.g. tamia (see above), 

talewengkeu, a designation for people in the sense of mere, insignificant mortals (from lewengkeu ‘tree leaf’; in 

animistic prayers and the like the Upper Mori form talewekau is used).  

The Molongkuni dialect exhibits a curious phenomenon, where the names of various utensils (but not all) have 

the prefix ta- in front, for example: [p. 347]  

� tahawu ‘sarong’ 

                                                           
55 [footnote 2, p. 346] In poetry we- is used without respect to gender in the sense of pake-, namely in the sense of 

pompopo’ama or pompopo’ine, teknonyms which one gives to oneself and which are sometimes kept one’s entire life (namely in 

the concerned songs), for example Amani Wempaguru ‘Father of Trainer’, Amani Wentarasi ‘Father of Cutter Off’ (poetical 

synonym for ‘who is the boss of others’), etc. At the time when one chooses such a name one is still not yet married and the 

names Wempaguru, etc. thus do not refer to existing children, though sometimes they are later given to newborns. Thus in 

Tinompo there is a man who is called Wentarasi, because his father in his younger days had named himself Amani Wentarasi. 

Besides we-, the formative wa- is also encountered in female proper names in Mori. This latter is not known in Bugis and 

perhaps is original to Mori—compare wai ‘feminine’ of animals, and irowai (Upper Mori, Watu) ‘woman’. However Bugis wa’, 

short form of ua’ ‘aunt’, is well known in connection with names. 
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� talemba ‘jacket’ 

� tapiso ‘knife’ 

� ta’owu ‘machete’ 

� takuro ‘cook pot’ 

� takadu ‘sack for holding betel-nut necessities’ 

� tasipi ‘tongs’ 

� ta’eko ‘plaited rattan pedestal for setting cook pots on’ 

� tabingga ‘kind of small basket’ 

� tasau ‘sunhat’ 

(elsewhere hawu, lemba, etc.), next to names of everyday objects without ta-, for example holue ‘a small scoop for 

cooked rice’, supe ‘needle’, ahui ‘water bamboo’, wuwu ‘trap’, sa’u ‘kind of basket’, etc. Perhaps the reason for the 

non-occurrence of ta- in the second category of words is to be sought in the fact that these are less qualified for the 

use of ta- in its original sense, from which this use in Molongkuni has probably developed.
56

 Compare also Pamona 

ronto ‘a worn-out, threadbare article of clothing, a tattered rag of a thing’, originally meaning ‘refuse, waste’,
57

 

which in the Ampana dialect of Pamona is the usual word for ‘sarong’. For that matter the meaning ‘old, worn-out 

token of what is denoted by the stem’ is also characteristic of Molongkuni ta- (in order to distinguish them one says 

for example, talemba tokoa su’u ‘a real jacket’). Impo and Molongkuni taboloki ‘unmarried old woman’ and 

tabangkele ‘old woman’, actually pejorative terms, but also used in the sense of boloki and bangkele (which are also 

encountered in Tinompo), are examples of transition cases. 

tuma-, suma-. 

361. In a number of cases there occurs a prefix tuma- or suma-, which has a plural meaning,
58

 and indicates that 

a number of subjects (or also one subject through repetition) perform the action, or that a number of subjects are in 

the state, which is expressed by the stem. Examples: 

� tumanggelo or sumanggelo ‘in large numbers make back and forth swinging motions with the head or tail 

(monggelo-nggelo)’ (such as snakes or fish as they swim), ‘swarm together (of such animals, not for 

example of ants), ‘intertwine with each other’ (of vines) 

� tumalonto ‘float, float on the surface in large numbers, extend numerously on the surface of’ (such as 

veins on the skin) 

� tumampede, said of a number of people striking with the flat of the hand 

� tumatumpe, said of coconuts which fall in numbers; compare polonsuu, polotumpe in § 356 

� tumarakidi, said of a number of monkeys which shriek (montarakidi), or of one monkey which does so 

repeatedly 

                                                           
56 [footnote 1, p. 347] Compare, however, Adriani and Kruyt (1914:254, 263) concerning the use in Muna and Wolio of ka- 

in the names of tools, etc.  

57 [footnote 2, p. 347] Provided the derivation given by Adriani (1928:659) is correct. 

58 [footnote 3, p. 347] Compare Tontemboan ta- (Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:126 ff.) 
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� tumarangenge, said of someone who defends himself formidably in a quarrel of words, namely so that the 

sound can be rendered as ngenge (mostly said of women); compare mengenge ‘quarrel, fight each other 

with words in this way’ 

The last two examples have the prefix tara-; see § 358. [p. 348]  

There are, however, cases in which tuma- has no plural meaning, for example tumampu’u, the same as tampu’u 

‘from … onwards’, e.g. tumampu’u ikode-kodei ‘ever since he was small’. 

Forms such as the above (with plural meaning) also occur in Pamona, for example sumampede, e.g. said of many mice 

which jump down; sumampele, the same as singkampele ‘crackle’ (of burning bamboo); sumaroyu, the sound of many 

shields (compare royu ngkanta ‘the sound of one shield striking against something’); sumancende, the same as 

singkancende ‘all at once spring on something’. The alternation with tuma- in Mori argues against deriving suma- from the 

oneness-denoting prefix sa-; see the entry for Pamona sende (Adriani 1928:704). 

o- (u-). 

362. In a number of adjectives, which have in common that they do not indicate a quality but rather a quantity, a 

prefix o- occurs. Some cases hereof are: 

� ondau ‘tall, long’, stem the demonstrative element rau ‘over there’; see §§ 172 and 193 

� owowa ‘short, low’, stem wowa, Malay bawah, Tontemboan wawa’ 

� owundu (Padoe) ‘id.’, compare Pamona wundu ‘blunt, cut off’, Tinompo pundu-pundu ‘short and without 

any slender extremity’ (for example of a tail or stick), ule bundu, the name of a short snake 

� ondalo ‘deep’, stem *ralo; see § 100 

� olai ‘far’, stem lai; see § 295 

� ompeda ‘nearby’, perhaps originally meaning ‘warm, stuffy, close’, compare peda (§ 100) 

� orambi (Upper Mori) ‘id.’, stem rambi ‘bind, fasten something on something else’ 

Sometimes u- is heard in place of o- (ulai, umpeda and others), but this is nothing other than phonetic variation. 

At one time I had hypothesized that adio or hadio ‘many’ also contained this same prefix but in the older form 

a- or ha-, but this is incorrect, such as emerges from the form dadio found in the Tolaki area. The forms adio and 

hadio (the h is secondary) have thus originated in the same way as the full forms of the cardinal numbers, where 

however the a of the first syllable has become o (compare § 283). The similarity in form which these numerals share 

with the above-named adjectives can be related to the similarity in meaning which exists between the two sets of 

words (both the numerals and the above adjectives denote a quantity).  

However the origin of o- in ondao etc. cannot—as appears from the prenasalization of the stem—be the same as 

that of the first syllable of orua, etc. Seeing as how in the Sampalowo dialect of Mori they say otede, odidi or 

nggodidi for ‘small’ (Sangirese kadidi’); in Bungku they say owose for ‘big’ (Pamona bose, Malay bĕsar), compare 

Sa’dan Toraja kapua, kasalle ‘great’; in Napu they say karao and in the Pu’umboto dialect of Pamona they say 

kawao for ‘far’; in Napu they say kararu for ‘tall, long’ and in Sa’dan Toraja kalando for ‘tall’ (Loosdrecht, Adriani 

& Van der Veen 1916:272; Adriani 1893:224; Adriani & Kruyt 1914:131; Adriani 1928:928) it is very possible that 

the o- in ondau, etc. goes back to ka-, even though this prefix in the given forms is not accompanied by 

prenasalization of the stem, and even though there are other words with ka- which do not denote any kind of 

quantity, such as kadake (Napu, Bada, Sa’dan Toraja) ‘bad’. Possibly only in otede, [p. 349] odidi and owose does 
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this prefix go back to ka-,
59

 and in ondau, etc. one should think instead about the IN prefix ha-,
60

 which in many 

instances IS accompanied by prenasalization. The meaning of ondau, etc. does not oppose this derivation, compare 

especially Bisaya hamubó ‘long enough’, hataas ‘high enough’, from bubó, taas (R. Kern 1932:118, his spelling). 

Other prefixes (i-, menggo-, manga-, tu-). 

363. I know of no case in which the so-called ‘instrumental’ prefix i- is to be pointed out with certainty. Possibly 

it has been lost in sipi ‘tongs’ (Pamona isupi), paho ‘dibble stick’ (Pamona ipaho) and the like, but this is not certain; 

compare § 230. One finds a still living prefix i- in the numeral expressions treated in § 281 (itolu ‘three nights’, etc.). 

This i- however is the well-known deictic element, from which the ‘instrumental’ prefix i- must also have originated, 

just like the suffix -i. In indi’ai ‘here’, ira’ai ‘over there’, etc. and in indiawi ‘yesterday’, the initial i- is the well-

known preposition.  

Concerning menggo- in Upper Mori multiplicative numerals see § 287. 

Of dead prefixes, the following deserve mention: (a) manga- the widespread plural prefix (Adriani & Adriani-

Gunning 1908:118), as far as I know is still found in Mori only in mangalitau ‘youth’, in Tontemboan mangalitow, 

originally meaning ‘youthhood’ but already in Tontemboan shifted to this first-named meaning; and (b) tu-, the 

honorific prefix, still found in:  

� uai ‘younger brother, sister, cousin’, from (t)u and ai; see § 101 

� tama ‘man’, Upper Mori tuama, from tu and ama ‘father’ 

� umbu ‘owner’, Pamona tumpu, from tu and mpu  

� tina (Karunsi’e, Padoe) ‘woman’ 

See further Adriani (1931:260–261) where he discusses these etymologies.  

THE INFIXES. 

364. Mori has two productive infixes, -um- and -in-, and a non-productive infix, the frequentative -al-, -ar- and 

its allomorphs. They are inserted after the initial consonant of a primary or secondary stem, or, when these begin 

with a vowel, before the vowel. An example of the latter is Mosilu umaleo ‘taking it’, inalo ‘taken’, from moalo 

‘take’. See further §§ 79–81.  

For the insertion of infixes a reduplicated or repeated stem is treated as a whole, thus tumotoro ‘sit down, sit’ 

(the same as [p. 350] mentoro), sumosompo ‘go in succession, amounting to a number of persons or things’ (cf. 

sompo § 291), kumita-kitao ‘looking at’, kinita-kita ‘looked at, examined’, pinopau ‘discussed’, etc.  

In order to avoid an accumulation of labials, the infix -um- is omitted whenever the first consonant of the stem is 

a labial sound; see § 222, where a certain exception to this rule is mentioned, which is probably a Neubildung. 

Furthermore, -um- is frequently omitted when the stem to which it should be added begins with the prefix te- or the 

infix -in-, for example ta tekudaakono next to ta tumekudaakono, ‘he shall be angry with him’, from montekudaako, 

the -ako-derivation of tekuda ‘angry’; also mia anu ine’eheakono or umine’eheakono, ‘the people who found favor 

in him’. 

Forms such as paeo ‘dragging it’, weeo ‘giving it to him’, must thus be considered as virtual -um-forms, and are 

thus herein treated as such. 

                                                           
59 [footnote 1, p. 349] Another case in which the k of this prefix was lost is upali ‘forbidden, taboo’, compare Pamona kapali.  

60 [footnote 2, p. 349] See R. Kern (1932:117–120). It remains questionable whether even one example is to be named in 

which Mori h reflects IN h (the form wo’ohu mentioned in § 75 could very well reflect *wo’o’u via consonant dissimilation); 

usually IN h is represented in Mori as glottal stop.  
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-um-. 

365. The two functions in which the infix -um- (sometimes only virtually present) is still productive in Mori 

have already been treated in Chapter VI; -um- serves: 

(a) formation of the singular and dual of the participle forms of transitive verbs with definite objects, provided 

the stem does not begin with a p-prefix; see § 222, and, for a category of forms with the suffix -ako for which the 

rules given there do not apply, § 394. 

(b) formation of the singular and dual of the participial form of a group of intransitives, for example sumowi 

‘harvest’ (next to monsowi, trans. ‘id.’), rumope ‘sit forward in the boat’ (rope ‘bow’), umuli ‘steer (a vessel)’ (next 

to mo’uli trans. ‘id.’; uli ‘stern, rear’), tuminti ‘hit on a gong’ (tinti is the sound of a gong), etc. See § 224. In -um- 

derivations in which a substantive or onomatopoetic word lies at the base, the same meanings of the infix occur as 

are also encountered in the Minahasan languages (cf. Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:137 ff) (see also the 

examples in § 366). 

It is clear that both categories of -um-forms originally constituted a unity: the actual transitive counterparts of 

sumowi and umuli are sumowio ‘harvesting it’ and umulio ‘steering it’, and the citing of the forms monsowi and 

mo’uli as such rests solely on the custom of citing transitive verbs in the form corresponding to the Malay form with 

mĕ- and the nasal sound.  

That -um- in general cannot occur in the plural forms (see Chapter 6) is in the nature of things not original, but 

to be ascribed to a specific Mori hypertrophy of the prefix II me-. [p. 351]  

366. A large number of -um-forms are no longer intransitive verbs, but adjectives (see § 249): -um- in these 

forms is inseparable, belonging entirely to a secondary stem, forming a constituent. Examples hereof are:  

� rumodi, said of corn the grains of which are just beginning to form (cf. merodi-rodi ‘dimpled’ such as the 

skin with some diseases of the skin) 

� lumele ‘gone around everywhere, spread out’ (as of fire or gossip; cf. lele ‘report, news’) 

� lumewe mpando ‘have leaves the size of a pando (a sort of lance point)’ (said of young rice plants) 

� tumaro, said of rice plants which have grown into a stool, so that the sprouts are located against each 

other (metaro ‘be located against each other with faces turned toward each other) 

� lumelee ‘bloom’ (of the rice; the spikes thus face it as that of the lee or alang-alang) 

� umundolia, said of the rice as the spikes become yellow (becoming the color of undolia wood) 

� umolo ‘suffer hunger’ (olo ‘between space, between time’) 

� tumotade ‘standing’ (mentade ‘stand’) 

� sumosangka ‘with the hands constantly in the position as of one collecting (mosangka) something’ 

The two last examples exhibit one-syllable reduplication. 

Some words are in a process stage, such as sumomba ‘to sail’ (perhaps under the influence of the noun somba 

‘sail’), sumampu ‘constantly gone away from home’, which thus can be construed as a verb or an adjective. 

Conversely one can admit that in a case such as sumoo ‘penetrate’ (as of liquid), ‘set’ (as of the sun or moon), next to 

which soo occurs in the same meaning, the latter owes its origin to the fact that the verbal noun of sumoo (and the 

form serving as the conjugated form) is soo (cf. § 324; sumoo is also at present construed as an adjective).  
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Also substantives with -um- occur, for example rumaa, a sort of owl, literally ‘screamer’ (rumaa is also an 

adjective and means thus ‘shout extraordinarily loud, scream’, such as a howling child), rumangka (Impo, 

Molongkuni) ‘great male deer with thickly branched antlers’
61

 (rangka ‘twig’).  

367. -um- is also encountered in combination with other affixes, such as in sumiruko, said of a coconut, the flesh 

of which is just beginning to form. See further §§ 328 and 361. 

Examples of truncated -um-forms are mia ‘people’, from mian (the form which the Loinan languages have), 

from *umian, stem ia(n) ‘reside, live’, cf. inia ‘village’ (§ 295), and mingki ‘desire, want, be close to, almost’, stem 

ingki, occurring in Karunsi’e as ‘want’, Pamona engge ‘id.’, Bugis ingki’. 

-in-. 

368. This infix is added to transitive verb stems in the manner described in § 364 to form the passive participle, 

for example:  

� ninaa ‘placed, left behind’ [p. 352]  

� wineweu ‘made, fixed’ 

� piningko, pinokopingko ‘used up’ 

� pinepelabu ‘softened in order to forge’ 

etc. These forms are not limited to the past, but can also have reference to the present moment or to the future, for 

example: 

� rau t[in]unu 

be.over.there PASS:grill 

‘it is grilled over there.’ 

� ta p[in]epate 

3SG.FUT PASS:kill 

‘he shall / may / should / must be killed’ 

� ta t[in]abua
62

 

3SG.FUT PASS:banish 

‘he must be banished’ 

Forms with -in- stand in a certain sense against those with te-, the accidental passive participle formative (see 

§ 338). 

The -in-forms can be used attributively as well as predicatively. In the case of the former, these are found when 

the passive is preceded by the relative pronoun anu, thus serving in what we must render in a relative sense; see 

§§ 207 and 209. 

When the passive stands in attributive position, and one also wishes to express the agent, then the agent occurs 

in the form of a genitive or possessive pronoun, dependent on the -in- form,
63

 such as in the examples in §§ 200 and 

                                                           
61 [footnote 1, p. 351] In Tinompo, marangka. In Tinompo rumangka means ‘thickly branched’, as of antlers. 

62 [from main text, p. 352] From Moluccan Malay tabuang.  

63 [footnote 1, p. 352] kona ‘reached, touched’ is also construed in the same way, e.g. konano ampa ‘touched by the pointed 

bamboo’, konano wuwu ‘caught in the trap’; cf. § 230. 
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209. What remains at present is how to treat it when the transitive brought into the passive is preceded by a direction 

indicating word such as lako ‘go’, aiwa ‘come’, hawe ‘come, arrive’ as in: 

� anu lako in-ungke-to 

REL go PASS-seek-1PLN.POS 

‘what we have gone seeking’ 

� anu raane in-ungke-to 

REL go.thither.level PASS-seek-1PLN.POS 

‘what we have sought over there’ 

� anu ramai in-ala-to 

REL come.hither PASS-get-1PLN.POS 

‘what we have come to get’ 

� ndi ira-mo mia hawe w[in]awa-ku 

be.here 3PL-PERF person come PASS:bring-1SG.POS 

‘these are the people I have come bringing’ 

An -in-form accompanied by a possessive pronoun cannot be combined with one of the personal pronouns of series I 

(see § 145); in this respect it has more the character of a substantive rather than an adjective. 

When an -in-form is used predicatively, then as a result the agent can be expressed in this way only when it (the 

passive) occurs first mentioned and independent, such as in: 

� in-ala-mu ke wunta andio? 

PASS-get-2SG.POS INTERROG book this 

‘is this book the one (one of the ones) fetched by you?’ 

� p[in]aho-mu-mo ke pae arau? 

PASS:plant-2SG.POS-PERF INTERROG rice that.over.there 

‘is this rice what was planted by you (or a portion thereof)?’ 

� in-isa-mu koa ntu’u ke inisa andio? 

PASS-pestle-2SG.POS just truly INTERROG pestled.rice this 

‘is this pestled rice really what was pestled by you?’ 

in which one can also use anu or wunta anu, etc. But when one encounters a sentence in the Bible Reader such as the 

following (J. Kruyt 1928:65): 

� ho-pulu ira mia melowe p[in]oko-madoo-do Ue Isa 

one-ten 3PL person leprous PASS:CAUS-healed-3PL.POS Lord Jesus 

this can only mean ‘ten lepers who were cured by Jesus’ and not ‘ten lepers were cured by Jesus’; this latter can only 

be expressed through the active construction: 

� ho-pulu ira mia melowe do-poko-madoo ira Ue Isa 

one-ten 3PL person leprous 3PL-CAUS-healed 3PL Lord Jesus 

Conjugated forms are always predicates, and thus after the negative nahi or some corresponding word an 

-in-form with agent indexing can never be [p. 353] used. One can thus well say: 

� mia anu nahi t[in]o’ori 

person REL NEG PASS:know 

‘someone who is not known’ 
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but not *mia anu nahi tino’oriku ‘someone who is not known by me’. In this case, one must employ the active: 

� mia anu nahi ku-to’ori-o 

person REL NEG 1SG-know-3SG 

‘someone whom I don’t know’ 

369. Derivations of transitive verb stems with the suffix -ako often have two objects, one of the verb itself and 

one of the suffix. When such forms are converted to the passive (which is not possible in all cases), then not the 

former but the latter becomes subject of the -in-form, for example  

� p[in]o-’isa-ako-ø (-ko, aku) inisa 

PASS:TRI-pestle-APPL-3SG (-2SG, -1SG) pestled.rice 

‘for him (you me) was rice pestled’ 

next to: 

� mem-p[in]o-’isa-ako kami
64

 inisa 

PL-PASS:TRI-pestle-APPL 1PLN pestled.rice 

‘for us is rice pestled’ 

The rule is that these forms are only employed for things or goods which the subject uses, makes use of himself, 

takes for himself, takes into himself, etc. Thus -ako does not have here the meaning of ‘for the benefit of, to the 

disadvantage of, in the place of’, etc. These -in-…-ako derivations also occur in conjugated form with attributive use 

(cf. § 209), e.g.: 

� inisa anu do-me-’in-isa-ako 

pestled.rice REL 3PL-PL-PASS-pestle-APPL 

‘pestled rice which was pestled for them’ 

� oliwi anu u-’in-oliwi-ako nahi u-pekaria-o 

advice REL 2PL-PASS-advise-APPL NEG 2SG-care.for-3SG 

‘the advice which was given to you, you did not take to heart’ 

� anu ku-t[in]ende-ako 

REL 1SG-PASS:throw-APPL 

‘that which I was tossed’ 

� lewe balo i-w[in]inso-ako 

leaf bamboo 3SG-enter-APPL 

‘the bamboo leaves which have been put into it’ 

� pau ku-p[in]au-ako 

talk 1SG-PASS:talk-APPL 

‘the words which were said to me’ 

The same holds true whenever -ako has an instrumental meaning (see § 392): 

� keu i-p[in]epate-ako dahu 

wood 3SG-PASS:kill-APPL dog 

‘the stick of wood with which the dog was killed’ 

Compare this against: 

                                                           
64 [from main text, p. 353] In abbreviated form, mempino’isaakami. Cf. § 388. 
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� dahu p[in]epate-ako keu 

dog PASS-kill-APPL wood 

‘the dog which was killed by a piece of wood’ 

� dahu ku-p[in]epate-ako 

dog 1SG-PASS-kill-APPL 

‘the dog which was killed for me (in other words, for my use)’ 

� hala ku-h[in]uku-ako 

crime 1SG-PASS-punish-APPL 

‘the crime for which I am being punished’, ‘the crime that is being punished on me’ 

� aku h[um]uku-ako-mu ponako-mu 

1SG.FUT PART:punish-CAUS-2SG thievery-2SG.POS 

‘I shall punish you for your thievery’ 

(mohuku has either the person or the crime as its object; compare however § 394.) In every case there is no exception 

to the rule that the conjugating prefix does not cross-reference the logical object of the action, but rather the object of 

-ako. Neither is this the case with expressions such as the following, in which -ako is to be understood as 

instrumental: 

� songka (anu) ku-t[in]ena-ako 

command  REL 1SG-PASS:order-APPL 

‘the command wherefore I have been sent out’ 

Of other verbs with two objects, apparently these conjugated forms don’t occur. An expression such as ‘the 

pestled rice which was given me’ can only be rendered through a form with -ako, thus  

� inisa (anu) ku-w[in]ee-ako 

pestled.rice  REL 1SG-PASS:give-APPL 

‘the pestled rice which was given me’ 

compare: 

� mia anu p[in]o-wee-(ako) inisa 

person REL 1SG-PASS:give-APPL pestled.rice 

‘the person who was given pestled rice’ 

(The stem wee can be constructed with two objects, see § 234.) From mompompahoari ‘plant in’ one can well form: 

� inahu anu i-p[in]om-pahoari-ako bonde 

greens REL 3SG-PASS:TRI-plant.in-APPL garden 

‘the greens which are planted in the field’ 

(in effect a pleonasm, because mompahoario and mompahoakono come down to the same thing; the form with 

-ariako occurs thus only in the [p. 354] passive) but the passive form with -ari alone can not be used (as well the 

form with only -ako).  

370. Many -in-forms have become regular substantives, such as  

� inula ‘cargo, load’ 

� inule ‘descendant, progeny’, from mo’ule ‘bring forth’ (of descendants) 

� inahu (from ninahu) ‘vegetables, greens, flesh, fish’, but usually ‘greens’, in particular a certain ‘pea’ 

(namely, the plant, the fruit of which is called wua inahu and the leaves lewe inahu) 
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� pinotuwu ‘domesticated animal’ 

� pinopaho ‘plantings’ (mompaho ‘to plant’; the reduplication could have originated by analogy with 

pinotuwu) 

� inomba ‘dried meat’ (mo’omba ‘salt meat and dry it in the sun’) 

� inike ‘beaten tree bark’ 

� minama ‘areca nut’ also referring to the ‘areca palm’ (= pu’u minama), from momama ‘chew betel nut’ 

With these forms one no longer thinks of the action which is expressed by the root word, and the corresponding 

genitive or possessive pronoun refers then also not to the agent but to the (grammatical) possessor. 

Old -in-forms, derived from intransitive stems, in which the infix has no passive meaning (see Adriani 

1931:281), are not known to me. The form tinuwu ‘lifetime’ allows itself to be interpreted as ‘that which is lived, the 

lived-through time’; this word has also become well used in the sense of ‘life’ (e.g. tuwu or tinuwu marasi ‘have a 

difficult life’; ipolio tuwuno or tinuwuno ‘he is prospering’, literally ‘he is able to do his life good’), but this can be 

based on an extension of meaning. Compare asa ntinuwu ‘the entire life long’ (from beginning to end). In asa 

mpinoso or asa ngkinoturia ‘a small sleep (of 1 to 1½ hours), a nap’ (teposo is ‘fallen fast asleep’, said of someone 

who has dozed off or relaxed himself; moturi is ‘sleep’, tekoturi is ‘fall asleep’), -in- allows itself to be explained in 

the same way (the form thus means ‘the time spent with sleeping or resting’). As for pinu’u in mia asa mpinu’u, the 

same as mia asa mpu’u ‘a family with children (and/or further descendants)’, literally ‘people amounting to a base or 

stem’, pinu’u allows itself to be clarified as ‘provided with a pu’u (Malay pohon)’, cf. mompu’u ‘begin’, literally 

‘make the pu’u of something’. Perhaps one could also interpret as ‘considered as a pu’u’ 

The frequentative infix -al-, -ar-, etc. 

371. With this infix, which can occur in a number of forms (see Adriani 1931:282), no new forms can be made 

anymore. A few clear examples of derivation with -ar- etc. are: 

� toniso (Pamona tanuju, Malay tĕlunjuk), ‘finger’, originally ‘index finger’, stem tiso, Pamona tuju, Malay 

tunjuk 

� mompalewesi ‘bind’, stem pewe, see § 60 

� siloli (Upper Mori silelu) ‘flute’, cf. Malay sĕruling and suling 

� salampe or sanampe ‘a sarong thrown open over the shoulder, scarf’, stem sampe ‘hang outward over 

something’, Malay sĕlampai and sampai [p. 355]  

THE SUFFIXES. 

-i. 

372. Undoubtedly the suffix -i originally had the function of a true locative (just as the similar sounding 

preposition does), but just as in other Indonesian languages this function has greatly expanded in Mori. Probably not 

even a single example is to be cited in which the original meaning still remains purely preserved. Where this appears 

to be the case, such -i forms nevertheless have co-meanings which are not implied by its constituent elements (stem + 

suffix) as such. So for example next to melonso ‘jump’ occurs mompelonsoki (also mompelonsongi) which does not 

simply mean ‘jump on something’, but also ‘pounce on’ (thus with the aim of falling on the object or whatever), also 

‘jump up to’, ‘jump over’. In order to express ‘jump on something’ in the sense of ‘in one’s jump descend on 

something’ one must make use of the suffix -ari, thus melonsoari-o (see § 379). Another example is mo’opoti 

‘incubate, brood (intr.), sit on (one’s young)’ (of a bird), which stands next to me’opoari-o ‘sit on’ with the nest, for 

example, as object (me’opo means ‘lie on ones stomach, sit as a brooding bird’). Thus new words are formed with -i, 
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which form so many new notions, while -ari as far as its meaning is concerned remains standing free from the verb 

which it follows, and only expresses that the action takes place in or on or near the object, alternatively that it directs 

itself toward the object of the suffix. 

From the following examples it must appear that the meaning of -i in general is the same as in related languages: 

� momponakopi ‘rob’ (compare monako ‘steal’) 

� monsaumi ‘hold an umbrella (sau or sau pau) above someone’s head’ 

� mo’engomi ‘overshadow’ (compare engo ‘shadow’) 

� mompekuumi ‘dive or stoop (mekuu) to something, dive for s.th.’ 

� mompeholei ‘look around (mehole) at’ 

� mompekuleti ‘return (mekule) to’ 

� mompengingisii ‘laugh at’ (compare mengingisi ‘laugh’) 

� mompebeeki ‘mourn for’ (compare mebee ‘weep’) 

� mo’onsoi ‘obstruct someone’s way, hold back (on the way)’ (compare mo’onso ‘close off with an onso 

(stop, cork, plug), obstruct a watercourse (e.g. in a rice paddy, etc.) 

� mompe’olii ‘make buy, conduct a transaction (me’oli) with’ 

� mompabawai ‘rule over’ (from pabawa ‘power, having power’) 

� mompetondai ‘follow (in a metaphorical sense, e.g. of words) (compare metonda, intransitive next to 

montonda ‘follow’)  

� mokolei ira ‘be ruler (mokole) over them’ (the form with indefinite object is not used) 

See further below. 

373. In some of the above data there are examples of a consonant standing between the stem and -i. These 

inserted sounds, which are also to be encountered with other suffixes, are sufficiently well known in related 

languages (Fijian, Pamona, Nias, etc.), and thus are not required to be treated here in extenso. In many cases the 

inserted sound is the original consonant coda [p. 356] of the stem, or a modification thereof (for example an h arising 

from an s), but very often this is not the case and one has to consider a phonetic phenomenon
65

 or an analogical 

operation.
66

  

                                                           
65 [footnote 1, p. 356] See H. Kern (1916:313 ff.). In Balinese (a non-vocalic language) an inserted consonant is used from 

time to time with the attachment of suffixes to words which end in a vowel, for example mboyanin from boya, ngadayang or 

ngadakang, the same as Malay mengadakan (derived with -ang from the stem ada).  

66 [footnote 2, p. 356] Adriani remarks concerning Pamona “In certain cases the choice of the inserted consonant allows itself 

to be explained through contamination with a synonym… Usually however the inserted consonant appears to be chosen 

randomly” (1931:286). Besides a synonym, an antonym can also have determined the choice of an inserted consonant; a clear 

example of this is mo’iliki (stem ili, Malay hilir) ‘to follow (a river) in a downstream direction (whether by boat, on foot, or 

however)’, where doubtless the k is to be explained by analogy with mo’ureki (stem ure, Malay udik, thus originally with k) ‘sail 

upriver, etc.’. But also when the inserted consonant appears to be chosen randomly, one must nevertheless admit that there 

occurred some linking up with another word with the same consonant preceding the -i, however distantly this connection is 

perhaps to be sought. 
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If it is allowable to ascribe general significance to the distribution, observed with a group of a few hundred 

-i-forms, then one can say that the forms without an inserted consonant are clearly in the minority compared to those 

with an inserted consonant, but are far in the majority when compared to any of the groups with a particular inserted 

consonant considered separately. As an inserted consonant k occurs very frequently, but as shall appear below, -ki 

has taken on a special function. Also -si (which likewise has a particular function) and -hi are very frequent. The 

inserted consonants p (see also § 374) and t appear to occur somewhat less frequently, and less still l (see § 375), ng 

and m. A number of examples are to be given with glottal, while r, w and n are also encountered as inserted 

consonants, though not often. No examples are known to me of voiced stops (cf. § 29). 

In not all cases in which a two syllable stem appears to be followed by an -i suffix is this actually the case. When 

the inserted consonant is the original final consonant of the stem (or a sound originating therefrom), one may also be 

dealing with a dummy syllable
67

 (§ 29), especially if the stem only occurs in a three syllable form (with i as coda). 

Examples of words which certainly or probably fall into this category are given in § 29. 

Very frequently the suffix -i is added in more than one way, whether or not accompanied by a difference in 

meaning. Examples of this are: 

� mompewinsoki or mompewinsongi ‘enter’ 

� mompedesi or mompedehi ‘beat with the flat of the hand’  

� mompese’elui or mompese’elungi ‘come before, precede’ 

� montendeli or montendewi ‘spring, leap toward’ 

� montunduhi ‘hit with a hard object’ (e.g. a stick of wood), next to montunduki ‘id.’, but on a lower level 

� monsesewi ‘cut, snip’ (of material into a garment), next to monsesei ‘cut off’ 

� moreremi ‘supply with wall’, next to morerei ‘close off from view’ (as the sun, etc.) 

More than once it happens that one dialect [p. 357] uses a different inserted consonant than another dialect, for 

example monsosa’ori ‘ruin’, Molio’a among others monsosa’aki.  

374. Just as in other Indonesian languages, the suffix -i in Mori often has a strengthening or plural force. In 

Pamona, -si (thus -i with the inserted consonant s) has developed completely into a plural suffix, which as such can 

be attached even following nouns. For this function in Mori one uses especially -ki, and to a lesser extent -si and also 

-pi, which is not to say that these endings aren’t also to be encountered in other functions of the suffix -i. In this 

meaning they cannot be used with nouns (see below however). Examples are: 

� mo(n)santiki ‘strike with something flexible (mosanti) many times’ 

� mompisiki ‘nip (mompisi) intensely’ 

� me’ipiki (-si) ‘dream (mo’ipi) often’ 

� meraaliki (with two -i suffixes) ‘scream intensely, howl’ 

� melakopi ‘go, be on a trip’ (compare lumako ‘go, set off’) 

� me’orapi (Impo dialect) ‘continually, repeatedly’ umo’ora (the same as Tinompo kumora ‘shout, make 

the war cry’) 

                                                           
67 [Translator’s note: Dutch looze lettergreep, to be understood in this context as a paragogic vowel.] 
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� mekarusi ‘constantly scratch oneself’ (compare mekaru ‘scratch oneself) 

� mongkarasi ‘bite (mongkara) repeatedly or powerfully’ 

� mo’alasi ‘take (mo’ala) many things’ 

� mobutasi ‘take off/out (mobuta) a great number of objects’ 

� mekaresiki (with double -i suffix) ‘scratch all over the ground’ (of a chicken) (compare mongkare ‘move 

by scratching, or striking, or with a sweeping motion’) 

� me’anggapi (-ki, -si), meranggapi (-ki, -si) ‘grope about’ (compare mo’angga ‘make contact with’) 

(morangga designates a magical action; a sick body part is handled in a certain way, in order for the 

healer to pull the sickness or discomfort out of it) 

� mo’ungkesi (-pi) ‘seek well, thoroughly, everywhere’, or ‘seek without purpose’ (compare mo’ungke 

‘seek’) 

� mo’ungkepi (-si) ‘seek around’ 

� mekaasi (-pi, -ki) ‘eat all kinds of things whatever’ 

� ku-kaasi-o ‘just like that I ate it up’ (e.g. rice without any side dish) 

� nde na-m-i hina pakuli walanda ndio-mo koa  

because NEG-PERF-3SG exist medicine Dutch be.here-PERF only  

 ku-pakulisi-ako-no pakuli n-to Mori  

1SG-medicate-APPL-3SG medicine LG-people Mori 

 ‘there was no more European medicine, so I treated him with Mori medicine’ (mompakuli ‘treat 

medically’)  

The strengthening power of these forms is often of an unfavorable nature, such as in: 

� mepauki ‘storm about’, also ‘rave’ (compare mepau ‘speak’; mepauki is also neutral in the meaning ‘say 

all kinds of things’) 

� mo’alaki (-si) ‘just like that take or grasp something, without it serving any purpose’ 

� mo’ombusiki ‘take out in a rough manner, without it serving any purpose’ (compare mo’ombusi ‘take out, 

pull out, of plants, hair, feathers’) 

The above-mentioned me’anggapi (-ki, -si) can also mean ‘set one’s hands on all kinds of things’ (for example, as a 

difficult child). Me’ipiki (-si) is also ‘dream of all sorts of things’, ‘dream all sorts of impossible things’, etc. The 

suffixes -ki and -si (exceptionally also -pi) can even be placed after all sorts of words to impart a displeased, crusty 

attitude to the expression, for example: 

� lako-ki-mo (   also:   lakosimo,   lakopimo…   )  

go-DISPLEAS-PERF 

‘just go then! (it doesn’t matter to me!)’ 

� tonde-ki-mo (   or:   tonde-si-mo   ) wawa-akune ramai 

glass-DISPLEAS-PERF bring-APPL:1SG come.hither 

‘just bring me a glass here then (as you can’t find what you were really seeking)!’ [p. 358]  
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� onae-ki-mo! (   or:   onae-si-mo   ) 

3SG.INDEP-DISPLEAS-PERF 

‘just that then!’ 

Also combinations of the suffixes occur, for example: 

� i-walulepiki-o (-kipi-o, -kisi-o, -siki-o) ‘just like that he wrapped it up (in a defective manner)’ 

� i-’anggasipi-o (-pisi-o) ‘he often touches it, he picks it up often or with detrimental consequences’ 

Sometimes all three forms of the suffix are found together, for example i-’anggasipiki-o, i-’anggakisipi-o, 

i-’anggasikipi-o, i-’anggapikisi-o, i-’anggakipisi-o (but not i-’anggapisiki-o as mompisi(ki) has the meaning ‘nip’). 

That other forms of the suffix -i can have a plural or strengthening meaning nevertheless is evident from forms 

such as: 

� moberiti (or moberiki) ‘tear into small pieces’ (moberi ‘tear’) 

� morebuti, the same as mobutasi ‘take off/out a great number of objects’ 

� menggaeli, menggamoli ‘sit on everywhere’ 

� mematali ‘look around’ 

� me’asengi ‘say all sorts of things’ (often in an unfavorable sense; compare me’ase ‘tell secrets of others, 

which in Pamona means ‘make noise, make a commotion’) 

� mongkapoli ‘scratch (mongkapo) repeatedly with the claws’ 

375. Besides -ki, -si and -pi, in Mori -li has also taken on a special function. Nevertheless, as has emerged, this 

again isn’t the only function in which this form of the suffix -i can occur. It regularly occurs in verbs which indicate 

the making of a certain sound, which sound is often (but not always) mimicked by the verb stem. Also, the 

intensifying function of -i is clear here. Examples are: 

� mebeeli ‘cry’ (of deer), also ‘cry (mebee) protractedly’ 

� mengangali ‘raise one’s voice (nganga), shout’ (menganga is ‘sing’ of women) 

� mobooli (transitive), mebooli (intransitive) ‘cry out (to)’ (which in Pamona is performed with the cry boo, 

but in Mori with oo) 

� mengaoli or mengeoli ‘meow’ (compare ngeo ‘cat’) 

� menamuli ‘rave’ (this example is not entirely certain, as the stem namu is not known) 

� mepio-pioli (or mepio-pio) ‘peep’ (of chicks) 

� memuuli ‘mutter’ 

� mediili ‘squeak’ (of mice and the such) 

� meraali ‘scream, squeal’ 

� mekuili ‘id.’ (of pigs) 

� mekiili ‘id.’ (of deer) 
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� me’ongeli ‘moo, low’ (of carabaos) 

and etc. The palatal character of the syllable -li makes it appropriate for this function.  

376. Aside from this intensifying force, the suffix -i can also have a de-intensifying power (compare the two 

aspects of the meaning of reduplication). Thus tineba means ‘indented, with a cut in it’, but tinebasi means ‘cut on’ 

as it were (for example a tree where a piece of bark has been knocked off, thus in a direction which runs parallel with 

that of the object). The verb mongkabe means ‘take near to oneself, receive’ (something which is passed) (and bring 

near to oneself by drawing in one’s outstretched hand), while mongkaberi means as it were ‘partially draw near to 

oneself’ such as one does with a flower or plant (whether [p. 359] one pulls off a piece or not), but the lower portion 

of which remains in place, or with a person with whom one makes a drawing-toward-oneself motion with one’s 

fingers over their shoulder, without entirely bringing that person from their place, thus ‘touch with a drawing-toward-

oneself motion’. Mongkuli means ‘flay’ (from kuli ‘skin, rind, bark, etc.), while mongkulisi is ‘remove the skin of (of 

small deer or of certain body parts), peel, remove the bark (of wood)’. Another example is molongko ‘take off the 

hide, skin, rind of something’ (in order to use it), next to molongkohi ‘remove surface dirt from the skin’ (the root 

longko means ‘free’, compare Malay longgar). Also monseumi ‘sew on, stick in(to)’ next to monseu ‘sew’ can be 

mentioned.  

377. Such as has already appeared from the examples in § 372, the forms with -i often have a meaning of 

‘supply with (that which is indicated by the root), fit on, fit with’ etc. In such cases the root word can be either a 

noun or an adjective. If the latter, then there arises a sort of causative, which is always to be differentiated from the 

causative form derived from the same adjective with (mom)poko- (see § 304), even though in practice the meaning 

often amounts to the same thing. Adriani remarks (1931:287) that these causatives with -i have a weaker meaning 

than those with (mam)pa- or (mam)paka-. For Pamona this must be correct, indeed it is nothing more than a 

secondary consequence of the meaning difference. The essential difference is summed up principally as: the forms 

with (mom)poko- mean in general ‘cause the object to be or become that which is indicated by the stem’, while those 

with -i mean ‘apply the characteristic indicated by the root to the object’, which does not necessarily imply that it is 

therefore less characteristic of the object in the second case than in the first case. In Mori one cannot always make 

this distinction, and even the reverse is the case in mompokomosa’o ‘make bad’, versus monsosa’ori (with one-

syllable reduplication) ‘spoil, make bad, useless’ (from monsa’o ‘bad’). Other examples are: 

� mowuwui ‘make turbid (mowuwu)’ (by something else joining or being added to it, e.g. a quantity of 

turbid runoff or a lump of mud), next to mompokomowuwu ‘id.’ (by stirring it) 

� montasomi ‘sharpen (of pointed objects), make pointed’ (compare montaso ‘sharp’) 

� mobuketi ‘fill’ (mompokobuke ‘make full’ amounts to the same thing) 

� monsolangi ‘subject to misfortune, bring into misfortune’ (can even mean ‘kill’; masola means ‘be in 

misfortune, have a misfortune’; mompokomasola means ‘make, bring it about so that it comes into 

misfortune’ 

� moroahi ‘sweep’ (compare moroa ‘clean’, mompokomoroa ‘make clean’) 

� modontai ‘let fall’ (compare tedonta ‘fall down’, mompokotedonta ‘cause to fall’) 

The -i-derivations of which the base is a substantive stand next to forms with the same meaning without the 

suffix (see § 296). The latter especially mean [p. 360] ‘supply something with an essential component, with 

something that naturally belongs with it’ (for example: mo’ato raha ‘roof a house’, morere raha ‘wall a house’, 

mohoro raha ‘floor a house’) which does not apply to the forms with -i. On the other hand a verb derived from a 

substantive without any affix can also sometimes mean ‘make the object into something, make something of the 

object’, or merely ‘make, construct that which is indicated by the stem’ (see § 296). Examples are: 

� mo’atopi ‘supply with a roof’ (less often said of a house than of a hut, or of the affixing of a small roof of 

thatch (ato) over a quantity of rice which for the time being one cannot store in a barn; compare mo’ato 

raha above) 
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� moreremi ‘supply with a wall’ (also said of a house, but this is mostly morere raha, see above) 

� mo’onei ‘bring in sand or gravel (one) somewhere’ (compare mo’one ‘mix clay with sand for the making 

of earthenware pots’, cf. Adriani & Kruyt 1912b:335 ff.) 

� mohaloi ‘make black with charcoal (halo) or soot’ (a form without -i does not occur) 

� mo’ihii ‘supply with contents (ihi), fill, place seed rice in a dibble hole, pay a fine’
68

 

� mohawusi ‘cover with a sarong (hawu)’ (a form without -i does not occur) 

� mo’apii ‘place a layer on or under something’ (mo’api ‘stack up’) 

� mogolai ‘sweeten, supply with sugar’ (mogola ‘make sugar’) 

In mongkaruti raha ‘supply a house with posts’ the occurrence of -i can be connected with the fact that mongkaru by 

itself means ‘scratch’. 

In a number of cases the nature of the substantive serving as the root word entails that the meaning of the -i 

derivation is not ‘supply with’ but ‘remove that which the root word indicates’. That denominatives without 

affixation (other than mo-, etc.) also occur in this meaning has already been brought out in § 296. Often the suffix -i 

in this meaning is paired with the prefix (mom)pe-.
69

 Examples are: 

� mongkutui ‘delouse, remove lice (kutu) from someone’s hair’ (also, mekutui ‘search for head lice’) 

� morenggehi ‘take the remainders, the leftovers (rengge) out of somewhere, for example from a cook pot’ 

� mongkulisi (next to mongkuli; see § 376) 

� mompeleweki ‘remove the leaves (lewe) from’ 

� mompewuaki ‘remove the fruit (wua) from’ 

� mompelidii ‘remove the leaf rib (lidi) from’ also ‘leave the leaf rib’ (and eat up the leaves, said of 

caterpillars), thus in general ‘separate the leaf rib’ 

� mompewukui ‘remove the pits, seeds, bones (wuku) from’ (said of fruit, fish, etc. where one takes out the 

wuku in order to eat it) 

� mompele’ihii (also containing an element le-) ‘remove the flesh (ihi) of’ (in a certain sense this is the 

antonym of mompewukui) (compare mo’ihii above) 

� mompelalei ‘chase flies (lale) away from something’ [p. 361]  

378. Substantives with the suffix -i (except for those with the function mentioned on p. 357) are probably always 

deverbal (cf. Adriani 1931:292). Thus tetei is ‘rung of a ladder, etc., slat of a rack’, undoubtedly derived from 

montetei ‘supply with rungs, etc., put in a plank’, from the stem tete ‘plank’, thus a passive nomen instrumenti which 

has become a substantive (see § 230). Per se, these nomina instrumenti cannot be considered to be substantives. 

Also adjectives with -i are to be found. In part these are likewise derived from verb stems, such as malunduki 

‘struck down, trampled down (for example by horses or wild pigs) and in this way destroyed’ (said of rice crops and 

the such), which is the ma- form of molundu or molunduki ‘destroy in this way’. Also mongkoko’awati ‘funny, 

                                                           
68 [footnote 2, p. 360] A form without -i does not occur. 

69 [footnote 3, p. 360] Compare § 320, also Adriani (1931:288). 
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amusing’ (compare mongkoko’awa-ku ‘I must laugh’) was doubtless originally a verb (see § 249), compare 

mekoko’awati ‘make each other laugh’ (‘make someone laugh’ is mo’o’awati). In Padoe deiki ‘small’, -ki may have 

an intensifying function, compare Tinompo kode-kodei (see § 116). 

-ari (-ai). 

379. The suffix -ari consists of a combination of the locative elements (suffixes) a and i, with an r which 

belongs with the latter (see § 275), and which points to the great time depth of this suffix, as ri no longer occurs 

presently in this form (except in the Highlands). That r should be an inorganic inserted consonant is not likely. 

Perhaps the forms with -ari have arisen as the result of a process of transposition as written about in § 211 ff., in that 

for example sala ku-lako-ari-o ‘the road I am traveling on’ goes back to sala lako-a-ku ‘id.’, transposed first to *sala 

ku-lako-a. Because the suffix -a is not encountered in true verbal forms,
70

 this latter was expanded with the 

preposition ri (and the corresponding pronominal object) to ku-lako-a-ri-o.
71

 According to this interpretation, the 

appearance of -a in these forms and the origin of this suffix—which is not known in any other language group 

outside that of Mori—goes back to the transposition of a certain group of nominal constructions. In every case the 

suffix is -a (as emerges from the fact that inserted consonants are encountered in some forms with the suffix -a, 

which likewise occur in the -ari forms) and ri, presumably the preposition turned suffix, which at present has been 

preserved in this form only in the Highlands. The Watu form of this suffix, namely -ai, supports this interpretation. 

Forms with indefinite object of the derivations with -ari are not often encountered, which follows from the 

meaning: in a form such as mompahoari-o ‘plant a certain crop in’, it is naturally not the object of the suffix, but that 

of mompaho which is indefinite. Seeing that passive participles [p. 362] with -in- can be formed only from a number 

of these words, and by the nature of things personal suffixes other than that of the third person singular are seldom in 

keeping with the meaning, the suffix -ari usually has the personal pronoun -o after it. That’s why an inclination has 

come to be established for also using -o there even when it is not properly fitting, such as in: 

� ontae mia anu tehala ndi ondae Ue Ala  

1PLN.INDEP person REL guilty at 3PL.INDEP Lord God  

 do-po-tunda-ari-o Ue Isa kana mia anu asa  

3PL-CAUS-sit-LOC-3SG Lord Jesus like person REL one  

 madala ringgi pasua-no 

100,000 rix.dollar debt-3SG.POS 

 ‘Jesus compares us people who are guilty before God with the man who had a 100,000 rix-dollar debt’ 

(an inconceivably great sum, see § 278) 

where one should expect do-po-tunda-ari kita /3PL-CAUS-sit-LOC 1PLN/ (which by the way can also be used), because 

it is not the compared thing which one ‘makes sit’ (mompotunda) on that to which it is compared, but the reverse. 

Nevertheless from the use of kana it appears that the expression is no longer taken in its literal meaning.  

The meaning of the -ari-form is ‘the action (indicated by the verb after which -ari is added) is performed on, in, 

etc., alternatively directed on, toward, etc. the place or point indicated by the object’ (sometimes in a metaphorical 

sense). Examples are: 

� lumakoari-o (plural form naturally melakoari-o) ‘go on, toward’ 

� mompelereari, melereari-o ‘prepare or have gardens, a dry rice field (lere) on’ 

� mompe’iniaari, me’iniaari-o ‘make, have as a village or living place (inia), live in something like a 

village’ (with a place, piece of land, etc. as the object, not this or that village) 

                                                           
70 [footnote 1, p. 361] Save in certain cases in which it has a special function; see § 383. 

71 [from main text, p. 361] The expression *sala ku-lako does not contain any locative element and thus, unlike in Pamona, is 

not possible in Mori.  
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� mompo’inuari, mo’inuari-o ‘drink out of’ 

� mompongkaangari, mongkaangari-o ‘eat out of’ (regarding the -ng-, compare pongkaanga ‘place where, 

object from which one eats’) 

� mompeteteari, meteteari-o ‘go on, over (something narrow); use as a small bridge, etc.’ (compare metete 

‘go over something narrow’) 

� momponaapari, monaapari-o ‘lay, place, set in’ (compare ponaapa ‘place where one sets s.th. down) 

� mompompakuliari, mompakuliari-o ‘medicate, treat with medicine, magic in, etc.’ 

� sa’u andio p[in]o-naa-pari-o inisa  

basket this PASS:TRI-store-LOC-3SG pestled.rice 

‘pounded rice is put in this basket’ 

� sa’u (anu) p[in]o-naa-pari-(o) inisa  

basket (REL) PASS:TRI-store-LOC-(3SG) pestled.rice 

‘a basket in which pounded rice is stored’ 

� io kuro wita mararu koa mbo’u do-mem-pake-o mia  

CN pot earth many.times only again 3PL-PL-use-3SG person  

 (m)-pom-pakuli-ari-o  

PL-TRI-medicate-LOC-3SG 

 ‘the men often also used an earthenware cook pot in order to mompakuli in it’ 

� ku-pom-pakuli-ari-o pae 

1SG-TRI-medicate-LOC-3SG rice 

‘I placed, laid the rice medicine in, on, beside it’ [p. 363]  

� mesombaari-o ‘revere, render veneration (mesomba) to’ (not said of a separate act of veneration of a 

certain being, for example the bringing in of an offering, which can well be expressed by the otherwise 

synonymous mompesombai) 

� melahumoaari-o ‘worship as lahumoa (godly being)’ 

� me’ueari-o, me’ue ‘(stand in the ue relationship) with respect to’, thus ‘have as lord, grandfather, 

grandmother’ 

Whenever a transitive verb serves as the basis of one of these forms (such as in mo’inuari-o, monaapari-o, etc.) 

it cannot be constructed with a definite object (with the exception of mompotundaari-o mentioned on p. 362). Forms 

such as *uminuari-o, *do-naapari-o, etc. are thus not possible.  

Curiously, with the -ari forms a preposition can be used yet again pleonastically, for example: 

� (a) wita andio nahi moiko to-pom-paho-ari-o osole 

(on) earth this NEG good 1PLN-TRI-plant-LOC-3SG corn 

‘we can plant no corn on this ground’ (that is to say it will not grow well there) 

As emerges from the given examples, it must still be noted that when the -ari-form has two objects, that of the 

suffix usually precedes while that of the verb itself comes after, which supports the explanation of the origin of this 

suffix given above (namely via transposition of substantive constructions with -a). Nevertheless one can still say (and 

etc.): 
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� aku mom-paho-ari-o osole bonde  

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-plant-LOC-3SG corn garden 

‘I will plant corn in the field’ 

-a. 

380. The well-known suffix -a (Javanese, etc. -an) is usually added after active and passive verbal nouns and 

after (nominal derivations of) adjectives, whether these already contain a suffix or not. It gives (speaking in general) 

the place where the action occurs or on which it directs itself, or where the situation or the quality expressed by the 

root is existing. 

The rule is that -a in Tinompo is affixed without an inserted consonant. The meaning entails this: namely, no 

new words are derived with this suffix, but only FORMS, which as such completely stand in line with the nexus-

substantives which they belong closely with, and likewise with the conjugated forms, the imperatives, etc. Such 

forms derived with -a can, however, in certain cases be (considered) as separate words, and it is under this category 

of -a-forms that most instances of inserted consonants are encountered. Next to them also stand some pure ‘local 

nexus-substantives’ (as one could name the -a-forms) which exhibit an inserted consonant, and which thus in their 

entirety, just like previously mentioned pure nouns, have originated from a former stage of the language. 

The inserted consonants which occur with these forms, and which are the same as given in § 373,
72

 are 

presumably the original stem-final consonants [p. 364] of the various stems, or consonants originating therefrom. 

The opposite, at any rate, is not to be demonstrated and must—as ensues from what has been said above—be 

esteemed very improbable. Rightly one can point to kontiara ‘giving birth, bearing’, but there is no conclusive 

reason to connect this word up with Malay, etc. tian ‘belly’ (of which stem Mori mentia ‘pregnant’ does); rather it is 

derived from tia ‘part’, Tagalog tilad, Mongondow silad, silay and thus to be rendered ‘endowed’ (compare Dutch 

bezet ‘set, possessed with’). In sookano oleo (also sooano oleo, sumooano oleo) ‘the place where the sun sets 

(sumoo), the West’, from the stem soo ‘enter, penetrate somewhere (of liquids), set (of sun and moon)’, Javanese 

sərəp, the k could have arisen from a p.
73

 The final l of moliola ‘go back and forth without aim, without reason’ 

(compare molio-lio ‘wander around’) could have originated from r, compare Malay liar ‘wild’, Pamona lia, liara 

‘bewildered, lost one’s way’.
74

 Only s occurs as an inorganic inserted consonant, but the suffix -sa occurs in special 

circumstances (see footnote 1, p. 97).  

The above applies only to Tinompo cum suis. In Upper Mori -a is usually preceded by a glottal as inserted 

consonant, which presumably must be explained as epenthesis between vowels, as the suffix -a itself does not begin 

with a glottal (see § 79 ff.). In a number of -a-forms, h (cf. § 77) and ng occur before the vowel as inserted 

consonant; under which circumstances this occurs must be further researched.  

381. Examples of the above mentioned meaning of -a are the following: 

� tepotowoa ‘meeting place’ 

� poturia ‘sleeping place’ 

� pesalaa ‘way along which one goes’ 

� pelerea ‘site for farming; where one farms’ 

� pepakua ‘fern seeking place, place where someone is in the habit of seeking ferns (paku)’ 

                                                           
72 [footnote 1, p. 363] No examples with w or n are known to me. 

73 [footnote 1, p. 364] Compare Adriani (1931:68). No further examples of this sound change are known to me from Mori. 

74 [footnote 2, p. 364] The etymology of this word given by Adriani (1928:370), namely that it is cognate with Bada, 

Javanese lia, seems improbable to me. 
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� i olaiano ‘far away, to far away places’ 

� pesakiakoa ‘crossing over place’ or ‘something for crossing over on (boat, bridge, etc.)’ 

� pebangkaa ‘where one sails with a boat (bangka); waterway’ 

� pewo’ohia ‘something in which or from which one washes oneself (for example a bowl or tub)’  

� uwoi pewo’ohi-a  

water wash.oneself-NZR 

‘wash water, water for washing oneself in, or in which someone has washed himself’
75

 

� balo po-walu-a
76

  

bamboo TRI-make.winalu-NZR 

‘bamboo in which one cooks winalu (rice wrapped in leaves and placed in a bamboo container, then 

cooked)’ 

� togo lako-a-do  

island go-NZR-3PL.POS 

‘the island to which they are going’ 

� raha mate-a 

house die-NZR 

‘death house’ 

� raha (m)-pesomba-a 

house LG-worship-NZR 

‘house of god-worship, house of worship’ 

� raha n-sikola-a 

house LG-school-NZR 

‘school house’ 

In the last cases the -a-forms are in apposition; the prenasalization in the last two examples is an indication of noun 

compounding. In [p. 365] combination with a word that indicates motion in a particular direction (see also § 368): 

� o’ora lako pompora-a-no 

k.o.plant go lie.in.ambush-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘the o’ora plant where he had gone lying in ambush’ 

Of passive verbal nouns (see § 230):
77

 

� nahua ‘the place (in other words the thing) which is cooked in’ 

� sandua ‘the place where something is dished up’ 

� ndoea ‘place where something is hung up’, also ‘the part on which something is hung (for example the 

handle of a bucket, the ring of a weigh beam)’
78

 

                                                           
75 [from main text, p. 364] Compare uwoi pewo’ohi ‘wash water, water for washing oneself WITH, or WITH which someone 

has washed himself’ 

76 [from main text, p. 364] The transitive verb mowalu properly means ‘wrap up’ but by specialization ‘make winalu’. 

77 [footnote 1, p. 365] These forms do not occur without a possessive pronoun, but nevertheless it may be considered not 

entirely improper to abstract them therefrom and thus to cite them without the suffix. 
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� balo naa-pa-no uwoi 

bamboo store-NZR-3SG.POS water  

‘bamboo tubes in which water is kept’ 

� balo po-naa-pa uwoi 

bamboo TRI-store-NZR water  

‘id.’ 

In metaphorical meaning: 

� do-m-po’unde-ako-no mokole-n-tii-do, nde hina-o-mo  

3PL-PL-rejoice-APPL-3SG ruler-LG-descend-3PL.POS because exist-3SG-PERF 

 pomperorohi-a-do, hina-o-mo pesikeno-a-do 

lean.oneself-NZR-3PL.POS exist-3SG-PERF query-NZR-3PL.POS 

 ‘they rejoiced over their descended mokole, because now they had a support (a place to lean themselves 

on), now they had a guide (a place to put questions to)’  

� pesikeno-a-no atuu pepaekompo-no kombia-no 

query-NZR-3SG.POS that be.full.siblings-3SG.POS spouse-3SG.POS 

‘the one to whom he had directed his question was a sister of his wife’ 

� ta koa hina pon-to’ori-a miu ba kami-mo  

3SG.FUT only exist TRI-know-NZR 2PL.POS if 1PLX.FUT-PERF  

 me-’aiwa 

PL-come 

 ‘there shall surely be someone (something) whom (from where) you shall come to know (monto’ori), that 

gives you a message, when we should come’ 

� lahumoa wela pesomba-a mami 

divine.being regularly worship-NZR 1PLX.POS 

‘the divine beings whom we worship, whom we are in the habit of worshiping’ 

� merete-a-to koa luwu me-’oli-o 

level-NZR-1PLN.POS just all PL-buy-3SG 

‘we have equally bought it together’ 

The adjective merete means ‘level, even, same, jointly’; meretea thus means ‘that in which (two or more people) are 

the same’. Compare also: 

� merete-a mami tehala-(ako-no) 

level-NZR 1PLX.POS guilty-APPL-3SG 

‘we are both the same guilty (of it)’ 

� ambau merete-a 

carabao level-NZR 

‘a carabao which is jointly held in common’ 

� tuwua ‘that which one lives off of’, in other words ‘livelihood’ 

� matea ‘cause of death, something which one dies of’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
78 [footnote 2, p. 365] Versus ndueno ‘the rope on which (or, as the Mori suggests, with which) it is hung up’; compare 

§ 230. 
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As one can see, intransitive verbal nouns with -a are treated as passive participles of the corresponding verb-(or 

adjective)-cum-prefix (cf. Adriani & Adriani-Gunning 1908:225 ff.) 

In cases such as the following -a can be used as well as left out: 

� onae koa mapari-(a)-no nde hadio lahi sala-no 

3SG.INDEP only difficult-NZR-3SG because many exceed way-3SG.POS 

‘only this is the difficulty (difficult point), that it has very many different approaches’ 

� onae-mo koa da arau
79

 moiko-(a)-no nde  

3SG.INDEP-PERF only INTENS that.over.there good-NZR-3SG.POS because  

 asa-’asa sala-no 

REDP-one way-3SG.POS 

 ‘only this is the good (side) of it, that it has only one way of approach’ 

� onae-mo koa mosa’o-(a)-no, me-mo-mate ira luwu manu 

3SG.INDEP-PERF only bad-NZR-3SG.POS PL-REDP-die 3PL all chicken 

‘that only is the bad thing (misfortune), that all of the chickens have died’ 

� na-hina tenangi-(a)-no 

NEG-exist defeated-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘he can in no single respect be defeated’ 

� na-hina molusa-(a)-no 

NEG-exist soft-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is not soft (yielding) in any respect (of a command which is better not to be transgressed)’ 

� butu koa ira’ai moiko-(a)-no 

just only over.there good-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘only there is the good portion of it (the road), only there is it (the road) good’ [p. 366]  

In the first example above with moiko, etc., one can interpret it as ‘the good, etc. place, the good, etc. point of it’; in 

the second example moiko, etc., have the meaning of ‘the good, etc. portion of it’ (see § 231). Similar forms also 

occur with transitive verb stems (cf. § 231), for example: 

� na-hina tata-(a)-no 

NEG-exist flawed-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘there is nothing to take note about it’ 

� na-hina tiso-(a)-no 

NEG-exist point-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘there is nothing to point out about it’ 

in which one can think of either ‘portion’ or of ‘place’ or ‘point’. 

Also in the curious compounded expressions, mentioned in the last paragraph of § 148, in which the locative 

marker -a is pleonastic, this suffix can be omitted thus: 

� i asa inia-(a)-no 

at one village-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘at/in/to another village’ 

                                                           
79 [from main text, p. 365] The demonstrative arau modifies salano. 
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� i inia asa-(a)-no 

at village one-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘at/in/to another village’ 

� i inia susua-(a)-no 

at village different-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘at/in/to another village’ 

� i singge inia-(a)-no  

at other village-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘at/in/to another village, at/in/to a different village’ 

� i si-singge inia-a-no 

at REDP-other village-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘at/in/to different villages, at/in/to other villages’ 

� a beine asa-(a)-no 

at woman one-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘to, etc. another woman’ 

As appears from some of the examples above, the ‘place’ which is designated by -a can also refer to the person 

or the object in which or on which etc. the action takes place or directs itself. In a number of cases the -a derivation 

designates a particular object, and it has thus become a true substantive. Examples hereof are: 

� pentangoa ‘window’, compare mentango ‘look out the window’ 

� pongkaerakoa ‘hook’ (on the wall), compare mongkaerako ‘hang up something by hooking it fixedly 

somewhere’ 

� po’ikea, pontutua, tutua ‘bark cloth pounding plank’, compare mo’ike, montutu ‘pound bark cloth’ 

� opua(no)
80

 ‘stem’, literally ‘place where it is plucked off’, compare mo’opu ‘pick, pluck’ 

� ulima ‘stern’, literally ‘place where (the boat) is steered’, compare mo’uli ‘steer’ 

� tapaa ‘drying rack, smoke rack above the hearth’, from the stem no longer productive in Mori tapa (cf. 

Adriani 1928:815) 

By pomamaa ‘object from which one uses betel (momama)’, one usually understands the palako, a small copper dish 

on feet, which is usually used for laying the betel ingredients on, also sometimes a small copper case with cover on 

four small feet, which serves the same purpose. The form pesawia, properly ‘something which one mounts or rides’, 

is used in harvest language for ‘horse’. Even as with forms with -ari, a preposition can be used pleonastically with 

the -a form, such as in: 

� io sande-a-mu a n-timbala-ku koa mbo’u 

CN ladle-NZR-2SG.POS at LG-leaf.sheath-1SG.POS only also 

‘the place (the object) which you are ladling out of is also the husk of the inner side of my branches 

(leaves)’ (words of Sago Palm to Rice in a story) 

� ndi ondae-mo koa Ue Ala pekakai-a-to 

at 3PL.INDEP-PERF only Lord God pray-NZR-1PLN.POS 

‘yet only to God is our praying’ 

                                                           
80 [footnote 1, p. 366] Always with a possessive suffix. Compare footnote 2, p. 365. 
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� ta’u indi’upua a m-pangale pelere-a-to 

year some.time.ago at LG-forest have.garden-NZR-1PLN.POS 

‘last year we gardened in the old forest (where the trees are big and tall)’ 

In such cases the preposition can nevertheless be omitted. [p. 367]  

A peculiar category of -a-derivations form numerical expressions, made from intransitives, with the meaning 

‘one (etc.) group who together perform the action expressed by the verb’, for example: 

� (mia) asa m-po-nahu-a 

person one LG-TRI-cook-NZR 

‘a group of people who cook together’ 

� (mia) asa m-pom-paho-a 

person one LG-TRI-plant-NZR 

‘a planting party’, or also ‘a group of people who plant (or have planted) at the same time or in the same 

period’ 

� (mia) asa m-po-’imo-a 

person one LG-TRI-cut.weed-NZR 

‘a party of people who cut grass and cut down small trees (begin the preparation work for laying out a 

garden)’ or ‘a group of people who perform or have performed that work at the same time’ 

The suffix -a can in similar expressions also be a temporal marker (see § 382), for example: 

� asa m-po-nahu-a
81

 

one LG-TRI-cook-NZR 

‘the time in which one can cook a pot of rice’ (about 15 to 25 minutes) 

� asa m-po-mama-a 

one LG-TRI-chew.betel-NZR 

‘the time which one needs to chew a betel quid’ (about 5 minutes) 

One has yet another case in: 

� asa m-pebooli-a 

one LG-call-NZR 

‘one call distance’ (about one kilometer) 

382. Immediately next to the locative lies the temporal meaning of -a, of which the following examples can be 

given (see also the concluding examples of the preceding section):  

� hawe-a ‘time of arrival, arrival’ (in this sense)
82

 

� te’upua-a-no ‘over the long term’ 

� ehe-a-no ‘now and again’ (stem ehe ‘want’, thus in other words, ‘as it will happen’) 

� pompu’u-a-no, pepu’u-a-no ‘beginning (of it), in the beginning’, from mompu’u, mepu’u ‘begin’ 

(respectively transitive and intransitive) 

                                                           
81 [footnote 1, p. 367] The phrase asa mponahua can also mean ‘one fireplace full’, from ponahua ‘cooking place, fireplace, 

hearth’. 

82 [footnote 2, p. 367] Naturally under other circumstances hawea can mean ‘place of arrival’, but that doesn’t need to be 

mentioned here again. 
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� poko’ari-a-no ‘end (of it), at the end, finally’, from mompoko’ari ‘finish, conclude’ 

� sompo lako-a-no mon-sari mia andio 

every go-NZR-3SG.POS PART:TRI-tap.palm.toddy person this 

‘every time this man went to tap palm toddy’ 

� na-m-i tehine lako-a-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG long.time go-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘the time of his departure is not far away now’, ‘it shall not be long now before he goes’ 

� na-m-i tehine saba-a-no wula n-tii 

NEG-PERF-3SG long.time appear-NZR-3SG.POS moon LG-descend 

‘it shouldn’t be much longer before the full moon comes up’ 

� hawe a mate-a-no 

arrive at death-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘up until his death’ 

� tehine-a-no (oleo) 

long.time-NZR-3SG.POS day 

‘later, in later times’ 

� i lembui-a-no 

at in.back-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘later, in the future’ 

� oleo penaa-naa-a 

day rest-NZR 

‘rest day’ 

� oleo petao-a 

day marry-NZR 

‘marriage day’ 

Events in the social life which take up a certain amount of time and consist of various elements (such as feasts, 

etc.) are expressed through forms with -a, which indicate the time during which such an event takes place, and by 

extension also the feast, etc. itself. Thus:  

� petaoa is ‘marriage festival’, ‘marriage’ (in the sense of ‘the marriage culmination and the corresponding 

festival day(s)’, compare metao ‘marry’ 

� pe’iwalia ‘wartime, war’, compare me’iwali ‘conduct war’ 

� pompahoa ‘planting festival’ (the entire activity of the planting, which one does jointly, one day with 

someone, the next day with someone else) 

� nggoliano dopi ‘the reversing of the planks’ (in other words, the closing of the great death festival) 

� pogawea (at present also perame-ramea) ‘feast, festival’ [p. 368]  

� pong-kaa-nga-no roti 

TRI-eat-NZR-3SG.POS bread 

‘the Lord’s Supper’ 
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The difference between the form with -a and the usual nexus-substantive may be illustrated by the following 

sentences: 

� hina-o-mo pe’iwali-a-do To Isaraeli ka To Pelisiti 

exist-3SG-PERF make.war-NZR-3PL.POS People Israel and People Philistine 

‘there came a time of warfare between the Israelites and the Philistines’ 

� pe’iwali-do To Roma ka To Iahudi nahi komba  

make.war-3PL.POS People Rome and People Jew NEG by.any.means  

 para lahi tehine 

endure exceed long.time 

 ‘the war between the Romans and the Jews did not last very long’ 

� nahi moiko pekombia-do 

NEG good marriage-3PL.POS 

‘their marriage is not good’ 

� io songka anu kona a m-pekombia-a-do To Sarani 

CN regulation REL touch at LG-marriage-NZR-3PL.POS People Christian 

‘the regulations concerning (touching on) the marriage of Christians’ 

One can see that in this way -a changes into a framer of abstract notions such as ‘war’, ‘marriage’, etc. Also the 

suffix occurs in this function in other cases, which cannot be explained from the temporal marking character of -a. 

Thus one has, for example: 

� mo-’ungke mosa’o-a 

PART:TRI-seek bad-NZR 

‘seek a quarrel’ 

in which that which is sought after should want to be thought of as ‘a period of bad understanding’ or something 

similar. The expression easily allows itself to be explained by tying it in with: 

� mosa’o-a-do mia 

bad-NZR-3PL.POS person 

‘what the people are angry about’
83

 

The meaning of mosa’oa is not ‘badness’ (which the form without -a would express, for example mo’ungke 

mosa’odo mia ‘try to ferret out the ugliness, bad attributes of others’), but rather ‘state, condition of badness’, 

‘atmosphere of badness’, as it were. So also moikoa is ‘pleasant state, peace’ (compare moiko ‘good’), and ura-sa’oa 

‘condition of misfortune’ (compare ura-sa’o ‘misfortune’). Other cases of -a which can be mentioned in this 

connection are:  

� mentee-a-no ‘the correctness of it, the precise way it happened’ (thus not in the sense of ‘the fact that it is 

precise, correct’, which is expressed by mentee-no); also ‘say in brief’ 

� hina-a-no ‘the actuality of it, in actuality, meanwhile’ (hina = Malay ada) 

                                                           
83 [from main text, p. 368] Compare: 

mosa’o aroa-ku a… 

bad inside-1SG.POS at 

‘I am angry about…’ 
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� ungkue-mo t[um]o’ori-o tuwu-a-no ka mate-a-no  

1SG.INDEP-PERF PART:know-3SG live-NZR-3SG.POS and die-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘I shall be answerable for his life and his death (…for the circumstances in which he shall remain alive 

and in which he shall die)’ 

� hapa tepo-sisingge-a-no 

what RECIP-differ-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘what is the difference of it (the point in which they differ, etc.)?’ 

Moreover, that the suffix -a occurs in a number of expressions which have come to have a peculiar meaning (for 

example konaanomo ‘it is enough’ from kona ‘hit, touched’) scarcely needs to be observed further.  

Concerning the suffix -a in combination with the prefix ko-, see § 349. 

383. Some verbs are also derived with the suffix -a (compare Sa’dan Toraja, where -an has completely taken the 

place of -i in other languages). To all appearances the number is not great, and new forms are no longer made in this 

way. Examples are: 

� molelua (transitive) ‘move’ melelua (intransitive) ‘move oneself’, the same as respectively molelui (or 

molelu) and melelui (or melelu) 

� molalua ‘surpass’, the same as molalui 

� mowewua ‘make trouble’, the same as mowewui  

� mo’itua, mo’itu-’itua ‘go without a definite [p. 369] place to go to, go around aimlessly, roam about’, the 

same as mo’itu-’itu 

� moliola, see § 380 

� medulua ‘perform fieldwork in mutual assistance’, the same as medulu 

� montimbanga ‘enumerate’, the same as montimba; also ‘tell’ 

� rensua ‘shake’ (intransitive), and morensua ‘id.’ (transitive), next to rensu-rensu ‘shake’ (intransitive); 

compare moree-reensu or molee-leensu ‘carry in an up and down, shaking, jerking motion’ (the stem is 

thus perhaps properly reensu) 

Evidently the strengthening or intensifying function—which is mentioned in § 374 in connection with -i—

predominates in these examples of -a. 

384. The suffix -a stands next to -o in the meaning ‘supplied with, afflicted with’ (see § 387; cf. also Adriani & 

Adriani-Gunning 1908:219). The suffix in this function is entirely dead. Examples are: 

� ohia (Upper Mori ohio), ‘salt’ (substantive), stem ahi (Malay asin), in mo’ahi ‘delicious, sweet’ 

� beata (Upper Mori) ‘exhausted’, compare mobea ‘heavy’, bea pa’a ‘tired in the thighs’ 

� seua (Sampalowo dialect) ‘a legume’ (which in Tinompo is named wua inahu), so named because on the 

outer end of the pod sits a point which resembles a needle (seu) 

� pute’a (Pamona puti’a, Bugis putēng, Sangirese pontīng) ‘a white kind of pigeon, a dove’, compare 

mopute ‘white’ 

� sampanga ‘splitting away, burst in two’, stem sampa ‘forked, V-forming branch’, also ‘branch (in 

general)’ 
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� kolopa ase ‘inset jaw (through toothlessness)’, stem kolo ‘gulf, bay, inlet’ and ase ‘chin’ 

In combination with the prefix ke- (actually only in Upper Mori): 

� kenangia, see § 353 

� ke’area (Molongkuni dialect) ‘affected by drought or dryness (of the water)’ (for example of fish); 

compare mo’are ‘dry, dried up (of water, etc.)’ 

385. The suffix -a also occurs in gerundive meaning, thus in that of ‘must, wanting, or able to undergo the action 

expressed by the stem, to be…’. In this function (in which it is still entirely productive), -a corresponds not with IN 

-an but with -ĕn, so that one must mention here that -a itself has taken the place of -o (see § 387) or of an older form 

thereof, even as has occurred in a similar case in Javanese.
84

 The territories which these two suffixes cover, for that 

matter, partly coincide. Presumably the original meaning of the two suffixes was very different, and the meaning-

parallelism which they exhibit, for example in the Minahasan languages, is a product of secondary development.  

The -a forms alluded to here are derived from transitive verb stems. As a rule, one may suppose that a following 

genitive or possessive pronoun cross-references the agent, such as is also the case, for example, in the Minahasan 

languages. Examples are: 

� kombiaa-no ‘the one who must/shall be married by him or her’, compare mongkombia ‘marry’ 

� asaa ‘that which [p. 370] is destined to be sold’ 

� kalambia ‘that of which a kalambi (a kind of carry basket or knapsack for men) shall be made’, compare 

mongkalambi ‘make a kalambi out of something’ 

� mama-a-do totoka-do 

chew.betel-NZR-3PL.POS guest-3PL.POS 

‘that which is destined for being chewed as betel by their guests’ 

� suka olo um-ale-o ng-kalambi-’a-no ho’io  

because 3SG:FUT PART-get-3SG LG-make.k.o.pouch-NZR-3SG.POS 3SG.INDEP  

 koa na ng-kuli-no 

just CN LG-skin-3SG.POS 

 ‘for he would take the skin of it (the deer) in order to make a kalambi sack out of it’ [Molongkuni] 

� na-m-i ia hawe-a
85

 

NEG-PERF-3SG COP encounter-NZR 

‘he was no longer to be encountered, it was longer to be found’ 

� na-m-i ia pe’osai-a 

NEG-PERF-3SG COP hope-NZR 

‘it is no more to be hoped on’ 

From the two last examples it appears that these -a-forms have been construed as nouns, and not as adjectives (see 

§ 268). Sometimes a future tense of these words is pleonastically derived, for example: 

                                                           
84Another possibility, namely that -a in this case has arisen from -ĕn, and thus is the old form of -o, is frustrated by the 

objection that it remains unexplained then why this -a has remained preserved in a portion of the -ĕn-forms, and in the rest 

developed into -o. See also § 35.  

85 [from main text, p. 370] Also nami da hawea, komba da hawea in the same meaning. 
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� na-hina (ta) keke-a 

NEG-exist 3SG.FUT dig-NZR 

‘there is nothing that must be dug’ 

� ndio-mo (ta) asa-a-ku 

be.here-PERF 3SG.FUT sell-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘this is that which shall be sold by me’ 

� ndio-mo (ta) kaa-nga-ku 

be.here-PERF 3SG.FUT eat-NZR-1SG.POS 

‘this is that which shall be eaten by me’ 

One can also use the future tense of the -in-forms in the same meaning. 

Some of these derivations have become purely nouns, for example kaanga ‘foodstuff, that which is intended to 

be eaten’, anggaa ‘work’, literally ‘that which must be taken hold of’ (compare mo’angga ‘touch, work, fashion or 

make with the hands’).  

In certain cases the possessive pronoun (or genitive) added after the gerund refers to the patient of the action, 

namely in sentences such as: 

� mapari ungke-a-no 

difficult seek-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is difficult to seek’ 

� motungko oho-a-no 

easy catch.with.rope-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it (fowl, etc.) is easy to catch with a rope’ 

� moruana rako-a-no 

easy grasp-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is easy to grasp, lay hold of’ 

� marasai hawe-a-no 

difficult encounter-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is difficult to find’ 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o ala-a-no 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG get-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘I don’t know how to take it’ 

� nahi ku-to’ori-o kaa-nga-no bou 

NEG 1SG-know-3SG eat-NZR-3SG.POS fish 

‘I don’t know how to eat fish’, ‘I don’t know about the eating of fish’ 

� nahia ongkue t[um]o’ori-o lompa-a-no tewo  

NEG:COP 1SG.INDEP PART:know-3SG perforate-NZR-3SG.POS enclosure  

 ba lompa-a-no komboko 

if perforate-NZR-3SG.POS rice.basket 

 ‘I don’t know anything about the making of interstices in enclosures or in rice baskets’ 

Such as one sees, the gerunds in these sentences occur as nexus-substantives, and it is then also not surprising that—

when the stem of the verb from which the -a-form is derived can also be used as a verbal noun (§ 230)—forms with 

and without -a can be used next to each other. Thus: 
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� motungko nahu-(a)-no 

easy cook-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is easy to cook’ 

� moiko rerei-(a)-no 

good partition-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘it is good (in other words, easy) to partition off’ 

The difference between motungko nahuno and motungko nahuano is that the first means ‘the cooking (or more 

correctly, the having been cooked) of it is easy’, and the second ‘the future cooking (being cooked) of it is easy, it is 

easy when one shall, will, must cook, it is easy to cook’. On this basis next to moiko nahuno ‘it is cooked well’, 

naturally moiko nahuano cannot be said.  

In a third category of cases, the -a-form indicates a part of a whole (see § 231), and the possessive pronoun or 

the genitive which is dependent on the gerund form refers thereto. Examples are: 

� na-hina ala-a-no 

NEG-exist get-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘there is nothing about it that one should want to take’ (e.g. said of an entirely rotten banana) [p. 371]  

� na-m-i hina keke-a-no
86

 

NEG-PERF-3SG exist dig-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘there is no portion more which one should be able to dig, that qualifies for digging’ 

� na-m-i hina bitara-a-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG exist speak-NZR-3SG.POS 

‘there is no single point (of the matter) more that remains to be treated, the matter in no single respect 

qualifies for further treatment’ 

The gerundive meaning is in this case confined to that of ‘be in a state for, qualify for the undergoing of the action’. 

In cases such as asa ntelea ‘a swig, a swallow’, asa ngaia ‘a small bite’, literally ‘one chew’, -a simply has the 

meaning of ‘object of the action’ (compare -ĕn in the Minahasan languages and -an in Javanese), but which, 

however, has developed from the above mentioned, such as appears from examples such as asa nahua, asa 

mpe’uwoia ‘an amount as is sufficient to be cooked at one time (for one meal), or to make into rice porridge’ (not 

used when the cooking has already taken place), etc. This meaning is also ascertainable in talesa ‘spread out, lying 

disorderly by each other, slung about’ (the same as tetalesako, from montalesako, stem tale, in Pamona ‘spread out’) 

and in the synonymous embora (from the stem which in Malay is hampar; mo’emborako is the same as montalesako 

‘spread out disorderly, not set or laid down in the right way or in the right place’). In kuaho ‘unwell, not fine’, 

literally ‘spoken to’ (in an unfavorable sense, namely, by a ghost), where the h points to an Upper Mori origin (see 

§ 380; the stem kua is also vocalic in Tontemboan), the o could have originated from a; compare the synonymous 

sekoa, from the stem seko ‘speak to, call to account for something or other’ (this stem is known from Pamona, but 

apparently no longer is found in Mori).  

386. Concerning the suffix -sa or -ha with intensifying force, known from among other places Napu and 

Pamona—in other words, -a with an (inorganic) s, which could have changed to h (Adriani 1931:205)—a few 

examples can be cited from Mori, but one is not dealing here with a living element. A pair of examples are: 

                                                           
86 [from main text, p. 371] Compare: 

na-hina keke-no 

NEG-exist dig-3SG.POS 

‘there is no dug portion begun’ 
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� wangusa, in asa (etc.) wangusa ‘one (etc.) group of people who eat together’ (when there are too many 

people at a feast to let them all eat together, so that they have to eat in groups one after the other), which 

is rightly of the stem wangu, Malay bangun
87

 

� kantuwusa (with prefix ka- and prenasalization; cf. Adriani 1931:314), sometimes kantiwusa ‘weeds that 

grow up again on a cleared piece of ground’, stem tuwu, Malay tumbuh, Javanese tuwu, Tagalog tubo’ 

The above-mentioned talesa could also be an example, provided that the s is not the original final consonant of the 

stem; equivalents of this stem in non-vocalic languages, however, are not known to me. [p. 372]  

-o. 

387. The suffix -o (IN -ən) is completely dead in Mori. Some examples, in which -o has the meaning ‘supplied 

with, cursed with, suffering from’ are: 

� turu’o ‘chattering (teeth)’, stem turu ‘shake back and forth’ (such a house in an earthquake) 

� holoto ‘have food particles between the teeth’ and ‘food particles between the teeth’, cf. Old Javanese 

sĕlat and Javanese salilit; cf. also Mori mo(mpe)holopako ‘stick something between the teeth’ (Javanese 

sĕlap or sĕlab, Sundanese sĕlap), and Tontemboan pasolo’d 

� sombilo ‘stuck in the eyes by the points of alang-alang, when one runs by’, cf. Pamona sombi ‘point’, 

sombilo ‘sharpened bamboo lathes’, Tinompo mansombi ‘pointed’, Molongkuni monsombi ‘sharpen’ 

� dunduko and madunduko ‘rooted through’ (as of a field, by wild pigs), stem dundu ‘root around’ 

� kerea’o (with the prefix ke-, which is roughly synonymous with -o, see § 353), ‘faint from loss of blood’ 

The examples in which the derivation is certain are too few in number to say something concerning the question 

of the inserted consonant, even if it is quite probable that it is the same here as with -a. As has already been shown 

from the example ohia/ohio in § 384, the suffix -o can in certain cases actually reflect original -a (cf. p. 371). This is 

especially true in the case of Upper Mori, but the influence of Upper Mori on Lower Mori is so great that one must 

already be prepared for the possibility of borrowing, especially where words that have connection to the spiritual or 

material culture are concerned. That the suffix -o (-ən) in its gerundive meaning was replaced by -a is made 

convincing in § 385.  

-ako. 

388. This suffix (cognate with Javanese -aken, etc.) has split into two in Mori, which should be distinguished as 

I-ako and II-ako. Although in certain ways one, they have become so separated in function as well as form that they 

are best treated separately. In Pamona next to -aka (corresponding with Mori II-ako) stands a shorter form -ka, which 

has the function of Mori I-ako. One finds this also in Watu and Karunsi’e, where -ko (in certain contexts -ke) takes 

the place of Tinompo I-ako (see below), and a trace of it is also present in Molongkuni, where I-ako, whenever it is 

attached with glottal as the inserted consonant, the syllable -’a can be omitted and thus the suffix can be shortened to 

-ko (-ke), e.g. tumulu’akeo or tumulukeo ‘the informing to him’. That in Watu-Karunsi’e the form -ko is also the 

result of shortening appears from a case such as mo’iangangko,
88

 Tinompo mo’iangako, literally ‘keep on sitting 

(mo’ia) at the desire of, with an eye on’. Originally formed with [p. 373] I-ako, it has become a single concept 

(‘guard, look after’), and therefore no longer regarded as an -ako derivation. There is a very good possibility that 

Pamona and the other languages which have this suffix in a one-syllable form (such as Malay -kan), originally had 

employed a longer form.  

                                                           
87 [from main text, p. 371] The s also occurs in mewangusako ‘suddenly become awake’, versus mewangu ‘stand up, become 

awake’. 

88 [footnote 1, p. 372] Regarding the prenasalization of the k, compare § 20. 
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The formal difference between the two -ako’s in the first place is this, that I-ako is affixed without any 

intervening consonant between it and the verb stem, except in certain cases in which either an old coda has remained 

spared (the only example I know of is the just-mentioned mo’iangako), or else an s which has an intensifying or 

pejorative force (cf. § 386) is inserted (the sole example I am aware of is mompolaisako, ‘to flee with’, the same as 

mompolaiako, for example mompolai(s)ako beine ‘to run off with a woman’; see however § 396. Again, this does 

not hold true for Upper Mori, as has already been found (see the conclusion of § 380), but in this case the inserted 

consonants owe their origin to pure phonetic causes and are thus of another nature than that which occur with the 

affixation of II-ako. In general (but not always), this latter has an inserted consonant preceding it. 

A second formal point of difference lies in the way in which the suffix -ako is bound with the personal pronouns 

which constitute the object or the provisional indication of the object. For I-ako, the forms are as follows (for Watu-

Karunsi’e, see below):  

 -akune
89

 ‘to, for, etc. me’ 

 -akomu ‘to, etc. you’ (Upper Mori -akoko) 

 -akono ‘to, etc. him, her, it’ (Upper Mori -akeo) 

 -akita ‘to, etc. us (incl.)’ (Upper Mori -akito) 

 -akami ‘to, etc. us (excl.)’  

 -akomiu ‘to, etc. you all’ 

 -ako ira ‘to, etc. them’ (Upper Mori -ako iro) 

The majority of these forms have something irregular, but with -akita, -akami, and -akomiu, it consists solely of 

this, that the syllable ko in these forms has been omitted in order to avoid an accumulation of k sounds. The form 

-akune is discussed in § 165. The form -akomu is remarkable in that -mu is not the enclitic, but rather the second 

person singular possessive suffix form. Presumably the form -akomu goes back to the time when -ako (rather, an 

older form of it) was still a self-standing element (preposition). One could also understand -akomiu and -akono in 

this way (that is, analyzed as ako + miu and ako + no), in which case the above-mentioned explanation of these 

forms would be rendered invalid. However, corresponding forms in related dialects makes this hypothesis 

improbable. 

Watu, which as has already been mentioned above has a shortened form -ko of the suffix I-ako, has in addition this 

peculiarity that, whenever the word [p. 374] to which -ko is attached is a transitive verb with a definite object, the 

pronominal cross-referencing of the object does not lapse, as it does in Tinompo, but instead is inserted between the verb 

and the suffix, which thereby comes to stand more or less separate from the accompanying verb. That it still may not be 

considered a separate word emerges from stress placement: one says for example ku’aleeké’e or kualeekée, ‘I took it for 

him’, and not ku’alée ké’e. How the Watu90 forms run emerges from the following paradigm: 

 tiso-e-(ko)’aku ‘show it to me’ [tiso = ‘show, point out’; -e = 3SG, ku- = 1SG] 

 ku-tiso-e-komu ‘I show it to you’ 

 tiso-e-ke’e ‘show it to him’ 

 tiso-e-(ko)kito ‘show it to us (incl.)’ 

 tiso-e-(ko)kai ‘show it to us (excl.)’ 

 ku-tiso-e-(ko)komiu ‘show it to you all’ 

 tiso-e-ke’iro ‘show it to them’ 

As one can see, in some of the forms the syllable ko is also omitted, so that actually nothing of the suffix remains, and 

only from the succession of two enclitic pronouns (-e’aku, etc.) can one make out the intention. Whenever the root word is 

NOT a transitive verb with definite object, then ko cannot be omitted, e.g. aku monahukokito ‘I will cook for us’, aku 

monahukokomiu ‘I will cook for you all’, etc. 

When one has to do with II-ako, which forms an entirety with the word after which it is placed and has no 

separate meaning, then one uses in general the usual pronouns of series I (§ 142) for cross-referencing the object, but 

once in a while the above-mentioned forms are employed, for example luarakune (mostly luarako aku) ‘let me come 

out, help me out of it’, from moluarako. Luarakune can also mean ‘bring it outside for me’, and is thus a shortening 

                                                           
89 [from main text, p. 373] In Roda and Nuha still -a’aku, for example tisoa’aku ‘show it to me’. 

90 [footnote 1, p. 374] This likewise applies mutatis mutandis for Karunsi’e (see §§ 165 and 166). 
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of luarakoakune, in which the suffix -ako is twice present. Other examples of this nature
91

 are pepasiakune for 

pepasiakoakune ‘strike it for me against something’, and uluakune for uluakoakune ‘invite him out for me’. 

I-ako. 

389. The original meaning of -ako is, to speak in general terms, an indicator of direction: the subject performs 

the action, or is in the state or condition indicated by the root word, in the direction of, with an eye on, or orientated 

toward the object of the suffix. Just as in other languages, this original meaning has developed in various directions, 

and in a way which nearly entirely corresponds with the meaning development of its cognates in related languages, 

for example as in Pamona. 

When the stem of the -ako form is a transitive verb with a definite object, the pronominal cross-referencing of 

the object thereof is withheld in the presence of the suffix, except in Watu and Karunsi’e (see § 388). That object is 

understood to be third person singular, unless some other meaning explicitly emerges from context, such as in the 

following (note in this case the personal pronouns of the fifth series replace those of the first series; see § 142 ff.): 

� omue aku mepate-ako ira mokole 

2SG.INDEP 1SG.FUT PART:kill-APPL 3PL ruler 

‘I shall kill you for the ruler’ 

The meaning ‘in the direction of, to, near, on, toward’ of I-ako is [p. 375] illustrated by the following examples: 

� pebooli-ako-no ka i-’aiwa-mo   

call-APPL-3SG and 3SG-come-PERF 

‘call to him that he must come’ 

� ba to-po-wee-ako-no wali-wali-to ba-hapa-hapa, 

if 1PLN-TRI-give-APPL-3SG friend-1PLN.POS INDEF-REDP-what  

 nahi moiko ba to-tende-ako-no  

NEG good if 1PLN-toss-APPL-3SG 

 ‘when we give something to a friend, it is not good if we toss it’ 

� mom-peroronge-ako  

PART:TRI-listen.carefully-APPL 

‘listen to, listen in on’ 

� dengko-ku ongkue ku-po-naa-ako-no anu mo’ito  

long.pants-1SG.POS 1SG.INDEP 1SG-TRI-place-APPL-3SG REL black 

‘I have put black (black stuff) on my long pants’ 

� ba kita-mo wo’ohi-o, to-po-winso-ako-no lewe balo 

if 1PLN.FUT-PERF wash-3SG 1PLN-TRI-enter-APPL-3SG leave bamboo 

‘when one is to wash it (lamp chimney), one puts bamboo leaves in it’ (in order to avoid breaking) 

� bonde mami alou ndio koa ki-pom-paho-ako-no inahu  

garden 1PLX.POS that.down.there be.here just 1PLX-TRI-plant-APPL-3SG vegetable 

‘in our garden down there we plant many vegetables’ 

The dative meaning of -ako, that of ‘toward, for, on behalf of, at the desire of, with an eye toward, etc.’ 

immediately connects up herewith. How closely these two functions are linked appears clearly from a sentence such 

as: 

                                                           
91 [footnote 2, p. 374] Compare the omission of the suffix -aka in Pamona (Adriani 1931:302–303). 
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� melulu i Oleo, buta-o apali, ka i-lako  

run.hard PN sun pull.up-3SG banyan and 3SG-go 

 paho-ako-no i Wula a n-toro-’ulu-no 

plant-APPL-3SG PN moon at LG-crown-head-3SG.POS 

 ‘Sun ran hard, pulled a banyan tree out of the ground, and went and planted it for Moon on her crown’ 

of which the last portion in another version runs: 

� …ka i-lako paho-ako-no i Wula 

    and 3SG-go plant-APPL-3SG PN moon 

‘…and went and planted it on Moon’ 

Other examples are: 

� lako i raha-do ka u-pau-ako ira ka  

go at house-3PL.POS and 2SG-talk-APPL 3PL and  

 do-me-’aiwa-mo isa’a 

3PL-PL-come-PERF genuine 

 ‘go to their house and tell them to come directly’ 

� aku mon-tena mo-wawa-akomiu inahu eu 

1SG.FUT PART:TRI-send PART:TRI-bring-APPL:2PL vegetable spinach 

‘I will send someone to bring you spinach’ 

� po-wee-akami ohia tedei 

TRI-give-APPL:1PLX salt little 

‘give us a little salt’ 

� kinaa anu i-binta-ako ira 

cooked.rice REL 3SG-leave-APPL 3PL 

‘the cooked rice which she had left for them’ 

� na-hina mia anu um-ehe aiwa mo-’ema-akune pakuli 

NEG-exist person REL PART-want come PART:TRI-request-APPL:1SG medicine 

‘there was no one who wanted to go request medicine for me’ 

� tisomo da mo’oru aku l[um]ako mompora-ako-no  

tomorrow still morning 1SG.FUT PART:go PART:lie.in.ambush-APPL-3SG 

 mia anu l[um]ungka-o wuwu-ku alou 

person REL PART:lift-3SG fish.trap-1SG.POS that.down.there 

 ‘early in the morning I will go and lie in wait after (lie in ambush for) the one who has been emptying my 

traps down there’ 

� see bela omue, ba tembio ka u-lako  

phooey friend 2SG.INDEP INDEF why and 2SG-go  

 mepate-akita ana-no dahu-to?
92

 

PART:kill-APPL:1PLN child-3SG.POS dog-1PLN.POS 

 ‘fie on you, why ever did you go and kill our young dogs?’ 

                                                           
92 [footnote 1, p. 375] In these and similar cases one uses, to avoid confusion, only the first person plural inclusive. 
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� si pole-akune kae-ku 

NEG.IMPV cut.through.transversely-APPL:1SG hand-1SG.POS 

‘don’t cut my hand off!’ 

� si batuki-akune kae-ku 

NEG.IMPV cut-APPL:1SG hand-1SG.POS 

‘don’t cut my hand!’ 

� si angga-akune ulu-ku 

NEG.IMPV hit-APPL:1SG head-1SG.POS 

‘don’t knock my head off!’ 

In the four last examples, the action differs in that it is not ‘on behalf of’ but ‘to the detriment of’ the one 

concerned, and thus one has to do with a dativus incommodi. Mention was already made in the previous section of 

mo’iangako ‘to keep watch with an eye on, to mind, to look out for’, which can be said, for example, of a field 

(mo’iangako lere) as well as of rice birds (mo’iangako dena) and the like, against which one keeps watch in order to 

guard the way. 

390. Also the meaning of ‘with respect to, in connection with’ links up with the original meaning of -ako. 

Examples hereof are: 

� mompesikenoako ‘question after, question about, question s.th.’, versus mesikeno ‘question, place a 

question’ 

� molembuiako ‘come after s.o. or s.th.’, versus lembui ‘come at the rear’ 

� monse’eluako ‘go before s.o. or s.th.’, versus se’elu [p. 376] ‘go first, go ahead’ 

� mengkena-ako-no i Wula
93

 

PART:similar-APPL-3SG PN Moon 

‘like Moon, similar to Moon’ 

� mo’ipi-ako buaea  

dream-APPL crocodile 

‘to dream about a crocodile’ 

� mo’eheako, mobeheako ‘approve of, allow, give consent with regard to’ 

� nahi ku-’ehe-ako-no 

NEG 1SG-want-APPL-3SG 

‘I do not consent with regard to him’ (i.e., his being killed) 

� nahi ku-’ehe-akomiu ba i-m-pepate-o 

NEG 1SG-want-APPL:2PL if 2PL-PL-kill-3SG 

‘I do not approve of you that you should kill him.’ 

� nahi do-’ehe-ako-no mon-tii horo 

NEG 3PL-want-APPL-3SG PART:TRI-set.foot.down.on floor 

‘they did not assent that she came down to the floor’ 

� na-m-i ehe-ako-no wee-o tungku-no 

NEG-PERF-3SG want-APPL-3SG give-3SG bill-3SG.POS 

‘He wanted him to not give his bill anymore.’ 

                                                           
93 [footnote 1, p. 376] But also nahi ki-pengkena i Wula /NEG 1PLX-same PN Moon/ ‘I am not the same as Moon’, see § 159. 
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� mo’i’ineheako or moi’ineheako or mo’ine’eheako ‘find pleasure in, have amusement with’, compare 

ine’eheno (etc.), or i’ineheno (etc.) ‘he finds it good, has pleasure in it’ 

� mo(ng)kokolaroako ‘have pity on, have compassion for’, compare mo(ng)kokolaro-no ‘s/he has pity (on 

it)’ 

� si lako ompeda-ako-no, ta mansa k[um]ara-ko 

NEG.IMPV go short-APPL-3SG 3SG.FUT once PART:bite-2SG 

‘don’t go close to him, he might bite you’ 

With reciprocal forms, this meaning develops of its own accord into that of ‘with’, e.g. 

� me’iwaliako ira ‘be at enmity with respect to them’, compare me’iwali ‘wage war against each other’ 

� ku-pesambe’e-ako-no mia arau 

1SG-be.friends-APPL-3SG man that.over.there 

‘I am on friendly terms with that man’ 

� ia n-sala i tonga-lere ku-tepo-hawe-ako-no 

at LG-way at middle-field 1SG-RECIP-meet-APPL-3SG 

‘on the way to the field I had a meeting with him (I met with him)’ 

� tembio ka i-m-pe’u’ua-akune? 

why and 2PL-PL-quarrel-APPL:1SG 

‘why do you all make a quarrel with me?’ 

� na-mi ki-m-pe’asa-ako-no 

NEG-PERF:(3SG) 1PLX-PL-be.one-APPL-3SG 

‘we won’t associate with him anymore’ 

One could connect herewith the comitative or accompanying meaning of -ako (that of ‘with’), but it appears 

more correct to me that it derives from the dative and instrumental meaning. For a form such as mompeneeako ‘fly 

away with’ is actually ‘fly for’ (whether this is to the advantage or disadvantage of), such as indeed appears entirely 

clear from a sentence such as:  

� umari-no t[um]ele-o kimbohu nana’ote andio, ka i-’amba 

finish-3SG.POS PART-swallow-3SG monitor youth this and 3SG-then  

 l[um]ako-ako ira, osio inia l[in]alo-do, ka i-’amba 

PART:go-APPL 3PL nine village PASS:pass.by-3PL.POS and 3SG-then 

 tetoro-ako ira a n-toto si’e-do Datu 

sit-APPL 3PL at LG-under rice.barn-3PL.POS Datu 

 ‘After the monitor lizard had swallowed the youth, then he walked for them on the way (the monitor 

walked, but they were both on the move), nine villages they passed through, then he sat for them 

underneath the rice barn of Datu.’ 

Compare: 

� m-pe’iniako ira-mo ia tampi-no, asa-’asa-no-mo   

PL-hold.on.tight 3PL-PERF at sheath-3SG.POS REDP-one-3SG.POS-PERF   

 koa s[um]owe-ako ira 

just PART:swim-APPL 3PL 

 ‘They held on tight to his sheath, and he alone swam forth for them (on their behalf)’ 
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Other examples of the comitative meaning of -ako are: 

� mompeluluako ‘run away quickly with’, compare melulu ‘run quickly’ 

� mompeteteako ‘cross over a small (plank) bridge with’ (for example, with a small child that cannot cross 

over on his own), compare petete ‘go by way of a small bridge’ 

� mompolai(s)ako beine 

flee-APPL woman 

‘flee with a woman, abduct a woman’ 

� ka i-lako molio-lio-ako-no 

and 3SG-go wander-APPL-3SG 

‘and he went wandering with it’ 

� aku motilalo-ako-no 

1SG.FUT PART:pass.by.without.stopping-APPL-3SG 

‘I will proceed on with it’ 

� ka do-’amba me-baba-o nana’ote atuu  

and 3PL-then PL-carry.on.back-3SG youth that  

 ka do-’amba m-petii-ako-no i wita 

and 3PL-then PL-descend-APPL-3SG at ground 

 ‘and then they took that youth on their backs (in a cloth) and descended with it to the ground’ [p. 377]  

Also cases such as lumolakoako wula ‘to go by moonlight’ can be reckoned hereunder. 

In hapa u-po-’inu-ako? /what 2SG-TRI-drink-APPL/ ‘what did you use with your drink?’ (literally, ‘what did you 

drink with?’), (mo‘inu without object means ‘to drink palm wine or strong drink’), hapa u-pong-kaa-ako? /what 

2SG-TRI-eat-APPL/ ‘with what did you eat your rice?’ (mongkaa without object means ‘to eat rice’), inahu andio ku-

pongkaa-ako /vegetable this 1SG-TRI-eat-APPL/ ‘I ate (my rice) with these greens’, inahu eu ku-kaa-ako-no kinaa-ku 

/vegetable spinach 1SG-eat-APPL-3SG cooked.rice-1SG.POS/ ‘I ate my rice with spinach’, and the like, one can rightly 

mention the comitative, but here one actually has to do with the instrumental function of this suffix, such as appears 

from the construction (cf. § 392). The meaning of the first-mentioned questions is thus in effect something like ‘what 

did you use to make your drink tasty, or to make the drinking of it comfortable?’, and the answer can be, for 

example, bau po’inuku ‘I drank it with meat’ (cf. § 228). 

391. Also the causal meaning of -ako, that of ‘because of, on account of, by, by way of’ allows itself to 

comfortably be derived from the already-treated; it links up with the dative meaning as well as the meaning ‘with 

respect to’. Examples are: 

� hapa u-’aiwa-ako? 

what 2SG-come-APPL 

‘what did you come for?’ 

� hapa ke u-pebee-ako? 

what if 2SG-cry-APPL 

‘what are you crying for?’ 

� tedoa u-pom-pemahaki-ako-no  ke? 

very 2SG-TRI-suffer.pain-APPL-3SG INTERROG 

‘do you feel very sick because of it? (do you have a bad pain from it?)’ 
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� ka ku-landa-o ana-mu, nde molai aku,  

and 1SG-tread-3SG child-2SG.POS because PART:flee 1SG 

 ku-momee-ako-no api-no i Elu-’elu. 

1SG-afraid-APPL-3SG fire-3SG.POS PN Orphan 

 ‘that I stepped on your child was because I was on the run, I was afraid of Orphan’s fire’ 

� tedoa-mo ku-kohali-hali-ako-no nae atuu 

very-PERF 1SG-surprised-APPL-3SG 3SG.INDEP that 

‘I was greatly astounded because of it’ 

� io padenge-do mobea-ako ringgi anu ka do-pekule i Dale
94

 

the baggage-3PL.POS heavy-APPL rix.dollar REL and 3PL-return at Dale 

‘his baggage was heavy with rix-dollars when he was returning to Dale’ 

� molai-ako api 

PART:flee-APPL fire 

‘flee before fire, flee from fire’ 

See also § 394. 

A meaning ‘away from, off of’ (see Adriani 1931:297) cannot be ascribed to Mori -ako. Although mensuaakono 

can indeed be rendered as ‘separate from’, the actual meaning of -ako here is ‘with respect to’, or ‘with’ (see § 390; 

compare Malay bĕrcĕrai dĕngan). Also in me’anaako or mompe’anaako ‘to bear’ (compare mompe’ana, me’ana-o 

‘to have a child, to adopt as a child, to acknowledge as one’s child’), mompesu’uluiako ‘to lay (as an egg)’ and 

teta’iako or monteta’iako ‘to defecate’, -ako has this same meaning (compare the German expression met einem 

niederkommen). To render -ako here as ‘away from self’ is strained, indeed the personal pronoun which immediately 

follows after -ako (assuming it is not a subject) is already the object of the suffix, and indicates not the agent of the 

action but rather the child, etc. with whom or in respect to which the action of the bearing, etc. takes place. The same 

applies to mompewunoako ‘to throw outward’, cf. watu kupewunoako ‘I make a throw (toward s.o. or s.th.) with a 

stone’, in which -ako has the function discussed in the following section, from which the meaning of mompewunoako 

could have arisen.
95

 [p. 378]  

Sometimes -ako does have the meaning ‘of’, namely in sentences such as the following: 

� na-hina anu mobela-ako ira nde pada ira mengkaba 

NEG-exist REL wounded-APPL 3PL because equal 3PL invulnerable 

‘neither of them were wounded, because they were both invulnerable’ 

� onae anu (te)-’aka-ako ira 

3SG.INDEP REL NON.AG-older.sibling-APPL 3PL 

‘he is the oldest of them (of both, of three, etc.)’ 

� nahi tehine do-petea andio, nahi hina tenangi-ako ira 

NEG long.time 3PL-fight this NEG exist defeated-APPL 3PL 

‘not long had they been fighting when (it was clear that) neither of them was defeated’ 

� isua-ako ira langkai po’ia-no, tua m-petoro ke ndorolena? 

which-APPL 3PL great position-3SG.POS tuan LG-sitting or sublieutenant 

‘which of them ranks the highest, the manager or the sublieutenant?’ 

                                                           
94 [from main text, p. 377] Also io padengedo montonduako ringgi… ‘their baggage was sinking with coins…’. 

95 [footnote 1, p. 377] In konaako ‘reach, catch’ (e.g. wuwu-ku kona-ako masapi /fishtrap-1SG.POS hit-APPL eel/ ‘my trap 

caught an eel’), -ako is entirely handled as an instrumental suffix, and thus never constructed with a personal suffix, as kona 

expresses an intransitive meaning (see § 392). 
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In this use the suffix has what is far removed from its original meaning, but the link is yet still indeed clear (cf. 

§ 395). 

The Molongkuni form kakaro’ako ‘the oldest of them’ (= Tinompo akaako ira or te’akaako ira) is peculiar in 

that the suffixed personal pronoun and -ako have changed places (whereby the pronoun is changed to a possessive 

form), perhaps under the influence of the forms to be discussed in § 395. 

392. An important meaning of -ako is the instrumental, that of ‘with, with the aid of, by means of’. This function 

is usually derived out of the comitative, but when one keeps in sight what this is in origin (see § 390), then one must 

still make a leap in order to come to the instrumental meaning. A more serious drawback against this derivation is 

that -ako in its comitative and instrumental senses is constructed in entirely different ways, such as emerges in the 

following examples:  

� nggapu atuu ku-wuno-ako-no watu  

cat that 1SG-pelt-APPL-3SG stone 

‘I pelted the cat with a stone’  

� dahu atuu ku-pepate-ako-no keu   

dog that 1SG-kill-APPL-3SG wood 

‘I killed the dog with a piece of wood’ 

� doi otolu ringgi andio aku mo-’oli-ako pae 

money three rix.dollar this 1SG.FUT PART:TRI-buy-APPL rice 

‘with these three rix-dollars I will buy rice’ 

� hawe-o-mo i Bungahihi i inia, ka i-’ala-o   

arrive-3SG-PERF PN Bungahihi at village and 3SG-get-3SG   

 pakuli-no inso a balase, ka i-ngaili-o,    

medicine-3SG.POS from at k.o.bag and 3SG-chew-3SG    

 ka i-’amba wurosi-ako ira nggapu ka tehu.  

and 3SG-then spray-APPL 3PL cat and rat 

 ‘when Bungahihi arrived at the village, he took her medicine from out of the balase (a kind of bag), and 

chewed it fine, and then he sprayed the cat and the rats with it’ 

� lauro andio te’ingka ku-’oho-akomiu  

rattan this near.future 1SG-bind-APPL:2PL 

‘with this rattan I shall bind you next’ 

� momaru-ako aku karu-ku  

PART:climb-APPL 1SG feet-1SG.POS 

‘I climb (in trees and the such) with my feet’ 

� mon-soso-ako wiwi-no 

PART:TRI-slurp-APPL lip-3SG.POS 

‘he slurped with his lips’ 

As one can see, it is not in the least required by -ako, as one might expect, that the ‘instrument’ with which the action 

occurs is not merely its object: In the first two examples the third singular pronoun -no cannot refer to the stone or 

the wood, which are indefinite, but only to nggapu atuu ‘that cat’ and dahu atuu ‘that dog’ respectively; in the third 

example the instrument (the money) is definite, but -ako does not have a pronoun beside it because the object of 

mo’oli, namely the rice, is indefinite, and so forth. When the verb is intransitive, as in the last two sentences, -ako 

also doesn’t have a pronominal object pronoun marker after it, although karu-ku and wiwi-no are definite. An object 

pronoun marker [p. 379] which immediately follows a suffix tends to belong with that suffix, from which we may 
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deduce that the object of -ako is not the instrument but the object of the action itself, and the meaning ‘with’ or ‘by 

means of’ can thus be ascribed only secondarily to -ako and its equivalents in related languages. 

Presumably one must imagine the origin of this construction like this, that by way of a transitive verb with which 

an instrument is mentioned—and which thus has two objects, a ‘direct’ object and a ‘causal’ object—through a shift 

in object relationships the direct object became an indirect object (introduced by -ako), but without any concomitant 

promotion of the causal object to direct object, because the verb retains—as indeed also it hardly could otherwise in 

keeping with the meaning—agreement with its actual object (thus dahu atuu ku-pepate-ako-no keu and not *ku-

pepate-ako-no keu, such as should be the case if the verb had keu as its object.) It is very probable that this 

construction has taken the place of another, in which presumably the instrument once stood in compound relationship 

with the verb, and can also be inferred from Pamona (Adriani 1931:298–299, 455–456); cf. also § 228. Not at all 

clear is the process in-between. One can rightly link up a sense such as nggapu ku-wuno-ako-no watu and understand 

this actually as ‘I throw a stone at the cat’,
96

 but with this translation it is lost from sight that mowuno (Pamona 

mawuno) ‘throw’ cannot, as in Dutch or English, have the thing which is thrown as its object, but only the person or 

thing toward which one throws. Said another way, mowuno already means by itself ‘throw toward, take a throw at’ 

(in which nothing is said about whether the throw hits home or not),
97

 and it is incorrect to render -ako (or in 

Pamona, -ka) as ‘toward’ in the translation. By describing the original meaning of watu ku-wuno-ako-no nggapu as 

‘I perform stone-throwing in the direction of, with reference to, or (dative-understanding) to the disadvantage of
98

 the 

cat’, one can remain on safe ground. All the same, this is not to say that similar constructions could not first have 

appeared under certain circumstances with reference to verbs. There are a number of verbs in which the object by 

means of which the action is directed (=instrument) is or can be constructed as a normal direct object (to which 

‘throw’ also belongs in a number of languages; see Jespersen 1924:159). If such a verb has [p. 380] in addition 

another object, then often distinct constructions next to each other are possible (Jespersen 1924:162). An example of 

this is the stem wee ‘give’, which in Mori, as in other languages, can have two direct objects (of which one, the thing 

which is given, is not cross-referenced by pronominal suffix), or it can be constructed with -ako ‘to, toward’ (in 

which case the thing which is given is the direct object). In between lies the Mori idiom of a form such as ku-wee-

ako-no, ‘I give it to him’, but not also the translation ‘I present him with it’, no more than one can reverse do-nee-

ako-no i Ana Wulaa ‘they named him (with the name) Gold Child’ to understand as ‘they gave him the name Gold 

Child’.  

The above-outlined theory is naturally not very certain. Certainly one drawback against it is that it does not 

apply to intransitive stems (such as in the two last examples of page 378), where only one (the ‘causal’) object is 

present and thus there exists no motive for a shift in object relationships. However, it is clear that the constructions 

with instrumental -ako with transitive and intransitive stems constitute a unity, and the latter can easily be connected 

up with the former.  

Possibly the particular construction of -ako in its instrumental meaning (which stands entirely alone opposite all 

the other functions of this suffix, which are all closely connected to each other and practically form an aggregate) is 

to be explained from a process of differentiation, although as far as I can see this interpretation has in effect no single 

argument to commend it. And yet the difficulty then still remains that, even though the other meanings of -ako can 

                                                           
96 [footnote 2, p. 379] Such as Adriani does in his Bare’e Spraakkunst (1931:298) What he says there is also not consonant 

with what is mentioned at the beginning of § 195 and of § 192 concerning the association of the instrumental with the comitative 

meaning, unless this is possibly intended in a reverse sense. 

97 [footnote 3, p. 379] Compare § 352. 

98 [footnote 4, p. 379] In other instances this naturally becomes, all depending on the context: ‘to the advantage of’, ‘for the 

benefit of’, ‘with an eye toward’, etc. 
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unobjectionably be derived from the root meaning, in contrast the instrumental meaning stands by itself, without any 

clear source or developmental pathway. One would then also have to discriminate between the personal pronouns 

that immediately follow -ako, something for which no single parallel is to be cited.
99

 [p. 381]  

The construction with fronting of the object (such as in the first two examples mentioned in this section) is 

secondary, as clearly appears from Pamona (Adriani 1931:299). Whenever the object of the verb to which -ako is 

attached is indefinite, it must always follow after the -ako-form, as an indefinite object cannot precede its verb, thus 

balo ku-pom-pepate-ako tehu /bamboo 1SG-TRI-kill-APPL rat/ ‘with a bamboo I killed rats’, and not *tehu 

kupompepateako balo.  

Whenever in sentences such as: 

� tembio koa ke omue ka u-pentoro-ako-(no)   

why just INNTERROG 2SG.INDEP and 2SG-sit-APPL-(3SG)   

 dengko-mu anu mobaho atuu a ompeo?  

long.pants-2SG.POS REL wet that at mat 

 ‘Why do you still sit with those wet long pants of yours on the mat?’ 

� karu-ku asa-mbali tedoa mahaki ba ku-pelanda-ako-(no)   

foot-1SG.POS one-side very hurt if 1SG-step-APPL-(3SG)  

 a wita 

at ground 

 ‘my one foot hurts a lot when I step on the ground with it’ 

(from the intransitive verb melanda ‘set down one’s foot, step, tread’) no -no is used, it appears from this that 

dengko-mu and karu-ku are conceived of as ‘instruments’ of the action; if they are constructed with -no, thus one 

need not suppose another meaning of -ako, as u-pentoro-ako-no and ku-pelanda-ako-no can belong with the derived 

verbs mompentoroako and mompelandaako, which occur next to mentoroako (mentoro + ako) and melandaako 

(melanda + ako) (see § 235), and could have originated in the very same way as mompewunoako mentioned at the 

conclusion of the previous section.  

393. Also the forms mentioned in §§ 317 and 323 with me- … -ako, ‘use as …’, ‘have as …’, -ako has an 

instrumental meaning, so that, for example, mesongkoako ‘to use, wear as a hat’, actually means ‘the action 

mesongko (to wear a specific sort of hat) performed with…’. For example: 

� ku-pesongko-ako songko-no uai-ku  

1SG-have.hat-APPL hat-3SG.POS younger.sibling-1SG.POS 

‘I wear (put on) the hat of my younger brother’ 

                                                           
99 [footnote 3, p. 380] See however Onvlee’s data concerning Sumbanese (1925:lv ff.), where nevertheless the object of the 

verb itself is still conceived of as an indirect object. One might also entertain the possibility of two direct objects. 

One can rightly say aku mom-paho-ako-no osole bonde /1SG.FUT PART:TRI-plant-APPL-3SG corn field/ ‘I shall plant corn in the 

field’, in which the pronoun (-no) which provisionally denotes the object of -ako is separated from its further specification (the 

actual denotation of that object, in this case bonde ‘field’). The reverse construction (aku mompahoakono bonde osole etc.) 

appears to be less used, but no special significance need be attached to this, because the sequence of the objects depends on the 

answer to the question on which of the two does the most emphasis fall? Compare aku mepate-ako-no keu dahu /1SG.FUT 

PART:kill-APPL-3SG wood dog/ ‘I shall kill the dog with a piece of wood’, in which it is spoken of a definite, known dog, on 

which thus less attention falls than the instrument with which it shall be killed, whereas in the first sentence given above (and 

likewise in aku montutu’iako rangka owu ‘I shall cut down branches with a machete’, etc.) the object of the action is the most 

important, and respectively the place (the definite known field) in which, and the instrument (a machete) with the action takes 

place stand less in the foreground. 
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� mekuro-ako belee  

have.cookpot-APPL tin 

‘use a tin as a cook pot’ 

� mebangka-ako wata punti  

have.boat-APPL trunk banana 

‘use the trunk of a banana tree as a boat’ 

� io ambau-no kalamboro anu menee-ako  

CN carabao-3SG.POS people.eater REL PART:have.name-APPL  

 i Tandungkokabo 

PN Tandungkokabo 

 ‘the carabao of the people-eater that has the name of Tandungkokabo’ 

� io puhe-no wulaa i-pesabi-o, mesau-ako  

CN umbilical.cord-3SG.POS gold 3SG-carry-3SG PART:have.sunhat-APPL  

 tawa-tawa 

gong 

 ‘his golden umbilical cord he carried, a gong he had by way of a sunhat’ 

� kami aiwa mekara-kara-ako io towu miu  

1PLX.FUT come PART:have.lawsuit-APPL CN sugarcane 2PL.POS  

 piingko i-kaa-no lagiwa atuu.  

complete 3SG-eat-3SG deer that 

 ‘we come to enter into a lawsuit (have or make a lawsuit of) about your sugarcane being completely eaten up 

by that deer’ 

� mepauako ‘speak about, say’, lit. ‘have as pau (what one says)’  

� pineneeako ‘what one has as a name’ 

� anu p[in]e’inahu-ako lewe-no  

REL PASS:have.vegetable-APPL leaves-3SG.POS 

‘that which the leaves of which are used as a vegetable’ 

As can be seen from these examples, the object is both a thing which in actuality is that which is designated by the 

root of the me- … -ako form, as well as a surrogate, that which merely fulfills the function for want of a better or for 

some other reason [p. 382] (the same applies mutatis mutandis to the corresponding substantives with pe-, see § 

323). 

394. In my opinion it is best to look to the -ako-forms in which this suffix has the instrumental meaning, in order 

to arrive at an explanation of an irregularity which is often found in cases where -ako serves a causal function (see § 

391), and which consists of this, that the personal pronoun following -ako is omitted, even though the object of the 

suffix is definite. Examples hereof are: 

� moturi-ako po’inu-no 

PART:sleep-APPL drink-3SG.POS 

‘he sleeps on account of his drinking’ 

� l[um]ako-ako wunta hieno 

PART:go-APPL letter near.past 

‘he goes on account of the letter just now’ 
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� mahaki-no wali-do do-n-tetala-ako 

sick-3SG.POS friend-3PL.POS 3PL-PL-delayed-APPL 

‘they are held up by the sickness of their companion’ 

� pau andio ku-’aiwa-ako 

talk this 1SG-come-APPL 

‘I have come on account of this message’ 

� mepauki-ako tetadi-no manu-no 

PART:rant-APPL lost-3SG.POS chicken-3SG.POS 

‘he became angry that his chicken got lost’ 

� mompe-langka-langkai-ako pon-to’ori-no 

PART:PRETENSE-REDP-big-APPL TRI-know-3SG.POS 

‘he prided himself on his knowledge’ 

If one uses the conjugated forms, then whenever the object does not precede, then the personal pronoun suffix 

cannot be left out, thus: i-poturi-ako-no po’inu-no, i-lako-ako-no wunta hieno, i-pepauki-ako-no tetadi-no manu-no, 

i-pompelangka-langkai-ako-no ponto’orino, compare po’inu-no i-poturiako(no), etc. So also: 

� i-mate-ako-no haki-no andio 

3SG-die-APPL-3SG sickness-3SG.POS this 

‘he died on account of this sickness of his’ 

� haki-no andio i-mate-ako-(no)  

sickness-3SG.POS this 3SG-die-APPL-3SG  

‘on account of this sickness of his he died’ 

� mobela-mu atuu ke u-pompemahaki-ako-(no)?  

wound-2SG.POS that INTERROG 2SG-suffer.pain-APPL-3SG 

‘do you have pain from that wound of yours?’ 

� api-no i Elu-’elu ku-momee-ako-(no)  

fire-3SG.POS PN Orphan 1SG-afraid-APPL-3SG 

‘I was afraid of Orphan’s fire’ 

When the object is not indicated by a substantive or by anything else corresponding to it, the suffixed pronoun (-no, 

etc.) cannot be omitted; see also § 209. 

The given examples make clear that here one is dealing with entirely different cases than the constructions 

treated in § 392. They can however very well fit in by analogy, as the instrumental meaning does not lie very far 

away from the causal, and the one can easily develop into the other. Compare: 

� ku-parenta-ako-mu songka  

1SG-send-APPL-2SG command 

‘I send you out with (or on account of) a command’ 

� ku-tena-ako ira wunta 

1SG-order-APPL 3PL letter 

‘I sent them out with a letter / on account of a letter / in order to bring a letter’ 

Also in aku h[um]uku-akomiu me-monge-monge miu /1SG.FUT PASS:punish-APPL:2PL PL-stupid 2PL.POS/ (cf. § 369) 

and the such, one obviously hears the meaning ‘for’ (thus ‘I shall punish you for your stupidity’) (see footnote 1, 

p. 277). 
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The origin of this deviant construction should surely be sought in the need to differentiate the varying senses of 

-ako, because precisely when various interpretations of an -ako form a possible, in the causal meaning apparently no 

personal suffix can be used. Compare the following pairs of sentences: 

� onae ku-po-’ungke-ako kaanga 

3SG.INDEP 1SG-TRI-seek-APPL foodstuff 

‘That’s how I seek nourishment (with that, by means of that I seek nourishment)’ 

� onae ku-po’ungke-ako-no kaanga 

3SG.INDEP 1SG-TRI-seek-APPL-3SG foodstuff 

‘I seek nourishment for him’ 

� ku-’aiwa-ako pakuli anu k[in]olupe-ku indi’ai hieno 

1SG-come-APPL medicine REL PASS:forget-1SG.POS here near.past 

‘I have come for the medicine which I forgot here just now’ 

� ku-’aiwa-ako-no ana-ku mahaki  

1SG-come-APPL-3SG child-1SG.POS sick 

‘I have come on behalf of my child who is sick’ 

Similarly, forms with -um- also occur without a personal suffix, [p. 383] which is excluded in usual circumstances, 

for example: 

� isema ta t([um])ekuda-ako pau andio? 

who 3SG.FUT PART:angry-APPL talk this 

‘who should be angry about these words?’ 

� isema ta t([um])ekuda-ako pau-do mia anu mentee  

who 3SG.FUT PART:angry-APPL talk-3PL.POS person REL true  

 ndi onae? 

at 3SG.INDEP 

 ‘who should be angry about the correct words of others which are directed at him?’ 

� aku (um)-aiwa-ako-(no) lakansia mami do-me-lungka-o mia 

1SG.FUT PART-come-APPL-3SG trap 1PLX.POS 3PL-PL-lift-3SG person 

‘I come on account of it that our traps have been emptied (lit., lifted) by others’ 

� ku-’um-aiwa-ako
100

 pakuli molua rea
101

 

1SG.FUT-PART-come-APPL medicine PART:pour.forth blood 

‘I come for the remedy against spewing blood’ 

� d[um]oito-ako-(no) pakuli andio 

PART:afraid-APPL-3SG medicine this 

‘afraid of this medicine, fearing this medicine’ 

� d[um]oito-ako-(no) tetadi-no manu-no
102

 

PART:afraid-APPL-3SG lost-3SG.POS chicken-3SG.POS 

‘afraid of his chicken getting lost’  

                                                           
100 [from main text, p. 383] Regarding the use of future pronouns in requests, see § 236.  

101 [footnote 1, p. 383] In these examples the object allows an interpretation as definite. 

102 [from main text, p. 383] Or, doitoako tetadino… in the same meaning. 
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� umala-’ala-ako
103

 i-tekuda-ako-no ama-no 

show.anger-APPL 3SG-angry-APPL-3SG father-3SG.POS 

‘he showed his anger about it that his father was angry with him’ 

395. In the cases treated up until now, -ako always has an object with it, whether or not it is indicated by a 

suffixed pronoun. There are also some -ako-forms in which the suffix has no accompanying object, and the function 

of -ako thus in many cases is in accordance with that of a modal particle. The meaning ‘with respect to’ is still clear 

when -ako is added after the locative or deictic words spoken about in §§ 185–188. Thus in ramaiako tedei, ‘come a 

little bit closer to here’ or ‘bring it, set it, etc. slightly closer to here’, it must come to have a place hither with respect 

to the position where the addressee, or else the object to be moved, is situated at the moment. Other examples are: 

� taha-tahaneako ‘a little bit more up’ 

� ira’aiako ‘more toward over there’ 

� indi’aiako ‘more toward here’ 

� ngkoraaneako ‘more in a yonder direction, more toward over there’ 

� ndiraaneako ‘further out in that direction’ 

� loane-ako lahi u-pakale-o kalabanti-mu 

go.thither.downward-APPL exceed 2SG-store-3SG transport.contrivance-2SG.POS 

‘you have set your carry contrivance too low to be of use’ 

or ‘you have tied your hand baggage too low on your kalabanti’ 

A similar case is ompedaako ‘come close(r) by’ (either by me or by something or someone else),
104

 in which any 

indication of the object (the position toward which the concerned must travel) is considered redundant. If this is not 

the case, then one says ompeda-akune, ompeda-ako-no, etc. or ompedaako ramai, ompedaako raane, etc. 

In the very same way, next to akaako ira and uaiako ira (see § 391) stand forms without object, akaako ‘older 

with respect to, older than (another or others), the older, the oldest’ and uaiako ‘the younger, the youngest’, and next 

to lembui-ako-no ‘to arrive after s.o.’ and se’elu-ako-no ‘to leave before s.o.’, stand the forms without object 

lembuiako ‘to come last, come at the rear’ and se’eluako ‘to lead, go in front’. [p. 384]  

In haweako ‘to come’ (in the sense of ‘to arrive’, and hence ‘be sufficient’), ‘to come to’ (as of a point in time), 

‘to occur’ (as of the symptoms of a disease, or some property with which one is afflicted; also said of an epidemic: 

‘to run rampant’) next to hawe ‘to come, to arrive’, -ako can be elucidated in the same way. Also forms such as 

mengkitaako ‘to look up, to look in another direction’ (cf. mengkita ‘to look’) and merongeako ‘to listen carefully, to 

use one’s ears’ (cf. moronge ‘to hear’; meronge does not occur), sometimes to be translated as ‘to see or hear 

suddenly’ must be mentioned in this connection. 

If -ako is added after words which indicate an indefinite quantity (also in the domain of time), then it simply has 

a widening or intensifying meaning, for example ba opiaako ‘how many or so’. Compare also: 

� opia-ako ira mia me-lako 

how.many-APPL 3PL person PL-go 

‘there are a certain number of people (a number of people or so) going’ 

                                                           
103 [from main text, p. 383] Also mo’ala-’alaako. Conjugated forms of this verb do not occur; umala-’alaako has come to be 

an adjective. 

104 [footnote 2, p. 383] The intransitive verb form ompedaako cannot mean ‘bring it closer by’; this meaning is rightfully 

expressed by ompedaakono, from the (transitive) verb mo’ompedaako ‘bring it close by’ (originally ‘come close by with’). 
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� ta te-’opia-ako mia l[um]ako hieno 

3SG.FUT VOL-how.many-APPL person PART:go near.past 

‘there are a certain number of people just now going’ 

� ba te-’ipia-ako ki-me-lako 

INDEF VOL-when-APPL 1PLX-PL-go 

‘we shall go within a short period of time’ 

� ba pia-wongi-ako 

INDEF how.many-night-APPL 

‘how many nights or so, a number of nights’ 

� ba ipia-ako ki-me-lako 

INDEF when-APPL 1PLX-PL-go 

‘we stayed away a number of nights’ 

The widening or strengthening force of -ako in these examples is not in this sense to be understood that the number 

should thereby be suggested as considerable; that which alone is intensified by -ako is the indefinite character of 

these forms. If one adds -ako after a definite number such as in: 

� orua-ako in-ala-no 

two-APPL PASS-get-3SG.POS 

‘he took TWO’ 

� pendua-ako-mo andio ku-lako ka ku-pekule mpena 

second-APPL-PERF this 1SG-go and 1SG-return in.vain 

‘this is the second time already that I have gone and have returned without having reached my goal’ 

then actually only this number is being emphasized. In (a)asaako ‘secondly, in the second place’, and asa nturaako 

‘another matter, another circumstance, another time, another turn’, asa does not have the meaning of ‘one’ but of 

‘another’. 

The suffix -ako is clearly intensifying in susuaako ‘it is entirely something else’, that is, ‘it is better, I would 

rather’. Presumably the Padoe particle ngako ‘very’ (as in dei-dei ngako ‘very little’, me’ura ngako ‘very lucky’) is 

nothing other than the suffix -ako with the inserted consonant ng. 

Good examples of the widening, shifting up meaning of -ako are: 

� indi’ipuaako or indi’upuaako ‘three days ago’ or ‘very long ago’, compare indi’ipua, indi’upua ‘day 

before yesterday’, also ‘formerly’ 

� te’ipuaako or te’upuaako ‘in the far future’ (in the Impo dialect te’ipuaako is used in the sense of 'over 

three days’), compare te’ipua, te’upua ‘day after tomorrow’ or ‘in the future’ 

� tehineako ‘over a long time’ (roughly the same as te’ipuaako) 

Also derived with -ako is tamoako ‘especially, how much the more, how much the less’, which consists of ta 

(see § 150), the particle mo, and -ako; compare a sentence such as: [p. 385]  

� a, ela, muda, sekono-po ongkue nahi ki-pengkena  

oh friend 2SG.ADD even-INCOMP 1SG.INDEP NEG 1PLX-same 

 i Wula, anu mo’ia a laro guali, ta-mo 

PN moon REL PART:live at inside bedroom 3SG.FUT-PERF  

 omue muda, anu mo’ia a tuwu ng-keu atuu,  

2SG.INDEP 2SG.ADD REL PART:live at top LG-tree that  
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 ko-mengkena-ako-no i Wula? 

2SG.FUT-PART:same-APPL-3SG PN moon 

 ‘Oh, go on you, even I who live in a nice little room am not the same as Moon. Why should you, then, 

who lives in the tops of trees, be like Moon?’ 

…in which tamoako also can be used (‘how much the less are you…’). 

II-ako. 

396. The distinction which we make between I- and II-ako does not end up in that in every separate case one 

should be able to say without doubt which of the two -ako’s one is dealing with. In origin and nature they are one, 

and their differentiation rests solely on this, that in olden times the meaning of a number of -ako-derivations had so 

very drifted from the original (consisting of the root plus that of -ako) that, despite the fact that it constituted a 

conceptual unity with the root word, yet it remained perceived as an added element, and thereby became entirely 

altered, and took on a separate existence. II-ako is thus a younger shoot from I-ako, the territory of which must have 

been expanded by analogy, and which has formally become distinguished, nevertheless—such as is shown in 

§ 388—in Mori only to a certain extent. 

From the above-stated, one can conclude that the answer to the question of whether or not the concerned -ako-

form constitutes a conceptual unity is the best criterion for distinguishing the two -ako’s. This should no doubt have 

the advantage that as forms such as mo’iangako ‘to watch, to mind’ and mompolaisako ‘to be on the run with, to flee 

with’—mentioned in § 388 as exceptions to the rule that the suffix I-ako is always attached without an intervening 

consonant—should fall into disuse, they become reinterpreted as II-ako. Also forms such as mompewombaako 

‘strike something up against somewhere’ (cf. mewomba, the intransitive form of mowomba ‘strike with a long 

object’) (in Pamona mampedasaka) as well as mompewunoako, mompe’anaako, mompesu’uluiako and monteta’iako 

(see § 391) should thus be considered as derived with II-ako. But there still stand considerable objections against 

this. For example, mompolaisako fits entirely with the other -ako-forms with comitative meaning, in which surely no 

II-ako may be admitted (see § 390), and can hardly be separated from them. Likewise in mo’iangako the meaning of 

the suffix is entirely the same as that discussed at the end of § 389. Moreover, it is not always possible to determine 

whether or not a particular -ako-form constitutes a conceptual unity. The language itself sometimes wavers (see 

§ 235), such as for example in the above-mentioned monteta’iako, which has teta’iako next to itself; in the case of 

the latter, teta’i and -ako still more or less stand separate from each other, whereas in monteta’iako the prefix mo- on 

it shows that the form constitutes an entirety. In a case such as this two interpretations are thus possible. That one 

cannot always look to Pamona for disambiguation appears clearly from this, [p. 386] that mampedasaka may well 

correspond with mompewombaako, but the -ka-form mampewunuka with mompewunoako ‘to throw out’ (for 

(mon)teta’iako back in Pamona has mantota’isaka). Pamona repeatedly uses -ka where one would expect -aka, and 

the reverse.
105

 

Thus it appears best for Mori to rely solely on the meaning. Furthermore, when once in a while border cases 

appear to remain, the two primary functions which II-ako performs, and which it has in common with Pamona -aka, 

yet very clearly distinguishes it from that of I-ako.
106

 

As far as concerns the inserted consonants which can occur with the affixation of -ako, these are the same as 

mentioned in § 373 in the discussion about the affixation of -i, with the exception of k and glottal (for these last 

sounds, however, see § 388). Also it appears no -ako forms occur with n, or perhaps only in mpaanako, the 

                                                           
105 [footnote 1, p. 386] In mampewunuka and in some of the other -ka-forms mentioned in § 193 of Adriani (1931), one can 

say that -ka is in the process of developing in a direction in which -aka has already preceded it. 

106 [footnote 2, p. 386] In Esser (1929:258a), the presence or absence of an inserted consonant was erroneously adopted as 

the criterion for differentiating I- and II-ako, which simply cannot be, as one sometimes encounters forms with and without an 

inserted consonant next to each other in the very same meaning, for example mompepaholako or mompepahoako ‘to stick in the 

ground’. (In this article steeds ‘always’ (line 9 from the bottom) should be changed to meestal ‘mostly’. Also mention was made 

there (lines 10-11 from the bottom) about two -ako suffixes, which must be considered as less than correct. Finally, the word 

steeds ‘always’ (line 3 from the bottom) should be deleted.) 
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derivation of which, however, is not known to me; this word is used as an adjective in order to indicate someone is 

forced by the circumstances to do something suddenly, e.g. 

� mpaanako aku s[um]epi-o 

sudden 1SG.FUT PART:strike.with.fexible.object-3SG 

‘suddenly (but in a causal connection with that which has preceded) I strike him’  

As an adjective mpaanako is ‘under the circumstances, naturally, accordingly, consequently’; it is also an expletive, 

‘darn!, blast!’. 

397. The first primary meaning of II-ako is the causative, which comes into play with stems which have an 

adjectival or intransitive meaning. The causative force of -ako is less direct, less absolute than that of po- (cf. Adriani 

1931:304). This, and the first-mentioned circumstance make one suspect that the causative meaning of -ako has not, 

or at least not always, proceeded from the comitative or instrumental, but from that of ‘with respect to, about’, etc. 

(cf. Adriani 1931:304). Whereas noun stems, used verbally, can already have causative force in and of themselves 

(see § 296), one can assume for example that the form montolahako ‘to set at liberty’ (namely, a prisoner, captive 

bird, etc., by means of throwing open the door of their prison, coop, etc.), apparently means ‘set free, let free, 

liberate, let loose, set loose’, of which the last concepts may also be expressed by mompotola (from tola ‘free, 

loose’). On the other hand, however, stand forms which connect up with the [p. 387] comitative meaning of –ako, 

such as: 

� montiimako ‘bring down’ (namely, down a flight of stairs) (said of persons as well as goods; in the first 

case, whenever the one concerned goes with the subject on his own as well as when he is carried) 

 mompotii ‘make descend, bring down’ (e.g. from the interior to the coast); ‘unload’ (as of goods from a 

ship) and which also encompasses the meaning of montiimako 

� monsakiako ‘take across, take over’ 

 momposaki ‘bring over, import’ (as of sicknesses, fire, messages, etc.) 

� monsawirako ‘place or set on top’ (of goods) 

 momposawi (or mompoposawi) ‘set s.th. straddling on top’ 

which are respectively derived from tii ‘descended’, saki ‘arrived on the other side, crossed over (of illnesses, etc.)’, 

and sawi ‘ascended’. The form montoehako ‘take away’ joins up with the meaning of mantoe ‘far’ (used of places as 

well as time), rather than that of mompotoe ‘to defer, postpone’. 

That the contrast with the po-forms is not always clear emerges from the two derivations of tii (montiimako and 

mompotii). For the stem of moluarako ‘to bring outside, cause to go outside, take out, bring forth, provide a way 

out’, which is cognate with Malay luar, but which no longer occurs in Mori with that meaning at any rate, there 

exists no form with po-.  

To this category can also be brought the -ako-forms in which the stem is a substantive which refers to a place, 

site or space. These forms mean ‘bring, set, etc. to or in the place, etc.’, for example: 

� mowawoako ‘place at the top’ 

� montotoako ‘place underneath’ (also in a relative sense, thus in respect to something different or, for 

example, with respect to the place where it formerly stood) 

� mo’apiako ‘put s.th. in a small opening or slit (api)’ (e.g. between the pages of a book) 

� mo’asipako ‘stick or stuff into a crack (asi)’ (as of a quid of tobacco) 
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� mo’asambaliako ‘bring or place on the other side’
107

 

� mongkairako, mompekairako, mongkaihako, mompekaihako, also mongkaerako or mongkaehako, etc. ‘to 

hang up on a hook (kai) and the such’ (for example on a nail) 

� monsangarako, mompesangarako ‘place something in a sanga (the opening traced out by something such 

as a fork)’ (e.g. in a tree truck, when the trunk divides into branches below the point where the tree is cut 

down; sanga is also the name of a kind of bamboo, with two points, used in order to hang side-dishes 

from the pot) 

398. Frequently these -ako-forms are encountered in reflexive meaning with the prefix me- (cf. § 313). So next 

to montiimako stands the form metiimako ‘go downstairs, descend from the house’, also ‘descend to a lower level’ 

(for example when one descends from the fields to the village; also used when the fields do not lie higher than the 

village, such that one remains on the same level or even climbs;
108

 [p. 388] ‘to descend, go downhill’ is montindulu). 

Similarly next to montolahako is metolahako ‘come forth, go outside’ (namely from a prison, a coop, a narrow or 

dark place, etc.); next to moluarako is meluarako ‘go outside, come out of’; and next to monsakiako is mesakiako 

‘cross over’. Sometimes the meaning of the me-…-ako form differs from that of the corresponding form with mo-, 

such as in: 

� mekorahako ‘exert oneself, strive for something, redouble one’s efforts, set after something’ 

 mongkorahako ‘carry through with, try to carry through with’ (said of intentions and desires)
109

 

� meteahako ‘keep oneself tough, strengthen oneself in order to bear s.th.’ 

 monteahako, the same as mongkorahako 

In other cases a corresponding transitive form is absent, such as with: 

� metondurako ‘let oneself sink’ 

 mompotondu ‘make sink’, compare tondu ‘sink’ 

� melontoako ‘let oneself float, come up floating’ 

 mompolonto ‘make float’, compare lonto ‘float’ 

� memboleako ‘lie down, lie’ 

 mompombole ‘set down, lay down’ 

� mesabaako ‘appear, show up’ 

 momposaba ‘take out, let see’, compare saba ‘visible’ 

                                                           
107 [from main text, p. 387] For example, mo’asambaliako ndi Anu ‘take the side of What’s-his-name’, but me’asambaliako a 

wala ‘make one’s way to the other side of the fence’. 

108 [footnote 1, p. 387] In the same meaning also mewuatako which actually means ‘ascend, mount’ (especially into a house) 

but in this particular use can also be applied if one does not have to ascend in order to come to the village but remains on the 

same level or even descends. The forms metiimako and mewuatako are, however, in this case only used of a great company of 

people.  

109 [from main text, p. 388] Either without object or with the person as object, e.g.  

ku-korahako ira ka do-m-petea 

1SG-exert 3PL and 3PL-PL-fight 

‘I pressed them, tried to get them to fight together’ 
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In the same meaning as the me-…-ako forms occur mepotondu, mepolonto, mepombole, meposaba, etc. 

There are, however, also reflexive me-…-ako forms in which the suffix has no causative meaning, for example 

medontaihako ‘let oneself fall’ (‘let fall, drop’ is modontai), and mepasoako, as it were, ‘plant oneself in the 

ground’, ‘work oneself into the ground’ (such as a worm; mompaso itself means ‘hit, drive one or more pegs or nails 

into s.th.’), which perhaps have arisen by analogy with forms such as the last-mentioned. (Next to mepasoako also 

occurs mepaso, and next to medontaihako dialectally medontai in the same meanings.) Even so, for mesule ‘turn 

oneself over’ in the sense of ‘lie down in a different position (by changing places of the head and feet)’ from monsule 

‘turn over’ (in that sense), mesuleako is also used. In words which denote physical motion, me-…-ako is very 

common, for example mekedo-kedo(h)ako or menggedo-nggedo(h)ako ‘make gyrating motions with the upper or 

upper and lower parts of the body’ or ‘move in a zigzag line over the path’ (cf. Bugis kedo ‘move’), mekodilako 

‘tremble (of one’s body)’ (e.g., from terror). 

When thus one encounters transitive forms with and without -ako next to each other in the same meaning, such 

as mobangku and mobangkuako ‘knock over, topple’ and molendo and molendoako ‘set down’, then perhaps the 

function of -ako is to be ascribed to the influence of the corresponding form with me-…-ako. Compare mebangkuako 

or mebangkuhako ‘make oneself fall over’ (tebangku means ‘fallen over’, kobangku-bangku ‘again and again falling 

down’), melendoako [p. 389] ‘lie down, lie’ (telendo is ‘slip and land flat’, kolendo-lendo ‘lie around’). 

399. The other chief meaning of II-ako is not so easily grasped in a formula. It is in general to be rendered with 

‘nonchalant, haphazard, unexpectedly, hither and thither, around, in a big way, in number, with power’ (cf. § 395), 

etc. (also expressed in the tone of voice in which the suffix is pronounced). Sometimes the meaning is also 

weakening (cf. Adriani 1931:304 ff.). Examples are: 

� morawosako, momperawosako ‘scatter in a rough, wild manner, strew around’ (e.g. a child who makes a 

mess of his food, or of sowing seed in a field which lies in marshy area, so that one need not make any 

planting holes), compare morawo ‘sow, scatter’ (e.g. of the sowing of a wet rice field, where one only 

sows a small surface) 

� mongkaresako, mompekaresako ‘move s.th. suddenly or rapidly’, compare mongkare, the usual word for 

‘move or shift a small, light object’ (with the hand or foot, with or without the help of any object) 

� mentoropako, tumotoropako ‘sit down suddenly, lie down anywhere, anytime’, compare mentoro, 

tumotoro ‘sit, sit down’ 

� mewangusako ‘stand up suddenly’, also meaning ‘go on one’s way without having eaten, depart with an 

empty stomach’, compare mewowangusako ‘stand up suddenly’, mewangu ‘stand up, be awake’ 

� me’iniako ‘to hold oneself on tightly, strongly’, compare me’ini ‘to hold oneself on’ 

� metondarako ‘go one after another in a row’ (of a great number of people), compare metonda ‘go one 

after another’ (of two or more people) 

� mompaerako or mompepaerako ‘move s.th. forward a ways, move s.th. back or away’ (such as something 

which someone else might step on) 

 mepaerako ‘move oneself back, crawl backwards a ways’, but also ‘form into or move forward in a long 

procession or train’ (e.g. a snake which unrolls itself, or a group of people who proceed after each other 

on the way) 

 tepaerako ‘forming a long train’ (e.g. people who are proceeding forward in a long train (also tepae), or 

rattan which lies for a great extent along the edge of the way, or which is being hauled by a great number 

of people following each other), compare mompae ‘drag or lug s.th., move s.th. forward’  

� metadiako ‘spring up’ 
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 metadi-tadiako ‘make springs or leaps’ 

 tetadiako ‘suddenly, by accident thrown out’ (as a stone which by accident shoots out from one’s hand; 

also said of someone who is lifted up and set down again by a great gust of wind) 

 mompetadiako ‘throw away, throw down’, compare montadi ‘dispose of, get rid of’ (in general), tetadi 

‘lost, vanished’ 

� metendelako ‘spring up’ 

 mompetendelako ‘throw upwards’, next to [p. 390] montende ‘toss’ (in general) (e.g. in order to toss 

someone something) 

� me’engkahako ‘move oneself to a little higher place, sit down a little higher, etc.’, compare me’engka 

‘come up out of the water onto land’ 

An example of an intransitive -um- form with -ako is umeuhako ‘to come in the place of another, follow after (in 

that sense)’, compare mo’eu ‘substitute (for s.th. else)’. 

That -ako occurs in one of the above-named functions does not exclude the possibility that at the same time it 

can have causative force. This meaning should, for example, be ascribed to the suffix in cases such as: 

� montandapako, mompetandapako ‘stab into something, bring down onto something with force’ 

 metandapako, tetandapako ‘land forcefully on one’s back’ (respectively intentional and unintentional), 

compare tanda ‘remain stuck in something’ (without falling or falling over) 

� mo’unsorako, a coarse word for ‘eat’, lit. something like ‘cram in, stuff full’, compare unso-’unso 

‘crammed full’, mompa’unso ‘stuff in a narrow opening, set in a depression’ 

But there is no certainty with respect to this, because when a simple verb stem (that is, one containing no derivational 

elements) is in use as an adjective, the meaning of the verb itself stands in a causative relationship to that of the 

adjective. In such cases, to speak of ‘causatives’ merits no recommendation. In mo’unsorako one might be inclined 

to see a causativum on the basis of the prefix pa- in mompa’unso (provided that this is the causative prefix pa-), but 

this criterion gives no certainty, such as is evident from mowulusako or mompewulusako, roughly the same as 

mompowulu ‘slide something off, slide something to below’, but with the additional meaning of ‘at once, suddenly, 

without caution’ (when one uses mompewulu it implies slowly and with a certain care), in which clearly a causative 

po-form stands opposite an -ako form, yet while from the form tewulusako ‘suddenly, at once slip down’ compared 

to tewulu ‘slip (slowly)’ it appears that here -ako has no causative power. In these forms perhaps po- has been 

expelled, as the Mori also say mompowulusako, tepowulusako.  

Often the stem does not occur by itself or as the base of a simple transitive stem. The just-mentioned 

mo(mpe)wulusako was already an example of that. Other cases are: 

� mongkansilako, mompekansilako ‘shoot off, make fly with a very powerful motion’, compare tekansi, 

tekansilako ‘shoot off or fly off on the way’ 

� montapisako, mompetapisako ‘make a striking motion in the air with something’ (for example, in order 

chase a fly off of something), ‘beat off’ (in that sense, for example, greens or vegetables), compare 

montapisi ‘knock away with a cloth or something similar’ (e.g. mosquitoes, dust); this verb can also have 

as its object the person (etc.) from whom or on behalf of whom one brushes something away [p. 391]  

� mo’arahako, mompe’arahako ‘test, try out’, compare me’ara-’arai or me’o’arai ‘slowly, gently’, also 

‘test, try out’ 
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� mora’upako, mompera’upako, also mompa’urako, mompepa’urako (see § 33) ‘give someone a push 

against his head, so that it drops down’, compare tera’u ‘to nod’ 

For montalesako, and its synonym mo’emborako, see § 385, last paragraph. 

400. In a great number of the above-mentioned examples, a form mompe-…-ako stands next to a form 

mo-…-ako which in general has the same meaning. On what this difference rests is not to be said with absolute 

certainty. Presumably, however, the longer formatives are the original, and the corresponding mo-…-ako have arisen 

therefore through shortening (elision of pe-). One must then admit that the forms with mompe-…-ako are transitive 

derivations of intransitive or reflexive me-…-ako forms. So stands, for example, next to the above-mentioned 

mompetapisako stands the intransitive metapisako ‘(with some object) make a striking motion in the air’, and next to 

mekorahako (§ 398) stands the transitive mompekorahako ‘put force behind something, do something with power’ 

(also used intransitively in the sense of mekorahako). Seeing as how mongkorahako already has another meaning 

(see § 398), as a matter of course it is not used in this latter sense. 

The clearest is the function of mompe- in the cases in which the stem expresses an idea which can have two 

direct objects, respectively indicating the object with which the action takes place and the person or thing toward or 

on which it is directed. Thus the form mompesangkiako ‘strike out on something, entwine, bind’ (with, for example, 

a rope as object) can very well be interpreted as ‘the action mesangki performed with’ (mosanki has as its object the 

animal to which is attached a rope or cord by which the animal is held to a tree in order to get control). The form 

mosangkiako also occurs, but in the same meaning as mosangki (with the difference that mosangki can also mean ‘tie 

strongly with a rope or similar item’), while mosangkiako only has just the above-mentioned meaning. If now the two 

above-named objects are in a particular case one and the same, then pe- can be lost, such as in mompekaerako or 

mongkaerako ‘hang up on a hook’, mentioned in § 397. In any case, one senses the forms with mompe- more as 

indicating the direction of the action as such, which thus points to an intransitive origin. 

In not every case does a form with mo-…-ako occur next to a form with mompe-…-ako, as one might expect 

based on the above discussion. Thus one finds, for example, next to mosangku ‘grab (at) something quickly with the 

hand’, also ‘scoop’ (of flowing stuff), the form mompesangkuako ‘grab (at) something quickly with the hand’, 

literally ‘the action mesangku performed with respect to, toward’, but not mosangkuako, perhaps because here -ako 

has no inserted consonant and thus could be viewed as I-ako (as in kusangkuakono ‘I grab, scoop it for him’). 
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